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MATTHEW P. CANEPA

PREFACE

Theorizing Cross-Cultural Interaction AmongAncient and

Early Medieval Visual Cultures

SCHOLARSHIP ON THE VISUAL CULTURES of ancient and early medieval

Eurasia has recently benefited from art history’s renewed interest in questions that

transcend political and cultural boundaries.
1

Issues of cross-cultural interaction,

however, have not enjoyed from art historians working on the ancient and early

medieval worlds a level of crical attention commensurate with the number of prob-

lems arising from the material. As a result, many of those who work in the arts and

cultures of the Mediterranean, Near East, and Asia have found themselves drawn

closer together, but without a common vocabulary or debate with which to engage.

The organizing goal of this volume of Ars Orientalis is to highlight these theo-

retical considerations and provide a forum where art historians of the ancient and

medieval worlds can explore these problems of cross-cultural interaction with

greater rigor. It does not intend to provide a comprehensive theoretical overview

or art historical survey of Eurasian artistic interchange, nor an overarching theory.

Rather, it aims to contribute critical perspectives drawn from premodern visual

cultures to the wider theoretical conversation. The papers contained herein criti-

cally evaluate some of the most important problems encountered in the material:

the cross-continental movement and selective appropriation of objects and motifs

through trade; the impact of new ways of seeing, being seen, and acting introduced

by these objects; the role of art and ritual in negotiations of power among empires;

and representations and self-portrayals of ethnicity and gender within and beyond

dominant visual cultures.

The volume’s authors explore these issues at several important moments of

exchange in the ancient and medieval Mediterranean, Central and Western Asia,

and China. The problems under study include well-known focuses of scholarship,

like the problem of the use and impact of the ancient Near East in the Mediterra-

nean during the “Orientalizing period” ot the first millennium bce, or the impact

of the Central Asian world on Sui-Tang China (ca. 398-907 ce). Others, such as

confrontation between steppe and urban civilizations in early medieval Central

Asia, competition between the Roman, Persian and Chinese courts, and Middle

Byzantine responses to inspirations brought in on the Silk Road, cut across con-

ventional scholarly boundaries. In tackling these problems, the papers examine

archaeological discoveries that up until now have not been critically evaluated nor

integrated into art historical narratives.

Nassos Papalexandrou’s paper asks new questions about a phenomenon that

is central to the development of Greek visual culture. During the “Orientalizing

period,” Greeks and Etruscans selectively appropriated many aspects of the visual

cultures of the ancient Near East. Papalexandrou considers not only the impact of

ancient Near Eastern objects on Greek art, but the impact of Near Eastern ways of

seeing on Greek experience and use of vision. Two papers focus on the interaction
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between China and Central Asia during the Sui and Tang dynasties of China. Kate

Lingley’s investigates the interaction between local identities and larger external

“cultural others” that occurred among several Silk Road cultures and in the Chi-

nese courtly center, and tracks the differing trajectories of meaning of previously

foreign objects and images that moved into China from the West. Bonnie Cheng

analyzes the funerary monuments of Sogdian communities outside the Tang capi-

tal of Chang’an. These inhabit, she argues, a third space between the Chinese and

Iranian spheres.

My article concentrates on the processes and practices that drove exchange

among the elites of the great empires of late antiquity: late Rome, Sasanian Per-

sia, and Sui-Tang China. I offer a theoretical model that evaluates the relationship

between “universal” empires and the impact of their interaction on the peoples

who found themselves in the interstices. Warren Woodfin, Yuriy Rassamakin, and

Renata Holod analyze the contents of an early thirteenth-century Kipcak burial

excavated in the southern Ukrainian steppe, the Chungul Kurgan. Their study

argues that this nomadic people of the Pontic steppe actively and creatively manip-

ulated the meaning of objects and costume from the Byzantine and Islamic courts:

the Kipcak burial turned foreign gifts, which were intended to show their subor-

dination, into displays of power and independence. Alicia Walker investigates the

cross-continental— and trans-temporal—-movement of the Chinese phoenix,

thefeng huang, into luxury items of the Middle Byzantine period (843-1204). The

objects that she studies present an intriguing case, as they bear the few images ofthe

feng huangto appear in Europe and the Near East before the Mongol empire.

Critical Approaches to Cross-Cultural Interaction

The authors of this volume respond to several strains of discourse in the humani-

ties and social sciences that have confronted aspects of cultural interaction. I do

not pretend to have mastery over the vast array of rich and challenging literature

detailed below. I hope merely to communicate the basic outlines of those debates

that have been especially influential to the authors of this volume and the wider dis-

cipline of art history, and identify theoretical approaches not previously integrated

that could be productive for scholars of the interaction of ancient visual cultures.

These debates have arisen from differing disciplinary perspectives and motivations,

and responded to a range of temporal and cultural situations. Some lines of inquiry

have coalesced into interdisciplinary efforts, such as postcolonial or globalization

studies, which certain fields of art history have at times drawn from or contributed

to. Other traditions of scholarship have remained relatively discrete. With regards

to the study of the ancient world from an architectural and object-based point of

view, archaeology has generated an impressive bibliography, concentrating espe-
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dally on evidence of trade, movement of cultural practices, and technology trans-

fer.’ Building on earlier, more traditional efforts, art historians have returned in the

last two decades to examining important moments of cross-cultural interaction,

some from a critical perspective .

3

Avoiding dead-end searches for, or comparisons between “original” or “pure”

cultural structures, the most productive theoretical approaches for understand-

ing cross-cultural interaction share an insistence that cultures are not unitary

monoliths but dynamic interrelated systems continually recreated by daily or

generational human practice .

4 Such approaches do not assume that cultures or

an individual’s cultural identities are static, much less pure. This focus on practice

enables researchers to ask questions that extend beyond identifying cultural prov-

enance to the means by which cultural traditions, including art, are recreated and

reinterpreted. It allows the researcher an interpretive field wherein art objects and

images are not only representative of cultures, but take an active role in constituting

and transforming them. Social scientists, steeped in decades of poststructural and

postprocessualist research, have been imbued with critical discussion of rituals and

ceremonies, both prestigious and drawn from everyday life. Yet the impact of the

visual on both “pragma” and “praxis” is still challenging to and being negotiated by

art historians and anthropologists alike .

5

Anthropology, economics, international relations, and political science have

shared an interest in contemporary problems of globalization and transnational

studies .'
1 An important related debate has grown up around ideas of world-systems

and theories of world history.

7 These efforts analyze how societies mutually affect

and constrain each other in their interactions. Focused on the impact of large,

hegemonic poles of power, such as the Russian and British empires in the nine-

teenth century or American and Soviet spheres of influence in the twentieth cen-

tury, world-systems approaches have studied how these hegemonic cores exploit

and draw resources from contested peripheries and compete for ideological and

cultural ascendency over them .'
3
Research has focused on economic and cultural

conflicts that stem from the efforts of dominated peripheries to resist and subvert

the hold of the imperial center while competing hegemons attempt to destabilize

and incorporate the spheres of influence of their competitors. Initially concentrat-

ing on contemporary situations or those ofEuropean colonialism, anthropologists,

sociologists, and historians working on the premodern world have been increas-

ingly interested in exploring wider systems of cultural contact from less Eurocen-

tric perspectives .

9

An overlapping field of debate in anthropology and sociology has sought to

understand both the wider dynamics of cultural interaction and the role of local

communities or even individuals in these processes .

10 Bringing attention to the fact
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that overarching systems unfold on a local level has been one of the key interpretive

standpoints of this debate, and has been an important corrective to a discrete focus

on large systems .

11 The anthropology of globalization has studied flows of capital,

people, goods, images, and ideologies resulting from global interconnection.

The deliberate fusions of iconographie, architectural, and ritual traditions that

can arise from globalization touch on an issue often raised in certain lines of reli-

gious scholarship. Stemming from reformation and counter-reformation theol-

ogy and early modern missionary work, one line of inquiry, to which studies of

the early Christianities in the Mediterranean and Christianity in Latin America are

indebted, was originally concerned with issues of religious syncretism .

12 While his-

torians and anthropologists of religion continue to be interested in problems of

cross-cultural interaction, the term “syncretism” has increasingly fallen out offavor

because historically it connoted either an attempt to weed out foreign influences

or search for a lost “pure” tradition .

13 In general, the critical study of the history of

religions has become more closely allied with the interests of anthropological criti-

cal theory outlined above. The field of Indo-European linguistics, archaeology, and

religion presents another sustained, yet fraught, tradition of looking across cul-

tures. With the ultimate goal of reconstructing a single culture rather than studying

the dynamics of interaction, earlier efforts stood on the periphery of these critical

debates .

14

The study of European colonialism and postcolonial situations, on the other

hand, has generated a rich interpretive vocabulary with which to evaluate the cul-

tural impact of empire, including such terms and topics as creolization, hybrid-

ity, diaspora, migration, and subalternity. Several strands in the social sciences and

humanities have contributed to this interdisciplinary conversation, including art

history.

15 While these theoretical debates can sometimes offer broad insights, they

require careful evaluation and qualification. Theorists dealing with contempo-

rary issues of cross-cultural interaction often concentrate on situations marked by

oppression, coercion, and unequal power relationships, a constant in the premod-

ern world as well. Much of this scholarship has focused on voicing the concerns

and defending the rights of disenfranchised and underprivileged peoples. Some

scholarship on the subject, especially from anthropological and cultural studies

backgrounds, has even proceeded with an explicitly stated goal of defending domi-

nated groups against the onslaught of governmental, corporate, or elite attempts

to unlawfully or unethically take their cultural goods or force assimilation, and as

such is designed as an outline for action .

16 While its aims might be admirable, it

presents a markedly different landscape in terms of basic questions of ethnic iden-

tity, use and understanding of technology, the written word, the role of religion, and

the function of images from those in the ancient and medieval worlds. Although
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such literature cannot provide a methodology that is directly applicable to ancient

and medieval cultures, a dialogue between the two does have the potential to offer

insights on both situations.

Dynamics of Cross-Cultural Interaction in Ancient and

Early Medieval Eurasia

All the papers in this volume consider at one point or another the global systems

that affected the objects and images under study. Communications technology and

transportation have compressed contemporary humanity’s sense of time and space

to an unprecedented degree; however, the fact that technology and economic, ideo-

logical, and political processes facilitate or even compel a global flow of capital and

ideas is not unique to our century, nor are the extension of local concerns and social

networks geographically and the de- and re-territorialization of culture. While the

critical approaches outlined above have the potential to provide theoretical trac-

tion, they do not necessarily capture all the physical and intellectual processes of

exchange by which ideas, objects, images, and practices moved cross-continentally

in ancient and medieval Eurasia. In rare but important instances, global powers

instigated and funded such movement through centrally controlled diplomatic

missions and, at certain historical moments, elaborate institutions for receiving

envoys. This was certainly the case for the diplomatic exchanges that, during brief

periods, occurred between the empires of the Seleucids and Mauryas, between

Rome, the Arsacids, Kusänas and Han China, and in late antiquity, between the

late Roman empire, Sasanian Iran, Sui-Tang China, and the Turkic steppe empires.

After the fall of the Sasanian dynasty such exchanges resumed on a smaller scale

between the Tang dynasty, the Umayyad caliphate, and Byzantium. Smaller states,

such as the nascent Japanese empire, the Gupta and Pallava kingdoms of India, the

Vandal, Gothic or Frankish kingdoms of early medieval Europe, or the Hun, Kidar-

ite or Kipcak steppe kingdoms further east, were often drawn into the intrigues of

the more established empires. The Mongol empire provides the grandest example

of all, incorporating most of Eurasia as its vassals.

Along with diplomatic contacts, interlocking merchant networks formed the

core of Eurasian exchange, utilizing multiple sea and land routes .

17 Syrian and Per-

sian merchant ships connected the Mediterranean, the Arabian Sea, and Indian

Ocean with the South China Sea. Merchants from minorities within or on the

peripheries of large empires, including Syrians, Jews, Bactrians, Sogdians, and

Armenians, controlled the land routes from the Chinese capitals through Central

Asia and the multiple routes into Iran and thence the Mediterranean or, by the

northern route, the Black Sea .'
8
Eurasian trade moved a great deal of ornamental

and luxury material, feeding the desires of the elites to distinguish themselves with
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rare goods, images, and motifs. While material moved by ship or by camel cara-

van, cities were the true sites of mercantile and cultural exchange. The markets of

imperial capitals such as Babylon, Chang’an, Ctesiphon, or Constantinople hosted

the exchange of goods, as did the trading cities of the Tarim Basin, Transoxiana,

or Southern India. The diversity of the markets, foreign settlements, and religious

structures in cosmopolitan cities like Chang’an reflect this .'9

The recurrent desire to distinguish themselves within their own social class—
and from those below them— was the driving force behind the interests of many

of the elites discussed in this volume, be they as far apart in time and space as Ori-

entalizing Greece, Sasanian Iran, Tang China, the Kipcak steppe, or Byzantium. It

was also the motivation behind many instances of the movement, display, and inte-

gration of objects, motifs, or visualities from distant cultures. The ideas of Pierre

Bourdieu and Daniel Miller have inspired much recent discussion of this phenom-

enon. Among other contributions, scholarship in many fields has found useful

Bourdieu’s analyses of how practice embodies and reproduces personal and cul-

tural values as well as his theories on how one’s social place affects one’s tastes and

practices .

20 Even in seemingly mundane acts of consumption, the use and display

of visual material continually create, articulate, and define an individual’s social,

economic, and political place. Conversely, evidence of incorporation of a “foreign”

image, motif, or ritual does not indicate a direct cultural transfer. Different objects

could have different meanings according to how they are used by new owners and

users and interpreted by the differently conditioned eyes of the new host society.

Even in a complex situation where an individual might acquire an art object such as

a Christian or Buddhist devotional painting along with religious instruction which

would ensure the recipient, in this case a convert, gained a direct understanding of

the original function, its subsidiary meaning would be different given the status of

the religion and thus the object in its new cultural home.

While profits motivated merchants and prestige drove elites ,

21 adherents of the

great missionary religions, Buddhism, Christianity, and Manichaeism, consciously

used the merchant networks as conduits for their faiths. They not only brought

new visual cultures with them, but their efforts to convert and compete instigated

artistic interaction on a number of levels. Compared to Christianity, Buddhism,

and Islam, Manichaeaism was persecuted almost everywhere it spread .

22 While the

other religions often appropriated what was useful or prestigious within the host

culture, Manichaeans were especially adept at cloaking their own ideas and practices

in the visual and ritual forms of the dominant tradition .

23 From its inception in the

mid-third century the Manichaean religion demonstrated a remarkable ingenuity

for creative adaptation. The prophet Mani founded the “Religion of Light” in the

Sasanian empire and it spread into the Mediterranean and Central Asia, adopting
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elements of Zoroastrianism and Christianity. In Central Asia, Manichaean com-

munities appropriated many religious, ritual, and visual elements of their Christian

and Buddhist competitors .

24 Even though Manichaeism served as an official state

religion for a period under the Uighur rulers, Buddhism remained the most widely

practiced religion and Manichaeism’s greatest competitor.

25 This environment

engendered an atmosphere of simultaneous exchange and competition, on both

an artistic and textual level. In most cases Manichaeism was the assimilator .

26 Man-

ichaeans adopted some of the same practices as Buddhism, including the use of tem-

ple banners and cave sanctuaries. While these practices might be labeled “ hybrid” or

“syncretic,” they expressed entirely Manichaean concepts despite a superficial simi-

larity to Buddhist traditions .

27 We find similar occurrences in Manichaean visual

culture, where deities such as elephant-headed Ganesa, or Visnu boar-headed ava-

tar, Varäha, are portrayed with an iconography traceable to South Asia .

28

While the wider dynamics of diplomacy, trade, empire, and religion compelled

the movement of ideas and objects, local conditions determined the ways in which

they were incorporated (or not) into native visual cultures. With deeply rooted

local societies clashing with several waves of invaders, South Asia during the second

century bce through the third century ce evinces a number of especially complex

visual cultures .

29 South Asia in this era provides a challenging body of evidence of

Indian appropriation of Greek visual and ritual traditions, as local populations

adapted aspects of Greek visual culture to the Buddhist religion .
30 The Mauryan

empire’s unification of much of the subcontinent and the emergence of Buddhism

as an imperial religion without a doubt provided two important templates for suc-

ceeding South Asian sovereigns; however, it was the Greek kingdoms of Hellenis-

tic Bactria and South Asia that set the most deeply influential precedents for later

Scythian, Kusäna, and even Gupta images.

Like their Ptolemid and Seleukid competitors in Egypt and Iran, the Greek kings

of Bactria and India developed complex strategies for navigating between several

global and local idioms of power. They responded simultaneously to Macedonian,

Buddhist, and Hindu traditions of kingship. Early in the dynasty, the Ptolemaic

kings maintained a more or less discrete split between images of power intended

for the native Egyptian population and images intended for the Greek aristocracy

and the wider, global Greek world, only later producing what could be termed

“hybrid” images .

31 In addition to supporting native Babylonian cults, the Seleu-

cid kings appear to have sponsored temples that delicately blended Mesopotamian

and Greek architecture and cult .

32 The Hellenistic rulers of Bactria and India quite

early on innovated culturally hybrid figurai and architectural idioms depending on

the audience .

33 The Greek kings of Bactria and northern India communicated in a

“purely Greek” idiom to the wider Hellenistic world with their higher denomina-
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tion coinage, while their silver and bronze coinage, meant for their own kingdoms,

became increasingly “bilingual” both in language and image. Reflecting a greater

involvement with South Asia, as well as more cultural complexity, later Indo-

Greek kings such as Menander evolved an especially hybrid type of kingship, with

South Asian forms and practices blended seamlessly with Hellenistic ones .

34 From

his coins as well as records in South Asian and Greek sources, we know this king

portrayed himself both as a successor to Alexander and as dhärmika dharmaräja

(righteous dharma-king ).
35 Whereas Indo-Greek kingship engaged primarily the

Hellenistic and South Asian idioms, the advent of the Scythians added a third ele-

ment to the mix, that is, Iranian steppe culture. In effect, the Sakas responded to

this third “global sphere” and incorporated it into the South Asian visual culture of

kingship .

36 Buddhist aristocratic and monastic patrons, in turn, adapted elements

of Classical visual culture to image the Buddhist religion. It was useful as it was

an “aristocratic common culture” and prestigious medium which could be read-

ily understood throughout the Near East, South and Central Asia, something very

attractive for a religion seeking converts across Hellenized Asia .

37

Although transported and shaped by the forces of diplomacy, commerce, and

political power, images and art objects themselves had an independent agency to

change cultures. Art historians and anthropologists alike have found analyses of

object agency productive and often challenging, especially the observation that

objects can occupy the social roles of active, sentient beings .

38 This can provide new

ways of examining the role of art objects in interactions among cultures and their

more active role in transforming their significance in a new context. The ancient

and medieval world presents an array of situations where objects, from sculptures

and paintings to manuscripts and even buildings, could be imbued not just with

religious significance, but divine presence or the constituents of political power.

39

While an art object, architectural form, or ornamental motif had no meaning out-

side the uses and estimation of a patron, consumer, or viewer, visual material itself

could introduce new ways of seeing, or “visualities,” to a host culture along with

simple forms .

40 The dynamic interaction between image, object, and practical con-

text affected both prestigious objects and activities, such as diplomatic gifts, tribute

exchanges, or royal investiture ceremonies, and simple, almost ephemeral move-

ments of manuscripts, relics, personal devotional images, amulets, and spells. The

impact of Buddhism on the visual culture of China provides an intriguing example

ofnew practices and ways of seeing the world introduced and integrated into a host

culture, as does the taste for Classical visual culture among the empires of post-

Hellenistic Iranian nomads, or Indian ivories in Rome, or Roman luxury goods in

South Asia, or exchanges between the Byzantine, Islamic, and Western European

worlds .

41 Considering again the case of Central Asian Manichaeism, this interpre-
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tive strategy requires one to ask if the Manichaeans gained something more from

their appropriation of prayer flags, stupas, and the iconography of “Hindu” gods.

How much did new ways of engaging artistic and architectural material affect the

experience of their religion? We can ask these same questions of many cultural situ-

ations, across the spectrum of power differentials and levels of understanding and

intention of the donors and receivers.

A Test Case: The Mongol World Empire

The Mongol empire is an illuminating case with which to conclude this consider-

ation of the problems of cross-cultural interaction. The court practices of the Mon-

gols, and their visual culture and those of their vassals, provide a stunning view of

how complex the pathways of these overlapping motivations, objects, images, and

practices could be. Given their power to meld techniques and images and transform

visual cultures, Mongol-era textiles, investiture practices, structures and manu-

scripts provide an intriguing chain of examples. As the Mongols built their empire,

silk robes of honor and the massive ceremonies at which they were bestowed and

worn served as a powerful imperial tool of political and cultural integration. These

robes simultaneously defined the owner’s membership and rank in the extended

family of the Mongol court. 42 The Mongols preferred gold brocade (New Persian

nasij , Chinese nashishi) to make jisiin robes— worn for all state occasions— and

were responsible for setting up large imperial workshops to produce it.
43 Mongol

practices additionally inspired the spread of the robes’ imagery into new and quite

unexpected mediums and contexts. The historical sources of numerous cultural

traditions relate that whenever the Mongols sacked a city, the craftsmen and their

families were spared and transported to the capital while the majority of the inhab-

itants were put to the sword. 44 This created a mass movement of craftsmen from

eastern Iran to Central Asia and then eventually to China that is recorded in a range

of sources. As a result of these movements, the newly created capital Dadu became

one of the main centers for the production of nasij, and the site of great artistic and

technical exchange. 45

The robes were worn with patterned cuffs and collars (“cloud collars”). Many

of the images the robes and collars carried were borrowed from Chinese visual cul-

ture, but took on unique importance through the Mongols’ specific political inter-

pretation of their significance. According to the Yuan shih ( History of the Yuan

Dynasty), the Mongols adopted sumptuary laws intended to reserve the symbolic

power of certain imagery for the imperial court. 46 In 1270 the court prohibited

weaving the sun, moon, dragons, and tigers on silk and satin fabric as well as depict-

ing dragons and rhinoceroses to decorate horse saddles.47 As these symbols were

invested with greater political power and courtly significance, they spread to many
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of the visual cultures of the Mongol empire, appearing in new contexts and materi-

als and for different purposes.

From donatives given to the most humble of Franciscan missionaries to the

investiture of client kings, the Mongol sovereigns of Iran and China articulated their

relationship with their courtiers through textiles. This hierarchy manifested itself

most acutely in the great ceremonies and festivals. The jisiin regularly appear when

the sources describe the accession of a khan or the court’s many celebrations and

audiences held for demonstrations of fealty on the part of subject kings. The first

references to the robes come from the reign of Genghis Khan in 1209, when Geng-

his rewarded with a jisiin robe the Uighur official who had convinced the Idiq-qut

to submit to the khan. The tradition and significance of the jisiin were maintained

by Genghis’s successors and the robes regularly appear when the sources describe

the accession of a khan or an annual celebration of some sort. For example, Juvaini

relates that when Ögödei assumed the throne in 1229 those in attendance wore a

different color robe every day: ‘All that day till nightfall they debated together with

gaiety and friendly emulation. And in like manner for full forty days they donned

each day new clothes of different colour and quaffed cups of wine, at the same time

discussing the affairs of the kingdom.” 48 On a mundane level, investiture and dona-

tives composed a formalized method for paying out salaries or giving rewards. The

khans paid everybody from guards to client kings with bolts of silk and silk clothes.

On a sociopolitical level investiture ceremonies concretized the existing hierarchy

and made tangible both the officials’ and client kings’ legitimacy to act on the khan’s

behalf and, most importantly, their subordination to him. However, once away

from court, when a client king would wear luxury silk clothes given to him by his

Mongol overlord, the clothes and their insignia became marks of aristocratic dis-

tinction in that culture, as they were reserved for the king and his courtiers alone.

The wide distribution of Mongol textiles had the secondary and unintended

consequence of providing a prestigious conduit for the robes’ imagery, spreading

it throughout Eurasia. The earliest appearance of dragons, phoenixes, and lions

inspired by the robes of honor emerges in one of the most distant kingdoms over

which the Mongols ruled: Armenian Cilicia on the southeastern Mediterranean

coast of Anatolia.49 While the sovereigns of Eurasia futilely resisted the advance of

the Mongol empire and were one by one brutally exterminated, Het’um I (1226-70

ce), the sovereign of the Armenian kingdom of Cilicia (1198-1375 ce), took the

diplomatic initiative.
50 In 1247 he sent his brother, Smbat, to the Mongol court in

Karakorum, and in 1253 journeyed to the court himself to offer submission and seal

an alliance with the Great Khan Möngke against the Muslim powers. In sparing

his kingdom depredations of the sort suffered by the Caliphate, Rus’, Hungary, or

Poland, Het’um ushered in fifty-eight years of active military and political coopéra-
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tion with the Mongols. 51 Because of its place in the Mongol empire, the kingdom

prospered from the Silk Road trade passing from the West to the Far East through

its port of Ayas and Armenians served as merchants and official couriers through-

out the Near East and Central Asia. Spices, silk, gems, drugs, and other luxuries

were exported, and woollen cloths, linens, furs and other manufactured goods were

imported from the West. 52

Little remains to serve as a monument to this unprecedented period of cross-

continental exchange except for three brilliant illuminated folios in two manu-

scripts. 53 These manuscripts appeared within a short, three-year period ( from 1286

to 1289): they are a gospel copied in 1289 for the Archbishop John, brother of King

Het’um I (Matenadaran Library, Yerevan 197), and a full lectionary created for

Prince Het’um in 1286, three years before his accession to the throne as King HetTun

II (Yerevan 979 ).
54 They integrate several visual motifs appropriated from Mongol

imagery of imperial power. A folio of John's gospel ( 141 verso ) contains a full-page

portrait of the archbishop celebrating the ordination of a young monk. 55 John’s

alb, emerging from underneath his cope, displays a dragon chasing a flaming pearl,

a motif common in Central Asian textiles of the Mongol period. Folio 293 carries

an elaborate headpiece with Christ Emmanuel at its center, and two gray Mongol

felines that flank the central disk that contains Christ’s bust. Below this main sec-

tion are two more felines, again portrayed in motion toward the center yet casting a

glance back to the open mouth of a serpent that threatens to engulf them. An elabo-

rate decorated chapter heading also dominates folio 334, forming a tri-lobed arch

under which the text begins. To the right and left, filling in the interior space formed

by the arch, lie symmetrically composed mirror images of the same scene: a dragon

in combat with a phoenix. A frontally positioned phoenix with wings outstretched

and tail feathers flowing rises in the center of the thick ornamental outline that

encloses the arch. The birds all belong to the luan “species” of phoenix and have

long flowing tail feathers and heads with feathers streaming off them.

The manuscripts reflect several strategies by which the Armenian kingdom of

Cilicia responded to Mongol visual culture and integrated it into that of its own

aristocratic hierarchy. Gifts of silk clothes that the khans gave the Armenians as

donatives and during investiture ceremonies reinforced their significance.56 The

dragon chasing a flaming pearl on John’s alb in the manuscript parallels Mongol

textiles and owed its presence to the political dynamics outlined above; however, it

had a very different meaning in the context of theCilician court than in Mongol cer-

emony. It became a symbol of prestige rather than submission. The Cilician court

appropriated the dragon and the phoenix, symbolic of Mongol imperial power, to

be the symbol ofHet’umid royal grandeur, fit even to be incorporated into the holi-

est object in the Armenian Apostolic church, the gospel lectionary. Once the motif
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appears not just on a garment, but in an illuminated manuscript, a whole new set of

meanings and correspondences envelop it and present new possibilities stemming

from the art and ritual of the liturgical object.

The Mongol rulers of Iran, the Il-Khan dynasty (1256-1353), also forged a con-

nection between the artistic traditions of Iran and the Mongol empire. They created

dynastic images that expressed a new, deliberately fused, visual repertoire of power

that claimed both cultural traditions and spoke to both powerbases. 57 The first

appearance of the dragon and the phoenix in Iran, as well as other images and orna-

ment drawn from Mongol visual culture, occurs in tiles that decorated a ceremonial

hall of the Mongol summer palace built at the Azerbaijani site of Takt-e Solaymän. 58

Built at the instigation of Abagha Khan, possibly before his death in 1282, Takt-e

Solaymän presents a very different dynamic compared to the Armenian material.

Here, the Mongol elite fused Iranian and Mongol visual and architectural traditions

of power. The palace was based on the Sasanian model, with four radiating ayväns ,

an architectural expression of power in Iran since Arsacid times, used with great

effect in Sasanian palaces and fire temples. The Mongol palace even rebuilt and

incorporated the great ayvän of the Sasanian fire temple that had once stood on the

site.
59 The Mongol imperial motifs were thus thrust into an Iranian medium among

the Sasanian ruins of a fire temple that had deep and ancient symbolic connections

to kingship in pre-Islamic Iranian culture.
60 Heralding an explosion of kital (Chi-

nese) imagery in the book arts, the dragon and the phoenix appear physically and

visually juxtaposed with images and poetry from Mongol-commissioned copies of

the New Persian epic, the Sähnäma ( The Book of Kings). The palace offered rich,

layered visual and textual symbolism drawn from its builders’ Mongol origins, the

site’s pre-Islamic heritage, and even Iranian Sufism.
61 No less important, the mau-

soleum of Öljeitü (r. 1304-1316) similarly integrated kitaï elements as it reinvented

another significant Iranian architectural form, the domed mausoleum. 62

Presenting yet another dynamic of interaction, in the fourteenth century the

Persian manuscript tradition adapted the Mongol dragon and phoenix for a dif-

ferent medium and different purposes, most strikingly in illustrations of the

Sähnäma .

63 What began as a unique assertion of Mongol power in the Iranian

world soon appeared throughout Perso-Mongolian visual culture in architecture,

ceramics, and painting. With continued inspiration from direct access to Chinese

art, Persian miniature painting in the Mongol, Timurid, and Safavid periods selec-

tively integrated many aspects of Chinese visual culture, reflecting both the elite’s

cosmopolitan tastes and the eclectic creativity of the artists’ workshops. Phoenixes

portray the fabulous simorg, and, even more interestingly, the previously auspicious

Chinese dragon embodies the monsters that Iranian epic heroes slay, and even ser-

pents in biblical scenes, including the battling serpents of Moses and the sorcerers
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of Pharaoh. 64 Besides motifs, artists working in the Persian idiom adapted Chinese

use of space and treatment of the natural world, especially the landscape and sky.
65

Even apart from the creation of Takt-e Solayman, which responded directly to the

desires of the Mongol court, the wider phenomenon of kitaï imagery in Perso-

Islamic visual culture was not a mere case of “influence.” Rather it emerged from

complex negotiations between the objects, images, and buildings, the identities

of the ruling dynasties, their global imperial ambitions, the wider elite tastes they

affected, and the agency of artists.
66

Conclusion

It is worth considering the paradoxical nature of the objects, structures, and images

that we study because, as art historians, our efforts begin with them. 67 On the one

hand, their significance extends well beyond their physical properties, craftsman-

ship, or location. On the other hand, they cannot be understood once and for all by

their contexts, since the contexts themselves are in a constant state of flux as objects

and ideas change locations and cultures. The experience, training, and techniques

of the artisans who crafted such objects certainly impacted their formal qualities, as

did the tastes and motivations of their patrons; however, knowing whether an Arme-

nian, Persian, or Chinese artist created an image does not tell the entire story either.

An image or object could have as many “authors” as it had patrons, artists, or viewers,

who reinterpreted it, or contexts that provided new and unexpected meanings. The

shifting pathways and contexts ofan object, image, or building can even include peri-

ods oftimewhen it “dematerializes” and is transported in the memory ofan artist or

patron. Often transformed in the process, an image or architectural form can then be

incarnated in a different location or cultural context. As it leaves the cognitive web of

signification of a human mind, the image reemerges into the material world and a

wider public web of meanings borne by objecthood and made possible by collec-

tive human praxis. In short, confronting the problem of cross-cultural interaction

among visual cultures demands that we concentrate not just on the objects, their

origins, contexts, patrons, or creators, but on the process and practices of cross-cul-

tural interaction that provide the dynamic means of their transformation.
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NOTES

The theme of this volume develops that of a

panel convened at the 2008 Annual Meeting of

the College Art Association (CAA): “Theoriz-

ing Cross-Cultural Interaction among the

Ancient and Early Medieval Mediterranean,

Near East and Asia.” Final preparation of the

volume was made possible with support from

the American Council of Learned Societies

and Merton College, University of Oxford.

My thanks to Ann Gunter for her interest

in this volume from the early stages, Irene

Winter and lessica Rawson tor generously

reading and commenting on earlier drafts

of its papers, Lee Glazer and Jane Lusaka

for shepherding it through the publication

process, and the anonymous reviewers whose

feedback benefited this essay. This volume

complements, in time period and geographi-

cal focus, a previous special volume ofArs

Orientalis : Alka Patel, ed., Communities and

Commodities: Western India and the Indian

Ocean ( lith-isth Centuries ), Ars Orientalis

34 ( Washington, D.C.: Freer Gallery ofArt,

Smithsonian Institution, 2004).
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focusing on the ancient or medieval

worlds: “Questioning ‘Cultural Influence’
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chaired by C. R. Mathews and C. Barret at

the 2009 CAA Annual Meeting: “Islamic

and Italian Art: Creating Shared Histo-

ries,” panel chaired by A. Chong and S.

Carboni at the 2008 CAA Annual Meeting

(and see general note above); “Objects in

Motion,” a symposium convened by Hallie

Meredith at the Bard Graduate Center

( 2007), to appear as an edited volume;

“Artistic Legacies,” panel chaired by Neil

Schmid at “Crossing the Borders of China:

A Conference on Cross-Cultural

Interactions in Honor of Professor Victor

Mair” ( 2003 ); and laynie Anderson, ed.,

Crossing Cultures: Conflict, Migration and

Convergence. The Proceedings of the32nd

International Congress in the History ofArt

( Carlton, Australia: Miegunah Press;

Melbourne University Publishing, 2009 ).
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of the last decade’s discourse include:

Nicole Boivin and Dorian Fuller, “Shell

Middens, Ships and Seeds: Exploring

Coastal Subsistence, Maritime Trade and

the Dispersal of Domesticates in and

Around the Ancient Arabian Peninsula,”

Journal of World Prehistory 22 ( 2009 ):

113-80; Marlia Mundell Mango, ed.,

Byzantine Trade
,
4th -12th Centuries: The

Archaeology ofLocal, Regional and

International Exchange ( Farnham,

England and Burlington, Vt.: Ashgate,

2009); Billie lean Collins, Mary R.

Bachvarova, and Ian C. Rutherford, eds.,

Anatolian Interfaces: Hittites, Greeks and

their Neighbours (Oxford : Oxbow, 2008);

Matthew Liebmann and Uzma Rizvi, eds.,

Archaeology and the Postcolonial Critique

( Lanham, Md.: AltaMira Press, 2008);

Anthea Harris, Incipient Globalization?:

Long-Distance Contacts in the Sixth

Century
(
Oxford: Archaeopress, 2007);

Susan La Niece, Duncan Hook and Paul

Craddock, eds., Metals and Mines: Studies

in Archaeometallurgy ( London: Archetype

Publications and The British Museum,

2007); Eivind Heldaas Seland, The Indian

Ocean in the Ancient Period: Definite

Places, Translocal Exchange (Oxford:

Archaeopress, 2007); Janet Starkey, Paul

Starkey, and Tony Wilkinson, eds.,

Natural Resources and Cultural Connec-

tions of the Red Sea, Society for Arabian

Studies Monographs 5 ( Oxford: Archaeo-

press, 2007); Rebecca Sweetnam, “Roman

Knossos: The Nature of a Globalized

City,”American Journal ofArchaeology

(2007): 61-81; Victor. H. Mair, Contact

and Exchange in the Ancient World

(Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press,

2006 ); Corinna Riva and Nicholas C.
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in Mediterranean Archaeology 10

( London and Oakville, Conn.: Equinox,
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From the Euphrates to the Indus in the

Bronze Age, 2nd ed. ( New Delhi: Oxford

University Press, 2004); Ricardo Eich-

mann and Hermann Parzinger, eds.,
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der UAW, 2000).

3 Examples of historical moments,

geographical spaces and empires that
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“Orientializing Period” of ancient Greece:

Ann C. Gunter, Greek Art and the Orient

( Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

2009);

the Hellenistic and Kushan Near East and

South Asia, especially the arts of Gand-

hara: Joe Cribb and Georgina Herrmann,

eds AfterAlexander: Central Asia before

Islam ( London: Oxford University Press

for the British Academy, 2007); Elizabeth

Errington et al,,From Persepolis to the
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Museum Press, 2007); Vito Messina, ed.,
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( Malden, Mass., Blackwell Publishing,
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tory 24, no. 1 (2001): 17-50; and Etele Kiss,

“Byzantine Silversmiths’Work around ad
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Jahrbuch der österreichischen Byzantinistik

49 ( 1999 ): 301—314;

the “Silk Road”: Andreas Kaplony and

Philippe Forêt, eds., The Journey ofMaps

and Images on the Silk Road ( Leiden: Brill,

2008); Regula Schorta, Central Asian

Textiles and Their Contexts in the Early

Middle Ages ( Riggisberg: Abegg-Stiftung,

2006 ); Susan Whitfield with Ursula

Sims-Williams, The Silk Road: Trade,

Travel, War and Faith (London: British

Library, 2004 ) ; Frances Wood, The Silk
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Asia ( Berkeley: University of California

Press, 2004 ) ; James Watt and Anne

Wardwell, When Silk Was Gold: Central

Asian and Chinese Textiles ( New York:

Metropolitan Museum, 1997); the

journals Silk Road Art and Archaeology

(Kamakura, 1990- ),Ars Orientalis
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Bulletin ofthe Asia Institute (Detroit,
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these topics as well as on exchange with

India and China. See below in the essays

by Bonnie Cheng and Kate Lingley for

further bibliography,

the concept ofthe Indian Ocean as acontact

zone: Seland, Indian Ocean in theAncient

Period ; PatehCommunities and Commodi-

ties; Abdul Sharif et al. , eds., Cultures ofthe

Indian Ocean ( Lisbon: Comissäo Nacional
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tos Portugueses, 1998 ) ;

Islamic art and the Mongol empire: Yuka

Kadoi, “Aspects of Iranian Art under the

Mongols: Chinoiserie Reappraised”

( Ph.D. dissertation, University of

Edinburgh, 2004) published as Islamic
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Chinoiserie (Edinburgh: University of

Edinburgh Press, 2009 ); Ladan Akbarnia,
“
Khita’i : Cultural Memory and the

Creation of a Mongol Visual Idiom in Iran

and Central Asia” ( Ph.D. dissertation.

Harvard University, 2007); the ground-

breaking monograph by Thomas Allsen,

Commodity arid Exchange in the Mongol

Empire:A Cultural History ofIslamic

Textiles ( Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1997 ) ; Linda Komaroff,

ed., Beyond the Legacy ofGenghis Khan

( Leiden: Brill, 2006 ); Nicola di Cosimo,

“Mongols and Merchants on the Black

Sea Frontier (i3th-i4th c. ): Convergences

and Conflicts,” in Mongols, Turks, and

Others: Eurasian Nomads and the

Sedentary World, ed. Reuven Amitai and

Michal Biran ( Leiden: Brill, 2005 ),

391-424;

and the concept of appropriation in art

history: R. Nelson, “Appropriation,” in

Critical TermsforArt History , ed. R.

Nelson and R. Shiff, 2nd ed. ( Chicago and

London: University of Chicago Press,

20031,160-73.

4

The word “practice” taken as a critical

term is closely connected with the work of

Pierre Bourdieu, Anthony Giddens,

Marshall Sahlins, Maurice Bloch, Michel

de Certeau, and Talal Asad. Sahlins argued

that practice unites the theoretical and

actual in society and is the means by

which the theoretical interacts with

everyday events and they, in turn,

transform theoretical patterns: M.

Sahlins, Culture and Practical Reason

( Chicago: University of Chicago Press,

1976 ); Historical Metaphors and Mythical

Realities (Ann Arbor: University of

Michigan Press, 1981); Islands ofHistory

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press,

1985 ). Bloch analyzed how ritual practice

constructs authority, ideology, and power:

M. Bloch, Ritual, History and Power:

Selected Papers in Anthropology ( London:

Athlone, 1989 ); From Blessing to Violence:

History and Ideology in the Circumcision

Ritual of the Merina ofMadagascar

( Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

1986 ) . Asad concentrates on the physical

aspects of ritual practice in order to create

a framework that acknowledges that

cultural values exist only insofar as they

are embodied in individuals’ activities:

Talal Asad, Genealogies ofReligion:

Discipline and Reasons ofPower in

Christianity and Islam
, 2nd ed. ( Balti-

more: Johns Hopkins University Press,

1993). Catherine Bell proposes a more

systematic treatment of ritual as practice.

She does not define ritual itself but

concentrates on characterizing “the

production of ritualized acts,” which she

terms “ritualization.” She makes the

simple but important point that the

production of ritual practices tends to

structure and nuance an environment in a

circular fashion— ritual acts produce

certain patterns of thought, which are

themselves influenced and bolstered by

those very same ritual practices: C. Bell,

Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice ( Oxford:

Oxford University Press, 1992), 140. In

direct relation to the construction of

authority, Maurice Bloch concentrates on

the circularity of ideologically informed

ritual practices that make hierarchical

structures of authority appear pre-exis-

tent and are often at variance with

everyday patterns of behavior: Maurice

Bloch, “Features ofArticulation,”Archives

européennes de sociologie 15 (1974): 55-81.

(ean-Francois Bayart, The Illusion of

Cultural Identity (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 2005 ) is a lucid and

wide-ranging meditation on problems of

cultural change and political efforts to

reshape or fossilize cultural identity.

Andrew Pickering challenges us to look at

scientific practice itself ( and by extension,

the academic endeavor) as “a work of
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The Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency, and

Science ( Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1995), 3.

5 For a brief overview of where art

historical and anthropological discourse

on art, agency, and practice have

overlapped and where they have remained

discrete, see Jeremy Tanner and Robin

Osborne, “Introduction: Art and Agency

and Art History,” in Art’sAgency and Art

History, ed. J. Tanner and R. Osborne

( Malden, Mass., and Oxford: Blackwell,
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6 For a recent volume providing a multidis-
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and Peggy Levitt, eds., The Transnational

Studies Reader: Intersections and

Innovations ( New York: Routledge, 2008 ).
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Globalization:A Reference Handbook

( Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABC-CLIO, 2008).
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Oxford University Press, 1989 ); and Philip
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History (Cambridge and New York:

Cambridge University Press, 1984).
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ogy, see Thomas D. Hall, “World-Systems
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Historical Transformations: The Anthro-

pology ofGlobal Systems ( Lanham, Md.:

AltaMira Press, 2008 )

.

9 Amir Arjomand and Edward A. Tiryakian,

eds., Rethinking Civilizational Analysis

( London and Thousand Oaks, Calif.:
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in International Sociology 16, no. 3 ( 2001 );
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American Historical Review 101, no. 3
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Research i,no. 2 (1993): 121-43. Recent
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History and Its Objects ( University Park:

Penn State University Press, 2008 ); and
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(New York and London: Routledge, 2007).
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Clifford, The Predicament ofCulture:
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Literature, and Art ( Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 1988 ), 9-17; and Douglas

Kellner, “Theorizing Globalization,”
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Ärnason, Civilizations in Dispute:

Historical Questions and Theoretical Tradi-

tions (Leiden: Brill, 2003).

11 Inda and Rosaldo, Anthropology of

Globalization, 6-7.

12 Recent examples in the history of

religions are David Ruegg, The Symbiosis

of Buddhism with Brahmanism/Hinduism

in South Asia and ofBuddhism with “Local

Cults” in Tibet and the Himalayan Region

( Vienna: Verlag der Österreichischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2008 ) ;

Shuma Iwai,“The Perspective of Ebina

Danjö’s Japanized Christianity: A
Historical Case Study,” Exchange 38, no. 1

(2009): 21-33; Gilles Veinstein, ed.,

Syncrétismes et hérésies dans l'Orient

seljoukide et ottoman ( XIVC-XVIIP

siècles ): Actes du Colloque du Collège de

France, octobre 2001 ( Paris: Peeters, 2005 );

A. M. Leopold and J. S. Jensen, eds.,

Syncretism and Religion ( New York:

Routledge, 2005 ); and Armando Lampe,

“Repensai' el sincretismo en el estudio de

la religion popular en el Caribe,” in Noemi

Quezada, ed., Religiosidad popular México

Cuba( Mexico City: Plaza y Valdés, 2004 )

,

169-77. For recent use of this concept as

an interpretive term in art history, see

Yukako Suzawa, The Genesis ofEarly

Christian Art: Syncretic Juxtaposition in

the Roman World ( Oxford: Archaeopress,

2008 ) ; Thomas Weber, “Sculptures from

Southern Syrian Sanctuaries of the

Roman Period,” in Sculptural Environ-

ment ofthe Roman Near East, ed. Yaron Z.

Eliav, Elise A. Friedland, and Sharon

Herbert ( Leuven and Dudley, Mass.:

Peeters, 20081,363-96; and Sunil Gupta,

Early Sculptural Art in the Indian

Coastlands:A Study in Cultural Transmis-

sion and Syncretism (300 bce-ce 500 )

(New Delhi: D.K. Printworld, 2008).

13 Bettina Schmidt, “The Creation of

Afro-Caribbean Religions and their

Incorporation of Christian Elements: A
Critique Against Syncretism,” Transfor-

mation 23, no. 4 ( 2006 ): 236-43; Charles

Stewart, “Syncretism and Its Synonyms:

Reflections on Cultural Mixture,”

Diacritics, 29, no. 3 (1999): 40-62; and
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Stephan Palmie, “Against Syncretism:

Africanizing’ and ‘Cubanizing’ Discours-

es in North American Ôrisâ Worship,” in

Counterworks: Managing the Diversity of

Knowledge, ed. Richard Fardon ( London

and New York: Routledge, 1995), 74-107.

The papers in Historical Reflections /

Réflexions historiques 27, no. 3 ( 2001 )

provide a wide-ranging overview, among

them B. Lincoln, “Retiring Syncretism,”

453
-
59 -

14

For an important historiographical

study, see B. Lincoln, Theorizing Myth:

Narrative, Ideology, and Scholarship

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press,

1999), 47—75. Lincoln traces the develop-

ment of the idea of an ancient “Aryan”

Urvolk, and their Urheimat, Urmythen,

Ursprache, and even Urphysiologie

through the work of Johann Gottfried

Herder (1744-1804), Sir William Jones

(1746-94), Jacob (1785-1863) and

Wilhelm (1786-1859) Grimm, Ludwig

Feurbach (1804-72), Richard Wagner

(1813-83), Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-

1900), Friedrich Max Midler (1823-1900)

and a multitude of early twentieth-cen-

tury authors, including legitimate

scholars and Nazi theoreticians of race,

like Hans F. K. Günther (1891-1968), or

myth like Alfred Rosenberg (1893-1946).

See also Bernard Mees, Science of the

Swastika ( Budapest and New York:

Central European University Press,

2008). Josef Strzygowski attempted to

apply this line of reconstructive,

comparitive inquiry to art historical

material, with sometimes bizarre results:

C. Maranci, “Armenian Architecture as

Aryan Architecture: The Role of

Indo-European Scholarship in the

Theories of Josef Strzygowski,” Visual

Resources 13 (1999): 361-78. Contempo-

rary Indo-European studies have

divested themselves of this problematic

past and, although the overall goal is one

of reconstruction, have fruitfully engaged

many of these theoretical debates in

order to understand cultural change

leading away from the Indo-European;

D. W. Anthony, The Horse, the Wlreel and

Language: How Bronze-Age Riders from

the Eurasian Steppes Shaped the Modern

World (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton

University Press, 2007), 21-38, 123-33.

15

Foundational texts in the humanities and

social sciences are Frantz Fanon, The

Wretched ofthe Earth, pref. by Jean-Paul

Sartre, trans. Constance Farrington (New

York: Grove Press, 1966 ); and Edward W.

Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage

Books, 1979 ). Influential later theorists

include Homi Bhabha, The Location of

Culture (London: Routledge, 1994); and

Gayatri Spivak, The Critique ofPost-Colo-

nial Reason ( Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard

University Press, 1999 ) . A useful overview

is provided by Bill Ashcroft, Gareth

Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin, Post-Colonial

Studies: The Key Concepts ( London and

New York: Routledge, 2007). For a sample

of art historical perspectives, see Linda

Nochlin,“The Imaginary Orient,” in The

Politics ofVision: Essays on Nineteenth-

Century Art and Society (London: Thames

and Hudson, 1988 ), 33— 57; J. D. Herbert,

“Passing between Art History and

Post-Colonial Theory” ( an overview

within the context of other late twentieth-

century theoretical efforts) in The Subjects

ofArt History: Historical Objects in

Contemporary Perspectives, ed. Mark A.

Cheetham, Michael Ann Holly and Keith

Moxey ( Cambridge and New York:

Cambridge University Press, 1998),

213-29; locelyn Hackforth-Jones and

Mary Roberts, eds. Edges ofEmpire:

Orientalism and Visual Culture ( Malden,

Mass.: Blackwell, 2005); Kobena Mercer,

ed., Exiles, Diasporas and Strangers

(Cambridge: MIT Press, 2008); and

Anderson, Crossing Cultures.
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16 For example, see the reviews of Sally Engle

Merry, Human Rights and Gender

Violence: Translating International Law

into Local Justice ( Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 2006 ) by Madelaine

Adelman, Marianne Constable, and

Inderpal Grewal collected in a special

book review forum in American Anthro-

pologist no, no. 4 (2008): 511-22. See also

Kajsa Ekholm Friedman and Jonathan

Friedman, Modernities, Class, and the

Contradictions ofGlobalization: The

Anthropology ofGlobal Systems ( Lanham,

Md.: AltaMira Press, 2008 ); Maria

Starzmann, “Cultural Imperialism and

Heritage Politics in the Event ofArmed

Conflict: Prospects for an Activist Archae-

ology,”’ Archaeologies 4, no. 3 ( 2008 ) :

368-89; B. Ziff and P. V. Rao, “Introduc-

tion to Cultural Appropriation,” in

Borrowed Power: Essays on Cultural

Appropriation, ed. B. Ziff and Pratima.V.

Rao ( New Brunswick: Rutgers University

Press, 1997), 8 and 16-20.

17 K. R. Dark, “Globalizing Late Antiquity:

Models, Metaphors and the Realities of

Long-Distance Trade and Diplomacy,” in

Harris, Incipient Globalization?, 3-14.

18 The Sogdians’ trading network has been

the best-studied of such systems: Etienne

de la Vaissière, Sogdian Traders: A History,

trans. James Ward ( Leiden: Brill, 2005 ),

35-37; Jonathan Karam Skaff,“The

Sogdian Trade Diaspora in East Turkestan

during the Seventh and Eighth Centuries,”

Journal ofthe Economic and Social History

ofthe Orient 46, no. 4 (2003): 475-524. See

above for further bibliography on the

Indian Ocean and Silk Road trade, and

my article “Distant Displays of Power” in

this volume.

19 E. H. Schafer, The Golden Peaches of

Samarkand: A Study ofT'ang Exotics

( Berkeley: University of California Press,

1963), 7-39; D. D. Leslie, “Persian Temples

in Chang’ an,” Monumenta Sericatf



( 1981-83 ): 275-303; and D. C. Twitchett,

“The T’ang Market System "Asia Major,

n.s. 12, no. 2 (1966): 202-248.

20

Many of the major works of Bourdieu

( Outline ofa Theory ofPractice, trans. R.

Nice, Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 1977; Distinction: A Social Critique

ofthe Judgement ofTaste, trans. R. Nice,

Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University

Press, 1984) and Anthony Giddens {The

Constitution ofSociety: Outline ofthe

Theory ofStructuration, Cambridge:

Polity, 1984; Central Problems in Social

Theory: Action, Structure and Contradic-

tion in Social Analysis, London: Macmil-

lan, 1979 ) concentrate on the reciprocal,

mutually structuring nature of societal

forms and human practice. Bourdieu

studied the role ofhuman taste, con-

sumption, and display in this process.

Daniel Miller has analyzed these problems

with the emphasis more on objects than

social forms ( Material Culture and Mass

Consumption, Oxford: Basil Blackwell,

1987; Material Cultures, Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1998 ) and

produced a recent meditation based on

research in London, The Comfort of

Things ( Cambridge: Polity, 2009 ). Both

approaches are useful standpoints from

which to analyze the highly structured

environments of ancient court cultures,

and the very important role of art objects,

textiles, and buildings in articulating and

reproducing those environments of

power: see Bourdieu, Outline ofa Theory

ofPractice; idem., Distinction; idem.,

Practical Reason: On the Theory ofAction

(Stanford: Stanford University Press,

1998 ) . For Bourdieu’s engagement with

Marx, see Bourdieu, Outline ofa Theory of

Practice, 96. For interesting applications

of his ideas to visual and architectural

material, see David Gartman, “Bourdieu’s

Theory of Cultural Change: Explication,

Application, Critique,” Sociological Theory

20, no. 2 (2002): 255-77; and Benjamin

Dalton, “Creativity, Habit, and the Social

Products of Creative Action: Revising

Joas, Incorporating Bourdieu,” Sociologi-

cal Theory 22, no. 4(2004): 603-622.

21 A classic text on the concept of trade

diasporas is Philip D. Curtin, Cross-Cul-

tural Trade in World History
( Cambridge

and New York: Cambridge University

Press, 1984). See also Karam Skaff,“The

Sogdian Trade Diaspora.”

22 S. N. C. Lieu, Manichaeism in Central Asia

and China ( Leiden: Brill, 1998), 1-22;

Colin Mackerras, The Uighur Empire

According to the T'ang Dynastic Histories

( Columbia: University of South Carolina

Press, 1972), 10.

23 While not directly addressing visual

culture, the work of Michel de Certeau is

useful in dealing with the role ofvisual

material in the techniques used by the

powerless to establish an identity and

place apart from what those in power

offer them: M. de Certeau, The Practice of

Everyday Life ( Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1984); idem, Culture in

the Plural, trans. T. Conley ( Minneapolis

and London: University of Minnesota

Press, 1977); idem, Heterologies: Discourse

on the Other, trans. B. Massumi (Minne-

apolis and London: University of

Minnesota Press, 1986 ).

24 Lieu, Manichaeism in Central Asia and

China. For the religion in Egypt and

Africa, see Samuel N. C. Lieu, Man-

ichaeism in Mesopotamia and the Roman

East (Leiden: Brill, 19941,28,30 and 35.

Manichaeans were also integrated into

Egyptian society and even distinguished

themselves in the late antique Egyptian

phenomenon of desert asceticism: Lieu,

Manichaeism in Mesopotamia and the

Roman East, 94-96 and 99.

25 Although Christianity was not as

dominant as Buddhism, a small Nestorian

community existed in both the Uighur

steppe empire, the kingdom of Qoco, and

the Tang capital. The Syrian Katholikos,

Timotheus, informed his Bishop Sergios

that he had sent a metropolitan to the

land of the Turks and had also prepared to

anoint one for the Land of the Tibetans.

The Nestorians built a church in front of

the walls of Qoco no later than 900 ad,

and decorated it with frescos: Geza Uray,

“Zu den Spuren des Nestorianismus und

des Manichaismus im alten Tibet (8.-10.

Jh. ),” in Synkretismus in den Religionen

Zentralasiens, ed. W. Heissig and H.-J.

Klimkeit ( Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz,

1987), 198; W. Hage, “Das Christentum in

der Turfan-Oase,” in Heissig and

Klimkeit, Synkretismus in den Religionen

Zentralasiens, 46.

26 As embodied in its Parthian and Uighur

writings, Manichaeism utilized Sanskrit-

derived Buddhist terms to express its

ideas, such as “buddha,” by which Mani,

Jesus and Säkyamuni were referred to, or

parinirvdna, used interchangeably with

“crucifixion” to refer to Mani’s death:

Hans- Joachim Klimkeit, “Buddhistische

Übernahmen im iranischen und türkisch-

en Manichaismus,” in Heissig and

Klimkeit, Synkretismus in den Religionen

Zentralasiens, 60-61.

27 Klimkeit, “Buddhistische Übernahmen

im iranischen und türkischen Manichais-

mus,” 60.

28 Hans-Joachim Klimkeit, “Indian Motifs

in Manichaean Art,” in Heuser and

Klimkeit, Synkretismus in den Religionen

Zentralasiens, 291-99. For an intensive

study of Manichaean book art, see

Zsuzsanna Gulâcsi, Mediaeval Manichae-

an Book Art: A Codicological Study of

Iranian and Turkic Illuminated Book

Fragmentsfrom 8th— 11th Century East

Central Asia (Leiden: Brill, 2005).

29 The Hellenistic age is indeed much more

complex than a single paradigm of

colonialism or syncretism: John Ma,
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“Paradigms and Paradoxes in the

Hellenistic World,” in Studi Hellenistici

XX, ed. B. Virgilio ( Pisa and Rome:

Fabrizio Serra Editore, 20081,371-86. For

a critique ot the concept of a “hybrid

visual culture” see the article by Nassos

Papalexandrou in this volume.

30 The best introduction to this time period

and overview of the material is Errington

and Cribb, The Crossroads ofAsia.

31 Andrew Stewart, Faces ofPower: Alexan-

der’s Image and Hellenistic Politics

( Berkeley: University of California Press,

1993) >173-81.

32 Paul Bernard, “Le Marsyas d’Apamée,

l'Oxus et le colonization séleucide en

Bactriane,” Stadia Iranien 16, no. 1 (1987):

103-115; idem, “L’Asie centrale et l’empire

séleucide,” Topoi orient-occident 4, no. 1

(1994): 473-511. Gunvor Lindstrom,

“Heiligtümer und Kulte im hellenistisch-

en Baktrien und Babylonien - ein

Vergleich,” in Alexander der Grosse und die

Öffnung der Welt: Asiens Kulturen im

Wandel, ed. S. Hansen, A. Wieczorek and

M. Tellenbach ( Regensburg: Schnell &
Steiner, 2009 ), 127-33.

33 F. L. Holt, Thundering Zeus ( Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1999 ),

117-25

34 See Holt’s comments on the conflicting

theses of Tarn and A. K. Narain; F. Holt,

introduction to W. W. Tarn, 77ze Greeks in

Bactria and India ( Chicago: Ares Books,

i985),iv-v.

35 Though bilingual, Menander’s main silver

coin types retain Greek iconography on

obverse and reverse: a king with diadem,

facing left with spear or facing right,

diademed with helmet and chlamys on

the obverse; and on the reverse “thunder-

ing Athena.” For Menander’s coinage, see

Osmund Bopearachchi, Indo-Greek,

Indo-Scythian and Indo-Parthian Coins in

the Smithsonian Institution ( Washington,

D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1993),

plates 28-30, and 77-88 for an overview

of his coinage and synthesis of the

literature. In contrast, Plutarch’s mention

of Menander ( Moralia 45-120 ) , and the

division of his ashes into equal parts that

were venerated within stupas by his cities,

appears to provide the sequel to the Pali

text Milindapanha, where the king speaks

with the Buddhist monk Nägasena as a

future dhärmaräja.

36 M. Canepa, “The Problem of Indo-Scythi-

an Art and Kingship: Evolving Images of

Power and Royal Identity between the

Iranian, Hellenistic and South Asian

Worlds,” in Scythians, Sarmatians', Alans:

Iranian-SpeakingNomads ofthe Eurasian

Steppes, ed. A. Alemani ( Barcelona:

Autonomous University of Barcelona

Press, forthcoming ); F. Sinisi,“L’eredità

iconografica della monetazione ellenistica

del Nord-Ouest del subcontinente

indiano: un 'pantheon monetario’saka?”

in Transmarinae imagines: Studi sulla

trasmissione di iconografie tra Mediterra-

neo edAsia in età classica ed ellenistica, ed.

E. Acquaro and P. Callieri ( La Spezia, Italy:

Agorà edizioni, 2003 ), 165-202.

37 Antonio Invernizzi,“Introduzione all’arte

dell’Asia ellenizzata,” in Sulla via di

Alessandro: da Seleucia al Gandhara,

63-71; Lolita Nehru, Origins ofthe

Gandhäran Style: A Study ofContributory

Influences (Delhi and New York: Oxford

University Press, 1989 ).

38 Important works exploring the problems

and possibilities of this approach from art

historical, anthropological, sociological,

and archaeological perspectives include

Alfred Gell, Art and Agency: An Anthropo-

logical Theory ( Oxford: Oxford University

Press, 1998); Marcia-Anne Dobres and

John Robb, eds., Agency in Archaeology

( New York: Routledge, 2000 ); Christo-

pher Pinney and Nicholas Thomas, eds.,

Beyond Aesthetics: Art and the Technologies

ofEnchantment ( Oxford: Berg, 2001);

Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: An

Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005 );

Tanner and Osborne, Art’s Agency and Art

History, and Carl Knappett and Lambros

Malafouris, eds., Material Agency:

Towards a Non-AnthropocentricApproach

(New York: Springer, 2008).

39 Examples of productive studies from this

point of view on discrete cultural

traditions, both traditional and contem-

porary, include Christopher Pinney,

“Piercing the Skin of the Idol,” in Pinney

and Thomas, Beyond Aesthetics, 157-79;

Clare Harris, “The Politics and Person-

hood of Tibetan Buddhist Icons,” in

Pinney and Thomas, Beyond Aesthetics,

181-99; Diane Eck, Darsan: Seeing the

Divine Image in India, 3rd edition ( New

York: Columbia University Press, 1998 );

Irene Winter, “The Eyes Have It: Votive

Statuary, Gilgamesh’s Ax and Cathected

Viewing in the Ancient Near East,” in

Vision and Visuality Before and Beyond the

Renaissance, ed. Robert Nelson ( Cam-

bridge: Cambridge University Press,

2000), 22-44; idem, “Opening the Eyes

and Opening the Mouth: The Utility of

Comparing Images in Worship in India

and the Ancient Near East,” in Ethnogra-

phy and Personhood: Notesfrom the Field,

ed. M. Meister ( Jaipur: Rawat Publica-

tions, 2000 ) , 129 - 62; idem, “Agency

Marked, Agency Ascribed: The Affective

Object in Ancient Mesopotamia,” in

Osborne and Tanner, Art’s Agency and Art

History, 42-69; Bissera Pencheva,“The

Performative Icon,” Art Bulletin 88, no. 4

(2006): 631-55; idem, The Sensual Icon:

Space, Ritual, and the Senses in Byzantium

( University Park: Penn State University

Press, 2009).

40 Sociological and anthropological studies

have analyzed the impact and agency of

objects themselves in negotiating or

forming culture, both ofwhich have a
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direct bearing on the processes of

exchange: Daniel Miller, Material Culture

and Mass Consumption; idem, Material

Cultures; Arjun Appadurai, ed.. The Social

Life ofThings: Commodities in Cultural

Perspective ( Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1986 ); Wim van

Binsbergen, Commodification: Things,

Agency, and Identities ( The Social Life of

Things Revisited ) ( Münster: LIT Verlag

2005); Nicole Boivin, Material Cultures,

Material Minds: The Impact ofThings on

Human Thought, Society, and Evolution

( Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

2008).

41

Providing an entry point to these

complex problems, see Tansen Sen,

Buddhism, Diplomacy, and Trade: The

Realignment ofSino-Indian Relations,

600-1400 (Honolulu: Association for

Asian Studies and University of Hawai’i

Press, 2003); P. Brancaccio, “Close

Encounters: Multicultural Systems in

Ancient India,” in On the Cusp ofan Em:

Art in the Pre-Kusäna World, ed. D. M.

Srinivasan (Leiden and Boston: Brill,

20071,386-97; C. A. Hope, “From Kellis

to Begram: New Evidence for an

Egyptian Origin of the Painted Glass in

the Begram Hoard,” in A. A. di Castro

and C. A. Hope, Cultural Interaction in

Afghanistan c. 300 bce to 300 ce ( Clayton,

Australia: Monash Asia Institute, 2005),

19-31; A. Invernizzi, “The Culture of

Parthian Nisa between Steppe and

Empire,” in After Alexander: Central Asia

before Islam, 163-77; S. Mehendale,

Begram Ivory and Bone Carvings , http://

ecai.org/begramweb; idem, “Begram:

New Perspectives on Ivory and Bone

Carvings,” ( Ph.D. thesis, University of

California, Berkeley, 1997); J. Cribb,

“Money as a Marker of Cultural

Continuity and Change of Central Asia,”

in After Alexander: Central Asia before

Islam
, 333-75. See above for interaction

among Western European, Byzantine,

and Islamic cultures.

42 Allsen, Commodity and Exchange in the

Mongol Empire , studies this phenomenon

in detail. According to Allsen ( 71 and

79-81 ), Mongol investiture practices

appropriated and integrated a wide

variety of others, including those refined

over centuries in Byzantium, Sasanian

Iran, and the Umayyad and Abbasid

caliphates. See also Watt and Wardwell,

When Silk Was Gold, 138-40.

43 This specific use of naslj is ubiquitous in

the sources. Jisiin literally means “color”;

in Mongolian it denoted “a robe of one

color,” as the Yuan shih ( History of the

Yuan Dynasty) defines it; Allsen,

Commodity and Exchange in the Mongol

Empire, 19; Watt and Wardwell, When Silk

Was Gold, 130-32.

44 Marco Polo, The Travels, trans. Ronald

Latham (London: Penguin Books, 1958),

106.

45 Watt and Wardwell, When Silk Was Gold,

71,79-81,130-31.

46 Ibid., 132, fig. 57.

47 Allsen, Commodity and Exchange in the

Mongol Empire, 107-108.

48 Ala-ad-Din Ata-Malik Juvaini, The

History of the World Conqueror, trans.

J. Boyle (Manchester: Manchester

University Press, 1958), 186. Thomas

Allsen has meticulously collected all the

sources that relate to the jisiin. They are

as diverse as Catholic monks’ missionary

reports, the writings of Marco Polo, and

Persian and Chinese histories: Allsen

Commodity and Exchange in the Mongol

Empire, 19—26. Rashid al-Din relates that

when Ögödei retired to his palace at

Karakorum “for a period of a month” to

“devote himself to pleasure” all the

courtiers present during the festivities

would wear robes of one color: Rashid

al-Din, The Successors of Ghengis Khan,

trans. J. A. Boyle (New York: Columbia

University Press, 1971), 64. The Francis-

can monks, Benedict the Pole and John

of Plano Carpini, who attended Güyüg’s

accession, relate that all 5,000 courtiers

assembled for the occasion wore clothes

of gilded silk ( including the monks over

their habits). Marco Polo’s Travels

contain the classic description of the use

of the jisiin robe in his account of

annual court ceremonies during the

reign of Kublai Khan: Marco Polo, The

Travels, 138 and 140-41. The court of

Möngke retained all the traditions of

the jisiin. Juvaini states that at his

accession in 1251 those present wore a

different colored robe every day they

were in attendance, matching that of the

emperor. The khan’s robe, of course, was

distinguished with more elaborate

ornament: Juvaini, History of the World

Conqueror, 573. When Hülegü departed

for Iran, Möngke held a great drinking

party where again all the participants

wore “robes of one color”: “Hülegü

prepared feasts to celebrate his leave-

taking and betook himself to the ordu

ol the World-Emperor. Arigh Böke

arrived from the opposite direction, and

all the princes and relatives who were in

that vicinity were gathered together like

the Pleiades at the Court of Qara-Qo-

rum. Each in turn gave a feast, and they

cast the die of desire upon the board of

revelry, draining goblets
(
jamba ) and

donning garments (jamaha ) of one

color, at the same time not neglecting

important affairs”: Juvaini, 610-11. The

Yuan shih states that, “when there was a

great feast in the palace then they wore

(the jisiin robes) ... As for all the

meritorious relatives, great ministers,

and personal attendants, when (the

emperor) bestowed (these garments)

then they wore them. Down to the

musicians and guards all had their

garments.” Trans. Allsen, Commodity
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and Exchange in the Mongol Empire, 25.

Chief in William of Rubruck’s descrip-

tion of the magnificence of the Mongol

court is his account of Möngke Khan

sitting in state bestowing robes of office

to his courtiers: William of Rubruck,

The Mongol Mission, trans. R. Dawson

(London: Sheed and Ward, 1955), 175.

49 Motifs such as the dragon and phoenix

appear in Islamic miniatures only in

the first half of the fourteenth century,

with the first convincing example

coming from the Demotte Sähnäma: D.

Kouymjian, “Chinese Elements in

Armenian Miniature Painting in the

Mongol Period,” in Armenian Studies in

Memoriam Haïg Berbérian , ed. Dickran

Kouymjian (Lisbon: Calouste Gulben-

kian Foundation, 1986), 443; idem, “The

Intrusion of East Asian Imagery in

Thirteenth Century Armenia: Political

and Cultural Exchange along the Silk

Road,” in Kaplony and Forêt, The

Journey of Maps and Images on the Silk

Road, 125.

50 Ani Bournoutian, “Cilician Armenia,” in

TheArmenian Peoplefrom Ancient to

Modern Times , vol. 1, ed. Richard

Hovannisian (New York: St. Martin’s

Press, 1997), 286; Nina Garso'ian, “Cilicia,

Armenian,” The Oxford Dictionary of

Byzantium, ed. Alexander Kazhdan
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NASSOS PAPALEXANDROU

ARE THERE HYBRED VISUAL CULTURES?

Reflections on the Orientalizing Phenomena in the Mediterranean of the Early

First Milienn ium bce

Abstract

The last few decades have witnessed a major paradigmatic shift in the consid-

eration ot cross-cultural interaction in the Mediterranean during the early first

millennium bce. Cultural phenomena, such as the Orientalizing of the Greeks

and Etruscans, have moved away from traditional polarizing models of “givers”

and “takers” in favor of more variegated contexts of exchange or interaction.

Building on these insights, this article argues that scholarship has been slow to

address two major dimensions of visual culture. The first has to do with the lack

of proper understanding of vision as a culturally conditioned category of experi-

ence. Figurative objects, for example, are usually considered as reified entities that

are capable of eliciting identical behavioral responses when they cross cultural

boundaries. Against this prevailing assumption, this article explores responses to

the visual as learned practices that were also “exchanged” along with the objects

they accompanied. The second dimension is concerned with considering, on

theoretical and empirical grounds, the existence of hybridic visualities in contexts

of cross-cultural interaction. What happens when objects induce the meeting

or clash of divergent technologies of the visual? Under what circumstances are

objects capable of shaping responses or naturalizing themselves as active agents

in foreign contexts? What mechanisms control the generation of novel strategies

of visual decoding, and how do these relate to their cognitive and social frame-

works? In response to these questions, I propose that anthropologically informed

archaeologies of vision have much to offer in the study of cross-cultural interac-

tion in the ancient world.

IN THE LAST TWO DECADES numerous studies have focused on the social

function of Early Greek art (here defined as Geometric through Archaic ).
1 How-

ever, the field has been slow to shed light on Early Greek visuality— the preva-

lent mode, that is, of seeing and being seen in specific contexts. This is partly

the result of modern mythopoesis: it is commonly assumed that the art of the

eighth and seventh centuries bce ushered in ways of seeing, understanding, and

responding to visual documents that are still with us today. Moreover, there is

a predominant tendency to presume that the ways people look at things today,

physically or cognitively, have always been universally constant. After all, humans

have always had eyes and have always been physiologically conditioned to use

their vision to communicate with the world around them. In this study my work-

ing hypothesis is radically different: far from being a universal constant, vision is

(and always has been) culturally conditioned .

2 This holds true regarding both the

aspect of vision as a physiological function and its role as learned behavior. Actu-
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ally, physiology and learned behavior are interdependent, if learning is indeed

the habitual (conscious or unconscious) rewiring of the brain to process outside

stimuli.3 Relativizing vision in these specific terms also entails acknowledging the

diachronic existence and coexistence of multiple visual cultures. What happens

when people who belong in divergent visual cultures contact each other? To what

extent are their learned behaviors of vision affected by cross-cultural interaction?

Is it possible to conceive, albeit theoretically, a notion of culturally “hybrid” or

“mixed” visualities?

This paper is an exploration of the emerging attitudes to the visual domain dur-

ing the intensification of cultural contacts between Greece and the Eastern Medi-

terranean. 4 My intention is not so much to offer answers or explanations regarding

artifacts or phenomena as to formulate certain research questions, parameters, and

problems. I begin by laying out the working definition of “visuality” in this study.

On the basis of an understanding that visuality is culturally conditioned, my sec-

ond step is to delineate, albeit with a very loose brush, an understanding of vision

in the context of Early Greek orality. Against this background, in the last section of

this paper I examine how vision and visuality were transformed in the framework

of the cross-cultural interaction we now study under the rubric of “Orientalizing.”

Alongside the consideration of visuality in contexts of primary orality, hybridity

may be a fruitful notion for reconstructing the complex attitudes toward the Ori-

entalizing phenomenon and its visual documents.

Visuality

My understanding of “visuality” encompasses the culturally conditioned modes of

seeing, or being seen, as active practices, which are regulated, on the one hand, by

social norms, and, on the other, by the status and availability of the visual domain

in a certain cultural environment. 5 Both practices of seeing and the status of the

visual are interdependent and they cannot be examined in relationships of cause

and effect. They are two facets of the same coin continuously shaping each other in

the actuality of social life.

The active practices of seeing should be understood as learned behaviors of

response, such as the viewing subjects’ modes of looking (scanning, attentive gaz-

ing, etc. ), their proximity to the objects of vision
(
proxemics ), strategies of decode-

ment, attendant bodily gestures or movement (kinesics), and oral or other physical

or mental responses. A good example of this is the reaction of audiences, intended

and unintended, to the synaesthetic effect of the shield of Achilles in the Iliad. The

ebullient figurativeness of this overwhelmingly historiated artwork ( see Iliad, book

18, II. 558-709) causes fear and trepidation when Thetis makes it manifest in the

world of the mortals:
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. . . the goddess laid the armor down at Achilles’ feet

and the gear clashed out in all its blazoned glory.

A tremor ran through all the Myrmidon ranks— none dared

to look straight at the glare, each fighter shrank away.

Not Achilles. The more he gazed, the deeper his anger went,

his eyes flashing under his eyelids, fierce as fire—
exulting, holding the god’s shining gifts in his hands.

And once he’d thrilled his heart with looking hard

at the armor’s well -wrought beauty,

he turned to his mother, winged words flying . .

.

(Homer, Iliad, book 19, 11 . 15-27) 6

Notwithstanding the enhancing effect of epic rhetoric, this important example

is indicative of a multiplicity of attitudes toward the prototypical figurative work in

the Greek epic, associating a range of sentiments with the effect of a visual work. On

the one hand, we see the Myrmidons averting their gaze with trepidation because

of the aural and visual power of the shield; on the other hand, Achilles is modeled

as an ideal viewer whose gaze shines with the intensity of selas as he experiences an

uncanny mixture of intense aesthetic delight and cholos. It is important to stress the

synergy of other senses here: Achilles’ cholos references his anger but the very same

word evokes the bitter taste of cholos (gall). Likewise the action of vision has a tac-

tile component: Achilles looks while he explicitly handles
(
en cheiressin ) the divine

artifacts. Conversely, the Myrmidons turn away, instinctively distancing themselves

under the force of the shield’s radiance and monstrous appearance.

This multitudinous response to the epic shield is also of interest because it

highlights the active efficacy of the artwork itself. Anthropologist Alfred Gell has

emphasized that artifacts (works of art, visually endowed objects) exercise their

own active agency not only toward viewers but throughout their surrounding

environments. 7 That is, they shape their perceptual environments no less than the

responses they make possible by means of their agency.

Consequently, a history of early Mediterranean vision and visuality encom-

passes the mutual relationships between men and objects. If we are to search for

hybridity, we have to think of heterogeneous men/viewers interacting with objects/

agents that dictate their own terms of viewing even as they negotiate their passage

from one visuality to another. 8

The status of the visual, on the other hand, pertains to the varying degrees visual

or technically virtuosic objects are experienced in everyday life or in special, ritual-

ized circumstances. In our visually oversaturated world we tend to forget that in

antique or non-western cultures the experience of“art” has almost always been rare
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and reserved for very special occasions in the lifetime continuum. I would argue

that both art historians and the public have been victims of what I would like to

term— for heuristic purposes— the “cognitive fallacy” of the related scholarly dis-

ciplines: our scholarly practices favor the construction of false perceptions regard-

ing ancient visualities. The accumulation of visual objects between the two covers

of publications systematically ignores actual experiences or the contexts, intensity,

and frequency of seeing and being seen. The same might be argued for museum

displays. 9 We marvel, for example, at the revolutionary réintroduction of figura-

tive narratives in Athenian vase-painting of the middle of the eighth century bce.

However, we forget that they had to do with death and its experience in the idiosyn-

cratic circumstances of the funeral or the cemetery and the realm of the dead. What

kind of viewing attitude was entailed in these or other special circumstances? Who
looked at these artworks and how, and for how long, and when, and in what con-

texts? What types of viewing attitudes were dictated by artworks like these?

Vision in Orality?

My exploration of Early Greek visuality is part of a larger project that explores

vision, its subjects, and its objects in preliterate societies. The primary oral culture

of Greece is a good case study for this endeavor for several reasons. First, regard-

ing the period before 770 bce, there are the challenges involved in understanding

the nature of viewers’ responses, physical as well as cognitive and emotional, to the

predominantly non-hgurative visual idiom of Geometric art.
10 We have a fairly

detailed understanding of what Walter Ong termed “psychodynamics of orality,”

the cognitive mechanisms (learning, memory, categorizing, recognizing, etc.) at

work in contexts of primary orality— that is, contexts in which the totality of the

population is non-literate." What is lacking, however, is a theory of vision in oral-

ity, that is, a prescriptive account of how and to what extent oral subjects develop

special mechanisms of response to the products of their ambient visual culture. 12

In other words, how does orality condition how humans see, understand, and

respond to what we now classify as “art” in ways different than those of literate

subjects?

Ong, for example, briefly hinted that non-literate subjects learn to respond to

the visual in specific ways but he did not pursue it further, mainly because he did

not consider “art” as an intermediary code between the two poles of orality and

literacy. 13 As a means of communication “art” may fluctuate freely in the spectrum

between these two poles and its nature depends on the specific roles and functions

il performs within particular social contexts. For example, in the period we are con-

cerned with the Greeks favored functional objects (daidala) that were intricately

crafted in exotic and expensive materials with rare and enchanting qualities such
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as metallic shine and complex non-figural decoration. 14 These objects were oth-

erworldly and extremely valuable, and their fame, enshrined in oral poetry as it

was, was programmed to circulate far and wide along with the fame of their distin-

guished owners. It would not be excessive to state that “art objects” were meant as

much to be seen in special contexts and on specific occasions as to circulate widely

in the elaborate oral media of the time ( e.g., epic). As the Homeric ekphrasis of the

shield of Achilles shows, the performativity of the artwork was a quality inherent to

its nature, social life, and reception. And it is necessary to clarify here that by “per-

formativity” we should understand not only the primal function of the artwork

to stimulate performance but also its inherent capacity to fulfill its role only in the

context of performative, i.e., ritual circumstances. Outside these circumstances the

daidalon can not exist as an object of vision, it can not be seen.

Defining vision in these specific terms— i.e., vision of the artwork ( daidalon ) is

active only in performative contexts (in other words, only participants in the per-

formance or special ritual event can see)— entails the further consideration that

vision as sensory cognitive action can not have functioned alone. Seeing the art-

work in the circumstances described above means that the action ofvision is part of

a complex and inextricable continuum with the action of the other senses. In other

words, “seeing” and “being seen” is a multisensory phenomenon, whereupon “see-

ing” is also “hearing,” and “touching,” and “smelling,” and “tasting.” 15 This multisen -

soriality should not be understood in terms of synchronicity of functions: seeing is

not seeing while also hearing and/or touching, smelling, etc. We may understand

instead that seeing is also hearing and/or touching, smelling, and vice versa. This

is so in view of the nature of the actual artworks that we today classify as “art”:

they were not only meant to be looked at as extraordinary objects, as, for example,

two-dimensional paintings hanging on the wall of an art museum today. They were

interactive participants in special events during which the total emotional arousal

of viewers functioned as the main catalyst of perception.

With the above considerations in mind, we can now focus more precisely on

our attempt to reconstruct the experience of vision and its objects in Early Greece.

Of paramount importance is to assess the implications of the predominantly

non -figurative idiom of the visual arts from the collapse of Mycenaean civiliza-

tion to about 770 BCE. First, it is important to stress that the ubiquitous obsessive

preoccupation with intricate geometric motifs was not the result of the ignorance,

ineptitude, or narrow intellectual horizons ofmakers and viewers. Alternate modes

such as figuration were well known but carefully avoided or reserved for extraordi-

nary circumstances and imbued with the status of a “marked” language. 16 However

this may be, it is worth asking precisely what cognitive, emotional, or behavioral

demands this state of non-figuration makes on viewers in the specific performa-
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tive circumstances described above. Alfred Gell has pointed out that in many visual

cultures the intricacy of geometrical patterns often functions as a “buffer” zone that

blocks passage to arcane knowledge by stupefying the mind. It is, therefore, not

accidental that intricate designs, like mazes, are often found in liminal spaces that

control traffic or communication, for example, from life to death and vice versa, or

from the realm of the mortals to that of the divine and vice versa .

17

Perhaps something of this experience is preserved in the formulaic expression

thauma idesthai (“a wonder to behold”). This epic phrase epitomizes an aesthetic

of wondrous experiences and often accompanies the description of magnificent,

otherworldly artifacts, such as the automatic tripods of Hephaistos or Aphrodite’s

shiny garments in the Iliad. To look attentively at daidala is tantamount to wonder,

that is, you stop dead in your tracks and you surrender all your senses to a pro-

tracted, stupefying experience of the extraordinary.

18

To recapitulate, seeing art ( daidala ) in the primary oral contexts of Early Greece

was conditioned by the performative circumstances of the visual encounter. In all

its inflections (physical, emotional, cognitive, etc.), vision was inextricably woven

with other sensory experiences and it may even be that seeing art was primarily a

synaesthetic phenomenon. The predominant visual idiom of the time, the Geo-

metric style of pottery and bronzes, was partly an attention-focusing device but

also created special cognitive demands on its viewers as an object of vision.

There are many aspects of Early Greek visuality about which we can only

speculate: for example, specifying the nature of visual experience in terms of the

parameters delineated above (e.g., kinesics, proxemics, temporality) and its role

as cognitive storage device in the context of primary orality. Moreover, we do not

know how far or how intensely this visual culture trickled down from the exclu-

sive echelons of the ruling elites of the time. James Whitley, for example, has pro-

posed that in the ninth and eighth centuries bce special materials, artifacts, styles,

and motifs were socially rationed, that is, their usage was strictly controlled and

restricted within an exclusive circle of aristocratic families .
19

It is, therefore, also

worth reckoning with multiple “sub-groups” within the over-arching umbrella of

Early Greek visuality. I would momentarily define these “sub-groups” as compris-

ing those who adhered to prescribed modes of viewing according to distinctions

such as social class or group, gender, age grade, geographic location, etc. This dis-

tinction is important given that those who partook in the cross-cultural phenom-

ena of the Orientalizing were not culturally or socially homogeneous.

At this point, it is also imperative to stress the need to relativize analytical frame-

works that capitalize on rigid binary oppositions. To begin with, there was no amor-

phous “East” that met a “Western” undifferentiated Greek world. As Near Eastern

art historian Ann Gunter has emphasized, the Near East comprised a multiplicity
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of regional cultures over a vast area that resisted homogenization even under the

domination of empires like the Assyrian. 2 '’ We have to reckon with sociopolitical

circumstances that engendered and maintained transcultural expressive languages

( e.g., Phoenician products ending up as tribute in Assyrian palaces). It is, therefore,

important to conceive of foreigners as belonging to multiple or hybrid visualities

and not to an amorphous, hctional profile. It is difficult, however, to specify the

cross overs and intermingling of these visual regimes in terms of horizontal and

vertical registers of interaction. There must have been, for example, a vast differ-

ence between the attitudes of those who partook of the ample visuality of Assyr-

ian palaces and those skillful craftsmen, Phoenician or others, who crafted luxury

items, such as the well-known Cypro- Phoenician bowls, for those palaces and the

international elites of the period. Moreover, it is debatable whether craftsmen of

luxury objects shared the same codes of response as their consumers.

Now if we turn our attention to the Greek world, we encounter a similar situa-

tion. This is the case, provided that we take into account factors such as the differ-

ence in geographical scale and the uniformity of language, religion, and memory.

Despite this uniformity, there are vast differences separating, for example, the

visual cultures of Cyprus or Crete from those of Athens and Euboia. In view of

this variegated situation, it only makes sense that our inquiries have to focus on

specifying the nature of cross-cultural interaction in specific, well-circumscribed

contexts, such as sanctuaries and the interstitial points of encounter such as ports-

of-trade, harbors, etc. In other words, we have to abandon disciplinary or heuristic

classifications and think in terms of groups, spaces, and dynamics akin to the reali-

ties of the period we are concerned with.

These contexts had their own dynamic of controlling the visibility, accessibil-

ity, and interactive character of visual culture. We should also think of them as
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crucibles for the negotiation of old and new ways. I cannot emphasize enough the

formative role of the sanctuaries in the generation of the new hybrid visualities,

especially in view of the gradual transformations in art and society from the eighth

century bce. In the latter part of this paper I draw attention to certain phenomena

that are explicable only in sanctuary contexts of encounters, negotiation, and circu-

lation of diverse people and practices.

Considering Visuality(-ies) in the Context of Cultural Interaction

In the previous section I outlined a culturally distinct visuality, a state of seeing

and being seen that despite its numerous local inflections seems to have been

coherent and circumscribed in terms of style, media, and its inherent communica-

tional mechanisms. This distinctiveness is apparent in the impressively variegated

vocabulary of vision in Homeric epic, the traditional nature of which was forged

in the performative practices of Greek society during the early centuries of the first

millennium bce .- 1 Even if we admit that the language of epic is a specially crafted

poetic medium, still the nuance and variety it exhibits in the domain of vision

largely reflects the spoken language of the early first millennium bce.

This distinctiveness appears even more interesting in view of the recent under-

standing of the Early Greek world as an integral component of a wider Eastern

Mediterranean network of cultures and people. Historians and archaeologists have

been instrumental in delineating trade patterns and the back-and-forth movement

of objects and people between the Aegean and the Eastern Mediterranean from the

Late Bronze Age onwards. There is now a consensus that the Orientalizing was a

constant determinant of cultural developments from the Bronze Age to the dawn of

the Classical period.” However, when it comes to the domain of visual culture, we

have to be cautious in assessing, for example, the transformative effect of imports

from Cyprus or the Near East: they would have been viewed ( in the sense proposed

in the previous section) by means of decoding strategies that were endemic at the

receiving end. However intricate or sophisticated, that is, imports would have been

“naturalized” into the receiving system of the Greek world. To use a metaphor from

the realm of computers, the exotica from alien worlds would have been accessed or

utilized with the existing indigenous “software” at hand. This would have been the

case unless their importation and usage also involved mechanisms of importation,

“translation” and/or “adaptation” of the non -indigenous “software.” Theoreti-

cally, at least, in the latter case we have to presume various models of interaction.

For example, foreign visitors, such as traders, would have been the agents of such

importations, although in reality things would have been much more complicated

than we dare imagine. An alternative model involves Greeks acculturating them-

selves as visitors or immigrants in non-Greek cultures and then returning home
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with their gained knowledge of objects and their attendant ways of seeing and

being seen. Moreover, other phenomena, such as intermarriage, are often invoked

to explain alterity or the introduction ot new cultural ideas and practices. These

models, however, do not allow for the development of the necessary processes for

the institutionalization of foreign elements within the established operative frame-

works of Greek visuality.

23

A more secure ground for investigation offers itself in areas of documented

coexistence of native and non-native populations. The case has been made in sev-

eral areas of the Greek world, most visibly in Cyprus, Crete, Rhodes, in the Greek

colonial establishments of western Asia Minor, Magna Graecia, and Sicily. The

extraordinary finds at Kommos in southern Crete and a plethora of artifactual evi-

dence on the same island point to the presence and active agency of “immigrants”

from the Near East. For example, the technical and stylistic traits of the Idaian Cave

shields ( see below) point to connections with north Syria whereas an idiosyncratic

tri-pillar shrine at Kommos is replete with unmistakable Phoenician characteris-

tics .

24 All the available evidence is not quantifiable and there is no algorithm to ren-

der it so. Consequently, our efforts to specify the nature of the agents or “importers”

of the non-native ways of seeing and being seen are limited. However this maybe, it

is worth asking the following questions:

a. Were the non-natives fully participant in the cultures of seeing and being

seen in their original homelands in the Near East? For example, how con-

scious were the makers of the Assyrianizing bronze tympanum from the

Idaian Cave that its style and motifs had a culturally distinct referential-

ity? Or are we to suppose that a certain degree of “reification” of styles

and motifs is involved in cross-cultural transference?

b. To what extent is visuality a static condition within a culture? Under what

circumstances do people change their ways of seeing and being seen?

What types of contact or interaction induce dramatic transformations in

the prevalent visual cultures of clearly definable groups? Is the agency of

objects sufficient to induce changes in attitude and outlook or is change

introduced and controlled by those who wield power in society?

c. To what extent was there overlap between the modes of viewing of the

Greek world and those of the Eastern Mediterranean spectrum? I pro-

posed above the interdependence of visuality and orality in the Greek

world of the early first millennium bce. In view of this, it is worth asking

whether the same interdependence was a determinant factor in the East-

ern Mediterranean, where writing never totally fell out of use.
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Mantiklos “Apollo” ca. 700-675 bc.

Bronze, height 20.3 cm. Museum

of Fine Arts, Boston, 03.997.

Francis Bartlett Donation of 1900.

Photograph © 2003 Museum of

Fine Arts

Hybridity and Visuality

Defining hybridity in the ancient Mediterranean is much more difficult than sim-

ply identifying foreignness in material culture .’5 The very notion of hybridity has

been predicated on the prior existence of cultural “purity,” which is in-and-of

itself a problematic notion given what we know now regarding the transformative

nature of diachronic interactions between cultures all around the Mediterranean.

In contemporary cultural theory the term “hybridity” and the realities it references

are laden with its connotations from postcolonial studies, where "... it is used to

describe the newly composed, mixed or contradictory identities resulting from

immigration, exile and migrancy....”26 The critiques of postcolonial analysis are

premised on the existence of social inequalities generated by the power differential

between colonizers and colonized since the onset of the Early Modern period. Until

very recently in Classical archaeology a similar binary opposition— generated by

the same structural logic of opposition between the familiar “us” and the inscru-

table “other”— provided the operative premise for highlighting other presumed

polarities at work during cultural contact: colonizers were seen as active agents

whereas the colonized were understood as recessive or passive receivers; the former

were celebrated as bearers of a higher culture that uncontrollably swept over the

backward ways of local populations.
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The historical framework ofthe cross-cultural encounters considered under the

rubric of Mediterranean Orientalizing points to a different gamut of phenomena in

terms of the intensity, frequency, nature, and efficacy of contacts between foreign

visitors, settlers, and indigenous populations. Recent theoretical thinking and a

more nuanced interpretation of archaeological evidence and phenomena point to

contexts, relationships, encounters, and overt or implicit interactions in frameworks

that allow for ambivalence, complexity of roles, or interchange in the dominant cur-

rents or flow of energy.

27 More importantly, as we have already seen, in addition to

human agents as the chief protagonists in cross-cultural encounters, a catalytic role

in the process of acculturation is attributed to the efficacy of material or even non-

material culture to affect change in all those involved in contact situations.

As a result of these developments, the moment is opportune to switch the

emphasis to the product of contact, that is, the fusion of ideas, modes, and prac-

tices “which result when groups of individuals having different cultures come into

continuous first-hand contact, with subsequent changes in the original patterns

or both .” 28 In the remainder of this paper, I propose that certain phenomena in the

realm of visual culture make sense if we presume that a mixed visual code was one

of the essential dimensions of cross-cultural encounters, contact, and exchange of

information regarding means of visual communication. This mixed code signals a

hybrid visuality that was part and parcel of overarching phenomena of hybridity

that still await elucidation.

The working definition of “hybrid visuality” proposed here envisages a mode

of seeing and being seen whose practices of vision, cognition, and response defy,

subvert, and supplant the cultural specificity of its constituent parts. It is a “middle

ground” of some sort, created consciously or subconsciously, in contexts where

vision and its objects matter not only as a means ofcommunication but also as con-

stituents of new collective and individual subjectivities. The negotiation of these

subjectivities is in itself conditioned by the social function of the objects of vision

and the degree to which they are allowed to continuously shape perception. More-

over, I emphasize that hybrid visualities, as conceived here, do not necessarily entail

mixed styles and types of material culture. It is not simply a matter of“hyphenated”

definitions (e.g., Cypro-Phoenician, to use a current one). Rather it stresses pre-

cisely how people relate to objects and vice versa under conditions in which mean-

ings are generated by the collusion of mental attitudes and the agency of the objects

themselves. The point of this collusion is the “middle space” of visual hybridity, that

is, the practical and conceptual space in which people modify their ways in order to

constitute new relational modes.

On the basis of this definition, in the last two sections, I attempt to detect phe-

nomena of hybrid visualities in the visual arts of the eighth and seventh centuries
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bce. One has to do with the very organ of vision as a new expressive medium gener-

ated in the confluence not so much of artistic traits or ideas as of religious attitudes

of Greeks and non-Greeks. The other has to do with the Idaian Cave shields: their

artistic mix of various elements, I argue, makes more sense if we presume them as

both sources and products of cultural hybridity.

Figures See: Emphasis on Eye Is Emphasis on Vision

My point of departure will be the radically new emphasis on the very organ of

vision from the second half of the eighth century bce onwards. To repeat the

old descriptive trope, it is as if all of a sudden likenesses of humans and ani-

mals opened their eyes to the world and started looking attentively, if not aggres-

sively, at their surroundings. This is manifest both in grave assemblages and in the

realm of the sanctuaries, as the illustrated examples make clear (Figs. 1, 2). These

phenomena have been explained as symptomatic of the formal surrender of the

abstract art of Geometric Greece to naturalistic influences from the Near East.

This interpretive line, however, turns out to be narrow in scope, if we consider

the pragmatic functions of these visual objects, that is, their interactive character

in the actuality of ritual practice. They look at you so that you, divine or mortal,

look back at them only to get emotionally and cognitively enchanted by them. As

Irene Winter has recently shown, these functions are exemplary of a millennia-old

tradition of mutual communication between figures and their divine or mortal

onlookers in various regions of the Near East. 29 In view of this cubic pedigree, the

appearance of the same practice in the Greek world cannot be the result only of

artistic influence— artists or patrons making choices out of a new pool of novel

or exotic models. An entire system of seeing and being seen must have infused

the Greek world and the critical question is no longer whether foreigners or their

products are to account for this new visuality. Rather, we should ask, what kind of

interactions, exchanges, negotiations, and strategies were at work when divergent

visualities converged or met each other? The mixed traits of the Orientalizing here

belong to a more complicated order of experience, one that neither belongs solely

to the realm of artistic interaction nor is the product of casual contact between

artists or artists and patrons. We are confronted here with material symptoms

of syncretic encounters in religious contexts— that is, contexts that facilitate the

consensual surrender of perceived differences to the acknowledgment of a com-

mon humanity.

A textbook case is provided by the Mantiklos statuette in the Museum of Fine

Arts, Boston ( Fig. 3).
30

Its type and iconography place it in the old Geometric tra-

dition of the warrior statuettes of the ninth and eighth centuries bce. In formal

terms, however, this figure has abandoned the iconic, hieroglyphic (formulaic)
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Line drawing ofan Idaean Cave

shield ( the so-called “hunt” shield ).

Diameter: 83 cm. After Kunze,

Kretische Bronzereliefs, Beilage I.

Original in Herakleion Museum,

Crete, 7

4

function of the old type: no longer is it a visual formula that corresponds to a pres-

tigious formula in heroic poetry.” Instead this bronze invites a dialogic and analyti-

cal attitude. Its form is descriptive and constitutive of a represented subject (not a

notion ), an effect underscored and enhanced by the penetrating eyes of the figure.32

( The now lost eyes were of glass or stone or some kind of precious material, such

as ivory. ) Even more importantly, it carries an inscription that renders the figure a

dialogic medium, an Other with a voice and life of its own.33 This mixture of ele-

ments points to an artwork conceived with radically new functions in mind and

my point is that these functions were learnt in contexts of dynamic cross-fertiliza-

tion— what I defined above as “hybridic visuality.” This example is one of many

that cannot be explained in terms of artistic interaction, influence, or borrowing. It

is rather the result of the forging of new attitudes, perhaps in a context of coopera-

tive coexistence of natives and non-natives. That this forging involved negotiation,

exchange, and multiple experiments is a hypothesis waiting to be tested against

other specimens of material culture.

Monsters and Vision

Similar considerations are in order regarding the visual arts of Crete, an island with

plenty of evidence for mixed populations and intensive intercultural contact from

the tenth to the seventh centuries bce. Here the most striking example of icono-

graphie, stylistic, and technical hybridity is provided by the famous votive shields

from the Idaean Cave, Zeus’ famous birthplace, on Mount Ida (Fig. 4b34 Scholars

have been able to detect Near Eastern iconographie and stylistic elements (Assyr-

ian, Urartaic, Syro-Phoenician, Egyptian) in these bronze sphyrelata , whereas

elements of content, syntax, and decoration have been recognized as Greek (e.g.,

paratactic composition, Dipylon-type shields, lack of coherent scale). 35 What state

of visuality does this hybridity point to?
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At this point, it is important to stress the unprecedented emphasis on the visual

as special religious experience that these objects demonstrate. As extraordinary

objects of a cult the shields were meant to be radically and shockingly novel for local

and non-local populations. In this context the concept of“intentional hybrids” may

be useful. As Pnina Werbner put it, intentional hybrids “shock, change, challenge,

revitalize or disrupt through deliberate, intended fusions” and in so doing they

“create ... a double consciousness .”36 We can speculate that the deliberate hybrid-

ity of the Idaian Cave bronzes was intended to eclipse or overshadow established

traditions in order to sanction the bronzes as cross-cultural meeting points for

commonality, a new beginning, and alignment around a common cult. As Charles

Stewart has emphasized, religious practices like pilgrimages“... open an ideologi-

cal channel . . . and in so doing reveal that disparate, and apparently very different,

local traditions can and do unite in a common moral framework .”37 It is possible

that the combination of visual elements in the Idaian Cave bronzes is the surviving

tip of an iceberg consisting of the intentional mix of culturally divergent practices

of seeing and being seen.

Moreover, the context of cult suggests a framework of rare and wondrous expe-

riences. Certain iconographie elements disclose the epiphany of divinities, a cubic

element with deep roots in the Bronze Age cultures of Crete but also current in the

art and rituals of many Near Eastern contexts .

38 Other elements are introduced to

invite scrutiny and close attention. Pride of place among these is the emphasis on

detailed and visual narratives but also the frequent appending of lion protomes

in the middle of the visual held of the shields. Ferocious and merciless, with their

predatory gazes and roars these beasts hark back to the ubiquitous monsters of

Near Eastern daemonology and, like all monsters in art, they have been viewed as

apotropaic in nature, that is, guardian figures against human or numinous ene-

mies. This may be true to a large extent. Yet I would argue that the monstrous, by

means of its idiosyncratic visual nature, was meant to call attention to the very act

of close viewing and scrutiny as appropriate modes of interaction with extraordi-

nary objects. The same concerted focus must have been elicited by the crispness of

incision and the tactile vivacity of the shallow repoussé work. This engagement was

predicated on the performative circumstances that framed the visibility and acces-

sibility of these special objects. Like the shield of Achilles, the Orientalizing shields

of Greece caused terror even as they opened new, unexplored vistas for the initia-

tion and delectation of their viewers.

Although the available archaeological evidence does not allow any insights on

the intended audiences of these wondrous objects, we can at least talk with some

confidence about their coming into being in the context of some sort of syncretistic

encounter.
39

It is precisely the shocking and ebullient novelty these religious objects
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represent that invites consideration about their being at once products and shapers

of hybridic visuality. The “middle ground” here is again the context of a sanctuary,

the performative circumstances of which seem to have catalyzed cultural fusion

between locals and non-locals and their specific ways of seeing.

These examples demonstrate that the ancient Mediterranean world was home

to communicational phenomena that cannot be fully explained within the tradi-

tional disciplinary boundaries and classifications in clear-cut categories. It is true

that in the past disciplines like archaeology and art history have paid more atten-

tion to the objects of vision rather than to their diverse viewers and their attitudes

towards them. This reification was necessary but it was perhaps as dangerous as it

was unavoidable. I hope that the considerations I formulate in this paper form a

small step towards redressing this imbalance.
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KATE A. LINGLEY

NATURALIZING THE EXOTIC

On the Changing Meanings ofEthnic Dress in Medieval China

Pierced gold solidus of Justin I and

Justinian I (527 ce), Byzantine,

found in the tomb ofTian Hong

( d. 575 ), Guyuan, Ningxia province.

After Juliano and Lerner, Monks and

Merchants, 283

2 (OPPOSITE)

Silver platter, provincial Roman,

second or third century ce, found in

lingyuan county, Gansu province, in

1988. After Juliano and Lerner, Monks

and Merchants, 321

Abstract

This paper proposes a methodological distinction for the study of artifacts of

cultural interaction on the one hand, and representations of cultural identity on

the other, as an approach to understanding how exotic objects, motifs, and styles

become domesticated and normalized over time. It examines the process by which

the tunic, trousers, and boots that were understood as non-Chinese ( Xianbei-style )

men’s dress in the visual culture of the late fifth and early sixth century became a

form of ordinary men’s dress, not particularly ethnically marked, by the seventh.

At the same time, Xianbei-style women’s dress disappeared entirely, to be replaced

first by Chinese-style robes for women and later by newer borrowings from Central

Asia. This process, whereby the meaning of an imported form of dress becomes

decoupled from its exotic origins, suggests that figures of women and young girls

depicted in tunics and trousers in art of the early Tang should for the most part

be understood to be dressed as men or boys, not as foreigners. In addition, these

changes in the significance of non-Chinese dress styles may also help explain the

rise of physiognomy (rather than dress) as a primary visual sign of ethnic differ-

ence in the Tang.

THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD in China, here meaning the Northern and Southern

Dynasties, Sui, and Tang ( ca. 398-907 ce ), is widely understood as one of the most

cosmopolitan and multicultural in China’s history. Objects, people, and ideas

flooded into China from Central and Western Asia, traveling along the network of

trade routes known collectively as the Silk Road. Studying the movement of objects

in this period can offer tremendous insight into the routes of cultural exchange and

the change in the way objects were valued as they moved from one culture area to

another. Byzantine and Sasanian coins (Fig. 1), for example, are not uncommon

finds in Chinese tombs of the sixth and seventh centuries, and the extent to which

they were valued is clear from the imitations and copies that are also found in the

same tombs. 1 These coins are found throughout medieval Central Asia and clearly

moved eastward with merchant travelers along all the major trade routes. At the

same time, the further these coins are found from their point of origin, the more

likely they are to have been pierced, to enable them to be attached to clothing or

jewelry, suggesting that they had lost at least some of their value as money and had

instead become exotic ornaments.

Other objects of value and use were also imported into China in this period.

One notable example is a second- or third-century silver platter ( Fig. 2), probably

made in Syria or Egypt, and found in Gansu province during the construction of

a house in 1988.
2 The platter, which has strong Dionysian themes in its decoration,
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Brown-glazed earthenware bian hu

decorated in molded relief, found

in the tomb of General Fan Cui

( d. 575 ), Anyang, Henan province.

After Chinese Museum of History,

Zhongguo tongshi chenlie , 103

4

Bird-headed ewer with molded

decoration, Tang dynasty ( 618-907).

Three-color glazed ceramic. Palace

Museum, Beijing. After Watt et al.,

China: Dawn ofa Golden Age, 323

is inscribed on the reverse with what appears to be a name in Sogdian script, and

with a measure of the vessel's weight in the Greek script used in Bactria during the

Sasanian period. This object clearly belongs to the category of imported metalwork

from Western and Central Asia, which was generally valued in medieval China, as

seen in the finds of imported silver vessels in Chinese tombs and the imitation of

these objects by Chinese craftsmen. However, the Sogdian and Bactrian inscrip-

tions on the object testify to an intermediate stage in its life, such that the story it

tells is not merely about a binary relationship between the Chinese and Eastern

Roman empires.

It is not only imported objects which enable us to consider questions of cultural

exchange. Consider a brown-glazed earthenware bian hit (pilgrim flask) found in

Anyang, Henan, in a Northern Qi tomb dated to 575 ce (Fig. 3).
3 It depicts a dancer,

flanked by musicians, performing the whirling dance, famous in contemporary lit-

erature, known as the huxuan wu or “Sogdian whirl." 4 The flask is clearly locally

produced; it is technologically typical for its time and place, made of earthenware

with a lead-fluxed glaze of the sort commonly used for funerary ceramics as early as

the Han dynasty. Like other bian hu vessels of this period, its form seems to suggest

the shape of a waterskin such as might have been used by travelers along the Silk

Road; this example is pierced at the shoulder for suspension, as a waterskin might

be. However, this is not a shape explicitly borrowed from an imported object in the

same way as contemporary ceramic ewers, which were commonly made in imita-

tion of valuable silverwork from Central or Western Asia (Fig. 4). Rather, this piece

speaks to questions of cultural exchange principally through the images molded

onto its sides.
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All five figures are dressed in the long, tight-sleeved, belted tunics, trousers, and

boots that were a common feature of Central Asian dress in this period, although

they were also widely worn in China. Despite the crude modeling of the figures’

faces, we see in one or two of them the “deep eyes and high noses” that, more than

details of dress, came to he understood as the hallmark of the foreigner in the sev-

enth century.
5 One of the musicians is playing the teardrop-shaped pipa, a lute

derived from Western Asian antecedents and associated with the exotic music that

was popular in north China at the time, and the dancer’s performance specifically

evokes the movements of dancers imported from the Iranian world and described

in literature at least as early as the Sui period .

6
Clearly, the decoration of this object

is meant to evoke the prestige of the exotic in medieval China. It does so, not by bor-

rowing the forms or styles of imported objects, but through the representation of

foreign people and their practices. As such, it gives us a very different vision of cul-

tural difference and cultural exchange than the imported objects described above,

and its study demands a different methodology.

The diffusion of particular object types, styles, materials, and techniques is

understood to result from, and thus to reflect, either the migration of populations

or exchange between cultures. Hence the presence of Byzantine coins and Roman

silver in medieval China, together with locally made objects that imitate their styles

and techniques, is understood to be a result of cross-cultural interaction. However,

we also rely on images from the past as visual representations of cultural interac-

tion, as in the case of the bian hu vessel. Images are, of course, also artifacts, by

virtue of their materiality. But representation is notoriously complex, in that it is

possible to represent imagination and myth as naturalistically as observed reality.

It is also culturally specific: the representational conventions of Chinese visual cul-

ture are not necessarily the same as those of, say, Persian visual culture. In short,

visual representations of the cultural “other” must be read through the lens of the

artistic tradition which produced them. This cautionary note has a useful corollary,

which is that visual representations of cultural difference are particularly helpful

tools for studying the history of cultural and ethnic identity, which is itself a funda-

mentally representational phenomenon.

The study of identity through representation demands the use of both the his-

torical and the material record. Because it asks that we investigate not only how

things were made, but how they were used (worn, exchanged, displayed, etc.) as a

way to assert identity, it follows that relying on objects to “speak for themselves” is

of limited usefulness here. The context of discovery of the objects does provide a

certain insight into how they might have functioned as signs of identity, but that

insight is very limited. For example, it is relatively intuitive to read the ownership,

use, and display of luxury imported objects (such as the Roman silver platter men-
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tioned above) as a way of asserting identity in medieval China. Imported Western

and Central Asian silver and glasswares were dearly prized by their owners, if their

inclusion in rich burials is any measure, and probably functioned as a sign of wealth

and social prestige. But there is probably more to the story; the question ofwhether

owning imported tablewares (for example) may also have constituted a claim to

cosmopolitan or international identity certainly deserves investigation. Further,

the simple discovery of Roman silver in China does not really explain the use of

Roman silver in China. Was such a vessel used every day, or reserved for special

occasions? Was it used to serve food to eminent guests? Was it kept for decoration,

and not used at all? Knowing the answers to any of these questions would bring us

closer to understanding the social significance of owning such an object, and the

ways in which its use functioned to support its owners’ claims to identity.

The expression of identity is itself an act of representation. Since we are inter-

ested in objects as signs of identity, we must rely on representations both visual

and verbal— representational images and historical texts— to show us how these

objects might have functioned in the production and negotiation of identity. The

Northern Qi pilgrim flask cited at the beginning of this essay, and particularly the

figure of the musician playing the pipa on the side of the flask, provides us with

an example here. The image of the musician, associated as it is with the whirling

dancer and several figures whose dress and physiognomy suggest contemporary

stereotypes of Central Asians, links playing the pipa with ethnic otherness. This is

reinforced by a contemporary account attributed to the former Northern Qi offi-

cial Yan Zhitui (531-91 ce), in his famous book of family instructions, written for

the moral guidance of his sons. Yan wrote:

At the court of [the Northern] Qi there was a gentleman who once said to

me: “1 have a son, who is already seventeen years old, and has some book

learning. I am teaching him the Xianbei language and how to play the pipa ,

hoping that he may become proficient in both, and thus better serve our rul-

ers, so that there will be none who does not love him, and want his service.”

At the time I kept silent and did not reply. Flow strange, this man’s teaching

of his son! If by this method, I could make [you all] prime ministers, 1 still

would not have you do it.
7

Clearly, in the view of both Yan Zhitui and his interlocutor, playing the pipa was

something that the Xianbei rulers did; in fact, this association forms the crux of

their disagreement. We are reminded here that Northern Qi society apparently still

drew distinctions between Xianbei and northern Chinese identity, despite the fact

that the Xianbei had been resident in China proper for two centuries. Yan Zhitui’s
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colleague apparently wanted his son to be able to claim some affiliation with Xian-

bei identity, for reasons of political expedience. Yan's disdain suggests that politi-

cal expedience alone cannot be the measure of strategies of identity. The two men

agreed on the ethnic associations ofpipa playing, but disagreed fundamentally on

how it should be used, and by whom.

Why was playing the pipa a sign of ethnic otherness in the Northern Qi? An

explanation that focuses on the pipa as an object proves insufficient to answer this

question. The non-Chinese origins of the instrument are widely known, but diffi-

cult to document precisely; broadly speaking, the pipa seems to come from Western

Asia, where it shares ancestry with the Arabian ‘oud and Western lute. As such, it is

unlikely to have been introduced to China by the Xianbei, who appear to have orig-

inated in what is now northeastern China and migrated south and west/ Few actual

instruments survive from the medieval period, but representations of the pipa are

found in the art of the Northern Wei during the fifth century, usually as played

by Hying apsaras on Buddhist monuments. We might guess that the non-Chinese

origins of the pipa led somehow to its association with non-Chinese (including

Xianbei) identity, perhaps through its representation in Buddhism; but in fact this

is not a very robust explanation. By contrast, Yan Zhitui’s account suggests that

pipa playing was indeed a part of Xianbei cultural practice during the Northern

Qi. Clearly, contemporary practice is a better measure of cultural significance dur-

ing the Northern Qi than the fact that the instrument was introduced from abroad

several centuries earlier, although the two phenomena may ultimately be related.

Here is the main challenge in bridging the gap between artifacts of culture con-

tact and representations of cultural identity: it requires us to account for the change

in meaning of objects and images over time. While the origins of the pipa as an

object and the chronology of its introduction to China are clearly documentable,

at least in theory,
9 the changing meaning of the object over time in the Chinese cul-

tural context is considerably more difficult to pin down. At what point did the pipa

cease to be a foreign import and begin to be a local object, albeit one with exotic

associations? What exactly were those associations? And when did it lose them alto-

gether? The modern pipa is usually considered to be a traditional Chinese instru-

ment; although its origins have not been forgotten, the instrument itself no longer

conjures up images of ancient Persia.

This process, by which an imported object becomes naturalized and domesti-

cated, is common wherever culture contact occurs, and is as much a part ofcontem-

porary experience as of history. For example, a woman wearing a sari on the streets

of New York is read as dressing in Indian style, for a number of reasons including

the fact that the sari originates in India, and that it is still one of the forms of dress

worn by modern Indian women. By contrast, a man wearing a business suit (here
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meaning trousers, shirt, tie, vest, and coat ) is not assumed to be dressing in Turkish

style. Yet it has been argued that the five-piece men’s suit, which replaced the dou-

blet as the standard of male dress in seventeenth-century Europe, was borrowed

from Ottoman prototypes .

10

Both the sari ( as worn in the West ) and the Western business suit are artifacts of

culture contact; both are also representations of cultural identity, but the way the

business suit functions as a sign of identity is no longer related to the circumstances

of culture contact that led to its original borrowing. Indeed, it is so far removed

from those circumstances that, when the business suit was reintroduced to Turkey

in the nineteenth century, it was seen as a Western form of dress, much as in other

parts of the world." As a result, a study of the Ottoman origins of the business suit

has lost its power to explain thesuit’s significance as a cultural sign today; and, in

fact, that power was lost as early as the nineteenth century.

Culture Contact and the Changing Meaning of Dress in Medieval China

A similar change in significance appears to have occurred for a form of dress origi-

nally introduced by the Xianbei and other Turkic peoples who settled in northern

China after the fall of the Han. Although this attire appears to be ethnically marked

where it is represented in the art and literature of the fifth century ( early Northern

Wei ), as little as one hundred years later, in the art of the late sixth to early seventh

century (Sui and early Tang), images of men depicted in nearly identical clothing

are not particularly marked as Xianbei or otherwise non-Chinese. In other words,

it appears that over a century or less, this particular form of nomadic dress lost its

ethnic significance and became a type of ordinary dress for men of the Tang, as it

grew further removed in time from its original introduction to China.

In this case we are fortunate to have some images that seem to depict an inter-

mediate step in the process. Several Buddhist monuments, mostly dating to the

mid-sixth century, depict male worshippers in attire which is related to the dress

introduced in the fifth century, while female worshippers’ attire is not related to that

tradition .

12 This suggests that forms of dress which were once ethnically marked are

here beginning to be mapped onto gender instead. Over the course of the sixth

century, the design elements that had originally identified nomadic dress became,

by the Sui and early Tang, among the elements that identihed male dress of certain

classes and occupations, regardless of ethnic identity. In other words, the sartorial

signs of ethnic identity at the beginning of the sixth century became signs of gender

identity, partly modified by class, by the seventh.

The correlation between gender and ethnic dress of these worshipper figures

allows us to trace the process by which this transition occurred, and to suggest

some of the reasons why it took place. It appears that, during the sixth century, the
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Male and female figurines, probably

representing house servants, from

an early Western Han tomb. After

Rawson, Mysteries of Ancient China ,

182, cat.9ia-g

nomadic attire of tunic and trousers became associated with a range of male activi-

ties and occupations. Hence, il became a common form of male dress (in art, at

least ) by the turn of the seventh century. This process, by which a particular style of

dress lost its earlier significance as a marker of ethnic identity, may also account in

part for the shift from dress to physiognomy as a sign of ethnic otherness in the art

of the Tang.

A survey of visual materials from the Han dynasty (the period just before the

nomadic conquests in northern China) shows that Chinese dress for men and

women had been characterized by a few basic design features. It generally took the

form of a full-length robe with a wrap closure, held closed by a sash or belt, and full

sleeves that in the Han dynasty were gathered into a narrower cuff. The same gar-

ment seems to have been worn by men and women alike ( Fig. 5 ). This is not to say

that there was no difference between male and female dress in the Han, but rather

that, as with the modern Japanese kimono, Han men’s dress and women’s dress

were probably distinguished from each other by choices of fabric, color, and orna-

mentation, rather than by fundamental differences in cut and construction. 13

Not everyone wears a long robe in the Han visual record. Where trousers or leg-

gings appear, with a shorter version of the same wrap robe, they seem to be the dress

of (male) farmers, soldiers, and others who engage in physical work. 14 This might

imply a class distinction in dress, except that many figurines thought to represent

house servants are dressed in long robes (as in Fig. 5), so the wearing of trousers

seems to be more an occupational than a class-related consideration, except to the

extent that manual labor was seen as an occupation of the lower classes.
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Male and female figures, detail from

a lacquered screen found in the

Northern Wei tomb of Sima iinlong

near Datong, Shanxi, ca. 484 ce. After

Zhongguo meishu quanji Editorial

Committee, Zhongguo meishu quanji:

Huihua bian 1 ItÊèJlï • If?

SsÉ 1 [Complete collected Chinese

art: Painting vol. 1] ( Beijing: Renmin

meishu chubanshe 1986 ), 159 top

The figure at left, in the square gauze

cap, is male; the cartouche identifies

him as Qi, the son of Emperor

Yu, while the figure on the right is

female, identified as his mother, the

exemplary lady of the Tushan.

The same wrap robe with sash and full sleeves continues to appear in the North-

ern and Southern Dynasties, worn by both men and women (Fig. 6), with minor

alterations: the waist is higher and the sleeves of the robe tend to be left open in

a dramatic flare. Visual conventions for depicting aristocratic dress in particular

often emphasize the fluidity and complexity of flowing sleeves and floating scarves.

In terms of basic design, this garment is clearly the descendant of the Han dynasty

robe, and as such we can understand it as a form of dress whose origins are indig-

enous (at least from the point of view of the Northern and Southern Dynasties

period). Certain types of male servants, military figures, grooms and so on, con-

tinue to wear trousers or leggings, sometimes kilted at the knee, under a shorter

version of the same full-sleeved robe. The few Buddhist votive sculptures that sur-

vive from southern China in this period tend to show the same pattern, of both

male and female patrons in similar Han-derived dress; 15 and given that the aristoc-

racies of the southern states were often descendants of great families of the Han, 16

this is hardly surprising. 17

By contrast, the earliest images of the nomadic rulers of the Northern Dynasties

depicted in China show them wearing a front-closing, knee-length tunic with nar-

row sleeves, typically with a round neckline and no collar, but sometimes V-necked,

worn over trousers and boots by men, and over a long skirt by women. The Xianbei

founded the Northern Wei dynasty in 398, and this form of dress, combined with

a distinctive cap with a flap that hangs down in the back, first appears in the art of

China in the early Northern Wei (Fig. 7).
lX These images take the form of funer-

ary figurines, lacquer paintings, and worshipper figures on Buddhist monuments,

mostly dating from the fifth century ce.

This attire is clearly related to the dress of other Central Asian peoples of the

time, nomadic or otherwise, who often wore some version of the knee-length,

close-sleeved tunic or kaftan, and trousers with boots. For example, contemporary
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Detail from a lacquer coffin found

in a Northern Wei tomb at Guyuan,

Ningxia, late fifth century ce. After

Zhongguo meishu..., Huihua bian

l , 165

The figures probably represent the

filial son, Guo Ju and his wife. The

figure at left is male, shown dressed in

trousers; the figure at right is female,

wearing a skirt under the same long

tunic.

Sogdian dress for men seems to have involved a similar tunic with its round col-

lar often worn turned back to form pointed lapels ,

19 a convention which persisted

into much later periods in Central Asia. It is clear that Xianbei dress had more in

common with Central Asian than with Chinese dress in the fifth century, and given

the steady movement of Central Asians through northern China throughout the

Northern and Southern Dynasties, this relationship was probably evident to resi-

dents there.

Thus we can contrast two broad forms of dress that appear in the figurai art of

the Northern and Southern Dynasties: one which appears to be derived from Han

dynasty prototypes, and one which appears to be derived from Xianbei or more gen-

erally Central Asian prototypes. Details of these dress styles vary from one example

to the next, but the basic contrast in design is relatively consistent. In the discussion

that follows, I will refer to these as “Chinese-style” and “Xianbei-style” dress, refer-

ring only to the origins of these two distinct designs, and not to their contemporary

meaning. As with the business suit and the sari, I am attempting to draw a prelimi-

nary distinction between the origins of these forms of dress and subsequent devel-

opments of their meaning. While the significance of each form of dress no doubt

changed with time and even with particular situations, it seems likely that their

origins were probably known, in a general sense, by those who wore them.

Representation, Dress, and Identity in Sixth-Century Imagery

The number of finished garments of any kind that survive from the Northern

Dynasties period is vanishingly small; any study of dress and its meaning in this

period must rely on visual representations rather than actual examples. The follow-

ing discussion draws largely on images of patrons and worshippers from Buddhist

monuments of the late fifth and the sixth centuries, with some reference to tomb

portraits and figurines of the same period. All these images are conventional repre-
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Male (right) and female (left)

worshippers in Xianbei-style dress,

from a small niche inYungang Cave

9. Northern Wei, before 500 ce.

Drawing by the author

9

Worshippers in Chinese-style dress,

from Bhiksu Fasheng’s niche on

the south wall of the Guyang cave,

Longmen. Northern Wei, 503 ce .

Drawing by the author

The first three figures at left are

monastics, while the group that

follows represents a group of

lay patrons, probably male, with

servants.

sentations ofcontemporary people of their time. They are not portraits in the sense

of being individualized representations of a person’s physical appearance; but, like

portraits, they function as images of actual individuals, living or dead. To the extent

that they convey the identity of the individual, they do so through visual conven-

tions that are used to identify categories of people. Some of these categories are

relatively intuitive (for example, the distinction between men and women), while

others are probably more culturally and historically specific (as with categories of

ethnic identity). Similarly, they should not be construed as unproblematic repre-

sentations of individual dress practices. The correspondences between identity and

dress that are visible in these images are conventional ones. Thus these images can

help us recognize a range of categories used to construct and represent identity, but

they should not be taken as the measure of what the people represented actually

wore in daily life.

In Buddhist votive art of the fifth and early sixth centuries in northern China,

the typical visual convention is for male and female patrons of the same family

or donors’ group to be depicted in the same form of dress, be it Xianbei-style or

Chinese-style. Xianbei-style dress is most common on images produced during the

fifth century, particularly at the Yungang cave temples near Datong (Fig. 8) and in

the earliest carvings at Longmen. Images produced in the first third of the sixth

century tend to show patrons in Chinese-style dress, as exemplified by the art of

the majority of Northern Wei caves at Longmen ( Fig. 9 ), as well as late carvings at

Yungang. It is not clear in either case that dress is a sign of the ethnic identity of the

wearer, since the patrons of the Yungang and Longmen caves generally came from

the same aristocratic social class, which in the Northern Wei was heavily but not

exclusively Xianbei. Rather, it is the historical context of the change from one form

of dress to the other that suggests the difference between the two was ethnically

marked.

This shift in representational convention corresponds with the move of the

Northern Wei capital from Pingcheng to Luoyang in 493 and with official reforms

in the 490s that required Chinese-style dress to be worn at court; it is usually

assumed that the dress of worshipper figures in northern China after 500 reflects

those reforms, which explicitly contrast Chinese-style and Xianbei-style dress.
20

Katherine Tsiang points out that the official dress of the Northern Wei after the

move to Luoyang was designed particularly for the court by officials and diplo-
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Male worshippers in Xianbei-style

dress ( right ) and female worshippers

in Chinese-style dress ( left ), from the

north wall of Cave 285 at Dunhuang;

one of six such examples. Western

Wei, 538 ce. After Dunhuang Institute

of Cultural Relics, Zhongguo shiku:

Dunhuang Mogao ku , 1: plate 128

mats who were “not likely to have simply copied the southern palaces, carriages,

and costumes wholesale but instead would have taken them into consideration in

designing their own system of official ranking and court ritual.”
21 Nonetheless, both

textual and visual sources show that the style in question, known as baoyi bodai , or

“voluminous robes and wide sashes” (Tsiang’s translation), was clearly descended

from Chinese-style robes like those worn under the Han, rather than from nomadic

tunics and trousers.

After the fall of the Northern Wei in 534, male figures in tunic and trousers begin

to reappear on Buddhist monuments and in tomb murals, but to the best of my

knowledge, the female version of Xianbei-style dress is nowhere tobe seen in the art

of China after the year 500. Rather, male patrons who may appear in either Xianbei-

style or Chinese-style dress are partnered with female patrons in sweeping, wide-

sleeved Chinese-style robes. This is the point at which what was once an ethnic

distinction begins to take on elements of gender representation.

The earliest clear example of this pattern of male and female dress that I can

identify is in Dunhuang Cave 285, dated by inscription to 538 ce in the Western

Wei period. 22 Cave 285 is well-known for its complex narrative and decorative

imagery, which combines supernatural and ornamental motifs from pre-Buddhist

Chinese art with Buddhist iconography. Also noteworthy is the distinctly Central

Asian-looking style of the painted figures on the west wall, which contrasts with the

strongly Northern Wei flavor of the figures on the north and east walls. 1 1 is, in other

words, a visually innovative space in more senses than one.

It is the north and east walls of Cave 285 that are of interest here: the imagery

on these walls consists of a series of compositions of preaching Buddha figures

flanked by attendant bodhisattvas, with worshipper figures below. There are seven

such tableaux on the north wall and two on the east wall. In each case, the worship-

pers at the bottom of the image are divided by gender, with male figures (identi-

fiable by their doubled sword-belts and occasional facial hair, as well as by male

names in the cartouches ) on the Buddha’s own left and female figures ( with female

names) on his right. In every case, the female figures are in Chinese-style dress, and

in every case but one, the male figures are in Xianbei-style dress ( Fig. 10 ). The male
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Worshippers from the north wall of

Cave 285 at Dunhuang. Western Wei,

538 ce. After Dunhuang Institute

of Cultural Relics, Zhongguo shiku:

DunhuangMogao ku , 1: plate 123, left

Note the three male figures at bottom

right in Chinese-style attire, the only

such examples in the cave.

exceptions are identifiable by their high, round, flat-topped hats with descending

earflaps, made of stiffened gauze, the so called longguan or “cage hats” worn over a

smaller cap (Fig. 11).
23

The worshippers in Cave 285 are unusual for pre-Tang Dunhuang in that some

of their names and dedication texts have survived. Four separate dedications are

found on the north wall, dated to the years 538—39D4 All four are conventionalized

texts in which patrons lament the dearth of Buddhist virtue and dedicate the merit

from their image-making to the growth ofthe dharma, the rebirth of their deceased

relatives, and the well-being of their families and themselves. The names of the

patrons indicate that they were organized into family groups led by monastic advi-

sors. To the extent that the individual relationships can be established, these groups

appear to have been led by a husband and wife (the first layman and laywoman in

each group of worshippers), together with their younger siblings and/or children.

The 538 dedication is by members of the Yin (|i|t) family,25 while the two inscrip-

tions from 539 are by members of the Flua ( ) family.
26

( The fourth, whose date is

obliterated, is by a monk with the dharma-name Huizun, accompanied by the nun

Ffuisheng. Their family affiliations are untraceable. ) A family of officials named

Yin who served under the Northern Wei in the late fifth and early sixth centuries

was said to originate in Guzang, not far from Dunhuang; 27 so the members of the

Yin family in Cave 285 may be members of a related local lineage. By contrast, fiua

does not appear as a surname in the official histories of the period, 28
so it may not be

possible to learn much more about this family.

In no case is it possible to establish the ethnic background of the groups of

patrons in Cave 285 with any degree of certainty, 29 but in fact this is beside the point.
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The figures that represent these patrons do not appear to be particularly marked for

ethnicity, which suggests that it was not a primary concern in this context. As noted

above, the visual styles of the wall paintings suggest a degree of multiculturalism:

indeed, the differences between the west wall and the other three walls and ceiling

are so striking as to suggest artists trained in wholly different regional styles. This

does not speak to the ethnicity of the patrons, however, beyond a level of comfort

with cultural juxtaposition that should surprise no one familiar with the region

and the period. In other words, there is no reason to think that dress among the

worshipper figures of Cave 285 is an indicator of the ethnic identity of the wearer.

Rather, the strong correlation between gender and attire in this case appears to be

conventional.

Relatively few of the fifth-century caves at Dunhuang have worshipper figures

that survive, and few of those that do are well published, so it is difficult to compare

the worshippers in Cave 285 with earlier examples from the same site. Cave 275, dat-

ing to the Northern Liang (397-439) and one of the earliest surviving caves at Dun-

huang, opposes male worshipper figures in Xianbei-style dress on the north wall

with worshipping bodhisattvas on the south wall;30 there are no identifiable female

worshippers at all. However, a general survey of published materials does turn up

other Western Wei (535-56) and Northern Zhou (557-81 ) caves at Dunhuang that

repeat the same pattern as in Cave 285. The clearest example is Cave 428, dated to the

Northern Zhou, whose worshipper figures are largely monastic. The lay male wor-

shippers, however, do appear in Xianbei-style dress while the lay female worship-

pers wear Chinese-style dress.31 The same appears to be true of Caves 290 and 297,
32

though the worshipper figures in these cases are imperfectly legible due to damage.

There are nowhere near enough published examples to generalize about the

depiction of worshippers as a whole in sixth-century Dunhuang; that would

require a far more thorough on-site survey of the pre-Tang caves. But in these few

examples it is clear that when nomadic and Chinese dress appear in the same group

of worshippers, they always follow the same pattern: men in tunics and trousers or

boots, and women in wide-sleeved robes. The few exceptions are occasional male

figures in robes— never a female figure in Xianbei-style dress. In other words,

when Xianbei-style dress reappears at Dunhuang after the fall of the Northern Wei

dynasty, it reappears as a form of men’s attire. The Chinese-style robe for men has

not entirely disappeared, but its occasional appearance suggests that it was reserved

for men of a particular status— perhaps for high civil officials, among others, who

could perform their duties in such cumbersome dress.

Other cave-temple sites from the Hexi corridor have fewer examples to offer.

This is partly because the surviving sixth-century materials from these sites do not

always include worshipper figures. Worshippers are, of course, peripheral to the
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Individual male and female

worshipper figures from the front

(south ) wall of Shuiyusi cave temple,

Northern Qi, ca. 571 ce. Photograph

by the author

13

“Worshipping scene” ( lifo tu ) with

male and female worshippers, from

the front ( south ) wall of Shuiyusi

cave temple, Northern Qi, ca. 571 ce.

Photograph by the author

main iconic content of Buddhist votive art, in that one can make a Buddhist image

without worshippers, but not without an icon such as a Buddha or a bodhisattva,

or a narrative image from the scriptures. Among the cave temples of Maijishan are

some with worshipper figures dating to the Northern Wei, Western Wei, and North-

ern Zhou. These include figures in Xianbei-style dress33 and figures in Chinese-style

dress,34 but none are sufficiently well-published to establish whether the same jux-

taposition occurs. The existing images do not suggest that it does.

Similarly, Binglingsi is known for several groups of female worshipper figures

found on the wall of Cave 169, which is dated by inscription to the year 420 in

the Western Qin period,35 but as at Maijishan, corresponding male figures are no

longer visible (if they ever existed). One group of female worshippers from Cave

169 appear in clearly Chinese-style dress, but another group have long attracted

attention for their ethnically ambiguous attire. Dorothy Wong presents a compari-

son of the two groups in which she suggests that the short coat over a long skirt

worn by the second group is “consistently associated with nomadic women,”36 and

yet these coats are much shorter than the tunics worn by women in Xianbei-style

dress, while they also have the wrap closure and full sleeves which are usually asso-

ciated with Chinese-style dress.37 The dress of these worshippers looks as though

it might be related to women’s attire seen in tombs of the Koguryo kingdom, on

the northern part of the Korean peninsula, dating largely from the fourth to sev-

enth centuries.38 Annette luliano describes the Binglingsi figures as Korean on the

basis of this sort of similarity. 39 In any event, they do not appear to be wearing

Xianbei-style dress and thus do not lend themselves to comparison with examples

like Dunhuang Cave 285.

In the Chinese heartland, examples of the juxtaposition of male worshipper

figures in Xianbei-style dress with female figures in Chinese-style dress appear

somewhat later than at Dunhuang. The most striking come from the cave temple of

Shuiyusi, located outside the old city ofYe, near modern Handan in southern Hebei

province, and dated to about 570 in the Northern Qi period. 40 Shuiyusi is an outlier

of the better-known Xiangtangshan cave temples. It was dedicated by a group led

by local women and monks, but including both male and female lay donors, and

it features hundreds of worshipper figures representing those donors, arranged in

registers on the front and side walls of the cave. All the lay male worshippers are

dressed in some version of Xianbei-style attire, with only one exception, while all

the female worshippers are dressed in Chinese-style attire.
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14

Individual worshipper figures,

with at right a male worshipper in

Chinese-style dress with servants in

Xianbei-style dress, from the east wall

of Shuiyusi cave temple, Northern Qi,

ca. 571 ce. Photograph by the author

Shuiyusi is a central-pillar cave with five main niches (on the front and sides

of the central pillar, and on the two side walls) containing figures of Buddhas and

bodhisattvas. Worshippers appear on the front wall of the cave, flanking the door

in two groups which extend around the corner of the chamber to the side walls.

Most of the worshippers are arranged in five registers of individual figures (Fig.

12), while a small number are set apart in a pair of more complex compositions

typically described as “veneration scenes" or lifo tu (füf^H ) (Fig. 13). Most of the

figures are uninscribed, but the few that have inscriptions include both laymen and

laywomen, thus enabling us to identify the visual distinctions between male and

female figures in the cave. Men and women are also distinguished by different types

of headgear, as well as occasionally by masculine accoutrements such as a sword

and sword-belt.

The lay male worshippers in these scenes are dressed in narrow-sleeved, belted

tunics and shod in boots, and wear headcloths with a rounded crown covering the

hair and a flap covering the back of the neck. Their (male) servants are similarly

dressed, but wear headcloths folded at the top into a triangular shape reminiscent

of the flattened crown of a kepi cap. The lay female worshippers, by contrast, are

dressed in high-waisted, wrap-style robes with wide sleeves and skirts, and shoes

with upturned, fan-shaped toes. Their hair is tied up in an asymmetrical roll. The

laywomen’s servants are dressed in similar fashion to their mistresses. This gen-

eral pattern of dress also holds for the individual worshippers at Shuiyusi. In other

words, the male figures are all dressed in what we have come to see as Xianbei-style

dress, while the female figures wear Chinese-style dress. The one exception, as at

Dunhuang, is a male figure in Chinese-style dress, identifiable by his longguan cap,

whose (male) servants wear Xianbei-style dress (Fig. 14).

Indeed, in the exceptional cases where a male worshipper appears dressed in a

wide-sleeved robe, it is not uncommon to find tunics and trousers or boots worn

by the male servants who accompany him,41 and this may suggest that in certain

contexts the difference in design implied a difference in class or at least in occu-
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pation. Rather than surveying the attire of servants as a separate case, I will limit

myself to pointing out that in the examples I am presenting, female servants are

generally dressed in the same Chinese style as their mistresses. The implication here

is that, while Xianbei -style dress may have been associated with particular occupa-

tions, they were clearly male occupations; in other words, the apparent association

between forms of dress and class or occupation (which mirrors that observed in

the Han period ) does not disrupt the gendering of dress we have already observed.

The patrons of the Shuiyusi cave were mostly female; the inscriptions in the

cave identify five monks, two laymen, and thirty-five laywomen as members of the

//-society ( or Rfi, a Buddhist charitable society) which was responsible for

the construction of the cave. 42 The ranks of worshipper figures that are carved on

the walls of the cave, however, number in the hundreds; in other words, most of

the worshipper figures lack the inscriptions that would identify them with actual

patrons of the cave. This is not especially remarkable or even unusual, and prob-

ably implies that whoever organized the construction of the cave (probably the

monks and some of the laywomen, whose inscribed titles imply leadership of the

//-society) failed to attract as many patrons as they had hoped when planning its

decoration.

Unlike Cave 285 at Dunhuang, the patrons at Shuiyusi do not appear to be orga-

nized into family groups, and it is not clear what relationship if any existed between

the lay male and female members of the //-society. Y/-societies were sometimes

composed of members of an extended family or lineage or a clan village, but the

structure of the //-society was not necessarily a family structure. Such organiza-

tions could also be made up of unrelated members. Again, as at Dunhuang, it is

impossible to make any positive statement about the ethnic origin of the patrons

of Shuiyusi. With the exception of two of the monks ( Sengcan, whose name is the

same as that of the third patriarch of the Chan lineage, and his disciple Dingchan-

shi), none of the patrons appear in contemporary historical texts or known tomb

epitaphs. The surnames of the patrons include conventionally Chinese names like

Meng (]£) and Zhang ( DU), as well as names associated with non-Chinese families

of the period. The latter include Murong ( ), which was the name of the Xian-

bei rulers of the FormerYan (337-70) and Later Yan (384-409),43 as well as Qu (Hi),

which was the name of the ruling family of the kingdom of Khocho ( Gaochang iHj

H, modern Turfan) in the period 500-640.44 At least one of the leading patrons

of the cave, Zhang Yuanfei, seems to have been the wife of a minor official from a

family of commoners,45 and it is possible that other patrons in the //-society were

of comparably middling social status. Like the patrons of Dunhuang Cave 285, in

other words, they seem to be typical local northern Chinese of their time, in that

they may have had some non-Chinese ancestry but do not appear to have been
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marked, in this context at least, as ethnic “outsiders” or members of an immigrant

community.

While unusual, Shuiyusi is not a unique example for its time and place. The

same association between gender and Xianbei-style dress is found on at least one

other Buddhist monument, a badly eroded stele in the collection of the Shanxi

provincial museum in Taiyuan.46 The museum attributes this stele to the North-

ern Wei, but there is no dated inscription, and the robust and compact style of the

Buddha-figures in the main niche suggest a date after 550. The piece was found in

Ruicheng in southwestern Shanxi province. The main body of the stele is covered

with the names of several hundred donors belonging to a very large yi-society that

was apparently made up of members of the Chen family. It is not clear who exactly

the two worshipper figures represent, but given the number of patrons whose

names are inscribed on the stele, they may either show the male and female leaders

of the yz-society, or stand in for all the male and female patrons in the group.

Some images found in a funerary context also reflect the same gendering of pre-

viously ethnic dress. A double portrait from an aristocratic Northern Qi tomb near

Taiyuan, for example, shows the male tomb occupant, Xu Xianxiu, in Xianbei-style

tunic, trousers, and boots, while the female occupant (his wife) wears a Chinese-

style wrap robe with wide sleeves and a high waist. Xu Xianxiu’s tomb is dated to the

year 571, almost exactly contemporary with Shuiyusi. 47 By structure and decoration,

it belongs to the group of Eastern Wei and Northern Qi tombs which Zheng Yan has

called the “Yecheng type.” 48 Several other elaborately painted tombs ofthe same type

have been discovered in Hebei and Shanxi provinces, but none contains an analo-

gous double portrait that is sufficiently well-preserved to provide a second example

of juxtaposed male and female dress. 49 As with the Buddhist material, there are also

double tomb portraits from the sixth century, particularly from the late Northern

Wei, showing husband and wife in the same form of
(
Chinese-style ) dress.

50

Images of servants in these tombs, though often better preserved, cannot be

compared directly to images of the tomb occupants because they do not belong to

the same social class ( the same is true for ceramic tomb figurines). Further, it can be

hard to establish equivalency in class or occupation between male and female ser-

vants, whether painted or sculpted, such that reading the specifically gendered dif-

ferences between their dress styles is difficult. Nevertheless, in tombs of the Yecheng

type, many mural paintings of male servants, marked by their facial hair or military

gear, depict them in Xianbei-style dress, particularly in the Northern Qi tombs of

Xu Xianxiu, Gao Run, and Lou Rui. 51 Images of female servants are rarer and some-

times hard to identify, but those in the main chamber of Xu Xianxiu’s tomb ( the

musicians by the side of the female tomb occupant, who wear the same headdress

as she does) wear a narrow-sleeved coat over a three-quarter-length gown, a new
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form of dress whose antecedents are unclear. 52 The narrow sleeves might suggest

a closer affinity to Xianbei-style dress than to Chinese-style dress, but this form of

attire over all does not represent a revival of Xianbei-style female dress as seen in

northern Chinese art before the year 500, lacking as it does the full-length skirt that

hid the feet of women in Xianbei-style dress, and including the open-fronted coat

which appears to be an entirely new development. To the extent that it is related to

Xianbei-style dress for men, it may be an early example ofwomen dressing in men’s

clothing styles, as seen later in the Tang dynasty ( see below). By contrast, several of

the analogous figures in Lou Rui’s tomb, though damaged, appear to be wearing

Chinese-style wrap robes like that worn by their mistress. 53

Both Zheng Yan 54 and Judith A. Lerner55 have pointed out the strong connec-

tion between the mural paintings in Xu Xianxiu’s tomb and the imagery found on

carved stone coffin platforms and sarcophagi from the tombs of Sogdian officials

resident in China in the sixth and seventh centuries. It is a common convention of

the banqueting scenes in particular for the tomb occupant to be portrayed in cloth-

ing much like what we have been calling Xianbei-style dress (Lerner identifies it as

generally Central Asian), while his wife is portrayed in Chinese-style dress. 56 Lerner

and Annette Juliano had taken up the question of dress in this body of material as

early as 1997,
57 but Lerner’s more recent article addresses the garments of the tomb

occupants specifically. She points out that in the Chinese context, Sogdian female

dress appears to have been associated with entertainers, particularly dancers (who

would have been of relatively low social status, like many performers). The wives

of the sabaos, Sogdian officials of high social status in China, may have wished to

distinguish themselves from this class of people, and thus may have sought to be

depicted in Chinese female attire. 58

The case of the Sogdian funerary materials presents an interesting compari-

son with that of the Buddhist cave temples we have been tracing so far. The two

phenomena overlap somewhat in time: the caves date from about 534 to the Sui

reunification in 389, while the funerary materials date from the late sixth to mid-

seventh centuries. Both represent contexts in which male figures are dressed in

non-Chinese (Xianbei-style or Central Asian) attire and corresponding female

figures are dressed in Chinese-style attire. In the Sogdian funerary materials, this

gender divide is usually exemplified by the images of male and female tomb occu-

pants, and may or may not extend to other figures such as servants, while in the

Buddhist context, the same type of dress is generally worn by all male patrons and

by all female patrons.

It seems unlikely that Lerner’s explanation of the phenomenon— that the

depiction of women in Chinese dress was a deliberate move by upper-class women

in a particular ethnic group to avoid association with their lower-class compatri-
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ots (see above)— can be extended to the Buddhist cave temples and steles. First

of all, in the Buddhist context, the choice of dress seems to belong to men rather

than women; men are seen in both Xianbei-style and in Chinese-style dress, while

women appear exclusively in Chinese-style dress. In this context, Chinese-style

dress is a sort of norm against which Xianbei-style dress becomes a variant choice,

an apparent inversion of the situation Lerner describes. Second, Lerner’s “Central

Asian” dress and Xianbei-style dress adhere to the same basic design principles

(narrow-sleeved, front-closing tunic, trousers or leggings, boots ).
59 She interprets

the garb as Central Asian in the context of the strikingly Sogdian flavor of the carv-

ings generally; but it is worth pointing out that the gendered dress of the tomb

occupants is also in line with broader Tang conventions for representing men's and

women’s dress, which I argue below are not particularly marked as signs of ethnic-

ity. These may in fact be among Lerner’s “images that can have meaning in both a

Chinese and Sogdian context ,”60 and in this case I would suggest that those mean-

ings are somewhat different.

Finally, the funerary materials that Lerner examines are clearly associated with

Sogdian tomb occupants, often sabao ofhcials living in China, and a number of

them include clearly Zoroastrian imagery. The Buddhist materials, by contrast,

cannot be clearly associated with patrons of any particular ethnic origin, although

the patrons most likely had some non-Chinese ancestry. It is unlikely that the

patrons of the cave temples were all or even mostly Sogdians. There were, of

course, Buddhist Sogdians as well as Zoroastrian and Manichaean Sogdians ,

61 and

to the extent that Sogdians living in sixth- and seventh-century China adopted

Chinese burial practice (which is Lerner’s thesis), they may also have absorbed the

Chinese tendency to leave Buddhist imagery out of the tombs of even very active

lay Buddhists .

62 But there is no evidence to identify most of the Buddhist patrons

we have been examining as Sogdians, and it seems just as likely that they were

Xianbei or Xiongnu or northern Chinese of more or less mixed ancestry.

Lerner’s work does remind us of the fact that Central Asian men did not stop

wearing tunics and trousers just because Chinese men began to wear them. That

is, while we can observe that men of the Tang are depicted wearing tunics and

trousers without any sense that they are dressed exotical ly, we must also observe

that the same is true for images of foreigners in China in the same period. We

cannot expect this form of dress to have lost all its associations with the ethnic

other, but it has obviously lost its force as a primary sign of ethnic difference. The

Sogdian funerary materials often feature other cues to indicate that the tunics and

trousers worn by figures on them are to be understood as foreign dress: among

these are beribboned headdresses (on the Yu Hong sarcophagus63
), mantles worn

draped over the shoulders in the fashion of a modern Hungarian szür64 (the Miho
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Female worshippers from the

north wall ofDunhuang Cave 62,

Sui dynasty (589-618 ce). After

Dunhuang Institute of Cultural

Relics, Zhongguo shiku: Dunhuang

Mogao ku, 2: plate 129

16

Male worshippers from the north

wall of Dunhuang Cave 62, Sui

dynasty ( 589 - 618 ce ). After

Dunhuang Institute of Cultural

Relics, Zhongguo shiku: Dunhuang

Mogao ku , 2: plate 127

bed ,

65 the bed of Kang Ye66
), and prominent pearl borders (also found on the Yu

Hong sarcophagus). Similarly, images of Central Asians in the Tang often rely on

stereotypes of Western Asian physiognomy, distinctive headgear, or exotic materi-

als (like furs) to distinguish the foreign from the local, rather than relying on the

cut of clothing.

By contrast, the combination of mid-length, round-collared, belted tunic with

close-htting sleeves, worn over trousers and boots, was sufficiently common for

early Tang men that a painting of a Chinese couple from the late seventh century,

found in the Sogdian city of Panjikent, shows the male half of the couple in just this

attire ( along with the soft black headcloth worn by Tang men ).
67 That this form of

dress should be used to indicate Chinese identity to a Sogdian viewer indicates the

extent to which it had been normalized as a form of Chinese dress. Similarly, the

figurai art of the Sui and Tang implies that what we see occasionally in the sixth

century became a regular visual convention in the seventh, and that what appears

to be Central Asian or Xianbei-style dress in the Northern Dynasties is to be read as

ordinary male dress in the art of the Sui and Tang.
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Male attendants, from the west wall

of the entry corridor, tomb of Prince

Yide, Tang dynasty, first decade of

the eighth century. After Zhongguo

meishu quanji Editorial Committee,

Zhongguo meishu quanji: Huihua

bian 12 12

[Complete collected Chinese art:

Painting vol. 12] (Beijing: Renmin

meishu chubanshe 1989 ), 106

By the Tang dynasty the round-collared tunic, trousers and boots are a common

form of male dress in all forms of art ( although the Chinese-style robe continues

to appear on some images of court officials), while women wear any number of

variations on the theme of the long, full-skirted robe, with wide or narrow sleeves

depending on the period. It is not the case that women’s attire was not influenced

by Central Asian styles; indeed, many Tang women’s fashions were described as

explicitly Central Asian. 68 But these were new introductions travelling along the Silk

Road, and they do not resemble the dress ofnomadic women from a century earlier;

rather, Tang women emulated the contemporary women of Central Asia in their

dress. A few examples: At Dunhuang first of all, the Sui and Tang worshipper figures

continue to show women in long, full-skirted robes, though waistlines, jackets, and

sleeves change over the decades with the vagaries of fashion ( Fig. 15 ). Men are con-

sistently shown in a round-collared tunic, trousers or leggings and boots ( Fig. 16 ).

Tomb mural paintings of the early Tang show the same male dress ( Fig. 17).

Gender, Ethnicity, and the Sources ofTang Dress

Two things are remarkable about Tang fashion as represented in contemporary

art. First, it is characterized by distinct differences of design between the dress of

men and women of the same social class, which is not characteristic of the dress

we have been characterizing as “Chinese-style” up to this point ( i.e., the long wrap

robe of the Flan or of the Southern Dynasties). Second, these differences in design

are essentially those which were ethnically marked a century earlier. By the Tang

they have more or less lost their force as ethnic signs and have come to be signs of

gender: even when we see young girls in Tang art wearing tunics and trousers ( Fig.

18 ), we should probably understand them to be dressed as boys, as much as or more

than as nomads or Central Asians, since their clothing most closely resembles ordi-
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Female attendants, from the west

wall of the front chamber, tomb of

Prince Zhanghuai, Tang dynasty, first

decade of the eighth century. After

Zhongguo meishu..., Huihua bian

12 , 111

nary men’s dress of the time. Shen Congwen describes images of this type as “Tang

women in Central Asian dress,” but 1 would argue that only in cases where this form

of dress is combined with more exotic details (such as the serving girl from the Wei

Xiang tomb who wears a fur-lined hat of Central Asian shape) 69 should we assume

that these women were dressing as Central Asians. In this they share a pictorial logic

with the Sogdian funerary materials discussed above. The ordinary version of this

kind of Tang dress is no more Central Asian when worn by girls than it is when

worn by men.

Suzanne Cahill addresses this question in an article on Western Asian influences

on Tang women’s clothing. 70 Her discussion veers between identifying this form of

dress as “men’s attire” and “foreign men’s clothing,” but she also writes:

Women in men’s clothing are often seen in art, but rarely mentioned in

texts; the relative lack of textual reference may be due to the fact that what

was remarkable to a medieval Chinese observer about a woman in foreign

male dress was the outlandishness of her clothes, not her cross-dressing. The

important boundary between categories she transgressed was Chinese vs.

foreigner, not woman vs. man.71

I believe that Cahill is mistaken in this conclusion. She is right to point out that

the numerous mentions of women in Central Asian-influenced dress in Tang lit-

erature are not balanced by writing about women dressing as men, and that this

probably implies that men’s dress was less remarkable than foreign dress for a Tang

woman. However, her discussion is premised on the assumption that the round-

necked tunic and trousers (as in Fig. 18) were still seen as foreign dress first and

foremost, and that this form of attire was among the foreign “styles of the times”
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decried by cultural conservatives like Bo Juyi.
72 Tang poets spend much less ink

bemoaning the taste of Tang men for foreign fashion (despite the fact that they

were wearing exactly the same thing as these young girls), and this should suggest

to us that young Tang women in tunics and trousers were not particularly under-

stood to be dressing as foreigners. They are clearly dressing as men, however. The

fact that they are not chastised for it in the literature merely suggests that this was

an acceptable (or at least unremarkable) transgression of boundaries at that time.

The one historical source Cahill has identified which does actually speak to the

question ofwomen in men’s clothing is theXm Tangshu (New Tang History), pub-

lished circa 1060. The citation in question is from a discussion of the dress of Tang

palace women, and reads “there were those who dressed in men’s clothing and wore

boots like the attire of the Khitan or Xi people.”73 This is particularly interesting

since it juxtaposes men’s dress with foreign dress; however, the fact that the writer

compares the women he is describing to the Khitan and the Xi, indexical foreigners

of the Northern Song74— rather than, say, the Sogdians or Uighurs who were com-

monly the ethnic “other” confronted by the Tang— suggests that, when this writer

claims that Tang women were wearing foreign dress, his opinion reflects Song more

than Tang concerns. In fact, the author’s source for this appears to be a parallel

passage in the Jiu Tang shu (Old Tang History), published circa 945, in which the

writers state that, among palace women, “there were those who wore men’s cloth-

ing, dressing in boots and tunics; noble and base, domestic and foreign, all shared

this custom.”75 This earlier passage acknowledges that the men’s tunics and boots

worn by these women were like those worn by foreigners, but it does not suggest

that the women in question were dressing in a style that was understood as primar-

ily foreign.

Returning to the Northern Dynasties, one possible explanation for the sixth-

century monuments I have described might be that they are evidence of a cultural

logic that somehow associated northern, nomadic culture with masculinity, and

Chinese culture with femininity. If this were the case, it would be understandable

that by the Tang the corresponding differences in attire should come to stand for

gender difference rather than ethnic difference. It has been pointed out to me that

the association of northern culture with masculinity and southern culture with

femininity is one of the oldest clichés of the historical writers who composed most

of the histories of the sixth century.76
It seems more likely that the key to under-

standing the association is that the nomadic tunic and trousers were associated,

not with masculinity per se, but with activities that were characteristically male,

particularly including military activities. 77

There is some limited evidence from pre-Tang writers to suggest that, in the

North at least, nomadic cultural practices were seen as virile, by contrast with the
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practices of effeminate and servile southerners. The story of the southern prince

Wang Su, who fled north in the early sixth century, is recorded in the mid-sixth-

century Luoyang qielan ji (Monasteries of Luoyang). Wang Su was noted for his

strange tastes, preferring carp soup to mutton and drinking tea in such quantity

that he was nicknamed “Leaky Goblet.” Though he started a short-lived fashion for

tea at the Northern Wei court, it was cut short by the words of a general who called

it a practice of southern servants. 7" While the food and drink of north and south

China are not described in explicitly gendered terms in this story, the dining-table

banter of the Northern Wei generals conveys a strong sense that real men don’t eat

carp soup.

That said, the practical uses of nomadic dress have a long pedigree in the Chi-

nese historical record. Ever since the famous debate at the court of King Willing of

Zhao in the late Warring States period, in which the king advocated dressing his

soldiers in “nomadic dress” ( ÄfllM ) and training them as cavalry archers ,

79 the Cen-

tral Asian men’s attire of tunic and trousers has been noted in Chinese sources as

being more suitable for mounted warfare and horseback riding in general than full

Chinese-style court robes. To the extent that mounted warfare and horseback rid-

ing were understood as male activities in China in the Northern Dynasties (think

of the nomadic legend of Mulan, who had to dress as a man to go to war with the

khan’s armies ), we might expect nomadic dress to have had more influence on male

dress than on female dress in the period.

This also serves to explain a parallel change in the representation of ethnic iden-

tity in art that took place around the same time. As Marc Abramson has pointed

out, the visual conventions for representing ethnic non-Chinese in the Tang are

famously physiognomic. Tang imagery tends to distinguish the lut from the Han

by means of stereotyped facial features which China associated with Western

Asian peoples: deep-set eyes, large, hooked, noses, and full, bushy beards .

80 This

is by contrast to the situation around the turn of the sixth century, when the chief

visual indicators of non-Chinese identity in representational art seem to have been

sartorial— details of clothing and headgear. Since what had been the key design

differences between Chinese and nomadic dress appear to have lost their ethnic

associations in China over the course of the sixth century, it may have become

necessary to find a new visual indicator of ethnic difference in the form of physi-

ognomy. Where physiognomy is not the primary cue (as in the Sogdian funerary

materials ) then foreign hats, cloaks, and textiles are added to make the point.

But when exactly did tunic and trousers lose their force as sure signs of eth-

nic difference? If the Tang is merely the culmination of a century-long process by

which the nomadic tunic and trousers become a form of male dress, perhaps we

should consider the possibility that what we have called Xianbei-style dress in Bud-
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dhist art of the second half of the sixth century is better read simply as a variety of

male dress. The point is that it may take relatively little time for a functional form

of dress (such as, for example, tunic and trousers) to acquire conventional associa-

tions. Given that images of men in nomadic-style dress with women in Chinese-

style dress appear so consistently at Dunhuang from the founding of the Western

Wei onward, and in the Central Plains from the founding of the Northern Qi, we

should consider the possibility that what we read as differences in ethnic attire in

the Northern Wei should be understood as differences in gendered attire relatively

soon after its fall; that the change from dress to physiognomy as a visual sign of

ethnic difference has its roots in the 530s and 540s, seventy or eighty years before the

founding of the Tang.

The history of dress in medieval China is based largely on representational art,

rather than on discoveries of actual examples of clothing; while fragments of tex-

tiles survive from the period, whole garments are rare. But although the discovery

of finished Xianbei-style garments from the period (the artifacts of culture con-

tact) would provide important documentation of their introduction and use, ulti-

mately it is visual representations that allow us to study their changing meaning

(as signs of cultural identity). Like the pipa and the Western business suit, Xianbei-

style dress is represented in China long past the point when it is explicable solely

in terms of its foreign origins. It continues to function as a sign of identity, but the

focus of that identity shifts from ethnicity to occupation and thence ultimately to

gender. All of these aspects of identity are enacted in the representational art of the

time, and it is there that we should look for the evidence to explain Xianbei-style

dress and its shifting meaning.
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BONNIE CHENG

THE SPACE BETWEEN

Locating “Culture” in Artistic Exchange

Abstract

Several late sixth-century stone items of tomb furniture unearthed over the past

decade in north China have reconfirmed the role of the Silk Road in facilitating

exchange between China and regions to its west. Scholars have identified motifs in

the decoration of these tomb elements and linked them to Chinese or Zoroastrian

traditions, searched for discernible narratives, or investigated the deceased’s ties

to Central Asia and service as leaders of their communities. While the individuals

buried in these tombs or their ancestors likely hailed from Sogdiana, other features

of the objects defy clear interpretation according to artistic paradigms in either

north China or Central Asia. The tombs also demonstrate a range of affinities with

the traditions of both regions and challenge our assumptions about culture and the

coherency of traditions in the context of exchange.

This essay takes a broad view of these stone objects and examines the occu-

pants, tomb contexts, and the diverse representations on the tomb furniture as a

collective group. Drawing together biographic, iconographie, and archaeological

evidence, together with relevant iconography from examples in museum collec-

tions, 1 reconsider the methods by which these pieces have been examined and

demonstrate the varied relationships their occupants had to Central Asia and the

local communities they inhabited. 1 reorient the focus away from distinct markers

of one culture or another toward the larger picture that characterizes the com-

plex identities of individuals in late sixth-century north China. I posit a thematic

rationale for iconographie choices that transcend affiliation with one region or

another and argue that while specific elements may demonstrate affinities with

extant traditions, taken as a whole the general diversity of artistic elements and

burial practices suggests that these individuals occupied a space between paradig-

matic “cultures.”

THE TOPIC OF CROSS-CULTURAL INTERACTION presents itself as an inher-

ently unsettling subject. At its simplest, it presumes the transmission of a thing, an

idea, or even a belief system, from one place or space to another. The distance trav-

eled may be short, or it may span several countries or even continents. Exchange

generally incorporates a temporal element— a lag time— brief or long, during

which a thing or idea traverses the spaces and minds of individuals who transmit

the object or rearticulate some portion of it. Exchange can elicit a sense of surprise,

in the discovery of a foreign object or idea far from where we perceive its “origin”

or place of manufacture to have been. Roman glass ( Fig. 1 ) or Byzantine coins dis-

covered east of the Yellow River in the Central Plains region of China, for example,

leave us curious about the paths these items traversed, the hands through which
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Glass bottle, probably Roman, first

to third century ce, excavated in

Luoyang, Henan. Luoyang Museum.

After James C. Y. Watt et al., eds.,

China: Dawn ofa Golden Age ( New

York: The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, 20041,113

2

Silver ewer, fifth to sixth century,

Tokharistan (ancient Bactria),

excavated from the tomb of Li Xian

(d. 569) and his wifeWu Hui (d. 547),

Guyuan, Ningxia. Guyuan Museum.

After Juliano and Lerner, Monks and

Merchants
, 98

they passed, and the circumstances, such as trade, war, or diplomatic largesse, that

led to their fate buried in the tombs of the medieval elite in China.

On one level, these items are the literal products of exchange, taken from one

place to another we remain relatively comfortable in our ability to pinpoint their

place of production— a space in which they are likely to have been manufactured

or a context in which a motif held a particular meaning to the viewers for which it

was likely created. On another level, they act as catalysts for subsequent adaptation,

as agents waiting to be transposed or recast via iconographie, formal, or technical

means into another guise. One or more of these various elements may find expres-

sion in syncretic visions by artisans who borrow them from disparate locales and

temporal frameworks and introduce them into new contexts, as is the case with a

silver ewer found in the sixth-century tomb of Li Xian (Fig. 2). In this scenario, our

instinct may be to trace the process of a motif or shape’s alteration, or more nebu-

lous routes of transmutation. This approach is, however, prone to be limited by a

dearth of evidence that can clearly map key points of change, or challenged by the

improbability of knowing whether the imagery or form was inspired by first-hand

knowledge or a portable depiction, or was the product of an imaginative construc-

tion, or even misinterpretation. For instance, while the shape of Li’s ewer is typical

of Sasanian metalwork, with fluted and beaded decoration, the division of the body

into large and small registers and the human head on the handle distinguish the

vessel from contemporary Sasanian products .

1 Even more startling are figures on

the ewer that appear to narrate the story of the Judgment of Paris. Rendered by an

artisan unfamiliar with key iconographie details, a scene in which Paris and Helen

depart for Troy lacks a ship, leaving Helen’s right foot awkwardly dangling in the
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air.
2 But while the anomalous visual curiosities of the ewer challenge our ability to

identify an obvious place of manufacture, it is clear that the object itself was not

made in China.

How we elect to study these items of exchange remains varied. We might, as

other scholars have, explore technological innovations sparked by the introduction

of glass to China or track how the iconography on the ewer was transformed by an

artisan unfamiliar with Greek myths somewhere between the West and where it was

unearthed in northwest China.3 We might investigate the social aspects of exchange

and examine the circumstances that led to Li Xian’s possession of the ewer. Did his

rank as general for the Northern Zhou or his one-time post in the region near Dun-

huang, a major stop on the Silk Road, allow him to obtain exotic silver? Or was the

vessel the product of imperial largesse, given to him by Emperor Wu, whom he had

protected when the emperor was a child? We might consider how the Roman glass

and the Bactrian ewer demonstrate successive phases of exchange, from the direct

importation of glass or silver made in the west to the transformation of foreign

motifs and materials at sites in Central Asia and Asia Minor, and anticipate their

impact on local production in China.

These approaches share a desire to locate meaning or to find new meanings for

artistic and cultural practices that have, in one form or another, been involved in

a network of exchange. Tracing the transmission of an exotic motif, for instance,

we can pinpoint various phases— insertion, adaptation, and integration— and we

can identify historically specific perceptions of a motif until time erases its novelty,

and newer imports displace earlier ones. These methods of approaching the sub-

ject also assume various positions, from the perspective of the object, transported

or altered, to that of the artisan or patron who was somehow responsible for an

image’s appearance. By extension, an individual’s religious or political affiliations

may represent additional cultural variables in the network of exchange, adding

questions of identity to an already complex scheme.

Late sixth-century stone tomb furniture found in the tombs of Sogdians buried

in north China represent another type of object, which adds a different dimension

to this narrative about cultural exchange. We know of roughly a dozen examples

that date to the final decades of the Northern Dynasties (386-581) and the begin-

ning of the Sui Dynasty (581-609 ), from tombs across north China. They take one

of three forms: enclosed coffins, open platform-like couches, and house-shaped

sarcophagi. 4 Built in the shape of stone and wood structures common in China,

they are decorated using incised or low-relief techniques and bear a host of imagery

associated with Chinese, Zoroastrian, or as yet unidentified traditions. This puz-

zling range of iconography references regions and cultures that span the area west

of China along the Silk Road but is incorporated deliberately and elegantly in a new
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ritual and visual context— the tradition of Chinese tombs. Unlike the exotic for-

eign imports brought into China, these locally crafted objects complicate the issue

of cultural interaction: what has been exchanged is not simply an object or a ( mis-

understood ) narrative or form like Greek myths or Sasanian silver, but an intan-

gible cultural idea or belief interpreted through the eyes of an individual patron or

the hands of the anonymous artisan.

A good number of these stone funerary furnishings were found near Chang’an

(modern Xi’an), the capital of the Northern Zhou, Sui, and Tang (609-906 ce)

dynasties and, more crucially, the eastern terminus of the Silk Road (Fig. 3). The

“Silk Road,” whose routes wove through Sogdiana (Transoxiana— modern-day

Uzbekistan and Tajikistan) between the Amu Darya and Syr Darya rivers, was the

major artery in the exchange of goods and transmission of religion between China

and the regions to its west. Buddhist cave temples situated near oasis towns, such as

the famous Dunhuang Mogao caves, are vivid testaments to the diversity of picto-

rial and sculptural religious art that began to be constructed in this region in the

fourth century, and objects unearthed from tombs along the routes testify to the

range of silk, glass, and other goods that traversed these pathways in the hands of

merchants.

During the sixth century, when the objects in this study were made, north China

was torn by political conflicts between co-existing western and eastern courts, each

of which lay claim to and sought to unify the two regions. 5 This fraught political

atmosphere, which was itself in no small part based upon conflicting notions of

cultural traditions, further complicates our view of the circumstances of exchange.

It is the accretion ofmany variables— cultural, artistic, religious— along these

routes of exchange and their potential transmission to north China that demands a

broader interpretation of the stone funerary furniture, to which I now turn. While

all of the individuals buried in the large tomb structures had ancestral ties to Cen-

tral Asia, and these ties appear corroborated by Zoroastrian-inspired motifs that

recur in the tombs, the objects continue to puzzle scholars because the diversity of

imagery suggests varying degrees of cultural interaction. Some appear explicitly

foreign in iconography; others show affinities with local practices; while still others

appear to integrate a range of traditions. Moreover, they do not conform entirely to

conventional types of funerary structures found in either north China or Central

Asia. Extant art historical analyses tend to assign these objects to strands of one

culture or another, assessed according to the ethnic, religious, or social “identity” of

the deceased, and to gauge their imagery against visual paradigms found in these

separate regions. This comparative method can be a fruitful way to identify specific

motifs and explicate a few individual cases, but discussions that conclude that the

complex iconography thus demonstrates a reduction of distinctive cultural charac-
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ALTAI

Lake Balkhash

3

Map of the Silk Road from Sogdiana

to North China. After Juliano and

Lerner, Monks and Merchants ,
22-23

teristics obscure both the constitutive nature of identity and the creativity inherent

in the process of exchange. 6

Excellent studies by historians such as Rong Xinjiang offer insightful remarks

on the complexity of the transformation of these artistic and cultural traditions,

but focus more on examples with striking Central Asian imagery and on textual

sources that document Sogdian communities in ensuing centuries. 7 Newer tomb

hnds, also having Sogdian occupants but bearing more locally inspired scenes,

complicate the picture adeptly narrated by Rong. Though their iconography is less

explicitly Sogdian, these examples deserve to be considered with the other Sogdian

tombs and compared to local funerary practices of late sixth-century north China.

My aim in this paper is to emphasize exchange as the distinctive feature of the

late sixth century and to see the objects not as deviations from static models, but

as innovative constructions created during a moment of heightened interaction.

While others have explored religious or cultural features of these items and noted

the important historical circumstances of exchange in the late sixth century, this

article aims to reconsider these objects through a theoretical paradigm that show-

cases change as a process that remains constant, but ebbs and flows according to the

pace of history.
8
Specifically, I consider how, given the era’s instability, the diverse

amalgams of iconography and burial traditions found amongst Sogdian immi-

grants may be more accurately viewed as active constructions from a network of

traditions in an arena that lacked cultural coherency. In times of relative political

stability, traditions could be dictated or controlled from a relatively strong cultural

center such as the seventh-century Tang court at Chang’an. By contrast, the late

sixth century saw no such stability or control, but great conflict and movement with

competing regimes stationed at Chang’an and Ye (near modern Anyang, Henan),

resulting in a diversity of pictorial representation. By adopting this perspective 1

do not mean to reject extant interpretations as erroneous, but to reorient the focus

away from a discussion of isolated fragments as distinct markers of one culture
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or another and towards the larger picture. Instead, I posit a thematic rationale for

iconographie choices that do not rely on strict affiliation to one region or another

but embody an active construction of identity.

The Stone Furnishings and Their Tomb Contexts

About half of the tomb furniture under discussion here was excavated in the first

decade of the twenty-first century; other items were dispersed to museums earlier

in the twentieth century, and extensive study has been hindered by their unusual

iconography. The following is a list of the items of particular interest to this study,

in chronological order: 9

1. Incised limestone coffin casing of Li Dan ( 564 ce )

10

Provenance: Northern Suburbs of Xi’an, Shaanxi province

Dynasty: Northern Zhou

Collection: Shaanxi Institute of Archaeology

2. Incised limestone couch of Kang Ye ( 571 ce )

11

Provenance: Northern Suburbs of Xi’an, Shaanxi province

Dynasty: Northern Zhou

Collection: Shaanxi Institute of Archaeology

3. Incised limestone sarcophagus ( 573 ce )

12

Provenance: Fujia village, Qingzhou (formerlyYidu county),

Shandong province

Dynasty: Northern Qi

Collection: Qingzhou Museum

4. Carved and painted limestone couch ofAn lia (S7Q ce )

13

Provenance: Northern Suburbs of Xi’an, Shaanxi province

Dynasty: Northern Zhou

Collection: Xi’an Municipal Institute of Archaeology and

Preservation of Cultural Relics

5. Carved limestone sarcophagus of Shi Jun 14

(lit. Lord Shi; Sogdian: Wirkak ) (579 ce)

Provenance: Northern Suburbs of Xi’an, Shaanxi province

Dynasty: Northern Zhou

Collection: Xi’an Municipal Institute ofArchaeology and

Preservation of Cultural Relics

6. Carved and painted marble couch

Provenance: unknown

Dynasty: late sixth-early seventh century, Northern Dynasties-Sui

Collection: Miho Museum, Shiga prefecture, Japan
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7- Carved limestone couch 15

Provenance: purportedly near Zhangdefu, Anyang, Henan province

Dynasty: date unknown, possibly Northern Qi

Collection: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Musée Guimet, Paris, and

Museum für Ostasiatische Kunst, Cologne

8. Carved and painted marble sarcophagus ofYu Hong ( 592 ce )

16

Provenance: Taiyuan, Shanxi province

Dynasty: Sui

Collection: Shanxi Institute of Archaeology

We do not know the tomb occupants connected to all of these stone furnishings.

In cases where the occupants are identified by epitaphs found in the graves, I have

underlined their names (surname first) as they will be referenced in this article.

The marble couch in the Miho collection was looted and sold on the antiquities

market, and the piece from Yidu and the couch from Anyang were unearthed early

on from their original contexts and lack excavation reports. These pieces are con-

nected to Sogdians based on iconographie similarities.

This tomb furniture dates roughly to the last half of the sixth century and half

the examples were found in the region around Chang’an. The rest were found fur-

ther east at sites in the Central Plains region. Decorated using a variety of tech-

niques, they take one of three general forms: a coffin (guan f'g ) constructed of six

stone panels (e.g., Fig. 4); a house-shaped sarcophagus or “stone chamber”
(
guo

Iff or tang ig; ) made of multiple slabs ( e.g., Fig. 5 ); or an open platform “couch” or

funerary bed ( chuang fiK or ta iff!) surrounded on three sides by decorated panels

(e.g., Fig. 6). The enclosed sarcophagi ofWirkak and Yu Hong each consist of alow

platform with a decorated front façade and four walls with painted or low-relief

imagery on the interior or exterior, and a sloping stone roof. Beams, brackets, and

the roof were rendered in stone on Wirkak’s sarcophagus, and modeled after tim-

ber-frame construction, giving it the appearance of an aboveground dwelling; and

four stone pillars inserted into bases supported the roof that extended out in front

ofYu Hong’s sarcophagus. The couches of Kang Ye and An fia are not dissimilar to

the sarcophagi, with a low platform and decorated base, but remain open struc-

tures, with vertical panels lining the back and two sides of the platform. Low, tower-

like sculptures frame the front edge of a few of these pieces (e.g., the Miho couch ),

acting as a gateway to the platform on which corpses have been found.

The majority ot these stone couches and chambers are diverse in their assem-

blage of images, lack identifiable narrative orientations, and vary in their manner

of representation. The present discussion will focus largely on the four excavated

pieces from Chang’an, belonging to Li Dan, Kang Ye, Wirkak, and An fia, with com-
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4

Incised stone coffin, tomb of Li Dan

( d. 564), Xi’an, Shaanxi. After Guojia

wenwu ju, 2005 Zhongguo zhongyao

kaogufaxian , 125

5

Carved stone sarcophagus, tomb of

Wirkak (d. 579 ), Xi’an, Shaanxi. After

Wenwu (2005), no. 3, fig. 16

6

Carved stone couch, tomb ofAn Jia

( d. 579 ), Xi’an, Shaanxi. After Shaanxi

sheng kaoguyanjiusuo, Xi’an Bei

Zhou An Jia mu, pi. 1

parisons to the other examples where relevant. The earliest of these stone funerary

furnishings, belonging to Li Dan, is the only known example of a coffin containing

a Sogdian occupant. It is also the simplest in iconography, with conventional Chi-

nese representations of the four directional animals: dragon, tiger, phoenix, and the

“black warrior” (xuanwu jÊCIëc) found on the four sides, and celestial representa-

tions, stars and the mythical deities Fu Xi and Nu Wa on the lid. The phoenix sits

above a rendering of a doorway on the front or head end of the coffin, a trope seen

on coffins of the early sixth century in Luoyang and earlier. This panel includes an

additional motif underneath the doorway, however: a fire altar, the only motif that

alludes to Zoroastrianism. Imagery on Kang Ye’s couch is also incised, with twelve

scenes lining the inner surface of the four slabs that surround the back and sides

of the open platform. Kang’s couch is also filled with what appears to be conven-

tionally Chinese iconography: scenes of a main male figure ( likely Kang) shown in

landscape settings with attendants, or seated at leisure under architectural struc-

tures. These scenes will be described in more detail below. An lias couch is similarly

decorated, but here twelve scenes show a variegated cast of Central Asian characters

with long hair and large noses ( Fig. 7). And while figures dressed in flowing robes

common to north China appear near a Chinese-style palace in one scene, other

scenes show a diverse array of figures hunting, banqueting, or encamped in domed

yurts and diversely styled structures that are not native to China.
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7

Scenes from the An Jia couch. After

Shaanxi sheng kaogu yanjiusuo, Xi’an

Bei Zhou An Jia mu , fig. 37

A more sequential arrangement of scenes is found carved in low relief on three

sides of Wirkak's sarcophagus. Beginning on the west wall and continuing to the

north and east walls, ten scenes appear to chart Wirkak’s life from his youth, hunt-

ing and traveling amidst caravans and attendants, to his passage over the Cinwad

bridge and ascension into the afterlife (see Fig. 13). Several scenes, including one

on the west wall that appears out of this sequence, contain deities or figures whose

identities are still unknown. The front façade has a massive doorway flanked by

two guardian figures in high relief. The right and left edges of this front façade are

divided into three tiers that roughly mirror each other: at the top, a cluster of musi-

cians play Central Asian instruments (e.g., the pipa), in the middle, two figures

flank a large carved window with slats, and, at the bottom, a fire altar tended by

a half-man, half-bird magus or priest-bird. Additional figurai and animal details

decorate the base of this sarcophagus

In lieu of a separate epitaph found in the other excavated tombs, an inscrip-

tion was mounted above the doorway on the front façade of Wirkak’s sarcophagus.

The only dual Chinese-Sogdian inscription from these tombs, the texts narrate

Wirkak’s Central Asian ties and his official posts, and conclude with the dedication

of the stone sarcophagus ( shitang lit. “stone chamber”) by his sons in the

hopes that Wirkak and his wife would find eternal peace in the afterlife. 17 The pro-

claimed eschatological wishes accord with the scenes of ascension into the afterlife,

but such a sequential narrative does not clearly exist on any of the other couches or

coffins listed here, though they may be organized according to a different pictorial

logic. Even more remarkable, such pictorial representations are virtually unknown

in Central Asia, despite vivid textual descriptions that narrate the fate of the soul

according to Zoroastrian beliefs.

The remaining examples have variations on these general iconographie themes,

with further variations in height, technique, and material distinguishing the funer-

ary furnishings. Despite structural differences, the Miho couch and Yu Hong

sarcophagus share strong Central Asian iconography and style, and were both dec-

orated in low-relief on marble slabs bounded by a scrolling decorative border. As

on the An Jia couch, a host of Central Asian peoples occupy these scenes of hunting,

tribute, and banqueting. A few distinct scenes, which have garnered much scholarly

attention, will be discussed below.
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I have excluded from the present discussion tombs that, though they may share

iconographie similarities to some of those described above, did not have Sog-

dian occupants, or those for which we lack knowledge of the tomb occupant or

context. For instance, two late sixth-century coffins offer useful comparisons to

the Li Dan coffin.
18 Both bear an incised limestone dragon and tiger on the long

panels of the coffin and the inclusion of immortals and landscape details shows

affinities to stone coffins from early sixth-century Luoyang. Yet the lids are deco-

rated with unidentifiable creatures surrounded by pearl-roundel designs similar

to those found lining the edges of other Sogdian couches, including that of Kang

Ye. The iconography of a granite couch uncovered at Tianshui, its tomb occupant

also unknown, is more varied than the other examples. The panels are consider-

ably taller than the limestone examples such as those from Kang Ye ’s or An Jia’s

couch yet bear thematic similarities, e.g., hunting, drinking, and feasting. And

while pavilions and landscape settings are present on other examples, the com-

positional rendering of perspective, particularly the angled views of pavilions and

winding corridors, appears more sophisticated in these scenes. 19 The presence of

innovative motifs on these examples suggests that the adaptation of artistic tradi-

tions was not restricted to Sogdian immigrants but was a wider phenomenon that

merits further study.

The tombs of the known Sogdians were constructed in a manner consistent

with local tombs in north China: single-chamber earthen or brick tombs with

long, sloping passageways (Fig. 8). Traces of pigments found on the walls of An

lia and Kang Ye ’s tombs suggest that they originally had murals, like the graves of

contemporary local elites, but aside from representations of guards in the pas-

sageway of An Jia’s tomb, these painted images are largely indecipherable. On the

other hand, the local practice of burying clay figurines in the grave is noticeably

absent from all of these tombs except in the case of Yu ITong in Jinyang (modern

Taiyuan). About sixteen figurines were found in this Sui-dynasty tomb, the latest

of the Sogdian burials listed above. Compared to contemporary figurine assem-

blages, Yu’s group was quite small in number, but the representation of musi-

cians and civil officials is consistent with types found in Chinese graves. The white

marble material and lotus pedestal bases, unusual for tomb figurines, suggest an

unusual connection to Buddhist sculpture. Four large figurines made of granite

have drawn even more attention because they appear to represent Sogdians, with

deep-set eyes and large noses, grasping ewers resembling Li Xian’s in shape (see

Fig. 2 ), and rendered with several items such as pouches affixed to their belts that

suggest that they may have been itinerant merchants. 20 While one may argue that

regional differences between Jinyang and Chang’an account for the inclusion of

figurines in Yu’s tomb, figurines were typical of large-scale graves in Chang’an
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4 interesting commonality. 21

The most compelling arguments linking these recent discoveries relate to three

features of the graves: their occupants’ ancestral ties to regions in Central Asia, the

official rank of many of the deceased as a snbao ( jHH ), a civic or religious leader of

a foreign community in the late sixth century, and imagery that alludes to the Zoro-

astrian religion. These features highlight the deceased’s Central Asian connections,

even though they ranged from relatively recent arrivals in China such as Yu Hong,

who was a debuty sabao and from Yuguo ( gg ) , the “land of fishes’’ or Wirkak,

who ascended in office to be sabao of Liangzhou Olp'j'H , the region centered around

Guzang #éîij!È, modern Wuwei, Gansu) and was from the region known as Shiguo

( ffeS ) > to Kang Ye, a distant descendant of a Sogdian kingwho ruled the region near

modern-day Samarkand {Kangju guowang^]^HUEE) or An (ia, who was sabao of

Tongzhou ( [p] modern Dali, Shaanxi ) but hailed from Guzang. 22 Wirkak’s wife,

who was buried with him, was also from Kangguo (Jjfill ) near Samarkand.

Many of these Sogdian immigrants spent a large portion, if not all, of their lives

in north China during a crucial period of political instability. China at this time and

for the previous centuries was divided into a series of short-lived territories known

collectively as the Northern and Southern Dynasties (386-589). The Northern

Dynasties included the Northern Wei (386-533), Western Wei (535-556), Eastern

Wei (534-550), Northern Zhou ( 557-581), and Northern Qi ( 550-571). The succes-

sive Southern Dynasties had their capital at Jiankang ( modern Nanjing), while the

Northern Dynasties ruled from multiple capitals, at times concurrently, in north

China, including Pingcheng ( modern Datong ) ,
Tuoyang, Ye, and Chang’an, located

across the northern terrain. No fewer than thirty official rulers reigned over the five
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northern “dynasties,” including numerous short-lived and puppet emperors. With

power and territory changing hands so frequently, rarely did one ruler’s initiative

survive more than a generation. The Northern Wei, the longest-enduring dynasty

of these centuries, was among the few to leave a legacy of reforms.

At the heart of these political struggles were long-standing tensions between

nomadic invaders and local Chinese that began after Luoyang fell to foreign con-

querors in 319 ce and the Jin (265-420 ce) court fled south to Jiankang. Numerous

nomadic leaders set up small kingdoms across north China and fought for another

cent ury, until the Northern Wei reunified the territory under their rule. Leaders from

various nomadic tribes lay claim to fragmented regions during the two hundred

years ofthe Northern Dynasties, a time historians call the “era ofthe five barbarians”

[wuhu shidai referring to the nomadic groups that lived in the north-

ern region of what is now Inner Mongolia. Although there is no consensus over

which five tribes comprised the “barbarians,” the most commonly accepted include

the Xiongnu, Xianbei, Di, Qiang, and Jie tribes. Of these groups of non-Chinese, a

branch of the Xianbei known as the Tuoba gradually conquered the competing

nomadic tribes and ruled as the Northern Wei. These Tuoba-Xianbei rulers greatly

facilitated exchange between north China and the West, but access to trade routes

was at times limited as they continued campaigns against the Southern Dynasties

and fought against other nomadic groups in the steppe regions to their north.

Sogdian Traces

Sogdians, the people primarily responsible for mercantile activities along the Silk

Road’s network of settlements, were characterized as itinerants without a bounded

nation. Sogdian trade caravans that traversed the Silk Road could be enormous in

size. Official histories record entourages, led by sabaos, of over two hundred mer-

chants with six hundred camels carrying over ten thousand bolts of silk.
23 The

sabao, a term that appears in Chinese sources until the mid-Tang, is believed to

have been a high-ranking post for foreigners, but scholars do not agree on its pre-

cise scope. One view argues for a secular interpretation of the post, that sabaos were

political leaders in Iranian Central Asian communities, but that another lower-

ranking office, the xianzheng (fT;IE) or xianzhu (tTcflul), was responsible for reli-

gious matters.24 Another interpretation, offered by Luo Feng and Antonino Forte,

regards it as a religious post, but also one that involved matters of trade. 25 Jiang

Boqin’s discussion highlights the notion that the role existed during a period of tol-

erance and was accorded special status by the government of the Northern Dynas-

ties which lasted into the Tang. He argues that the sabao was responsible not only

for tribute expeditions that came into China, but also for large settlements of the

descendants of earlier Sogdian traders. While scholars disagree on the religious or
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secular nature of the office, they nonetheless concur that the person who held this

post was a member of the aristocracy in Sogdian society, or someone who owned

more than one hundred servants. It is also clear that sabno derives from a term for

a merchant leader, which indicated the head of a caravan of several hundred mer-

chants. 26 Epitaphs from the graves discussed here link about half of the individuals

interred within them to this high-ranking Sogdian post; the remaining individuals

either lacked an epitaph or remain unidentified.

The Sogdian religion was an indigenous development of ancient Iranian reli-

gious traditions, influenced not only by “orthodox” Zoroastrianism as developed

in Sasanian Persia, but also by Hinduism, Manichaeism, and Christianity. The Sog-

dian homeland nurtured a robust tradition of religious architecture and monu-

mental painting. 27 Sogdian religion and its visual culture often unified Sogdians

where political or geographic boundaries did not, so it is no wonder that one of

the strongest commonalities linking the tombs and therefore the deceased within

them are the motifs that reference this religion. Representations of the Cinwad

Bridge and native deities on Wirkak’s sarcophagus ( Fig. 13 ), or a funerary ritual on

the Miho couch ( Fig. 12), allude directly to Sogdian beliefs and practices from the

perspective of both the deceased and mourners. 28 The affiliation with Sogdiana on

other stone funerary furniture varies in degree from the explicit depiction of Zoro-

astrian deities and scenes to more abbreviated versions of motifs that make a more

general reference to the region.

The fire altar is the most frequently recurring motif on these objects and appears

on each type of stone structure or elsewhere in the related tomb: under the fictive

doorframe on the front end of Li Dan’s coffin, on Wirkak’s sarcophagus, and above
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Unidentifiable deity, west wall,

Wirkak sarcophagus. After Wenwu

(2005), no. 3, fig. 33

the lintel of the doorway leading into An Jia’s tomb (Fig. 9). The altars are in some

instances tended by a half-human, half-animal “magus” or “priest-bird” whose

mouth is concealed by a padäm (mouth cover) so its breath will not pollute the

sacred fire (see Fig. 12). But while An Jia, Wirkak, and Yu Hong’s funerary structures

include additional Central Asian and Zoroastrian iconography, the fire altar incised

on Li Dan’s coffin and a similar-looking motif on Kang Ye ’s couch are the only ref-

erences to Zoroastrianism in their tombs. No priest-bird tends the altar in these

representations, and other features incised on the structures mute the allusion to

Zoroastrianism. We will return to these two examples below.

Scholars have been able to identify specific deities that explicitly reference Zoro-

astrianism post-mortem beliefs in a few scenes found on some of these structures.

The four-armed Nana is depicted on one of the rear panels of the Miho couch (Fig.

10); while a more tenuously identified Weshparkar appears at the top of the east

wall of Wirkak’s sarcophagus (see Fig. 13).
29 The majority of these otherworldly

figures, however, remain either unidentified or the subject of unresolved debates

( Fig. 11). Despite our inability to identify them precisely, their larger size, position

in the upper tiers of the compositions, and the fact that they are flanked by winged

figures, framed by a mandorla, or sit on a lotus base— all conventional modes of

presenting Buddhist deities— support the speculation that they are sacred figures.

More conclusive arguments have been made for the identification of two other

scenes on the Miho couch and Wirkak’s sarcophagus. Their iconography is cor-

roborated by Central Asian textual and visual sources, and in their representation
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of mourning and the imagined post-mortem journey of the soul they draw more

specific links to Zoroastrian practices. The first scene, on the Miho couch, depicts

a priest who wears a pndäm and tends a fire (Fig. 12). Four of nine figures behind

him kneel and hold knives up to their faces; others meditate below in a landscape

alcove of sorts. Several scholars have discussed this composition, identifying it as

a Zoroastrian funeral ceremony, following the exposure of the corpse to be con-

sumed by animals and linking the presence of a dog to the sagdid rite, in which the

glance of the dog is believed to drive away evil or defiled spirits. Frantz Grenet notes

that despite the fact that the practice of face cutting is condemned in Zoroastrian

texts it is frequently depicted on Central Asian ossuaries. This detail is further cor-

roborated by murals such as those at Panjikent.30 The second scene, which spans

two panels on the east wall of Wirkak’s sarcophagus, presents a host of figures and

animals crossing the Cinwad Bridge over hell (Fig. 13), identified by the heads of

monsters capping the pillars of the bridge and among torrential waves below. Other

details of the scene depicted here, two dogs and flames found at the lower right

edge, are interpreted as guardians of the bridge and the fires that aid the soul to

cross it. Grenet and others have identified the two larger figures at the front of the

party on the upper left of the scene as Wirkak and his wife, and the rocks above

them, which divide the human realm from the deities above, as the “mountain over

which the soul ascends.” 31

Within these scenes scholars have noted iconographie deviations from visual

conventions in Central Asia, writing that “many details (are) executed roughly

or wrongly” because Chinese artisans were less familiar with the imagery, per-

haps only given limited instruction by their Sogdian patrons. The domed pavil-

ion found in scenes from the An ]ia, Yu Hong, and Miho pieces (see Figs. 7 and

17), for instance, is “characteristic of Sogdian architecture according to the Chinese

imagination. However, its details are not Sogdian but combine different, mostly

Buddhist elements.”32 This recalls the Bactrian artisan’s incomplete depiction ofthe

Greek myth on Li Xian’s ewer, but it is less certain how knowledge of an original

architectural model might have been transmitted and adapted to these stone carv-
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ings. In Valentina Raspopova’s reading of the Miho couch, renderings of costume

and posture are described as “mistakes” compared to earlier prototypes. Observa-

tions of subtle misunderstandings, compositional compromises, or substitutions

of more familiar artistic conventions— characterized as “distortions” by some

scholars— tell us that the tomb structures were likely produced by local artisans

drawing from diverse sources, and demonstrate how a conventional motif with one

meaning can be transformed within a new, and sometimes jarring, context. For

instance, seemingly harmless rocky settings, commonly used to position figures

in a landscape, apparently evoke “wild distant lands where heroic adventures are

possible and dangerous animals lie .”33 While it may be the case that an artisan was

unfamiliar with the specific attributes of a deity or other iconography requested

by a patron, to describe a single motif as a “distortion” does not explain what the

iconography meant in its newfound context, assembled with pictorial tropes of the

local Chinese .
34 If we relinquish the notion that artistic and cultural systems are

closed, and resist evaluating imagery against paradigms in distant regions, then

these “mistakes” will stand on their own as the actively constructed innovations of

Sogdian immigrants in a newfound cultural context.

Adapted Structures of Stone: Substitutes for Ossuaries?

Isolated inscriptions and motifs found on tomb furniture indicate how these

funerary objects may have been viewed as innovative constructions by Sogdians

in the north China context. Wirkak’s sons built a “god-house” in the hopes that

Wirkak and his wife would find eternal peace in the afterlife, but the use of a large
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stone sarcophagus in lieu of a small ossuary suggests a radical departure from Sog-

dian traditions and the adaptation of local burial practices.35 The sons’ dedication

accords with the content of the imagery (see above, p.89 and note 17) and appears

to expand the function of the piece beyond that of a small, Central Asian ossuary

to a visualization of a post-mortem journey. Scholars such as Rong have noted that

the larger surface area of the stone panels and funerary furniture allowed for the

expansion of compositions of musicians and dancers that have been found on Cen-

tral Asian ossuaries.36

In discussions of the function of these pieces, most scholars recognize that the

adoption of Chinese burial traditions by elite Sogdians followed the growing set-

tlements of their people in the Guanzhong and Central Plains regions; but some

scholars have focused on continuities between their stone funerary furniture and

Zoroastrian practices; others have concentrated on Sogdian acculturation. The for-

mer argue that the stone structures naturally took the place of depositing bones in

ossuaries ( astödän), the normal Sogdian aristocratic practice in Transoxiana. They

have compared stone couch-beds and house-shaped sarcophagi, neither of which

are explicitly described in medieval Chinese sources, to dakmas (exposure plat-

forms), citing the importance of Zoroastrian proscriptions against the inhumation

of the body for fear of polluting the earth.37 The Persian word dahlia ( derived from

Avestan daxma ) has come to have a more restricted meaning— towers dedicated to

the exposure of corpses for carrion birds to consume— but in antiquity could refer

to a wide variety of funerary furniture and architecture. 38 Carved from the living

rock, or built from stone and lime specifically because they are less porous materi-

als, exposure platforms prevented impurities from the corpse entering the ground

while carrion birds removed the most ritually polluting element, the flesh.39 If the

deceased had disposable income, after the bones were exposed his family members

might deposit them in an ossuary (especially popular in Sogdiana) or a rock-hewn

tomb
(
popular in Persia, modern Iran ); however, the final deposition of the bones

was not religiously mandated and the less well-to-do might simply leave them on

the exposure platform.40 What was of the utmost importance, however, was that

no flesh should come in contact with any of the holy elements of earth, water, or

fire. Although the stone funerary furniture unearthed in north China would have

prevented this, a fact that could have facilitated the Sogdians’ acceptance of this

type of funerary architecture, there is otherwise no evidence of continuity with

Zoroastrian treatment of human remains in these burials beyond allusions to these

beliefs in their imagery. None of the excavated corpses of the Sogdians under dis-

cussion here appear to have been exposed to the elements, but many of the graves

were disrupted so the corpses were found in varying states. Yu Hong’s skeleton was

in pieces, scattered in the sarcophagus, under the base, and elsewhere in the tomb
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chamber. Li Dan was found still encased in his coffin. Although Kang Ye was also

found laid out on the stone couch, he was clothed, and though some evidence of

burned material was discovered near the epitaph it appears related to a funerary rit-

ual that involved an animal sacrifice. Clearer evidence of burning was found in An

fia’s tomb, but his bones were located in the corridor, not on the stone couch, even

though his tomb showed no signs that it had ever been disturbed. These bones also

bore no bite marks or evidence that animals had gnawed away the flesh, so archae-

ologists posit an adapted process of disposal rather than a continuation of Zoroas-

trian burial practices .
41 Moreover, no small clay or stone ossuaries of the type found

in the Sogdians' homeland in Transoxiana have been uncovered in China proper,

nor do oasis towns offer much additional visual evidence of Zoroastrianism like

the elaborate scenes found carved on the structures in this study.

Jiang Boqin has argued against comparing these structures to ossuaries due to

their large size. Direct comparison with archaeological material from Iran and,

more importantly, Sogdiana strengthens hang’s general observations and offers a

clear contrast between Sogdian aristocratic burials in the homeland and those in

China .

42 According to Jiang, when aristocratic Sogdians migrated to China, they

“naturally dispensed with the use of the ossuary for burial and adopted Chinese

style graves.” Noting in particular the favor lavished upon foreign artists (such as

the dancers and musicians mentioned below), a result of the popularity of Cen-

tral Asian trends in courts of the late sixth century, he writes, “an inevitable con-

sequence of the large-scale enfeoffment by the Northern Qi of Sogdians and other

Central Asians as princes was a noticeable shift away from Zoroastrian sky burials

to Chinese-style burials.” Mary Boyce noted that despite the prevalent practice of

sky burials and the use of ossuaries, some members of the Sogdian royal elite con-

tinued to be buried in mausoleums, but whether or not the shift towards Chinese-

style burials was a direct result of “large-scale enfeoffment,” or how “natural” or

inevitable the process is debatable .
43

The Biographies ofRoyal Favorites in the Bei Qi shu ( History of the Northern Qi )

record that foreign dancers and musicians were granted high status because of their

skills, particularly by the last emperor, Houzhu .
44 Jiang implies that these perform-

ers would have been permitted large-scale Chinese-style burials as a result of their

high rank. While textual records indicate the popularity of Central Asian music

at this time, the tomb occupants from excavated Sogdian graves under discussion

appear not to have been the recipients of this type of imperial favor, but descen-

dants of high-ranking officials of substantive posts. What these records do tell us,

however, is that the popularity of Central Asian customs and practices paralleled

the growth in foreign enclaves and the rise in the status of foreign aristocrats in the

last half of the sixth century.
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extensive examination of material culture such as these stone funerary furnishings.

Textual and archaeological documents remain vague as to the extent of settlements

contemporary with the Sogdian tombs, but two centuries later, Zoroastrian tem-

ples constructed in four or five wards of eighth-century Chang’an attest that the

religion and its community of believers had grown sizable by the Tang. 45

Acculturation and Its Limits

Their rank as sabaos and the appearance of explicitly Iranian religious motifs such

as the otherworldly, padäm -wearing magus on their funerary furniture make it

clear that the deceased maintained certain Sogdian practices, but the juxtaposition

of these motifs with local imagery and customs reveals that they were engaged in a

cultural sphere that was not exclusively Central Asian. Technically, structurally, and

iconographically, these furnishings borrow from an array of funerary traditions

to which their occupants were exposed. It is the inconsistent extent to which they

adopted artistic and burial traditions of north China that problematizes the notion

of cultural coherency.

Two examples in particular, the coffin of Li Dan and the couch of Kang Ye,

appear largely indistinguishable from traditional incised stone structures seen

earlier in north China. The snaking bodies of a dragon and tiger, two of the four

animals of the cardinal directions, incised across the sides of Li Dan’s stone cof-

fin make an odd pairing with the fire-altar incised at the base of one end ( Fig. 14).

And thin figures clad in the billowy robes of Chinese officials set in lush landscape

scenes populate Kang Ye ’s couch, even though his epitaph claims he was a direct

descendant of a “King of Sogdiana” ( Kangju guo wang Jlfjii|ll3£, specifically the

region near Samarkand).46 The limestone material, the mythical creatures, and the

flowing lines immediately conjure up parallels from early sixth-century Luoyang.

This earlier tradition of stone coffins and couches was consistent in its use of lime-

stone and imagery of the four directional animals on side panels, at times includ-

ing large winged immortals astride tigers or dragons and smaller musicians amidst

cloud-filled mountainous landscapes. Figures carved on early sixth-century Chi-
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nese funerary furniture and Buddhist caves were similarly rendered in flowing

robes with ribbons trailing in the wind. These images were either executed with

fine, incised lines, or using a distinctive technique in which the background was cut

away and the primary motifs left flat but seemingly in shallow relief. 47

Scholars such as Jiang Boqin also draw strong connections between the con-

struction of the Sogdian funerary furnishings and earlier furniture or architecture

found in China, noting that each type— coffin, couch, and sarcophagus— has

precedents from the fifth and sixth centuries. Besides the link to Luoyang coffins,

the shape of the stone couches resembles the platforms found in late fifth-century

pictorial representations (see Fig. 18), and the sarcophagi are not unlike stone

chambers from the same era, although with greater technical variation. 48 Based on

current archaeological knowledge, these structural forms continued to be used in

tombs of Chinese in early sixth-century Luoyang, but in the later sixth century they

largely appear in the tombs of Sogdians.

It is the iconographie representations on Kang Ye’s couch, seen against his Cen-

tral Asian ancestry, that assert a glaring contradiction that is worth further consid-

eration. Groups of figures roaming leisurely in verdant landscapes, the ox-drawn

cart, and the riderless horse are familiar compositions featured among stone carv-

ings from early sixth-century Luoyang, alongside scenes recounting paragons of

filial piety. 49 The moral iconography of filial paragons is absent from the late sixth-

century tomb furniture of Sogdians, but the incised technique, limestone, and ico-

nography of mythical animals and transport demonstrate a stronger association

to China, depite the tomb occupants’ Central Asian ancestry. The extent to which

these examples of tombs and their occupants adopted “Chinese” elements has been

interpreted as evidence of varying degrees of acculturation. Certainly the dress and

hairstyles seen in figurai representations are not the trousers, boots, and heads-
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carves worn by Central Asians as seen on the funerary furniture of other Sogdians,

hut the long, flowing robes and stiff caps of north Chinese officials (Fig. 15). The

accoutrements of attendants and the trees and details of the lush landscape settings

also align with those found in representations of gardens and architecture on the

Luoyang stone coffins.

The “foreign” element on Kang’s couch in fact asserts a curious shift to repre-

senting a new type of foreigner, one associated not with geography hut with a lower

social status. Figures of a kind described by archaeologists as foreigners, hu ren (

A. ) are not representations of Kang but of groomsmen and servants who appear in

only three of ten scenes: the two with the ox-drawn cart and riderless horse and the

scene between them ( Fig. 16 ). In this central scene, a large figure sits on an elevated

curtained platform ( in front of decorated panels much like the stone slabs on which

they are depicted ) with a traditional Chinese-style hip and gable roof. Because he is

the largest and only figure represented frontally in all of the compositions, scholars

have drawn the reasonable conclusion that this is Kang Ye. The other eight figures

in the scene are all Central Asian men: a pair of wine-bearing attendants to each

side, and a group of four more kneeling below bearing more food and wine. The

use of foreign groomsmen seen in the two flanking scenes is not unprecedented

in Chinese representations, but in the earlier Northern Wei stone coffin tradition,

from which the imagery of Kang’s funeral couch is adapted, groomsmen are not

distinguished by such clear foreign physiognomic features as a large nose and large

eyes, but dressed like other Chinese attendants. This element of the decoration on

Kang’s couch appears to be an updated late sixth-century feature.

The visual pairing of ox-cart and horse alludes to forms of elite transport in

both north and south China and forms the core of lavish murals of processions

of the later sixth-century. The aristocratic practice of riding in horse-drawn carts
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in the Han appears to have been replaced by ox-drawn carts some time after the

Han. A passage in the treatise on chariots and robes in the Jin shu (History of the

(in) notes that ancient nobles did not ride in ox-drawn carts, but after the weak-

ening of the Han from the time of Emperor Ling and Emperor Xian (late sec-

ond century ce) officials rode them in certain stages of mourning rites. Perhaps

to indicate the growing association of the ox-cart with the wealthy, the treatise

also describes a contemporary carriage hitched to an ox with wheels and spokes

painted with lacquer. 50
It is unclear precisely when the ox-cart began to be paired

with the caparisoned horse, but visual evidence dates back several centuries and

appears in both funerary and Buddhist contexts. As a longstanding convention

this trope could take on gendered implications because the horse was generally

depicted with a man and his male attendants and the cart with a woman and her

female entourage. 5 ' While all but one of the remaining panels of Kang’s couch are

divided into male or female scenes of audiences, riders, or processions in forest

settings, the ox-cart and riderless horse are shown with no clear gender associa-

tion. Instead, they are depicted at rest, surrounded by large-nosed groomsmen

and attendants who stop to share a drink or assemble around the horse, shown

unconventionally from the rear. Flanking the central image of Kang, both com-

positions appear to refer to the deceased’s social position by associating him with

elite forms of transport.

One might argue further that the main male figures in other scenes on the couch

are Kang as well, riding with attendants and seated at leisure. Scholars argue that

the predominantly Chinese style of representation indicates that, following his

arrival in north China in the 530s, Kang assimilated to Chinese culture more readily

than An Jia, Yu Hong and others who occupied the sabao post and came into more

frequent contact with Sogdian communities. 52 Thus, despite Kang’s Central Asian

ancestry, proclaimed in his epitaph, scenes on his funerary couch render his image

in the manner of an elite Chinese. Traces of clothing found on Kang’s body indi-

cate that his corpse was not exposed, as adherence to Zoroastrian practices would

have demanded. Yet the biography narrated in his epitaph emphasizes his links to

Central Asia. He assumed his post following his father’s death in 563, and gave his

three sons, who engaged in mercantile activity ( huozhu JÜ), “typically foreign

names.” 53 Archaeologists also note that plant ash discovered in the center of the

chamber between epitaph and couch and the presence of animal bones elsewhere

in the tomb suggest some unidentified ritual practice. 54 The presence of a fire altar

on Li Dan’s coffin may allude generally to Zoroastrian beliefs, but his tomb bears

no other detectable Zoroastrian element. Although Li was also of foreign ancestry,

his coffin lacks scenes of human activity so we have no sense of how he may have

represented himself. 55
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Neither Kang’s couch nor Li’s coffin bears the priest-bird or Cinwad Bridge

motifs found on other sarcophagi that reference Zoroastrian beliefs. 5 '1 Although no

priest-bird tends the altar on Li Dan’s coffin, the five incised curling lines represent-

ing flames or smoke emitted from a basin support the Zoroastrian identification

of this motif as a Zoroastrian fire altar. But the identification of a vessel on Kang

Ye ’s couch as a fire altar is more doubtful. Situated before Kang Ye on the steps of a

pavilion (see Fig. 16), this small vessel appears similar in shape to the motif incised

on Li’s coffin, but lacks any indication of fiâmes or smoke. Its religious meaning if

any is certainly lost within the larger composition.

It bears noting that the borrowed stone-carving tradition had been popular half

a century earlier in Luoyang but, based on current knowledge, was uncommon in

contemporary Chang’an burials. It may also be worth considering that these two

incised stone examples from Chang’an are the earliest known examples of Sogdian

funerary furniture (dated 564 and 571 ce), suggesting perhaps that there was a

more limited repertoire of Zoroastrian motifs available to local artisans at this time.

While the iconography of these incised pieces makes clear that, compared to other

Sogdians buried in Chang’an, Li and Kang eschewed Sogdian imagery for scenes

more typical of Chinese traditions, they did not fill their graves with additional

tomb furnishings, except a few Roman coins. The degree of their “assimilation”

thus did not extend to the practice of interring the body with ceramic figurines or

models common in north China.

It is tempting to assert, as others imply, that Kang and Li wanted to identify with

Chinese traditions by selecting the limestone coffin or couch, incised stone-carv-

ing technique, and fluid figurai style. Or that deceased with strong Sogdian affilia-

tions, like Wirkak and Yu Hong, favored burial in house-shaped sarcophagi carved

in shallow relief with greater Central Asian flavor. Perhaps there is something to

be said for the role material or technique played in limiting the iconographie rep-

ertoire from which different artisans drew, since the couch form has been found

made of marble, limestone, and granite, and its decoration rendered using incised,

carved, and painted techniques. But the presence of the ox-cart and horse on a

limestone example (Kang) and also on those with clearer Central Asian imagery

(e.g., Yu Hong, Miho) argues that despite stylistic or material discrepancies, select

motifs may not have marked affiliation with one region or another, but stood for a

feature such as elevated status that transcended geographic bounds.

Aristocratic Pursuits

Whereas the diverse imagery and structural variations of these funerary furnish-

ings reveal a range of affiliations with Sogdiana and China, the theme of aristo-

cratic pursuits unifies much of the general iconography. Some of the most striking
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images carved on these stone structures are dynamic hunt scenes, regal banquets,

or scenes of tribute set in a variety of contexts and featuring a diverse cast of Sog-

dians, Turks, and Chinese (see Figs. 17 and 20). Noted for their early representa-

tions of non-Chinese figures (and clear signs of interaction between north China

and Central Asia), such scenes feature long-haired Turks atop Bactrian camels

battling tigers, entertainers dancing the “Sogdian whirl” that would become the

rage during the Tang, and yurt-like and domed structures characteristic of the

itinerant Sogdian lifestyle. But looking beyond the innovative elements (e.g., a

rhyton, scenes of tribute) and the depiction of non-Chinese physical attributes

and attire on the figures, the more general iconographie repertoire from which

these images are drawn is not that of activities exclusive to the Sogdian elites, but

of activities pursued also by their counterparts in China and featured in mural

representations of contemporary Chinese, as in the tomb of Xu Xianxiu (d. 571);

see Fig. 19). Seated under a canopied platform depicted on the north wall opposite

the entrance of the chamber, Xu and his wife enjoy a feast presented by atten-

dants while being entertained by musicians, not insignificantly playing Central

Asian instruments such as the bent-necked pipa. The ox-drawn cart and capari-

soned horse (see above, p. 102) form the center of a procession of groomsmen

and attendants on walls flanking the central banquet scene and leading out along

the walls of the passageway. A mid-seventh-century epitaph offers a description

of what appears to have been a popular convention and the source of such com-

positions: “There are a hundred family retainers, and the family holds immense

wealth ( many tens of thousands). They invite their guests and neighbors to great

banquets and their carriages surround their gates. They dress in brocades and

pearls and have the finest delicacies brought in. Their banquets are accompanied

by orchestras, and they ride forth in groups.” 57

Nearly every one of the Sogdian stone tomb furnishings includes a banquet

scene, despite the variation in their cast of figures and religious deities, discern-

ible narrative orientation, or pictorial structure. As in the mural from Xu Xianxiu's

tomb described above, a man and a woman sit under a canopy-like structure with

food and drink before them in a scene from the Miho couch (Fig. 17). Attendants

flank the edges of the space below them and, between them in the center, a man

dances the “Sogdian whirl.” Several panels on An Jia’s couch contain a version of

these types of activities (see Figs. 7 and 20); Yu Hong’s banquet even occupies a

primary position centered on the back panel inside his sarcophagus, set against the

north wall of the chamber opposite the door to the sarcophagus and entrance to

the tomb. 58 While details of banquet scenes on the stone chambers or couches are

distinctively Sogdian, e.g., the domed shelters or accoutrements, or what appears

to be a giant circular rug spread out for Wirkak’s outdoor banquet, the basic com-
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Banquet scene, Miho couch. After

Juliano and Lerner, Monks and

Merchants, 298

positional structure— a platform with food and drink, attendants, musicians,

and sometimes dancers— can be found on both carved stone objects and painted

murals in China.

These types of aristocratic pursuit, like the representations of elite forms of

transport discussed earlier, suggest an important link between the traditions of

Central Asia and those of north China and a plausible rationale for the conjoin-

ing of artistic practices in the tombs of elite Sogdians. Rong notes that in addition

to iconography more commonly seen in temple imagery in Central Asia, subjects

such as hunting, rites, and banquets were added to Sogdian burials in north China,

but that in some circumstances their meaning was altered .
59 The varying degree to

which imagery alludes to Zoroastrian practices obscures the strict religious iden-

tities Sogdian inhabitants transmitted to late sixth-century north China, but the

depiction of shared pursuits— banquets, audiences, hunting— draws deliberate

parallels between the social identities and practices of elite Chinese and Sogdians.

The imagery of Wirkak’s sarcophagus may narrate his passage over the Cinwad

Bridge and contain representations of specific deities, but one still finds hunting

and banqueting scenes that gesture to his elevated status. Scenes of face-cutting or

the Cinwad Bridge suggest a direct relationship to Zoroastrian funerary rituals and

beliefs, but representations of fire altars appear subdued next to the dragon and

tiger that dominate Li Dan’s coffin. And they are barely perceptible amidst scenes

of leisurely pursuits of men and women with entourages, outfitted in the flowing

robes of Chinese elite officials, and the trope of the ox-drawn cart and horse. This

pair of images, a marker of an aristocratic lifestyle and found on the Miho, An fia
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and Kang Ye couches, was one of the most recognizable elite symbols among the

artistic traditions of north China. They form the core of elaborate processions, as in

Xu Xianxiu’s tomb, and the frequency of their depiction in funerary and Buddhist

contexts suggests that their meaning would not have been lost to contemporary

viewers.

“Intei-cultural” Paradigms

Theoretical debates about intercultural exchange have proliferated alongside

modern studies of globalization and its after-effects and in postcolonial critiques

of power. Interest in these power dynamics prompted earlier theorists to examine

larger social systems and their role in cultural transformations .

60 They, in turn, have

subsequently been criticized for depicting individual agents as powerless and inef-

fective in bringing about any form of social transformation. These theorists largely

engage the contemporary global scene, and such abstractions may be inappro-

priate as analytical strategies for eras that were nowhere near as extensive in their

contacts. Nonetheless, the nomenclature used to couch discussions of premodern

cultural exchange has shifted alongside these contemporary debates. Terms such

as “influence” or “evolution,” previously used to explain changes, have given way

to less hierarchical expressions such as “transformation” and “accommodation” in

analyses of how people outside an empire came to live within it and rule it, e.g., the

Goths in Roman territory, or the Tuoba-Xianbei who moved into north China in

early medieval times .

61 Thus, attention to these discussions, particularly regarding

how the topic of exchange can be productively reframed, is useful for our investiga-

tion of the circumstances of Sogdian and Chinese interaction.

Despite widespread acceptance of medieval China’s political and cultural com-

plexity, first and foremost with regard to the Xianbei and Chinese conflicts in north

China, scholars continue to interpret features of the stone funerary furnishings as

separate components of the overall historical picture. The tendency is to character-

ize them according to discernible parallels, noting visual or structural similarities;

to consider them as alterations of borrowed or adapted motifs; or to speak ot them

simply as “hybridized” or “syncretic” forms. If we proceed along either of these

lines of inquiry, we arrive at one of two conclusions: that all art is intercultural and

derived from some preexisting idea or form, or, more rigidly, that very few visual

traditions or cultures can truly be characterized by hybridity. Yet these interpreta-

tions also shift between perspectives that focus on isolated iconographie features

of the objects or on the biographic and religious affiliations of their owners. Terms

such as “hybrid,” “syncretic,” “transformation,” or “accommodation” characterize

separate components of the larger picture of exchange. The first two refer to the

objects themselves, while the latter two allude to the agent or process of change.
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Moreover, both types of term or approach become problematic when not given

historic or political grounding, and their characterizations are challenged when

we begin to ask questions of specific contexts, in which we frequently find excep-

tions. In contexts with ample evidence these terms may be a productive means to

investigate the reception of a motif that is repeatedly reconfigured, but they do not

accurately illuminate the salient processes of interaction where, as in the case of

our recently excavated structures, there are few examples with diverse imagery and

textual sources fail to elaborate the meaning of their assemblages.

We might redirect the problem back at ourselves and ask what we seek in our

investigations. What are we examining when we interpret objects of such inher-

ent diversity and complexity? Do we seek knowledge of ancient religions and their

visual representations, or do we seek to determine someone’s religious, political,

or “cultural” affiliations? And how, or through what, do these make themselves

known, i.e., what are the visual markers, particularly when the meanings of motifs

appear to have shifted in new contexts or assemblages? Does “assimilation” mean

that one tradition has been relinquished in favor of another? Or are we moving

away from interpretation-related approaches toward questioning how meaning or

identity is constructed? In other words, are we satisfied to continue debates about

the origin of imagery based on distant cultural paradigms, or can we turn toward

investigating what was sought in their innovative assemblage? One approach does

not displace the other, but in contexts in which the pursuit of meaning or a domi-

nant or clear cultural referent eludes us, the more productive approach may be to

focus not on the attribution of meaning, but on our own historical perspective, so

that we reorient our discussion toward the broader processes of exchange.

Jean-François Bayart’s work on cultural identity serves as a productive theoreti-

cal apparatus to frame late sixth-century north China, and the stone structures in

particular, because it offers a compromise to the paradoxical notion of movement

and stasis inherent in cultural interaction and acknowledges the tension embodied

by a static interpretation of an object from a time of tremendous flux. In Bayart’s

view, change is understood not simply as an infrequent, dramatic turning point, but

as a condition that remains constant, subject to ebbs and flows of varying intensi-

ties, or what he has called the “rhythms of cultural change .”62 Exchange thus unfolds

as a dynamic that reveals rhythms of circulation and transformation, which can

move swiftly along with events of dramatic historic change, or slowly in eras of rela-

tive stability. Such an anti-culturalist perspective asserts that cultures are neither

coherent nor circumscribed by political boundaries, and allows us to observe the

existence of multiple variables with which an individual might affiliate. These cul-

tural forces are neither contingent on the wholesale adoption of a single “tradition”

nor predetermined by the presumption of an inherent quality such as ethnicity.
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Expanding upon the notion that culture is not a closed corpus, but marked

by a dialectic of permanence and change, Bayart further maintains that culture

does not demand a specific political orientation, particularly in circumstances

in which ruling entities or structures are not themselves clear and coherent. For

scholars of premodern eras to borrow discursive language that frames a par-

ticularly charged postcolonial historical context and the modern, globalized eco-

nomic one appears untenable. Although we can point clearly to paths of exchange

in medieval China, parallels between premodern and modern economic systems

fall short, both in the speed of transfer as well as in the extent of contemporary

nations’ global reach. But though the modern notion of a “nation” clearly did not

exist in the sixth century, premodern hegemonies nonetheless exerted tremen-

dous power and the perception of dominant cultural strands did exist in some

form. For example, official dynastic histories, written predominantly by educated

elites living in the capital, generally subordinated or marginalized foreigners, hu

(èj=|) in a Sinocentric rhetoric that pitted a dominant “Chinese” tradition against

those they deemed foreign; or a cultured or civilized group against groups that

were uncivilized, even barbaric. Modern historians have long noted that the term

hu, a general category that designates non-Chinese, found in these premodern

sources has a broad range of referents. For the Northern Dynasties, it typically

referred to the nomadic groups from regions of modern Inner Mongolia who

conquered north China in the fourth century, yet it has also been used to desig-

nate Sogdians and other Central Asians of Iranian descent who moved into this

same territory in greater numbers during the following century.

63 These exclusiv-

ist or relativist cultural perspectives, found in contemporary sources but per-

petuated by modern scholars, regarded foreigners as inhuman and incapable of

becoming civilized, insisting that transformation of their character was only pos-

sible through the adoption of Chinese practices. Such a position on the dynamics

of culture presumes not only a coherency on the part of the competing traditions,

but an underlying immutability that was certainly not the case at this historical

juncture in sixth-century north China.

This uncritical perspective of Sinicization and the inevitability of accultura-

tion that dominated characterizations of art produced by conquest dynasties has

largely declined in modern scholarship, and with it has faded the conceit of a

unified elite Chinese culture and tacit assumption of its transformative poten-

tial .

64 In its place ethnicity, and ethnic identity, have become a popular substitute

with which to frame inter-group dynamics more objectively.

63 While there is evi-

dence to suggest that the ethnicity paradigm offers useful insight into later peri-

ods, when textual sources indicate a rise in ethnic consciousness, in such contexts

individuals attempt to assert one distinct group identity in opposition to another.
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Marc Abramson’s work on the Tang, for example, suggests that ethnic differences

assert themselves most explicitly in moments of crisis and in opposition of the

ethnic self to the other, which, according to Abramson, meant against both the

non-Han and the Han.66 One wonders whether Kang Ye was crafting this sort of

self-image, as a “Chinese” aristocrat surrounded by lesser-status Central Asians,

by including representations of distinctive types of groomsmen and attendants

on his couch, and how this played into his perceived relationship to these groups.

But while notions regarding distinctive cultural practices and even perceived

superiority are present in contemporary sixth-century sources, it appears that it

is not always ethnicity or the recognition of an ethnic other that lies at the base

of resistance to cultural blending, but political expediency or the desire for social

legitimacy. Alternatively, historians of later imperial China have alerted us to the

diffusion of perspectives in so-called “frontier zones” and considered allegiances

not as they are circumscribed by borders mapped by politics or ethnicity, but

by conceptual relationships such as loyalty. Such scholarly trends have not only

demonstrated the limitations of the Sinocentric perspective, but they have also

reinforced the notion that individuals chose not to identify themselves through

ethnic, political, or strict cultural allegiances that were circumscribed by politi-

cal boundaries. 67 These recent scholarly paradigms alert us to the diffusion of

perspectives within these dynamic zones of exchange, which might be better

understood as an intricate, sometimes conflictive articulation of forces, rather

than framed using the dialectic found in historical sources. Bayart’s approach,

however, opens up the subject of inquiry from the static object to the subject or

agent and its social held, not bound by the perspectives we project into it, but

actively moving and inspiring in a broader rhythmic network. Given the diversity

of artistic and cultural practices assembled on the stone funerary furniture of

An Jia, Wirkak, and other Sogdian immigrants, their tombs must be examined

through this broader lens.

Unlike the Tang, the Northern Dynasties did not endure under a single rul-

ing house long enough for a central authority to dictate enduring cultural trends.

While Emperor Xiaowen’s reforms of the Taihe era (477-499 ce) were successful

in many respects, the collapse of the Northern Wei by the 530s disrupted their

momentum. In late sixth-century north China, while it may be said that Wirkak,

An Jia, or Yu Hong drew links to Sogdian communities by adopting Zoroastrian

motifs on their funerary structures and proclaiming ancestors in Central Asia in

their epitaphs, they did not, at this historical juncture, attempt to draw a boundary

between their Sogdian ties and the local cultural practices in Chang’an or Jinyang.

In fact, scenes of aristocratic pursuits established a common social bond to other

elites in north China.
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The Myth of Coherent Cultures

Bayart’s paradigm of the rhythms of cultural exchange asserts itself as a more

appropriate analytical model for the tomb furniture most convincingly because

the network of interaction at the close of the Northern Dynasties had expanded

far beyond the already complex dialectic of Chinese and Tuoba-Xianbei. Neither

Sogdiana nor north China were circumscribed by stable political boundaries in the

sixth century, and “culture” existed in even less of a coherent, static form within

these geographic regions (see Fig. 3). Given the arid, desert landscape of Central

Asia and the western frontier of north China, it is a wonder that exchange ever took

place, yet material remains and correspondence from as early as the fourth century

tell us that monks and merchants braved the desert in caravans, stopping to rest in

oasis towns and writing to report back to their masters who lived in Sogdiana. A
letter written to Samarkand in 311 is evidence of how individual merchants served

as local agents or regional representatives. In this, arguably the most famous of the

Sogdian letters, the author writes of the fate of some of his compatriots on trade

missions further east in China, when the Xiongnu were raiding north China. 68

While Persians, Syrians, Indians, and others were engaged in trade along the

Silk Road, oasis towns facilitated the commercial network of the Sogdians, whom
the Chinese referred to as a “merchant race” and were said to have gone “wherever

profit was to be made” according to one medieval historian. 69 But Sogdians were

not only transporting their products, which served as sources of innovative artistic

ideas; they were themselves also the transmitters of ideas, services, and traditions.

Sogdian was the primary language along the Silk Road, but these traders were con-

versant in many other languages, they were literate, and could thus also function as

translators.

Sogdiana was not a unified political entity, but rather a loose confederation of

city-states, including Samarkand and Bukhara, run by local princes. Politically the

Sogdian city-states were semi-autonomous, yet the people were subjected to inva-

sions and dominated by a successive series of overlords to whom the princes owed

their allegiance. Although warfare impacted the ability ofgoods to be moved swiftly

along the network of Silk Road trade routes, the various overlords regarded it in

their best interest to permit and support commerce in these regions by defending

caravans. From the fifth to seventh centuries, these overlords were the Hephthalites

and Turks, and until the mid-sixth century Sogdians were the dominant mercan-

tile force on the overland route across Central Asia, since they were ideally situated

to establish a vast trade network. 70 These factors— the broad geographic expanse

of the Sogdian network, the itinerant nature of their mercantile commerce, and

their domination by a succession of overlords in the Central Asian terrain— argues

against stability and the existence of any coherent cultural tradition.
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The political situation in north China at this time was even more fraught. Here

the issue was not the lack of a central state or the existence of rival overlords, but the

collision of several competing groups of Chinese and non-Chinese ( e.g., the Xian-

bei), and rulers’ different attitudes towards traditions of the Chinese past. Com-

pared to the relative stability of the Han (206 BCE-220 ce) and Tang dynasties,

rampant instability characterized the centuries between these two “golden ages.”

The cultural make-up of this tumultuous sphere was as inconsistent and var-

iegated as its politics. Not only did aspiring nomads move into north China and

clash with the Chinese who remained under their new regime, but the Northern

Wei rulers also forcibly transported large populations from western and eastern

regions of their conquered territory into their new capital at Pingcheng to mix

with the already diverse inhabitants. Traditions thus intermingled throughout the

fifth and sixth centuries as political groups continued to fight and territories were

reconfigured. As such, the Xianbei and Chinese already represented two competing

strands of artistic and cultural practice in north China at this time, even though

the adoption of these strands by the general populace was by no means simple or

one-sided.

Culturally, as well as politically, these northern areas, into which the Sogdians

later moved and where they were buried, witnessed tremendous upheaval during

the fourth to sixth centuries (see above, p. 91-92). Buddhism was introduced to

China and adopted by the Northern Wei court, nomadic and Chinese traditions

( e.g., language, costume ) intermingled, and the ruling nomadic elite married mem-

bers of wealthy “Great Families,” groups of Chinese who remained in the north and

the supposed bastions of ancient Chinese traditions. These traditions endured in

some form in the north or were adopted from contact with Chinese who fled to

fiankang and established the Southern Dynasties. They were even actively revived

and implemented by aspiring Northern Dynasties emperors such as Xiaowen in his

famed late fifth-century reforms, leading to the fluid style visible in the early sixth-

century Luoyang tradition of stone carvings. But the collision of these efforts with

innovative institutions such as Buddhism necessarily cast them in a new light. The

very notion of “Chinese” identity and culture was thus redefined several times over

in the hundred years before the Sogdians arrived in the sixth century.

We can see shifting notions of “convention” in a comparison of imagery from a

tomb at Zhijiabao in the late fifth-century capital Pingcheng and that of the general

Xu Xianxiu of the late sixth century at Jinyang.7’ In a painted scene on the north

wall of a stone sarcophagus from Zhijiabao (Fig. 18), the deceased and his wife sit

on a low platform dressed in nomadic garb, including the characteristic long, fas-

tened headscarf, trousers, and boots. Flanked by attendants, and by the ox-drawn

cart and horse on the east and west walls, their images are awkwardly inserted into
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Couple seated on a dais, north wall of

stone funerary chamber, Zhijiabao,

late fifth century (line drawing of

painted stone). After Wenwu (2001),

no. 7, fig. 6

pictorial conventions adopted by aspiring late fifth-century Northern Wei officials,

who appropriated Chinese tropes in order to lend them authority in the eyes of

their newly conquered subjects. A century later in murals that decorate the four

walls of Xu’s chamber, husband and wife are shown seated on a platform (Fig.

19), surrounded by attendants and musicians and an expanded repertoire of fig-

ures. An ox-drawn cart and horse, the same pairing found on the stone furniture,

extend the composition to the flanking walls. The core imagery remains the same

but fashionable dress has changed with the times. Female musicians wear newly

styled headgear and robes with the pearl-roundel patterns then popular on Cen-

tral Asian textiles. Men’s trousers and caps appear to be updated nomadic garb.

But what is missing from the narrative of change framed by the imagery in these

two tombs is that in the decades between them inhabitants of north China fought

viciously over whether to continue the Chinese traditions initiated in the late fifth-

century reforms or to renounce them for something else. At opposing ends of the

conflict were Xianbei nobles at Luoyang who had adopted Chinese traditions and

commanders stationed in northern garrisons who retained nomadic customs.

This conflict has been viewed as emblematic of the divide between Sinicizing and

nomadic trends, but the loss of high status, privilege, and advancement for military

families and other factors fueled the hostilities between the two regions. Garrison

rebellions erupted in 523 and culminated in the slaughter of the royal family in 528

ce (the“Heyin massacre”). 72

Within the Central Plains region occupied by the Eastern Wei and Northern Qi,

the majority oflarge-scale tombs known to us exhibit non-nomadic artistic trends.

Jinyang, however, was a military stronghold occupied by officials who favored

abandoning reform. While not necessarily advocating a return to nomadic prac-

tices, they did represent a faction made up of former rebels. 73 Despite the repopu-

larization of nomadic costume for men in the Central Plains region, and whether

or not this attire may be perceived as a deliberate assertion of an “ethnic identity,”

this identity was not reappropriated in women’s fashions, which bore features of

the “newly foreign” Central Asian aspects of the late sixth century, e.g. pearl roundel

textile designs and hairstyles.74 Even in the relatively more circumscribed territory
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Banquet scene, north wall of tomb of of northeast China, artistic and cultural traditions were being reshaped. The addi-

XuXianxiu(d. 571 ), Taiyuan, Shanxi. tion Qf Sogdian practices to this mix only contributed to its complexity.
After Wenwu Tiandi ( 2003 ), no. 1:2

Postscript: A Revised Perspective

While we may see hybridity, appropriated techniques, or a fusion of motifs and

structures in the late sixth-century Sogdian stone tombs, this might not have been

the case for the deceased or their survivors. To borrow a phrase from Bayart, “we

identify ourselves less with respect to membership in a community or a culture

than with respect to the communities and cultures with which we have relations .”75

One consequence of overestimating the coherence of cultural traditions, Sogdian

or Chinese, and continuing to interpret the components assembled in the tombs

according to these closed cultural categories, is that linkages— inherent in the

invention of traditions or in the construction of identity, and the possibility of

multiple identities— are concealed. The diversity of imagery, variations in con-

struction, and inconsistent degrees to which the tombs make cultural or religious

references, speaks to the need to refine our approaches.

Frantz Grenet has astutely observed that Sogdians rarely depicted themselves

engaged in the very activity for which they are best known: commerce. This he con-

trasts with their image in the eyes of the Chinese, who represent Sogdians engaged

in activities such as traveling with horses, in caravans, or trading in wine .

76 An lias

funerary couch is covered with images of encounters between diverse peoples in

structures such as a tent or pavilion that suggest settings in both China and Central

Asia .
77 He himself, the lone recurring figure in a short white cap, is presented dining

and interacting with figures who, according to hairstyle, dress, and the architec-

tural setting, are identifiable as Turks and Chinese (Fig. 20).
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20

Audience and encampment scenes,

An J ia couch ( line drawing of carved

and painted stone ). After Shaanxi

sheng kaogu yanjiusuo, Xi'an Bei

Zhou An Jia mu, fig. 24 and pi. 57

If we separate the imagery from these fascinating stone structures into distinct

cultural strands and view them as embodying the tension between distinct tradi-

tions, we may overlook the process of exchange and innovation taking place. We
may also miss the self-image that An was constructing through this assemblage

of disparate elements in relation to the plurality of cultural repertoires available

to him and his descendants during the late sixth century. Rather than identi-

fying him as the inheritor of one “coherent” culture or another, we may see him

instead as exposed to an increasingly diverse set of cultural variables. An’s identity

as a merchant or intermediary between diverse groups is highlighted by this rela-

tional aspect. Adopting this view of identity and of these funerary furnishings as

produced relationally, from a network of artistic forms, acknowledges the recon-

figuration of traditions in late sixth-century north China as an act of originality.

It further reveals An’s role as a facilitator between the disparate groups with which

he had contact rather than as a member of one group or another. It is a vision that

allows us to see individuals occupying a space situated in the colliding networks of

late sixth-century north China, affiliating with multiple cultural spheres, and more

accurately portrays their place in a space between.
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DISTANT DISPLAYS OF POWER

Understanding Cross-Cultural Interaction Among the Elites ofRome,

Sasanian Iran, and Sui-Tang China

Abstract

This article analyzes the cultural processes of competitive interactions that

unfolded among elites across Eurasia in late antiquity. I focus on the briefly inter-

locking empires of Rome, Sasanian Persia and Sui-Tang China and analyze the

conditions that inspired emperors, client kings, and mercantile elites to incorpo-

rate aspects of another elite’s visual and ritual material. I consider three types of

late antique elite exchange: The first deals with those rare instances where the elites

of major powers engaged in a close, direct, and sustained interaction, for example,

between Rome and Sasanian Iran. The second situation deals with the use of aristo-

cratic visual cultures by relatively distant civilizations, often in new and unexpected

ways, such as took place between Sasanian Iran and Sui-Tang China. Parallel to

these grand imperial exchanges, I consider the situation of those peoples such as

the Laz, Huns, or Sogdians who stood in between these great empires. I offer a theo-

retical terminology with which to analyze the dynamics behind the movement of

ideas, motifs, and practices between elites who were fascinated as well as often dis-

quieted by one another’s cultural material. I explore how this dialogue animated

the appropriated material and eventually created new and increasingly intertwined

visions of power across late antique military frontiers.

LATE ANTIQUITY, defined here as the period from the third through the eighth

centuries ce, has often been characterized from a post-Renaissance, Western

European perspective as a period of decline and insularity. In reality, it oversaw

a remarkable florescence of global interconnection. 1 The field of competition of

major world empires extended increasingly to the global level (Fig. 1 ). The over-

lapping trading networks of several entrepreneurial peoples, such as the Bactrians

and Sogdians, bound the world together closely, facilitated in no small part by the

expansion of world empires, such as those of Sasanian Iran and Tang China. 2 These

powers defined themselves in a self-consciously global fashion and strove with one

another not only to control trade, but also to gain control of the symbolic as well as

economic capital that flowed through them, informing international aristocratic

common cultures.

Growing from my investigations into the complex interactions within and

between the Mediterranean and Iranian worlds, this article focuses directly on

the cultural processes of the competitive interaction that developed between elites

across late antique Eurasia.3
1 focus on the briefly interlocking empires of Rome,

Sasanian Persia, and Sui-Tang China, and then consider the peoples in between

these great empires who facilitated much interaction, such as the Sogdians. I ana-

lyze the conditions that inspired emperors, client kings, and merchant princes to
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Map of Eurasia in late antiquity. incorporate aspects of another elite’s visual and ritual material into their own cul-

ture and the practices by which they engaged in a complex and competitive dialogue.

Taking into account expressions' as diverse as displays of military power and textile

ornament, I offer a theoretical terminology with which to analyze the dynamics

behind the movement of ideas, motifs, and practices between elites who were fas-

cinated as well as challenged by one another’s cultural material, and I explore how

this dialogue animated the appropriated material and eventually created new and

increasingly intertwined visions ofpower across late antique frontiers.

I consider three types of late antique cultural exchange throughout the article.

The first deals with those rare instances where the elites ofmajor powers engaged in

a close, direct, and sustained interaction. This is without a doubt the situation that

developed between the late Roman and Sasanian empires, and one which is unique

in antiquity for the constant level of contact, parity, and familiarity.
4 Despite

the distance separating them, the Persian and Chinese courts also exchanged an

increasing number of embassies between the fifth and seventh centuries, peaking

under the early Tang. The second type of exchange encompasses the use of aristo-

cratic visual cultures by relatively distant civilizations, often in new and unexpected

ways. I take into account how Sasanian visual culture emerged as the aristocratic

common culture in late antiquity at the expense of the waning influence of Roman

visual culture. The wider impact of Roman, Sasanian, and Tang ritual culture on

distant empires, such as Aksum, Gupta South Asia, or the Turkic steppe empires,

and the incredible popularity of “western” or, more specifically, Iranian visual cul-

ture in early Tang China figure as important issues. Thirdly, I consider the situa-

tion of those peoples such as the Armenians, Laz, Arabs, and Sogdians who stood

in between these great empires. I pay special attention to the tactics by which they

selectively appropriated the visual culture of the powers surrounding them to

negotiate an independent relationship, identity, and image in the imperial inter-

stices. These groups often served as engines of cross-cultural exchange between the

larger empires.
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In these differing situations, I reflect on the motivations for an elite to think of

themselves globally and attempt to integrate another structured system of symbolic

capitals The use of the term “exchange” itself demands a few qualifications, since

the interactions between these many spheres did not proceed along the lines of an

economic system of barter that the word could imply. 6 Although it could result

in a bilateral movement of ideas, it did not take the form of a simple transaction.

At the highest level of exchange, the cultural material that moved between courts

was itself potently significant and carried a message or meaning that persistently

challenged the recipients, tempting them to integrate it or demanding that they

defuse and counter it. At this level, a host culture did not passively receive the goods

offered. The material, activities, or ideas that moved between courts were powerful

statements but the act of taking was just as potent as that of giving— the consumer

was just as powerful as the producer.

Exchange Between World Empires

In late antiquity three interlocking empires dominated the earth: Rome, Sasanian

Iran, and Tang China. 7 The late Roman empire and Sasanian Iran developed a par-

ticularly deep and close relationship. In contrast to the Achaemenid, Hellenistic,

and early Roman imperial eras, to which late antiquity has often been compared,

throughout the majority of the Romans’ and Sasanians’ coexistence a relative par-

ity persisted between the two empires. 8 They deeply imprinted all those cultures on

their peripheries, from Africa to Asia, and the history of the late antique Mediter-

ranean and Western Asia is, arguably, a history of their conflict and cooperation.

The Roman and Sasanian empires coexisted in subdued hostility for the major-

ity of their mutual history (224-642 ce), a fact that tempers any discussion of

simple “exchange.” Open warfare punctuated by battlefield negotiations was the

hallmark of the initial seven decades of their coexistence. During this period, the

two courts often cast each other as a barbarous “other,” or impudent upstarts. After

293, Diocletian’s reforms strengthened the Roman empire and ended the Sasanians’

military dominance.A more fraternal relationship between the two realms emerged

and, along with it, an increasingly sophisticated system of diplomacy that endured

even the most violent of the fourth and fifth centuries’ hostilities. The fifth and

early sixth centuries brought the courts even closer together, with symbolic famil-

ial relationships including politically motivated adoptions. By the age of Kosrow I

(r. 531-79) and Justinian I (r. 527-65), the courts considered the ritualized diplo-

matic equilibrium that had developed not only to be the customary state of affairs,

but primordial and divinely ordained. Aristocrats, clergymen, philosophers, and

military commanders often defected to the other side, adding an important avenue

of communication between the two realms. In the third and sixth centuries, the
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Persians deported skilled craftsmen and even populations of entire Roman cities to

be forcibly resettled in Iran.

China remained fragmented and its influence subdued until its unification

under the Sui (581-617). In the early seventh century, the Tang dynasty (618-907)

aggressively expanded militarily to the west, pursuing diplomatic initiatives with

Persia and India while weakening those states nearby. 9 The seventh century wit-

nessed the height of Chinese power in Central Asia and of Persian cultural influ-

ence in China. 10 The Tang dynasty’s dominion extended even to areas that had been

within the Sasanian sphere of influence, such as the heartland of the Sogdians in

Transoxiana. 11 As far as we have evidence, Rome and China never engaged in the

direct diplomatic exchange that occurred between Rome and Persia, or Persia and

China. Syrian merchants paid several visits to the Han in the second and third cen-

turies, possibly bringing letters oh behalf of an emperor, or just pretending to rep-

resent him. 12 In the early seventh century, Rome gained new information from the

Turks about the unification of China under the Sui and its growing power under

the Tang. 13
It is tantalizing to hear that the Jiu Tang shu (Old Tang History) con-

tains a notice of an embassy sent from Constantinople in 643, about the same time

the Sasanian “king of kings” ( sähän sah) was desperately seeking Tang assistance

against the Arabs. 14

Following the Sasanian empire’s conquest of northwest India, in the third

through late sixth centuries, the Sasanian dynasty sent occasional embassies to the

courts of the Western Chin, Northern Wei, and Southern dynasties. 15 After the uni-

fication of China under the Sui, and especially with the incredible western expan-

sion of the Tang, records of Persian embassies to Chinese courts occur with greater

and greater frequency. 16 Although never approaching the regularity or intimacy

of Roman and Sasanian diplomatic contact, Chinese- Persian relations were sig-

nificant and intensified up to the fall of the Sasanians to the Arabs. During a brief

period, from circa 581 to 642, the Mediterranean, Near East, and Asia were knitted

together by overlapping diplomatic exchanges.

The final transformative conflicts between Heraclius I (r. 610-41) andKosrowII

(r. 590-628), which were followed in 633-42 by the Arab invasions, swept away this

interconnected world. Given the level of contact with Persian officials that occurred

during and after Heraclius’ campaigns against the Sasanian empire, and the infor-

mation gained from the Turks, it is entirely probable that Constantinople could have

known to send a missive to the Chinese emperor in hopes of opening up an eastern

front against the Muslims; ultimately, however, all requests for assistance were in

vain. By 651, the last Sasanian king of kings had been assassinated and the Persian

empire was completely destroyed, leaving the Tang empire and a much diminished

Roman empire to confront the continued expansion of Islam in the next centuries. 17
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A sacred ruler who mediated between heaven and earth stood at the center of

the Roman, Persian, and Chinese empires. All three defined themselves as “world

empires” and were jealous of their preeminent status, a fact that had a direct

hearing on their interaction. In flattering court panegyrics, the Roman emperor,

in ruling over the Orbis Romanus , could understand himself to rule not only the

oikoumenë (the inhabited world) but also the orbis terrarum (the whole earth ).
18

According to Zoroastrian cosmology, which the Sasanians adapted to serve as an

imperial tool, Iran stood at the center of a divinely created, yet demonically frac-

tured world .

19 This cosmology, inflected as it was with the dynamics of a supernatu-

ral battle between good and evil, informed the imperial ideology of the Sasanians

as they interacted with a vast array of lands and peoples that offered themselves as

tempting prizes, or threatened, like a demonic force of chaos, to disrupt or supplant

their own imperial order. In contrast to their neighbors, the “kings” of India, China,

and Rome, who variously presented the extent of their empires as “the world” in its

entirety, the Sasanian dynasty defined themselves in relation to a wider global view.

Great sovereigns and rich empires could exist outside the kingdom of Iran, yet the

Sasanian king of kings was their ultimate master and superior. Like their predeces-

sors, Chinese emperors under the Sui and Tang also understood themselves to rule

the “entire world .” 20 Any foreign state that entered into contact with the imperial

court thus entered into a highly structured tributary system, and was interpreted as

acknowledging a subordinate status to the Son of Heaven .

21 The Chinese court dis-

tinguished between “outer subjects” and “remote countries .” 22 The rulers of “outer

subjects” were granted Chinese court titles and integrated into the court hierarchy,

and in return were expected to defend the Middle Kingdom. The ruler of a “remote

country” was unable to maintain regular contact with China or was considered

unimportant. Interestingly, according to the Xin Tang shu (New Tang History),

Persia ( Bosi ) was considered an “outer subject” while Japan was merely a “remote

country.”23 The “remote countries” were then graded as “greater” or “lesser,” accord-

ing to the reputation of a country among its neighbors and the extent to which

it was Sinicized .

24 During times of Chinese strength, the Tang institution of trib-

ute, investiture, and rank could hold real political and economic meaning for states

within East Asia, who often depended on the Chinese system of hierarchy for con-

ducting diplomacy with each other. The Chinese court would accept the “submis-

sion” of powerful, distant empires such as Rome or Sasanian Iran for symbolic

purposes, in much the same way as the Persians or Romans accepted, or would have

accepted, such submission from the Chinese .

25

Diplomatic interaction facilitated court-to-court contacts and movement

of visual material, yet many important channels existed outside the direct con-

trol of the imperial center.

26 These included skilled workers seeking opportunity;
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Buddhist, Manichaean, and Christian missionaries and pilgrims; and, most impor-

tantly, mercantile activity. The larger world of human, religious, and mercantile

commerce brought the great powers and regional elites into contact, allowing for

the movement of ideas between realms, sometimes even piggybacking on the offi-

cial channels of diplomacy. From the perspective of the self-proclaimed universal

empires, the economic, demographic, and political forces that facilitated exchange

also provided the stage and actors for their dramatic expressions of power. Promi-

nent merchants conducted many of the Roman and Sasanian “embassies” to the

Chinese court, and it is possible that many of these were actually initiated only

by the merchant’s own self-interest. Thus, in the eyes of the courts, just as rou-

tine embassies could be expressions of “submission,” trade could be “tribute” and

indemnities they themselves were compelled to pay could be portrayed as “gifts .”27

Beginning in the second century bce, Chinese imperial initiatives dominated

the dynamic of trade between Rome, Iran, and China. Han Chinese diplomatic mis-

sions traveled west with thousands of bolts of silk, cultivating a market for Han silk

in Central Asia and the Arsacid empire of Iran, and, due to Arsacid efforts, Rome .

28

Eastern Iranian merchants soon followed them back, establishing trading colonies

along the trade routes and in the Chinese capitals. From the second century bce to

the fourth century ce, traders from Bactria, the core of the Kusäna empire, were

dominant .

29 Bactrian trading networks and even techniques formed the basis ofthe

much more extensive Sogdian trading empire, which dominated Central Asia from

the fourth to the ninth centuries .

30

Fueled in no small part by the Tang aristocracy’s lust for Iranian luxury items,

this direction of trade reversed in late antiquity. The reciprocal forces of Chinese

and Sasanian diplomacy, Tang expansion into Iranian Central Asia, and the entre-

preneurial efforts of the Sogdians brought an influx of Iranian cultural goods into

the Sui and Tang empires, as well as the Roman empire .

31 As the Sasanians disman-

tled the Kusäna empire, the Sogdians developed a trading network and emigrated

to the Chinese lands in successive waves under the Wei, Sui, and Tang empires.

With their homeland in Transoxiana, the Sogdians established permanent settle-

ments across Central Asia, from the Black Sea to the great capitals of Luoyang and

Chang’an in China .

32 Sogdian merchants sold western-inspired luxury goods,

which became en vogue among the Tang elite, and even served as imperial officials

and soldiers, as well as advisors to the Gokttirk steppe empire. While the Sasanians

expended a great deal of energy to prevent Roman access to eastern markets, in

certain instances the Romans and Sogdians attempted to work together to cut out

the Persian middleman .

33 To the south, sailors from the Sasanian empire, largely of

Syrian Christian identity, established sea routes which connected the Persian Gulf

with southern India, Sri Lanka, and eventually the South China Sea .

34
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On the back of these land and sea routes, the three great proselytizing religions

of late antiquity— Christianity, Manichaeism, and Buddhism— were responsible

for generating movements of people, ideas, and objects. Merchants and Nestorian

missionaries stemming from the Sasanian empire’s vibrant, indigenous Chris-

tian population spread the religion further afield to southern India, Central Asia,

and eventually China .
35 Indeed Nestorian monks reportedly smuggled silkworms

out of China and sold them to the Emperor Justinian I, planting the seeds of a silk

industry in the Mediterranean .

36 Multilingual Manichaean missionaries spread the

“Religion of Light” (originally founded in Iran) throughout the Mediterranean

and Central Asia, adapting its message to the ritual and visual forms of whichever

culture they found themselves inhabiting .
37 In contrast to the periodic intoler-

ance of the Sasanian and especially Roman empires, Sui and early Tang China were

incredibly open. The growth of Buddhism as an imperial religion in China not only

brought new cultural forms but stimulated Chinese exploration of Buddhism’s

earlier homes and birthplace in Central and South Asia .

38 In many cases, such as

Roman religious diplomacy in southern Yemen and in Aksum, the spread of reli-

gion was the result of an exertion of imperial will; however, these processes largely

evolved outside the direct control of the empires .
39

Theorizing Cross-Cultural Interaction among Imperial Elites

In order to account for the range of interactions between these realms, encom-

passing both collaborative and hostile situations, it is best to focus first on what

lay at the core of all types of interchange between emperors. The processes that

articulated Roman, Sasanian, and Tang royal competition and exchange were, first

and foremost, the means by which the sovereigns crafted their own identities and

attempted to control those of their counterparts. In many studies of the ancient

world, identity formation often has to do with the collective identity of a nation,

city, gender, or cult, since interests in individual self-construction are wrapped up

in modern notions of individuality, authorship, and artistic genius, models that

are anachronistic for the ancient and medieval world .

40 As far as it relates to this

project, the study of royal identity (which does indeed focus on an individual iden-

tity of sorts) requires a different approach from the study of individual identity.

41

When one deals with the identity of an emperor, the identities of many dominant

collectives, ethnic, political, urban, gender, or cultic, are wrapped up in that of the

individual man.

The Roman, Sasanian, and Chinese courts each cultivated grand architectural

settings, rich visual and sartorial experiences, and complex systems of ritual. These

translated their grand claims into tangible reality for their own people and visitors

alike .

42 In this and other studies I have found it fruitful to approach Roman and
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Sasanian royal art, architecture, and ritual as an expressive whole, an approach that

can be useful when studying the Tang as well .
43 This enables one to coherently inter-

pret the linkages between the rich variety of visual, sensual, spatial, and emotional

constituents that Roman, Sasanian, and Tang ritual marshaled.

Such an approach is important for studying the realms’ interaction as much

as it is for understanding their expressions individually: the empires applied and

adapted their ritual-visual techniques to articulating their relationships with each

other. As the existence of another structured system of aristocratic legitimacy could

seriously threaten or destabilize a sovereign’s own courtly hierarchy, the courts

aimed their assertions of their and their opponents’ identity not only at each other,

but back to their own members. This posed less of a problem for Sui and espe-

cially Tang China, which could admire the courtly productions of the West with a

bemused detachment; however, amid the ceaseless war and diplomatic exchange

that prevailed between Rome and Iran, it was deadly serious. The other king could

be cast either as usurper and enemy or partner and equal, although most of the time

these strategies coexisted, with contradictory messages presented to internal and

external audiences. Sovereigns could unproblematically take up their opponents’

cultural goods at the same time as denouncing them as enemies, casting them as

their “subject and miserable slaves” in discourse aimed at an internal audience

while calling them “brothers” in diplomatic exchange. Emperors therefore directed

much of the energy and creativity expended in the interactive processes toward

establishing or maintaining the coherency of their own ideology and ritual-visual

tools of dominance, in the face of symbolic capital generated and controlled by

their competitors.

Defining royal identity, either reflexively or against the malicious attacks of

another sovereign, was a symbolic tool by which an emperor could manipulate the

identities of all those collectives bound up with him. Through these processes of

strategic predication sovereigns deployed ritual, visual, or discursive means to con-

struct or shape their own identities and those of their opponents. They did this

to establish their dominance on the global stage, obtain cooperation or clemency

in times of distress, or influence or mobilize elements of their own or the other’s

society.

44 The word “strategic” accentuates the fact that these rhetorical approaches

were very much involved with other, more direct instruments for the empires’

defense or aggrandizement, such as the application of physical force or payment of

subsidies, and oftentimes enveloped and articulated these more naked expressions

of power.

Let us examine several relatively straightforward examples involving visual,

ritual, and discursive modes of expression. In several instances, Roman and Per-

sian sovereigns depicted their counterparts in monumental representations, always
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Detail of the central panel of the

monumental rock relief of Säpür I at

Bîsâpür, Iran ( Bîsâpür, relief II ), after

261. Photograph by the author

in an “ideologically correct” position: defeated or submitting. After his invasion of

the Roman east and successful checking of two Roman counterinvasions, Säpür I

(r. 241-72 ce) carved a number of rock reliefs celebrating these achievements.

These reliefs did more than merely record events: his last rock relief at Bîsâpür ( II )

also directs yet another potent attack at the Romans, manipulating their identities

and thus that of the entire Roman empire ( Fig. 2). The central equestrian figure of

Säpür dominates the scene. He tramples the prone figure of one Roman emperor

and with his right hand clasps the wrists of another, the Emperor Valerian, while yet

another figure, Philip the Arab, performs the act of ritual submission before him

( adoratiolproskynesis ).
45 Figures representing other subject peoples and allies fill

out the remaining registers of the rock relief, putting the submission of the Romans

into a global pictorial context. Though Valerian’s son, Gallienus, continued ruling

a troubled yet independent Roman empire, disavowing his father after defeat, the

image of Valerian at Bîsâpür constructs the entire Roman empire as tributary to

the Sasanian king— an assertion which Säpür echoes in his inscriptions at Naqs-e

Rostam. 46 The privileged audience for this image, like the others at the site, were

most likely confined to the Sasanian priestly and aristocratic hierarchy, and its pri-

mary function was to define, elevate and fix Säpür ’s identity in the minds of his

court as truly sähän sah in a global sense— Lord of the Aiyra and non-Airya alike. 47

Meanwhile the inscription’s Greek translation, consonant with the Near Eastern

convention of trilingual inscriptions using the languages of conquered empires,

ensured that Säpür’s message could be intelligible to privileged visiting or captured

Romans as well.

A generation later, the Roman emperor Galerius I (r. 305-311) included numer-

ous images of the Persian king of kings Narseh, whom he had defeated in the battle

of Satala, in a monumental vestibule to his palace. 4* Within this domed tetrapy-

lon, the most striking image of Narseh to have survived is certainly that in a scene

of equestrian combat on the inner face, originally flanking the gate to the palace

precincts (Fig. 3). Numerous monuments portraying submitting Persians embel-

lished Constantinople, including the Theodosian obelisk monument (Fig. 4) and
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Equestrian combat of Galerius and

Narseh. Tetrapylon of Galerius,

Thessaloniki, ca. 302. Southwest pier,

north face. Photograph by the author

Justinian’s equestrian monument in the Hippodrome, the Column of Justinian in

the Augusteum, and the base ofthe Column of Arcadius in the Forum of Arcadius.

Many, like the obelisk monument and Column of Arcadius, pair the images of fig-

ures in Iranian costumes with northern, German barbarians.

While images of foreign kings did not occupy such a constant and central place

as they did in Roman and Persian triumphal architecture, they were still an impor-

tant component of early Tang tombs. These tombs were envisioned as walled cit-

ies with underground palaces, provisioned above ground with temples, altars, and

staff to venerate the deceased emperor. 49 Rivaling the size of the actual palaces in

Chang’an, they were as much affirmations and images of the Tang dynasty’s con-

ception of their empire’s place in the world as monuments to individual emperors.

With the imperial bodies at the symbolic center, the tomb monuments displayed

courtiers and guards as well as foreign emissaries and subject kings, all conforming

to an ideal vision of the Tang world. 50 The grandest of the imperial mausoleums,

that of the Emperor Taizong (r. 626-49), with a perimeter extending 60 kilome-

ters, integrated images of foreigners in multiple positions determined according

to their relative importance to the Chinese imperial center. Fourteen statues of for-

eign kings, identified by name, flanked the path to the north of the altar inside the

north gate. 51 In the tomb of Taizong’s sixth son, Li Xian ( 653-84), murals of foreign

emissaries lined the passage that led to the central tomb chamber. 52 At the Qian-

ling Mausoleum, the tomb of Gaozong (d. 683) and Wu Zetian (d. 705), sixty-one

monumental stone statues of foreign emissaries cluster at the ritually appropri-

ate place. Just like envoys visiting court, they wait outside the monument’s inner

wall, which symbolically corresponds to the gatehouse to the actual imperial city. 53

Among these are two statues of the Sasanian royal family, including the eldest son

of Yazdgerd III ( r. 632-37), the last Sasanian king, whose inscription describes him

as “Peroz, King of Persia, Grand General of the Right Courageous Guard and Com-

mander-in-chief of Persia.” 54
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The Emperor Theodosius and

co-emperors receiving Persian and

Germanic envoys. Theodosian

obelisk monument, Istanbul, after

391. Photograph by the author

While these triumphal monuments directly reflected imperial self-concep-

tion, the structure of diplomatic ritual resulted from a more conversational pro-

cess. Reception ceremonies were the most direct sites of interaction between

these intensely structured court hierarchies .
55 Diplomatic interaction, in effect,

spliced together the Roman and Persian or Persian and Chinese ceremonial, and

thus the ritual systems of two (or more) empires. Diplomatic discourse, espe-

cially between Rome and Persia, could contain a delicate balance of expressions

of brotherhood on the one hand, and veiled threats and sublimated violence on

the other.

All three empires adhered to detailed protocols for receiving envoys and the

rituals that they prescribed encoded all manner of implicit and explicit power rela-

tions .

56 Diplomatic protocol was intended to “display order to visitors in grand cer-

emonies .” 57 The bureaucracies in Chang’an and Constantinople each maintained

a special office dedicated to diplomatic communication and receptions, as well as

several officials to manage the actual reception rituals, institutions that were paral-

leled at the Persian court of Ctesiphon .
58 The host empire would cover the expenses

of housing, food, and transportation from the moment the foreign delegations

crossed the frontier.
59

All three empires structured the diplomatic ritual environment to conform to

the idea of a Romano-, Perso-, or Sinocentric world. The art, architectural, and

ritual setting of the reception, and especially an audience, expressed to the envoy

in visual and spatial form the sovereigns’ global identity. The late Sasanian kings

of kings employed several spatial and symbolic elements in their audience hall to

inculcate a tangible experience of their global dominance, and the foreign state’s

subordinate place in relation to the Persian court.
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In the collection of customs of the reception hall of [Kosrow I] Änoservän

was [one that dictated that], inside [the throne room], a golden chair was

placed to the right of his throne [takt], and in this manner golden chairs

were placed too to the left and to the rear, thus three chairs. One of the chairs

was for the king of China, another was for the king of Rome, and the third

was that of the [Hephthalite] king, so that when they came to his reception

hall they could sit on the chairs. Year in and year out these three chairs stood

and they were not removed and, but for these three, no other was allowed to

sit on them. And in front of the throne there was a golden throne on which

Bozorgmehr [Wuzurgmihrl Böxtagän, the wuzurgframadär or “vizier”] sat

and lower than that [chair] there was a chair of the chief Mobed and below

that was a number of chairs for all the governors and nobles of the realm and

the place of each one was fixed, so that no one would be able to make a dis-

pute with another. And when Khosrow became angry with one, his chair was

moved from the Ayvdn .

60

In the royal palace ofCtesiphon the king ofkings displayed the suits ofchain mail

and swords of “subject” sovereigns, including the Roman emperor, the“Käghän,”

and Dähir (identified with a king of India), as well as the weapons of a number of

defeated usurpers .

61 A Chinese envoy would find himself and his emperor incorpo-

rated visually, ritually, and spatially into this Perso-centric universe, and a Persian

envoy at the Sui or Tang court would experience much the same .

62 Banquets held

in honor of a visiting Persian envoy displayed and enacted these ideals in another

setting. In Chang’an, the status of the land hosted determined not only the ritual

protocol at these banquets, but even the food served .

63

Because of the extreme delicacy and intimacy of relations between Rome and

Sasanian Iran, the diplomatic experience could vary from equal and fraternal to

one marked by power differentials. When relations were good, simple gestures at

diplomatic audiences strategically predicated the identity of the envoy on that of

the emperor he served. Upon rendering proskynesis to the sovereign, for example,

the envoy sat next to the receiving emperor who would speak to him as if he were a

direct conduit to the other emperor.

64 In the best of times the emperors called each

other (and thus predicated their relationship on that of) brothers or friends .

65 This

equality could extend into banqueting arrangements. During a period ofgood rela-

tions, Justinian I allowed the Persian envoy Yazd-Gusnasp to dine with him at his

table and even allowed his translator to recline in the ancient manner at the table.

This shocked Procopius, Justinian Ts court historian, who viewed this treatment

of the Persian envoy as inappropriate and indulgent .

66 In the worst of times, the

symbolically charged person of the envoy could suffer the abuse that the receiving
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emperor intended to inflict on the identity and person of his royal opponent. The

Sasanian emperors’ occasional violation of custom— and their detention in miser-

able conditions, torture, and execution of Roman envoys— takes on added signifi-

cance if we extend the logic inherent in the ritual environment of the diplomatic

reception to that of the prison. 67

The rhetoric of diplomatic missives was rife with such strategic identity manip-

ulation. In Chinese diplomatic vocabulary, when a foreign emissary arrived at the

Tang court, rather than simply “visiting” he would automatically be described as

“submitting and paying tribute,” “asking to become a subject,” or “returning to pay

tribute,” whether this was intended or not.
68

If they were not already in the expected

form, the envoy’s letters were translated not only into Chinese, but into an ideologi-

cally correct language that ensured they were appropriately subordinate. 69

The most famous example of this phenomenon between Rome and Iran comes

from Peter the Patrician (ca. mid-sixth century), writing about the negotiations

between Narseh and Galerius in 298. After suffering a crushing defeat, which

even brought about the capture of the Sasanian king’s wives, children, and sisters,

Narseh sent an envoy to sue for peace. The Sasanian envoy came as a suppliant and

attempted to promote a new rhetorical vision very different from the antagonistic

and violent dealings that had gone before:

Apharban, who was particularly dear to Narseh, king of Persia, was sent on

an embassy and came before Galerius in supplication. When he had received

license to speak, he said, “It is clear to all mankind that the Roman and Per-

sian empires are like two lights, and like (two) eyes, the brilliance of one

should make the other more beautiful and not continuously rage for their

mutual destruction.”70

In an abrupt switch from Narseh’s policy of naked aggression before his reversal

of fortune, the Sasanian envoy attempted to recast the two empires’ hostile rela-

tionship into one ofpartnership, predicating it on a metaphor of anatomical health

and cosmic permanency. These were not just empty words but affected the mean-

ing of the sovereigns’ actions and led to a change in their behavior, as the following

passage reflecting later Roman-Sasanian interaction illustrates:

[Kosrow II], honored among the gods, lord and king of all the earth, off-

spring of the great Aramazd, to Heraclius, our senseless and insignificant

servant. You have not wished to submit yourself to us, but you call yourself

lord and king. My treasure which is with you, you spend; my servants you

defraud; and having collected an army of brigands, you give me no rest.. .

.
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Let not your vain hopes deceive you. For that Christ who was not able to save

himself from the Jews— but they killed him by hanging him on a cross—
how can the same save you from my hands? “For if you descend into the

depths of the sea,” I shall stretch out my hand and seize you. And then you

will see me in a manner you will not desire .

71

In this exchange, Kosrow II predicated Heraclius’ identity on that of a slave, leading

to the very real consequence of war. Such visual and discursive statements either

invited emperors to collaborate or challenged them to respond in a competitive

fashion.

All embassies brought gifts and most (when relations were good ) received gifts

on their return .

72When given to client kings, gifts were important tools in establish-

ing dominance and cultural influence (see below). Between “equals” they were the

vehicle of coded exchanges .
73 Special officials in the imperial courts of Constanti-

nople and Chang’an were charged with carefully evaluating and thoroughly cata-

loguing the material and symbolic worth of all diplomatic gifts and determining

appropriate responses .
74

If their opponent’s polemical material, be il visual or ritual, was effective or

useful in some way the sovereigns did not hesitate to appropriate it, that is, take

it and incorporate it into their own visual or practical cultures. Oftentimes they

remodeled it in some way and then redeployed it back at their opponents. Appro-

priation is a key term in understanding cultural interaction between Rome and

Sasanian Iran yet one that requires careful definition, since it has also proved to be

quite useful to other fields and situations .
75 In one sense, appropriation is the “the

taking— from a culture that is not one’s own— of intellectual property, cultural

expressions or artifacts, history and ways of knowledge .”76 The process of appro-

priation could indeed be competitive and even pernicious in so far as it sought

to gain control of dangerous modes of discourse or display cultural spoils of war

taken from the other empire. However, as “complex processes by which spaces,

objects, and other ‘cultural expressions’ are brought to represent something dif-

ferent from their original purposes,” acts of appropriation were also culturally cre-

ative and innovatory.

77 In taking, borrowing, responding to, or seizing each others’

visual, ritual, and discursive productions and putting them in dialogue with their

own, the courts continually generated, imaged, and enacted new visions of the

world. Sometimes this creative reuse was a simple integration of appropriated

elements into an entirely new context where they took on a life of their own quite

unrelated to the dynamic of the two realms’ agonistic exchange. In other situations

these acts of appropriation served in a complex system of polemical exchange,

directed at the opponents.
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The desire to gain power over each other, lesser external rivals, internal threats,

and the populace were prime preoccupations for all three emperors as universal

sovereigns. Simply put, the regimes’ prime objectives in the process of appropria-

tion were to gain power over something (or someone) and create or consolidate

its (or their) identity.

78 All three emperors expended a great deal of time, money,

and energy seeking to gain power over symbolically charged urban and monu-

mental spaces, as well as rituals and triumphal images. The primary motivation

for this obsession is best understood as an all-consuming drive to jealously protect

and continually redefine their identities as timeless “cosmic kings” in the face of a

changing sea of threats. Since they did not always enjoy a position of military domi-

nance, this need for control extended throughout the spectrum of symbolic expres-

sions that supplemented pure force.

The process of appropriation involved incorporating foreign material into a

new visual, architectural, spatial, or ritual context. Generally speaking, this could

be a simple transfer of an unchanged ritual action or image into a new context.

Images, spaces, or practices could take on a changed significance simply by virtue

of the fact that they had been incorporated into a different cultural context or per-

formed by a different sovereign: the very fact that the material was “captured” and

kept in a changed context modified its meaning. To provide perhaps an extreme

example, the “true cross” taken by Kosrow II from Jerusalem temporarily became

a Sasanian triumphal symbol through its ritual incorporation in the victorious

army’s return march and its new architectural context in Ctesiphon .
79 Similarly, the

Roman hippodrome at Apamea and the hippodrome games themselves became a

Sasanian triumphal space and ritual, through Kosrow I’s appropriation of them .

80

Even individuals enveloped in a ritual environment could take on a new meaning,

as in the case of the Sasanian court-in-exile in Tang China, or of a Sasanian digni-

tary’s prominence in one of Heraclius’ carefully stage-managed urban ceremonies;

he symbolized the emperor’s Persian victories and hoped for (though ultimately

vain) plans for Iran .

81 However, at the highest levels of discourse, sovereigns subtly

modified appropriated material in a careful process of strategic remodeling before

they redeployed it, in order to fine tune the statement or respond to specific asser-

tions by their opponents.

This was the case not just with objects, but activities. Hunting was the most

prominent royal and aristocratic entertainment in all empires; however, polo, chess,

and backgammon moved from one culture to another through diplomatic activity

or other high-level exchanges .

82 This movement was most often from the Iranian

cultural sphere to Rome and China, either through direct or indirect avenues. The

introduction of polo in particular, with the presence of a polo court in the palace

grounds of Constantinople and Chang’an and the depiction of polo in Tang tombs,
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Polo players. Tomb of Li Xian, ca.

706. Qian County, Shaanxi province,

China. The John C. and Susan L.

Huntington Archive of Buddhist

and Related Art, The Ohio State

University

vividly demonstrates the wide impact of Sasanian court life as a global aristocratic

common culture, even as the dynasty’s empire itself waned ( Fig. 5 ).
83

Ornament, Display, and Cross-Continental Power and Prestige

While I have concentrated thus far on the grand and often bombastically direct

statements made by imperial reception rituals and triumphal monuments, I now

turn to a more fluid species of symbolic capital that offered a no less effective means

of defining royal identity: ornament. While the study of ornament lies on the

margins of mainstream art historical interest, it has simultaneously served as an

important arena for the debate of broader theoretical issues.84 This could be in part

because the subject attracted art history’s heroes such as Alois Riegl, Henri Focillon,

and E. H. Gombrich, as well as those who have played the role of its villains, such as

Josef Strzygowski. 85

Within the last century and a half, two often interrelated approaches have gov-

erned the study of ornament: taxonomic organization and philosophical inter-

pretation. 86 Classifying ornamental motifs into precise, descriptive taxonomies

according to morphology, culture or region of origin, and even developmental

progression has proved to be an attractive end for a certain body of scholarship

as well as a basic methodological building block for many art historical studies. 87

This approach is alluring in that it promises, and often provides, some sort of

empirical handle on the wild varieties of visual phenomena related to ornament

and the decorative arts. Historiographically speaking, taxonomic work frequently

engendered interest in what lay behind the visual and cultural phenomenon of

ornament. 88 But the process was also reciprocal and the theoretical ideas that the

classificatory work gave rise to also formed the organizational basis for supposedly

pure, empirical endeavors. In certain instances, a misuse of formal analysis led to

specious developmental models, still often taken as fact, and even a false “empiri-
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cal” base for ideologically motivated racial theories .

89 Both approaches emphasize

an internal evolutionary drive or innate cultural identity, and offer little means

for understanding evidence of cross-cultural interaction. Evolutionary systems

assume an internal, linear process of development; any appearance of “foreign”

material, which does not follow from previous forms, quickly subverts the theories

and is treated as an embarrassing aberration to be absorbed or simply ignored .

90

Josef Strzygowski’s völkische theories of diffusion provide the classic examples of

nationalist misuse of these approaches, just as later Soviet and Maoist archaeology

attempted to map contemporary Russian or Chinese hegemony onto archaeologi-

cal evidence .

91

Studies of ornament that emphasize cognition and human agency, such as E. H.

Gombrich’s The Sense ofOrder and Oleg Grabar’s The Mediation ofOrnament, offer

more useful points of departure .

91 Such approaches put the focus on ornament’s

capacity to create and convey meaning and even allow that ornament itself can be

“the subject” of an object or structure .
93 Just as importantly, they provide an inter-

pretive space in which to consider the impact of patrons’ and consumers’ choices

on the development and meaning of ornamental material. As discussed above, the

motives and worldviews of the Roman, Persian, and Chinese emperors that drove

these processes of cross-cultural interaction sprang primarily from the need to

secure prestige and power. Alongside its formal functions, such as framing, filling,

linking, or just pleasurably embellishing, I argue that one of the most important

vocations of ornament within the context of elite tastes and display was its power to

communicate political messages and define identities .
94 As an important subcom-

ponent of its role in “compelling a relationship between objects or works of art and

viewers and users,” ornament, and often ornament perceived as exotic, could define

the patron’s, as well as the viewer’s, relationship with the structure or object with

respect to their own social place or elite status .
95 Due to its open-ended semiotic and

symbolic possibilities, ornament could provide a level of allusion and flexibility that

highly defined, even legislated, imperial regalia and iconographies could not.

Ornamental motifs, often found in the margins of sacred architecture, luxury

objects, palaces, tombs and court costumes, offered a subtle means to control an

emperor’s identity and manage the economy of courtly hierarchy. Scholarship

has documented many intriguing examples of foreign objects transported across

thousands of miles to be consumed by distant aristocracies. More complex to inter-

pret are the instances of foreign motifs incorporated into architectural ornament,

objects, or clothing in a new cultural context .

96 These range from late Sasanian tex-

tiles or small luxury objects, such as the metal and stone vessels found in a hoard

deposited in the Xinghua ward of Chang’an, dedicated to nobility and court offi-

cials, to grand architectural spaces, such as Justinian I’s Hagia Sophia, where acres
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Mosaic ornament of the inner

narthex, Hagia Sophia, Istanbul, ca.

536. Photograph by the author
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Late Sasanian/early Islamic

textile fragment with quadrifom

ornamental motifs. Wool, ca. seventh

century. Height 30.5 cm, width 47.6

cm. The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, Rogers Fund, 1950 (50.83)

of mosaic bear what appears on the surface to be Sasanian ornamental design ( Figs.

6, 7).
97 Scholarship has especially explored the craze for “western” luxuries in the

early Tang dynasty, including food, fashions, and entertainments largely imported

from the Iranian world.98 Such goods, images, and ideas arrived via diverse path-

ways and carriers and tracking them would require as many focused studies as

instances. Here, I explore what motivated elite patrons’ selection, incorporation, or

display of such ornamental material.

In rare instances, direct interaction between the empires shaped both the nature

of the appropriation and the several possible meanings the material took on in its

new home. As the uneven distribution of the material suggests, the processes and

practices by which these motifs moved between cultures were not uniform. In some

cases they were directly connected with craftsmen, who traveled between the courts

voluntarily or were captured in one of the many wars. The most famous examples

of this phenomenon come undoubtedly from the Mediterranean-inspired orna-

ment that appeared in the palace of the Sasanian king of kings, Säpür I, after he

had sacked many cities in Roman Syria and Cappadocia, including the region’s

metropolis, Antioch. 99 At Blsäpür, a city founded by Säpür after his campaigns,

Roman architectural ornament was highlighted as a central decorative feature of

his palace. 100 In some cases, such as floor mosaics, these motifs appeared in a Roman

medium. In others, Roman craftsmen evidently translated Classical architectural

ornament into the Persian medium of stucco.

Diplomatic exchanges could also stimulate an appreciation of an opponent’s

architectural ornament. The best-documented example is the occurrence of late

Roman marble and mosaic work in Kosrow I’s palace in Ctesiphon, which likely

resulted not only from the king of king’s military victories, including his own sack

of Antioch in 540, but from Justinian Ts diplomatic gifts.
101 Theophylact Simocatta

records that, “Justinian provided [Kosrow] son of [Qobäd] with Greek marble,

building experts, and craftsmen skilled in ceilings, and that a palace situated close

to Ctesiphon was constructed for [Kosrow] with Roman expertise.”
102 While the

archaeological surveys of Tell Dahab, one of the sites associated with the palace,
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hint that Roman techniques and materials likely counted as only a small propor-

tion of the building’s embellishment, they were certainly present. 103 More impor-

tantly, these techniques and materials distinguished the palace of the king of kings

from those of the upper nobility, which show no trace of them.

Other cases did not follow this model of simple transfer. In several more com-

plex examples, craftsmen took foreign motifs normally present in one medium and

incorporated them into an entirely different medium and context. 104 The Roman

craftsmen who incorporated Persian textile and stucco ornament into the mosa-

ics of Justinian Ts Hagia Sophia, the weavers of Sogdian textiles who used Persian

and Roman motifs, as well as Chinese ceramicists who adapted Persian shapes and

motifs all provide ready examples of this phenomenon ( Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9 ).
105

The architectural and rupestrian remains from the reign of Kosrow II juxta-

pose several Iranian and Roman architectural forms, such as the late Roman “bas-

ket capital,” or the arcuated façade of a triumphal arch. The exterior of Kosrow IPs

rock-cut ayvân at Taq-e Bostän integrates a façade that recalls aspects of a Roman

triumphal arch into what is in effect a recreation of a Sasanian barrel-vaulted audi-

ence hall. While not simply “ornament,” the winged victories incorporated into the

“spandrels” of the façade not only sensitively integrate this traditional Roman sym-

bol of victory into an Iranian architectural form and medium, but deploy them

alongside Iranian imagery of victory, such as hunting, which occur in the interior.

The high degree of subtlety indicates that the sculptors and patron knew and delib-

erately played on the traditions and symbolism of both cultures’ architectural and

sculptural forms.

Set against a larger Eurasian context, Sasanian courtly images enjoyed an excep-

tionally wide prestige, popularity, and utility, used and reinterpreted in Constan-

tinople and Chang’an even after the Persian empire’s demise. The role that these

images and objects played in conversations that took place within the empires, that

is, between the sovereign and the upper echelon of the aristocracy, was the most

important force compelling their movement. For example, early and mid-sixth-

century Constantinople witnessed a heavily contested political environment where

several new and old dynastic lines strove to assert or establish their legitimacy. Sasa-

nian ornamental motifs in Anicia Juliana’s church of Hagios Polyeuktos, and later in

Justinian Fs Hagia Sophia, served as a subtle way to make imperial claims ( Fig. 6 ).
106

As in Constantinople, the popularity of Sasanian or Sasanian-inspired objects

and motifs amongst the imperial elite in Sui-Tang China often had to do with their

role in establishing and inculcating difference between social ranks and was often

quite independent from their original political or religious context. 107 In addition,

the sovereigns of the major empires interacted with foreign ornamental material

in order to situate themselves with respect to larger aristocratic common-cultures
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Mosaic of Justinian I, detail of the

tablion showing pearl roundel

and bird textile patterns, ca. 548.

San Vitale presbytery, Ravenna.

Photograph by the author
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Kosrow II and his courtiers, detail

showing textiles with bird and pearl

roundel patterns and sënmurws , ca.

early seventh century. Great Ayvän,

Täq-e Bostän, Iran. Photograph by

the author

that were developing across Eurasia. This was no doubt the purpose of the circular

textile motifs that decorated the tablion on Justinian Is imperial chlamys in the

San Vitale mosaic and those of Theodora’s retinue, or the clothing of Kosrow II

and his courtiers at Täq-e Bostän, or of Persian dignitaries and Sogdian noblemen

portrayed in frescos at the palace of the king of Samarkand or in aristocratic houses

at Panjikent (Figs. 8-10). 108 During the period under study, the popularity of Clas-

sical visual culture in Eurasia precipitously declined, with Sasanian court culture

quickly filling the void both in the Mediterranean, Central Asia, and China, and

remaining influential long after the fall of the Sasanian dynasty. 109 From the point

of view of China, much of this “Persian” material was produced and imported by

the Sogdians. It is interesting to contemplate which— if any— culture the con-

sumers attributed to the material or the motifs, or whether, like the many other

luxury items imported in the early Tang dynasty, they were simply understood as

“Persian” no matter whether of Roman, Persian, or Sogdian origin. 110

Negotiating Identity in the Interstices ofWorld Empires

The empires’ courts and urban centers, under the auspices of diplomacy, were the

premiere arenas for symbolic display and identity manipulation; however, related

events took place far afield. The court practices of client states and even the very

bodies of client kings presented a venue for competition as empires vied to estab-

lish cultural and political dominance, providing these sovereigns with the marks of

legitimate kingship and securing for them the “gold standard” of legitimacy. The

titles and insignia gifted by the Sui and Tang courts not only visually articulated

the internal hierarchy of several East Asian states, but served as the basis for inter-

state communications that took place independently of China. 111 Rome and Sasa-

nian Iran repeatedly strove with each other to invest client kings in the Caucasus,

Pontus, and the Arab borderlands. 112 Such an “insignia-race” occurred between the

Arab clients of Rome and the Sasanians, the Huns of the Pontus steppe and among
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Mural from the western wall of the

“Hall of the Ambassadors,” detail

showing pearl roundel, bird, and

sënmurw textile motifs. Royal palace

in Sogdian Samarkand (Afräsiab).

Photograph by the author

the peoples of the Caucasus. The Lakhmid and Ghassanid rulers, for example, were

integrated into both court hierarchies, and appropriated diverse aspects of their

court cultures." 3 Even if they did not exert direct control, their expanded knowl-

edge of the world and drive for totalizing coherence tempted the courts to incorpo-

rate distant states into a single hierarchy. The Roman and Sasasian courts sought to

exert influence culturally as well as militarily in such realms as the Aksumite king-

dom of Ethiopia or in Yemen, even as these Red Sea rivals cultivated independent

traditions and pursued independent policies."4 The Sasanians and Chinese courts

expended resources to gain influence in the succeeding Kidarite, Hephthalite, and

Goktiirk steppe empires, and counted them as subordinate “barbarians” despite

their often worrying military power.

While often dominated by imperial juggernauts, these interstitial and periph-

eral elites also cleverly crafted independent expressions of power and identity that

responded to and balanced the imperial claims. Gifts given in the course of regu-

lar embassies were visually rich and symbolically laden in order to reinforce the

diplomatic discourse. The many Sasanian silver vessels that served as diplomatic

gifts to foreign and internal potentates often visually supported the hierarchy by

portraying the act of investing a client. Despite the subordinate positions the world

empires assigned them, the peoples in between the empires would often shrewdly

balance the marks of distinction of the grand imperial strategies, tactically sub-

verting them. For example, the right to invest the king of Lazika with his insignia

( ta symbola) was written explicitly into treaties between the Romans and Persians

(such as that of 298), and it continued to be contested as they challenged each oth-

er’s ascendancy over the kingdom."5 However, when the king of Lazika, Tzath, came

to Constantinople,

the Emperor [Justin I], received him with joy, baptized him and made him

his son. He married a Roman woman, a certain Valeriana, the granddaugh-
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ter of Nomos the patrician and kouropalatës , and he took her to his own

land, after having been invested by Justin as King of the Laz. He wore a crown

and royal white chlamys which carried a gold tablion on which, in the cen-

ter, was depicted an image of the Emperor Justin; and his white tunic had a

golden collar with an image of the Emperor. But his boots [tzaggia] were red

and had pearls in the Persian manner. .

.

116

While his regalia incorporated him thoroughly into the Roman hierarchy, Tzath’s

boots preserved his status in the Persian one. 117

From fragmentary textual evidence and coinage, it appears that the late antique

Hunnic empires of Bactria and northern India, often the dominant party militarily,

appropriated and manipulated the marks of distinction of their Roman, Sasanian,

or Gupta counterparts. On fifth-century Gandharan coin issues the ruler named

“Kidara” deliberately appropriated the personal crown of Yazdgerd II (r. 438-57),

the same Sasanian king whom Priscus reports stopped paying tribute payments

to the Kidarites.
118 Late fifth- and sixth-century Hephthalite coins are more subtle,

displaying regalia derived, but not identical, to the Sasanian crown, balanced with

nomadic or South Asian elements such as a drinking cup or club."9 Unfortunately,

we do not have archaeological evidence from the grave tumuli in which Procopius

says the Hephthalites buried their kings. 120

In Aksum, which considered itself to be on equal footing with Rome, a Greek

inscription on a monumental marble throne decorated with statues of gods in the

harbor city of Adulis extolled the deeds of an Aksumite king. 121 After describing his

campaigns the king declares:

I am the first and only of [...] my predecessors to have subdued all these

peoples by the grace given me by my mighty god Ares, who also engendered

me. It is through him that I have submitted to my power all the peoples

neighboring my empire [...] When I had re-established peace in the world

which is subject to me I came to Adulis to sacrifice for the safety of those who

navigate on the sea, to Zeus, Ares and Poseidon. After uniting and reassem-

bling my armies I set up here this throne and consecrated it to Ares, in the

twenty-seventh year ofmy reign.'
22

Steles with trilingual inscriptions set up by King Ezana (ca. 320s-ca. 360s) in

Aksum’s imperial center are remarkably similar. 123 However, given its reference to

“those who navigate on the sea,” and location in a port city, the intended audience

of the inscription in Adulis presumably included diplomats and merchants who

traveled to and from Rome, Iran, and India. The Aksumite sovereign was indeed
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successful in his goal as the inscription was copied and circulated; we know of its

existence from the writings of Cosmas Indicopleustes, a late antique merchant

from Alexandria who later became a monk.

Considering that it received embassies from the Roman and Sasanian empires

and strove for a higher international profile, it is no surprise that Aksum was con-

versant with the “standard” international protocol of the day. To judge by the eye-

witness account of one of Justinian Is envoys, the diplomatic reception ceremony

and gifting customs at the court of the early sixth-century Aksumite king Kaleb

Ella Asbeha were very similar to those that existed between the Roman and Sasa-

nian courts. 124 The pomp of Aksumite court rituals certainly rivaled reception

ceremonies in Constantinople, Ctesiphon, and Chang’an. During the time of Jus-

tin I (r. 518-27), the “four towered” palace of the king of Aksum was decorated by

four brass statues of unicorns and Justinian Is envoy witnessed Kaleb Ella Asbeha

appearing on a chariot decked with golden wreaths and drawn by four elephants. 125

The archaeological remains from the site of Aksum indicate a grand urban envi-

ronment that greeted foreign envoys. 126

The nascent Japanese empire, although very influenced by Chinese culture,

chafed at its implied subordinate status. Under the Sui dynasty it attempted to estab-

lish a diplomatic and ritual world that placed it at the ceremonial center, modeled,

ironically, on Chinese protocol. 127 The Japanese chancellery deliberately engineered

misunderstandings in diplomatic correspondence in order to write official letters

that outwardly conformed to Chinese verbal and ideological hierarchies, while

maintaining the trappings of symbolic equality with China internally.
128 Indeed,

Japan’s assertion that its emperor was the “son of heaven,” although superficially

a direct challenge to Chinese hegemony, was in practice more of a symbolic tool

used to structure a new centralized state. The Sui court initially missed the signs of

Japan’s new pretension; however, even when the Tang court noticed the changed

state of affairs, it diplomatically ignored them, as Japan was relatively unimportant

to its geopolitical concerns in East Asia. 129

While empires like those of Aksum and Japan attempted to compete directly

with Rome, Persia, and China, the Sogdians seemed to relish their unique place as

mediators between the great empires. 130
It would not be an overstatement to assert

that the Sogdians were the primary catalyst for exchange in the late antique world.

With their incredible mercantile reach and varied political involvement with the

Tang, Gokttirk, Persian, and Roman empires, the Sogdians cultivated an especially

cosmopolitan view of their place in the world, which was reflected in their courtly

art. The murals of King Varkuman at Samarkand provide a precious view of a peo-

ple who, albeit briefly, lived at the center of Eurasian trade and politics. 13
' Still subject

to competing analyses, at their core these mid-seventh-century murals depict for-
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eign rulers and envoys visiting the court of a Sogdian king as well as mythological

scenes .

132 A passage from the history of the Tang dynasty describes a Sogdian royal

pavilion in a seventh-century Sogdian city state to the west of Samarkand .'33 The

pavilion reportedly carried images of envoys arriving from all major powers. The

western wall portrayed the Persians and Romans, the northern wall Chinese, and

the eastern wall Turks and Indians, which reflects, quite closely, the murals of the

palace at Afräslab .

134 The textile patterns on the clothing of the Sogdian aristocrats

in these paintings incorporate ornamental motifs from a variety of traditions, yield-

ing an overall impression of visual richness and cosmopolitan aristocratic tastes .

135

Conclusion

The processes of cross-cultural interaction between the courts of Rome, Sasanian

Iran, and Sui-Tang China were primarily concerned with the formation and main-

tenance of imperial identity. They could unfold according to the internal concerns

of the empire, or, especially in the extremely intimate relationship of Rome and

Iran, collaboratively and agonistically. Intensely interested in establishing hierar-

chical order and an internal image of dominance, the sovereigns of these empires

used a variety of ritual, visual, and discursive techniques to appropriate each other’s

cultural and ideological goods and express and enact competitive statements. The

end result of these processes of cross-cultural interaction was not just the exchange

of cultural material but, at various times throughout their mutual histories, the

fusion of the two realms’ ritual-visual practices to form an extra-cultural and extra-

religious language of debate and legitimacy.

The Roman and Sasanian courts were bound together in more intimate and

frequent exchanges than either experienced with China, and consequently their

court cultures initially experienced a higher degree of integration, both in terms

of court ritual and visual culture. While this phenomenon was not always a lin-

ear or permanent development, it was in a certain sense cumulative, as even dur-

ing the inevitable periods of enmity the Romans and Sasanians were not only able

to communicate, but to formulate their statements of aggression and hostility in

increasingly similar language. After the Sasanian court fled to China, the remnants

of the dynasty were literally integrated into the Tang courtly system. Diplomatic

interactions again provide the clearest examples of this process, as it was through

them that the two courts’ ritual systems met and became one. For a brief window

of time the sovereigns of several overlapping cultural and political spheres not only

became aware of each other’s court practices, insignia, and modes of discourse but

expressed power in forms that all courts could understand.
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FOREIGN VESTURE AND NOMADIC IDENTITY
ON THE BLACK SEA LITTORAL IN THE EARLY
THIRTEENTH CENTURY
Costumefrom the Chungul Kurgan

Abstract

The medieval Kipcak burial at the Chungul Kurgan in the southern Ukrainian

steppe presents a seemingly paradoxical situation. On the one hand, the burial—
here dated to the opening decades of the thirteenth century— is inserted into a

previously extant tumulus of Bronze Age date, and the evidence of funerary ritual

points towards the continuation of shamanist practices. On the other hand, the

grave goods are largely composed of luxury objects associated with elite patron-

age among the sedentary societies of Western Europe, Rus’, and the Mediterranean

zone. This juxtaposition is carried through in the partially preserved costumes

excavated from the burial. These present features that recall elements of official

court dress in Byzantium and in the neighboring Christian and Islamic polities.

While several of the garments take the essentially Turkic form of the caftan, they

incorporate in their applied decoration elements not normally associated with this

particular garment.

Close examination of the textiles from the Chungul Kurgan has revealed that

they almost certainly represent the reuse of imported silks, gold-woven bands, and

gold embroideries that came into the possession of the nomadic Kipcaks as gifts,

trade items, or spoils of their raids on their sedentary neighbors. These include a

panel of figurai embroidery likely cut from a liturgical textile. Another group of

embroideries and appliqués once formed a loros, the ceremonial scarf of Byzantine

emperors, which was widely imitated in the dress and portraiture of other rulers in

the region.A range of possible degrees of intentionality can govern the use of textile

spolia— from strictly utilitarian reuse to the deliberately imitative, or victorious,

appropriation of the insignia of another culture. The authors conclude that the way

in which the textile elements were redeployed on the preserved garments represents

at least a partial understanding of their meaning within their original contexts.

Their reuse for the decoration of riding caftans incorporates the symbolic language

of power and prestige that these insignia conveyed among the neighboring courtly

cultures while preserving a distinctive, nomadic sartorial identity.

Introduction: The Chungul Kurgan

IN THE SUMMER OF 1981, an archaeological team headed by Vitaliy

Otroshchenko from the Institute of Archaeology of the Academy of Sciences of the

(then) Ukrainian S.S.R., based in Kyiv, opened a burial mound in the southern

Ukrainian steppe. The mound was located near the village ofZamozhne, a few kilo-

meters from the town ofTokmak in the Zaporiz’ka oblast’.
1 The site lies to the south

of the great bend in the Dnipro (Dnieper) River, on its left bank. This part of the

steppe is drained by the Molochna river system, which flows southward into the
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Map of the Black Sea region, with Sea of Azov (Fig. 1). The expedition of 1981 targeted a group of four mounds on a

enlarged detail showing Dmpro and plateau above the right bank of the Chynhul River, a few hundred meters upstream
A/o\ watt 1 sheds.

from its confluence with the Molochna. This group of kurgans was slated for exca-

vation and removal in a salvage archaeology project in order to make way for a

planned program of large-scale agricultural irrigation.
2 Kurgan 5, the largest of

the group, was dubbed the “Chynhul Kurgan” (or “Chingul Kurgan” in Russian)

by the excavators. Early nineteenth-century Russian maps of the region, however,

label the river as “Chungul,” more faithfully preserving its probable Turkic name,

“Çôngül.”3 The name has the meaning of“marshy ground” or “quagmire” in Otto-

man Turkish, probably in reference to the wetlands abutting its confluence with

the Tokmak River to form the Molochna. 4 The name also reflects the fact that the

area lay within Turkic nomadic territory well into the modern era. Reverting to the

earlier name, then, we will henceforth refer to the mound as the Chungul Kurgan.

Prior to its excavation, the Chungul Kurgan still maintained its native steppe

flora, having never been ploughed for cultivation. The mound stood some 5.8

meters above the modern ground level and extended to a maximum diameter of

68 meters. 5 By the end of the 1981 excavation season, the entire volume of earth

from the kurgan had been removed and the field leveled.
6 In the process of excava-

tion, the archaeologists uncovered nine prehistoric burials, with dates spanning the

Eneolithic period to the Late Bronze Age. 7 Such reuse of extant grave sites over the

longue durée seems to have been relatively common in the ancient history of the
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2

Chungul Kurgan trench, 1981.

Photograph Y. Rassamakin

3A

Plan of Chungul Kurgan with

medieval burial shaded at center.

Drawing Y. Rassamakin

3B

Section (A-A) of Chungul Kurgan

showing prehistoric mound profiles

(1-3), medieval perimeter ditch (4),

burial pit (5), profile of first phase

of medieval mound ( 6 ), fill layer

covering horse burials ( 7 ) , first ritual

platform (8), stone foundations of

ritual structures (9 ), and modern

robber’s tunnel ( 10 ) . Drawing Y.

Rassamakin

steppe. Kurgans, being prominent features in an otherwise open landscape, often

attracted multiple subsequent burials over centuries or even millennia. 8 A com-

pletely unexpected discovery, however, was the medieval burial found sunk into the

earth near the center of the mound, disturbing three of the earlier burials ( Fig. 3A ).

The contour of the last Bronze Age phase of the mound was clearly visible in the

excavation thanks to a layer of compacted vegetation; it measured approximately

1.5 meters high with a diameter approximately 55 to 56 meters. The cross section

makes clear that the medieval burial used the earlier kurgan as a platform for a mas-

sively enlarged mound, nearly quadrupling its height ( Figs. 2,3A and 3B )

.

The excavation also clarified that the medieval burial was carried out in stages

over a period of months or even years, likely connected to various funeral ritu-

als. 9 The first stage was the digging of a surrounding ditch beyond the perimeter of

the Bronze Age mound, marking the territory of the burial as a Turkic sacral space

(
qoruq ). The tumulus was enlarged by building up layers of carefully laid blocks of

cut sod in five ramparts around the sides of the mound, leaving five ramp-like pas-

sages for access to the center of the kurgan. The burial pit itselfwas inserted into the

older mound and extended into the native earth below it. The pit had a stepped pro-

file, with an upper part measuring 2.1 meters wide by 4.35 meters long by 3.8 meters

deep, while the lower part, which contained the wooden coffin, extended another
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-390

4

4

Plan of burial pit showing deceased

and grave goods. Drawing Y.

Rassamakin and T. Y. Hoshko

1.25 meters deep. Examination of the skeleton by a paleopathologist indicated that

the deceased was a tall and muscular male of about 55-60 years of age.
10 Based on

the arrangement of the burial goods in the wooden coffin, the body must have

been placed in the coffin before being lowered into the pit. The grave goods were

packed tight around the body, including a suite of arms and armor, multiple sets of

clothing, two silver cups, and ornaments in gold and silver (Fig. 4). After the cover-

ing of the coffin, ritual offerings of mutton were added to the pit, as well as ceramic

vessels: amphorae for wine or possibly kumiss (fermented mare’s milk), and a bot-

tle and albarello most likely containing aromatic or pharmacological substances.

The subsequent covering of the pit at its intermediate level and again at its top

would have been followed by a ritual feast, on which occasion five horses were sac-

rificed. Their fully caparisoned remains were laid out alongside the grave pit. Shat-

tered fragments of amphorae at this level testify to the ritual drinking. The entire
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area of the burial was subsequently covered with a balf-meter-tbick layer of soil

and clay to form a platform about 6 meters square. Here a small, light structure

was erected. The horse skull found here in the excavations suggests a “scarecrow”

consisting of a diagonally planted pole with a horse's head at its upper end, draped

in the skin of a horse. Such a temporary construction atop a burial is attested in

historical and ethnographic sources. 11 At this time, the filling of the access paths

would have begun. The excavation of one of these filled passages— the one leading

to the eastern opening— uncovered a human skeleton, possibly an indication of

a sacrifice sealing this phase of the ritual. The horse skull found in the ditch at the

eastern opening of the passage could have belonged to a second “scarecrow.” After

an indefinite period in the open, this phase would have been covered with another

layer of earth that filled the entire interior area defined by the sod ramparts, about

30 meters in diameter. One or two structures with stone foundations were erected

at this level, which also revealed the remains of a fire pit connected to the commem-

orative rituals. At the conclusion of these ceremonies, the fire was extinguished.

Afterwards, the structures on the upper platform appear to have been intention-

ally dismantled, and the platform was covered by almost two meters of earth. The

tumulus was topped off to form a truncated cone some 60 meters in diameter by

6-7 meters high.

The archaeological evidence for the funerary rituals is clearly of major interest,

and will serve to help refine the interpretation of the burial as a whole. Here, how-

ever, our focus will be on the dress of the deceased. Despite its uneven state of pres-

ervation, the surviving fragments of costume buried with the medieval “prince” 12

suggest ways of understanding his nomadic culture both in terms of its native ele-

ments and in terms of cross-cultural interaction. 13
Just as the archaeology of the

mound presents a dramatic picture of nomadic religious ritual on the edge of the

Orthodox Christian and Islamic worlds, so the textiles from the Chungul Kurgan

bring to light a particular set of negotiations between the sartorial heritage of the

steppe and the iconography of rulership among the nomads’ sedentary neighbors.

The Kipcak Nomads

The datable artifacts from the excavation range from the mid-twelfth century or

even earlier to just after the turn of the thirteenth century. 14 Based on the termi-

nus post quem provided by the grave goods, the nature of the burial rites, and the

geographic location of the burial, the deceased can be linked with confidence to

the Kipcak nomads. The Kipcaks (also spelled Qipcaqs), known in the Slavic lan-

guages as Polovtsy and in Latin and Greek as Cumani / Kopctvoi were a confedera-

tion of Turkic nomads. Their origins are obscure, but they possibly emerged from

a sub-confederation of the Kimäk (Kimek) tribal union in Siberia. 15 By the later
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part of the eleventh century, they had made their appearance in Western histories

as a menace to the Peceneg tribes of the northern Black Sea steppe. At the battle of

Levounion in Thrace in 1091, the combined forces of the Byzantines under Alexios I

Komnenos and a mercenary army of Kipcak warriors effectively destroyed the mili-

tary capacity of the Pecenegs. 16 The Kipcaks subsequently dominated the steppe

zone of present-day southern Russia, Ukraine, and Romania until their confedera-

tion was, in its turn, crushed by the invading Mongols in t237-38. 17 They appear

frequently in the chronicles of the cities of Kyivan Rus’ as raiders who loot towns,

monasteries, and churches. 18 Under the year 1147, the Hypatian Chronicle describes

the pillaging of the Church of the Holy Ascension at PutivP by the Kjpcak allies of

Sviatoslav Ol’govich, who took silver vessels, altar cloths, and gold-embroidered

liturgical vestments. 19

Despite their reputation as marauders, the Kipcaks were widely recruited by

their sedentary neighbors as mercenaries and palace guards. Their leaders inter-

married with the ruling houses of the kingdoms bordering Kipcak nomadic terri-

tory. Marital ties with the Riurikids of Kyivan Rus’ were widespread, often as a seal

to truce arrangements. Among examples of such alliances, the son of Ihor Svia-

toslavych, Volodymyr, married a daughter of the Mpcak leader Koncak, and Yurii

Dolgorukii, son of Volodymyr Monomakh, took as wife the daughter of the head

of the Aepa/Ay-oba clan. 20 Mstyslav Mstyslavych of Halych was son-in-law of the

Kipcak leader Kotian, who would later lead a remnant of the Kipcaks into exile in

Hungary. 21 Marriage alliances existed not only with the Orthodox Christian ruling

families of Kyivan Rus’, Georgia, 22 and Bulgaria, 23 but also with the Muslim Tur-

kic Khwaräzmshähs. 24 The Georgian state was thus available as a refuge to Kipcak

tribes fleeing the steppe campaigns ofVolodymyr Monomakh in the early years of

the twelfth century. 25 Only a few decades later, the alliance with the Rus’ princes had

been restored to sufhcient strength that the Rus’ refused to allow the Mongol van-

guard to impose suzerainty on the Kipcaks. This refusal to comply with the divide

et impera tactics of the Mongols led to the disastrous confrontation at Kalka in r223,

where the allied Rus’ and Kipcak forces were crushed by the Mongol army. 26 So

despite their identification as barbarous pagan outsiders in most historical texts of

the period, the Kipcaks could, when needed, draw on their status as elite members

of a number of ruling dynasties. The insider/outsider identity of the Kipcaks will

prove important in attempting to read the intention behind the medieval burial

complex of the Chungul Kurgan and the selection of its contents.

Several aspects of the interment are familiar from excavation of other Kipcak

burials: the presence of horses and their equipment, the binding of the feet, the

inclusion of a straightened metal torque (known as a grivna/hryvnia, from the

medieval unit of exchange, in current Russian and Ukrainian archaeological pub-
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lications), and the enclosure of the body and armor in a wooden coffin. Horses

and horse equipment seem to be a recurring feature of Kipcak graves. 27 The thir-

teenth-century Cistercian chronicler Aubry of Trois-Fontaines reports the burial

of a Kipcak leader in a tumulus outside the wails of Constantinople, accompanied

into the afterlife by eight human warriors and no fewer than twenty-six horses. 28

Even allowing for substantial exaggeration in Aubry’s account, no corresponding

tumulus has yet come to light in modern excavations at Istanbul. Another Kipcak

grave from the Molochna river system of southern Ukraine, excavated in 1985, was

accompanied by the deposition of a wooden cart as well as a saddle, stirrups, and

bridle hardware. 29 The binding of the feet is attested in a few other Turkic burial

contexts, including an unpublished Kipcak burial; at the Chungul Kurgan, the feet

were bound with a gold chain. 30 The spiral-twisted gold grivna , or torque, found

in the right hand of the deceased, is paralleled in other Kipcak burial contexts in

both silver and iron, although no other gold example is known from the steppe

region.31 Despite the very rich inventory of the Chungul burial, it lacks the kinds of

utilitarian vessels, particularly cooking vessels of bronze, that are typical of other

excavated Kipcak graves. 32 Although one must allow for the fact that most other

high-status graves have been robbed, these aspects of the grave inventory are, at

present, unique, and establish the elite status of the deceased.

The occupation history of this area of the Pontic steppe leaves little doubt that

the burial should be associated with the Kipcak nomads. The spectacular finds

from the Chungul Kurgan also highlight the range of contacts of the Kipcaks in

general and of the deceased in particular. The burial contained metalwork ofWest-

ern European origin, textiles and enameled metalwork from Byzantium, arms and

armor from Rus’, ceramics from Syria, Anatolia, and Tauric Chersonesos, as well

as works likely to have been made in the local Turkic milieu. As noted above, the

objects with datable comparative material indicate that the burial itself can be no

earlier than the beginning of the thirteenth century, while the consolidation of

Mongol control in the region after 1237 makes the construction of such an impres-

sive tomb by the conquered Kipcaks intrinsically unlikely. The plausible window

for the burial is thus roughly a quarter century, beginning circa 1210 and ending in

1238, the date of Batu Khan’s final conquest of the Pontic steppe {Dasht-i Kipcak ).
33

Textiles from the Chungul Kurgan

Among the burial goods, the textiles are of prime importance, not only for their

richness but also because of their rarity for this period. We have the partial remains

of at least four ensembles.34 One set of robes, consisting of a silk caftan and a light

inner tunic, was worn by the deceased in his burial ( Figs. 5A, B ). Another group of

at least two separate caftans, possibly also including lighter inner tunics, was found
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5A

Burial caftan in situ, detail showing

embroidery on torso. Photograph

V. I. Klochko

5B

Burial caftan in situ, detail showing

lower part of caftan on body.

PhotographV. I. Klochko

folded up in a bundle under the armor at his side (Fig. 6). Still another set of gar-

ments was folded near the warrior’s feet ( Fig. 7). Of the last, we have only the silver-

gilt appliqués that were once sewn onto the collar and waist of the light under-tunic,

and remains of the heavy silk-and-gold fabric ribbon that once trimmed the hem

of a caftan.

The Burial Caftan

The first impression of the costumes from the Chungul Kurgan is one of astonish-

ing luxury. All the preserved textiles from the garments are of silk, lavishly trimmed

with gold embroidery, pearls, gilt appliqués, and applied bands woven of silk and

gold. The caftan buried on the body was made from heavy silk compound twill (i.e.,
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6

Caftan fragments from garment

bundle under armor in situ.

PhotographV. I. Klochko

7

Remains of garments folded at feet.

Photograph V. I. Klochko

8

Reconstruction of burial caftan.

Drawing M. G. Stepan and C. Weller

9

“Candelabrum” ribbon. Photograph

D. V. Klochko

samite), of which relatively little survived the ravages of seven centuries of burial

in a steppe climate. As the garment is in such fragmentary condition, it may be best

understood with the help of a diagram (Fig. 8). It was trimmed at the waist and at

the circumference of the hem with elaborate woven bands of gold and silk. The

band at the waist was ornamented with a diagonal basket-weave pattern, while that

at the hem bears a pattern of repeating candelabra or stylized trees of life against

a basket-weave background of gold thread (Fig. 9). A short section of the latter

ribbon is also set into the waistband of the caftan at its center.35 Further pieces of

the same metallic ribbon made up a triangular gore under the proper right arm,

although this did not survive the process of excavation. Another metallic ribbon

4 centimeters wide, which did not survive excavation, ran down the spine of the

caftan from the collar to the waist. Similar gold-and-silk bands are familiar from

the trimmings of both medieval liturgical vestments and robes of state preserved in

Western Europe. Sometimes mistakenly classed as tablet-weaving, these are based

on a compound twill structure with supplementary metallic wefts. Numerous

European examples of the twelfth century have technical as well as stylistic char-

acteristics that suggest they share a common origin with the Chungul fragments.36
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The front of the burial caftan and its sleeves are decorated with bands of fig-

urai embroidery. A band of indigo-dyed silk samite 12 centimeters wide runs from

the collar to the waist of the caftan and serves as the ground for the embroidered

decoration of silk, gold, and pearls. This band was interrupted at the waist by an

inset panel of metallic ribbon in the “candelabra” pattern mentioned above, as well

as by the waistband of basket-weave-patterned metallic twill. The embroideries

resumed below the waist and continued as far as the hem of the skirt. Further pan-

els of embroidery, measuring 24 by 24 centimeters, ornamented the sleeves near the

shoulders, and narrower bands of 6 by 24 centimeters width decorated the cuffs.

The embroidered decoration of all these pieces consists of roundels, about 4 centi-

meters in diameter, with human faces depicted in the center ( Fig. 10). The silk faces

are surrounded by a background of couched gold thread, in turn surrounded by

elaborate braids of twisted gold thread with pearl stringing. The braids and pearls

are shaped into interlaced strapwork knots between the roundels, which appear in

a band down the front of the garment and in other bands on the sleeves and at the

cuffs. In the interstices of these knots are raised, silver-gilt plaques in two shapes:

squares measuring 2 millimeters across and half-arch forms measuring 2 by 6 mil-

limeters. The latter shape had to be manufactured in complementary pairs, left-fac-

ing and right-facing, a fact which strongly suggests that they were made expressly

for employment in this embroidered decor. Each plaque is in turn surrounded by

pearl stringing. The estimated total count of pearls on the garment is over 35,000

pearls ofjust over a millimeter diameter each ( Fig. 11).37

The form of the embroidered decoration on the burial caftan agrees well with

representations (for such are all we have recourse to) of the Byzantine loros, the

jeweled scarf that was among the most prominent insignia of the imperial ward-
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“Loros” embroidery. Photograph

D.V. Klochko

li

Detail of“loros” embroidery showing

gold wire knot with pearl stringing

and silver-gilt plaques. Photograph

D. V. Klochko

12

The Emperor Alexander (r. 912-13).

Mosaic. Hagia Sophia, Istanbul.

Photograph Dumbarton Oaks,

Photographic and Fieldwork Archive

13

Belt buckles from the Chungul

Kurgan. Photographs D. V. Klochko

robe (Fig. 12). Like later forms of the loros, the embroidered band is permanently

attached to the underlying garment, and includes discrete patches at the shoulders

and cuffs coordinated to the decoration of the vertical element.38
It also maintains

the typical division of the design into square compartments. On the other hand,

no part of the excavated garment seems to correspond to the free-hanging portion

that should pass over the left arm from behind the back. Furthermore, we have no

other depiction of an imperial lows with figurai embroidery.39 The closest one may

come to such a loros with embroidered faces in surviving Byzantine iconography is

the depiction of Saint Kyriakë (literally, “Saint Sunday”) in imperial dress, wearing

a loros decorated with personifications of the other days of the week.40 The corre-

spondence to Byzantine imperial dress, then, is close, but not absolute.

Belts

The caftan with its /oros-like decoration was worn over a lighter, long-sleeved

garment of uncertain cut, presumably a tunic. Its applied ornament of silver-gilt

plaques survives at the collar and cuffs, while the underlying silk fabric is almost

entirely lost. The inner and outer garments were secured with belts bearing par-

cel-gilt silver buckles (Fig. 13). The inner tunic was secured with the more elabo-

rate of the two belts, its buckle plate decorated with a siren cast in high relief. The

work strongly recalls elements of the yet more elaborate silver buckle from the

Dune Treasure found in Gotland, Sweden, probably dating to the first decades of

the thirteenth century. 41 The buckle securing the outer caftan is more difficult to

date. Similar belt buckles appear through much of the thirteenth century both in

the archaeological record and in sculptural representations such as tomb effigies.
42

Among the handful ofsurviving silver buckles of early thirteenth-century date is the

belt buckle of Saint Elizabeth, Queen of Hungary, still preserved as a relic together

with its woven belt of silk and gold. 43 Elizabeth’s ownership of the belt is attested

as early as the fifteenth century, so it is quite likely that it indeed belonged to her

before her death in 1231.44 A third buckle, bearing traces of enamel, was found on a

belt with an attached knife near the right shoulder of the deceased, unconnected to

the surviving garments. It can be compared to a buckle of Limoges production in

Vienna, dating to the end of the twelfth century.45 Together, the collection ot three
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Band with pseudo-Kufic inscription

from armor. Photograph Y.

Rassamakin

Shield and Bowcase

Adjacent to the body were fragments of straps for the wearing of the round shield

and the bowcase, these decorated with gold and silk woven bands bearing pseudo-

Kufic inscriptions (Fig. 14). These inscribed bands of course recall the use oitiräz

textile bands adorned with the name of an Islamic ruler or, later, pious inscrip-

tions in Arabic that were given as gifts by various Muslim courts. The patterns were

widely imitated in textiles and costume of the Mediterranean world, including Byz-

antium, in the eleventh through thirteenth centuries. 49 The ribbons with pseudo-

Kufic inscriptions are technically similar to the silk-and-gold bands trimming the

garments,50 and they may share a common regional origin, likely in the central or

eastern Mediterranean.

Folded Caftans

A bundle consisting of at least two further silk caftans was found folded up beneath

elements of the armor. Gold and pearl embroidery was also a feature of these gar-

ments. Unfortunately, in the earliest phases of conservation carried out in the early

1980s, the layers of this textile bundle were separated one from another without the

direct supervision of the excavator. In the process, much evidence for the original

relationships among the various parts was lost.
51 One of the larger fragments bears

figurai embroidery, including the lower halfofthe figure of an archangel with pearl-

buckles tends to confirm the supposed date of burial in the early part of the thir-

teenth century. The simple, outer buckle has provided the thorniest issues in terms

of its dating. The specialized monograph on Western medieval belt buckles by Ilse

Fingerlin in fact re-dates the similar Saint Elizabeth belt to the mid-thirteenth cen-

tury on the basis of the earliest depictions of buckles of this type in sculpture, which

date to circa 1240. 46 Not only should logic dictate that the manufacture of actual

objects precede their representation in other media, but one may in fact posit a

delay of about two decades between the rise of a new fashion and its first depiction

in art. 47 Furthermore, as a rule, medieval fashions originate at the elite level in pre-

cious material and are subsequently imitated in media of lesser value, rather than

the other way around. 48 The fact that all three buckles are of heavy silver, and that

one of the three is linked by its form to a relic of a sainted royal, again confirms the

elite rank of the burial and argues for a date early in the thirteenth century.
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Archangel and donor embroideries

from caftan fragment under armor.

Photograph D. V. Klochko

16

G. G. Gagarin drawing of

destroyed fresco of Manuel I Megas

Komnenos from the Church of

Hagia Sophia at Trebizond. After

Sobranie vizantiiskikh, gruzinskikh

i drevnerusskikh ornamentov i

pamiatnikov arkhitektury / Receuil

d’ornements et d’architecture

byzantines, géorgiens et russes ( St.

Petersburg, 1897-1903 ), PI. 25

ornamented wings ( Fig. 15 ), possibly forming part of the back ofthe caftan to which

it was attached. Embroidery of sacred figures on liturgical veils and priestly vest-

ments is attested in Byzantium from the twelfth century. 52 We also have at least one

piece ofevidence for the use ofsacred images on Byzantine court costume. 53A fresco

of the emperor of the Byzantine principality of Trebizond, Manuel I Megas Kom-

nenos (r. 1238-63), showed him wearing a garment with a large medallion image

of Saint Eugenios on the chest. Now lost, the fresco was recorded in descriptions

and in a drawing of the nineteenth century (Fig. 16 ).
54 So, just as the caftan on the

body of the deceased can be paralleled with the Byzantine loros , the caftan with the

large archangel can also be connected with Byzantine traditions of court dress. Both

caftans, moreover, are constructed of silk samite, the complex, compound weave

widely found among documented Byzantine textiles exported to the West in the

Middle Ages. 55 At first glance, then, one might take the caftans for imports or direct

imitations of Byzantine court dress of the late twelfth or early thirteenth century.

Foreign Parallels and Native Adaptation

The first impression of the deceased from the Chungul Kurgan is that he was bur-

ied with the sartorial trappings of power traditional among the great surround-

ing cultures: Byzantium and its Slavic and Caucasian satellites, the polities of the

Islamic world, and the Latin West. Among the elements of his dress and accou-

trements are echoes of the tiräz of Islamic courts, the belts that were significant

emblems of rank in the medieval West as well as in the Islamic world, and figurai
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Burial caftan, detail showing pleating

at waist of skirt. Photograph D. V.

Klochko
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embroidery associated with Byzantine liturgical and court dress. On the one hand,

the pattern of the embroideries on the burial caftan recalls the loros worn as part of

the costume of the Byzantine emperors; on the other hand, we have the constituent

elements of the traditional Islamic khila , or robes of honor. 56 With a closer look,

however, one sees more clearly the way these various elements are adapted and

reshaped to nomadic usage.

Most saliently, there is the caftan form itself, with full pleated skirts reaching to

the knees. Both of the reconstructable fragments from the burial are gathered at

the waist into hundreds of tiny pleats that would have made for a very roomy skirt

well adapted to straddling a saddle on horseback (Fig. 17). Although Byzantium

adapted a form ofthe caftan under the Hellenized name of kabbadion, it was a long,

close-fitting garment reaching to mid-calf. It appears as early as the later twelfth

century in the frescoes of the church of the Floly Anargyroi at Kastoria, in Greece.

There the donor portrait of John, son of Theodore Lemniotes, painted circa 1180,

shows him clad in a caftan-like garment with elbow-length sleeves, fastening in the

middle of the front and secured with a buckled belt. It is worn over a tight-fitting,

long-sleeved garment. 57 The silver repoussé frame of an icon in the Tretiakov Gal-

lery in Moscow, from around the turn of the fourteenth century, shows the donor

Constantine Akropolites clad in such a garment, in this case with its hem reaching

to the ankles. The buttoning of the caftan up the front opening is clearly shown as

a series of prominent bosses on the gilded silver image, while the pleats at the waist

are represented by incised lines ( Fig. 18 ).
58 Such garments clearly represent borrow-

ings from Turkic, Persian, and Central Asian fashions in Byzantine dress, which

was traditionally based on various sorts of tunics ( i.e., garments pulled on over the

head) and mantles. 59 The very name kabbadion (from the Persian qabd) betrays its

foreign origin, which was also acknowledged by Byzantine authors on court pro-
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Constantine Akropolites, detail from

icon frame, ca. 1300. Silver. State

Tret’iakov Gallery, Moscow, inv.

no. 22722, OS 118. After A. V. Bank,

ByzantineArt in the Collections of

SovietMuseums ( Leningrad: Aurora,

1977 ).% 245

tocol.
60

It likely entered Byzantine fashion through the medium of nomadic mer-

cenaries and palace guards, eventually being adopted by the Greek population. 61

In the context of Islamic robes of honor, the qabä, or caftan, was distinctly the gar-

ment of military officials. Civilians, even of the highest rank, wore the kamis , or

tunic, rather than the caftan.
62

Furthermore, both partially preserved caftans from the Chungul Kurgan are

lined with fur of the marten ( Martes species). The Kipcaks of the steppe were a

link in the trade networks for furs from the tribal peoples of what is now north-

ern Russia and western Siberia to the Mediterranean and Western Europe. 63 Luxury

fur linings— marten generally and especially its most prized variety, sable— were

themselves signs of rank. The Mamluk rulers of Syria and Egypt, themselves former

Kipcak slaves captured in this very region and sold into servitude in the Mediter-

ranean, continued to wear— and be depicted wearing— fur-lined caftans in their

new, Middle Eastern territories.64

In this respect they followed the widespread iconography of Turkic rulers and

military leaders of this era, who are universally depicted in caftans regardless of the

location in which they held rank or power. By contrast, civil officials are depicted

wearing tunics. This sartorial coding of representations of civil versus military sta-

tus and authority is present throughout the visual record of the twelfth to thirteenth

centuries in the central Islamic lands. The distinction is illustrated in manuscript

copies of al-Hariri's Maqamat of the first part of the thirteenth century, for exam-

ple in the two closely related copies, now in Istanbul and St. Petersburg, where the

amir or military personage is inevitably shown wearing a tailored coat or caftan,

while the judge— being a civil official— wears a tunic. 65 Likewise, the double-page

painting showing a mosque scene in a Maqamat copy of 1237 juxtaposes a preacher

in a tunic on the right with an amir wearing a caftan on the left.
66 The court scenes

represented in a copy of the Kitäb al-Diryäq
,
probably painted in the lazira, make

the same distinction, while the famous representations of Badr al-Din Lulu, the

Kurdish atabeg of Mosul in the early thirteenth century, show him in a caftan. 67

The ubiquitous depictions of rulers and courtiers in tailored coats are a feature

of Kashan-produced ceramics. 68 This visual record shows coats closing variously

to the left, to the right, and at the center, in contrast to the significance accorded

to the direction of the closure in the accounts of Western travelers. lohn of Plano

Carpini refers to the habit among the nomadic Turks of wearing caftans cut with

the opening on the left, and William of Rubruck notes that the opening to the left or

to the right differentiates “Tartars” (i.e., Mongols) from the Türks ( i.e., Kipcaks). 69

Regardless of these details, it is clear that, rather than being imitations of the robes

of state of sedentary empires, the caftans from the Chungul Kurgan burial reflect a

nomadic and Turkic military identity through their cut and materials. 70
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While the caftan was a form of garment shared by the Kipcaks and the Byzan-

tines by the period of the Chungul Kurgan burial, the decoration of the two caf-

tans described above complicates the correspondence. The Byzantine loros , which

seems to have inspired the decoration of the burial caftan, was an accessory not of

any sort of caftan but of a tunic, that is, a garment pulled on over the head. Details

of the construction of the garments that have emerged from recent scientific inves-

tigation shed further light on the question of native traditions versus foreign imita-

tion. The analysis by our textile conservator in Kyiv, Maria Stepan, reveals that the

partially preserved caftans were assembled out of a virtual patchwork of textiles

of differing weaves and weights. Dye analysis performed in a forensic laboratory

in Kyiv has indicated differing colorants among the textiles from various parts of

the garments. The collar and placket of the burial caftan, both of which were faced

with an almost continuous row of silver-gilt plaques, yielded the chemical signa-

ture for bromide from the fragments of purple silk supporting the appliqués. The

presence of this ion may indicate that this silk was dyed with true, murex purple,

a rare commodity at any period. 71 In the construction of their robes of state, the

Palermo workshops of the Normans and Hohenstaufens seem to have conserved

textiles dyed with murex purple almost obsessively, confining their use to the most

visible areas of the garment. 72 Given that the purple fabric is, in this case, obscured

by the silver ornaments, it is almost certain that these fragments were reused from

an earlier garment or hanging.

Also among the surviving textiles are several fragments found lining the hem

of a garment that was folded up near the feet of the deceased. Most of the gar-

ment was lost to decay, but narrow strips remain of a once-splendid textile with a

woven pattern of elephants surrounded by a border of fantastical creatures within

pearled roundels ( Fig. 19). It appears to be a type of lampas73— a technique which

developed in the late eleventh and twelfth centuries. 74 The textile must therefore

date somewhat later in the chronology of Byzantine silk weaving than the famous

elephant silk from the tomb of Charlemagne, datable to the tenth or early elev-

enth century, which is ofcompound twill weave.75 One can compare the spectacular

brocaded silk lampas with griffins from the cathedral of Sens, a work surely to be

attributed to a Byzantine court workshop around the turn of the twelfth century,

or, closer to the design of the Chungul fragment, a poorly preserved silk with ele-

phants, senmurvs, and winged horses from the grave ofArchbishop Arnold of Trier

(d. 1183). Despite the twelfth-century date of the grave in which it was found, the

Trier textile probably dates to the eleventh century.76 At the Chungul Kurgan, we

are again likely looking at a case of a textile at least a century older than the burial it

was found in, used as a reinforcing lining in a place where it would have been com-

pletely hidden.
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Elephant-patterned silk from

lining of caftan at feet of deceased.

Photograph Y. Rassamakin

20

Manuel I Komnenos and Maria of

Antioch, dated 1166. Vat. gr. 1176, fol.

Hr. Photograph Biblioteca Apostolica

Vaticana

As has already been pointed out, the disposition and decorative scheme of the

embroideries on the caftan worn by the deceased strongly recall aspects of the loros ,

the ceremonial scarf of the Byzantine emperors. No lows survives from Byzantium,

but its evolution can be traced in pictorial sources. Its origins lie in the ornamental

border of the consular toga picta of the late Roman empire. By the seventh century,

it had become an independent ornament consisting of a scarf (the literal transla-

tion of loros) some 6 meters in length, wrapped around the body in imitation of

the earlier wrapping of the toga.77 Like the toga picta, the loros was worn over a

tunic. It was draped over the shoulders in a Y-shape, with a long trailing end that

was worn hanging over the wearer’s left arm. By the middle of the tenth century, a

simplified form of the lows was introduced, which, having an opening at the neck,

could be pulled on over the tunic rather than painstakingly wrapped. 78 This latter

form of the loros must have been rather longer in back than in the front (about

180-190 centimeters in back compared to 120-130 centimeters in front ) to allow for

the tail to be brought around and draped over the left forearm. Over the course of

the twelfth through fourteenth centuries, the lows came to be not only coordinated

with the decoration of the tunic worn with it, but actually attached to the underly-

ing garment. Thus in its final form, it would have consisted of areas of embroidered

appliqués on the front, back, and shoulders of the garment, with only the portion

reaching from the back over the left arm remaining as a free-hanging element ( Fig.

20 ). Assuming that it was connected to the imperial garments somewhere near the

small of the back, this free-hanging length of the loros can be estimated at 130 cen-

timeters. Until the Palaiologan period (1261-1453), the characteristic decoration

of the lows consisted of a grid or diaper pattern of squares, often with pearled out-
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lines, with round or square gems in their centers .
79 Often the borders of the loros are

shown supporting further pendant gems or pearls.

One very puzzling aspect of the embroidered medallions on the burial caftan is

that the embroidered faces in the fifth row down from the collar are upside down,

with the resumption of upright orientation in the following rows (Fig. 21). Another

such reversal of direction can be detected in the fragmentary roundels cut off by the

inset metallic ribbon at the waist. These changes in the orientation of the faces are

difficult to explain away as an artist’s error. If we consider the possibility, however,

that the band ofembroidery was reused from an earlier costume, there are potential

explanations. If, as seems possible, the embroideries were once worn as an actual

lows , there are several points at which the orientation of the decoration on the band

would have to shift to appear consistently upright to the viewer. One notes, in par-

ticular, the draping of the loros over the left forearm, necessitating a brief shift in

the orientation of decoration over the portion draped between the forearm and the

chest. While we have not been able to reach any conclusion as to whom the embroi-

dered portraits are meant to represent, they may be assumed to be sufficiently sig-

nificant that the maintenance of an upright orientation would have been desirable.

The reversal of direction of the embroidered faces strongly suggests an earlier and

original use of the embroideries elsewhere on an actual loros. Furthermore the

length of the embroidered band on the front of the caftan, at approximately 100

centimeters, could easily have come from the free-hanging portion of a loros, on

which such reversals of orientation might be expected to occur.

It should be noted, in this connection, that the loros was widely adopted by the

neighbors and successor states of Byzantium for the presentation of their rulers in

art. That these images reflected the usage of actual costumes is attested by Theodore

Metochites in the last decade of the thirteenth century: he reports being received by

King Milutin of Serbia, who was dressed in garments studded with gold and gems

in the imperial manner.

80
In fact, it has been demonstrated that the fourteenth-

century stola of the Ffoly Roman Emperors, itself a remodeled piece of the Norman

coronation regalia, was meant to be wrapped as a loros. When arranged this way,

the seemingly haphazard orientation of the brocaded eagles on the stola is resolved,

with all of the motifs appearing upright to the viewer. 8
’ If the embroideries of the

Chungul Kurgan burial caftan indeed came from a loros, it need not necessarily

have originated in Constantinople.

On the caftan found folded up beneath the armor, the embroidered image of

an archangel and a small donor figure at first suggested to the investigators a frag-

ment of a larger composition occupying an entire side of the torso of the caftan .

82

As with the embroidered medallions on the burial caftan, the embroidered faces

do not align in the expected direction: the donor figure faces away from the arch-
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Detail of figure 10 showing inverted

heads in embroidered “loros” band.

Photograph D.V. Klochko

22

Detail of figure 15 showing cut

through donor arm and inscription.

Photograph D.V. Klochko

angel at whose feet he stands, contrary to iconographie norms. The accompanying

inscription in Slavonic characters is too fragmentary to be readily deciphered .

83 The

panel of embroidery is framed on both sides by narrow ribbons bearing a series of

hemispherical, silver-gilt bosses. When this ribbon was lifted from the edge of the

embroidery, it was discovered that the embroidery had been cut right across the

hands of the donor figure as well as through a letter of the inscription (Fig. 22).

Close examination revealed that the ornamental panel of vegetal ornament below

the archangel’s footstool was executed on a lighter-weight fabric than that support-

ing the embroidery of the figures. This textile was doubled-over to match the gauge

of the much heavier silk underlying the archangel embroidery.

84 The joining of the

two different weights of silk fabric— on the reverse by a carefully executed, turned-

under seam— would have taken place at the time of the original execution of the

embroidery. Based on the orientation of the donor figure, there must have been a

further figure or figures in the center of the original embroidered panel, toward

whom the donor’s gaze was directed. Most likely, the composition took the form

of a deesis , in which the image of Christ would have been flanked by one or more

pairs of intercessors, such as the holy Archangels Michael and Gabriel .
85 The physi-

cal examination of the edge of the embroidery made clear, then, that these were

not integral parts of a robe of state but rather reused fragments, probably from an

ecclesiastical embroidery such as an altar cloth.

The silk and metallic ribbons used extensively to trim all the surviving Chun-

gul caftans are technically and iconographically similar to examples known from

the Mediterranean world, as has already been observed. Their disposition on the
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Kipcak statue, twelfth-thirteenth

century. Stone. Kherson Regional

Museum, Kherson. Drawing after

Pletneva, Polovetskie kamennye

izvaianiia, pi. 71, 12

caftans, however, mirrors the way decorative trimmings are indicated on Kipcak

stone statues found in the Pontic steppe ( balbal or bolvaiv, popularly known by

their Russian name as kamennye baby )}
6 Although these statues are generally very

weathered and lack fine detail, in many instances one can discern patterned bands

of cloth trimming the opening of the caftan along the center line of the chest, as

well as the waist, sides, and spine ( Fig. 23 ). We cannot be sure of the exact nature of

these bands, but the finds of woven silk and gold bands elsewhere in the region may

indicate that they were prized among the Kipcak elite.
87 Gold trimmings in similar

positions also appear on the costumes of Georgian rulers in their official portrai-

ture. In frescoes of the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, the members of the

Bagrationi dynasty depicted themselves sometimes in the long Byzantine tunic and

loros, sometimes in caftans trimmed at the openings and hems with gold-woven

bands.88
It is worth noting, however, that the two styles, while they appear side by

side in Georgian fresco painting, are never blended in a single portrait: the loros

and the caftan are never worn together. The caftan from the Chungul Kurgan is,

therefore, exceptional. Furthermore, the opening of the caftan, which is perfectly

centered whenever indicated on the stone figures, is in the case of the burial caftan

offset several centimeters to the left in order to accommodate the reused loros.

A feature of the tailoring of at least two of the Chungul caftans is the narrow rib-

bon with silver-gilt bosses that was used along all the seams of the embroidery and

woven bands. Consisting of a strip of samite 12 millimeters wide and hemmed on

its underside, it was evidently prepared with its silver ornament prior to being sewn

onto the caftans. In places, the ribbon preserves fragments of its original decora-

tion of tiny pearls ringing the individual bosses. Examination of the seams covered

by this ribbon reveals that the edges of the two pieces of fabric are generally butted

rather than turned under, and the sewing itself is carried out with a darning stitch.

The extensive use of the ornamental ribbon, for all its richness, actually conceals
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Caftan under armor, detail showing

attachment of pleated skirt to waist

(obverse and reverse). Photograph

Y. Rassamakin

hasty, even shoddy sewing. Perhaps the most astonishing discovery was the method

of attachment of the skirt of the caftan with the embroidered archangel.89 The skirt,

as has been mentioned, was meticulously gathered into hundreds of pleats each

about 3 millimeters wide. The upper part was then attached to the torso of the caf-

tan by a single line of sewing through the selvedge of the woven gold and silk ribbon

trimming the waist (Fig. 24). Although our first impression was that these cos-

tumes were adapted for life on horseback, the details of their construction present

a very different picture. The wearer could hardly have mounted a horse, let alone

ridden it, without the skirt ripping free of the body of the caftan. The likely conclu-

sion, then, is that this garment, at least, was assembled for the express purpose of

burial with the “prince.”

Toward Some Conclusions on Dress, Ritual, and Identity

Having progressed from an initial impression of the caftans from the Chungul Kur-

gan burial and some of their visual references to a close look at some of the details

of their manufacture and construction, we can begin to engage in some informed

speculation about how this clothing relates to the nomadic polity of the Kipcaks

and to its relationship with its sedentary neighbors. We know from Rus’ sources

that precious textiles were on occasion deliberately cut and distributed as largesse

in lieu of coinage. In the year 1115, on the occasion of the translation of the relics

of Saints Boris and Gleb, Volodymyr Monomakh dispersed the crowd blocking the

progress of the procession by ordering gold embroideries and brocade to be cut up

and passed out to the people along with silver coins. 90 Both earlier and later Eurasian

cultures made garments that were similarly composed of disparate elements that

arrived either as gifts, trade goods, booty or largesse. One can compare the caftans

from the well-known Caucasian site of Moschevaia Balka, which combine various

Persian, Byzantine, Chinese, and Central Asian textiles of the early medieval period
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( Fig. 25). In many of these cases, the textiles were of both high intrinsic value and

high value as signifiers of elite status, as, for example, in the case of the famous sen-

murv caftan now in the Hermitage. 91 A recently discovered Mongol-period burial in

the north Caucasus, tentatively dated to the late thirteenth through fourteenth cen-

tury, provides an important comparison.92 Here, the trousers reuse a gold and silk

embroidery of the Ascension of Christ, as is evident from the fragments of inscrip-

tion and the postures of the apostles and angels. No attention is paid, however, to

their orientation. The composition has been chopped up and used crazy-quilt fash-

ion without regard to whether the figures are vertical, sideways, or inverted. On a

spectrum of reuse running from a pole of pure opportunism, innocent of ideologi-

cal content, to the other extreme of fully conscious imitation or subversion, we can

place the application of the embroidery on the Mongol trousers at the opportunis-

tic end of the spectrum. 93 The embroidery is simply ornament; its iconography is

ignored. While anomalies in their deployment tip us off to the fact of their reuse,

the embroidery fragments on the Chungul Kurgan caftans are placed in a much

more deliberate fashion. The donor figure and inscription may be ignored, but the

large figure of the archangel, whose military status as commander of the heavenly

hosts was highlighted both in the arts of Byzantium and of Kyivan Rus’, is given

due prominence. The reused loros embroideries of the burial caftan are of course

deployed on the wrong sort of garment by Byzantine standards. They nonetheless

follow the disposition of the decorative elements of the loros costume as worn by

Byzantine emperors. The garments thus demonstrate an understanding of the lin-

gua franca of royal power in the Eastern Mediterranean zone. Elements are reused

in ways that may or may not reflect their original purpose, but remain consistent

with the way similar elements might have been deployed in their culture of origin.

The garments do not, however, directly imitate any one sartorial source, thus avoid-

ing the danger of being “pinned down” into another culture’s hierarchy of dress.

The belts give us corroborating evidence for the kind of dynamic of reuse in the

Chungul burial. Two of the three belts mentioned above were found on the body

of the deceased, connected with the inner and outer garments. The belt furnish-

ings, including the silver claddings for the tip of the belt and struts for stiffening the

fabric webbing, are typical of thirteenth-century belts from Western Europe and

the Crusader States.94 What is unusual, however, is the positions in which they were

found. In the process of excavation, the inner belt on the body was found upside

down, lying open across the hips of the deceased. The outer belt around the caf-

tan was likewise placed around the body upside down, such that the suspension

rings attached to it pointed towards the head of the deceased. In this case, the belt

was threaded through the buckle but not fastened. 95 Clearly, the belts could not

have been employed in such a position in life. The very presence of the bulky cast
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25

Torso of caftan from Moshchevaia

Balka, 19th century. Silk. State

Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg,

inv. no. KZ 6733. After Ierusalimskaia

and Borkopp, Von China nach

Byzanz, cat. no. 3

25

silver siren buckle on an inner garment is contrary to sartorial logic. Rather, the

unusual situation of the belts appears to reflect Turkic ritual practices involving

supplication to higher-ranked individuals and to deities .

96 In documents relating

to the Ttirks and Mongols, the rite of supplication involved both the removal of

the belt from the waist and its placement around the neck. Thus the Secret History

of the Mongols describes both Genghis Khan’s worship of Burqan Qaldun through

such a rite and, mutatis mutandis, his brother Qasar’s submission to Genghis Khan

himself.
97 The open belts around the waist of the body from the Chungul Kurgan

also help to make sense of the enormous round chain about the neck. Circular in

form and made of electrum mesh, its dimensions are more than adequate for it to

be regarded not as a necklace, but as a belt. Furthermore, the rings that clasp its ends

together are soldered shut in what may be another ritual act of“sealing” the body in

a state of supplication to Tangri and the gods of the afterlife. One can compare it to

the very similar belt worn by a seated figure in a Seljuk relief from Konya .

98 The two

belts of Western European manufacture, and a third perhaps of Anatolian origin,

are here also redeployed in the service of Turkic religious rites.

The evidence for reuse and haste that the detailed examination of the textiles

has uncovered nuances, rather than negates, our initial impressions. The fact that

at least one of the caftans from the burial was unlikely to have been worn in life

freights them with even more symbolic significance. On the one hand, clothing

that is “usable” only in death recalls the class of Chinese burial goods known as

“spirit articles” ( mingqi ), which are differentiated from normal objects used in life

by their non-durable construction .
99

It may also be the case that the deceased’s own

garments extant at the time of his death were reconfigured and enriched with the

addition of material from the Kipcak treasury of gifts and spolia, so that their splen-

dor might befit the dignity of his burial. In such a scenario, artisans would have
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had to work quickly to employ the embroideries and other materials they had at

hand to create the garments that would accompany the “prince” into the afterlife.

The intrinsic value of the gold- and pearl-incrusted textiles fits the larger pattern

of collection observed among the other high-value grave goods from the Chungul

Kurgan.

The caftans buried with the Kipcak“prince” present a palimpsest of nomadic,

Middle Eastern, and Mediterranean features, reflecting in their structure and deco-

ration both the inherited polity of the Kipcaks and their extensive relations with

their sedentary neighbors. On the other hand, the very associations with sedentary

kingdoms that brought the Kipcaks military aid and status, and material prosperity,

also threatened the continuity of their religious traditions. 100 Despite the advances

of Christianity ( in both its Greek and Latin forms) among the Kipcaks in the early

thirteenth century, the funerary.ritual in the Chungul Kurgan, with its sacrifices of

horses, sheep, and a human victim slain and buried at the conclusion of the burial

rite, was emphatically shamanist. 101
It was surely no accident that the Kipcak war-

rior’s burial was inserted into a pre-existing burial mound of prehistoric date, which

was then enlarged to monumental scale.
102

lust as the Western European belts were

buried inverted and unfastened to signify supplication to the shamanic gods of the

afterlife, the caftans redeploy material from the Mediterranean world in a manner

that fits the priorities of Turkic ceremonial and belief. Like the other aspects of the

burial, the caftans reassert the ancient nomadic traditions of the Kipcak confedera-

tion at a moment of crisis. They are a rare and precious testimony to nomadic self-

definition in a world soon to be submerged by the rise of the Mongol empire.
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ALICIA WALKER

PATTERNS OF FLIGHT

Middle Byzantine Adoptions ofthe Chinese Feng I Iuang Bird
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Ewer, Tang dynasty, 700-750.

Earthenware with molded decoration

and three-color ( sancai ) lead glazes,

height 32.2 cm, diameter 13 cm. The

Art Institute of Chicago. Gift of

Pauline Palmer Wood, 1970.1076.
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Abstract

Theories of artistic diffusion played a prominent role in art historical scholarship

of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, but more recently diffusionism

has fallen from favor, in part because of its association with the reductive applica-

tions of an earlier era. Yet important advances in diffusion, network, and adoption

analysis forged in the social sciences since the mid-twentieth century— which have

not yet actively impacted art historical inquiry— offer new possibilities for theo-

rizing artistic diffusion. This article evaluates diffusionism in its newer forms and

explores the usefulness of these theories for the analysis of medieval cross-cultural

artistic transmission, specifically the middle Byzantine adoption of the medieval

Chinese feng huang bird. A shift in emphasis from the rate and extent of adop-

tion to questions of how and why individual instances of adoption were carried

out features prominently in current diffusion analysis techniques and is useful for

the study of medieval luxury objects, which are typically characterized by small

sample sets of limited dissemination that nonetheless suggest varied and complex

processes of adoption. In keeping with the aims of this volume, attention is paid to

articulating methods and terminology that hold potential for application to other

subfields of premodern art history.

WHETHER SELF-CONSCIOUSLY OR NOT, art historians tend to operate accord-

ing to an assumption of diffusion, that is to say, we presume that artistic styles,

motifs, and meanings spread from one area to another and that this process can

be plotted and its significance interpreted. Theories of artistic diffusion enjoyed

popularity in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century scholarship. 1 Diffusion

continues to play a prominent role in recent studies of innovation transmission in

the fields of public health, media studies, sociology, and political science, among

others.
2 But within premodern art history and its sibling disciplines of anthropol-

ogy and archaeology, diffusionism has fallen from favor, in part because of its asso-

ciation with overly reductive, universalist applications, particularly those of the

early twentieth century.' While techniques for the analysis of diffusion phenomena

have continued to evolve in the social sciences, these methodological developments

have not been brought to bear on art historical studies.

Rudolf Wittkower’s famous study of 1939, “Eagle and Serpent: A Study in the

Migration of Symbols,” which traces a motif of animal attack across a dramatically

broad geographic, chronological, and cultural span, has come to epitomize the

shortcomings of the diffusionist approach in art history. 4 Wittkower demonstrates

an impressive command of iconography from a diversity of world cultures, arguing

that images of an eagle attacking a snake are fundamentally connected across time
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and space. He proposes that in all these contexts the motif maintained a consistent,

essential signihcance, communicating the victory of good over evil. Yet his empha-

sis on symbolic commonality causes him to neglect or minimize important differ-

ences among the various instances of the motif that may have inflected its meaning,

including their lack of stylistic unity and disparities among the contexts in which

they appeared. In addition, some of his arguments for communications between

discrete cultural and historical contexts are tenuous. Criticism of Wittkower ’s

and similarly bold applications of diffusionism is certainly well-founded. Yet the

rejection of some diffusionist methodologies does not change the fact that the phe-

nomenon of diffusion continues to be relevant to studies of cross-cultural artistic

exchange and, more recently, concepts of artistic “globalism,” “trans-culturation,”

and cultural “encounter.” 5

This essay revisits the concept.of diffusion as it relates to a case study of medieval

cross-cultural artistic transmission, suggesting that revisions to traditional tech-

niques of analysis offer a productive means of restructuring consideration of medi-

eval artistic exchange. These new models— which fall under the general rubrics of

network and adoption analysis— attend to individual instances of the adoption of

new ideas and forms, judging micro-processes and -contexts as essential to under-

standing the success and failure of diffusion.
6 They offer useful models for analyz-

ing the small sample sets of limited dissemination that typify medieval luxury arts.

My case study is a group of six middle Byzantine (ca. 843-1204) works of art,

each of which depicts the medieval Chinese feng huang bird (as seen in Figs. 1 and

3-7)7 They include two silver cups (Figs. 9-10), a lead seal (Fig. 12), a manuscript

headpiece (Fig. 13), an ivory triptych (Fig. 14), and a purple-dyed ivory box (Fig.

15). All these objects are small-scale works that fall within the traditional art his-

torical category of “minor” or “decorative” arts. I prefer the term “portable arts,”

which avoids the value judgment inherent in “minor” and “decorative,” emphasiz-

ing instead the distinctive property of mobility that is common to these works of

art.
8 The objects date from the early tenth to early eleventh century, and their valu-

able media, refined craftsmanship, and/or association with the Byzantine social

elite qualify them as luxury items.

In art historical literature, the feng huang is often referred to as a phoenix, but its

form and meaning are distinct from those of the Roman -Byzantine phoenix bird.

The latter has a compact body, long legs, and a small head; it is usually depicted

standing and haloed ( see Fig. 2). The phoenix’s ability to regenerate from its own

ashes led to its association with imperial succession and renewal in the pagan tra-

dition and the resurrection of Christ in the Christian tradition. 9 Earlier art his-

torical studies conflate the phoenix andfeng huang, but this elision inappropriately

domesticates the motif, suppressing its exotic character and minimizing the phe-
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nomenon of diffusion it evinces. In order to retain recognition of the bird’s foreign

origin, I employ exclusively the Chinese term for the animal. 10

The feng huang appears very rarely in non-Chinese works of art prior to the

Mongol conquest in the mid-thirteenth century. 11 Indeed, to my knowledge, the six

Byzantine objects that form the focus of this study are the only works of art pro-

duced outside China before circa 1250 that employ the motif. The fact that adop-

tion of the feng huang was restricted to the upper echelons of Byzantine society

and did not spread extensively throughout Byzantine artistic production renders

it ill-suited for a traditional diffusionist study, which would assess a large-scale

phenomenon and the rate and extent of its successful adoption. In contrast, net-

work analysis— with its emphasis on the micro-process of adoption in individual

instances— can be productively applied to situations of small-scale cross-cultural

artistic transmission. In adapting these revised social science models to the study

of medieval artistic dissemination, this essay contributes new perspective on the

larger topic of cross-cultural artistic exchange in the premodern world, in particu-

lar by drawing attention to the tendency of medieval art history to under-theo-

rize instances of inter-cultural artistic adoption that are attested in only limited or

unique examples. Such situations should not be excluded from the broader discus-

sion as aberrations or exceptions. Rather they attest to a category of cross-cultural

exchange for which small data sets are the norm.

Instead of focusing on the logistics of transmission of the feng huang or the

physical maps of diffusion that these transferences created, my investigation fore-

grounds questions of reception and ’‘cognitive geography,” that is to say, Byzantine
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attitudes toward foreign places and peoples and the artistic forms that served as

their surrogates .

12 This emphasis is dictated in part by the limited evidence doc-

umenting the process of the feng huangs movement to the west, which makes it

impossible to arrive at any definitive explanations of the mechanics of its transfer-

ence. But the approach is also motivated by an abiding interest in what adoption of

the feng huang might reflect about Byzantine attitudes toward exotic eastern cul-

tures. This essay operates from the premise that Byzantine viewers’ understanding

of foreign works of art was embedded in (and can be deduced from ) the ways that

Byzantine patrons and designers chose to redeploy these models in their own artis-

tic production.

In response to the call of this volume to theorize the method and vocabulary

for the investigation of cross-cultural interactions, the present study posits a set

of analytical terms that develop from the work of several scholars of premodern

art history. Furthermore, the investigation is informed by revisions to diffusionism

that take interest in the “failure” of innovations to disseminate throughout soci-

ety and in the motivations and strategies behind their successful and unsuccessful

adoptions .

13 First the historical context within which thefeng huang migrated from

its Chinese origin to its Byzantine destination is briefly outlined, along with the

limited but important evidence for direct and indirect diplomatic and commercial

connections between these cultures during the late antique and medieval eras. The

discussion then turns to diffusionism and network analysis, highlighting methods

and terms that are productive— as well as those that are limiting— for the study of

Byzantine objects depicting the feng huang. At the fore of this study are the concepts

of adoption, appropriation, and expropriation, which I define as follows: Adoption

is a neutral term, which refers to the act of employing an exogenous— and there-

fore innovative— form. Appropriation refers to instances of adoption in which the

original form is reconfigured in order to serve better the intentions or needs of the

adopters while still retaining an affiliation with its source. Expropriation entails a

more radical reworking of the initial form, which results in a greater degree of dis-

location from its original context and more extensive incorporation into the adopt-

ing culture’s stylistic or semantic traditions .

14

The subsequent analysis of the six instances in which the feng huang appears

on Byzantine objects demonstrates how terms generated from earlier models

for cross-cultural artistic exchange can he applied to the case study of this motif.

Special attention is paid to distinguishing the different dynamics at play in each
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instance of adoption, illuminating the way in which the six objects bespeak distinct

types and degrees of appropriation and expropriation. In this respect, I emphasize

the agency of Byzantine artists and patrons in selecting and negotiating this foreign

motif and the significance of these individual instances of adoption to our broader

understanding of Byzantine cross-cultural artistic interaction. 15

From East to West: The Migration of the Feng Huang

The distinguishing features of the feng huang as it appears on Byzantine objects

include the full, fluidly rendered wings, thin legs, pronounced head comb, and

standing (as opposed to flying) pose. 16 The bird is typically surrounded by dense

foliage, a feature in keeping with Chinese literary tradition, which notes that the

feng huang would alight only on branches of the paulownia tree.
17 Although the

majority of the most compelling comparanda for the feng huang in Byzantine art

dates to the Tang dynasty (618-907 ce) (Figs. 1 and 3-5), viable models are also

found in art produced under the Liao (907-1125 ce) (Figs. 6 and 7) and Song (960-

1279 ce) dynasties, which inherited and imitated Tang models. The long period of

Tang rule was marked by relative unity and peace. In striking contrast, the tenth to

eleventh centuries (when the feng /n/rmg appears in Byzantine art) witnessed politi-

cal insecurity and dissolution. During this era China was ruled by several dynas-

ties, some ofwhom reigned coterminously in different regions of the former Tang

empire. The Liao (an ethnically non-Chinese dynasty of Turco-Mongol origin)

controlled the north and northwest of China while the south was successively ruled

by the Five Dynasties
( 907-960 ) and the Song.
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In late antique and medieval Chinese culture, the feng huang was associated

with the South and appears with other animals symbolizing the cardinal direc-

tions.
,s Along with the dragon and the deer, thefeng huang emerged in the Han era

(206 BCE -220 ce) as a protective animal. For this reason, it was depicted exten-

sively on funerary monuments, a practice that continued into the Tang period. 19

During the Tang dynasty, however, important changes in artistic style took place.

These transformations were stimulated in part by new models from western

sources that moved eastward along the Silk Road during the seventh and the first

half of the eighth century, when China endeavored to strengthen control over its

Central Asian periphery in order to reinforce its northern borders against inva-

sion.
20 At this time, the indigenous Chinese motif of the feng huang was gradually

transferred from monumental— especially funerary— decoration to small-scale

objects, some of which combined the Chinese bird motif with features adopted

from western, especially Sasanian art.
21

Spurred in part by the influx of foreign works of art from western regions such

as Persia, early Tang artists increasingly incorporated animal motifs into the deco-

ration of portable objects, including ceramic vessels (Fig. 1), textiles (Fig. 3), mir-

rors (Fig. 4), jewelry (Fig. 5), and metal vessels.
22 Yet it is important to note that

although thefeng huang is often associated with the larger phenomenon of western

cultural influx during the Tang era, no evidence suggests that the bird itself was
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understood as a foreign motif. Han-era depictions of the standingfeng huang show

strong similarities to the type that appears in Tang, some Liao, and all Byzantine

works of art, indicating that this motif possesses a distinctly Chinese, rather than

foreign, origin.

Post-Tang dynasties were greatly influenced by Tang models, and, as noted

above, the feng huang was one of many motifs imitated in works of art produced

under the Liao (Figs. 6 and 7) and Song dynasties. 23 Throughout medieval Chinese

history, the/eng huang appeared on luxury objects in the most prestigious materi-

als, such as silk, gold, and silver. The meaning of the feng huang shifted over time,

but it was consistently understood as an auspicious and distinguished sign associ-

ated with rulers— especially the empress— and the divine recognition ofvirtuous

leadership. 24 For instance, the feng huang decorates a Liao-era crown found in the

tomb of Princess Chen, which dates to circa 1018 ( Fig. 6).
25

There survives no evidence for the specific pathway of transmission that the

feng huang followed to Byzantium. Still, given the formal affinity between the

Chinese models and Byzantine imitations, it is reasonable to assume that the

motif reached Byzantium via a work of medieval Chinese art that found its way

to the capital, Constantinople. 26 This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the

standing feng huang does not feature prominently, if at all, in works of Islamic or

Central Asian art produced prior to the mid-thirteenth century. Indeed evidence

in monumental art for the westward movement of the feng huang appears to

stop abruptly at the Caves of Dunhuang, an oasis city located in northwest China

on the eastern edge of the Taklamakan Desert and the point of convergence for

the major western branches of the Silk Road (see Fig. 8). These caves preserve

important Tang wall paintings in which the standing feng huang is repeatedly

depicted, particularly on the clothing of high-status women. 27 Given its location

at a key juncture along the Silk Road, Dunhuang operated as a point of transition

into and out of Chinese culture, which further supports the notion that the feng

huang was an expressly Chinese motif of limited westward diffusion prior to the

thirteenth century.
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Chinese historical records allude to diplomatic missions conducted between

China and Byzantium, providing one possible means of direct cross-cultural artis-

tic exchange, especially of luxury portable goods. These delegations would have

been limited in number, however, with the majority dating to the seventh and

eighth centuries, significantly prior to the period during which the Byzantine

objects depicting the feng huang are thought to have been produced, in the tenth

to eleventh centuries. 28
Still, Chinese sources record at least one later embassy from

Byzantium, dated to 1081 during the Song dynasty, which maintains the possibil-

ity of the exchange of works of art as diplomatic gifts in the middle Byzantine era.

Additional embassies may have taken place in 1091, with the Song sending a delega-

tion and gifts to the West, although the Chinese sources are unclear as to whether

the destination, the land of “Fu-lin,” should be understood as Byzantium or some

other medieval polity. 29

Another potential means of transference is trade. A brief consideration of the

east-west commercial routes in operation during the late antique and medieval eras

illustrates the expansive distance separating the Byzantine capital, Constantinople,

from the Tang capital, Chang’an (see Fig. 8), but these vast spaces were bridged by

vibrant networks connecting far-flung regions. Numerous intermediary cultural

and commercial centers punctuated the long journey from Chang’an to Constanti-

nople, providing dynamic markets where people met and goods were exchanged. Of
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particular note, mercant i le cities such as Samarkand in Sogdiana and Dunhuang ( see

Fig. 8) offered points of transference.30 In many instances merchants would travel

only a segment of the Silk Road, selling their goods at interim depots. Furthermore,

the ceremonial, political, and commercial capital of the Islamic Abbasid empire at

Baghdad
( 750-1258 ) ( see Fig. 8) offered a potential way station for imported goods

between the far eastern and far western ends of the Silk Road. 31 In Byzantium, luxury

wares, especially textiles, were synonymous with eastern origin such that the early

tenth-century Byzantine code for regulating commercial practices in Constanti-

nople, The Book of the Eparch , cites a special term for objects, especially silks, com-

ing from the Abbasid empire: “Bagdadikia."32 In addition, long-distance shipping

routes between China, India, and the Mediterranean passed via the Red Sea to the

Fatimid Caliphate in Egypt beginning in at least the tenth century.33 Evidence of the

impact of these commercial networks is found in Abbasid and Fatimid works of art,

especially ceramics that copy Chinese models. Imitations of Tang sancai (three-

color “splash" ware) and Liao two-color vessels offer important examples of the

impact that Chinese ceramics exercised on medieval Islamic production.34 Chinese

ceramic vessels were also prized as diplomatic gifts, passing from Chinese to Islamic

courts, between Islamic rulers, and from Islamic courts to Byzantium.35

As a result of these active and varied commercial and diplomatic connections

among diverse medieval groups, it is entirely possible that individual objects lost

their specific cultural associations as they moved from one region to another. This

would be especially probable in instances of sporadic and/or mediated cross-cul-

tural communications, such as those that characterize the limited relations between

Byzantium and China.36
It is important to note, therefore, that although we today

are able to identify thefeng huang as a medieval Chinese motif, Byzantine viewers

were not necessarily cognizant of its specific geographic or cultural origin. They

may have identified thefeng huang with an intermediary group, most likely one of

the major commercial cities of the medieval Islamic world, or perhaps some other

exotic realm, like India.37 Indeed contacts between Chinese and Islamic courts and

markets were more active than those between Byzantium and China.38 For the Byz-

antines, therefore, thefeng huang may have been an emphatically foreign motif, but

one of generic or ambiguous origin.

It is often assumed that the feng huang would have reached Byzantium via tex-

tiles, which were lightweight and not prone to breakage, making them well-suited

for long-distance travel. Yet no examples of medieval Chinese textiles with Byz-

antine provenance are attested. In fact, the best-known example of the feng huang

motif in a Tang-era textile is preserved in a monastery treasury at Shosoin, Japan,

and survived only because it was kept in storage and therefore relatively undis-

turbed from the medieval era to the present (Fig. 3h39 Byzantine importation of
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Chinese silks declined after the sixth century, when an independent silk industry in

Byzantium began to expand significantly in quantity and quality of production .

40

By the tenth century, Byzantine silk production was on a par with that of any medi-

eval culture, and the importation of foreign textiles was selective, focusing primar-

ily on Islamic products.

While textiles remain a possible vehicle for the transference of the feng huang

motif to Byzantium, additional media should be considered. For instance, archaeo-

logical evidence dates the impact of Chinese ceramics on Abbasid and Fatimid pro-

duction to the tenth and eleventh centuries, coinciding with the date range offeng

huang motifs in Byzantine works of art .

41 Tang-era ceramic ewers showing thefeng

huang on one side (Fig. 1) and a mounted hunter on the other are among the most

numerous preserved depictions of the motif, raising the possibility that the feng

huang might have been circulated via this medium. Other potential vehicles include

metalwork, such as mirrors, boxes, and jewelry. Some of the closest medieval Chi-

nese parallels for thefeng huangon Byzantine portable objects are found in Tang and

Liao gold and silver. Many medieval metal vessels are surprisingly light, and metal-

work is known to have been transported over great distances in the Middle Ages,

arguing in favor of maintaining the possibility oftransference via these media .

42

A New Approach to Artistic Diffusion

Having surveyed the possible means of transmission, a traditional diffusion study

would amass a significant data sample for the appearance of thefeng huang in Byz-

antine art and plot the rate and extent of its diffusion over time, seeking to establish

at what point the innovation can be said to have saturated the intended audience or

market. According to the well-known model devised by Everett Rogers, five levels

of progressive degrees of diffusion, each representing a different category of adopt-

ers, would be charted: innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, and

laggards .

43 But several characteristic features of medieval luxury objects make it

difficult, if not impossible, to apply this approach.

First, luxury objects are, by definition, exclusive and therefore not necessarily

well-positioned to be adopted throughout society. Instead, they are meant to be

produced and used at the restricted levels of “innovators” and perhaps to a limited

degree among “early adopters .”44 Certainly in many cases luxury goods are imitated

by the broader population and thereby diffuse throughout society, but as a result,

their defining feature of exclusivity is lost. Therefore, it might be argued that the

non-material value of luxury objects is measured in part by their lack of satura-

tion: their failure to diffuse is a mark of their success. For this reason, thefenghuang

motif and other instances of cross-cultural, elite-level artistic diffusion require a

modified method that accommodates small samples of limited dissemination.
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Second, early diffusion models tend to neglect the qualitative distinctions

among different instances of adoption. They are primarily concerned with the

rates and extent of diffusion, not with the individual decisions that people exercise

in determining whether to adopt an innovation. In the analysis of the feng huang

motif, little if any attention would be paid to the particular contexts of its appear-

ance in the six different Byzantine works of art. As noted above, the more nuanced

techniques of network and adoption analysis consider the factors contributing to

successful adoptions as well as the reasons behind adoption failure or discontinu-

ation of adoption .
45 These analytical models are distinguished by their focus on

micro-processes of diffusion. They consider qualitative factors, such as different

motivations for and types ofadoption .
46

The six middle Byzantine objects that depict thefeng huang have been the focus

of discrete studies that address to varying degrees issues of provenance, stylistic

sources, and iconographie programs. In addition, most members of the group are

discussed by Etele Kiss in an article of 1999.
47 Kiss focuses on questions of chro-

nology and stylistic morphology rather than the motivations for the inclusion of

the Chinese motif or the qualitative distinctions between different instances of its

adoption.

One of the reasons that scholars avoid questions of intention and reception in

instances of premodern cross-cultural artistic interaction is the relative dearth of

textual evidence explaining why an artist or patron decided to adopt a given motif,

or how audiences responded to artistic innovations .

48
It is no doubt for this reason

that diffusionism played an important early role and remains relevant in the study

of ornament .
49 For instance, James Trilling advocates the validity of diffusionism

for understanding the spread of decorative motifs throughout various traditions

and media of medieval art .

50 He offers a useful model for navigating the slippery

borders between ornament and iconography, between aesthetics and meaning, an

approach especially applicable to motifs like the feng huang, which did not neces-

sarily preserve their semantic content in tandem with their formal features as they

moved across cultural borders. Trilling accommodates a lack of textual evidence

about adopters— about the people who decide to use a new motif or form— by

analyzing works of art as records of adoption. Similarly, Byzantine objects depict-

ing the feng huang can serve as “primary sources” for the intentions behind appro-

priations of the motif, which can be accessed through visual scrutiny of formal

features and careful analysis of a motif’s relation to the artistic programs in which

it appears. This approach draws in part on theories of material culture studies that

emphasize the “social life of things,” the idea that objects are not passive tools of

cultural expression, but instead operate as active agents of social meaning and

communication. The receptions and uses they experience as they move among dif-
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ferent contexts are equally if not more significant than questions of production and

provenance. 51

In revisiting diffusionism, I propose a shift in focus from the mechanics of dif-

fusion over space and time and the effort to link disparate examples of a broadly

disseminated motif in semantic terms. Instead I draw attention to micro-pro-

cesses of adoption in individual instances and argue that while the feng huang

may convey specific meaning in some of its Byzantine iterations, there is no rea-

son to presume
(
pace Wittkower) that the motif maintained its original signifi-

cance— or any other single meaning— as it was transmitted. 52 The multiple and

distinct iterations of the feng huang together attest to the range of modes within

which Byzantine makers and users might operate when deploying foreign motifs.

The varied uses of thefeng huang demonstrate the flexibility and sophistication of

Byzantine designers and craftsmen, who negotiated and reworked foreign artistic

sources. In line with this interpretation, I emphasize the agency of the adopting

culture in the process ot artistic exchange, thereby affirming the consensus of

art historical discourse that insists on the conscious and active nature of artistic

appropriation and expropriation, particularly in instances of cross-cultural inter-

action. 53

The close readings of individual objects employed in this study help to avoid a

major pitfall of earlier diffusionist studies, which superficially assess a large data

sample and disassociate individual motifs or elements from the objects and pro-

grams that constitute their original contexts of depiction. By focusing instead on a

limited number of examples, this investigation privileges the changing contexts in

which the same motif was situated in order to assess the distinct choices and inten-

tions to which these differences allude. 54
1 characterize the individual iterations of

the motif according to both style of execution and, when relevant, potential icono-

graphie content, insisting that while form and meaning can be distinguished from

one another, they are not mutually exclusive. 55

Terms of Analysis

Within this qualitative, small-scale method of analysis, the characterization of dif-

ferent kinds of adoption becomes the primary task. For this endeavor, there exist

several useful models. In particular, Richard Ettinghausen provides a taxonomic

approach to consideration of the impact of Roman models on Sasanian art, and

Marian Feldman offers classifications for the analysis of cross-cultural artistic

adoption in diplomatic gifts exchanged in ancient Mesopotamia.56 Like the current

investigation, their corpora are limited in number, but by focusing on the qualita-

tive aspects of individual instances of artistic diffusion, they maximize the poten-

tial significance of the extant evidence. Their terminology, outlined here, offers a
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standard vocabulary for the following analysis of the adoption of the feng huang

motif in Byzantine works of art.

Ettinghausen identifies three primary modes to characterize the way that Greco-

Roman artistic models were employed in Sasanian art .

57 The first mode, “transfer,”

is an act of unmediated copying. It involves “taking over of shapes or concepts as

they stand, without change or further development .” 58 The second mode, “adop-

tion,” refers to “artistic forms [that are] transferred from one region to another and

remodeled according to novel principles,” which “differ so much from their origi-

nal configurations that their true identities become obscured .”59 As noted above, I

define “adoption” in more neutral terms as any act of cross-cultural transmission.

Still, I endorse Ettinghausens concept, characterizing it as “adaptation” in order

to emphasize the active reworking that I understand to be at the core of his defini-

tion. He qualifies the third and final mode as “integration,” “a form of interchange,

[in which
]
it is difficult to say which is the giver and which the receiver.”60 Feldman

identifies a similar dynamic at work in her material, characterizing the phenom-

enon as a process of hybridization that produced a “supra-regional,” international

visual language, in which “specific channels of foreign inspiration cannot be clearly

traced .” 61 This category is not applicable within Byzantine uses of the feng huang,

but does resonate well with other situations of cross-cultural artistic interaction in

the premodern world.

For my remaining terms, I shift to Feldman’s identification of an indigenous

tradition in which local features are combined with conspicuously foreign elements

in a single object with the result that both sources remain distinctly recognizable .

62

Within this phenomenon, I emphasize the “strategic juxtaposition” of disparate

elements, which draws the viewer’s attention to the contrast between indigenous

and foreign features, hike Feldman, I note that these contrasts generate meanings

that depended on the producer’s ability to control and distinguish between local

and foreign forms .
63 Such objects resist “integration” of exotic elements in order to

maximize the semantic potential of stylistic and cultural alterity.
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Adoption Analysis of the Feng Huang in Middle Byzantine Works ofArt

Returning to the Byzantine examples of the feng huang motif, these different types

of adoption can now be exemplified. The first mode is relatively straightforward,

and is effectively described by Ettinghausens term “transfer.” A transfer retains the

character of its source and shows only the most limited adaptation to the adopt-

ing culture’s formal and semantic traditions. Three of the sixfeng huang examples

adhere exclusively to this description, and two of these objects are silver cups. 64 One

cup was discovered in a fourteenth-century hoard buried in Dune on the island of

Gotland, Sweden (Figs. 9a and b). 65 The specific circumstances surrounding the

object’s movement from Byzantium to Scandinavia are unknown, but by the ninth

century, Scandinavia was connected with Silk Road and Mediterranean commer-

cial routes via the Baltic sea and land and river passages to Constantinople. Trade

between Byzantium and Scandinavia was particularly active in the tenth and elev-

enth centuries. The so-called Varangian guards, Scandinavian mercenaries who

served as elite soldiers for the emperor in Constantinople, may also have trans-

ferred Byzantine works of art and coins to the North. 66 The other cup was uncov-

ered in the Kama region of Plehanovo, Russia, but is now lost (Figs, ioa and b).
67

It

may have also traveled from Byzantium along northern trade routes.

Each vessel depicts the feng huang in the company of lions, a combination that

appears in Tang objects (see Fig. 4). These parallels further strengthen the argu-

ment for a direct transfer from a Tang (or Tang-inspired Fiao or Song) model. The

animals in both Tang and middle Byzantine examples are depicted in comparable

environments of floral and vegetal patterns. The cups recall vessels that were pro-

duced in the Central Asian region of Sogdiana (and imported to Tang China) as

well as those manufactured in China by Sogdian craftsmen who had settled there

( Fig. 11 ) .

68 No evidence suggests, however, that a Byzantine viewer would have been

equipped to make such distinctions between Sogdian versus Chinese features and

origins. There is no basis on which to read a semantic dimension in these transfers.

They instead reflect a desire to imitate a foreign model in a direct fashion so as to

capture its aesthetic and perhaps prestige value.

A third example of the feng huang has not, to my knowledge, been previously

identified. It is found on a lead seal that likely dates to the early tenth century (Fig.

12). Although the material of this object is humble, the seal served to authenticate

the documents of a mid-ranking Byzantine courtier, whose name, title, and office

are recorded on the reverse: John, imperial spatharokandidatos and dioiketes .
69 The

motif of the feng huang served as a personal emblem of this relatively elite individ-

ual and therefore is affiliated with the upper levels of Byzantine artistic production

represented by the other five instances of adoption. The feng huang is shown in a
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11

Cup, Tang dynasty, early eighth

century. Silver, height 6.4 cm, width

7.8 cm. Freer Gallery of Art, Purchase,

1930.51

12

Seal of John, imperial

spatharokandidatos and dioiketes ,

Byzantine, tenth century. Lead,

diameter 24 mm, thickness 3 mm.

Dumbarton Oaks, Washington,

D.C., 58.106.5350. Photograph

© Dumbarton Oaks, Byzantine

Collection, Washington, D.C.

blank field, with no additional iconography to contextualize it. It is best under-

stood as an instance of transfer, although the emblematic nature of the representa-

tion suggests that particular value was placed on the motif as a mark of status or

possibly propitiousness.

A fourth feng huang motif is found in a mid-tenth-century copy of a Byzantine

secular manuscript on horse care, the Hippiatrica (Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Cod.

Phillips 1538, fol. 4ir ).
7° In one headpiece are depictedfeng huang birds standing on

palmette leaves (Figs. 13A and b). At either side, additional birds, possibly pheas-

ants, are interspersed in the tendrils. Headpieces in other folios of the manuscript

depict fantastic animals, such as griffins, encircled by abstract vegetal rinceaux

(fol. 29r). The text was compiled in the imperial scriptorium during the reign of

Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos (r. 945-59) from earlier works by Roman and

Byzantine authors.71 The manuscript is an extremely luxurious object. Measuring

26.5 by 29.6 centimeters and consisting of 394 folia, its size and extent are unusu-

ally substantial. It boasts high-quality parchment, elegant calligraphy, sumptuous

headpieces, and intricate border ornaments. Many of the decorations are elabo-

rated with gold leaf.

The use of thefeng huang in the headpiece might at first be interpreted as a sim-

ple transfer, yet several important features point to a different dynamic. It illustrates

an instance of adaptation, albeit at a low level. The individual motifs, including the

feng huang, but also the vegetal and floral elements, are recognizably Chinese in ori-

gin. It is possible that the artist was working from a textile model (for example, Fig.

3), which would have approximated the carpet design in the manuscript. Both tex-

tile and manuscript possess a two-dimensional format and an all-over distribution

of repeating motifs. At the same time, and unlike the silver cups, the manuscript

page adapts thefeng huang to a new medium and composition even though stylisti-

cally it remains close to a Chinese model.
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13A

Headpiece, Byzantine, tenth

century. Pigment and gold foil on

parchment, folio 26.5 x 29.6 cm.

Staatsbibliothek, Berlin, Cod. Phillips

1538, fol. 4ir. Photograph courtesy

of the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin -

Preußischer Kulturbesitz

13B

Detail of 13A. Photograph courtesy

of the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin -

Preußischer Kulturbesitz

The context of its depiction, a decorative border in a book on horse care, raises

the question of the motivation for the selection of a foreign motif to adorn this

particular object. Thefeng huang might have been considered appropriate for this

handbook because of its association with the animal world, or perhaps its exotic

character was thought to resonate with the secular information found in the manu-

script .

72 Indeed, sections of the Hippiatrica address the use of pharmaceuticals in

horse care, and these medicines often employed spices, such as cinnamon, ginger,

and pepper, that came from exotic regions of the East .
73

It is, of course, also possible

that the motifs were generic decorative forms intended to convey luxury and status

in a broad sense.

While the interpretation of any specific meaning for thefeng huang

s

inclusion

in the manuscript headpiece remains hypothetical, the object was certainly asso-

ciated with the highest level of patronage, that of the imperial circle .

74 Like other

encyclopedic handbooks produced under the auspices of Constantine VII, the Hip-

piatrica was most likely intended for minimal circulation within a limited audi-

ence .
75 These conditions would have undermined the potential diffusion of the

motif throughout Byzantine society.

Examples of transfer and low-level adaptation can be easily mistaken as the sole

modes of cross-cultural interaction, particularly with regards to motifs that appear

merely ornamental and situations in which little textual or historical evidence is

available to explain the intentions behind a given adoption. But examples such as

these supply important evidence for the broader phenomena of artistic contacts

and help to highlight distinguishing features of more nuanced and semantically

informed modes of appropriation and expropriation.

A fifth example of thefeng huang, found on the reverse of a tenth- or eleventh-

century Byzantine ivory triptych ( Figs. 14A and b), represents a much more thor-

ough instance of adaptation that operates on multiple levels and might even be
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14A

14A

Back side and outer wings of a

triptych, Byzantine (Constantinople),

tenth or eleventh century. Ivory, height

25.2 cm, width 33 cm ( open ). Museo

Sacro della Biblioteca Apostolica,

Vatican City, 2441. Photograph ©

Collection of the Museo Sacro of the

Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana

14B

Detail of 14A. Photograph ©

Collection of the Museo Sacro of the

Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana

said to gesture toward integration. Several birds in the medallions follow a Chinese

model, including the one located in the second row from the top on the right ( Fig.

14B ). As in the Hippiatrica headpiece, the birds on the ivory panel are disassociated

from their original source, but here the reworking of floral, foliate, and bird motifs

is more extensive .

76 The tendril frames resemble late antique and Byzantine models,

indicating assimilation of thefenghuang within a Byzantine stylistic and composi-

tional idiom .
77 Although the alterity of the bird is still evident, it has shed some of its

original formal distinctions, showing progression toward stylistic integration. This

transformation is not, however, limited to formal aspects. The bird is more than an

ornamental motif; it participates in a decidedly symbolic program, dictated by the

large, jeweled cross at the center.

78 While the silver cups, lead seal, and manuscript

headpiece belong to the domain of secular art, the triptych is a Christian devotional

object. The cross represents a sign of spiritual redemption in an otherworldly set-

ting. The panoply of well-ordered exotic birds and floral motifs evokes the garden

of paradise. Although the feng huang has lost some of the stylistic distinctions of

the Chinese model, its exotic character is still discernible and desirable. Allusion to

the animal’s distant origin may have been intended to express the wondrous diver-

sity of the heavenly realm and its miraculous encompassing of the earth’s natural

bounty, which includes animals from the farthest reaches of the earth .

79 Here the

foreign motif serves a distinctly Christian program. As such, it has been appropri-

ated and adapted formally, but expropriated semantically from its Chinese model.

The sixth and final example of adoption is the most complex of all. A late tenth-

or eleventh-century middle Byzantine purple-dyed ivory casket depicts two feng
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15A

Casket, Byzantine (Constantinople),

tenth or eleventh century. Dyed ivory,

height 13.4 cm, width 26.4 cm, depth

13 cm. Cathedral Treasury, Troyes,

France. © Trésor de la cathédrale de

Troyes - Photograph Didier Vogel

huang birds, each positioned on one short end of the box (Figs. 15A and b ).
80 The

birds closely resemble medieval Chinese models, observing the distinctive charac-

teristics of the standing/eng huang type. But while the precisely rendered birds are

best characterized as stylistic transfers, the context of their depiction on the box

suggests that a different semantic dynamic is at work. The front and back panels of

the casket depict the royal hunt and the lid displays a scene of imperial adventus, or

triumphal return to the capital city. These emphatically militaristic and victorious

themes have prompted the suggestion that the Chinese bird operates here like a late

antique Roman -Byzantine phoenix, which, as noted above, was understood as a

mythical animal of eastern origin that symbolized imperial renewal and political

succession .

81 Yet the Chinese feng huang does not resemble the Roman -Byzantine

phoenix in appearance, casting doubt on the notion that a Byzantine viewer would

have equated the two birds (compare Figs. 2 and 15B). If the designer of the Troyes

Casket intended to emphasize continuity with the late antique iconographie motif

and its meaning, presumably he would have used the familiar Roman -Byzantine

form. An argument for semantic domestication of the feng huang does not suffi-

ciently account for the stylistic alterity that the motif maintains in the Troyes Cas-

ket. The decision to employ the decidedly exotic feng huang implies a different set

of intentions and meanings.

Its expressly foreign character contrasts with other motifs on the ivory box, fur-

ther preventing a viewer from reading the bird as a Byzantine phoenix. The formal

contrast between the bird and the vignettes of hunt and triumph emphasizes cul-

tural and geographic distance, perhaps in order to demonstrate that the dominion

exercised by the imperial figures in the long panels extends to the farthest corners of

the earth, encompassing the most exotic creatures of the natural world and the dis-

tant cultures they represent. The Chinese bird participates in a Byzantine semantic

system, but not as a resul t of stylistic integration or semantic expropriation. Instead

its meaning relies on the marshaling of stylistic alterity as a signifier in and of itself.

The aesthetic friction generated by the strategic juxtaposition of styles in the long

and short panels was essential to the object’s message of cultural difference and

military conquest.
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15B

End panel of figure 15a. © Trésor de la

cathédrale de Troyes - Photograph

Didier Vogel

Like the Hippiatrica headpiece, the Troyes Casket was a luxury object produced

for imperial, or at least courtly, consumption. It would have likely circulated in a

limited fashion, at the highest social levels. Similarly, the silver cups and ivory trip-

tych would have been restricted in their production and subsequent social circula-

tion because of the valuable materials from which they were fabricated ."2 Yet, like

the lead seal, the non-imperial nature of the cups and triptych as well as their prac-

tical functions might have predisposed them to be more easily disseminated than

the manuscript or casket.

In addition to the economic and social proscriptions that the patronage and

media of these objects imply, the foreign character of the feng huang motif might

also have proved an obstacle to its broader cultural diffusion. These examples sug-

gest that the more deeply the motif was absorbed into the program of a given work

of art, the more extensively it was assimilated to Byzantine stylistic norms. The

triptych and manuscript headpiece both show signs of this process, indicating the

initial stages of the erasure of alterity.

83 In the end, the emphatic cultural otherness,

and the meanings that Byzantine viewers drew from this difference, might have

prevented thefeng huang from more extensive dissemination .

84

Conclusions

These six works of art represent qualitatively different types of Byzantine adop-

tion of a Chinese model. My interpretation emphasizes the agency of the Byzan-

tine makers and users of these objects, who chose to appropriate foreign types to

serve Byzantine interests and needs. The simplest of these modes was that of trans-

fer, whereby medieval Chinese sources were imitated directly and little stylistic

or semantic transformation of the models took place. But we should not see this

dynamic as necessarily earlier or less sophisticated than the others, nor should we

take stylistic transfer as indicative of a less complex cognitive or semantic appro-

priation of a given model. Indeed the ivory casket shows an equally if not more

direct transfer of a medieval Chinese stylistic type, but is the most subtle of the six

examples in terms of the message the feng huang is marshaled to convey through

strategic juxtaposition. These objects do not necessarily demonstrate a process of
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evolution from one dynamic of adoption to the next. Behind each choice lie the

aesthetic and ideological needs of the artist and patron as well as their abilities, both

artistic and cognitive. Any one of these modes— transfer, adaptation, integration,

or strategic juxtaposition— could be deployed at a given time. Indeed, as demon-

strated by the Troyes Casket, more than one of these dynamics could be at work in

a single object.

This case study of the Byzantine adoption of the feng huang motif demon-

strates the usefulness of returning to diffusion— via network analysis— in order

to explore more deeply and systematically the transmission of artistic forms and

meanings in the premodern era and in the cross-cultural context. A focus on the

rate and extent of the adoption of the feng huang in Byzantium is unlikely to yield

particularly informative conclusions because of the exclusive nature and lim-

ited production of the medieval luxury objects on which the motif appeared. But

aspects of network analysis that assist in discerning qualitative distinctions among

instances of adoption do offer useful perspective on this material. Careful scrutiny

of the differences between the individual iterations of the feng huang reveals the

flexibility of Byzantine makers and users in their deployment of this foreign model.

A method that insists on qualitative distinctions among instances of adoption and

is generated from the close reading of individual objects brings to light the sophis-

ticated nature of Byzantine cross-cultural appropriation and expropriation. In this

way it offers perspective that can be applied productively to similar instances of

small-scale but complex adoption in other situations of premodern cross-cultural

artistic transmission.
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Arts somptuaires de la dynastie Liao

(907-1125) (Geneva: Collections Baur,

2007 ) , cat. nos. 4, 14, 16, 37, 39, and 51. A
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feng huang may be dated to the twelfth

century, during the Song era. But these
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Byzantine works of art. See Michael

Rogers, “China and Islam— The

Archaeological Evidence of the Mashriq,”

in Islam and the Trade ofAsia, ed. D. S.

Richards ( Oxford: Bruno Cassirer, 1970 ),
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The Silk Road and the Shoso-in ( New York

and Tokyo: Weatherhill and Heibonsha,
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24 Hargett, “Playing Second Fiddle,” 236.

25 Shen, Gilded Splendor, 102-103.

26 The depiction of thefeng huang in

Chinese objects of valuable materials and

high-quality craftsmanship would have
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directly: Valente, Network Models, 14-15.

27

The prevalence of feng huang motifs in
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Chinese frescoes from Dunhuang,
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female members of the imperial court,

signals the elite status of the motifand its
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Chang, Tun-huangli taifu shih t’u an

[Costume patterns from Dunhuang

frescoes (a. d. 366-1368)] (Hsiankang:
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depicted in the Dunhuang murals
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Neville Agnew, Cave Temples ofMogao:
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Journal ofthe American Oriental Society
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“The Mystery of Fu-lin (cont,)fJournal of

theAmerican Oriental'Society 33 (1913):
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Byzantine empire); and Robert Hartwell,

Tribute Missions to China, 960-1126

(Philadelphia: n.p., 19831,72 (which
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Chinese-Byzantine relations, also see
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“China,” in The Oxford Dictionary of

Byzantium, ed. Alexander Kazhdan et al.

( Oxford: Oxford University Press,2991 ),
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Baoquan Han,“Chang’an: China’s

Ancient Capital and Gateway to the Silk

Road,” in Gateway to the Silk Road: Relics

from the Han to the Tang Dynastiesfrom
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Ying Lin, Tangdai Fulin congshuo { Fulin

the Ruler of Treasure Country: Byzantium
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Azarpay, Sogdian Painting: The Pictorial
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Lerner, “The Merchant Empire of the

Sogdians”; Borisl. Marshak,“The Sogdians
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“Sogdians in Northwest China,”in Juliano

andLerner,Monks and Merchants, 220-69.

31 For a summary of archeological evidence

for trade connections between the

Abbasid empire and Tang China, see

A. D. H. Bivar, “Trade between China and

the Near East in the Sasanian and Early

Muslim Periods,” in Pottery and Metal-

work in T’ang China: Their Chronology

and External Relations , Colloquies on Art

and Archaeology in Asia, no. 1, ed. William

Watson (London: LIniversity of London,
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active at the eighth-century Abbasid

court: see Paul Pelliot,“Des Artisans

Chinois à la Capitale Abbasside en

751-762,” T’oungPao 26 (1969): 110-12.

Regarding Chinese artists at the tenth-

century Samanid court, see Julian Raby,

“Between Sogdia and the Mamluks: A
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wa Dimna,” Oriental Art, n.s., 33, no. 34

( 1987/88): 381-98, esp. 386 and 397 n. 27.
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privileged access to these imported goods

and could purchase quantities for their

personal use directly from the commer-
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The Book of the Eparch. Le livre du prefet,
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NEBAHAT AVCIOGLU AND FINBARR BARRY FLOOD

INTRODUCTION

Globalizing Cultures: Art and Mobility in the Eighteenth Century

THE RECENT HISTORIOGRAPHY of European colonialism has often pos-

tulated asymmetrical relations between Orient and Occident. The conceptual

genealogies of many of the relevant studies can be traced to Orientalism (1978),

Edward Said’s contentious, magisterial, and extraordinarily influential indictment

of the interrelationship between knowledge and power. The Saidian interpretive

framework has been particularly fruitful in rethinking and rewriting the histories

of cross-cultural encounters as they relate to the art and architecture of the mod-

ern period. 1 In Orientalism, however, Said makes a distinction that is key to the

inspiration for this volume. Adumbrating the trajectory of European textual rep-

resentations of the Orient (largely the Arab world and India), Said contrasts the

eighteenth century with the centuries that preceded it: “Whereas Renaissance his-

torians judged the Orient inflexibly as an enemy, those of the eighteenth century

confronted the Orient’s peculiarities with some detachment and with some attempt

at dealing directly with Oriental source material, perhaps because such a technique

helped a European to know himself better.”
2 In a passage that follows several pages

later, Said makes a further distinction: “Sensuality, promise, terror, sublimity, idyl-

lic pleasure, intense energy: the Orient as a figure in the pre-Romantic, pretechnical

Orientalist imagination oflate-eighteenth-century Europe was really a chameleon-

like quality called (adjectivally) ‘Oriental.’ But this free-floating Orient would be

severely curtailed with the advent of academic Orientalism.”3 Bracketed between

the enduring hostilities of the Renaissance and the rigid academic taxonomies of

the nineteenth century, the eighteenth century thus appears unique as a time of

flexibility, mobility, and possibility as regards European relationships with and

representations of the Orient. As Oleg Grabar has suggested, “for better or worse,

depending on one’s ideological bent,” many aspects of Europeans’ perceptions “of

the world and its history [were] shaped during the eighteenth century.”4

In the three decades since its publication, Orientalism has sustained criticism

for its reductive treatment ol complex historical processes, as well as for its theoreti-

cal inconsistencies. 5 In addition, notions of unrelenting hostility between Renais-

sance Europe and the Orient have been mitigated by research demonstrating the

complex cultural entanglements of the Ottoman Empire and the mercantile city-

states of peninsular Italy, and their mutual centrality to the phenomena compris-

ing the Renaissance. 6 Nevertheless, Said’s emphasis on the eighteenth century as

marked by a difference from the academic Orientalism of the nineteenth century

bears much closer consideration than it has received to date.

If the distinction that Said makes regarding European representations of the

Orient forms one axis of inquiry for this volume, the other is necessitated by the

paucity of studies on the art and architecture of the eighteenth century in the artis-

tic histories of the Middle East and South Asia, despite the period’s centrality to the

7



development of incipient globalization (or of globalized world views).
7
In general,

analyses ofthe transregional cultural flows that marked the century have privileged

the reception of European forms and ideas, ignoring or marginalizing the multidi-

rectionality of exchange, preexisting or enhanced cultural flows that operated out-

side European parameters, and the role of major imperial and sub-imperial centers

such as Istanbul or Lucknow in the dissemination and mediation ofWestern Euro-

pean forms.

By bringing together essays dedicated to different geographical regions, artis-

tic practices, and media, the present volume seeks to draw attention to the com-

plex transregional imbrications affected by the mobility of cultural forms during

the eighteenth century. As Said’s observations in Orientalism suggest, for much of

the eighteenth century, epistemological interest in cultural difference was neither

fully predicated on the “other” as one element of a binary category nor on the need

for empirical data provided by European observation alone. On the contrary, the

entanglements of the Orient/Occident are figured by the character of the Nabob

(and the ambivalence that he aroused) or by the images of Europeans depicted à la

turque by Jean-Baptiste Vanmour (1671-1737) and Jean-Étienne Liotard (1702-

89), images that popularized modes of self-representation central to the turqueries

and oriental masquerades of the period. 8 The goût turque that characterized these

extravaganzas found more static expression in eighteenth-century landscape archi-

tecture, painted interiors, furniture, decorative arts, and architecture. Representa-

tion was clearly important here as a vector for the appropriation and reception of

“oriental” elements and styles and their centrality to the formation of contempo-

rary European notions of identity.

This desire for appropriation, consumption, and knowledge of “others” was

not unique to the West, nor did European notions of the East go uncontested. The

“Tulip Period” (Läle Devri) in Ottoman historiography (ca. 1703-30) is, for exam-

ple, defined by openness to Europe in Ottoman administration, technology, and

artistic production. In 1727, during the reign ofAhmed III, the Hungarian convert

Ibrahim Müteferrikâ established a celebrated Ottoman-language printing press

in Istanbul, among the products of which was the Tarih-i Hind-i garbi (History of

the Americas) based on the sixteenth-century Italian translations of Historia de las

Indias by the Spanish historian Francisco Löpez de Gömara. 9 Published in 1730,

the volume included twelve woodcut prints providing imaginative visualizations

of the flora and fauna of the Americas to accompany the text. While Miiteferrikas

printing press aimed to translate European works for local consumption, Ottoman

intellectuals took up the pen to enlighten Europeans about the nature of the Otto-

man Empire. Ignatius Mouradgea d’Ohsson’s Tableau général de l’Empire Othoman

(Panorama of the Ottoman Empire), published in two volumes in 1787 and 1790,
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was the first illustrated history written by an Ottoman to be published in French

and produced by French artists and artisans, some following Ottoman originals.
10

For example, the possibility that Ohsson’s depiction of Mecca owed something

to Ottoman paintings of the holy city has been raised by several scholars. Grabar

has also suggested that one of the earliest images of Mecca to appear in Europe, an

engraving by the Viennese architect Fischer von Erlach (1721 and 1725), may have

drawn on similar sources. 11

The essays comprising this volume remind us that exposure to transregional

cultures and cultural forms stimulated local practices, thought, and political agen-

das as well as new technologies. They demonstrate that from trade to travel-book

illustrations, from images of foreign landscapes to modes of dress, from practices of

conspicuous collection and display to contemplation and criticism, art and archi-

tecture in the eighteenth century became not only a public phenomenon but also a

cross-cultural concern. Austrian, British, Danish, Dutch, and French artists, archi

tects, patrons, and critics all responded to the world outside Europe in the con-

tent, style, or techniques of their practices. Ottoman, Indian, Persian, and Japanese

painters, authors, craftsman, and intellectuals were equally enthusiastic about both

receiving and responding to the arts of Europe.

A secondary aim of the volume, therefore, is to underline the absence of a single

or uniform mode of viewing, appropriating, and interacting with “others” during

the eighteenth century. Instead, it tries to show how specific needs, general politi-

cal conditions, and contemporary questions of commerce, creed, and technology

informed the emergence of cross-cultural forms and practices.

While the majority of the articles in this volume focus on the eighteenth cen-

tury proper, the first and the last bracket the century by considering the ante-

cedents and legacies of the mutual curiosity that peaked in the 1700s around

the circulation of artifacts, ideas, and individuals. The opening essay by Sanjay

Subrahmanyam traces artistic interactions between India and Western Europe

from the perspective of the longue durée, setting the scene for the essays that fol-

low by emphasizing the reciprocal cultural interests of the Gunpowder Empires

and Europe. Subrahmanyam’s article considers the presence of the Jesuits in the

Mughal court and the evidence that Mughal paintings of the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries offer for the reception of European (including explicitly Chris-

tian) iconographies. Unlike previous work on this topic, Subrahmanyam’s essay

also highlights the reception of Mughal painting in Europe during this period,

drawing attention to the role of European artists in facilitating the transporta-

tion of Indian objects, jewelry, and illustrated manuscripts to the West. Many of

these were then used as sources by sedentary European artists, including Rem-

brandt. The idiosyncratic paintings of late seventeenth-century Dutch artist Wil-
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lern Schellinks (ca. 1627-78), which allude to and embrace Mughal iconographie

conventions, are of particular interest, appearing to prehgure the eclecticism of

many eighteenth-century European visual practices.

While Subrahmanyam’s opening essay highlights the circulation of people and

images between Europe and South Asia, assuming a diachronic approach to their

cultural value and transformative impact, the closing article by Mercedes Volait

casts a retrospective eye on eighteenth-century European conceptual and visual

categories. Her essay is concerned with the representation of Egypt through the

work of nineteenth-century French Orientalists. The Description de l’Égypte (1809)

that resulted from Napoléons colonial adventure of 1798 has long been seen as

a key moment in the assertion of Enlightenment aesthetics, ideologies, and tax-

onomies, with its meticulous recording of the customs, manners, and monuments

of Egypt. 12 Yet Volait’s contribution reveals that it may have been the exceptional

project of no less exceptional political and military circumstances. Volait argues

that in later nineteenth-century European classifications of “Arab” art and architec-

ture, the conceptual and visual categories constructed around the collecting strate-

gies of eighteenth-century artists and travelers came to constitute comprehensive

discourses about the East based on etic disciplinary modes lacking in any local,

historical, or contextual basis. Examining the works of artist/traveler/collector

Louis-François Cassas (1756-1827), whose architectural images were intended to

permit formal comparisons across cultures, and fuies Bourgoin (1838-1908), the

theoretician of Islamic ornament, amongst others, Volait highlights continuities

between an Enlightenment propensity towards formal rationality, abstraction, and

universalism, and the universalized epistemologies and comparative taxonomies

that marked nineteenth-century Orientalism.

Bracketed between Subrahmanyam’s discussion of transregional image flows

before the eighteenth century and Volait’s analysis of the debt owed by nineteenth-

century Orientalist representation to Enlightenment epistemology, the articles

comprising the rest of the volume explore aspects of the transregional circulation

and consumption of artistic concepts, forms, images, and media in places rang-

ing from Egypt and Turkey to India and Western Europe. While no claim is made

for comprehensive coverage of the period, the essays aim to offer a new vision of

the “global” eighteenth century. Among the topics discussed are an expansion in

the economic base of artistic patronage through the rise of sub-imperial elites or

mercantile bourgeoisies; the role of mobility in the figure of the traveler and illus-

trated travelogues (and the mediating role of both); the reciprocity of the cultural

exchanges occasioned by these developments; the consequent embrace of icono-

graphie and stylistic eclecticism (whether reflexively or not) as an aesthetic value;

and the mirroring function of cultural forms enabled through circulation.
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Mobility, Mercantile Imperialism, and Eclecticism

Perhaps the most characteristic feature of the exchanges examined in this vol-

ume is their dependence upon new patterns of mobility often associated with the

emergence of what might be dubbed “mercantile imperialism.” The phenomenon

was marked by the development of powerful and pioneering mercantile interests

during a period when Britain, France, the Netherlands, Denmark, and even land-

locked Austria competed for trading privileges (and often economic and political

control) over large portions of the globe. One result was the increased mobility of

specific individuals—adventurers, envoys, or merchants—who traveled between

the Orient and Europe, or within both. Accounts of Europeans in the Orient have

received sustained attention, but the eighteenth century also sees the appearance of

both works on the Orient written by its denizens, and accounts of Europe written

by Eastern visitors. The two most famous examples are Ohsson’s Tableau général

de l’Empire Othoman written between 1764 and 1784, and the Travels of Dean

Mahomet
,
an Indian surgeon who served in the Bengal army ofthe East India Com-

pany before settling in the British Isles, published in 1794.

Elisabeth Frasers contribution to this volume deals with the first of these works,

and its lavish illustrative program, which draws attention to the Ottoman contri-

bution to the rise in production of illustrated travel literature as the century pro-

gressed. Its author, Muradcan Tosunyan (1740-1807), an Ottoman-Armenian

interpreter to the Swedish Embassy in Istanbul, traveled to Paris to publish his oeu-

vre, which he ultimately dedicated to the Swedish King Gustav III.
13 His illustrated

history of the Ottoman Empire represented a tolerant Islam in an Oriental polity

that was in many ways an answer to contemporary European representations of

Islam as a flawed religion. With eight hundred pages of text and 233 plates, the work

was unique as a reflective history of the Ottoman self intended for the consumption

of others. Fraser’s article details the painstaking production of this work, which

brought together European and Ottoman elements to produce a complex culturally

(and visually) heterogeneous object.

During the same period, Dean Mahomet (1759-1851), who arrived in Ireland

with Captain Godfrey Evan Baker, his East India Company employer, in 1784,

and married a member of the Anglo-Irish gentry soon after, published his mem-

oir. Written for an Anglophone audience, the work adopts the epistolary form

then in vogue in England, especially for travel writing. 14
Tire Travels point to a

burgeoning Indian diaspora in the British Isles at the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury. Dean Mahomet stands at one end of the social spectrum of this diaspora.

At the other are the Indian servants, slaves, and sailors whose penurious circum-

stances were increasingly to preoccupy the British authorities in the following

century. 15
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If Dean Mahomet represented India to a British metropolitan audience, other

more transient Indian visitors during the same period recorded their impressions

of England and Ireland for the educated Persian-speaking elites of their homeland.

Two Persian accounts written by Indian Muslims who visited England in the sec-

ond half of the eighteenth century are known; the Shigarf-näma-e Viläyat (Wonder

Book of England) ofMirza Ptisam udDin, an envoy ofthe Mughal court, who trav-

eled in England between 1766 and 1769, and the Masïr-e Tâlibï fi bilàd-e afranjï

(Talibs Travels in the Land of the Franks), written by Mirza Abu Talib Khan Isfah-

ani, an inhabitant of Lucknow and former official of the Nawabi court of Awadh

(Oudh), who visited England and Ireland between 1799 and 1803. Both were trans-

lated in full or in part into English in the first quarter of the nineteenth century.

Abu Talib also traveled in Ireland, encountering Dean Mahomet there in 1799; the

meeting features in the Masïr-e Tâlibï, where Abu Talib informs his Indian readers

of Dean Mahomet’s success, his marriage to a beautiful woman of rank, and his

authorship of a book outlining the customs of India. 16

Recently, a third Persian travelogue has come to light, an account written by

Munshi Isma'il, a Bengali secretary to a servant of the East India Company, who

was in England between 1772 and 1773. Munshi Ismail visited Bath, and the coffee

houses and gardens then fashionable in London, but from the point ofview of the

transcultural reception of architectural forms, perhaps the most interesting part

of his account is the horror inspired in him by the uniformity of contemporary

Georgian domestic architecture. This related to the impossibility of distinguishing

between adjacent Georgian town houses, apart from by their number-plates, which

led him to avoid unaccompanied explorations of the city.
17

Many of these authors (and those whom they inspired although they had never

set foot in Europe) demonstrate a comparative approach to their delineation of

European life and customs, including the structures ofcontemporary politics. They

often note aspects of social organization and technological developments, includ-

ing the speed with which the printing press permitted the circulation of texts free

from the errors introduced through dependence on scribes. 18

Interestingly, the question of gender and comparative approaches to its articu-

lation in social organization emerge as topics in these Indo-Persian travelogues

on Western Europe just as the same topic was being addressed in contemporary

European accounts of the Orient. Among the latter, perhaps the most radical

contemporary cross-cultural treatment of gender is found in the letters of Lady

Mary Wortley Montagu (1689-1762), the wife of Edward Montagu, the English

ambassador in Istanbul, for whom, by comparison with their English contem-

poraries, the denizens of the harem were “(perhaps) freer than any ladies in the

universe.” 19
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Jonathan Richardson (attrib.), Lady

Mary Wortley Montagu, ca. 1725.

Oil on canvas. Reproduction by

kind permission of the 8th Earl of

Harrowby, Sandon Hall

2

Abdülcelil Çelebi, known as

Levni, Dancing Girl, ca. 1720.

Watercolor on paper. Topkapi Palace

Museum, Istanbul, H. 2164, fol. 18r.

Photograph © Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi

Published in her famous Turkish Embassy Letters (1763) from the Ottoman

Empire, Lady Mary’s critiques of the society into which she was born and her own

“otherness” from it have assumed a paradigmatic status in modern scholarship. 20

A singular character of her time, Lady Mary was a traveler, poet, and intellec-

tual, and de facto outsider in a world where learning, literature, and exploration

formed the exclusive domain of men. The daughter of a nobleman, she was largely

self-educated, and while in Turkey she learnt Turkish and conversed with Otto-

man dignitaries, which led to the writing of her celebrated letters between 1716

and 1718.

Upon her return to England, Lady Mary added a second layer, this time picto-

rial, to the constitution of her phantasmagorical self (Lig. 1). In 1725 she had her

portrait painted by Jonathan Richardson (1665-1745). The full-length standing

figure incorporates the visual signs of her sojourn in the Ottoman Empire, indi-

cated by her Turkish attire and the distant view of a city (possibly Constantinople,

though the artist makes no particular effort to confirm it). This was not the first

time a European was depicted in an oriental costume. Since the seventeenth cen-

tury it had been a commonplace for noble travelers and traders in the east to show

offthe luxurious fabrics or goods obtained from the Ottoman sultans or the Persian

shahs as a symbol of their own status and wealth. In the eighteenth century, how-
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3

A Turkish Lady from Tire Râlamb

Costume Book, 17th century.

Watercolor on paper. Royal Library,

Stockholm, Cod.Räl. 8:o nr 10,

fol.6. Photograph © Royal Library /

Manuscript Department, Stockholm

ever, portraits ofEuropean noblemen and women (usually those returned from the

Ottoman Empire or India) dressed à l’orientale became more about the constitution

and representation of newly constructed identities than about the presentation of

wealth and riches. 21 As Richardson wrote in his treatise on painting, “to sit for one’s

picture is to have an abstract of one’s life written, and published.” 22

Lady Mary’s portrait exemplifies the utility of transcultural idioms and motifs

in certain kinds of eighteenth-century self-representations. A substantial por-

tion of her letters from the Ottoman Empire, written as a kind of travel narrative,

was devoted to comparisons and analyses of the commensurability between the

two cultures. Most interestingly, she observes and articulates the affinity between

English and Ottoman culture through a series of commentaries on art. Describing

her experience in a Turkish bath at Sofia she writes: “There were many (women)

amongst them, as exactly proportioned as ever any goddess was drawn by the pen-

cil of a Guido or Titian, --- and most of their skins shiningly white.... I had the

wickedness enough, to wish secretly, that Mr. Gervais could have been there invis-

ibly. I fancy it would have very much improved his art...”
23 Through the portrait

that she commissioned from Richardson, Lady Mary’s speculation that these Turk-

ish ladies might be considered as art works or models before an English artist can

now be brought into play by Lady Mary herselfposing as a “Turk.”

This presumed “Turkishness” finds further resonances in Richardson’s mode

of rendering the standing figure, which recalls the Dancing Girl by the Ottoman

painter Abdülcelil Çelebi (known as Levni, d. 1732), part of an album containing

forty-two full-length portraits dating from the first decades of the eighteenth cen-

tury (Fig. 2). With their innovative style, manifest in a greater animation of fig-

ures and more detailed rendition ofmoods and costumes than are found in earlier

Ottoman art, Levni’s paintings are usually considered to be the hallmark of the age

of reform during the reign of Ahmed III (1703-30), the “Tulip Period,” character-

ized by its receptiveness to European technology and art. As Kristel Smentek’s essay

suggests, the presence of Levni’s contemporary, the Flemish artist Jean-Baptiste

Vanmour, who lived in Istanbul for thirty-eight years, may not have been inconse-

quential for this development. 24
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Johann Zoffany, Colonel Antoine

Polier, Claude Martin, John Wombwell

with the Artistin the Background

in Lucknow, 1786. Oil on canvas.

Photograph © The Victoria Museum,

Calcutta

Despite the stylistic differences between Levni’s and Richardson’s works, there

are striking resemblances in the manners in which the female figures in both paint-

ings are rendered. That both figures are wearing Turkish dresses with décolleté

necklines, pearl-strung headbands, three-band bracelets, and jewelry-encrusted

belts is obvious enough. But Richardson’s canvas also demonstrates a conscious

appropriation ofthe “Oriental” manière as understood by European observers. Tire

French cartographer Jean-Baptiste Bourguignon d’Anville, for instance, described

the Ottoman and Persian style of portraiture in 1721 as offering only profile or

three-quarter profile views, without shadow, and with smooth finish and bright

colors.
25 In this respect, Richardson’s use of the forward-tilting three-quarter face,

as well as the S-shaped posture pulling up a skirt, is akin to Levni’s innovative style,

which first appeared at the end of the seventeenth century and was later nuanced by

him in the early eighteenth. Richardson’s access to Turkish art has not been deter-

mined. Yet we now know that Levni’s album existed in at least two further copies.
26

In addition, Ottoman paintings circulated in Europe either as individual pages or

through a number of reproductions bound into albums, such as the Râlamb Cos-

tume Book, which travelled to Sweden with Claes Râlamb, the Swedish ambassa-

dor to the Ottoman Empire in the seventeenth century (Fig. 3).
27 By the same token

Lady Mary may have acquired works by Ottoman artists that Richardson was then

able to draw from, a likely possibility for an artist who himself collected oriental

paintings and drew studies ofOttoman figures.
28

The phenomenon to which Levni’s and Richardson’s art attests was by no

means confined to Europe. On the contrary, recent scholarship has brought

to light documentary evidence for the collection of oriental manuscripts by

Europeans and their use by contemporary European artists living abroad. 29 For

instance, the German-born Johan Zoffany’s painting of Colonel Polier and his
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friends at Lucknow (1786) shows the artist and his patrons surrounding an

album of seventeenth-century Mughal miniatures owned by Antoine Polier, a

Swiss national of French descent employed by the British East India Company

(Fig. 4).
30 Before his arrival in India in 1765 Zoffany was given the task of copy-

ing Mughal miniatures by Empress Maria Theresa to accompany the original

Mughal paintings decorating her extraordinary Millionenzimmer at Schönb-

runn Palace in Vienna. 31 In India, first under the patronage of Warren Hastings,

governor-general of the East India Company, and later other European patrons,

Zoffany experimented with compositional strategies and tonal conventions asso-

ciated with the work of contemporary Indian artists, synthesizing British and

Mughal sub-imperial traditions in a manner inflected by contemporary political

concerns. 32 Through such experiments, Zoffany and other artists helped interna-

tionalize a “hybrid” style dehned by a mélange of different techniques, palettes,

and pictorial conventions.

Read against this background of contemporary artistic mobility, what some

scholars have identified as an “unconventional” style, or ambiguity, particularly

with regard to high finish and the undefined landscape, is what gives the impression

that Richardson’s portrait of Lady Mary is more than the mere fantasy of being the

“other.”
33 Yet scholars have been reluctant to identify the negotiated cross-cultural

elements in Richardson’s portrait of Lady Mary. Although it is true that Richardson

never set foot outside Europe, art historians’ unwillingness to see the convergence

of different artistic traditions persists even in works by those artists who had trav-

eled abroad.

In her paper, Smentek demonstrates how European artists living and working

in the Ottoman Empire, such as the Genevan Jean-Étienne Liotard, made their

careers producing works for clients from all over Europe as well as the empire. Yet,

just as the apparent adoption of Ottoman representational modes in Richardson’s

portrait of Lady Mary has escaped notice, for all of Liotard’s keen interest in Otto-

man culture no one directly connected his art with Ottoman painting, not even the

artist himself. Although the fact that Liotard’s art reflected an emphatic synthesis of

cultures was not lost on eighteenth-century viewers, it was not associated directly

with Turkish painting, but with Chinese style. Smentek’s study draws our atten-

tion on the one hand to the Turkish elements of Liotard’s art, and on the other to

the criticism directed against him and other artists of his time who experimented

with imported art forms. Directly or indirectly, both Liotard and François Boucher,

the proselytizer of the rococo and the favorite painter of Madame de Pompadour,

were accused of debasing Western artistic tradition by harboring a passion for

non-European art, Chinese in both cases. Tire inability to appreciate non-Western

art was in fact driven by nationalist and academic snobbism. Writing in 1753, for
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Gérard Scotin, after Jean- Baptiste

Vanmour, La Sultane Asseki [s/c], ou

Sultane Reine. Plate 3 from Recueil de

cent estampes représentant différentes

Nations du Levant, 1714-15. Paris: Le

Hay & Duchange. Photograph © BnF

example, William Hogarth suggested that Chinese painting represented a “mean

taste,” not to he admired or emulated. 34

Today’s scholars may not share Hogarth’s aversion to orientalizing aesthetics,

but they have failed to note the Ottoman valences of Richardson’s portrait of Lady

Mary, relating its “ethnographic” aspects to the impact of Jean-Baptiste Vanmour’s

paintings of Turkish life and “types” rather than considering the possibility that

he had direct access to Ottoman works. Vanmour served as the official artist to the

French ambassador, the marquis de Ferriol, in Istanbul, in the first decade ofthe eigh-

teenth century, and may have known Lady Mary personally since a Conversation

Piece depicting her is attributed to him. The engraved versions ofVanmour’s paint-

ings also had an extraordinarily wide appeal in Europe after their appearance in the

Recueil de centestampes représentant différentes Nations du Levant, published in Paris

in 1714-15 (Fig. 5 ) ,

35 However, given Lady Mary’s critical stance on European travel-

ers and how they represented the Ottomans, it is rather unlikely that she would have

accepted to have her portrait modeled on “second-hand” depictions ofthe Turk.

This is not to deny that prints circulated, mediated the reception of “Oriental”

forms, and generated particular perceptions of the East. However, even in the con-

text where the impact of Vanmour’s engravings has been proven, an additional

“authentic” Oriental source was often also mined to underwrite claims of accu-

racy. Madame de Pompadour’s Ottomanesque canvases painted by Carle van Loo

( 1705-65) for the Turkish room in the chateau of Bellevue ( 1748-51 ) can directly

be linked to Vanmour’s Recueil de cent estampes , based on the shared visual pro-

gram. Among the canvases was the image of a sultana being served coffee by a black
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Jacques-Firmin Beauvarlet, after

Carle van Loo, La Sultana , undated

(before 1797). Metal engraving.

Photograph © Musée du Louvre,

Paris, KM006528

servant, the former apparently modeled on Pompadour herself (Fig. 6).
36 The com-

plexities of the mirroring effect in Pompadour’s chambers are highlighted by the

dual sources upon which van Loo drew: Vanmour’s Recueil de cent estampes, and a

collection of Ottoman costume albums in similar vein, bound together under the

title Costumes turcs de la cour et de la ville de Constantinople en 1 720, peints en Tur-

quie, par un artiste turc (Fig. 7).
37 In this case, both European paintings of Otto-

man subjects “translated” into the medium of lithography and Ottoman originals

inspired by a contemporary Western interest in “types” were mined for images of a

royal mistress, depicted à la turque, whose iconography was apparently intended to

make a point about her relationship to the French king.38

Eighteenth-century portraits of Europeans dressed à l’orientale illustrate the

phenomenon that Inge Boer identifies as “cultural cross-dressing.” Denoting trans-

cultural modes of self-fashioning (and self-representation), the term emphasizes

both the constructed nature of identity and its performative aspect as something

that is fashioned dynamically and not an inherent characteristic of the biological

body. 39 Occurring at the intersection between two or more sign systems, cultural

cross-dressing is the negotiated product of circulation, both of representations and

their signifying potential.
40 To be effective, it needs to distinguish the subject from

her or his immediate cultural context while associating her/him with an alterna-

tive identity; as a consequence, it is often characterized by a simultaneous asser-

tion and disavowal of alterity.
41 Jean-Étienne Liotard’s adoption of “Turkish” dress

performed and produced the signs of a cultural cross-dressing that also character-

ized his renderings of European subjects in Istanbul à la turque. Smentek’s article

demonstrates how this experience transformed both him and his art. In addition to

dressing like an Ottoman, he grew a long, distinctive beard, which he cut off only
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in 1756 on the eve of his wedding.42 Employed by Lady Mary Montagu’s nephew

John Montagu, Lord Sandwich, on his Grand Tour between 1738 and 1740, Liotard

spent five years in residence in Istanbul and elsewhere in the empire. Although he

did not go as far as Lady Mary’s son Edward Montagu, who converted to Islam, Lio-

tard labeled himself the “Turkish Painter” (le peintre turc) until the end of his life.

The appropriation of Ottoman forms by Lady Mary, Madame de Pompadour,

and Liotard articulates a mode of self-representation inseparable from critiques of

contemporary European society. The endeavor was part ofa more widespread eigh-

teenth-century phenomenon in which “Oriental” motifs and themes were appro-

priated for veiled commentaries on and critiques of social, political, and religious

conditions in Europe. The Letters ofa Turkish Spy by Giovanni Paolo Marana, pub-

lished first in 1684-6 in French, is considered to have inaugurated this new genre

of critical literature.
43 Montesquieu’s Lettres persanes (1721 ) and Oliver Goldsmith’s

The Citizen of the World (1765) apparently took it as a model for discussing a wide

range ofthemes ofEuropean cultural and religious identity in relation to the Orient.

This critical literature developed alongside a flourishing genre of travel accounts

about the Ottoman Empire, which also provided Europeans with plots suitable for

political commentary in the guise of plays and novels—such as Mustafa: a Tragedy

(1739) by David Mallet, and Zaire (1732) and Lu Fanatisme, ou Mahomet le prophet

(1741) by Voltaire.

Much of this literature also draws upon and assumes broader developments in

the representation and consumption of the “Orient,” including the experience of

diplomatic visits of Ottoman or Persian officials to Europe. 44 Some of it acknowl-

edges that literature was not the only domain of Enlightenment cultural rhetoric:

art and architecture also articulated some of the most radical views on royal pre-
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rogative, religious tolerance, and later, in the nineteenth century, on class politics.
45

In Montesquieu’s Lettres persanes, Rica, one of the Persian visitors to Paris, finds

himself caught within the resulting networks of representation and viewing:

If I was at a show, I would see a hundred lorgnettes focused on my face straight

away. In a word, never was a man seen as much as I was. It made me smile

sometimes, to hear people who had hardly even been out of their rooms say-

ing to each other: “You’ve got to admit, he really does look Persian.” It was

incredible: I found portraits of me everywhere; I saw multiples of myself in

every shop and on every mantelpiece, so greatly did people fear that they had

not had a good enough look at me.46

The interest aroused by foreigners is confirmed by the accounts of eighteenth-

century Indian and Middle Eastern visitors to European capitals.
47 Similarly the

consumption of these “others” through representation is attested by the produc-

tion of porcelain figurines of exotic types, both sultans and slaves, and the Chinese,

Egyptian and Indian scenes by European artists that were soon to be transferred to

English and French tableware and wallpaper. 48

Highlighting the ubiquity of Oriental images in early eighteenth-century

Europe, the passage from Lettres persanes just cited also illustrates the close rela-

tionship between the desire for empirical knowledge, new technologies of repre-

sentation and reproduction, and the burgeoning of a mercantile spirit among the

European bourgeoisie. The vicarious participation in the experience of the Orient

enabled by consumption is parodied in another passage from Lettres persanes, in

which the first-hand knowledge of Isfahan communicated by Rica, Montesquieu’s

Persian native, is contradicted by a Parisian who, having never seen Isfahan, is sure

of his own knowledge, for it is derived from the accounts of the French travelers

Sir John Chardin and Jean-Baptiste Tavernier.49 Chardin was particularly praised

as “the eminent traveler and expert on Islamic matters,” becoming the first French

traveler to be knighted and being made a member of the Royal Society in 1682. 50

The invocation of his expertise illustrates how travel and travel literature played an

increasingly prominent role in facilitating the vicarious (if selective) consumption

of far distant regions.

Contemporary patterns of consumption are also illustrated by the activities of

the diplomatic missions that provided models for Montesquieu’s Persians. After the

momentous mission of Yirmisekiz Çelebi Mehmed Efendi, the Ottoman envoy to

France in 1721, Ottoman ambassadors in France, Sweden, Austria, and Germany

were actively involved in the modalities of cultural exchange. 51 Mehmed Efendis

four-and-a-half-month stay in France resulted in the collection of architectural
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books, plans, and views of various French palaces, as well as in an extensive com-

mentary on French civilization, which was also intended to be illustrated. Although

it was not uncommon for ambassadors to provide accounts of their visits and share

them with their foreign counterparts, Mehmed Efendis was unprecedented for it

was translated into French and published immediately after it was written, appear-

ing in several editions in the later eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
52 In 1742,

Mehmed Said Effendi, the second Ottoman envoy, had his full-length portrait

painted by Jacques Aved in Paris and displayed at the Salon du Louvre in the same

year. He was not the first or the last Ottoman official to be depicted by a European

artist: Ottoman sultans and dignitaries had been portrayed by foreigners from life

and/or imagination since the fifteenth century. While in the Ottoman Empire, Lio-

tard made pastel portraits of the Grand vizier Hekimoglu Ali Pasha and other offi-

cials in 1742. Nor was Mehmed Said Efendi the first Ottoman to be portrayed while

in Europe. His father Yirmisekiz Çelebi Mehmed Efendi’s engraved half-length

portrait also exists. Yet the life-size, standing figure of the ambassador in full public

view marks a striking departure from the earlier representations of the Turk. 53

These sorts of phenomena, where the denizens of the East were active agents

of transculturation, must be understood as an integral part of diplomatic strate-

gies associated with contemporary processes of “globalization.” In her contribution

to this volume, Tiilay Artan demonstrates how the Ottoman princess Hadice Sul-

tan the Younger’s commissions of European porcelain differed greatly from earlier

palace acquisitions of Chinese ceramics. As Artan demonstrates, Hadice ( 1 768—

1822) mobilized the Ottoman ambassadors in Europe not only to collect porcelain

but also to commission works that would reflect her taste and patronage. In this

way, she participated in contemporary patterns of imperial consumption, which

included Madame de Pompadour’s chambers at Bellevue, and Catherine II of Rus-

sia’s commission of a dinner set from fosiah Wedgwood in England, the famous

Green Frog Service bearing her coat of arms.

The career trajectory of Dean Mahomet, the Indian author of the Travels of

Dean Mahomet, illustrates how similar patterns of Oriental/Occidental consump-

tion prevailed even outside courtly circles. In addition to his authorial talents, Dean

Mahomet proved to be a skillful entrepreneur, who opened the Hindostanee Cof-

fee House after moving to London in 1810. Catering to the Nabobs lately returned

from India, the coffee house served Indian cuisine and water-pipes in an “Oriental”

ambience conjured by bamboo chairs and painted Indian landscapes. 54 Adorned

with Oriental artifacts and images, Dean Mahomet’s coffee house reminds us that

the consumption of artistic forms and idioms is inseparable from the global circu-

lation of cultural forms more generally. Among the relevant examples are baths,

modes of dress, and even foodstuffs—the much-criticized “Curries and Peelaws”
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favored by the families ofthose newly returned from India.
55 Few ofthe Indian mis-

tresses and wives of East India Company employees, the bibis, made it to England:

nevertheless the entanglements between Indian and European cultural forms were

highlighted in Britain itself by the new styles of dress and constructing the body,

and new culinary traditions introduced by the daughters, sisters and wives of the

Nabobs. 56

Following the failure of the Flindostanee Coffee House in 1812, Dean Mahomet

moved to the fashionable resort of Brighton and reinvented himself as a shampoo-

ing surgeon, opening a bath that eventually enjoyed the patronage of the English

monarchs George IV and William IV. In his enterprise, Dean Mahomet drew

heavily upon his Indian identity for marketing purposes, adopting Mughal court

dress when he appeared in public. The image of India was also central to the cre-

ation of an authentically Indian ambience; the walls of the anterooms to the baths

were painted with landscapes occupied by temples populated by Indians in native

dress, camels, Islamic funerary monuments, and musicians. 57 The eclectic balance

between “Hindu” (or Gentoo) and “Muslim” elements recalls the Large Composi-

tion of Architecture representing some of the most celebrated Hindoo and Moorish

Buildings in India
,
painted by Thomas Daniell in 1799 for the Indian Room ot the

collector and author Thomas Hope, in the decoration of which Greek, Egyptian,

Turkish, and Indian motifs were synthesized. Daniells painting depicting the

gopuram (monumental gateway) of a southern Indian temple adjacent to the Taj

Mahal (Fig. 8) was one of four that hung in the room, three Indian scenes and one

view of the Roman Forum. 58 The eclecticism that characterizes these images antici-

pates the reordering of the Orient through representation that became the hall-

mark of nineteenth-century Orientalist painting.

While imported paintings and even, more rarely, artifacts, might provide Brit-

ish artists and architects with models, 59 in most cases it was the work of British art-

ists themselves that proved decisive. William Hodges (active in India between 1780
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and 1783) and Thomas and William Daniell (in India between 1786 and 1793) pro-

vided the British public with its first extensive corpus ofIndian landscapes executed

by professional artists.
60 These artists located their endeavors to bring home images

of India within broader projects of exploration and discovery, most obviously those

of the geographers, naturalists, and philologists then gathering data and materials

from the new worlds that were opening to European eyes. 61

The utility of these “Oriental’’ images to a burgeoning eclecticism is prefigured

in an address delivered to the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1785, in which the cel-

ebrated Orientalist William Jones expressed the hope that the Indian monuments

then being studied by British scholars would “furnish our architects with new ideas

of beauty and sublimity,” an undertaking whose dependence upon the “correct

delineations” shortly to be produced by British artists underlined the mediating

role of these artists and their works in the dissemination of architectural forms.62

Jones’s sentiments echo those of Sir Joshua Reynolds in his opening lecture deliv-

ered at the Royal Academy in 1778: “The mind is but a barren soil; a soil which is

soon exhausted, and will produce no crop, or only one, unless it be continually fer-

tilized and enriched with foreign matter.”63 While Reynolds was thinking of Clas-

sical antiquity, his cultural appeal to cross-fertilization was in line with the general

momentum of the time. In a speech delivered to the Academy a decade later, Reyn-

olds referred obliquely to the work of William Hodges: “The Barbarick splendour

of those Asiatick Buildings, which are now publishing by a member of this Acad-

emy, may possibly . . . furnish an Architect, not with models to copy, but with hints

of composition and general effect, which would not otherwise have occurred.”64

The role of contemporary depictions of far-distant lands as vectors of architec-

tural form is illustrated by Thomas Daniells involvement with Sezincote House in

Gloucestershire, built between 1805 and 1817 (Fig. 9). Designed by Samuel Pepys

Cockerell for his brother, the Nabob Sir Charles Cockerell, who had lived for many

years in Bengal, the house, its landscape setting, temples, and grottoes were shaped

by the architect’s desire to reproduce “authentic” forms with which the Indian

drawings and sketches of Daniell had acquainted him. 65 Thomas Daniell was not

only hired as a consultant on the project that his images had informed (thus fulfill-

ing the hopes of Hastings and Reynolds that images of India might inspire Brit-

ish architects), but went on to create seven large oil paintings of Sezincote, which

were exhibited at the Royal Academy. 66 There could be little better illustration ofthe

inherently self-referential character of eighteenth-century “Oriental” representa-

tion, or of the visual artifact’s ability to effect the cognitive assimilation and aes-

thetic appropriation of the East by the West. 67

As this suggests, the popular aesthetic consumerism of eighteenth-century

landscape painting and its domesticating conventions provided the cognitive fil-
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ters through which the visual experience of the East was strained. 68 The “oriental”

images ofEuropean artists appeared to offer immediate access to knowledge about

distant lands, but their reception in eighteenth-century Europe was sometimes

characterized by ambivalence. In contemporary caricatures, this ambivalence is

articulated around parodies of the optical devices deployed to imbue the represen-

tation of geographically and temporally distant scenes with the authority of scien-

tific objectivity.
69

Despite this ambivalence, the aspiration towards documentary precision, and

the perceived “universality of a European episteme” that underlies it,
70

is related to a

contentious issue concerning the extent and nature of the epistemological ruptures

wrought by the advent of European rule (in its mercantile or political forms) over

large parts of the Orient in the later eighteenth century. Assumptions regarding the

totality of the rupture occasioned by these developments have recently been chal-

lenged by scholars who have sought to highlight the role of indigenous scribes and

scholars in the European documentary enterprise of the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth century, not only as translators but also as agents in the formation of

epistemological frameworks informed by skills acquired in the service of pre-colo-

nial rulers.
71

In addition, as the articles in this volume suggest, the habitus of some

European artists or patrons engaged in the representation of India or the Ottoman

Empire to European audiences was sometimes informed by the conventions of

both European and Mughal or Ottoman imperial or sub-imperial painting. 72

These entanglements, which were reflected in other aspects of contemporary

cultural life, sometimes attracted criticism. Angst about the remarkable permeabil-

ity and porosity of English and Indian elite culture in the late eighteenth century

peaked around the ambiguous relationship between the state and defacto mercan-

tile governance of the East India Company, coming to a head between 1788 and

1795 in the celebrated impeachment proceedings against Warren Hastings, the for-

mer governor-general of the Company.73 In India, the backlash was manifest in the

attempt to regulate the relationships between Indians and Europeans and the self-

representations of the latter. During the governor-generalship of Lord Cornwallis

(1786-93), for example, legislation was passed to prohibit the public wearing of

Indian dress by employees ofthe East India Company. 74

Despite these concerns, the reception of “Oriental” forms in Britain continued

unabated. In their designs for the Brighton Pavilion (1808), the royal architects

Humphrey Repton and John Nash drew upon the Daniells’ Indian scenes, declar-

ing Thomas Daniells Oriental Scenery (1795-1808) depicting Mughal architecture

in serene landscapes as “a new source of richness and variety” in contrast to other

styles that were also available but considered inappropriate for the purpose. By con-

trast, Repton asserted that “the Turkish was objectionable as being a corruption of
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the Grecian; the Moorish as a bad model of the Gothic; the Egyptian as too cum-

brous for the character of a villa; the Chinese as too light and trifling for the outside,

however it might be applied to the interior.” Displaying a promiscuous understand-

ing of Hindustani architecture, he drew instead upon the architecture of “Hindu-

stan, Gentoo, Chinese, or Turkish; which latter is a mixture of the other three.”
75

Similarly, the hostility of some eighteenth-century observers to Oriental, espe-

cially Chinese sources (as expressed by Hogarth, see above), did little to impede

their appropriation. William Chambers, later professor of architecture at the Royal

Academy, travelled to the Far East in the 1740s and wrote about the Chinese man-

ner of gardening with a view to introducing it into Britain. In the 1772 extended

version of his Designs of Chinese Buildings (1757) he staged an attack on the con-

temporary practices oflandscape architecture:

There are indeed very few [gardens] in our part of the globe wherein nature

has been improved to the best advantage, or art employed with the great-

est judgement. The gardens of Italy, France, Germany, Spain, and of all the

other countries where the antient style still prevails, are in general mere cit-

ies of verdure; ... In England, where this antient style is held in detestation,

and where, in opposition to the rest of Europe, a new manner is universally

adopted, in which no appearance of art is tolerated, our gardens differ very

little from common fields.
76

Chambers’ criticism not only glorified oriental manners of gardening, but also

contributed to the already highly politicized practice of landscape architecture.

Kew Gardens, where he was employed as a young architect in 1749, had become
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a key locus of the British imperial vision by 1762. There, Chambers designed and

built oriental -style buildings including a “Pagoda,” a “Turkish Mosque” and an

“Alhambra Temple” alongside the Classical and Gothic temples (Fig. 10).

It was not a coincidence that the “Mosque” appeared in an imperial garden.

Ottoman architecture had already been embraced in Europe as a mark of impe-

rial prowess for the first time in France in the late 1730s. Stanislas Leszczynski,

the deposed king of Poland who later became the father-in-law to Louis XV, com-

missioned kiosks, the smallest residential pavilion-type structure of the Ottoman

palace, at Luneville in his newly acquired Duchy of Lorrain and Bar.
77

Despite its

humble status as a garden structure, William Chambers’s “Turkish Mosque” of

1762 not only marked the coronation of George III, but also came at a momen-

tous time, lust a few years before the appearance of the Kew mosque, the radical

Swiss thinker, Claude Adrien Helvétius, staged an attack on European hypocrisy

towards religious tolerance by drawing a distinction between the Ottomans and

the French.' 8 His De l’esprit, a polemic against Montesquieus De l’esprit des lois,

published in 1758, contained a long footnote that concluded: “we see churches in

Constantinople but there are no mosques in Paris.”
79 Although the construction of

a functioning mosque was still too far from both the needs and the possibilities of

the age, the “Mosque” at Kew helped pave the way towards envisioning a multide-

nominational British Empire. 80

Stanislas’s kiosks and Chambers’s mosque had a wide appeal in Europe associ-

ated with the new fashion for the jardin-anglais, which provided another platform

for the circulation of Eastern images and forms. Work on Frederick the Great’s

famous Chinese tea house at Sans Souci in Potsdam began in 1755 after Stanislas

had presented him with a copy ofthe Recueil des plans, élévations, et coupes tantgéo-

metrales qu’en perspective des châteaux, jardins, et dépendances que le Roy de Pologne
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occupe en Lorraine (1750-53). A similar trajectory of knowledge and ideas—

a

second-hand exoticism as it were—also took place with regards to Kew and its

“Mosque.” Inspired in part by Kew, in 1777 the last of the Holy Roman Emper-

ors, Karl Theodor, erected a mosque at Schloss Schwetzingen in Germany that also

incorporated features derived from the two new imperial mosques of Istanbul, the

Nuruosmaniye (Fig. 1 1 ) and the Laleli, built between 1755 and 1763. 81

The appropriation of these imperial forms in the orientalizing architecture of

Europe allows us to address an imbalance in the framing of the eighteenth century

in which the receptivity of Eastern elites to European cultural forms is represented

as the paradigm, despite the reciprocal nature of contemporary architectural

exchange. The phenomenon is perhaps best illustrated by What Went Wrong

?

Western Impact and Middle Eastern Response , a work by the Princeton Islamicist

and White House advisor Bernard Lewis, which purports to explain why Middle

Eastern civilizations lag behind the West. Discussing the Nuruosmaniye Mosque,

Lewis notes its “Italian Baroque” exterior decoration, concluding that, “When a

foreign influence appears in something as central to a culture as an imperial foun-

dation and a cathedral- mosque, there is clearly some faltering of cultural self-

confidence.” 82 This evaluation not only ignores the contemporary receptivity to

Ottoman and Indian forms in the imperial courts of Europe, but simultaneously

privileges the “European” features ofthe mosque as more noteworthy or significant

than any other while reading them as signs of a decline given a negative psychologi-

cal gloss. Its emphasis on an authenticity anterior to contact with European culture

is common to discussions of “Europeanizing” elements in the art and architecture

ofeighteenth-century Iran and India.83

Recent research on the Nuruosmaniye mosque has demonstrated a significant

difference in the contemporary accounts written by its Ottoman viewers and users

(who recognized its new style, nev-tarz, and celebrated its aesthetic values with-

out emphasizing its Europeanizing elements in particular) and Western European

visitors, who, like Lewis, emphasized a derivative relationship to European mod-

els.
84 This new style is characterized by what Shirine Hamadeh has dubbed a décloi-

sonnement, “an opening up between different cultural traditions and practices” and

“a peculiar flexibility in the reception and interpretation of new forms, tastes, and

aesthetics, be they foreign to imperial culture or to the Ottoman tradition at large”

that marked not only architecture, but also literature, music, painting, and contem-

porary sartorial codes. 85 These forms were not confined to those then in vogue in

Europe (most obviously those associated with the contemporary rococo style),
86

but also included Persian and late Mughal models.87

Tire period coincides with the proliferation of turqueries in the European courts,

a coincidence that calls into question the equation between transculturation and
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Nuruosmaniye Mosque, Istanbul,

1748-55. Photograph © Cemal

Emden

decline while highlighting discrepant readings of the reception of European forms

in the Orient by comparison with the orientalizing tendencies of contemporary

European elites. This discrepancy in perspective reminds us that although Europe

has usually been seen as central to the history of global circulations in the eigh-

teenth century, the mercantile cosmopolitanism fostered by burgeoning European

adventurism found its counterpart in the imperial cosmopolitanism of the Otto-

man Empire or contemporary Indian regional courts. Consequently, there were

numerous trajectories to which Europe was irrelevant. Cases in point include the

importation ofChinese ceramics to Ottoman Turkey, the incorporation ofelements

inspired by the Mughal and Safavid architecture ofIndia and Iran alongside those of

European inspiration in the architecture ofeighteenth-century Istanbul, or the con-

temporary reception ofOttoman architectural forms in Syria, Yemen, and Egypt.88

The reception of Ottoman imperial forms outside the capital could be marked

by an eclecticism of another sort, in which contemporary Ottoman styles were

inflected by regional architectural traditions and political agendas. A sabil-kuttab

(fountain/library/school complex) founded by Sultan Mahmud I in Cairo in 1750,

one ofvery few imperial projects undertaken in the city during the eighteenth cen-

tury, is a case in point. Tire sabil-kuttab demonstrates the importation (or impo-

sition) of Istanbuli modes and materials (some of them the products of artisans

drafted in from the Ottoman capital), but also the integration of elements derived

from a local neo-Mamluk style. This was characterized by a selective revival and

reinvestment of modes of decoration associated with the patronage of the Mamluk
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sultans, who ruled over Egypt in the thirteenth through fifteenth centuries, prof-

iting from long-distance trade with Europe, Turkey, and India. The neo-Mamluk

revival can be associated with the patronage of ‘Abd al-Rahman Katkhuda (
1715—

76), an officer in the Janissary corps and remnant of the old Mamluk order dis-

placed by the Ottoman conquest in 1517. Abd al-Rahman Katkhuda embarked on

an ambitious program of architectural patronage, which included the restoration

ofvenerable mosques and shrines and the construction of thirty new monuments,

among them mosques, sabils, khanqahs (Sufi lodges), and bridges. 89

A second example of Ottoman imperial patronage in Cairo, the sabil-kuttab

of Sultan Mustafa III (1758-60), underlines the role of Istanbul as a nexus for the

mediation of European forms, idioms, and materials. The rich decoration of the

building’s interior included more than two thousand six hundred Dutch blue-and-

white tiles (probably from Rotterdam), apparently forwarded from Istanbul for the

project, whether or not they had originally been acquired for it. The use of Dutch

tiles reflects a shift in taste at the Ottoman court around 1750, an engagement with

contemporary European modes of interior decoration apparently informed by the

circulation ofboth publications and Ottoman subjects.
90

If the Ottomans could act as mediators of Dutch style in the eastern Mediter-

ranean, in regions further east during the same period, Dutch traders sometimes

actively promoted the circulation of images and media that owed little to European

traditions. In their contribution to this volume, for example, Anton Schweizer and

Avinoam Shalem draw attention to an astonishing eighteenth-century Japanese

lacquer plaque depicting the Haram at Mecca, the holiest city in Islam, commis-

sioned by the Dutch, possibly for presentation to the Muslim sultan of Djakarta.

The plaque is one of a number of objects that have been identified as belonging to

Baron van Reede (1757-1802), the chief merchant and representative of the Ver-

eenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (Dutch East Indies Company), at Dejima on

the southern Japanese island of Kyushu. Made by Japanese craftsman but based

on a Dutch representation of the Masjid al-Haram found in De Religione Moham-

medica by Hadrianus Relandus, published in Utrecht in 1705, the plaque illustrates

the mediating potential of transcultural objects and their value to the “global”

ambitions of contemporary mercantile imperialism. Its purpose may have been

two-fold: the cultivation of local artisans, techniques, and culture to gain trading

privileges in regions such as Japan normally kept off-limits to European merchants,

and the negotiation of similar privileges with the Muslim rulers of the regions that

today comprise Indonesia.

Chanchal Dadlani’s article brings to light another example of European artis-

tic patronage in Asia, in this case an impressive and neglected album of Mughal

architectural depictions entitled Palais Indiens, which includes images of forts,
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mosques, mausolea, and palaces. The album was commissioned by Jean- Baptiste

Gentil (1726-99), a French military officer serving for the Compagnie des Indes

Orientales (French East India Company), but produced by Mughal artists at the

court of the Nawab Shuja
1

al-Daula (r. 1753-75) in the Awadhi capital of Faizabad.

Through a close examination of the album and its relationship to Mughal imperial

manuscripts, Dadlani argues that the heterogeneous character ofthe album reflects

both the artistic milieu of Faizabad at the time and the Awadhi sense of history,

which Gentil saw himself to be a part of by virtue of his marriage to a woman of

Mughal descent.

The artistic patronage of the Dutch in Japan and of the French in India, and the

florescence of the neo-Mamluk style in Cairo around the middle of the eighteenth

century, share a common basis in contemporary global economics. This facilitated

not only the mobility of artistic concepts, forms, media, and techniques, but also

an expansion in the economic base of contemporary artistic patronage. Between

1 740 and 1 770, for example, Cairo enjoyed a period of prosperity and demographic

growth, a development directly linked to the economic benefits that the Janissaries

(including Abd al-Rahman Katkhuda) derived from the international coffee trade

and their control over the Red Sea routes that it plied.
91

Perhaps nothing highlights the intersecting networks of eighteenth-century

cultural and mercantile exchange better than the burgeoning of this coffee culture

in the Middle East and Europe through the course of the century. 92 During the

apogee of the coffee boom between 1670 and 1770, the European coffee trade was

mediated by Istanbul (Fig. 12) and Cairo, which bought half the coffee crop from

Yemen for distribution to both Istanbul and Europe, and in which more than sixty

coffee caravanserais existed. 93 During the same period, Dutch coffee merchants

maintained emporia at Mocha on the Red Sea coast ofYemen. The economic rami-

fications of this trade profoundly influenced both the circulation of cultural forms

and their potential to circulate. Indeed, the case of coffee might be seen as paradig-

matic of the eighteenth-century mobility that the essays in this volume highlight.

The culture of coffee constituted a lingua franca, a nexus between entrepreneurs

in Europe (including the Indian immigrant, Dean Mahomet), Montesquieu’s Per-

sians, Dutch and Ottoman merchants, Egyptian Janissaries, Yemeni growers, and

consumers scattered from Cork to Isfahan. 94 Coffee culture was notable not only

as a nexus between consumer desires, mercantile ambitions, and specific forms of

architecture or architectural patronage, but also for its role in enhancing and pro-

moting certain sorts of sociability and social discourse that were intrinsic to the

emergence of what Habermas famously identified as the public sphere, a develop-

ment crucial to the articulation of modernity itself.
95 This is not to attribute the

emergence of European modernity to the circulation and availability of Eastern
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Gérard Scotin, after Jean-Baptiste

Vanmour, Vendeur de café. Plate

56 from Recueil de cent estampes

représentant différentes Nations du

Levant , 1714-15. Paris: Le Hay &

Duchange. Photograph © BnF

commodities, but to point out what is rarely acknowledged: although modernity is

often seen both as an idiosyncratically European phenomenon and as sui generis ,

many of its characteristic features are neither unique to Europe, nor inseparable

from more extensive (and not always peaceful) histories of transregional contact

and circulation .

96

Conclusion

In many ways, the eighteenth century can be considered a turning point in the his-

tory of encounters between Europe, the Islamic world, and South and East Asia,

characterized both by the popularization of the “Orient” in European art and litera-

ture, and of the “Occident” in Ottoman, Iranian, Indian, and Chinese elite cultures.

The circulation of images was integral to this process. Like Montesquieus fictive

Persians (themselves inspired by contemporary Eastern visitors to Paris) and the

“Indian” images that served as models for the Orientalizing architecture of the

British elite, much of the Oriental and Occidental imagery of the period entailed

a double mirroring: a self reflected in an Oriental/Occidental mirror that was

itself a construction, a frame within which to articulate critiques of self or other.

97

Nonetheless, the slippage between projection and reflection should not obscure

the periods centrality to the later emergence of disciplinary modes of Orientalist

representation. As Said suggested, despite differences from the rigidities of nine-

teenth-century Orientalist representation, the eighteenth century laid the ground
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for their advent. In his analysis, Said identifies four elements in eighteenth-century

European representations of the Orient that he sees as essential to the subsequent

intellectual and institutional development of modern Orientalism: expansion

(mercantile, military, and scientific), comparison, sympathetic identification, and

classification.
98 The paradoxical quality that Saids diachronic analysis brings to

light—flexible engagement as a prelude to rigid taxonomy— is central to the essays

that follow.

The essays, in various ways, examine the existence of one culture in another as

indicative of a dialogical co-existence, in which forms and practices with diverse

geographic origins meet and can, therefore, be grasped simultaneously.99 They are

concerned with the questions ofwhy and with what practical consequences “East”

and “West” turned to each other for cultural inspiration during this period. The aim

is not to propose an all-encompassing theory of culture contact. Rather, the hope is

to draw attention to the intensity and multi-directionality of “global” cultural flows

during the eighteenth century, to the ways in which their complexities destabilize

any simple dichotomous model of cultural exchange, and to their difference from

(and legacy to) those that marked the nineteenth century.
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SANJAY SUBRAHMANYAM

A ROOMFUL OF MIRRORS

77le Artful Embrace ofMughals and Franks, 1550-1700

Abstract

The essay concerns the history of the long-distance circulation of images in the

early modern world, and is in other words about the closing of a rather wide circle.

It is still our habit when we recount this history to present it essentially as one of

a growing European presence in and influence on Asia, Africa, or America (the

so-called expansion-and-reaction paradigm), with relatively little attention paid to

the other half of the circle. Here the received history of images clearly differs from

that of texts and their circulation, which is at the heart of debates on Orientalism.

The first part of the essay revisits the familiar problem of the influence of Euro-

pean images on sixteenth- and seventeenth -century India and offers new insights

into the processes, actors, and motives involved. The second part then examines

the varied modes of reception, refraction, and appropriation of images ofand from

Mughal India in early modern Europe. We shall see that these varied between eth-

nographic and courtly, and veered uncertainly (at times playfully) between the log-

ics of the “etic” and the “emic.” These materials are used to refine and reflect on

the issue of “incommensurability” between historical cultures and their forms of

representation.

You hold the Glass, but turn the Perspective;

And farther off the lessen’d Object drive.

You bid me fear: in that your change I know:

You would prepare me for the coming blow.

JOHN DRYDEN, AURENG-ZEBE ( 1675)
1

Introduction
r

fhe sixteenth and seventeenth centuries witnessed a considerable quickening in

intercontinental trade and the circulation of humans, other animals, plants, ships,

commodities from bullion, guns and pepper to porcelain and furs, and even (some

would say especially) microbes. In some instances, the situations in 1500 and 1700

were so radically different that one can qualify the change as truly revolutionary;

this is the case with the massive restructuring and even outright destruction of the

fabric ofpre-Columbian societies on the American continents over that period. In

other cases, the pace of change was less dramatic but still appreciable. China and

India had already been connected to the western Mediterranean in the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries, but the connection was a feeble one, probably comprising a

few dozen direct traders and travelers each year, while practically no ships made it

from the Mediterranean or the seas west thereof to the Indian Ocean. By 1700, the

extent of connection was far greater, and even Japan—reputedly in its “restricted”
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(kaikin or sakoku) phase—continued to maintain contact with Western Europe

through the Dutch trading factory in Deshima. 2
It is still our habit when we recount

this history to present it essentially as one of a growing European presence in and

influence on Asia (the so-called expansion-and-reaction paradigm), with relatively

little attention paid to the closing of the circle. One can see why such a habit of

thought persists; in comparison to a rather large number of Europeans in Asian

waters, relatively few Asians made it to, say, Portugal or the Netherlands between

1500 and 1700. Fewer still lived to tell the tale, though we may have underestimated

the numbers of those who did. One half of the circle is thus drawn perforce in far

stronger traits than the other. This is, however, not a reason to ignore the many and

interesting ways in which the circle was indeed closed. One of these was arguably

through art and visual representation.

In order to further the analysis, a central notion that I intend to draw upon and

critique is that of “incommensurability,” rendered famous in the early 1960s by

Thomas Kuhn and Paul Feyerabend. Kuhn’s principal concern in his initial work

was the incommensurability of scientific theories, in which he argued that there

was a relation of methodological, observational, and conceptual disparity between

paradigms. In a later phase, Kuhn began to argue—using the work of W. V. Quine,

albeit with some looseness— that incommensurability was essentially a problem in

the semantic sphere, and further proceeded to argue that the fundamental problem

was one of the “indeterminacy of translation.” Yet, where Quine had argued that

there was an indeterminacy between equally good translations, Kuhn seemed to

imply that incommensurability was more an issue of a failure of exact translation;

this suggested, first, that correct translation was actually possible in principle, and

second, that existing translations were not only indeterminate but also bad. 3

The next step chronologically was the transfer of the idea of incommensurabil-

ity, used first in the context of the relations between two (or more) “paradigms,” to

the relation between two or more cultures or forms of representation. This gives

us the idea of “cultural incommensurability,” a particular form of cultural relativ-

ism through which anthropology came to influence the practice of historians in

the late 1980s and 1990s. The view here is of largely impermeable cultural zones,

perfectly coherent in and of themselves, but largely inaccessible to those who look

in from the outside. To be sure, as Anthony Pagden has forcefully reminded us,

the roots of such ideas can be traced back at least to the later eighteenth century,

when writers such as Denis Diderot and above all Johann Gottfried Herder pro-

duced powerful, and in the case of Herder, rather dangerous, arguments on this

subject. For, in Pagden’s words, “Herder pushed the notion of incommensurabil-

ity to the point where the very concept of a single human genus became, if not

impossible to conceive, at least culturally meaningless.” 4 The implications of ideas
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such as these for the study of early modern visual encounters and interactions in

an inter-imperial context have, however, largely remained unexplored. In par-

ticular, the tension between ideas of incommensurability and agency would merit

further investigation. This would require us to focus on well-defined actors and

particular actions and processes rather than paint cultural interaction in broad

brushstrokes.

The Career of European Images in India

Let us begin with the first half of our notional circle, that which takes us from

Europe to India. In the course of about a half-century, between the arrival of the

first Jesuit mission in Fatehpur Sikri in 1580 and the death of the emperor Nur-ud-

Din Muhammad Jahangir in late October 1627, extant literature tells us that a sub-

stantial change took place in the artistic relationship between Europeans {firaagis

or Franks) and the painters of the Mughal and other Indian royal and aristocratic

ateliers. To state this is by now to state a commonplace. Hundreds, if not thousands,

of pages have been devoted to the transformation of Mughal art under European

(and in particular Catholic) influence: the brilliant and often startling paintings

on biblical themes by Keshav (Kesu) Das and others; the effect on the iconogra-

phy and self-presentation of the emperors themselves—from depicting themselves

backed by haloes to surrounding themselves with cherubs and angels; the use of

the symbolism of the globe to literalize the power of the rulers as “world-seizers”;

and the use of set-pieces of perspectivized urban and rural landscape to provide

the backdrop even to scenes where the content was not noticeably Christian. In

the beginning, if conventional historiography may be credited, lay the fascination

exercised by the printed book with its woodcuts and engravings, which the Jesuits

brought along as part of their portable libraries. Among these, pride of place was

taken by the celebrated if unwieldy multi-volume Polyglot Bible, or Biblia Regia,

printed at Antwerp in twelve hundred copies and large-folio format between

1568 and 1573 by the Flemish printer Christoffel Plantijn (or Christophe Plan-

tin), in collaboration with other scholars, and under the supervision of the Spanish

theologian Benito Arias Montano. The Bible, patronized and heavily subsidized

by Philip II, contained text in Latin, Hebrew, Greek, and Syriac and also several

impressive engravings. Along with this work, the first Jesuits in Sikri— Fathers

Acquaviva, Monserrate, and Henriques—also carried another major object pro-

duced by an associate of Plantijn, namely Abraham Ortelius’s atlas entitled The-

atrurn Orbis Terrarum. By the end of his reign, it has been claimed, the emperor

Akbar had “amassed an astounding collection of Renaissance visual and literary

artifacts,” and these included “a vast number of engravings of the work of artists

ranging from Michelangelo, Raphael, and Taddeo Zuccaro to Dürer and Martin
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de Vos; oil paintings donated by the great aristocratic families of Rome; and even a

Portuguese painter [unnamed].” 5

The Mughals thus felt the effects ofthe Renaissance, but also ofthe Counter-Ref-

ormation at its height. To be sure, Plantijn and his larger circle (the so-called Family

of Love, which was more-or-less a Nicodemite group) represented a rather moder-

ate view of what Christianity might be in relation to other religions or beliefs, but

the same could not always be said of the Jesuits who carried the works printed by

his press to India. At any rate, there is little doubt that the Polyglot Bible was given a

suitably pomp-filled reception in the Mughal court on its arrival. Here is how that

reception is described by an eyewitness, the Catalan Jesuit Antonio Monserrate:

“On the 3rd of March they [the Jesuits] took to the audience chamber a copy

ot the Holy Bible, written in four languages and bound in seven volumes; this they

showed to the King. In the presence of his great nobles and religious leaders Zel-

aldinus [Jalal-ud-Din Akbar] thereupon most devoutly not only kissed the Bible,

but placed it on his head. He then asked in which volume the Gospel was to be

found. When he was shown the right volume, he showed yet more marked rever-

ence to it. Then he told the priests to come with their Bible into his own private

room, where he opened the volumes once again with great reverence and joy. He

shut them up again very carefully, and deposited them in a beautiful bookcase,

worthy of such sacred volumes, which stood in the same private room, where he

spent a great deal of his spare time.” 6

This is an attractive and well-plotted version of what seems to be the first

Mughal exposure to the European book, but it is not entirely convincing. Surpris-

ingly little attention has been paid to the presence of the European book, whether

printed or manuscript, in Asia in the years prior to the episode described above.

From a scanty bibliography, one learns of how a printing press was sent from Por-

tugal to Ethiopia, but wound up in Goa, where it was first put to use by the Jesu-

its from late 1556 to produce texts such as the Conclusöes de logica e philosophic!

(1556) and the Doutrina cristäa ( 1 557), both unfortunately now lost to us.' This was

somewhat after the first printing press had become operational in Mexico, but pre-

ceded the one in Lima. The first printers were apparently Spaniards, a certain Juan

Bustamante (also known as Joào Rodrigues) and another Juan Gonzalez. In April

1563, another printer’s name—that of the obscure German Johannes von Emden—
appears on a very celebrated work from Goa, the Colôquios dos simples e drogas e

cotisas medicinais da India by Doutor Garcia da Orta (Fig. 1). By the late decades

of the century, experiments had been made in terms of printing text in Tamil (and

even to a limited extent Nagari script, for Konkani), with the more successful Tamil

texts being printed from the late 1570s onward under the impetus of the energetic

Jesuit Henrique Henriques in Cochin and Kollam for use on the Fishery Coast of
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Title page ofGarcia da Ortas

Colôquios dos simples e drogas

e cousas medicinais da India.

1563. Goa: Johannes von Emden.

Photograph by the author

southern TamilnadiC None of these works attained the sophistication or produc-

tion quality of the Polyglot Bible, yet they cannot entirely he neglected even if they

did not contain elaborate images.

Nor can we lay aside the issue of the circulation of manuscript European books,

some undoubtedly with images in them. We have to assume that the crew and

priests on the early fleets ofGama, Cabral, and Joäo da Nova must have carried with

them such books, usually Christian in character and content. By 1509, when the

Portuguese under Dorn Francisco de Almeida were fighting a Mamluk fleet ofFDiu

in Gujarat, they claimed to have encountered among the spoils ofwar “some books

in Latin, and in Italian, some for praying and others of history, and even a prayer-

book [livro de oraçôes
]
in the Portuguese language.” 9 A few years later, the governor

Albuquerque noted that he had at his disposition in Cochin a good number of reli-

gious pamphlets that could be used to instruct novices and young converts (“huma

area de cartinhas por omde imysnam os meninos”). 10 By the time Goa came to be

the focal point of Portuguese operations, about 1530, it is reasonable to suspect that

certain small manuscript collections and even private libraries would have been

available in that city. Nor can we rule out the possibility of individual Portuguese

carrying books around in their wanderings.

A neglected passage from the chronicle of Diogo do Couto provides us with

a view of the Mughal encounter with Christian European imagery that precedes

by a considerable period the Jesuit presence in the court of Akbar. It appears in a
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chapter of the chronicle dealing with the situation in the late 1530s and early 1540s:

“Ofwhat happened to Hamau Paxa [Humayun Padshah], king of the Magores after

he was defeated by Xirxa [Sher Shah]; and how with the favour ofXa Ismael [Shah

Ismail, sic

:

for Shah Tahmasp of Iran, r. 1524-76], king of Persia he came back to

conquer his kingdoms.. .

.” Couto informs us that Humayun when on his way into

exile in Iran was a protagonist of the following rather curious incident:

“On this voyage [jornada], there was a Portuguese by name Cosmo Correa, a

settler [cazado] from Chaul with a wife and children (who is still alive) who, since

he had assaulted a [Crown] Factor fled to Cambay and from there passed to the

court of the Magor, who used to give a good account of this voyage, because he was

a well-informed man and on that account the Magor was well-inclined towards

him. And he used to recount many things about him [Humayun], amongst which

he used to say that when he was talking with him one day, he [Humayun] asked

him to show the book using which he prayed and that he [Correa] brought him

the [Book of] Hours ofOur Lady (which had a binding illuminated in the old style

in quarto), and on opening it the King fell at once on the beginning of the seven

Psalms, where there was an illumination of the story of David and Bathsheba. 11

And the king looking at it carefully, said to Cosmo Correa: ‘What will you give me

if I guess [the content of] these stories?’ Cosmo Correa responded to him: what did

he possess to give to such a great monarch? ‘Give me your lance,’ said the Magor

(for it was one from Portugal), and if [I do] not [guess it] I will give you the head of

a wild boar which I will kill in front of you.’ And with that, he recounted the story

to him just as we have it in the Scriptures. And handing the book back to him, he

[Humayun] asked that he show him the four men who had written the Law of the

Christians, and Cosmo Correa showed him the Evangelists [Matthew, Mark, Luke,

and John] who were illuminated in the beginning of the four Passions, which the

King looked at carefully and said: ‘Now, you should know something, which is that

on many occasions I heard my father Babur Paxa say that if the Law ofMuhammad

were to suffer a decline, that I should receive no other than that which has been

written by four men.’ And thus this barbarian was so fond of Christians that when-

ever he saw them, he gave them great honours and grants.” 12

Several aspects of this story are worthy of note. In the first place, we can inde-

pendently identify the existence of Cosmo Correa from Chaul from state docu-

ments of the period. 13 Second, the account of the discussion around the image is

in fact plausible, even though the last section appears to be a characteristic exag-

geration. Muslim and Gentile rulers in Asia, if we are to believe the Portuguese,

were for ever on the verge of becoming Christian. In fact, very few freely did and

a large proportion of those who did apostatized. Ifiere is no reason to believe that

either Babur or Humayun, however ambiguous their relationship might have been
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between Sunnism and ShiTsm, ever really thought of Christianity as an option.

Rather, what the anecdote does bring out is the existence of a complex relationship

between the books of the Christians and the culture of Muslims such as the Timu-

rids. Humayun obviously liked and patronized painting—though only a few paint-

ings from his atelier such as his “garden party” have survived—and had no aversion

at all to the painted image, even the human one. 14 The stories of the Old Testament

and its kings and prophets, such as that of David, were a part of a familiar repertory

for him. There is thus every reason to believe that in a dull moment during a long

and difficult voyage, he might have taken some delight in leafing through a book

in an unfamiliar script but with intelligible (and in this instance somewhat erotic)

images. The text in question was, as Couto notes, a Book ofHours ofOur Lady, or in

Latin the Horœ beate marie virginis. It is unclear whether the book was manuscript

or printed; if printed it must almost certainly have come from a source external to

Portugal, such as the busy printing presses of Paris.
15

This is an important point to note, and it is something of a paradox. Chris-

tian-oriented imagery in sixteenth-century India was far more of a success than

Christianity itself. There were only two broad areas where conversion to Catholi-

cism produced substantial results. The first was Goa, in particular after the mid-

century, when temples were destroyed on some scale and a mixture of carrot and

stick employed to bring the “Gentiles” within the fold of Christianity. 16
It is possible

that in this process, the visual medium played a significant role since some of the

churches that were built in the course of the century had more-or-less ambitious

pictorial programs, such as the scenes from the Vida e Martinos de Santa Catarina

painted in Lisbon by Garcia Fernandes for the See church in Goa. 17 The second

area was the far south of the peninsula, already referred to as the Fishery Coast.

Here, the language of communication was Tamil and the target community was

largely restricted to a single low-status caste, the Paravas. The Jesuits in this con-

text devised and printed books in a colloquial register of Tamil, but they are also

known to have had paintings on Old and New Testament themes made in Goa and

transported to the churches ofthe Fishery Coast for didactic ends. Far less is known

about how the paintings were received and what, if any, effect they had on painting

and visual expression in the region itself.

The case is quite different with the Mughals. Gauvin Bailey has noted that after

1 580, “Akbar ordered his artists to paint hundreds of iconic portraits of Jesus, Mary,

and a panoply of Christian saints in the styles of the late Renaissance to adorn

books, albums, jewelry, and even treaties.” Bailey is, however, at some pains to insist

that “Catholic devotional art was produced and received [by the Mughals] in a pro-

foundly different manner than in Europe and many of its colonies,” and suggests

several possible reasons for the path taken by the Mughals. The first of these, in his
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view, lay in the “common Neoplatonic heritage” shared by Sunni Islam as practiced

in Mughal India and counter-reformation Christianity. Less plausibly, he claims

that “it is quite possible that the Mughals chose Catholic imagery because Islam

itself did not provide an iconographie tradition capable of combating the visually

potent pantheon of Hindu deities.” In other words, Catholic devotional art could

build bridges because it was somehow “culturally neutral”; indeed, the even stron-

ger claim is made that “its realism and immediacy were believed to be universal and

allowed it to transcend cultural and ethnic boundaries and embrace the whole of

humanity.” 18 Believed by whom to be universal, one is entitled to ask? A discussion

with Brahmins reported by François Bernier in Benares in the 1660s is relevant

here. Bernier had chosen to mock the Brahmins on their bathing rituals, stating

that “in the cold countries it would be impossible to observe their law [on bathing]

during the winter, which was a sign that it was a pure human invention.” He reports

that they responded as follows: “that they did not claim that their law was universal;

that God had made it for them and it was for that reason that they could not receive

a foreigner into their religion; that for the rest, they did not claim at all that our

[religion] was false; and that it might well be that it was good for us and that God

had created different paths to go to heaven, but that they did not wish to accept that

our [religion] being valid for all of the earth, theirs was nothing more than a fable

and pure invention.” 19 The idea then that what was Catholic was obviously univer-

sal, embraced all of humanity, and transcended cultural and ethnic boundaries was

thus a perfectly Catholic idea, but not shared by anyone else. The Brahmins, for

their part, seem to have been relative relativists, in a Latourian mode.

Fortunately, in the case of the Mughals and Jesuits, we are not obliged to rest our

case on inference and speculation alone. The Mughal court has left behind a corpus

of documents and narrative materials regarding its perception of the Jesuits and

the materials they submitted to the imperial gaze. These do not appear for the most

part in the great imperial chronicles in Persian, which barely deign to mention the

Jesuit presence at the court on a handful of occasions. Rather, they appear above all

in the dispersed writings of a certain Abdus Sattar ibn Qasim Lahauri (fl. 1 600-20),

whom Edward Maclagan refers to as “a prominent literary man ofthe day,” and who

was in many ways the chiefintermediary figure between the Jesuits and the Mughal

court in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Sattar had initially been

close to the Jesuit Jeronimo Xavier but later had a substantial falling out with the

Jesuits over issues of religion. The Jesuits for their part saw him as ungrateful; they

claimed that he had been “as poor as Irus” when they first knew him, and had only

received an official rank through the intervention of Xavier. 20
Sattar was certainly

a key participant in debates that took place on Christianity in the early years of

the rule of Jahangir, while the emperor was in Agra. By this time, a considerable
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corpus of Christian texts had been translated into Persian, largely through the col-

laboration of Xavier and Sattar. The context for the debates is described as follows

by Xavier in one of his letters:

“As the king was resting in Agra, one night his librarian on his orders brought

him a great mass ofbooks [grande multidäo de registms
]
concerning our saints and

other things (which in the previous years he had collected), in order to pass sec-

tions of the night looking at them, and through these images we managed this year

to do what we had wanted for many years, which is to have a public dispute with the

principal people of the king in front of him, regarding matters of our Holy Law and

that of the Moors, and these exchanges and disputes went on for a month almost

every night, and in order to do this he used to call us close to him [junto de si] where

usually only the sons of the king and some of his confidants were, and the others

were [standing] a bit further off. And since I trust that our dearest brothers would

like to hear about this, I will recount in some detail some of the things that hap-

pened on some of these nights .” 21

Xaviers description then rests content with describing the challenges that the

Muslim
‘

ulama of the court put to the Jesuits, and suggests that on each occasion,

superior Jesuit rhetorical and logical skills prevailed. The optimistic vision of a

Mughal court where Christianity is on the verge of making a major breakthrough is

preserved in these writings, as it was in the compendia made ofthem and presented

to a larger audience in Europe. This is not at all the image that one receives from

Sattar, in particular in his account of the nocturnal meetings of Jahangir’s court-

iers. This account carries a good deal of credibility on account of the identity of

its author. Abdus Sattar was the author of Samrat ul-Faläsifa (The Fruits of Phi-

losophers), also known as the Ahwäl-i Firangistän , a text based on his knowledge of

Latin which he had acquired through Jeronimo Xavier. He also collaborated with

Xavier on a number of other works, such as a life of Jesus entitled the Mirât ul-Quds

(or Dàstân-i Masïh , completed in ah 1011) and the Dästän-i Ahwäl-i Hawäriyän or

WaqaF-i Hawäriyän-i Duäzdagäna (Account of the Twelve Companions), which

was completed in ah 101 4.
22 However, with the passage of time, Sattar had grown

increasingly disgruntled with Christians in general and the Jesuits in particular. H is

position increasingly came to be that while Jesus was indeed a prophet, the work

that the Christians claimed was the Gospel ( injïl) was in fact a fabrication. These

views, propounded by him in the court with detailed examples taken from his read-

ing of texts in Latin, seem to have been supported by many influential courtiers

such as Mirza Aziz Koka.

One may take a single discussion in Jahangirs court as it is recounted by Abdus

Sattar to gain a flavour of the status of Christianity there at the time, a status that

is quite at odds with the Jesuit version. We focus here not on the Jesuit participa-
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tion in the debate or their attacks on Islam (ofwhich there were several) but on the

Mughal side of the argument and their critique of the Christians. The episode took

place around June 1610, when Jahangir had just received a gift from the Portuguese

of the port of Goa, together with some new Jesuits ( dänäyän-i Farcing), including

one—probably the Florentine Francesco Corsi (1573-1635)—who Sattar states was

noted for his harsh speech, bigotry ( taassub ), and sharp temper. On arriving at the

courtly meeting, this Jesuit apparently began to praise his own faith and denigrate

Islam despite attempts by some other courtiers to lighten the occasion. Eventually,

when he stated that anyone with intelligence would not accept the Muhammadan

faith ( din-i muhammadi), the emperor lost his patience a little and asked Sattar

to intervene in view of his knowledge of matters Christian. A debate now began

with the Jesuit, somewhat contemptuously termed a mere cross-worshipper (salïb
-

parast ) here. When he was asked whether he did not believe in prophethood as such

(which would make him a käfir-i mutlaq , an unqualified denier), or in the prophet-

hood of Muhammad, he responded that his view was simply that Muhammad was

no prophet (paighambar ). Fie himself was a Christian ( Isawï) and believed in the

religion ofthe Gospel ( din-i injil). Sattar now responded that he did not believe that

the Frank’s religion was the religion of Jesus or indeed that his book was the Gospel.

He thus felt that he had turned the tables on him.

The debate resumed after an interval, with Sattar attacking the Christians vig-

orously, declaring that he found their faith the most false ( bâtil-tarïn ), the most

impure ( najis-tarïn ), and the dirtiest (ganda-tarïn ). He stated that he found even the

faith of Hindus ( din-i humid) better than Christianity. The emperor was shocked at

this, however, and declared it unreasonable. Sattar responded that after all even the

Hindus did not claim that their God had been crucified, lahangir replied that they

might not say that, but the Hindus did have a god who had sported with twelve

thousand women on a single day and impregnated them all! Sattar retreated from

his position, and said he was willing to concede that if the emperor felt that way, it

must be true. But he still could not withdraw his objections to the God ofthe Chris-

tians who had been crucified naked, wearing a crown of thorns, received five thou-

sand lashes, on whose face people had spat and who had been mocked by people.

Further, he noted that he was not making this up, but deriving his knowledge from

the scriptures of the Christians. The emperor asked the Jesuit padre for a response.

The padre said that in their view, God had not been killed. This was a false accu-

sation. Rather, he asserted the simultaneous humanity and divinity of Jesus. Sat-

tar responded that he felt that the padre was simply wasting time. Could he deny

what had been said regarding the crucifixion of Christ, the thousands of lashes, the

crown of thorns, and the spitting? When the other agreed this was all true, Sattar

asked bluntly: was Jesus then God and was God Jesus? The padre responded that he
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was. Sattar turned to the emperor and said that it was hence clear that their God had

been crucified and had been humiliated. To sum up, Sattar now pointed out that

the Frankish wise men (dänäyän ) claimed that Jesus was both God and Man, just

as something can have elements of both white and black. Yet, when it suited them,

they denied that it was their God who was humiliated, crucified, and killed.
23

We are not obliged to believe the account by ‘Abdus Sattar any more than the

letters of the Jesuits. However, several aspects of this narrative sequence, as well

as other sections concerning the Jesuits in Sattar s work, are worthy of attention,

though the anti-Christian objections raised in the debate are quite banal. First, we

see that opposition to and skepticism concerning the Jesuits and their messages

were certainly not confined to orthodox ‘ulama. Many high courtiers, historians,

and intellectuals partook of it and outright rejected both the divinity (as opposed

to the prophethood) of Jesus and the veracity of the Christian Gospel. Further, it is

clear that this was not based on a lack of exposure to Christian materials but on a

progressive exposure to them, as the debates between faiths proceeded apace in a

courtly context. Sattar knew the Christian texts, and he knew them well; he was able

to quote them and raise minute and even hair-splitting issues. For these reasons, it

becomes increasingly difficult to accept the view that Christianity was somehow

seen as a distant, neutral, and universal language of communication between dif-

ferent faiths. Rather, it raises another, quite distinct possibility, namely that it was

not the narrative content (Christian) of the images that the Jesuits brought with

them which accounted for their success, but their formal innovation. Bailey is

indeed right to state that the Mughals and their artists “did not necessarily perceive

the imagery as Christian,” but possibly does not draw the appropriate conclusions

therefrom.24

What is of significance for our purposes, rather, is that the Mughal consump-

tion, appropriation, and transformation of European visual representation were

not limited to religious (or Christian) themes. It has long been known that geo-

graphical representations, both atlases and the globe, were not merely present in the

Mughal court but also actively incorporated into Mughal painting; in the course of

a discussion Akbar himself is reported by Monserrate to have had “an atlas brought

[to see] . . . where Portugal was, and where his own kingdom.” 25 A close analysis by

Gregory Minissale of the paintings made in Akbar’s court to illustrate Nizami Gan-

jawis Khamsa from the early 1590s is thus premised on the need “to examine the

adoption of the European techniques of sfumato , modeling and stereoscopic per-

spective in the Khamsa illustrations and then to trace the European sources for the

motifs of some the key miniatures”; and the author adds that “in this regard, it is

necessary also to look at the use of motifs taken from European maps for Mughal

background landscapes, which is a subject that has not been [adequately] dealt with
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in Mughal art history.”26 Equally, in a recent essay by Sumathi Ramaswamy, it has

been noted that while “the terrestrial globe as an object and as representation was

only introduced into India in the later years ofthe sixteenth century ... it was incor-

porated within a few decades into the visual productions of the Mughal workshop

to generate an aura of grandeur and singularity for the Mughal patrons .”27
It would,

moreover, be an error to look constantly for religious roots in Mughal art, as if it

is only in the context of a clichéd axis between Sultan and Suh, or in the alleged

ascendance of the spiritual over the temporal, that the production of the imperial

or sub-imperial ateliers can be understood. This is precisely where the Jesuit-dom-

inated literature misleads us, as in the case of the celebrated episode reported by

Fernào Guerreiro, where the presence of a picture of the Virgin “which was of the

height of a man,” copied from that of Santa Maria del Popolo in Rome (“uma ima-

gem da Virgem Nossa Senhora, retratada pela de Roma que se chama de Populo”),

is claimed to have created a tumult in the town. One “great captain” among the

Mughals is reported “as soon as he saw the picture [to have] stood as one in a trance,

so overcome was he with admiration,” while another high mansabdär “gazed on

it for a long time in silent wonder [until] presently, tears filled his eyes and began,

one by one, to roll down his cheeks.” Eventually, we are told that the Mughal court

painters attempted to copy it: “but although the painters put forth their utmost

skills, they were fain at last to lay down their implements, acknowledging that such

perfection of portraiture was beyond their skill, and that they were unable to com-

pete with the Portuguese in this art [nem nesta arte se podiam igualar com os por-

tugueses ].”28 The issue, however, is the presentation of the episode in the language

of the miraculous and hagiographical, which makes it almost impossible to extri-

cate from the Christian religious sphere. If indeed the painting had been a copy of

Annibale Carracci’s recently completed Assumption of the Virgin (rather than the

Virgin above the altar ofthe Popolo), we could have placed a rather more mundane

construction on the alleged difficulties faced by the artists from the Mughal atelier

in reproducing an extremely dense structure replete with human forms and the

play of light and shade. But it seems in fact that the painting was instead a copy of

the rather archaizing Madonna icon from the same church (brought there by Pope

Gregory IX in the thirteenth century, and attributed to St Luke), and the reaction

described by the Jesuits can only be deemed somewhat improbable, especially once

we have read Abdus Sattar’s counter-narrative, where the very Mughal nobles who

were apparently transfixed by this image (like Aziz Koka) consistently make dis-

paraging remarks regarding the Christians.

What lends credibility to the hypothesis that, from the perspective of their

Mughal appropriators, the Christian content of the visual materials was quite sec-

ondary to their interesting and innovative visual language, is an accumulation of
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episodes from the seventeenth century involving European art that did not directly

come from the contexts of the Renaissance and Counter- Reformation. The first

of these, relatively well-known, concerns a Dutch artist from Haarlem, Cornells

Claesz de Heda (born ca. 1 566), who after spending time in a mannerist context at

Prague with Rudolf II, found himself in Goa and then in Bijapur under Sultan Ibra-

him ‘Adil Shah II, where he appears to have died about 1622. Heda arrived in Bija-

pur around 1610 and has left letters to about 1619; from their contents, it appears

quite clear that he was rather well treated at the court and his art much appreci-

ated.
29 The travel- narrative of Heinrich von Poser from 1622 notes that about the

time he arrived in Bijapur, Heda had just died, leaving behind a beautiful man-

sion in Nauraspur which was sufficiently magnificent to be given over eventually

to the use of the Safavid envoy. 30 To the extent that Heda speaks of his experiences

as an artist, he notes that the Bijapur ruler’s taste ran to classical European painting

involving themes such as Venus, Bacchus, and Cupid. While none of his paintings

have survived, we see that the Christian content of his art was apparently not of

particular interest to his patron.

The same is true from the few cases we can identify of other Dutch artists in

South and Southwest Asia in the seventeenth century. Their presence in the Mughal

court often proves somewhat elusive to trace, but we can be certain that they existed

and that their “naturalism” and “minutely-observed nature studies and psychologi-

cal portraiture” continued to be incorporated into the painterly vocabulary of the

court of Jahangir and Shah Jahan.
31 Much work needs to be done to track down

individual artists in circulation, since we are still dependent to a great extent on the

pioneering research of P. A. Leupe in the 1 870s. 32 In the mid- 1 620s, we find a certain

Jan Lucasz van Hasselt, who Dutch East India Company (Vereenigde Oost-Indische

Compagnie) sources in Iran report had at that time “already served the King [Shah

Abbas I] for some years as a painter,” and whose paintings in which human figures

(menschelijkefiguren) were depicted were sent by the artist to Surat.
33 In much the

same period, one of the Dutch factors in Agra, a certain Hendrik Arentsz Vapoer

(d. 1632), is reputed to have been a more-than-competent painter; he appears fre-

quently in the records of the Agra and Surat establishments at the time, and also in

association with the well-known Francisco Pelsaert who served as a source to the

humanist Johannes de Laet in his account of the Mughal empire, De imperio magni

mogolis. 34 We should note the Mughal request in 1626, late in Jahangir’s reign, that

they be allowed to send a court painter to Europe on a Dutch ship (with a retinue of

five or six others) in order to buy “curiosities”; here, Mughal curiosity was defeated

by Dutch obduracy.35 However, Dutch painters and their production clearly contin-

ued to be in demand in the Mughal domains. An intriguing, slightly later instance

is that of Isaac Koedijck, who in 1651 was apparently recruited as a court painter by
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the Mughals but (despite the fact that he might have served as a key informant) was

not permitted to leave Surat for Delhi by the VOC’s Director, who found it scandal-

ous that a Christian, accompanied moreover by his wife and children, would wish

to live in a Muslim court. Koedijck eventually joined the Company, and rose to a

position of prominence in the Gujarat establishment in the 1650s, though some

other factors complained that he was “more interested in painting than in trade

[niet in de negotie, maar in de schilderkunst].”36 Whether his paintings reached the

hands ofMughal consumers we do not know, and we can only speculate whether he

for his part was interested in the artistic production of western or northern India.

Late in Shah Jahan’s reign, in January 1657, we are aware that two other Dutch art-

ists were somewhat reluctantly sent by the Surat establishment of the Company to

his court; one of these, Jorephas Vos (or Vosch), soon left and can be found serv-

ing the VOC as a commander in Trincomalee and Jaffna in the 1660s, while the

other—a certain Abraham Emanuelsz van Weteren (from Leiden)—seems to have

remained at the court longer and with greater success.
37

We are on firmer ground with other artists, some ofwhom circulated between

the Safavid and Mughal domains. An interesting episode is reported here by the

French jeweler and traveler Jean-Baptiste Tavernier, while visiting the Safavid court

ofShah Abbas II (r. 1642-66). He writes:

“His Majesty, knowing that I was on the point of departing for India, sent for me

to give me several drawings [desseins], ofwhich some were from his own hand. For

the King had learnt to draw very well from two Dutch painters, one called Angel

and the other Lokar, who had been sent to him by the Dutch Company. He had then

had wooden models made from all these drawings, ofwhich some were for drink-

ing cups, some for types of plates, and there was one for a dagger. All of this was

meant eventually to make enameled gold-work [orfèvrerie émaillé] set with stones,

and the king had all these models placed in my hands.” 38

The idea apparently was that Tavernier would have the jeweled objects made,

but he eventually and tactfully refused, fearing that it might cost him over two

hundred thousand écus which the shah might refuse to pay if his mood or tastes

changed. But the two painters in question are clearly identifiable. The second of

them was Hendrick Boudewijn van Lockhorst, who was at Isfahan from 1644 to

1647, and was noted there for his high living (luxurieus ongeboden leven). The first,

rather more celebrated, was Philip (or Philips) Angel ( 1616-ca. 1684), who despite

difficulties with the VOC (on account of his financial misdemeanors and private

trade) was nevertheless an important figure of the mid-seventeenth century. Angel

was born and trained in Leiden, where he first comes to attention through a text

that he presented in public, published in 1642 as Lofder Schilder-Konst (In Praise

of the Painters Art). A few years later, in about 1645, he seems to have left for Asia
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under straitened financial circumstances as a VOC employee, and spent time in

Batavia and Sri Lanka. In 1651 he eventually found his way to Iran, as part of a

Dutch embassy sent to the Safavid court under Johan Cunaeus, and remained there

for several years, first as a Company employee and then from 1653 as a painter in

the court of Isfahan. 39 Here, Angel apparently painted, but also taught the young

shah and other members of the court artistic skills, before returning to Bata-

via where he spent some more years, eventually managing to clear himself of the

charges mounted against him and serving in a variety ofemployments. He also pro-

duced or perhaps copied a text on the ten avatäras of Vishnu, which he dedicated

to the governor-general of the Dutch Indies, Carel Hartsinck, whose son he tutored

for a time. This text comes accompanied by very curious illustrations, at least some

ofwhich seem to be in Angel’s hand and to which we shall return briefly below.

By the mid-seventeenth century, the reception and incorporation into Mughal

painting of elements of representational techniques with a European provenance

can be taken as a given. In one direction at least, there seems to have been little

problem with the issue of “incommensurability.” While we may find nothing that

is identifiable in quite the same way as the farangï säz of Safavid Iran, it takes no

more than a cursory examination of a magnificent work like the Windsor Castle

Pädshähnäma produced for Shah Jahan to see innumerable elements from Europe

that had been taken in, adapted, and transformed. Thus, ifone looks to the painting

that depicts the Mughal siege of Hugli in 1632, one is quite struck by the portrayal

ofthe European enclave, which is manifestly derived from a European engraving of

a cityscape (perhaps in the Flemish tradition) and seems to exist somewhat autono-

mously of the scene in the foreground involving Mughal boats and cannon. 40 The

purpose of the first section of this essay has not been simply to labor this obvi-

ous point of the reception of European elements, techniques, and forms (including

in order to depict the Europeans themselves), but to point to how the context for

such a reception should not necessarily be seen as a religious one. It is also evident

that what emerged was not domination by the European structure; thus, the use

of perspective remained limited and almost sequestered within certain sections of

Mughal painting, and no great effort was necessarily made to reconcile the land-

scapes or cityscapes taken from a Dutch engraving with the other compositional

features of the painting. In this sense, while European visual representation was

received, and even well received, within an Indian and Mughal context, it did not

enter it as a conquering and all-powerful visual and painterly vocabulary. Rather,

as Ebba Koch sums up the matter, “an artist like Payag could adopt an eclectic

approach, which drew upon the whole range of Netherlandish illusionism, from

fifteenth -century microscopic naturalism in the manner of Jan van Eyckto the freer

techniques of seventeenth-century landscape painting.” 41
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The Arrival of Indian Images in Europe

We may now wish to close the circle, and look to see how Indian visual represen-

tation was received in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Europe. This is seem-

ingly a simple task, but in reality a difficult one. It takes us on the one hand to the

formation of the early European collections of Mughal and related art, but on the

other hand to the practice of painters and engravers in Europe at the time. A first

step in this direction was taken some three decades ago by the Indian art historian

Partha Mitter, in a work on “European reactions to Indian art.”
42

It would appear

that in the course of the sixteenth century, no European had really thought to col-

lect visual representations made in India, whether in the world of the Mughals or

further south; the ivory casket sent by the king of Kotte in Sri Lanka to Portugal

in about 1540 cannot be thought properly to fall into this category and was in any

event unsolicited.
43 The great intellectuals of the Iberian Renaissance such as Joào

de Barros may have been interested in a certain fashion in Indian textual traditions,

but their curiosity did not extend to the world ofthe visual. Let us recall in this con-

text that the official work of Barros, like the parallel and unofficial work of Fernäo

Lopes de Castanheda, in fact did not contain any visual materials regarding Asia,

and the same was true of the Décadas of Diogo do Couto, who lived a good part

of his life in Asia and even claimed (with whatever veracity) to have had access to

Mughal texts.
44 During the first three-quarters of the sixteenth century, and prac-

tically until the publication of Jan Huyghen van Linschoten’s Itinerario, the only

major European account that contained visual representations of South Asia was

the travel- narrative ofthe Bolognese voyager Ludovico di Varthema, which notori-

ously attempted— in the popular German version illustrated by the Augsburg artist

Jörg Breu—to perpetuate the monstrous and devilish stereotypes deriving from the

European medieval tradition.

To be sure the mid-sixteenth century brought some innovations, but these

remained almost exclusively in the manuscript sphere. A prominent example, dat-

ing from the 1540s or 1550s, is the so-called Casanatense Codex, a puzzling collec-

tion of mixed paintings in an album which may have involved the participation ol

some painters from western India. The paintings are broadly oftwo types: one set is

ethnographic and depicts typical couples from different parts of the Indian Ocean

world between the Cape of Good Hope and China, while the other is focused very

largely on scenes of daily life in the Deccan and western India. Some of these works

also present scenes of Indian temples, festivals, and religious activities.
45 The codex

and its paintings do not seem to have enjoyed wide circulation and may in fact have

been meant—though this is a speculation— as a manual for the edification of nov-

ice Catholic priests before they left Rome for India. In style, they are sparse though

colorful, and can scarcely be compared to the “high art” of Europe ot the mid-six-
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teenth century. At the same time, they do not compare easily to the courtly painting

one finds in western or northern India in the same period. Obviously intended to

be instructive, they stand quite apart from many of the other visual representa-

tions we shall survey below. They were never commented upon in the sixteenth

century and had to be “rediscovered” by Jesuit scholars in the twentieth century

and brought to the attention ofmodern writers.

They also stand clearly apart from the greater body of visual representations

which we can associate with the government of the great intellectual Dorn Joào de

Castro. Castro was a fair artist himself, and has left us cityscapes of Goa and Diu,

as well as rutters and maritime maps. His time in Asia in the 1540s involved major

conflicts with regional sultanates as well as with the Ottomans, and some of these

are visually represented in both rich tapestries and watercolor paintings in a classi-

cizing style, where the Ottomans and their allies (such as Khwaja Safar-us-Salmani

of Surat) are portrayed much as one might depict Pontius Pilate or the pagan fig-

ures of classical antiquity.
46 Here, we are clearly dealing with the work of European

painters who had never been to India or Asia, but simply made use of those exotic

landscapes as occasions to set out their wares. This process thus did not in any way

take into account how Deccani or fledgling Mughal artists might have portrayed

scenes; it did not imagine that the “etic” vocabulary ofEuropean depiction had any-

thing to gain or learn from the “emic” vocabulary employed by local painters and

artists themselves.

Besides, it is true that while Arabic manuscripts were being collected episodi-

cally in Europe in the sixteenth century by the likes of Guillaume Postel, it does

not appear that Persian manuscripts from Mughal India found takers in Europe at

the time, and they do not appear in the catalogues of the great universities such as

Oxford until somewhat later.
47 To be sure, some traveling savants such as the mar-

ram Pedro Teixeira had begun to take an interest in translating excerpts of texts

such as Mir Khwand’s Rauzat-us-Safa , but they seem to have been on the intel-

lectual margins in Europe.48 But matters changed from the early years of the seven-

teenth century, when the first collections of Persian manuscripts began to appear

in Europe. One of these is associated with the Scottish Jesuit George Strachan, who

traveled extensively in the Arabic-speaking lands as well as Iran, but does not seem

ever to have reached the Mughal domains. Strachan’s collections eventually came

to Rome.49 More adventurous still were the Vecchietti brothers, whose activities

have been studied in recent years by Francis Richard. Richard notes that the two

brothers Giambattista (1552-1618) and Gerolamo (1557-ca. 1640) were extensive

diplomatic travelers on behalf of the papacy; the older of the two had visited Qaz-

win, Hurmuz, and Goa in the 1580s. In the early seventeenth century, toward the

end of the reign of Akbar, the brothers both visited Agra and made contact with
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Jeronimo Xavier and the otlier Jesuits there. While one of the Vecchiettis princi-

pal foci appears to have been texts on Eastern Christianity, they were also particu-

larly interested in materials in Judeo-Persian. Besides these, they also collected a

certain number of other manuscripts including texts by Khwandamir, as well as

a good variety of works by classical Persian poets such as Nizami, Anwari, Hatifi,

‘Umar Khayyam, Shams-i Tabrizi, Jami, and ‘Iraqi, some of which seem to have

been copied for them in India while others were prepared in Iran, while still oth-

ers were available on the market for manuscripts.50 So far as we are aware, none of

these appear to have contained paintings in the Mughal style. Following the Vec-

chiettis in the 1620s, the aristocratic Roman traveler Pietro della Valle (1586-1652)

also showed a great deal of interest in Ottoman and Persian literature and came to

travel in western India; he too put together a collection of manuscripts but did not

show any particular interest in the issue of illustration or in the visual vocabulary of

Indian artists of the time. 51

As a consequence, one of the earliest collections of Mughal miniatures in

Europe may be found in the Vatican’s Barberini Album, which possibly dates from

the 1630s. 52
It typified what were to become seventeenth-century European col-

lections of Mughal Indian art in that it focused largely on the individual portrait

and seems to have been in the collection of the Florentine pope Urban VIII (born

Maffeo Barberini, died 1644). The album contains sketches, some drafts, and a few

complete paintings including one in the form of a genealogical tree with Jahangir at

its heart. This tree appears to have been completed sometime in the late 1610s, and

Otto Kurz speculated that the original version (to which some features were added)

came from “the first months, let us say January-March 1616.” A second genealogi-

cal tree, with a youngish and still black-bearded Shah Jahan at its center, was begun

but left incomplete, and suggests that the album was put together in the early part

of his reign, perhaps around 1630. Most of the remaining materials are individual

portraits, including a sketch of Shah ‘Abbas, which Kurz was inclined to attribute

to Bishan Das along with an accomplished portrait of an anonymous young lady

whose rich dress and jewelry suggested to the art historian that “she must belong to

the imperial harem.” The question remains ofhow the album came to make its way

to Italy. Here, again, Kurz’s speculation seems sound, namely that such an album

should normally never have reached the hands of a collector, being “for the most

part sketches, miniatures which were left unfinished, or, in one case, a tracing which

has been pricked for transfer.” He also suggested, once again plausibly, that “one of

the [imperial] painters was persuaded to sell to a European visitor a small parcel of

sketches and discarded or unfinished miniatures which no longer served any use-

ful purpose in the imperial studios.” We must disagree with him on only one point,

when he claims that painting was neglected at Shah Jahan’s court in favor ol archi-
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tecture. However, there is an important further argument to be made. The curiously

incomplete character of these drawings and miniatures makes it clear how difficult

it was simply to procure such artifacts “on the market.” John D. Gurney, in his study

of Della Valle, emphasizes “the problem of purchasing books in the book-shops,

their rarity, and the ignorance of those who sold them” already encountered by the

Roman traveler.
53 Ten years later, matters would not have changed all that much

even if—as one strongly suspects—the hand which might have sent the Barberini

Album back to Rome was that of a Catholic priest resident in Agra. 54 While albums

with paintings were often evaluated and a price set on them by the Mughals, these

were no more than “shadow prices” or subjective evaluations for objects which

essentially circulated at this time in the context of a gift- and tribute-economy. 55

This would begin to change as the seventeenth century drew to a close.

Thus, paradoxically, even as Mughal painters were eagerly laying hands on

European engravings and putting them to creative use, European engravers of the

late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries do not seem to have had easy access

to Mughal visual materials. The solutions adopted are visible in a highly success-

ful text (from a commercial viewpoint) such as Linschoten’s Itinerario, where the

author almost certainly advised the principal engraver, Jan van Doetechem. In

depictions such as those of banias and Brahmins, the engraver has full recourse

to a classicizing vocabulary, as if he were depicting a biblical scene with muscular,

full-bodied human figures, and merely nods in the direction of exoticism through

costume. The representation of the “horrible idols” of the temples (“scrickelicke

beldenisse der Indiaesche affgoden”) lazily falls back on monstrous stereotypes. 56

This is a strategy quite similar to that deployed by some of the tapestry makers ofthe

sixteenth century, or by other illustrators and painters who imagined an India they

had only seen depicted in words. It would take more than the Barberini Album,

sequestered as it was in a private collection, to change this.

The middle decades of the seventeenth century saw just such a sea-change. At

roughly the same time that the Barberini Album entered Italy, anonymous hands

brought what appears to be the first collection of Indian paintings back to Eng-

land and presented it to the Archbishop of Canterbury, William Laud, who in turn

made a present of it to the Bodleian Library in 1640. 57 A certain amount of specu-

lation surrounds this so-called Laud Ragamala, a collection of thirty paintings of

two types. Eighteen of the paintings represent various Indian musical modes, rägas

and râginïs, here given human form and set in scenes. Thus, for example, one of

the first paintings of the collection of Raga Megha Malhar shows the god Krishna

embracing and dancing with a woman, while another standing woman plays a

double-headed drum to accompany them. The painting is simple enough, and is

one of several where this or other gods appear; in many others, solitary women
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are depicted. There are also twelve paintings that do not conform to the rägamäla

organization, and include some portraits, paintings of birds, and perhaps most

intriguingly, a man holding a wine cup and borne on a litter composed of women

(on which see below). All of these display a close attention to clothing and cos-

tume as well as gesture that would have been valuable to any European engraver.

Unfortunately, none seem to have had access to it at the time. We cannot be cer-

tain where the paintings were produced or acquired; if we follow Karl Khandala-

vala, they would have been made in the Deccan about 1625. They must then either

have passed through the English East India Company’s factory in Surat, or perhaps

to its short-lived rival, Courteen’s Association. At much the same time, in 1638,

Shah Jahan sent an illustrated manuscript produced in Agra in 1629 (with fine

calligraphy by Hakim Rukn-ud-Din Mas‘ud), the Gulistän of Sa'di, as a gift, so the

emperor wrote on the flyleaf, to “the seat of the emperor ofthe kingdom ofEngland

[bädshäh-i mamälik-i inglistän]!’
58 The manuscript apparently reached Charles I

but then disappeared into the royal collections and was later presented by George

IV to the Qajar ruler ofIran in 1827.

The Dutch Synthesis

From the 1640s, vastly greater numbers of Indian paintings began to arrive in

Europe, mainly in the Netherlands. Unfortunately, none of these have been pre-

served as collections, and have instead largely been dispersed or lost. The single

most important indicator of their availability comes from the atelier of Rembrandt,

who diligently copied a good number ofthem—certainly at least twenty—probably

in the years 1654-6, with pen and brush, and usually on Japanese paper. 59 Of these,

a few can be traced with confidence, such as a collective portrayal of four elderly

Sufi figures seated on a rug under a tree, which is today to be found in the Mil-

lionenzimmer ofthe Schönbrunn Palace in Vienna.60 Regarding most ofthe others,

there is some speculation but little certainty, just as it is something of a puzzle as

to why the great Dutch artist took such close interest in paintings from a distant

horizon. It is also not at all clear where he obtained the Mughal paintings in ques-

tion. The obvious hypothesis would suggest the VOC’s factory in Surat as a source,

since the Agra factory was a relatively short-lived affair and the Dutch outposts in

the Deccan such as Masulipatnam and Vengurla seem less likely to have had access

to Mughal court painting in the years before 1650. It would seem, moreover, that

what were purchased were often loose-leaf paintings or albums rather than illus-

trated manuscripts. As regards Rembrandt’s intentions, recent analysts put forward

a view that is nuanced and quite complex. Nicola Courtright notes that while he

“often enlivened the copies with seemingly spontaneous handling, more natural-

istic perspective, and greater spaciousness of setting . . . despite these alterations
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it is striking how carefully Rembrandt sought to preserve and even enhance pre-

cisely what appears to Western eyes as the figurai flatness, lack of contrappostal

movement, angularity, and rigidity of the originals.”
61 Here, what is referred to is

above all the set of portraits, of a standing Jahangir, several of Shah Jahan, as well as

of courtly figures typically leaning on canes in a characteristic Mughal posture. If

on such occasions, “Rembrandt did not concern himself with exacting particulars”

(in Courtright’s words), on others it would seem that “his copies pay homage to

the elaborate detail in the miniatures.”62 In other words, the painter was probably

engaged in a complex inversion of the standard procedures of the engravers and

painters of the sixteenth century, who, lacking direct visual ethnographic material

to represent India, resorted to quoting from a classical and classicizing vocabu-

lary. Indians in their work emerged looking like Greeks and Romans, swathed in a

slightly modified equivalent of togas and tunics, or like figures from biblical scenes,

as we saw in Jan van Doetechem’s engravings to accompany Linschoten’s work. In

contrast, with Rembrandt we have an attempt to draw on more-or-less contempo-

rary paintings (or at any rate those from the seventeenth century) coming from

Mughal India, in order not to paint India itself but to paint classical scenes, even if,

as has been noted, there are relatively few blatant “quotations” from the miniatures.

The one major exception, art historians suggest, is provided t>y the Mughal paint-

ing of the four great Sufi masters that clearly served as a compositional prototype

for one of Rembrandt’s etchings, entitled Abraham Entertaining the Angels. We can

thus conclude that if, at times, details of a headdress were taken directly from a

costume-book or miniature, at others figures in biblical scenes were made by Rem-

brandt (as his contemporary Philip Angel approvingly noted) to sit or recline “in

the manner which is still in use in the lands of the Turks.” 63 In sum, the miniatures

were apparently intended to provide the master with both concrete material and

minutiae, and a broader access to an “archaic plain style [that] had in it a kind of

authentic religiosity”; so that in Courtright’s terms, Rembrandt “may have regarded

the contemporary Mughal illuminations as precious evidence about biblical antiq-

uity that had survived to the present time.”64

It is thus clear that Mughal India was seen in the seventeenth-century Nether-

lands as quite distinct from, say, Pernambuco in Brazil, where artists like Frans Post

and Albert Eckhout had accompanied the expedition of Johan Maurits ofNassau in

the 1630s and 1640s, and painted both nature and social life in a style that was emi-

nently located within the norms of Dutch realism, even if the content was exotic

and the purpose deeply exoticist.
65 Few paintings that are quite in the category of

Post or Eclchout can be found for seventeenth-century Mughal India, despite the

fact—as we have noted—that a good number of Dutch painters found their way

there. If such images had been executed, we can hardly see them serving the pur-
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poses that Rembrandt had in mind, namely being “precious evidence” of any sort.

Tire Mughal tradition of painting provided a vision from within Indian society, a

vision not only of what it was but of how it was perceived by those who inhabited

it. This was a quite different exercise than the two Dutch visions of Asia that bear

any comparison to Post and Eckhout. The first of these is that of a certain Hendrik

van Schuylenburgh, who in the 1660s produced at least two large paintings of the

Dutch factories at Hugh and Kasimbazar in Bengal that were intended to hang in

the VOC s offices in the Netherlands.66 Schuylenburgh probably did not visit India,

but it is clear from his paintings that he had seen Mughal miniatures from which

he drew ethnographic details to surround his image of the Dutch factory with an

exotic landscape replete with widow-burning, hook-swinging, and the like. The

other case is that of Andries Beeckman from Zutphen, who is best known for his

panoramic oil painting of Batavia viewed from the river in the 1650s, but who also

produced an important album of ethnographic watercolor paintings centering on

Southeast Asia, as well as some loose paintings of other parts of the world. 67

In this context, it is worth returning to a daring experiment carried out by

Rembrandt’s younger contemporary, Willem Schellinks (ca. 1627-78), a rather

enigmatic figure who has only recently begun to attract a good deal of attention.

Besides being a painter and draftsman, Schellinks was also a somewhat indifferent

poet and an inveterate traveler, although he does not seem ever to have left Europe.

Like Beeckman, mentioned above, Schellinks was associated with the figure of

Laurens van der Hem, an Amsterdam-based bourgeois, lawyer, and collector, who

put together a massive Atlas of fifty volumes which included many drawings by

these and other painters.68 The son of a tailor from Maasbree, Schellinks belonged

to an extensive family, and we know that at least one of his brothers, Laurens, was

later employed as a surgeon and a draughtsman in Asia by the VOC and may even

have left behind a diary of his voyages (which is, however, lost to us). But this was

long after the period of Schellinks’s life with which we are concerned, which almost

certainly preceded the extensive travels to England, Italy, and elsewhere that he

undertook with his wealthy patron Jaques Thierry and his son in the years 1661 to

1665. 69
It is his English phase for which the artist is particularly known, for it even-

tually provided the context for his best-known set of paintings, a series ofimagined

depictions of the Battle of Chatham (on the Medway river) in Kent, where an Eng-

lish fleet was attacked, burned, and humiliated (with its flagship captured) by the

Dutch under Admiral Michel de Ruyter in June 1667.

It would, however, seem that in the 1640s and 1650s, Schellinks circulated in

the world of collectors and artists that included Rembrandt, and who had begun

the process of acquiring Mughal paintings and drawings. This was a world that may

have included Van der Hem, and which would later involve Nicolaas Witsen, also
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Willem Schellinks, Hawking Party,

no date. Oil on canvas. Private

collection. After Sotheby’s, London,

Old Master Paintings, December

5, 2007 - photograph courtesy

Sotheby’s Picture Library, London

a great traveler who was to become the burgomaster of Amsterdam. In 1671, the

French doctor and antiquarian Charles Patin visited Amsterdam and came into

contact with this milieu, which possessed (as he stated) "divers Paintings that we

know, and others which are unknown to us; as also Indian and Chinese Pieces of

an inestimable value.” Patin noted that there were in particular “four Remarkable

Repositories, in which are contain’d as many rarities as I ever saw elsewhere.” Tire

first of these belonged to “M. de Witzen Recorder of the City” and Patin added

somewhat sarcastically that “it seems as if his House were built less for an Hab-

itation, than to delight the Eyes; nothing being to be found in any part of it but

Magnificence and Symmetry; neither can it be distinguish’d whether the Reposi-

tory serves as an Ornament to the House, or the House to the Repository.” Besides

Witsen, Patin mentioned a certain M. Gril (who possessed a collection of medals),

as well as the advocates Laurens van der Hem and Lucas Lucasz Occo as each hav-

ing “their particular Museum,” filled with both ancient objects and “a Multitude of

new Rarities.”
70

Obviously immersed in these “new Rarities,” Schellinks embarked on a series

of ambitious oil paintings on Mughal themes, of which four have come down to

us thus far. The first of these is known as the Hawkitig Party (Lig. 2).
71

It shows

Shah Jahan and his four sons—Dara Shikoh, Shah Shuja‘, Aurangzeb, and Murad

Bakhsh—on horseback, accompanied by servants and hunters. One of the servants

is a young African boy. The four princes resemble each other strongly, with similar

beards and noses, and the individual characteristics of their faces are less clearly

brought out than those of their father who rides a white horse and prominently

occupies the center ofthe scene. They are fundamentally distinguished by their cos-

tumes and their horses. One of the princes, possibly Dara, carries a hawk perched

on his hand. To the left a landscape rolls out towards distant and dramatic moun-
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Willem Schellinks, A Turkish Sultan

and His Court (sic), no date. Oil on

canvas. Private collection. After

Sotheby’s, London, Old Master

Paintings, July 4, 1984, no. 365 -

photograph courtesy Sotheby’s

Picture Library, London

tains, and in the middle ground, an elephant and a rhinoceros are seen fighting. To

the right are two flowering trees, on one ofwhich sits an exotic red long-tailed para-

keet. All in all, the painting is an excellent example of a form of pseudo- realism, in

which the five royal figures (and their entourage) have been placed in a landscape

that the artist has almost entirely imagined and constructed through an accumula-

tion of exotic but improbable details. The vegetation, with the exception of some

distant palms, does not seem Indian; and the palms were hardly appropriate for

an evocation of Hindustan. It may well have been that Schellinks had seen other

Mughal hunting scenes, and adapted them; one such painting can be found today

in the Millionenzimmer and can be said to bear a generic resemblance, in the cen-

tral figure of Shah Jahan on horseback, his four sons accompanying him (one with

a hawk perched on his hand), and a landscape that extends beyond. 72 Unlike the

white-bearded emperor accompanied by his adult sons in Schellinks’s vision, this

is a younger, black-bearded Shah Jahan, perhaps from the early 1630s, and the sons

are beardless youths. But the other differences are more striking still: the landscape

of the Mughal painting leads us eventually to the banks of a river with a boat half-

way across, while tiny human and animal figures splash and run about on the other

side. The vegetation is carefully rendered, hardly exotic. No strange birds can be

seen, and though elephants and other domestic animals are depicted, oddly-paired

animals do not fight to provide a bizarre backdrop. The Mughal painting also ren-

ders Shah Jahan with a proper royal halo or nimbus, which the realistic demands of

Schellinks’s painting obviously cannot accommodate.

This painting can be paired with a second, often mistitled A Turkish Sultan and

His Court ( Fig. 3).
73 Here, Shah Jahan sits on a low canopied platform, to the right of

the painting, accompanied by one of his sons (perhaps Dara), and an elderly figure,

similar to one of the Sufis in the Millionenzimmer painting copied by Rembrandt
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Willem Schellinks, Mughal Court

Scene with Shahjahan and His

Sons, no date. Oil on canvas. Musée

Guimet, Paris. Photograph by Thierry

Ollivier, courtesy Musée Guimet

(see above). A squarish building, half-hidden by vegetation, lies in the background.

The emperor, the same white-bearded figure of the other painting, is still portrayed

in profile (as in conventional Mughal painting) and looks out to the space before

him, which is occupied by a group of musicians and dancers. One of these is an

excellently rendered female musician, seated and playing a stringed gourd instru-

ment or bin. However, Schellinks once more introduces a strongly exotic note in the

form of the principal female dancer, who is portrayed wearing a diaphanous dress

through which her body is visible. By this means, the painting draws at one and the

same time on the genre of the courtly scene (where the emperor is presented with

musicians, dancers, and the like), and the erotic or “harem” scene. Palm trees com-

plete the impression of an exotic and tropical landscape. This is once again within

the genre of a form of Dutch pseudo-naturalism, not unlike that practiced by Post

and Eckhout, with an important exception: rather than being based on travel and

observation, it derives from an earlier set of paintings or visual sources. Freed of

the need to respond to an actual Indian experience, Schellinks can give rein to his

imagination while playing with the elements provided to him by the received body

of paintings he has inspected.

The two remaining paintings, however, diverge from those that have been dis-

cussed above, entirely abandoning the realistic or pseudo-naturalistic register in

favour of something that is rather unprecedented. We may begin with the better-

studied of the two, that in the Musée Guimet in Paris (Fig. 4). Tire painting shows

a scene ostensibly from the court of Shah Jahan, but which is extremely complex

in its compositional structure compared to the two paintings we have already dis-

cussed. Tire scene is painted, as it were, from an off-stage position, lire artist’s eye
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Detail from Fig. 4, showing Dara on a

composite elephant.

looks from behind at the emperor in part-profile.
74 Shah Jahan appears at the bot-

tom right of the composition, arms akimbo and with his legs folded under him

as he surveys the scene before him. And what a scene it is! From right to left, his

sons parade in front of him, respectively on a camel, an elephant, a horse, and a

palanquin carried by servants. It is likely that the princes are represented as fol-

lows: Aurangzeb (significantly carrying a bloodied dagger) on the camel, Dara on

the elephant with a parasol (Fig. 5), Murad on the horse, and Shuja on the palan-

quin (the last two are probable attributions).
75 As in the other paintings, the artist

does not distinguish their physiognomies well enough for precise identification. A
rich canopy hangs above the emperor, and courtiers peer out from semi-darkness

behind the parade. The emperor is flanked to the right by a courtier in a striped

costume with a fly-whisk, and to the left by his daughter (undoubtedly Jahanara

rather than Roshanara), also in the same kneeling pose and delicately sniffing a

flower. It is as if the emperor is located in a sunken pit, while the action takes place

on a slightly raised stage. Other servants and lackeys (one ofwhom is again Afri-

can) occupy this lower level, as do a variety of luxurious objects. Two important

features set this painting apart from any attempts at naturalism or realism. First,

the vehicles (the vähanas ifone will) of all the Mughal princes are really composite

animals made up of women and a few musical instruments. Schellinks here has

chosen to break completely with any attempt at realism and enter a step deeper into

Mughal conventions by his use of these composite animals. A second feature is also
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Detail from Fig. 4, showing Akbar

and Jahangir in apotheosis.
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Akbar and Jahangir in Apotheosis ,

Mughal, 17th-century. Bodleian

Library, Oxford, Ms. Douce Or. a. 1

,

fol. 19a. Photograph The Bodleian

Library, Oxford

curious. To the top left of the painting, within a cloud, is an imagined scene where

the emperor’s father and grandfather—Jahangir and Akbar— are found kneeling

in conversational mode, presumably in the hereafter (Fig. 6). They oversee, but do

not glance at, the parade ofprinces passing below them. This, as Robert Skelton was

the first to point out, is a direct copy of an “apotheosis” scene featuring Akbar and

Jahangir that Rembrandt too had copied, and of which a version can now be found

in another collection (Fig. 7).
76

Faced with the extremely curious composition ofthis scene, entirely at odds with

the received wisdom regarding the thrust of Dutch “realism” in the seventeenth

century, art historians have attempted convoluted explanations. Whatever this is,

it is certainly not easy to fit in to the supposed “art of describing.” In 1958, Jean de

Loewenstein attempted to draw the painting back into the field of a form of realism

using a singular device.' Fie proposed that Shah Jahan was in fact not at all directly

concerned with the parade of his sons. Rather, he argued, it was necessary to divide

the painting into two parts, the first realist and the second illusory. The realist part,

he argued, was that at the lower level of the scene, where the emperor, his daughter,

and their entourage are found. The second, illusory part involved both the parade

of the sons and the two deceased emperors in apotheosis. To explain the passage

from the one to the other, Loewenstein proposed that the “key to the enigma” could

be found in the figure of a short man, holding a creature, a “black lamb” perhaps,

in his arms, who appears in the center of the bottom section (Fig. 8). This man, a
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Detail from Fig. 4, showing the

“magician” figure.

dwarf (nain) it was suggested, was nothing short of a court magician and hypnotist

who had produced the illusion for Shah Jahan’s benefit. Loewenstein is assertive

on the matter: “It is clear that Schellinks has us attending a séance of hypnotism in

which the dwarf is the principal actor.” Shah Jahan is entirely in the hands of this

magician and imagines everything that he sees, be it the parade of his sons, or his

father and grandfather in the sky. The tarnish on Schellinks’s “realism” could thus

be rubbed off; all that he had done was to show us the hypnotized emperor imagin-

ing something. There was moreover a sort of smokescreen that covered the whole

scene, which was simply “the incense-smoke burnt by the magician’s assistants; as

we know, incense plays a central role in the Orient in religious cults and in magic.”

This extremely ingenious explanation was obviously credible in its time. How-

ever, a major difficulty is posed by the existence of a second painting by Schellinks

(in other words, the fourth in our series) which is to be found in the Victoria and

Albert Museum in London (Fig. 9). Here Schellinks inverts the scene, somewhat

as he was to do later with the Battle of Chatham series, where two of his paint-

ings show the battle from above Sheerness while two others show it from the high

ground to the north of Rochester Bridge. In this other painting, the foreground is

occupied by the parade of the princes, with the two deceased emperors suspended

above them in apotheosis; the emperor, his daughter and his companions (among

whom the dwarf-magician is nowhere visible) are placed in the background while

courtiers look on the scene from balconies above. Even more puzzling, the order of

the princes and their vehicles remains the same: from right to left, Auranzgeb is on

the camel, Dara on the elephant, Murad on the horse, and Shuja‘ on the palanquin.

It is as if the artist has taken the parade as the central and stable feature (save in

details), reproduced the scene of the emperors in apotheosis, and then shifted the

spectating eye from the foreground to the background. This allows us a presenta-
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Willem Schellinks, Shahjahan

Watching a Parade ofhis Sons on

Composite Animals, no date. Oil on

canvas. Victoria and Albert Museum,

London. Photograph Victoria and

Albert Museum, London

tion of the Mughal court proper, where Shah Jahan appears with not one but two

daughters, as well as a mysterious scene above his head featuring an image of the

sun behind a seated lion. Whatever this is, it is neither a scene of hypnotism nor

even a scene requiring an immediate decoding in a neo-realist language. Since the

parade we are witnessing in the second painting is not from the emperors perspec-

tive, as it were, but from our own (though a set of fringed curtains at the edges of

the canvas does make it evident that it is indeed theatre of some sort), we cannot

easily fall back on such explanations. Rather, we are left to conclude that Schellinks

here did indeed indulge in a level of play that was quite unusual. He had, so we

may guess, been exposed to Mughal paintings of composite animals and was hence

drawing on far more than the visual language provided to him by Giuseppe Arcim-

boldo .

78 Such paintings can in fact be found even in the Laud Ragamala, where we

find a “man carried in a litter formed ofwomen; he holds a wine cup.” 79

We are hence obliged to speculate that Schellinks adopted two modes, neither of

which can be compared with the strategies of Rembrandt. The first of these was to

rework Mughal miniatures into the vocabulary of Dutch naturalism of the seven-

teenth century, producing two vigorous—but essentially bogus—neo-realist por-

traits, one with more erotic content than the other, but both deeply exoticist in their

intent and execution. These paintings in fact prefigure paintings by British artists

in the later eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and it is of some interest that they

were executed by a painter who had not set foot in India but was essentially work-
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Renold Elstrack, Jahangir or “Padesha

Shassalem”, 1615, Engraving.

Photograph by the author

ing with the Mughal miniature paintings that were at his disposal in the 1640s and

1650s. This is effectively the content of the “hawking” and “harem” paintings. The

two other paintings are far more imaginative and risky. Here, Schellinks deploys, as

it were, what he could comprehend of the vocabulary of Mughal painters, creating

composite animals, reproducing imaginary scenes of apotheosis, and accepting a

set of compositional rules at some distance from his own. These are not paintings

that can be understood as “allegorical” in any facile sense either, as interpreters have

sometimes been tempted to do with puzzling Mughal paintings. Rather, they are

extremely playful, too playful perhaps to have found real acceptance in the context

of seventeenth-century Amsterdam. Schellinks himself, we know, turned in later

years to painting naval battles and bucolic portraits of rural life in Italy.

Circulation and the Arts of the Book

There existed yet another route to visual communication and the European recep-

tion of Indian visual materials. It was provided by the printed book, which for its

images also drew at times on forms of representation produced in India. The earli-

est example we can find of an Indian painting used as the basis of an engraving

is probably Renold Elstrack’s The true Pourtraicture of the Great and Most Potent

Monarch, Padesha Shassallem, called the Great Mogoll of the Eastern India, King of

fortyffive] Kingdoms, a print made for individual sale which depicts Jahangir from

waist up in prohle (Fig. 10). Other printed portraits of Jahangir appeared in subse-

quent decades, including one in Samuel Purchas’s version of an account by Edward

Terry ofthe embassy of Sir Thomas Roe, whom he had accompanied to India in the

1610s. This was a loose collective portrayal of three standing figures, respectively

“Sultan Corooan” (Khurram), “his woman slave,” and on the right “Selim Shah the

Great Mogull.” The Persian inscription taken (as Purchas states) and approximately

copied “out of the Indian Copies made by the Mogols painter,” informs us that the

original portrait “was painted by Manohar in the town of Mandu in 1026 Hijri

[1616 ce] when I [Jahangir] was in my fiftieth year,” and corresponds to the time

of Roe’s visit to the Mughal court. These images, like the standing hgure of Jahangir

that appears as the frontispiece ofDe Laet’s work on the Mughals (see above)—with

his hand resting in a proprietorial gesture on the book’s title cartouche, and a seated

lion in a small panel next to him—were part ofan ongoing European interest not so

much in ethnography as in physiognomy. It has been pointed out, for example, in

relation to Venetian printed depictions ofOttoman subjects in the seventeenth cen-

tury, that a vast number ofthese corresponded to the portraits ofpowerful political

actors whose characters could be “read” from their portrayals.
80 To see the Mughal’s

visage, even if only in prohle, was somehow to know him and his intentions, and

thus to gauge him as a political personality.
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We shall return to this question of portraiture below. But we may also note that

in the seventeenth century printed works with an ethnographic vision of India also

began to appear, which attempted to reinforce or complement the printed word

with the image. An excellent example of this is can be found in the case of the

French aristocrat, François le Gouz de la Boullaye (1623-68), who traveled very

extensively in Europe and Asia in the middle decades of the seventeenth century,

eventually publishing an account of his experiences in 1653 and then in a new edi-

tion in 1657. 81 This account enjoyed quite considerable popularity for a brief time,

until it was superseded on the one hand by Bernier’s writings, and on the other

hand by Jean-Baptiste Taverniers doubtful but lavishly illustrated travelogue. In

its original version Bernier’s text did not come with any visual counterpart. He had

apparently made drawings of some of the Indian gods while visiting temples (“les

figures de plusieurs de leurs dieux ou idoles”), but eventually desisted from using

them on determining that better drawings had been made available in Europe by

the Jesuit Heinrich Roth, who resided at the Mughal court and was a source for

the celebrated work of Athanasius Kircher, China Illustrata .

82 As for Tavernier, the

many illustrations that one finds in his works do not seem to be based on any prior

Indian representations, but were in all probability concocted by his engravers in

conversation with the traveler himself. 83

The case of Boullaye proves more intriguing. Mitter has already remarked that

some of the images in his work seemed to be “based on popular Indian religious

paintings,” though it had often been supposed that the traveler himself was some-

thing of an artist.
84 However, the recent re-examination of a manuscript of his work

in the Fondo Corsini at the library of the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei in Rome,

advances our knowledge of the methods of illustration employed by Boullaye quite

considerably.85
It emerges that the manuscript contains forty-nine illustrations in

comparison to only thirty- four in the printed text, and that the manuscript illustra-

tions are characterized by different styles. Michele Bernardini, who has examined

the text closely, concludes that the weakest manuscript illustrations are probably by

Boullaye himself. There are also traces of the work of a second, more “professional”

European hand, notably in drawings of Boullaye, such as one in which he is shown

dedicating the work to Cardinal Capponi. Of greatest interest, however, is the clear

evidence from the manuscript ofwork by one or more Indian artists. These include

drawings of Krishna and the gopis as well as other scenes from the life of Krishna, of

various other Indian divinities such as Rama, Sita, Hanuman, Mahadeva, Parvati,

and Ganesha, but also at least one drawing of a relatively minor figure, Shravana

Kumar. Here, Boullaye remarks: “Seruan is honoured at Damaon [Daman] and the

places around the said city that are in possession of the Portuguese, and he died

in the kingdom of Guzerat. He is painted walking and carrying his father and his
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mother who were very old, and he is the symbol of the honour and reverence that

we owe to our parents. He is taken to be a great saint by the pagan idolaters around

Damaon.” It is thus very likely that these drawings were made by artists in southern

Gujarat (which Boullaye visited), who had been exposed both to the tradition of the

Bhàgavata Purâna, and other Indian paintings ofVaishnava, Saiva, and Jain figures.

What is worth noting, however, is the considerable impoverishment of the figures

in their passage from the Indian artist or artists to the eventual engravings, where

much of the subtlety and attention to detail in the costumes has been lost, and cer-

tain attributes have been mistakenly introduced.

Philip Angel, a figure who has already been mentioned above, provides another

case of appropriation of images from western India that appeared in print, albeit

through a more complex route. Angel, who in the 1640s and 1650s spent time in

Batavia, Sri Lanka, India, and Iran, produced an interesting set of illustrations of

the ten avatäras of Vishnu, which were eventually used to accompany a text on the

same subject. 86 The authorship of the text, which exists in two copies, has been the

subject of some controversy, and it has long been believed that Angel either trans-

lated it from an earlier Portuguese text originating in western India, or appropri-

ated an existing translation in Dutch. As for the images, they once again present a

puzzle. Those that appear with Angel’s text are in fact a hybrid, seemingly based on

a set of Indian originals (possibly in the Mughal style or a western Indian one) but

also exhibiting clear signs of adaptation to European narrative painting forms. 87 At

the same time, they are not at all comparable, say, to Schellinks’s réinscription of

Mughal materials within the conventions of seventeenth-century Dutch realism or

pseudo-realism. What is of interest for us is that Angel’s paintings were later taken

almost in their entirety and presented without attribution in a work on the beliefs

and gods of the heathens of India by the Dutch minister Philippus Baldaeus that

appeared to great public acclaim in 1672.88 They thus became a part ofthe standard

visual vocabulary for the presentation of the religious practices of India to a Euro-

pean audience, and would be used time and again by other printers, engravers, and

intellectuals.
89

By the closing years of the seventeenth century, then, a close relationship and

even complicity existed in Europe between collectors, painters, and engravers in

the presentation of the visual image of India. It was in the context of this complicity

that much of the reception of Indian (and especially Mughal) art came to be deter-

mined. Collectors like Nicolaas Witsen would eventually be able to recover Indian

and Persian materials from their traveling agents, some of whom were painters

themselves, or from other personnel of the VOC.90 A good deal of this material

remained in Amsterdam, but some of it also made its way elsewhere in Europe. 91

One of the most remarkable European collections of Mughal painting at the close
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of the seventeenth century was thus constituted in Italy, by an aristocrat who had

connections with Witsen and others in the Netherlands. This was the Conte Abate

Giovanni Antonio Baldini (1654-1725), who came to create a large collection of

oriental objects and paintings at his residence in Piacenza. Baldini had never trav-

eled to India, but had visited England, the Netherlands, France, and Austria, and

also been the Duke of Parma’s envoy to Madrid. A diplomat and connoisseur with

powerful friends in the Church, Baldini was equally able to deal with James II (in

his French exile) and Isaac Newton. Though his collection was dispersed at Baldinis

death, it was fortunately commented on by a number of his contemporaries, one of

whom—the celebrated naturalist Antonio Vallisnieri—produced a quite detailed

description of its contents.92 A clear sense may thus be gained of some of the prin-

cipal items in the collection having to do with Mughal India. It is clear that the bulk

of these are in fact groupings of individual portraits, often of the Mughal rulers, in

a standard series running from Timur to Aurangzeb. In one case, the list extends

as far as the emperor Farrukhsiyar in the mid- 1710s. Related to these, hut far more

ambitious in its extent, was a series of 178 full-length figures, “tall, dressed in the

oriental fashion, and representing the kings and queens of twenty-two families that

are said to have ruled in the Indies for the space of 4,753 years, from Judister [Yud-

hishthira] the first King, until 1702, the year in which the book was painted.” Of

a more ethnographic nature were eighteen paintings, described as “representing

various Fakirs, or penitent idolaters, who live continually in solitude and naked-

ness among the woods.” Another lot of over a hundred miniatures contained many

individual portraits of royalty, officials, and ministers, but also “public festivals, cer-

emonies, arms and customs of those peoples, with notes in explanation on the back,

written by those who brought them to Europe.”

Of all these albums, only one can currently be traced. This is the twenty- fourth

item on Vallisnieri’s list, described by him as “Kings of Mogol and other Indian

princes . . . represented on parchment” and is today in the Bibliothèque nationale in

Paris (Fig. 11, Fig. 12).
93 The manuscript carries some initial comments in Italian,

apparently in the hand of Baldini, stating that “it contains forty-seven portraits in

miniature [ritratti in miniatura) of the Princes of Mogol, which were collected on

the voyage that was carried out in 1690 in Persia and India by Mr Claudio Le Brun,

a Dutch painter. Vitzen [Witsen], the burgomaster of Amsterdam, had all the said

portraits copied, and I saw the copies in his house in the year 1714.” The reference

bereis toCornelisde Bruyn (ca. 1652-1727), a Dutch artist and traveler, and author

of a travel account. 9 “' Baldini in his notes insists, as does Vallisnieri elsewhere, on

the physiognomic significance of these portraits. For Vallisnieri, commenting on

three series of portraits of the Mughals, “the faces of the portraits . . . resemble each

other so closely that it is quite evident they are not imaginary, but taken after the
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Portrait ofMulla Tayfur, Golconda,

late 17th century. Bibliothèque

nationale de France, Paris, Ms.

Smith-Lesouëf233, fol. 16.

Photograph BnF

originals.” To Baldini, the evaluation of another contemporary artist was equally

precious: “Signore Carlo Cignani, having attentively considered the portraits ofthis

book in the month ofNovember 1716 said that almost all the heads could have been

done by Titian or Tintoretto.”95

During Baldini’s lifetime, these works did not remain confined to his private

museum but came to be more widely divulged. This was the result of Baldini’s rela-

tionship to an important figure from the world of print, namely the engraver Ber-

nard Picart.
96 Picart was able to draw on Baldini’s miniatures and his expertise in

relation to his work on Henri Châtelains Atlas Historique : in his introductory notes,

he acknowledged his debt “to Mr le Comte Jean Anthoine Baldini, no less to be

recommended for his excellent knowledge than for the particular care he has taken

to collect such diverse, rare and curious pieces, the worthy fruits of his voyages.”97

These engravings are quite diverse. They include at least four based on rägamäla

paintings, and several others of faqirs and penitents, often grossly misidentihed by
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Portrait ofthe Emperor Akbar,

Golconda, late 1 7th century.

Bibliothèque nationale de France,

Paris, Ms. Smith-Lesouëf 233, fol. 25.

Photograph BnF

Baldini. Further, Picart also drew upon Baldini for a series of portraits of Mughal

emperors, including Aurangzeb. Picart also surprisingly included two spectacular

and elaborate paintings, one of which depicts the fort in Agra at the time of the

emperor Jahangir, and the other the Battle ofSamugarh in May 1658.98 Here is how

Vallisnieri describes these paintings:

“A coloured drawing, folio size, of parchment, about two palms [44.5 cm] high,

in which is represented the palace of Agra, where the Kings of Mogol reside, show-

ing its plan, elevation and prospect, with more than a hundred persons standing

inside and outside that regal structure, which consists of many courtyards. In the

largest courtyard the King is shown, seated on his throne, with his wives also seated

in front of him. This courtyard is dominated by the King’s apartment, which is

divided into three floors, one above the other; on the lowest floor are the rooms of

the four principal Queens. In the courtyard before the palace the King is portrayed

again on a high wooden platform watching a combat oftwo elephants. The custody
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of the interior of the palace is entrusted to Tartar women, armed with bows and

arrows. By the principal gateway, which is opened only for the king, two of these

women are shown standing and looking at each other, and two others stand in the

same posture guarding a secret door. A eunuch stands there as a sentinel keeping

an eye, through a little opening in the wall, on the room in which the royal treasure

is kept.”

Picart adds for his part that this painting was “drawn exactly on the spot by a

man of distinction [un Homme de distinction ], who had done particular research

on all sorts of remarkable singularities”:

“An Indian miniature, in which is represented the battle which Aurengzebe and

Murad, sons of the King Shah Jehan, fought against their father in 1656 [sic]. The

royal personages are seated on gilded thrones placed on the backs of elephants. In

addition to the infantry and cayalry, several squadrons of soldiers who fight stand-

ing on elephants are seen in action; others stand on camels and carry swivel guns.

Some of the above-mentioned soldiers bind the reins of their horses across their

bodies in order to manage their swords more freely with their right hands, and their

shields with their left.”
99

In order to transform these paintings into engravings, so Vallisnieri tells us,

Picart first made pen drawings from the Mughal originals, and only then engraved

them on copper. Paradoxically, from what one can see, these paintings, though

spectacular, were not of the highest quality, a feature that also characterizes the

surviving album collected by Cornells de Bruyn. 100 De Bruyn, for his part, had a

somewhat mediocre opinion of artistic talent in eastern lands, as we see from the

following passage in his travel account:

“The greatest part of the Persians have pictures in their houses, and especially

representations of horses, hunting-marches, and of all sorts of animals, birds and

flowers, wherewith their walls are also filled, as hath already been said. They also

have professed painters among them, the two best ofwhich, in my time, were in the

service of the King. I had the curiosity to pay a visit to one of them, and I found his

works far above the idea I had conceived of the matter; they consisted only of birds

in distemper, but extremely neat. Indeed I cannot say he knew any thing of lights

and shades, and in this all the country are ignorant, whence it is that their paintings

are very imperfect.” 101

This leads us to consider a final example, in itself a somewhat celebrated one. In

the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, the Venetian adventurer Nicolô

Manuzzi (or Manucci), who had lived continuously in India since the 1650s, pre-

pared an elaborate text on Mughal India, using his own resources, a mixture ofodd

erudition and imagination, spiced with a dash of plagiarism. To further valorize

this text, he had two sets of illustrations prepared, the first ofwhich he claimed were
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made while he was in the service of the prince Shah ‘Alain in the Deccan, through

a friend called Mir Muhammad, also in that prince’s service. These were royal por-

traits, roughly in the style of those possessed by Baldini, Witsen, and others, and of

these Manuzzi had the following to say:

“Before leaving the kingdom of the Mogol, I had ... all these portraits of kings

and princes, from Tamerlane to Aurangzeb, and ofthe sons and nephews of the last

.... No one, so far as I know, has presented these portraits to the [European] public,

or ifsomeone has done so, they bear no relation to mine, which are authentic, while

the others can only be false. In fact, to have them I spared no expense and I had to

give great gifts, and all that with a thousand difficulties and subterfuges, with the

promise that I would never reveal that I possessed them.” 102

A second set of ethnographic depictions of scenes from daily life (not in the

Mughal idiom) were sent by him to Europe in 1705, where they were delivered with

other papers to Lorenzo Tiepolo, Venetian ambassador in Paris. Tiepolo then wrote

to the Venetian Senate in February 1706, describing the whole affair.
103 He even

managed to persuade the Jesuits in Paris, who were at that time in possession of

the first volume with copied Mughal paintings, to give them to him and eventu-

ally announced to the Senate that he was sending them “all the papers of Manucci

given to me by the said Capuchin—that is those of the History, the two books of

drawings, and fourteen pieces of bezoar stones”; the package arrived in Venice two

weeks later.

Partly on account of the attractive character of the illustrations, there seems

to have been little doubt in Venice about the importance of the text and the need

to have it published, but it was nevertheless deemed necessary to have the whole

work examined by a competent authority. It was thus handed over to the univer-

sity council, the Riformatori dello Studio di Padova, in late July, and in late March

1707 a report was presented to the Senate confirming the great significance of the

work. Since the text was in a mixture of languages, a full translation into Italian was

begun in 1708, and completed in 1712. But it eventually proved impossible to find

a publisher for the whole. From 1706, the Riformatori had charged itself with this

task, but was unable to come to a satisfactory conclusion with the Printers Guild

(Stampatori) in Venice, especially in view of the costs involved in producing some

1 30 high-quality engravings. What is of interest, however, is that no one called the

quality of the images themselves into question. For Manuzzis versions of the por-

traits of the Mughals are quaint but really rather mediocre, the slapdash versions of

a painter from the bazaar rather than someone who had been trained in the Mughal

atelier. Like Witsen’s collection from the Deccan or Baldinis album of Safavid, Dec-

cani, and Mughal portraits, they did not meet the standards of the elite Mughal

artist but were in fact a sort of ersatz Mughal painting. Ironically, from this point of
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view, Manuzzi’s second album—of ethnographic depictions of scenes of daily life,

rites of passage and the like, probably produced by textile painters in the region of

Madras— is the more interesting of the two collections of visual representations of

India he had produced.

Concluding Remarks

To conclude, the history that we have surveyed can be comprehended using at least

two distinct frameworks. The first of these is a model of unequal or at least asym-

metric exchange. In this version, over the course of a century and a half, Europe-

ans largely exported to Mughal India not original works of art but engravings and

mass-produced images using the powerful technology of print. They provoked

a substantial reaction among Mughal artists who deployed these materials cre-

atively in a variety of ways, and thus wound up substantially reworking the canon

of Mughal painting in the later sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This is not to

imply that European influences were all that counted in the dynamic of Mughal

art, merely that they did count for something substantial. In contrast, Mughal and

related art when it arrived in Europe was usually in the form ofthe paintings them-

selves, in other words in its original (rather than any reproduced) form. To be sure,

the flow was at first limited, but it seems to have increased considerably from the

mid-seventeenth century onward. Still, it affected only a handful of artists, even

if some of these were undoubtedly men of power and prestige. To the extent that

Mughal art counted, it was eventually in terms either of its ethnographic impact

(say, on the portrayal of the religious life of India), or in terms of political interest in

physiognomy. Typifying this model of asymmetric exchange is the fine analysis by

Ebba Koch, which notes on the one hand that “the art of the democratic and bour-

geois milieu of the Low Countries evoked a congenial response in an entirely dif-

ferent cultural and social context, at a court in Mughal India which was famed for

its oriental absolutism and exotic splendour,” but also remarks on the other hand

that “Rembrandt and Schellincks’s interest in Mughal miniatures seems to have

been an isolated phenomenon .” 104 If this is indeed our model, we might well deploy

it, ironically enough, to contrast the Mughal artist s openness and creativity to the

hidebound character of his European counterpart, even when—like Cornells de

Bruyn—the latter had traveled far and wide.

A second framework, which I must confess to finding rather more sympathetic,

would move away from a model based primarily on concepts such as “influence”

and “response” (however indispensable these may eventually turn out to be), to

ideas of “connected histories” based in turn on the idea that the relations between

cultures must be mediated, and that this mediation involves among other things the

production (rather than the mere fact) of commensurability.

105 Rather than posit
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that visual cultures were either commensurable or incommensurable, we need to

focus on the acts that produced commensurability. This in turn requires us to focus

on the peculiar contexts of the actors, as well as the concrete objects that were pro-

duced. Since the contexts were usually inter-imperial ones, the processes to which

we refer were not at all innocent, but deeply political in their nature. Herein lies

the rub, and a suggestion as to why the repeated encounters between the visual

representations produced in Western Europe and those produced in Mughal India

produced such a spectrum of outcomes over space and time. It may also help us to

understand why things changed after 1760, when the British gained power over

the revenues and the material objects of the sub-continent. For in the loot that was

taken after the Battle ofPlassey (in 1757) were many splendid collections ofMughal

paintings, as well as illustrated manuscripts, which came to grace the auction

houses of London and eventually form the bases of most of the great collections

of Mughal paintings that we find today in Europe and beyond. 106 But these objects

collected by Robert Clive, Warren Hastings, Richard Johnson, and so many others

entered a different market from that in which Baldini and Witsen had operated not

long before. These post- 1760 paintings were for the most part no longer needed as

witnesses to a current Indian reality; for that purpose, one had British and other

European academic painters and engravers who embarked on ships to produce the

authoritative vision of the East India Company’s new domains. 107 Rather, they were

the nostalgic witnesses to a past, archaic objects that could be cherished as such.

With the help of a political revolution or two, one could indeed now “turn the Per-

spective / And farther off the lessend Object drive.”
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Jean-Étienne Liotard, the Turkish Painter
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Jean-Étienne Liotard, Self-portrait ,

1744. Pastel on paper. Galleria degli

Uffizi, Florence, 1890, no. 1936.
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Abstract

From 1738 to 1743, the Genevan artist Jean-Étienne Liotard lived and worked in

the Ottoman Empire, first in Constantinople and later in Jassy in Moldavia. While

there he adopted the Turkish attire that he continued to wear for the rest of his life

and that earned him the sobriquet the “Turkish Painter” upon his return to Europe.

This paper examines the impact of Liotard’s Ottoman sojourn on his art. It argues

that just as the artist’s lived experience of cultural dislocation and of the ethnic and

religious diversity of the Ottoman Empire inspired his questioning of European

manners and dress, so too did his encounters with Turkish, Persian, and Chinese

art lead him to reevaluate the artistic traditions in which he was initially trained

and to forge a vaguely “Turkish” style that subtly countered prevailing Western

European artistic conventions.

IN 1738, the Genevan artist Jean-Étienne Liotard ( 1702-89) traveled to the Otto-

man Empire. This voyage was the defining moment of his career. During his five-

year sojourn, primarily in Constantinople and later in the Ottoman vassal state of

Moldavia, Liotard established himself as a portraitist and genre painter to the local

and expatriate communities, forging connections that would serve him through-

out his career. It was also in the Levant that Liotard adopted the Turkish robes and

the long beard that caused a sensation on his return to Europe in 1743. He was

never to set foot in the empire again, but he retained his Turkish costume and con-

tinued to style himself as “le peintre turc” (the Turkish Painter) until his death in

1 789 at age 86 (Fig. 1 ). Looking and behaving unlike anyone else, from 1743 Liotard

roamed the courts and capitals of Europe, traveling from Vienna to Paris to Lon-

don to Amsterdam and back again, capturing public attention with his intriguing

strangeness, and ensuring himself a highly successful career despite his lack of the

traditional academic credentials.

If Liotard’s appearance was unusual, so too was his art. Eighteenth-century

viewers perceived in his paintings and pastels a curious planarity and a willful

rejection of the conventions of contemporary European painting—features that

were both intriguing and unsettling. To his admirers, Liotard was the “painter of

truth,” an unparalleled portraitist with an uncanny ability to capture a likeness

and render it with startling directness. 1 Unlike his contemporaries, Liotard refused

to flatter his sitters, recording instead, with minute precision, their ruddy com-

plexions, inelegant hands, or pinching bodices. He also eschewed the painterly

flourishes characteristic of the work of such rivals as the French pastellist Maurice

Quentin de La Tour, producing instead seamless, smooth surfaces devoid of any

authorial trace. Liotard’s scrupulous realism and meticulous finish found much
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favor among the European art-buying public, but among members of the artistic

establishment, particularly in France and England, his work aroused an intense

antipathy. Devotees regularly praised Liotard’s excellence as a pastellist, his pow-

ers of mimesis, and “the astonishing force and beauty” of his color (while con-

sistently also remarking on his equally astonishing prices).
2 To his academically

minded critics, however, Liotard’s painstaking observation and fastidious atten-

tion to finish recalled craft rather than art; his work represented the antithesis of

the effortlessness and “genius” that characterized the liberal artist. Charles-Nicolas

Cochin, secrétaire perpétuel of the Royal Academy of Painting and Sculpture in

Paris, complained that Liotard’s drawings and pastels were “sans esprit” and so

heavily worked that one no longer saw the grain of the paper. He implicitly char-

acterized Liotard’s art as naive by comparing it to devotional images executed by

nuns. 3 The French connoisseur Pierre-Jean Mariette similarly dismissed Liotard’s

art as dry, labored, and lacking in inventiveness. 4 A comment attributed to Joshua

Reynolds, first president of the Royal Academy in London, was more pointed: “The

only merit in Liotard’s pictures is neatness, which, as a general rule, is the charac-

teristic of a low genius, or rather no genius at all.”
5

Tire comments of other contemporaries, however, suggest that underlying the

hostility to (but perhaps also the appreciation of) Liotard’s naive or “lowbrow” art

was a perception that it was vaguely non-European. Several writers, including Mar-

iette, commented on the flatness of Liotard’s figures, a flatness resulting from the

artist’s disavowal of conventional modeling. At mid-century the connoisseur and

theorist Francesco Algarotti favorably compared Liotard’s even lighting, a primary

source ofthe sense ofplanarity in his work, to Chinese painting. 6 For academicians,

Chinese art was not a model to be emulated. In the 1740s the French painter Fran-

çois Boucher was publicly taken to task for his study of Chinese work; one critic

feared that Boucher’s close attention to Chinese representational modes would

compromise the elegance and refinement of his art.
7
If Asian art held particular

attractions for Boucher, it did for Liotard as well, who extolled the visual qualities

of Chinese painting in his Traité des principes et des règles de la peinture (Treatise on

the Principles and Rules of Painting) published in 1781.

References to Chinese art in relation to Liotard’s work prompt further specu-

lation as to the sources of his unusual artistic style. If he was familiar with East

Asian art, had he also encountered Persian or Ottoman painting? This is not a new

question, and the answer remains contested. In the 1940s, writers such as Louis

Hautecoeur and Arnold Neuweiler proposed that the lightening of Liotard’s pal-

ette and the meticulous execution that marks his Ottoman works resulted from his

exposure to Persian miniatures in Constantinople. 8 Recent scholarship is generally

more hesitant or openly skeptical. In her indispensable catalogue of Liotard’s draw-
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Jean-Étienne Liotard, Self-portrait,

1727. Oil on canvas. Private

collection. After Roethlisberger and

Loche, Liotard: catalogue, sources, 2:

fig. 20

ings, Anne de Herdt occasionally implies a relationship between Turkish minia-

tures (a held of study largely neglected by Hautecoeur and Neuweiler’s generation)

and Liotard’s Ottoman work. 9 In one entry she directly compares a drawing of a

dancer by Liotard to a miniature of a Persian dancer by the Turkish artist Abdiil-

celil Çelebi, better known as Levni (d. 1732). However, she then denies any relation

between the two by arguing that Liotard likely had no access to the Turkish artist’s

work. 10 The authoritative catalogue raisonné of Liotard’s oeuvre published in 2008

is categorical: Liotard “was not inspired by Turkish art, just as he in turn left no

trace on Turkish art.”
11

This paper revisits the debate over the role of Turkish art in Liotard’s prac-

tice, and argues that the artist’s experiences in the Levant and the art he may have

encountered there did shape his work and his thinking about the goals of art. It

starts from the observations made by Hautecoeur and others that the brilliant col-

oring, unified surfaces and even lighting that are characteristic of Liotard’s oeuvre

first emerge as distinctive stylistic features in the works he executed in the Ottoman

Empire, and it pursues the lines of inquiry suggested by de Herdt. Although few

of Liotard’s early works are extant, those miniatures, paintings, and pastels from

his pre-Ottoman period that do survive are marked by a reliance on pronounced

chiaroscuro and, in the pastels and canvases, a foregrounding of facture (Fig. 2).

These qualities exemplify pictorial practice in the Parisian milieu where Liotard

completed his training in the 1720s, and both are precepts he would later reject in

his published pronouncements and in his art. In contrast to most of his early pro-

duction, in many of Liotard’s Ottoman works the characteristic traits of his later
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oeuvre emerge: representations are rigorously descriptive, individual strokes of

the crayon or brush are often barely distinguishable, colors are more vibrant and

saturated, and strong contrasts of light and shade are largely avoided. Several of

Liotard’s Ottoman works, particularly his genre scenes, also exhibit a flattening of

space and a sense of experiment with perspectival conventions. These features of

Liotard’s Ottoman oeuvre suggest that he studied non-European art while in the

Levant, and that he deliberately integrated some of the distinctive features of the

work he encountered there into his own practice.

It is my contention that Liotard’s experiences in the Levant prompted his critical

engagement with Lrench rococo conventions of picture making and with the Pari-

sian artistic establishment in which he had initially hoped to make his career. This

engagement was prompted, I propose, by the cultural dislocation of travel and by

his consequent appreciation of artworks from outside the Lrench academic canon

(Ottoman, Chinese, and seventeenth-century Dutch painting, for example), and

the visual truths he perceived in them. 12 In this view, just as Liotard’s lived experi-

ence of the religious and ethnic diversity of the Ottoman Empire seems to have

inspired his questioning of European mores and sartorial norms, so too did his

encounters with Turkish, Persian, and Chinese art lead him to reevaluate the Euro-

pean artistic traditions in which he was schooled, and to craft a style that subtly

countered contemporary academic artistic conventions.

The European-Ottoman encounter was sustained over the entire early modern

period, but European interest in the Turks seems to have sharpened into fascina-

tion in the eighteenth century. From the coffee house, an import from the Otto-

man Empire, to masquerades, theatrical performances, and visual representations

of sultanas and seraglios, the figure of the Turk was ubiquitous in eighteenth-

century European culture. This level of engagement with Turkish difference was

made possible, in the conventional view, by the ebbing of the military threat that

the Ottomans presented to Europe after the Treaty of Karlowitz in 1699, and by

the much-publicized Turkish embassies to Paris in 1721 and 1742. This, however,

cannot be a full explanation for the fascination exerted by Turkish society on the

European imagination. Despite the Ottoman Empire’s military decline, it remained

a power with which European governments had to reckon. It has recently been sug-

gested that the monarchy of Louis XV worked deliberately to improve the image of

the Turk in Europe in order to legitimate and deepen France’s close diplomatic ties

with Constantinople. 13 Beyond diplomacy, however, it seems that a space began to

open in European elite culture in the mid-eighteenth century making it possible for

Europeans to recognize and value cultural difference without assimilating it either

to the category of nature (the noble savage) or to universal civilizational standards

(as in Enlightenment conjectural history).
14 In assessing Liotard’s work, I share the
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view of scholars who interpret the eighteenth century as a period defined less by

the Orientalist binaries of East and West/Europe and Other than by a reciprocal

cultural curiosity between Ottomans and Europeans, or between the Chinese and

their European counterparts. 15 Liotard represents a notable instance of this mutual

cultural interest: in his reception by both locals and expatriates in the empire, in his

subsequent career as a “Turkish” painter in Europe, and in his art.

In the Ottoman Empire

According to Liotard, his voyage to the Levant was the result of a chance

encounter. After failing to forge a successful career for himself in Paris, he accepted

the invitation of the French ambassador to the Neapolitan court to accompany him

to Italy. It was there that Liotard met William Ponsonby, the future Lord Bessbor-

ough, and lohn Montagu, Lord Sandwich, the two grand tourists in whose employ

he was to travel to the Ottoman Empire in 1738. 16 According to Sandwich, Liotard’s

brief on this voyage was “to draw the dresses of every country they should go into;

to take prospects of all the remarkable places which had made a figure in history;

and to preserve in their memories, by the help of painting, those noble remains of

antiquity which they went in quest of.”
17 Whether Liotard ever drew any antiquities

or ancient sites is unknown—none are extant—but several annotated and dated

costume studies remain that are surely associated with his work for the two men.

These are precisely detailed drawings executed in the red and black chalk technique

that Liotard adapted from the example of Antoine Watteau, whose studies Lio-

tard had seen in Paris and whose work he actively collected.
18 The last of Liotard’s

costume sheets is dated September 1738, around the time that the Englishmen

returned to Italy. (Sandwich traveled to Egypt the following year.) Liotard, however,

remained in the empire for five years, having been released from his employers’

service through the intervention of Everard Fawkener, the British ambassador to

the Porte. 19

Liotard appeared in Constantinople at a propitious moment. In 1737, the year

prior to his arrival, the Flemish artist Jean-Baptiste Vanmour, who had been the

resident Western painter to the diplomatic community for nearly thirty-eight

years, had died.
20 In his place, Liotard became the painter of choice to European

expatriates (including members of the Austrian, Dutch, English, French, Swedish,

and Venetian embassies) and an active participant in their social life.
71 As repre-

sentatives of their monarchs, European ambassadors generally did not adopt local

dress. Other resident Franks (Europeans) and travelers, however, like Sandwich,

Ponsonby, or the archaeologist Richard Pococke did, often commissioning Liotard

to record for posterity their embrace of local sartorial codes. These commissions

resulted in such stunning, highly finished works as Liotard’s life-size portrait of
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Jean-Étienne Liotard, Richard

Pococke, 1740. Oil on canvas. Musée

d’art et d’histoire, Geneva, 1948-

22. Photograph © Musée d’art et

d’histoire, Geneva

Pococke in his Turkish traveling robes and turban from 1740 (Fig. 3), and a much

smaller painting from the same period painted for the French ambassador, the

marquis de Villeneuve, representing Mlle Glavani, daughter of the former French

consul in the Crimea, and Mr. Levett, an English merchant in Constantinople,

attired in local dress (Fig. 4).
22 In the latter especially, a work measuring only 24.7

by 36.4 centimeters, all of Liotard’s gifts as a miniaturist are brought to bear on

his description of embroidery and inlay, metal, and fur. Both paintings are replete

with carefully rendered identifiers of place— a composite view of the Golden Florn

in the former and precisely delineated Turkish furnishings and instruments in the

latter—and both exhibit the physiognomic exactitude that would come to charac-

terize Liotards portrait practice. More than mere likenesses, however, such images

of cultural cross-dressing visualize the traveler or expatriate imagining identity

in relation, rather than in opposition, to an other.
23

In the eighteenth century, one

could be, as Liotard emphasized in his self-representation, both a Genevan and a

Turk, a “peintre turc de Genève” (see Fig. 1 ).

Liotards Ottoman oeuvre shows that such curiosity was bi-directional. In the

empire, Turks and Moldavians sat to Liotard for portraits executed accorded to

European conventions. His extant works show that his Ottoman sitters included

the grand vizier, one of the most powerful men in the empire, as well as several

other officials and members of the sultan’s household including one “Sadig Aga,”

identified by Liotard as “treasurer of the mosques,” and Ibrahim, one ot the sultans

dwarves.24 The artist was called to Moldavia by the reigning prince to serve as the
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court’s artist. While in Jassy, the capital, he executed portraits of his patron and var-

ious other members ofthe court. It was there, in emulation ofthe local nobility, that

Liotard grew his beard. 25 Liotard recounted that a defterdar (a member of the Otto-

man financial administration) requested the artist demonstrate his working meth-

ods for him, which apparently required an unfortunate model to remain motionless

for two hours.26 There is also evidence that local artists may have used Liotard’s

works as models for their own. A copy of Liotard’s study of a Greek woman, Signora

Maroudia, included in an album of miniatures now in the Topkapi Palace Library

in Istanbul, suggests that artists working in Constantinople appreciated Liotard’s

costume studies. The miniature has been dated to circa 1770, a date that suggests

Liotard’s drawings were in circulation in the city long after the artist left.
27

If locals had access to Liotard’s work, the artist himselfwould have had occasion

to see illustrated Persian and Ottoman manuscripts as well as single-page minia-

tures produced in Constantinople for local and expatriate consumption. While de

Herdt is probably correct in assuming that Liotard could not have seen Levni’s

Persian Dancer—the work was part of an album created for the sultan and would

almost certainly have been inaccessible to the Genevan—Levni did produce indi-

vidual costume plates for other patrons. As GUI irepoglu has argued, these patrons

may have included Fuiropeans living in Constantinople. 28 Liotard could also have

seen work by Levni, his school, or by other earlier or contemporary Ottoman and

Persian artists in the murakkas (albums of bound materials including individual

miniatures from different regions and periods) of court officials. Tire copy after

4

Jean-Étienne Liotard, M. Levett and

Mile Glavani in Turkish Costume, ca.

1740. Oil on card. Musée du Louvre,

Paris, RF 1995-14. Photograpli

Réunion des Musées Nationaux/Art

Resource, NY
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Jean-Étienne Liotard, Woman Taking

Tea , 1738-42. Red and black chalk on

paper. Oskar Reinhart Foundation,

Winterthur.

Liotard’s drawing of Signora Maroudia is included in just such an album, along-

side miniatures by Levni and Abdullah Buhari, a painter active in Constantinople

from circa 1735 to 1745 (thus contemporaneous with Liotard), who seems to have

specialized in individual costume plates of women. 29 We know from the manu-

script account of the scholar Marco Antonio Cazzaiti that he and Liotard visited at

least one library in Constantinople in the company of Nicola Erizzo, the Venetian

bailo. The library has been identified as that founded by the Grand Vizier Damad

Ibrahim Paça in 1720; Cazzaiti described it as consisting of richly bound Arab,

Persian, and Turkish manuscripts. 30 Recent research on Ibrahim Paça’s personal

collection and those of other court officials indicates that they owned numerous

illustrated manuscripts and albums of images. 31 Liotard could also have encoun-

tered miniatures in the ateliers of local artists. Later in the century, the Italian

Jesuit Giambattista Toderini saw Turkish paintings in the possession of a court

painter, the Ottoman Armenian Menasi. Toderini also recounted viewing numer-

ous books filled with hgures in the possession of his Turkish friends, and recalled

encountering paintings by a Persian dervish in cafés and barber shops. 32 Persian

and Ottoman works were also available for purchase in Constantinople. In the late

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, successive French envoys bought manu-

scripts, including illustrated ones, for the Royal Library in Paris. During Liotards

sojourn, the marquis de Villeneuve and his successor, the comte de Castellane,

were charged with such acquisitions, and any purchases they made would have

passed though the French embassy where Liotard could have seen them. 33 Judging

from the manuscripts and miniatures acquired by Heinrich Friedrich von Diez,

the Prussian chargé d'affaires at the Sublime Porte from 1 786 to 1790, a wide variety

of visual material was available in the city. Now in Berlin, Diez’s albums show that

he acquired Ottoman, Qajar, and Chinese works in Constantinople, as well as illus-

trated manuscripts and materials extracted from albums in the Topkapi Palace.
34
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Musawir Hüseyin, Haseki Sultan with

Attendant. Miniature from Figures

naturelles de TurquieparRaynal , 1688.

Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris,

Estampes, Od. 7, plate 20.

7

Musawir Hüseyin, Musicians. Miniature

from Costumes turcs de la Cour et de la

ville de Constantinople en 1 720, ca. 1720.

Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris,

Estampes, Od. 6, plate 3.

Musawir Hüseyin, Embroiderer.

Miniature from Costumes turcs de la Cour

et de la ville de Constantinople en 1 720 , ca.

1720. Bibliothèque nationale de France,

Paris, Estampes, Od. 6, plate 30.

Finally, the existence in European collections today of numerous costume books

and individual plates by Ottoman “bazaar artists” testifies to the continuing con-

sumption of depictions of Ottoman types by expatriates, particularly among the

diplomatic communities with which Liotard was intimately associated. 35

Given the inaccessibility of Muslim women in the empire, representations of

them in Turkish costume plates and miniatures must have been especially appeal-

ing to foreigners. Frankish men could encounter Muslim women only through

images, and both Ottoman and European artists, Liotard included, were happy to

supply them. Liotard’s many representations ofwomen were necessarily staged fic-

tions using Greek or Frankish women as his models and illustrations as sources for

their poses and clothes. As scholars have noted, some ofhis sources were European.

Drawings such as his detailed study of two women playing a game of mangala or of

a servant offering tea to a seated woman (Fig. 5) are visual quotations from the most

popular book of Levantine costume published in the eighteenth century: Recueil de

cent estampes représentant différentes nations du Levant, commonly refered to as the

Recueil Ferriol. This was a book ofone hundred prints ofLevantine dress etched after

paintings by Vanmour. It was first published in Paris in 1714- 15 on the initiative of

the marquis de Ferriol, a former French ambassador to the Ottoman court, who had

commissioned the paintings while in Constantinople. 36 The Recueil was useful, but

one can well imagine the attractions of seemingly more authentic sources, such as

miniatures by Turkish artists like Levni, Buhari, or the bazaar artists.

Liotard’s encounters with Persian and Turkish painting might help to explain

the vibrant colorism and the spatial ambiguities of his own Ottoman production.

Neither the rich color nor the planarity, nor the blank backgrounds that charac-

terize much of Liotard’s work in the empire, could have been derived from books

like the Recueil. All ofthese features, however, are characteristic ofOttoman minia-

tures, especially costume plates. Two particularly fine costume books, now in Paris,

exemplify qualities of Ottoman art that, I suggest, are echoed in Liotard’s produc-

tion. Both have been attributed to the Ottoman painter Musawir Hüseyin, who is

credited as a formative example for Levni and other lesser-known miniaturists of

the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.
37 Liotard could not have seen
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Jean-Étienne Liotard, Frankish

Woman and her Servant, 1742-3.

Pastel on parchment. Musée d’art

et d’histoire, Geneva, 1936-17.

Photograph © Musée d’art et

d’histoire, Geneva

either book as both were exported to Paris before his arrival, but Hüseyin’s plates

are indicative both of the kinds of subjects Liotard could have encountered in Otto-

man painting and of the formal qualities to which he seems to have responded.

Both books feature brilliantly colored plates ofmembers of the imperial household

as well as several of Turkish women playing musical instruments, drinking coffee,

visiting the hammam, and working at their embroidery frames (Figs. 6, 7, 8). These

are standard subjects ofOttoman costume books and of Liotard’s representations of

Turkish women. But in Hüseyin’s works, as in Levni’s and Buhari’s, we also encoun-

ter sophisticated juxtapositions ofunmodulated planes ofcolor—of bright oranges,

reds, pinks, and blues, for example—set against the blank expanse ofthe white sup-

port. Liotard’s work does not directly imitate such miniatures, but his pastels of

Ottoman themes suggest his receptivity to their particular beauties. Works such as

the Frankish Woman and her Servant (Fig. 9) suggest he adapted miniaturist pro-

cedures ofEast and West to the larger formats and technique of the pastel medium,

fusing the brilliant colorism and blank backgrounds of Ottoman costume plates

with the high finish and greater reliance on shading characteristic of European

enamels, the medium in which Liotard was first trained.

One of the most striking features of Liotard’s Ottoman oeuvre is his representa-

tion of space. Flouting Western perspectival conventions, Liotard frequently flat-

tens the settings of his drawings, pastels, and paintings of this period. Liotard was
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Jean-Étienne Liotard, The Divan.

Liotards Bedroom in Constantinople,

ca. 1742. Red chalk and graphite

pencil on paper. Musée d’art et

d’histoire, Geneva, 1934-33.

Photograph © Musée d’art et

d’histoire, Geneva

il

Jean-Étienne Liotard, Corfiz

Anton, Count Ulfeld, Austrian

Ambassador to the Ottoman Empire,

1740-41. Gouache and watercolor

on parchment. Private collection.

Photograph courtesy Sotheby’s

Picture Library, London

quite capable ofconvincingly rendering recession into depth; one need only look at

his drawing of a Turkish village, for example, or of three-dimensional objects such

as chairs and embroidery frames. 38 Yet in many of his Ottoman works, space is often

indeterminate and difficult to decipher. Thus, in Liotards study of his bedroom

in Constantinople, it is difficult to the read the walls as meeting at all (Fig. 1 0).
39

Indeed, it is tempting to read the working and reworking of the “corner” of the

room as an attempt to flatten it, to undo or unlearn a way of seeing conditioned by

Western perspectivalism. Many of his Ottoman drawings exhibit a similar refusal

to clearly delineate the boundaries of pictorial space. Liotards large expanses of

blankness, for instance, confound the expectation among European viewers of an

illusion of recession into depth. Corners of rooms, when they are indicated at all,

are represented by a straight line or perfunctory shading (see Fig. 5), and the pre-

sumed meeting points of floors and walls are barely noted, if at all. In one particu-

larly detailed small portrait representing Count Ulfeld, the Floly Roman Emperor’s

ambassador to the Porte, the viewer is led to read the box-like object, perhaps a writ-

ing desk, at bottom right as located against a wall (Fig. 11). Following the object’s

orthogonal lines, however, leads the eye to a wall running parallel to the picture

plane. Where one would expect the side and back walls to meet, where one would

expect a corner, there is none.40 A similar ambiguity characterizes Liotards Turkish

bath scene of a woman and her servant (see Fig. 9). There the lightly drawn, reced-

ing grid of the tiled floor soon dissolves into flatness. Tire floor is tilted upward and

there is little sense of it meeting a wall. Even more surprisingly, the vertical walls

against which the basin seems to stand (ifone follows the lines of the flooring) have

disappeared entirely.

Comparisons with specific Ottoman miniatures highlight Liotards experi-

mentation with the themes and formal innovations of the images he encounted in

Constantinople. Although largely European in medium and execution, Liotards
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Abdullah Buhari, Woman in the

Hamman , 1741-2. Watercoloron

paper, heightened with gold. Topkapi

Palace Museum Library, Istanbul,

YY1043. Photograph Réunion des

Musées Nationaux/Art Resource, NY

13

Jean-Étienne Liotard, Embroiderer,

1738. Black and red chalk on paper.

Musée du Louvre, Paris, RF 1370.

Photograph Réunion des Musées

Nationaux/Art Resource, NY

Turkish bath scene exhibits the same planar background, unified lighting, and

deployment of multiple shades of white found in Buhari’s well-known Woman in

the Hammam (Fig. 12). It also exhibits a representation of space similar, but not

identical to, that in Buhari’s image. There are resonances in Liotard’s pastel of the

tilted perspective of Buhari’s floor and platform, and the more empirical (rather

than mathematical) representation of the wall fountain. (For a similar use of mul-

tiple whites and tilted perspective, see Liotard’s Woman in a Turkish Interior, Fig.

16.) In Liotard’s hammam scene a tension is created by the juxtaposition of vague

space with fully modeled figures. In some of Liotard’s Ottoman drawings, this oscil-

lation between planarity and illusionism is particularly acute. In Woman Taking

Tea, the planar emphasis of the blank wall and the strict profile view of the ser-

vant are in tension with the receding volume of the sofa (see Fig. 5).
41 In one of his

studies of an embroiderer, the woman is conventionally modeled, but the frame on

which she works is skewed and flattened (Fig. 13). This striking disregard for con-

ventional perspective has been described as proto-modernist,42 but Turkish images

provide a closer point ofcomparison. Liotard’s depiction is analogous, for example,

to the point ofview adopted in Musawir Hiiseyin’s painting ofan embroiderer (see

Fig. 8).
43 To an audience versed in European perspectival conventions, Liotard’s

obliquely rendered frame surely connoted difference as much as did the dress and

pose of the embroiderer in the Ottoman miniature.
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The “Turkish Painter”

Upon his arrival in Vienna in 1743, Liotard astutely parlayed his “Turkishness”

into a stunning and almost immediate commercial success. By 1744, he was com-

missioned by Franz Stefan, Grand Duke of Tuscany and the future Holy Roman

Emperor, to execute a likeness of himself for the gallery of celebrated artists’ self-

portraits in the Uffizi in Florence (see Fig. I).
44 By 1751, when Liotard was in Paris,

he was in a position to invest substantial sums in annuities, sums that by the stan-

dards of mid-eighteenth-century incomes in France attest to the extraordinary fees

he demanded for his work and the willingness of his patrons to pay them.45 The

vehemence of his academic detractors, who must have found Liotard’s command

of the market galling, is in stark contrast to the appreciation of his work by the

picture-buying public.

That Liotard achieved such prominence in eighteenth-century Europe is tes-

tament to the periods intense interest in the Ottoman Turks and their customs.

The Ottoman Empire was both a locus of European fantasy projection (as exempli-

fied by the fascination with the harem) and, as a geographically proximate example

of the global diversity of manners, a site of European recognition that it was but

one society among many.46 Liotard was well placed to cater to European curiosity

about the empire both in his person and his art. He exhibited his Ottoman draw-

ings throughout his career, showing them in public venues in Paris and London

and making them available to visitors to his studio. He further capitalized on his

Ottoman studies by circulating prints after them, describing the etchings in the

accompanying texts as “dessiné d’après nature” (drawn from life), or in the case of

a print after his portrait of the sultan’s dwarf “dessiné dans le serail” (drawn in the

seraglio).
47 He also brought costumes back with him from Turkey, and numerous

European sitters who never ventured East donned them for their portraits, thus

memorializing their briefengagement of an other.

Liotard also brought himself. It is hard to overestimate what a strange figure he

must have cut in the streets ofVienna, Paris, London, and the other European cities

he visited. Where refined Western European men were clean-shaven and wore knee

breeches, stockings, elegant coats, cuffs, and powdered wigs, Liotard went wigless

and wore long baggy pants, a flowing caftan, outlandish hats and, most unusual of

all, an increasingly long beard. In an era in which a clean-shaven face was consid-

ered a sign of civility in Western Europe, Liotard’s beard, hanging down to his waist,

was shocking. 48 As the numerous images of him with it attest, the beard fascinated

his European patrons. (He shaved off his beard in 1756, an event that made the Lon-

don newspapers; his later sell-portraits show him smooth-cheeked but in Turk-

ish dress.) His many self-portrait miniatures and pastels suggest he had no qualms

about turning himself into a curiosity for the collector’s cabinet. Artists, too, were
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taken with him; there is probably no other eighteenth-century painter who was as

frequently depicted by others.49

Liotard performed his Turkishness in many ways, and he did so until the end

of his life. In addition to his clothing, he used a seal whose Arabic characters spell

his name. It is unclear when he began using it, but the earliest extant example is on

a letter dated 1777, when Liotard was in his seventies.
50 He also behaved in ways

that deliberately countered European ideas of decorum. A sketch by an unknown

English artist, dated 1755, shows Liotard asleep, seated cross-legged on a cushion

or on the floor, a pose in which no polite European male would have sat.
51 This was

as clear a marker of assumed otherness as his clothing; in the 1770s while living

in Italy, the Arabist and convert to Islam, Edward Wortley Montagu (son of the

more well-known traveler Lady Mary Wortley Montagu), also dressed like a Turk

and reportedly received visitors- sitting on the floor.
52 In Liotard’s case, his Turk-

ishness was an astute form of marketing; it was well suited, as one commentator

wrote, to succeed among the French who were easily taken in by appearances. 53

But it may also have been something more. It is tempting to see in Liotard’s Turk-

ish persona, and his flouting of social convention, a deliberate self-construction

as an outside observer whose very presence, like the many Persian and Chinese

visitors to Europe familiar from eighteenth-century fiction, held up a mirror to the

arbitrariness of European mores. His communication with Jean- Jacques Rousseau

is suggestive in this regard. Liotard’s claims to the philosopher that he sought to

“think purely, naturally and without any preconceptions,” and “to think like ani-

mals do, without bad habits and preconceptions,” suggest that he admired Rous-

seau’s critique ofEuropean civilization.
54

A similar resistance to eighteenth-century Western European, and particularly

French, artistic conventions subtly reveals itself in the style of Liotard’s post-Otto-

man works. When eighteenth-century viewers looked at pictures like Liotard’s so-

called Chocolate Girl
,
they saw qualities that may not be evident to us now (Fig.

14). Executed in Vienna in 1744, shortly after his return to Europe, this picture of

a Viennese servant carrying a cup of chocolate and a glass of water is a masterful

demonstration of the artist’s fastidious pastel technique and his powers of observa-

tion. It can also be read as exemplifying the “Turkish’s Painter’s” “Turkish” art. The

connoisseur Francesco Algarotti suggested that the Chocolate Girl would appeal to

non-Western eyes, and as many scholars have noted, Liotard adapted the Viennese

model’s pose from a counterproofofthe Ottoman servant in his Woman Taking Tea

(see Fig. 5). Algarotti, who bought the pastel for the Saxon royal collection in 1745,

described his purchase in a letter to Pierre-Jean Mariette in terms that capture the

unusual qualities he perceived in the work: “This picture is almost without shadows

on a light background ... the whole is worked in half-tones and in imperceptible
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Jean-Étienne Liotard, The Chocolate

Girl ,
1744-5. Pastel on parchment.

Gemäldegalerie, Staatliche

Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, P 161.

Photograph Bildarchiv Preussischer

Kulturbesitz/Art Resource, NY

M

gradations of light and in admirable relief. It expresses an absolutely unmannered

nature, and although completely European, it would greatly please even the Chi-

nese, confirmed enemies, as you know, of shading. As for its extremely high finish

... it is a Holbein in pastel.”
55

The comparison to the sixteenth-century artist Hans Holbein would undoubt-

edly have pleased Liotard for whom intense pictorial realism and smooth finish

(both defining characteristics of Holbein’s work) represented an antidote to the

extravagances and artificiality he perceived in contemporary French art; he would

later praise seventeenth-century Dutch painting for the same reason. Liotard began

to attack rococo art in print in the 1760s. The touche or visible stroke, a visual flour-

ish characteristic of much eighteenth-century art and the mode in which Liotard

initially worked, was, in his later view, profoundly unnatural. He first published

his thoughts on the proper processes and functions of painting in the journal the

Mercure de France in 1762. He then developed his critique at length in his Traité

des principes et des règles de la peinture published in 1781. “Nature has no touches

he wrote, and therefore there should be none in painting. 56 To paint a portrait with

them was akin to representing a sitter with the marks of smallpox when they in

fact had none. To paint with touches was faster and thus more lucrative, but the

result was antithetic to how humans actually see. Violent contrasts of light and dark
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were equally contrary to nature, as was a lack of finish; excessive use of half-tones

only made a painting look dirty. Painting demanded truth to vision, a painstakingly

descriptive approach to nature that was characteristic ofNorthern European paint-

ing and best exemplified, in Liotard’s view, by the Dutch painters of the seventeenth

century.
57

Liotard’s championing of Dutch art is not unrelated to his Levantine sojourn;

it was in the Ottoman Empire that Liotard adopted the carefully descriptive mode

that came to define his art and that he later equated with Dutch painting. In his

drawings of the late 1730s and early 1740s, for example, one can trace a turn away

from the more conventional cross-hatching of his early work towards the refined,

pointillist technique, adapted from his training as a miniaturist, that gives his draw-

ings of Ottoman subjects their uncanny realism and presence. 58 This increasing

emphasis on description and the corresponding suppression of the artistic trace in

his graphic work can be credited to the changes in perception (and self-perception)

that accompany the traveler’s acceptance ofdislocation. A similar turn to the repro-

duction of optical experience marks the prose of one of the more famous eigh-

teenth-century travelers to the Levant, Lady Mary Wortley Montagu (1689-1762),

who accompanied her husband, the English ambassador, to Constantinople in

1717-18, and whose account of these years was published posthumously in 1763.

As Mary Jo Kietzman has argued, Montagu’s way of seeing, as expressed in the nar-

rative style of her letters, changed as she traveled eastward and began to acknowl-

edge, and then accept, her position as a dislocated subject. As she attempted to

abandon her ethnocentric biases her text became increasingly descriptive. These

descriptions wavered between rendering meaning and rendering surface, as she

distanced herself, struggled to stop assimilating what she saw to her own catego-

ries and foregrounded the “objects” of her gaze. 59
It seems plausible to interpret the

emphasis on surface and the seemingly unmediated reproduction ofoptical experi-

ence that emerges in Liotard’s Ottoman work as a similar product of the foreigner’s

acceptance of his cultural dislocation, of his position on the margins of a culture he

does not fully understand. Lor Liotard, as for Montagu before him, this was a posi-

tion that led him to interrogate his own cultural and artistic codes. His years in the

empire can be read as having altered the way he saw the world, and transformed the

way he viewed European art.

The Chocolate Girl suggests the extent to which Liotard’s experiences in the

Levant prompted him to reassess rococo pictorial modes and to look at European

artistic traditions in a new way. Lor Algarotti, Liotard’s exceptionally subtle model-

ing in the Chocolate Girl was admirable and unusual. The picture was European,

but at the same time, it seemed vaguely not to be, as the connoisseur’s reference to

Chinese painting indicates. Algarotti’s comment captures the subtle play of illusion
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and planarity (of the tilted floor and light, blank background) that, combined with

the meticulous description of details like the creases of the servant’s apron, the dis-

torted reflection of her hand through the water glass, and the recognizable pattern

of the porcelain, gives the work its impressive presence and exceptional illusion-

ism. There is relief in the figure, but it is achieved through a conscious disavowal

of strong chiaroscuro and a minimal use of shading that gives the pastel a quality

akin (but not equivalent) to the shadowless styles equated by Liotard’s contempo-

raries with non-European art. In this sense, one can interpret the uncommissioned

Chocolate Girl as a programmatic statement of Liotard’s “Turkishness,” represented

this time not by the artist’s costume or his subject but his pictorial style.

While Algarotti enthused over the Chocolate Girl, others were less charitable

towards the two-dimensionality they perceived in Liotard’s works. The abbé Jean-

Bernard Le Blanc, a contemporary writer on the arts, spluttered with rage when he

saw Liotard’s self-portrait in the Uffizi in 1751 (see Fig. 1). In a letter to Quentin de

La Tour, he belittled Liotard as a chianlit, a derogatory reference to Liotard’s “carni-

valesque” masquerading both as a Turk and as an important artist.
611 The abbé went

on to forcefully disparage Liotard’s pastel: “I was very scandalized to see the por-

trait of the chianlit, who calls himself the Turkish painter. It is the worst he has ever

made; it is plat, plat, plat, three times plat and of everything that has ever existed

the most plat,”61 Read figuratively, plat can be interpreted as “dull,” and compared

with the coloristic, virtuoso flourishes of La Tour, the pastel no doubt appeared

to Le Blanc as painstakingly craftsmanlike, and hence dull, in its execution and in

its muted color.
62 (Liotard’s palette here is exceptionally restricted in comparison

with his other post-Ottoman works, including his other self-portraits. One won-

ders if he deemed such subdued color as more appropriate for the Uffizi gallery.)

Comments by Liotard’s contemporaries, however, also authorize a reading of plat

in its more literal sense of flat. After remarking on the “gingerbread coloring” of

Liotard’s works, Mariette observed that his heads seemed “without roundness.” 63

A seeming lack of volume is perceptible in several of the artist’s figures. A striking

example is his pastel portrait from 1760 of Isaac-Louis de Thellusson, a prominent

Genevan (Fig. 1 5). Flere Liotard’s even lighting flattens the sitter’s face while at the

same time it highlights the magnificent blue of his silk attire. A thin edge of shading

along the side of the sitter’s face differentiates his head from the light background.

This quasi-outline heightens the effect of planarity in the work, and the result is a

head that can appear lacking in mass when compared with the portraiture of Lio-

tard’s French and English contemporaries. His Uffizi self-portrait, by contrast, is

among the more conventionally modeled of his portrait heads. Nevertheless, as in

the Chocolate Girl, there is an oscillation between relief and planarity, between the

flatness of the picture plane emphasized by the artist’s prominent signature and the
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Jean-Étienne Liotard, Isaac-

Louis de Thellusson, 1760. Pastel

on parchment. Oskar Reinhart

Foundation, Winterthur.

coming into illusion of his carefully modeled face and fur hat and the fading back

into two-dimensionality of his comparatively incorporeal body.

64

The planarity some of Liotard’s contemporaries perceived in his work was the

result of the subtle, careful modeling techniques the artist described at length in

his Traité. A passage in the same text suggests that his approach to illusionism, and

the light and color from which it was conjured, was stimulated by his appreciation

of the art of other cultures. While Liotard derided the “pockmarked” portraits by

Rembrandt, a seventeenth-century Dutch artist who did not work in a Northern

descriptive mode, he praised the visual pleasures of Chinese paintings .

65 (By these

Liotard presumably meant those on porcelain and in Chinese woodcuts and export

watercolors.) Chinese paintings are admirable, Liotard wrote, because they are

“smooth, clean, neat,” and this “makes us find them agreeable even though,” as he

went on to claim, “they are made by peoples without a smattering of art .”66 The pas-

sage follows immediately after Liotard’s invocation of the work ofJan van Huysum,

the seventeenth-century Dutch still-life painter whose work he held up as a model

of perfection. While apparently unwilling to grant Chinese painters parity with

their European confreres, he extolled their art, like Van Huysum’s, as exemplifying

qualities instinctively appreciated by the ignorart , Liotard’s idiosyncratic term for

untrained viewers. Uncorrupted by a blind adherence to European artistic conven-
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tions, the ignorarfs response to an artwork was spontaneous and natural; in the con-

text of Liotard’s pointed rejection of artistic authority, the untutored viewer rather

than the academician or connoisseur was a more honest guide to what was truthful

in art. In this sense the lack of art in Chinese painting was the point, for it was its

artlessness, its lack of visible brushstrokes, its even lighting, and brilliant colors, to

which the ignorart instinctively responded.67 The positive response of the ignorart

to Chinese art suggests that truth in painting—to the nature of vision and the out-

ward appearance of things—although abandoned by Liotard’s European contem-

poraries, could be found in the works of non-European artists. In their art, then, lay

a potential corrective to the problems ofcontemporary European painting.

An equivalence between Chinese and Turkish art forms was a given for some

eighteenth-century European writers. China and Turkey were often conflated in

travelers accounts of Turkish architecture as they were in descriptions of Chinese

buildings.68 Although suggestive of an exoticist melding of different societies,

such remarks suggest that eighteenth-century viewers perceived a stylistic affin-

ity between the two cultures, and a sense of the possibility of a movement between

them, that is lost to us now but may have been operative in Liotard’s evocation of

Chinese art.
69 A similar conflation occurs in Liotard’s art. A pastel of his wife, Marie

Fargues, in Turkish costume, executed circa 1756-8, features the oblique view, the

blank background, and the robes, cushions, and carpets that are a staple of Liotard’s

Turkish-themed portraits (Fig. 16).
711 But it also includes a Chinese porcelain vase

with brilliantly colored figures in the right foreground, an inclusion that contrib-

utes an additional signifier of otherness to the pastel while also alluding to the mul-

tiple potential sources of Liotard’s art.

If Turkish images provided rich subject matter, like Chinese art, their bold col-

oring and relative planarity might also have offered a different model for paint-

ing, one that the artist incorporated into the diverse mix of pictorial traditions that

informed his art. Liotard’s smoothly executed expanses ofvibrant color, the fluctua-

tion between two- and three-dimensionality in some of his works, and the frequent

delineation of form, as in the faces of his sitters, through dark contours set against

a light background (see Fig. 15) might well have struck some viewers, as Algar-

otti’s comments attest, as wholly European and yet vaguely other. Such a percep-

tion could have been reinforced by Liotard’s preference for profile or three-quarter

views. Along with inconsistent perspective, European commentators singled out

the prevalence of these poses in Turkish and Persian miniatures as a defining fea-

ture of their authors’ inability to model or draw “correctly”; at the same time, such

writers marveled at the brilliance and durability of the colors in Persian and Otto-

man paintings. 71 Viewers may have perceived some of the same features in Liotard’s

work, a recognition encouraged by the “Turkishness” of the artist himself.
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Liotard’s engagement with the art of other societies was more subtle than his

engagement with European traditions of picture making, and I am far from claim-

ing that the art he may have seen in the Levant was the only determining element

in his mature style and thinking. The striking diversity of Liotard’s oeuvre resulted

as much from his lifelong experimentation with media and technique and his

adaptation of representational conventions to suit the exigencies of specific com-

missions and sitters as it did from his encounter with non-European art.
72 How-

ever, it may well have been the visual pleasures of Ottoman or Persian or Chinese

art that first prompted him to transpose some of the qualities of the miniature

technique in which he was initially trained—vibrant color, unified surfaces, and

detailed observation—to large-scale works, and upon his return from the empire,

to look to Northern European descriptive pictorial traditions rather than academi-

cally sanctioned models for inspiration and for the justification of his own art. In

this sense, we can read the dislocations of travel as having led Liotard to aspire to

see “purely, naturally and without preconceptions,” as he wrote to Rousseau. In

1752, the French architect and academician, Pierre de Vigny, who had traveled to

Constantinople in the early 1720s, articulated a similar sense ofbeauty as relative.
73

In his remarkable “Dissertation sur l’architecture,” Vigny extolled the qualities of

Ottoman, Chinese, and Gothic architecture, arguing that it was the servitude of

French architects to the authority of the antique and the academic canon—a servi-

tude he explicitly related to their failure to travel— that prevented the French from

appreciating the splendors of buildings from other cultures and time periods and

learning from their examples. Vignys further claim that the parterre (the public

standing in the pits of theatres and thus the holders of the cheapest tickets) was a

better judge of architecture than the experts is analogous to Liotard’s invocation of

the ignorart.
74

Perhaps, too, the receptivity of some of Liotard’s many European patrons to his

art extended beyond the pleasures of masquerade or the capturing of a likeness to

his very style of painting. It is possible that, allied to the frisson ofbeing painted by a

“Turk” was the pleasure ofbeing represented in a vaguely “Turkish” idiom, whether

one was in costume or not. Like his desired construction of a hybrid subjectivity,

Liotard’s work attests to the potential heterogeneity of eighteenth-century artistic

forms; it speaks to the possibility of multilateral processes of artistic exchange. The

claim that European artists drew upon Asian, Indian, and Ottoman models to create

hybrid, or transcultural, works is unproblematic to historians ofeighteenth-century

European textiles and decorative arts. Porcelain, for example, was an utterly trans-

cultural form. 75 Among historians of European painting there is more resistance to

such a view, and indeed it would be difficult to name another artist quite like Lio-

tard. Painting was the most heavily policed ofthe eighteenth-century visual arts. Its
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jean-Étienne Liotard, Womat i in a norms were shaped by powerful academic structures, and it was probably Liotard’s

Turkish Interior, 1756-8. Pastel on exclusion from such institutional settings that permitted him to preserve the open-
vellum. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam,

ness gives his art its transcultural dimension. Released from these strictures

and altered by the experience of travel, Liotard was free to do what artists working

in other branches of the visual arts did as a matter ofcourse, and his enormous com-

mercial success speaks to the enthusiastic response of a European public.
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timely help on more than one occasion. Ear-
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The Frick Collection in 2006 and the College

Art Association annual conference in 2007.

Unless otherwise noted, all translations are

my own.
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les années 1748-1752 (Berlin, 1756;

reprint, Geneva: Slatkine, 1967), 339 and

339, note b.

2 Matthew Pilkington, Tire Gentleman's and
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Charles-Nicolas Cochin, Lettres à un

jeune artiste peintre (Paris, 1774), 75-6.

4 Pierre-Jean Mariette, Abecedario de

Pierre-Jean Mariette et autres notes

inédites de cet amateur sur les arts et les
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Montaiglon (Paris: J. -B. Dumoulin,

1851-60), 3:206.
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Northcote, Life ofSir Joshua Reynolds

(London: Henry Colbourn, 1819), 60-61.

Reynolds’s comment was apparently
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London.

6 Francesco Algarotti, Opere (Cremona,

1781), 7:28.
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Sculpture, exposées au Louvre en 1 748
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TULAY ARTAN

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY OTTOMAN
PRINCESSES AS COLLECTORS

Chinese and European Porcelains in the Topkapi Palace Museum

Abstract

Ceramic collecting by women has been interpreted as a form of social competition

and conspicuous consumption. Collecting differs from conspicuous consump-

tion, which involves purchasing goods or services not because they are needed, but

because there is status and prestige in being seen to have them, and even in wasting

them. Collecting, in contrast, implies conservation and augmentation, the preser-

vation of history, aesthetic or scholarly interest, love ofbeauty, a form of play, differ-

ent varieties of fetishism, the excitement of the hunt, investment, and even support

of a particular industry or artist.

None of these motives, however, readily explains the activities of Ottoman

collector-princesses in the eighteenth century—which are all the more mysterious

because these women remain relatively anonymous as individuals. It is not easy for

us to elucidate the reasons (other than conspicuous consumption) for their amass-

ing of porcelain, and of European porcelain in particular. Could the collection and

display of ceramics have been a way of actively creating meanings for themselves

and others? Do the collecting habits of these princesses shed some light on their

personalities and aspirations? By focusing on two among them I will argue that

collecting European rather than Chinese porcelain did signify a notable change of

attitude on the part of Ottoman royal women during a period of more widespread

social and political reform.

IN THE LATE EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY Ottoman capital, artists of unprec-

edented originality and self-expressiveness seem to have enjoyed an increasing

degree of freedom from the creative restrictions of court patronage .

1 Convention-

ally, artists’ independence from formal canons of taste has been construed as having

“reflected, as well as contributed to, the creation in a few Ottomans of a mental atti-

tude with a ‘modernist’ tendency, i.e., one open to change and one individualistic

in temperament .” 2 At the same time, an exceptional receptiveness to foreign artists

in Istanbul, and especially to European painters and architects, has been regarded

as having provided new models .

3 The political and cultural outlook of this period’s

patrons of art has also been seen as reflecting modernity and reform .

4

Cross-Currents of“Modernity” in 18th-Century Istanbul

“Modern” has generally described a state of affairs characterized by innovation,

experimentation, and certain kinds ofdistancing from the past. The word “modern,”

implying the present or existing state in opposition to the past ofa tradition, finds an

equivalent in a variety ofterms the Ottomans used over the centuries, ranging from

Arabic constructs such asfî-zemânmâ to ‘asr-i hâzir, muassir and ‘asri. The Persian
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word nev, meaning mostly “new,” “fresh,” and “novel,” was virtually synonymous,

and was widely used to indicate all things contemporary or characteristic of the

present moment in time. While the Arabic words or phrases seem to dehne “mod-

ern” mostly with negative connotations, in Ottoman usage the Persian word was

given a positive emphasis by reference to anything “current,” “contemporary,” “up-

to-date,” “new-fangled” or “fashionable.” Hence the term tarz-i nev is generally used

to signify any “new style” in artistic creation. Cedid, an Arabic word which means

literally “new,” also refers to a strong and conscious break with tradition. It is not

necessarily negative, but neutral, and it may also be positive, at least for some. Like-

wise, miicedded (a derivative of tecdid, “a refreshening”), which means “renewed,”

seems to be neutral, but the term for the person behind the action, müceddid, has

slightly more complicated connotations. First, it denotes a renewer or reformer who

makes someting new (cedid). Secondly, it makes reference to a particular Islamic

reformer, Ahmed Sirhindi (d. 1624), müceddid-i elf-i sânî (Renewer of the second

[Islamic] millennium). From the early seventeenth century nizâm-t cedid was used

for a new order as opposed to the ancient one, nizâm-i kâdim. In the early eighteenth

century, while the term “new order” was promoted by Müteferrikâ Ibrahim Efendi,

the mastermind behind the first Ottoman printing press in Istanbul, a new era was

conventionally defined by nev-zuhûr or nev-icâd, “goods and deeds.”

lust what these connoted was (and is) a matter of divergent and highly opin-

ionated interpretations.5 Towards the end of the century, the title Nizâm-i Cedid

was applied to a series of military and political reforms carried out by Selim III (r.

1789-1807) and hence also to a political statement. The term later came to refer to

the regular troops established under the reform program. Many other terms were

used in this period and later to label the reforms. Teceddüdàd means renewal, new

life, rebirth, a new start, regeneration, recovery, reawakening, resurgence, revital-

ization, renaissance, and revival; and while a teceddiid is a modernist, a teceddüdçii

is an Islamic renewer, like müceddid. There was, however, no translation for or par-

allel to the word “modernization,” which came to describe the swift rise in Europe

and America of powerful tendencies towards advancement in technology and sci-

ence, as well as the development of nation-states, democratic political systems, and

the expansion of capitalist modes of production. Associated with modernization,

of course, are not only the values ofhumanism and enlightenment, but also those of

colonialism and European imperialism. “Westernization,” on the other hand, was

widely employed in the form of the word garpldafma, but only towards the end of

the nineteenth century.

The liberals around Selim III have been portrayed as united, and have thereby

been counterposed to another unified group of anti-reformists or conservatives

behind (or identified with) the May 1807 rebellion. 6 In reality, however, the com-
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position of the period’s elite was quite convoluted, and the reformers’ multiple

identities and therefore shifting political alliances and allegiances are difficult to

pinpoint .

7 Following the enthronement of Selim III, distinctive groups among

the Sufi orders, most notably the Mevlevis and the Nakçibendî-Müceddidîs, came

forth as allies of the sultan and pro-reform supporters of the New Order. Neverthe-

less, differences between the two Sufi groups, if not among their followers, were

(and are) quite marked. Among other things, the Mevlevis seem to have fostered

or facilitated artists’ independence from the court, and also to have encouraged the

efflorescence of novel forms of artistic expression in poetry, painting, and music.

This appears to have permitted a more liberated poetics, the mixing and mingling

of artists and patrons of various faiths and backgrounds, and experimentation

with unconventional subject matter. In contrast, the teachings of the Nakçibendî-

Müceddidîs were part and parcel of a growing tendency towards the strengthen-

ing of Sunni Islamic orthodoxy in Istanbul. Nakçibendî-Müceddidîs had adopted

fundamentalist tenets and turned belief in a reformed, purified Islam into political

policy.

8 There has been no comprehensive study of their ways of artistic self-expres-

sion as a whole. Still, some of them did produce a distinctive genre of poetry, which

is marked not by counterposing Sirhindî’s vahdet-i $ühûd teachings to Ibn-i Arabi’s

vahdet-i viicûd, but by an eclectic and equidistant openness to both principles .

9 This

was a fresh attitude, and in general they blended with the rest of the Istanbul elite.

Tire reformers’ circumspect if not totally reluctant advocacy of modernity

extended to economic restructuring. It involved trade liberalization, espousal

of the free market, and opening up to the outside world. However, such changes

remained largely haphazard and piecemeal. Often, these conspicuous consumers of

foreign goods also turned out to be zealous supporters of fiscalism and provision-

ism. This was true of liberals as well as fundamentalists. Likewise, although they

admired and approved of the European way of life, and imitated it in every possible

way in the privacy of their sumptuous palaces—which flaunted luxury imports and

even opera stages—their cultural and artistic inclinations elude easy categoriza-

tion. Some of these daring and libertine artists or connoisseurs, including those

who most enjoyed European things, might well have been conservative Muslims.

The picture is further complicated by the personal idiosyncrasies of prominent

individuals, more frequently encountered than before in this stressful and volatile

atmosphere. This was a time when many parties and individuals were caught in two

(if not more) distinct and antithetical relationships with modernity, involving both

conflict and compromise.

We also have to consider the paradoxical attitude of at least some members of

the royal family to modernity and reform. This study is, at least in part, a reflection

on the contested identity of the era’s Ottoman princesses, the sisters and nieces of
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Scroll fragment, Akkoyunlu-Tabriz,

late 15th century. Topkapi Palace

Museum Library, Istanbul, H. 2153.

After Rogers, Çagman and Tanindi,

Topkapi Sarny Museum: The Albums

and Illustrated Manuscripts , 118-19,

ill. 79.

The miniature shows blue-and-white

porcelains in the process of being

transported, perhaps in a wedding

procession, as part of the bride’s

trousseau, or in a commercial convoy

traveling around the oases ofTurfan.

Selim III. They, too, were caught between selfand family, mercantilism and the free

market, tradition and modernity. Emerging from their husbands’ domain into an

ostentatious lifestyle in their new, stylish waterfront palaces, these women appear

as patrons who acquired and hoarded European goods with great avidity. One of

them, Hadice Sultan the Younger, was ultimately made into a scapegoat because of

her role in promoting familiarity with, understanding of, and approval for Western

forms and norms. This brought her a negative, disturbing public identity, to the

point where she was singled out by conservatives as a surrogate target for critics of

the regime.

The Topkapi Collection of European Porcelains

Ottoman royalty, unlike their counterparts in Europe, had continuous access to

Chinese porcelains from the mid-fifteenth century onward (Fig. I).
10 From the

ninth century, Chinese porcelain had been transported westward via the Silk Road,

and Middle Eastern courts, fascinated with the celadons and blue-and-whites,

remained insatiable customers. Official documents show that, from the early six-

teenth century, an amazing collection of Chinese blue-and-whites, celadons and

enamels, to be complemented in the later seventeenth century by equally spectacu-

lar Japanese ware, was being amassed in the Topkapi Palace (Fig. 2).
11 Subsequently,

when European hard porcelain began to be produced first in Saxony, and then in

many other places in the early eighteenth century, Ottoman royalty were among its

early customers. Today, the Topkapi Palace Museum holds well over 10,000 pieces

of Chinese (the third biggest collection in the world) and Japanese porcelain, as

well as about 5,000 European pieces.
12

Holdings acquired by two princesses in particular, Hadice Sultan the Elder

(1658-1743), and her grand-niece Hadice Sultan the Younger (1768-1822), seem

to have formed the basis for the riches in the imperial vaults. In addition to a large
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2

Blue-and-white porcelain ewer, China,

early 15th century. Topkapi Palace

Museum, Istanbul, 14/1410. After

ïstanbul’daki Çin Hazinesi (Istanbul: 1$

Bankasi Kiiltiir Yayinlari, 2001 ), 95.

number of Chinese porcelains that she was given as part of her trousseau in 1675,

the elder Hadice continued to collect on her own, and when she died in 1743 her

collection comprised no fewer than 2,365 Chinese and twelve European pieces.
13

All were immediately sent to the Topkapi Palace. The younger Hadice, in contrast,

developed a personal taste for porcelain from Saxony, Vienna, and France. When

she died in 1822, hundreds of precisely identified pieces and sets of European por-

celain were transferred to the Palace Treasury. Only four Chinese porcelain jars

were amongst her collection.
14

As indicated by the foregoing, porcelains often entered the palace cellars by

way of the estates of the deceased, and were then sometimes (re)circulated as gifts

among members of the royal family or leading dignitaries. According to a sample

of the registers in which royal and other elite estates were recorded, the number of

Chinese porcelain pieces entering the Topkapi Palace collections in the eighteenth

century was 16,566—compared with 400 in the sixteenth, 3,645 in the seventeenth,

and only five in the nineteenth century. 15
In the meantime, the numbers of Euro-

pean porcelains coming to the palace were also substantial.
16

Clearly, something quite striking was going on in the eighteenth century—but

just what was it? Let me note, first, that most ofthe Chinese pieces incorporated into

the Topkapi Palace collections in the eighteenth century were not current but came

from earlier periods of acquisition. In contrast, European porcelains were being

purchased on a massive scale for the first time. Second, at a time when European

porcelain manufacture was coming into its own, the Ottomans tried to introduce

pottery production in Istanbul. This was inititated in 1719 by the ambitious and

innovative grand vizier Damad Ibrahim Paça (in office 1718-30), and appears to

have targeted a revival of Iznik ware. But Ibrahim Pa§a was not only trying to shore

up the Porte’s crisis-ridden finances. He was also keeping an eye on all contempo-

rary European advances. His broader vision may have extended to promoting an

Ottoman speculative market in tulips,
17 based on what he had learned from the

South Sea Bubble, as well as relocating some old industries and creating new ones

in imitation of European courts’ patronage.

Although it eventually failed in the 1730s, 18 Ibrahim’s attempt at establishing pot-

tery production in Istanbul coincided with signs of a change in Ottoman taste over

the first half of the eighteenth century. It is through this change of taste—from Ori-

ental celadons, blue-and-whites, or polychrome porcelains from the fifteenth cen-

tury onwards, to European porcelains (most notably Meissen, Vienna, Vincennes,

Limoges, Paris, and Sèvres), which became available in the Ottoman luxury market

as early as the 1730s— that I propose to address the craze for porcelain among the

Ottoman princesses. In the process, I will also touch upon notions of collecting and

assembling, as opposed to conspicuous consumption, in the Ottoman context.
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1 . Saksonyakârî: Meissen or Saxony Experiments in imitating Chinese porce-

lain, known as “white gold,” had begun in Europe under Francesco de’ Medici in the

sixteenth century. After Louis XIV had been forced to order the French court silver

to be melted down in order to finance the Wars of the Spanish Succession, a new

wave of experimentation was launched in an effort to replace all the silverware that

had perished in the process. But success in this regard fell to another patron of the

arts, Prince Friedrich Augustus I, Elector ofSaxony (1694-1733), who also became

King Augustus II of Poland (1697-1704 and 1709-33). 19 Friedrich established the

Saxon capital of Dresden as a major cultural center and amassed an impressive art

collection. In 1709, hard-paste porcelain production began in the city. The follow-

ing year production was transferred to nearby Meissen— to a plant called the Köni-

gliche (and later, Staatliche) Porzellan Manufaktur Meissen. Around the same time,

manufactories in Höchst, Berlin, Frankthal, and Nymphenburg also began produc-

ing porcelain.

The earliest Meissen ware had quite a limited colour range. A new type, in which

bright colours were mixed with the earlier earth colours, was introduced after the

1720s. Vases and pitchers, and dinner, coffee, or tea sets produced in this period

reflected East Asian tastes and artistry, for patrons at the time mostly desired

underglaze-blue pieces with chinoiserie decoration. Some of the first Meissen por-

celains also copied the Kaikemon ware of late-seventeenth-century Japan, which

did not make use of underglaze blue in the best-quality products. 20 The synthe-

sis of the porcelain body, the glazing, the composition of the underglaze blue, and

the implementation of the firing process remained an unpredictable procedure in

which four hard-to-control factors had to be coordinated. Hence, only in the early

1730s did it become possible to call the Meissen dishes “beautiful and agreeable.”
21

By 1 732-4, Ottoman merchants had already begun to place huge orders for cof-

fee-cups. In 1732, one Manasses Athanas commissioned 2,000 dozen coffee-cups

(without handles and saucers) from the Meissen factory (i.e., 24,000 pieces). This

was the first commission that the Meissen manufactory had received from Otto-

man dealers, and it agreed to produce 43,200 pieces annually in the future. Two

years later, a new order was placed, perhaps by the same merchant, for a total of

36,000 cups. 22
Significantly, some fine examples ofsuch early Meissen ware are to be

found in the Topkapi Palace collections, including coffee-cups without handles. 23

Several such cups, albeit mostly from the last quarter of the century, have also sur-

vived in the Dresden collections (Fig. 3).
24 More coffee-cups from this period in the

Chinese Imari style, with red, purple, and green tones added, are also be found in

private collections in Turkey today.
25

Perhaps the most sensational pieces in the Topkapi collection are two bowls

painted by two celebrated Meissen artists. One of these bowls, decorated with Chi-
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Coffee-cup, inscribed hâ^a-Allah,

içene àfiyet olsun (God forbid! May

it do you [drinker] good! ), Meissen,

dated 1756-7. Porzellansammlungen,

Dresden, 1975. After Loesch, “Zum

Einfluß der Türkenmode auf das

Meißner Porzellan,” 333 (cat. no. 433).

nese medallions in which a port city, ships, and European men and women are

shown, is a fine example of a very popular painting style—that of Johann Grego-

rious Herold/Hörold ( 1 696— 1 775 ); the other blue-ground chinoiserie bowl is by

David Köhler (d. 1723). 26 The former bears the “whip” modification of the Meissen

brandmark, indicating that it was specifically made for Ottoman customers. 27

While the desire for replicas of East Asian ware was initially overwhelming, the

Meissen artists soon developed their own inimitable style—a style that reflected the

ornateness of baroque drama. After 1737, rococo patterns were preferred. Topo-

graphical scenes and tloral motifs adapted from contemporary botanical studies, as

well as, occasionally, figure studies drawn from commedia dellarte, were employed

for decorative purposes. There are a few such bowls datable to 1730-40 in the

Topkapi Palace collections,
28 while a delightful polychrome ewer and washbasin set

made for the Ottoman market in the 1740s or 1750s survives in the collection ofthe

manufactory in Dresden. It is decorated with roses, carnations, and tulips, some in

relief (Fig. 4).
29 The same form (but with different decorative programs) was later to

be used in the Vienna manufactory, too.

Also from this period are figurines based on depictions of Ottoman men and

women in early eighteenth-century engravings. These were once quite fashionable

Meissen products although today only a few can be found at the Topkapi Palace,

their main market being non-Ottoman. Among prints in the Meissen archives

(acquired for the use of painters for their designs) are four hand-coloured sheets

of Ottoman figures based on well-known sources—such as the engravings of the

Flemish artist Jean-Baptiste Vanmour (1671-1737), who worked in the retinue

of European ambassadors in Istanbul from 1699 until his death. 30 Thus a sultans

guard ( solakbaçi ) and a bandit (heyduk

)

after Vanmour were painted on a teapot of

ca. 1 723-6, attributed to Herold. 31 Like many figurines dated to the 1750s or after,
32

these oriental figures stand in striking contrast to the classical motifs, inspired by

the archaeological excavations at Pompeii and Herculaneum, which were reworked

in the neoclassical style that came to be preferred at Meissen.

After Count Camilio Marcolini took over at the Meissen factory in 1774, special

workshops catering to the Ottoman demand were set up, and new models and a

distinctive repertoire were established. The factory instituted several studios in the
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4

Polychrome ewer-and-washbasin

set, Meissen, 1740s-50s.

Porzellansammlungen, Dresden, PE.

3619a-c. After Loesch, “Zum Einfluß

der Türkenmode auf das Meißner

Porzellan,” 344 (cat. no. 456).

The water poured from the ewer drains

through a strainer in the middle of the

basin. When not in use, the ewer sits

in the center of the basin. A bar ofsoap

could also be placed there.

vicinity of Meissen as well as at Regensburg for the sole purpose of such decorative

work, and kept Ottoman enthusiasts satisfied as far as politics allowed. 33 Heavily

gilded covered dishes, decorated with bouquets of flowers set within enveloping

foliage, are a type of Meissen ware that avoided figurai representation. A fish-scale

surface pattern was also used together with floral decorations. The knobs on the

lids were always in the form of citrus fruits, and lemons in particular.

Istanbul was now in want of cups with handles as part of coffee or tea services.

In the Topkapi Palace collections, there is a tea set for three people from the Mar-

colini Period (1774-1805), consisting of an oval tray, three cups with handles, their

saucers and spoons, a milk pot with lid, a coffee pot with lid, a sugar bowl with

lid, two confectionary bowls with lids, a tea pot, a rosewater flask, and an incense

burner (Fig. 5).
34 From the same period there is also a complete coffee set for one,

comprising a cup and its saucer, a milk pot and a coffee pot (both with lids), and a

lidded sugar bowl, all set on an oval tray (Fig. 6).
35 A late eighteenth-century small

oval box in the Kaikemon style with a dog figurine on the lid is another, surprising

find in the Palace collections (Fig. 7).
36 This box, too, bears the “whip” brandmark.

These pieces are complemented by more lidded boxes, bowls, and dishes in Turk-

ish private collections. One of the porcelain designs the Ottomans favoured in the

Marcolini Period features a red (or green or yellow) spiral alternating with a floral

band on a white ground. A lidded dish with this pattern in the Sadberk Hamm
Museum, Istanbul, bearing a lemon-shaped knob (Fig. 8),

37 matches another lid-

ded dish (or box) in Dresden. 38 Yet another lidded dish in the same Istanbul col-

lection, covered with pink rosebuds, gilded leaves and green triple dots, also has

an ornamental lemon-shaped knob (Fig. 9).
39 Among the figurines of the period in

the Topkapi Palace collection are some by artists such as Johann Friedrich Eberlein

(1695-1749), Peter Reinicke (1711-68), and Johann Peter Melchior (1742-1825,

Modellmeister at Höchst).40

2. Beç i§i or Beçkârî: Vienna The Vienna manufactory, founded in 1718 by a

Dutchman by the name of Claudius Innocentais Du Paquier and employing mas-

ters of the craft attracted there from Meissen, quickly grew into a fashionable cen-

ter. Subsequently, a connection between Ottoman markets and Austrian porcelain
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manufacturers was secured through the Ostender Kompanie (Eastern Trade Com-

pany) in Vienna. A few examples of early Vienna ware, especiallymade to suit Otto-

man taste, survive in the Topkapi Palace collections—although we do not know

just when and how they arrived. A table decoration and two ewer-and-dish sets

are dated to the 1730s and therefore strikingly early (Fig. 10).
41 More Vienna ware

from the first half of the eighteenth century has been located in private collections

in Istanbul.

In 1744 Empress Maria Theresa of Austria acquired Du Paquier’s struggling

manufactory and turned it into the Kaiserliche Fabrik. Under her patronage the

business acquired greater stability. Eventually, there would be twenty more fac-

tories or decorating studios in Vienna. Designs were developed independent of

Meissen production and the quality of painting was very fine. Several artists, most

notably Georg Stöckel, Josef Schindele and Andreas Hagel, have been identified as

having produced the decorations of cups exported to the Ottoman capital between

1762 and 1784.42 The third period of Viennese porcelain production is known as

the Sorgenthal Period (1784-1805), after a director of the factory, Conrad Sörgal

von Sorgenthal. Many examples of Vienna ware in Istanbul collections are from

this period. Amongst numerous lidded bowls, decorated with floral cartouches and

lemon-shaped ornamental knobs, a particularly charming example is a pair of lid-

ded jars with flowers in relief (Fig. 1 1 ).
43 The fish-scale pattern used together with

floral decorations and citrus-fruit knobs on the lids was also adapted to Vienna

ware (Figs. 12 and 13).
44

This porcelain trade was heavily affected by the Russo-Ottoman war of 1787—

92. As Austria backed Russia, Ottoman imports from Vienna declined by as much

as one-fifth, and customers were (re)directed to Meissen. Count Marcolini, the

director of the Meissen factory, capitalized on this, taking a special interest in the

Ottoman market (as well as the Russian market) in an attempt to reverse his fac-

tory’s declining financial fortunes. Sorgenthal also looked for a way round such

obstacles. Hence the gifts made to Ottoman royalty and other dignitaries by the

Vienna factory (Fig. 1 4).
45 A discount on production targeted for the Ottoman mar-

ket was instrumental in putting trade back on track, and until the mid-nineteenth

century the Ottomans kept buying from both Meissen and Vienna. However, Vien-

na’s quality gradually deteriorated, and following the death of Sorgenthal in 1805,

its exports to the Ottoman capital became more and more poorly designed, gilded

and decorated.46

3. Fransizkârî: Parisian or French At the beginning of the eighteenth cen-

tury, after a long period of experiment, the French, too, finally succeeded in mak-

ing soft porcelain, and in 1738 production began at an old chateau in Vincennes

near Paris. Initially imitating Japanese ware, then producing Meissen-like porce-
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lain, the factory did not offer anything for sale until 1754. Designated as the royal

factory (Manufacture Royale de Porcelaines de France), Vincennes came to obtain

monopoly privileges, so that polychrome porcelain production was banned for all

other parties.
4 Nevertheless, the precariousness ofthe financial situation finally led

to the king becoming the sole owner ofthe factory in 1759, at the behest ofMadame

de Pompadour, and his monopoly and profits were secured by a succession of laws

excluding others from certain kinds of porcelain manufacture over the next thirty

years. As the king’s exclusive rights covered particular techniques, including gilded

porcelain, coloured flowers, and sculpture, Vincennes ware came to be identified

with a number of trademark colours. These included a distinctive dark blue (also

called Mazarin Blue, discovered in 1749), a turquoise blue (1752), a powder blue

that imitated Chinese ware (1753), yellow (1753), and apple/pea green (1756), as

well as motifs comprising medallions of pink ground framed with gilt decoration

in relief, known as Pompadour Rose (1757-64). Every year the king arranged for a

sale at Versailles, where his courtiers and Parisians purchased and collected large

quantities of porcelain, including table services, tea sets, and decorative items such

as sets of vases and matching candelabra. 48 In 1756 production was relocated to

Sèvres—near Madame de Pompadour’s mansion at Bellevue, between Paris and

Versailles. At that time the dark, underglaze blue was abandoned as a result of the

discovery of a brighter overglaze blue. While the latter became the most favored

hue at Sèvres and came to be called Royal Blue (1760), reddish brown and black

were also much used in the 1770s. As for the decorative program, ribbons (1757),

partridge eyes (1760), fish-scales, and crocodile-skin patterns (1762), pebbles

(1768), curves, and pendants (1780) became the preferred motifs on a background

ofporphyry and marble patterns ( 1793).
49 What would come to be known as Sèvres

porcelain characterized the French court taste of the period. Ottoman exposure to

French porcelain was minimal until the 1 770s.

Tire Seven Years War (1756-63) pushed Sèvres porcelain to the foreground

while Meissen production declined. Also around this time, porcelain production

in France spread to new localities. In 1769, the raw materials for producing hard

porcelain were located in Saint-Yrieix in the Limousin region, and the ensuing new

production line was called Limoges after the locality that supplied them. In 1771

a new factory for producing hard porcelain was established at Limoges itself, and

the next year experimentation with hard porcelain production also succeeded at

Sèvres. In 1784 Louis XVI annexed Limoges to Sèvres, but this arrangement failed

and Limoges production came to an end in 1796. Over the period 1770-1 870, some

thirty factories and four or five workshops, all located to the northeast of Paris, and

employing nearly 4,000 artists and craftsmen, kept producing porcelain known as

“Porcelaine de Paris.”
50 In the Parisian ateliers, porcelains intended for the Ottoman
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Tea set, Meissen, Marcolini Period

(1774-1805). Topkapi Palace

Museum, Istanbul, 26/4559,

26/4560, 26/456 1 , 26/4562, 26/4563,

26/4564, 26/4565, 26/4566, 26/4567,

26/4568, 26/4594, 26/4596, 26/4598.

After Osmanli Saraymda Avrupa

Porselenleri, 34-5.

6

Coffee set, Meissen, Marcolini

Period (1774-1805). Topkapi

Palace Museum, Istanbul, 26/462 1

,

26/4622, 26/4623, 26/4624, 26/4625.

After Osmanli Saraymda Avrupa

Porselenleri, 38.

market included wide-lipped and salep pitchers, deep dishes, table clocks, and

vases decorated by Orientalist painters. In the wake of the French Revolution, soft

porcelain production was totally abandoned at Sèvres in the early 1800s, and all such

stocks were sold off. During this process, undecorated pieces from the warehouse

were appropriated by outside decorators; painted in the old way, these “imitations”

were sold to some European courts and today can be located in certain private as

well as museum collections, including the Topkapi Palace. 51 Porcelains produced in

Vincennes-Sèvres were known in the Ottoman capital as Fransizkârî Saksonya, and

Limoges or Paris ware as Fransizkârî or Pariskârî. An 1816 vase from the Restora-

tion Period (1814-24) is the earliest Sèvres piece in the Topkapi collection.
52

The wars of the second half of the eighteenth century not only interrupted the

European porcelain trade. They also spelled ruin for Ottoman finances. As a final

blow to the economy, trade with France, the Ottomans’ main commercial partner,

collapsed as the latter struggled with the 1789 revolution, and importing Vincennes,

Limoges, Sèvres, or Paris ware became ever more difficult for porcelain enthusiasts

in Istanbul. 53 The Ottoman ambassador to France between 1797 and 1802, Morali

Esseyyid Ali Efendi, did not go beyond noting that there were numerous porcelain

manufacturers (fagfûr kârhâneleri ) in Paris.
54 His successor Mehmed Said Halet

Efendi, however, was preoccupied with porcelain purchases during his four years
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Box in the Kaikemon style, Meissen,

Marcolini Period (1774-1805).

Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul.

After Sonat, “European Porcelains,”

429.

in Paris (1802-6). The ambassador complained repeatedly about the recurring

requests for porcelain that he received from grandees and friends in Istanbul. 55

Ottoman Royal Women’s New Way of Life

Although the ways in which Ottoman royalty engaged with the luxury markets

of the eighteenth century are still unclear, about the phenomenon itself there can

hardly be any question.56 Hard porcelain produced early in the eighteenth cen-

tury in Meissen, Vienna, and Paris, as well as in numerous other European cen-

ters, appears to have seduced the increasingly free-spirited Ottoman princesses of

the time, for “porcelain was the art most truly and spontaneously expressive of the

spirit of the eighteenth century, with its craving for novelty and its love of luxury.” 57

These Ottoman princesses were becoming more and more independent not just of

“traditions” but also of their husbands, and this was reflected in the way in which

their own waterfront palaces came to dwarf those of their spouses along the Bos-

phorus and the Golden Horn. 58
Earlier, under the absolute rule of the sultans, it

had been the splendour ofthe (one and only) imperial palace that was symbolically

most important in publicly displaying and celebrating their dynastic power, and

thus legitimating their governance. But soon after the court returned from its pro-

longed stay in Edirne in 1703, it became a major prerogative of the sultans’ nieces

and daughters to build their palaces on the waterfront, along the shores of the capi-

tal. Princesses were delegated to put on view the presence and power ofthe dynasty,

in a project to reinscribe the House of Osman into the urban space of the imperial

city. Furthermore, through the staging of frequent royal marriages, public displays

of bridal gifts and trousseaus in successive processions became commonplace in

the life of Istanbulites, which in turn triggered a general interest in amassing luxury

objects.

As Ottoman princesses thereby emerged as ambitious patrons of palatial archi-

tecture, they had to find new ways to fill and decorate their palaces. At a time when

the Ottoman authorities’ attempts to revive Iznik pottery in Istanbul were coming

to a decisive end, these royal ladies were swiftly adapting their tastes to the gilt and

shine, the “beautiful and agreeable” colors and decorations of European porcelain.

This was even before European-style cabinets, wardrobes, tables, and armchairs
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Lidded dish, Meissen, Marcolini

Period (1774-1805). SadberkHamm

Museum, Istanbul, HK 198-3261

A-B. After Sadberk Hamm Museum ,

145.

9

Lidded dish, Meissen, Marcolini

Period (1774-1805). Sadberk Hamm
Museum, Istanbul, HK 194-3257

A-B. After Sadberk Hamm Museum,

144.

came to crowd their halls. Moreover, in this period their interest in Chinese or Jap-

anese porcelain was minuscule— next to nothing. Possibly this demonstrates that

they were disassociating themselves from things past, as well as from other new elites

in Istanbul. For the latter, as for commoners, Oriental porcelain, which was becom-

ing more and more readily available on the market, remained most desirable. 59

Caught between the tides was Hadice Sultan the Elder. In contrast to her sis-

ters and many of her nieces (namely the daughters of Mustafa II and Ahmed III),

Hadice the Elder appears to have been a dedicated collector of Oriental ware. Stud-

ies of the Topkapi Palace collections of Chinese porcelains and celadons point to

a big jump in numbers between 1725 and 1750 (as compared with 1675-1725 or

1750-75).60
It has been suggested that the totals for this twenty-five year period

and the decade following it were swollen by the incorporation of two massive

collections. One of these belonged to Hadice Sultan the Elder, who died in 1743,

whereupon (as already mentioned) her probate inventory turned out to comprise

no fewer than sixty-two celadons, 2,303 Chinese porcelains, and twelve European

porcelains, adding up to a total of 2,377 pieces. 61 When she married in 1675, she

had only 31
1
porcelains and celadons (268 plain and forty-three bejewelled) in her

trousseau.62 Her kitchen accounts, too, record massive displays of “table” pomp and

circumstance.63 Indeed, Hadice Sultan is known to have repeatedly fêted her broth-

ers, Mustafa II and Ahmed III, in her palaces. On the eve of the events that led

to the disastrous revolt of 1730, she was holding a banquet for the sultan and the

grand vizier, as well as a crowd of high-ranking dignitaries, at her Üsküdar palace

on the Bosphorus.64 She has, in fact, been blamed for preventing the grand vizier

from moving on to Istanbul that night in order to take immediate action against the

rebels.
65 Was she secretly a member of the opposition party, or was this an error of

judgment on her part? In any case, it led to her brother Ahmed Ill’s dethronement.

When Hadice the Elder died in 1743 she was in her nineties. She could not pos-

sibly have been as ambitious and motivated a collector as she had once been. Nev-

ertheless, she had managed to acquire a dozen pieces ofEuropean porcelain during

the first ten years of their appearance in Ottoman lands. As a true collector, she

must have retained the drive to hunt for the most recent diplomatic gifts presented

to the new sultan, her nephew Mahmud I (r. 1730-54).
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Ewer-and-basin set, Vienna, ca. 1735.

Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul,

26/4939, 26/4938. After Osmanh

Saraymda Avrupa Porselenleri, 46-7.

In Europe, meanwhile, a number of contemporary royal women were involved

in the growth of porcelain manufacture not only as consumers and collectors who

made large purchases, but also (as in the case ofMadame de Pompadour mentioned

above) as motivated patrons of arts and industry.66 Their impact ranged from ini-

tiating the establishment of manufactories to supporting innovation and produc-

tion. They included Empress Maria Theresa of Austria (r. 1745-65) and Maria

Amalia Cristina, the Queen Consort of Spain and Naples (r. 1738-60),67 who set

up a manufactory in the palace grounds of Capodimonte near Naples. Although it

was active for only sixteen years, some of the finest figure models in soft-paste por-

celain were produced there. The “Porcelain Room” made for the queen at the royal

villa at Portici between 1757 and 1759 is one of the great feats of craftwork in this

medium. Of two Russian empresses, Elisabeth (r. 1741-62), daughter of Peter the

Great, supported the first manufactory at St Petersburg by employing artists from

Meissen; and Catherine II the Great (r. 1 762-96) 08 gave considerable state subsidies

to the “Imperial Factory,” in recognition for which her portraits decorated many

of its products. Queen Juliane Marie of Denmark (r. 1752-66)69 was the principal

shareholder and supporter of the Royal Danish Porcelain Manufactory founded in

1775. In 1762, Queen Charlotte of England (r. 1761-1818 ) was presented with a

porcelain breakfast and candle set by Josiah Wedgwood, after ten years in prepara-

tion. “In 1765 she ordered a complete set of tea things’, a coffee service for twelve

including candle sticks and fruit baskets which were decorated with modelled flow-

ers in green and gold.”70 Royal ladies’ influence was also felt indirectly. One of the

most splendid pieces ofMeissen chinoiserie painted by the eminent artist Herold in

the 1730s is a cup bearing the monogram of Queen Sophia Dorothea of Prussia

—
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presumably commissioned by the Elector ofSaxony to be presented during his for-

mal visit to her court. The recipient herself is represented in the scenes on the cup.
71

As European porcelain became popular by the mid-eighteenth century and “china

fever” reached its climax, methods of display also developed in European mansions

and palaces—to the point of initiating new architectural schemes.

A Shift in Taste and Behavior: From One Hadice to Another

Hadice Sultan the Younger was another late eighteenth-century princess who,

together with her half-sisters $ah (1761-1802) and Beyhan (1765-1825), as well

as her nieces Esma the Younger (1778-1848) and Hibetullah (1789-1841), was

extremely enthusiastic about novelty in architecture and interior design. They all

invested huge sums in the construction and furnishing of their palaces, and ulti-

mately died bankrupt. In the latter part of the eighteenth century, although each

princess led her own separate life, their numerous waterfront palaces along the

Golden Horn and the Bosphorus were of equal grandeur and similar taste, and

taken together diverged largely from other, more conventional forms. We can spec-

ulate that, as well as personal wealth, their architectural commissions were intended

to demonstrate an appreciation for technological and aesthetical advancements,

including the fashionably “modern” European styles of the era such as Neoclassi-

cism or the French Empire style.

It is understood that Hadice the Younger took a personal interest in all details

of palatial decoration—quite like Madame de Pompadour, who is known to have

supervised the colours of her walls, the paintings on her ceilings, her tapestries,

mirrors, furniture, draperies and ornaments, and even the design of her cutlery;

she is also said to have had the gift of inspiring artists to work at their best for her

and to respond to her tastes.
72 Hadice, for her part, had the architect-cum-designer

Antoine- Ignace Meiling (1763-1831) working for her in the 1790s.
73 Meiling, born

in Karlsruhe to a family of artists from Lorraine, lived in Istanbul for eighteen years

between 1784 and 1802. 74 The multi-talented artist caught the attention of the prin-

cess while working for Friedrich Hübsch, the Danish chargé d’affaires.
75

Hadice was married in 1786 and, in accordance with royal custom, was allocated

an imperial palace in 1791. 76 The reconstruction of her Neçedâbâd Palace at Deft-

erdarburnu (on the European shores of the Bosphorus) took three years, and was

completed in 1794. Unfortunately, the building surveys and inspection inventories

which usually accompanied such grand projects have not survived in this particu-

lar case. This is curious, because there are extensive accounts of earlier phases of

construction and restoration at Neçedâbâd. Moreover, all her household accounts

are missing, as a result ofwhich we have no direct evidence for her purchases, gifts,

or allocations throughout her entire married life. Hadice’s private affairs are known
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to us only through circumstantial evidence, deriving from Melling’s contribution

to the Neçedâbâd project. The surviving collection of letters (in some thirty folios)

exchanged between the patron and her architect is unique in the Ottoman context,

and quite revealing in many respects.
78

The letters testify not only to Hadice’s insatiable interest in the decoration ofher

palace(s), but also to her drive and desire to be in command at all times. 79 A few let-

ters concerning some chairs, perhaps (imitations of) French imports in the Louis

XV or Louis XVI style, are a case in point. At the time chairs and armchairs were

a novelty in Ottoman interiors. When those initially delivered by Meiling did not

suit her taste, she made it clear that she wanted gilded ones. On another occasion,

only an hour after writing a letter to Meiling at six o’clock in the morning to inquire

about the delivery of some other chair(s), she wrote yet another letter to repeat

that she wanted it (them) as soon as possible.
80

It must have been her taste, and

her genuine support for novelty, liberalism, and reform, that made her impatient

about decorating her new waterfront palace in French Empire style—which was a

political statement on its own. Ottoman reformers had started turning to France

in marked fashion from the 1770s onward, and this trend had peaked under Selim

III, so that in the 1790s Istanbul was host to an unprecedented number of French

engineers, architects, and military officers.

Meiling was employed not only to design the gardens and parts of Hadices pal-

ace. On her repeated orders, he appears also to have designed her dresses, belts, and

shawls; and to have created decorative installations for her palace grounds during

religious bayrams. He designed a knife and a comb embellished with jewels to be

presented by the princess to an unidentified gentleman. At the same time, he was

instrumental in procuring pearls and precious stones, textiles and laces, trimmings,

and mosquito nets, as well as in overseeing the production of small spreads (to be

placed under table-trays), comb cases, kavnk covers, and napkins. He was an inter-

mediary between the princess and “European” merchants, for example, obtaining

at the princess’s request six of “those” clocks, and four ar§un [68 centimeters] of

“this” kind of (imported) broadcloth. He also purchased silver chests-of-drawers,

chairs, gilded armchairs (see above), and chandeliers on her behalf, as well as a

marble (perhaps alabaster or agate) flower pot which could also be used as a lan-

tern. It is interesting that there is no mention ofhim, not even as an architect, in any

other Ottoman source, given that he had also undertaken the rebuilding of vari-

ous sections ofthe imperial summer residence at Be$ikta§. Even more frustratingly,

there is no mention of European porcelain among the purchases he was ordered to

make for Hadice Sultan. After all, Friedrich Hübsch, with whom Meiling had been

previously affiliated, was a merchant and banker running the Galata-based trading

firm ofHübsch and Timoni. 81
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For visual evidence of this new aestheticized life, we may turn to European

engravings or oil paintings—including Melling's own arresting panoramas and

interiors in his Voyage pittoresque de Constantinople et des rives de Bosphore (1819).

But neither in his textual nor in his visual accounts is there any indication whatso-

ever of a preoccupation with displaying the imports or collectibles that he himself

had procured for the princess. Thus, in the end, it is Ottoman royal ladies’ probate

registers, especially from the last quarter of the eighteenth into the early nineteenth

century, that best reflect their overwhelming interest in collecting European porce-

lains.

Like her peers, Hadice the Younger died in debt.
82 Immediately after she passed

away on July 17, 1822, her belongings were confiscated and sold at auction. 83 Her

probate inventories included more than five hundred pieces ofEuropean porcelain,

which appear to have been kept in three different parts of her palace. (We have no

clue whatsoever as to how many pieces of porcelain she might have acquired as

bridal gifts, though her trousseau in 1786 is likely to have included earlier pieces

returned to the Treasury from the estates of deceased royal women and dignitar-

ies.) When every single item had been counted, thirty-nine plates, eight tureens,

one dish, twenty-seven bowls, three coffee-cups, thirteen jugs, three inkpots, one

salt-cellar, sixteen trays, one water-pipe, and one broken ewer-and-basin set were

identified as Meissen porcelain. One hundred and forty-eight plates, eight tureens,

ten dishes, fourteen bowls, twenty-eight jars, and one teapot were listed as Vien-

nese. Finally, thirty-four plates, two bowls, seven jugs, one teapot, six coffee-cups

with handles, three saucers, and two ewers were all recorded as French porcelain.

None were described as extraordinary, novel, unique, exotic, rare, new, or old, but

all were carefully and quite confidently identified by scribes, possibly trained and

educated to read the trademarks, as Saksonya , Beçkârî , Fransizkârî , or Pariskârî.

Even Meissen imitations of Vincennes-Sèvres workshop products were distin-

guished as Fransizkâri Saksonya. Her crystal wares, too, were identified as Saksonya

or îngilizkâri , that is to say Bohemian or English.
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The Enigma of Hadice the Younger: Consumer or Collector?

At this point there arises a key question: What was the main motive for such mas-

sive accumulations ofEuropean porcelain? That they represented a new taste seems

beyond doubt. But was this new taste intended to be displayed relatively publicly or

privately? Did Hadice acquire all these complete table sets and individual items in

order to satisfy herself, and perhaps also to show them olf at small, intimate gath-

erings? Or were they actually intended for use at grander affairs attended by male

company from beyond the family—as at state banquets? And if this were the case,

could it be that Hadice the Younger was thereby adopting a subtle political stance?

Let us first review the evidence for the second scenario. The discovery of new

tastes and the adopting of new manners— all reflected in a proliferation of table

sets, dessert sets, tea sets and coffee sets—were part and parcel of a new kind of life

to which this princess in particular, and probably others, aspired. The emphasis

on sets might be taken as pointing towards actual use, by large numbers of people,

and therefore also to practical consumption over collecting as a motive for Hadice’s

acquisitions. 84 Since at least the 1720s, the Ottoman court had known that their

whole approach to eating was different from the Europeans. 85 Ottomans, elite or

commoners alike, did not have special dining halls; they ate very quickly and in

complete silence; numerous small courses were served in deep dishes or large plates

from which individual spooned their own helpings; there were no table cloths,

knives, forks, plates, glasses, or salt cellars. The very act of acquiring European-

style table services would seem to indicate that all this was changing. The most

notable difference between Ottoman and European dining habits, however, was the

absence ofwomen at any public, collective meal. Could it be that in the era ofSelim,

or at least in the context of Selims special relationship with his sister, there was a

significant change in this last regard?

Selim III is known to have paid frequent visits to his sisters and half-sisters,

which became all the more regular during Ramadan. He visited Hadice repeatedly

for iftar banquets, and even had apartments reserved for overnight stays at Defter-

darburnu. We have no account of any other guests Hadice might have entertained

in her brother’s honour, or of what was served at these banquets, but there can be

hardly any doubt that her best porcelain would have been used. And at least some

of these dinners might not have been secluded affairs. The architectural layout of

Neçedâbâd Palace suggests that one of its spacious halls was reserved for gather-

ing over food. 86 This in itself hints at a departure from the custom of men gather-

ing around trays placed on low stands to eat in groups. But beyond this, we are in

no position to say how much further “Westernization” might have been taken

—

whether this “dining hall” was lit with large crystal chandeliers and decorated by

family portraits as was European practice, or whether a long stationary table might
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have been placed along its central axis.
87 European furniture was finding its way

even into the elite brothels of Istanbul in the 1790s, 88 and certainly furnished some

parts of Hadice’s palace. It is tempting to imagine reformers and anti- reformers

alike, seated on gilded Louis XVI chairs, being served with the best European china.

Even the type of food served might have helped reinforce a reformist message to

guests.
89 For all this, it is not necessary to speculate further about Hadice’s (or other

womens) actual presence at the table. Even if she herself were invisible, she would,

in effect, be represented by her entire palace, from its neoclassical architecture to

its decoration and furnishings—and ultimately by her china. It could all have been

read as a message to the effect that change there had to be, and she was there to sup-

port Selim III and his reforms to the utmost.

The foregoing might sound plausible, but while it is not contradicted neither

is it supported by any concrete evidence. We must turn to the first scenario, which

suggests that Hadice was a collector. One of the two probate inventories drawn up

in 1 822 is a list of contents of a treasury or a safe— or, perhaps, a special room where

rare and curious things were kept.
90

It turns out to be a list of objects that were sold

after Hadice’s death. What is striking is that many of the fragile objects listed in this

inventory were in boxes (kutu ), baskets ( sepet ), or casks (fuçu ), or on large circular

trays (tabla). In addition to the aforementioned porcelains and crystal wares, their

contents were listed as small wares ( hirdavat ), costumes, jars of confiture , copper

ware, crystal chandeliers, and diverse other items. Unlike the other inventory, this

list also includes pieces of furniture such as cabinets ( dolab ), chests (sanduk ), or

chests of drawers (çekmece ). Altogether, the list suggests a whole roomful of curi-

osities, objects which were not in daily use but had been amassed for the purposes

of building a collection kept hidden from most eyes.

All things considered, does Hadice the Younger appear as no more than a con-

sumer, or does she qualify as a collector? Are the sheer number, variety, and qual-

ity of the objects she owned—which required such effort and riches to acquire, as

well as the care and knowledge that went into their classification and protection

—

enough to identify Hadice as a collector, and of European porcelain in particular? I

would argue that the answer has to be positive. First and foremost, Hadice’s porce-

lain collection was quantitatively significant by any standards. While the estates of

her peers held tens of mirrors of varying sizes, clocks of different kinds, quantities

of chandeliers or furniture, and hundreds of curtains, items of bedding, or table

services,91 Hadice appears to have owned only half the amount of such goods, but

several times more porcelain.92 Secondly, to a greater degree than her peers, her

intent seems to have been to use her wealth and power to demonstrate her access to

a modern style of living and Western achievements. Thirdly, the desire for control,

the patience, the competitiveness, and the excitement of the hunt embodied in the
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furnishing of her palace(s) and in her correspondence with Meiling all point to a

particular, peculiar personality. Fourthly, her porcelains (and crystal glass) were

kept in containers, in a special room, in a cabinet of curiosities. And lastly, she was

one of a few Ottoman princesses who wanted to find a way to dissociate herself

from the rest of the wealthy through her collecting tastes. The mass production

ot porcelain which began in Meissen and Vienna in the early eighteenth century,

while catering to larger, privileged populations in Europe, may also have been a

factor in fashioning the identity of a new elite in Istanbul. Collecting it certainly

entailed competition and rivalry—even among the royal ladies whose beliefsystem

had long required them to find identity and meaning in their lives through pious

deeds. Thus, collecting porcelain can be seen as an aspect of their quest for an inde-

pendent, opinionated, confident, worldly, and modern identity.

It has been argued that in Western literary texts portraying both women and

china, we see “how the female as an object of male desire became, over the course

of the long eighteenth century, the female as desiring subject .”93 Here “china is less

the marker for woman’s status as object,” but “more the indicator of an ideologi-

cal struggle to shape womans situation as a desiring subject within a particular

domestic economy.”94 For Hadice, “modern” and “Western” were synonymous, and

seemed to signify or to facilitate, more than anything else, her empowerment as

a woman, a princess, to take responsibility in state affairs. Her presence in dining

halls and at dinner tables would have been a public and revolutionary event in itself.

Although we may never know whether she attended such dinners or not, it is more

likely that she collected European luxuries to display them at private parties. Nev-

ertheless, as a typical princess of the eighteenth century, with personal revenues

and palaces of her own, the radical and insurgent in Hadice the Younger, matched

with her innate curiosity, may have been attracted by the difficulties and risks of

Western commerce and it was this that nurtured her desire to collect.

Hadice’s attitude towards material riches differed from that of her sisters and

nieces in several ways. The most revealing evidence in support of her disposition

to modern lifestyles is her employment of Antoine-Ignace Meiling and her effort

to communicate with him in person. She had, after all, not only had her palace

remodelled with some architectural features overtly alluding to European forms,

but had also amassed significant numbers of certain kinds of expensive and hard-
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to-find goods from leading European centers ofproduction in order to decorate the

interior— all through his mediation. At the time of her death, two decades after his

departure, not only porcelain and crystal ware, but also numbers of chandeliers,

delicate and breakable, were still being kept in their boxes in a special room (see

above). Even if not all had been purchased by Meiling himself, such luxuries were

certainly introduced by him into the palace he had been busy refurbishing for ten

years.

Unfortunately, we are not in a position to understand fully Eladice’s methods of

acquiring luxury porcelain and crystal ware, even though we can identify at least

one group of her creditors or purveyors, who, when she died, each came forth to

demand his share from her steward.95 These were merchants or dealers themselves,

or connected to the likes of Manasses Athanes (see above), who placed orders with

the Meissen factory in the 1730s. However, although her taste and knowledge of, or

her desire for European porcelain cannot be documented (even) from the letters

she exchanged with Meiling, it is this correspondence which shows how aggressive

and pushy she could be when she set her mind to possess something. Collection-

building is often an outlet for focusing emotions (such as envy, frustration, despair,

success, triumph, or a compulsion to consume), and may turn into a quest for self-

completion.

In this regard, it is important to note the many other princesses who had noth-

ing to do with collecting. 96 Nevertheless, as quite a few of Hadice’s aunts, half-sis-

ters, cousins, or nieces also acquired European porcelains, albeit in a smaller way,

it is possible to hypothesize that some royal women in Istanbul were using their

collectibles as a form of competitive connoisseurship. Even if these ladies were not

yet genuine collectors who possessed Hadice’s kind of scavenging instinct, com-

petition and rivalry must have motivated them to continue to collect despite all

the difficulties of long-distance trade. Naturally not all would have shared Hadice’s

political agenda, but they still sought to make their acquisitions not just larger, or

better, but also (more) complete—perhaps by acquiring a complete set of porcelain,

or several such sets. This might also explain their lack of interest in Oriental antiq-

uities or contemporary polychromed wares, which did not come in “sets.”

The concept of a whole table service with matching components was still novel

in the 1 730s, and the first dinner service to he made in porcelain was ordered from

Meissen in late 1731. Earlier, Du Paquier had produced a partial dinner service,

possibly composed exclusively of tureens, in the mid- 1720s; between 1736 and

1 740 he made another service—composed primarily of tureens and wine coolers

—

that Emperor Charles VI gave to the Russian empress Anna Ivanova.97 But by the

1800s numerous sets were in the market, and the competition for a complete one

was fierce. It seems that Hadice and other collector princesses would have had to
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compete for a complete dinner service not only amongst themselves, but also with

some of the most resourceful European royal or aristocratic ladies of the time .

98

As the majority of her porcelains were recorded as single pieces at the time of her

death, we are not in a position to estimate how many complete services she pos-

sessed .

99

It Beyhan was pious and Esma notorious ,

100 perhaps Hadice the Younger was

not only competitive but also ambitious. Palmira Fontes de Costa states that “Such

an absorption ... is seen in many cultures as a source of danger for the soul and,

as such, the object of extreme distrust.” In early eighteenth-century London, “The

desire for novelties was understood as a stimulus to trade, and objects of curiosity

were treated as luxury items. The commercial society that produced such items was

often perceived as morally ambiguous and this affected the evolution of curiosity.

In Britain, authors such as David Hume and Adam Smith were at the forefront of

utilitarian attempts to dissociate luxury from this negative connotation and to view

it positively as an element of a civilized society.” 101

Making a Statement through Taste and Knowledge

One of the three engravings that Meiling included in his Voyage pittoresque to

illustrate the Neçedâbâd Palace shows a ceremonial reception hall during a visit

by Hadice the Younger’s half-sister Beyhan Sultan. No furniture of the kind that

Meiling was providing her is visible. Two rows of ladies-in-waiting are lined up in

twos, and another twosome are waiting to serve coffee, sweet drinks, confitures, and

desserts.

On such occasions, as with other imported objects, European porcelains would

have acquired additional meanings. Hadice’s tastes would have been up for judg-

ment. She might also have regarded this as an opportunity to demonstrate her

connoisseurship, her expert knowledge of the trademarks, the materials used, the

artists, designs, or colour schemes. Also under scrutiny would be her acquaintance

with the centers of industry and the arts in major European cities, her awareness

of technological, social, institutional, and aesthetic advances in the West, and her

appreciation of different styles and standards of life. She is likely to have acquainted

herself with such matters through the testimony of numerous Ottoman travel-

ers and bureaucrats who, upon Selim Ill’s initiative, were moving in and around

Europe, and buying porcelain wherever possible. Perhaps female eye-witnesses of

European civilization were also present at her receptions. Then museums and pri-

vate collections, operas and theatres, as well as the academies and manufactories

that they might have visited, could have been the topic of table talk. Unlike the Ori-

ental china acquired by Hadice the Elder, which was treated by Ottoman royalty as

any inherited collection of fine tableware, preserved, venerated, and used as a fit-
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ting adjunct of their status, European porcelain called forth “more than plain won-

derment at or respect for the distant civilization that produced it.”
102

Details such as trademarks, decorative schemes, or artists—the kind of specifics

that art historians would look at today in order to qualify any group of objects as a

collection—could have been provided through commercial intermediaries as well;

but only if Hadice were actually concerned with acquiring this kind of expertise.

Both the steward of her household, a high-ranking bureaucrat appointed by the

government to oversee the princess’s finances, and the chief purveyor (who acted

as a middle-man between Hadice, her steward, and outside merchants), would be

chiefamong her sources of information. Until 1800 the latter position was filled by

Meiling, who was also instrumental in developing contacts and arranging visits by

members of European envoys’ households to the Neçedâbâd Palace. A letter from

Hadice mentions the visit of an ambassador’s wife,
103 while the text of the Voyage

pittoresque, two thirds of which is based on Melling’s own account, describes the

visit of Count de Ludolf (the ambassador of the King of the Two Sicilies) and his

family. In return for Hadice’s gifts ofcashmere shawls, embroidered Indian textiles,

candies, and perfumes, the ambassador is said to have presented her with porce-

lain vases (perhaps from the Capodimonte factory near Naples) as well as precious

stones. During this visit, while Mademoiselle Amoreux, the daughter of the former

French consul in Izmir, played the harp and two other young girls danced, not only

the princess but the sultan, too, accompanied by Meiling, were looking on—the last

two from behind the curtains.
104

What was the idea behind such visits? Was it no more than curiosity—an oppor-

tunity to peek into the personal world of the other? Or was there a more calculated

expectation of a two-way flow of information and ideas? Hadice could keep up with

European fashions and ways of life, while the word about her and her riches would

also spread; the modern patroness, distinguished for her refined taste and up-to-

date knowledge of foreign things, would be known to all. This recognition is what

some collectors crave, risking the criticism, suspicion, and mere jealousy of those

who come to view their collections.

A Scapegoat?

Meiling himself remarked that Selim III genuinely cared for Hadice. He noted in

the Voyage pittoresque that the sultan shared with her his detailed plans to familiar-

ize the “devout and unbending” Muslims with European arts and civilization.
105

Hadice Sultan appears to have adopted Selim Ill’s ideas and preferences as her

own. Given the clash between reformists and conservatives in court circles at the

time, however, her disposition towards things novel and foreign could have been

regarded as overly transgressive. We do know that numerous rumors about her
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spread, including one alleging an intimate relationship between her and Meiling,

and that from 1796 to 1800 Selim III distanced himself from Hadice. 106 In 1800

Meiling was apparently forced to quit Hadice’s service, and in mid- 1802 he left

Istanbul for good. Whether the reason for his departure was the strained politi-

cal atmosphere in Istanbul or in post-revolutionary France, or private difficulties

between him and his patroness, we may never discover. It is clear, however, that

immediately afterwards, the sultan resumed his visits to his half-sister.

Antagonism between the reformists backing Selim III and the conservative

“party” in opposition was quite severe at the time. Later, with an agenda of promot-

ing the new mercantilist policies in general and opposing luxury imports in partic-

ular, the bureaucratic elite of the nineteenth century turned to blaming the female

desire to acquire and to collect for the court’s wasteful extravagance. 107 The very

same polemic had been voiced by Ottoman critics of the import trade throughout

the eighteenth century. Mehmed Atäullah Efendi, a disciple ofthe renowned Nak§i-

Miiceddidi scholar Tokadi Mustafa Efendi, was appointed as the Çeyhülislâm in

November 1806 and blamed Selim III for his sisters’ taste for European imports.

The ideological backgrounds of these critics, their stand vis-à-vis the Mevlevi and

Nakçibendî-Müceddidî coalition, and their associations with other orders and

social groups have yet to be explored. However, there are interesting leads.

A member of the Ottoman bureaucratic elite, Moravî Süleyman Penäh Efendi

(d. 1785), wrote in a treatise that the Ottomans’ craving for Western or Eastern

goods was rooted in the false belief that these were of better quality; their dis-

position to foreign goods was motivated by conspicuous consumption and the

temptation of luxury; and that because of their ill habits, and under the “new cir-

cumstances” (namely, customs regulations, monopolies, and protective tariffs),

Ottoman currency was bound to flow out. In his opinion, local/national products

were not of poor quality, and there was all the necessary potential for manufactur-

ing in equal quality, quantity, and variety in the Ottoman realm. Penäh Efendi, who

arrived at these conclusions on the basis of his observations of textile and porce-

lain imports, 108
also noted a growing interest in luxury consumption in a certain

wealthy social group. 109
Later, Mehmed Said Halet Efendi (see above), writing from

Paris as Ottoman ambassador to France, compared the outlook of the French econ-

omy with the Ottoman situation. He claimed that if, by some unexpected turn of

events, five factories producing snuff, paper, broadcloth, crystalware, and porcelain

were to be established, there would be no grounds for any unfavourable criticism of

the Ottomans, for it was (basically) these five items that the French exported. 110 At

the time of Halet Efendi’s report, Süleyman Penäh Efendi’s son Yusuf Agâh Efendi

was serving as the deputy to the grand vizier, and was also a minister of the inte-

rior. He was appointed three times to this post over the period 1799-1806, having
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served in London as the first permanent Ottoman ambassador in Europe between

1793 and 1797. Then he became steward to one of Hadice’s nieces, Hibetullah Sul-

tan, who was notorious for her excesses. 111 Both Mehmed Said Halet Efendi and

Yusuf Agäh Efendi belonged to the reform party under Selim III: while the former

has been identified as a prominent Nakçi-Müceddidî, Yusuf Agäh Efendi is known

for his patronage of a Kadiri convent at Üsküdar. 112

Hadice inhabited a world in which complex personalities such as these, with

first-hand experience of European novelties and standing for change and modern-

ization, could also promote a pure society of believers, the asr-i saadet , the felici-

tous age of the Prophet Muhammad. The Vasiyetnâme (or Risâle-i Birgivî) by Imam

Birgivi, a sixteenth-century scholar renowned for his polemical writings on purg-

ing religion of all “blameworthy innovations” and accretions, was recommended to

the Nizâm-i Cedid soldiers and regularly published by the Mühendishane printing

house after 1803. 113 Annotated copies of this and the §erh-i Âmentii , also attributed

to him, were widely circulated among the Selimian elite; the latter, annotated by

Kadizade Ahmed bin Mehmed Emin, was dedicated to Hadice Sultan in 1804.' 14
It

was in this rather radical (puritan) atmosphere that rationalist currents, including

new positions on diplomacy, economics, and trade in the Ottoman Empire, were

beginning to emerge.
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At this point it should be noted that a discourse about European women’s

alleged craze for oriental china translates perfectly into the Ottoman context.

Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace, for example, has written that in England “like other

imported commodities— silk, tea, and cotton—china drew the female consumer

into a national debate about the debilitating effects of a home economy indebted to

foreign trade.” Quoting Louis Landa, she goes on to say that the mercantilist eco-

nomic thought of the period often assumed that “the importation of luxuries [was]

not economically desirable, the logic being that imported luxuries have an adverse

effect on the balance of trade.” Because women were stereotypically identified as the

principal consumers of such imported products, they most often bore the brunt of

a mercantilist polemic. 115 Furthermore, contemporary literature in the West took

fine china or porcelain as emblematic ofwomen and their weaknesses. The image

of china often functioned as a marker of female superficiality and shallowness, or

of a potential for female depravity expressed through an unwarranted attraction to

things that were new, beautiful, expensive, sensual and sumptuous.

Proceeding from the observation that (in the West) “femininity is an ongoing

historical construction, one subject to changing economic interests and pressures,”

recent studies on consumption have demonstrated the presence ofvarying agendas

in the historical construction ofwomen as consumers. Thus over most of the eigh-

teenth century it was “mercantile capitalism which had indulged, even sanctioned,

a ‘feminine’ appreciation of imported commodities like china when such an appre-

ciation promoted mercantile interests.”
116

Critics of a formalistic approach point

to how eighteenth -century discourses have attributed “mercantile capitalism itself,

with all of its attractions, as well as its ambiguous consequences” to women, “whose

marginality allows them to serve, in the writings of celebrants and satirists alike, as

a perfect proxy or scapegoat.” 117 Against this, a new critical approach insists that the

construction ofwomen as consumers of imported luxuries is not a fixed historical

reality but an ideological process. In support of this analysis it may be said that in

the Ottoman world, in the absence of mercantilist ideological fuss, (a) men were no

less inclined to “acquire” china than women, as a study of the probate inventories

reveals; and (b) such male consumerism was not stigmatized as effeminate. 118

A comparison of how Hadice and her sisters were portrayed in contemporary

Istanbul-based European accounts with the satirical portrait of a female china-

lover in English literature in the same period maybe quite illuminating. 119 In Susan

Ferrier’s Marriage (1818), a certain Lady Juliana, whose husband is on the verge of

financial ruin, inspects various bibelots brought by a china merchant to her draw-

ing room in London. Also presented for her consideration is “an amazing delicate

article, in the way of a jewel: a frog ofTurkish agate for burning pastilles in.” This, she

is told, is especially valuable “for it was the favourite toy of one of the sultanas, till
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she grew devout and gave up perfumes.” Kowaleski-Wallace, remarking that “Lady

Juliana’s enthusiasm for these items associates her with Oriental aesthetism: she

now appreciates the very trinkets that tired the sultana,” shows how Lady Juliana

stands out as a sardonic portrait of her self-gratifying class.
120 There could hardly

be any more stereotypical condemnation of “decadent” Oriental aesthetics, or of

the “perversity” of Lady Juliana’s tastes. If its message were to be translated into the

Ottoman realm, Hadice’s tastes and inclination to Western aesthetics would also be

portrayed as disrespectful, corrupt, and immoral. It, too, would have served to shift

blame for imperial excesses or bankruptcy onto the shoulders of royal women.

Most Ottoman princesses who received Chinese or European porcelain as gifts

normally used, or broke, or otherwise dispensed with them. Both Hadices seem to

have collected in order to distinguish themselves (and their privileged status) from

the rest. At the same time, it seems that their desires were not quite controllable, so

that in the end both were turned into scapegoats by critics of the elite to which they

belonged. Ottoman princesses of the late eighteenth century were avid consum-

ers, conspicuous and necessary displayers of mercantile riches. They were display-

ing something that was very different from the outmoded form of corrupt dynastic

privilege. However, viewed in a historical context, both Hadices, like some of their

aunts, sisters, and nieces, appear as political types but not as independent agents. If

not their desires, then at least their new way of fashioning themselves, and hence

their public appearances and mobility, were under control. 121

It is Hadice’s genuine love for European porcelain which reflects, perhaps more

than anything else, her outstanding position among the staunchest supporters of

liberal reforms. Although the motives, purpose, or modalities of collecting are not

always clear, there is a case to be made to the effect that Ottoman princesses of the

later eighteenth century acquired porcelains, and particularly European porce-

lains, in huge quantities not |ust for practical uses—and even beyond the limits of

conspicuous consumption. Upon closer examination, Hadice the Younger appears

to have engaged in an early quest for a woman’s identity during the formative

dawn of Ottoman modernity.
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ANTON SCHWEIZER AND AVINOAM SHALEM

TRANSLATING VISIONS

A Japanese Lacquer Plaque ofthe Haram ofMecca

in the L. A. Mayer Memorial Museum, Jerusalem

1 (facing)

Plaque depicting the Kaaba in Mecca.

Japan, 1780-1800. Black lacquer

with gold makie on copper, 15.2 x 17

cm. L. A. Mayer Memorial Museum

for Islamic Art, Jerusalem, L 28-70.

Photograph courtesy of the L. A.

Mayer Museum

Abstract

This article focuses on a curious artifact, a relatively small Japanese lacquered

plaque with a depiction ofthe sacred area (al-Haram

)

ofthe Kaaba in Mecca, which

is kept at present in the L. A. Mayer Memorial Museum in Jerusalem. The piece

belongs to a limited group of Japanese export lacquers dating to the late eighteenth

century. In contrast to earlier export lacquers, which generally used Japanese deco-

rative elements applied to European or Japanese types of object, around 1780 a new

style appeared that rejected every reference to traditional Japanese design elements

in favour of strictly European compositions, subjects, and strategies of visual con-

sumption. It is likely that this shift of taste was the result of the individual initiatives

of some of the employees at the Dutch trading station at Dejima on the southern

Japanese island of Kyushu.

The plaque’s iconography was clearly modeled after an optical print of an

engraving by Jan Goeree, which was specifically made as an illustration of the

“Templum Meccanum” in De Religione Mohammedica by Hadrianus Relandus,

first published at Utrecht in 1705 (second edition 1717). This artifact is thus a visual

document that illustrates ways of translating visual phenomena in an intercultural

context. While introducing the most recent European developments in representa-

tion and print technique, the plaque retained the intensely charged material aes-

thetics of Japanese makie lacquer. At the same time it is an outstanding document

of the semi-objective and scholarly reception of Islam in Europe at the very begin-

ning of the eighteenth century.

FROM THE MID-SEVENTEENTH to the last third of the eighteenth century a

comprehensive fashion for exotic styles prevailed in Europe, subsuming the cul-

tural production of China, Japan, South East Asia, and India under one aesthetic

concept, commonly termed by the French appellation of “chinoiserie.” 1 The eclectic

character of this fashion can be traced back at least two hundred years earlier, to

the so-called age of reconnaissance (1450-1650), in which Europe was massively

confronted with Asian traded objects, making no sharp distinction between the

varied origins ofthe artifacts and mostly labelling these goods as “Indian” and, later

on, “Chinese.” 2 East Asia became an exotic realm in the collective European imagi-

nation. Travel accounts seem to have unwittingly enhanced this image,
1 and the

strange object from far away, with its sometimes intentionally elusive associations,

played an important role as a trigger for a comprehensive set ofconnotations linked

to this imaginary Orient. 4
It is commonly accepted that the concept of chinoise-

rie came to an end during the late eighteenth century, when a more critical atti-

tude towards the representation of foreign cultures and a fundamental shift in the
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underlying epistemological situation were demanded by advocates of the Enlight-

enment movement. 5

Research on the phenomenon of chinoiserie has so far been mainly concen-

trated on classifying objects, tracing the development of style, and distinguish-

ing authentic Asian influences from pseudo-Asian elements. However, recent

approaches investigate this fashion in a wider context, including the role of Asiatica

as commodity, the functioning of taste as a means of social distinction, and the

employment of Asian objects within the iconography of political power. 6 And yet

the mechanisms of visual exchange between Japan and Europe became the subject

of extensive scholarly investigation only in the last fifteen years, mainly spurred

by the scholarship of Timon Screech.
7
This short study is a further contribution

to the pioneering field—of growing scholarly interest—on the artistic interactions

between Japan and Europe.

Entering the first exhibition hall at the L. A. Mayer Memorial Museum for

Islamic Art in Jerusalem, which provides visitors with a general introduction to

the art and religion of the world of Islam, one is confronted by a relatively small

eighteenth-century Japanese lacquered plaque with a depiction of the sacred area

(al-Haram ) ofthe Kaaba in Mecca (inv. no. L 28-70; Fig. 1). The plaque measures 17

by 15.2 centimeters and is approximately 0.3 centimeters thick (1 centimeter thick

at the rim). It forms part of the whole ensemble of exhibited objects in the room,

functioning as an illustration for the information on the Kaaba displayed on the

wall just next to it, and seems to conform with the other exhibited artifacts associ-

ated with the pilgrimage to Mecca (Hajj ), such as a small nineteenth-century prayer

rug, a sixteenth-century illustrated manuscript ofFutuh al-Haramain (Description

of the Two Holy Cities) written by Muhi al-Din Abd al-Rahman al-Lari al-Ansari

(d. 1526/7), and an eighteenth-century qibla indicator (showing the direction of

Mecca) from Istanbul. 8

A closer look at it, however, reveals to any Muslim viewer a rather unusual depic-

tion of the Haram in Mecca, and one clearly tinted with a rather Western mode of

visual rendition. Although the square building of the Kaaba with its semicircular

wall (al-hatim ) is displayed at the approximate centre ofthe plaque, therefore form-

ing the focal point of the picture, the whole depiction leaves the impression of a

fractional rather than complete view of the holy site. The common depiction of

the whole Haram completely surrounded by its four characteristic arcades, which

define the sacred courtyard of the Kaaba, and the typical illustrations of the several

additional holy sites in its immediate vicinity are missing. Although the image on

the lacquered plaque is an extremely detailed illustration of the southern corner

of the Harams arcades, the beholder gains only a partial view of the sacred area

—

a rather impressionistic view. 9 When compared with Ottoman depictions of the
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Kaaba datable to the eighteenth century, be they in manuscripts, on tiles, or on qibla

indicators, it is notable that here the Kaaba is depicted without its covering—the

kiswa. This specific depiction of a ‘naked’ Kaaba, so to speak, with its walls totally

exposed is unusual in Islamic art. Moreover, in the relatively crowded Haram, the

depictions of the different groups of pilgrims occupied with varied activities are

quite remarkable. The small figures appear approaching the Kaaba, praying in front

of its four faces or corners, visiting the additional holy pavilions next to it, such as

the Station of Ibrahim (Maqam Ibrahim), the Zamzam Well, and the two domed

structures called Qubbatayn, and even venerating the Black Stone at the Black Cor-

ner of the Kaaba. The particular penchant for minutiae in this depiction faintly

evokes Chinese or Japanese painting. The pagoda-like pavilion (Maqam Maliki),

which appears behind the Kaaba, strengthens this Asiatic, or Far Eastern, aspect .

10

The Object

The front face ofthe plaque in Jerusalem depicts a bird’s-eye view ofthe Haram area

of Mecca in the lower part, occupying approximately three quarters of the panel.

The rest is painted with a black lacquer, which most probably indicates the sky

above the Haram, or at least should be understood as the background of the sacred

view of the Kaaba’s courtyard. The square Kaaba is depicted in the centre. The fine

stone structure of its walls is marked by a minute grid of extremely thin, delicate,

and exceptionally precise lines. The northeastern side of the building, between

the Black Corner (Rukn al-Aswad or east corner) and the Iraqi Corner (north) is

shown. This forms its main facade. The main door of the Kaaba appears on this

facade, next to the Black Corner and slightly higher than the ground level in the

Haram. The door is divided into two wings, shown as two equal vertical rectangles

in black lacquer. This black lacquer probably alludes to the tact that the door is

made of material other than stone, or it may suggest that the entrance is wide open.

Close to the top ofthe facade, at approximately three quarters of its height, a narrow

and finely drawn band is visible, marked by a smooth layer of gold, which clearly

differentiates it from the delicate grid pattern of the wall. This detail is interesting

because it probably imitates the band of Arabic inscription which is located exactly

at this level on the kiswa cloth and encircles the whole building .

11 The other vis-

ible wall, namely the northwestern wall located between the Iraqi and the Syrian

corners, is shown from an angle and steeply foreshortened, stressing the specific

perspective from which the whole Haram is depicted, and contributing to the sense

of depth of the image. The roof of the Kaaba is illustrated, too. It is marked by its

black color and its edges are painted to suggest a relatively low parapet encircling

the whole roof, thus transforming it into a big square terrace. Two small platforms

are depicted at the very bottom of the Kaaba: one of them appears to the right of
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the entrance and the other is illustrated at the very centre of the northwestern wall,

in the area called Hatim, the very spot where the water from the Kaaba’s gutter

(mizab

)

is collected.

Tire area around the Kaaba
( mataf), in which the ritual of encircling the shrine

( tawaf) is performed, is clearly demarcated by a row of slender and relatively tall

columns. These columns are bound to each other at the bottom by poles and at the

top by chains, from which lamps are hung; the lamps were used to light pilgrims at

night .

12 This circle ofcolumns has one main entrance by which pilgrims could enter

the mataf. This entrance, the Banu Shayba Gate (also called Bab al-Salam , the Gate

of Peace), is located in front of the Kaaba’s main facade. It consists of a relatively

high arch, through which visitors entering the sacred space from the northeast

pass and from which the ritual of the tawafalso starts. The four other buildings, or

rather pavilions, which appear on the edge of the matafare the edifices for housing

the different imams of the four main schools during prayers. The square one with

the extra domed pavilion on its roof, on the right side of the Kaaba facing its north-

western wall, is the Maqam Hanafi. The pagoda-like pavilion behind the Kaaba,

facing the southwestern wall, is the Maqam Maliki. The other square pavilion with a

sharply pointed roof, depicted on the left side ofthe Kaaba, in front of its southeast-

ern wall, is the Maqam Hanbali. The Maqam Shafi'i is housed in the large Zamzam

Well building shown to the left ofthe Banu Shayba Gate (see below).

A small pavilion with a domed roofand a small crescent on its summit is located

exactly on the main axis between the gate and the entrance door of the Kaaba.

This pavilion is the Station of Ibrahim {Maqam Ibrahim), mentioned by several

medieval Muslim sources and frequently illustrated in Islamic manuscripts. This

is traditionally regarded as the specific spot on which the patriarch Abraham stood

when building the Kaaba. Prints of his feet were miraculously embossed on a stone,

which is kept within this building .

13

A big pulpit ( minbar

)

is depicted on the right-hand side of the Banu Shayba

Gate, and a transportable staircase appears on its left-hand side, just between the

gate and the Zamzam Well building. This staircase (daraj ), which normally runs on

wheels, is pushed up to the entrance door of the Kaaba to provide visitors with easy

access to the inner space; the entrance door of the Kaaba is located approximately

seven feet above ground level, most probably to secure the Kaaba from flooding

and fire.

Three additional stone-built structures appear on the left side ofthe plaque, next

to the Banu Shayba Gate. The three are all square bulky buildings with a domed

roof, each of which is topped by a crescent. The first structure, which is also the

most imposing of the three, has two arched entrance doors, while the two other

buildings have only one each. Two further rectangular openings, most probably
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Verso of plaque in 1 . Photograph

courtesy of the L. A. Mayer Museum

windows, appear in each of these buildings, just above the doors. The largest struc-

ture is the building in which, according to tradition, the Zamzam Well is located.

Tradition also tells us that this well miraculously appeared to Hagar and her son

Ishmael in the desert, after both were evicted by Abraham .

14 The two other struc-

tures are the Qubbatayn (the two qubbas, namely domed buildings). Like the small

Hanah, Maliki, and Hanbali pavilions, these three structures vanished during the

course of the rebuilding of the matafin the twentieth century.

The domed arcade surrounding the whole area is drawn with great attention

paid to each detail. Tire lower part is marked by long horizontal lines that probably

(and mistakenly) illustrate stairs leading from the Haram to the arcade .

15 Each of

the columns in the arcade has a double base, slender shaft, and capital. Hatching

on the domes marks light and shade. Three rectangular doors appear in the arcade.

The two depicted at the very corner of the arcade, just next to the minaret, are most

probably the entrance doors from Bab Umm-Hani and Bab al-Wida, at the south

corner of the Haram. The third door appears on the main axis leading the visitors

from the Kaaba via the Maqam Maliki to the arcade and is most probably the one

which opens to Bab Ibrahim.

The numerous figures in this scene are all men, similarly dressed in long-sleeved

shirts and long wide trousers. The carpets spread on the floor of the Haram are

lavishly decorated with floral designs. These are probably prayer rugs. However, it

should be stressed that, whereas the single prayer rug is normally spread in front of

the Muslim worshipper with its short side nearest to his feet, these are most prob-

ably communal prayer carpets that are spread on the floor with their long sides next

to the men’s feet.
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3

Verso of plaque in 1 (detail of attached

label with typewritten inscription).

Photograph courtesy of the L. A. Mayer

Museum

The rear of this plaque is framed by a very thin rim (for its composition, see

below) and also covered with black lacquer (Fig. 2). A metal suspension loop is

affixed to the plaque’s top edge. A finely engraved inscription painted in gold reads,

“vue du temple de la mecque” (View of the temple of Mecca). A small typewrit-

ten paper label was later attached, most probably before the object went on sale

(Fig. 3). It provides us with the following information: “Formerly in the Collection

of Baron van Reede (1757-1802), chief merchant of the Dutch East India Com-

pany. Was often in Japan and Indonesia, where he was given these paintingjs] by

the Sultan of Djokjakarta, who had made these from European copper engravings.

From the collection of a Dutch Nobleman.” Unfortunately the more recent prov-

enance of this artifact remains unknown. The only information available is its date

of entry to the collection of the museum in Jerusalem, namely January 1970, and

that it was most probably acquired by Richard Ettinghausen. 16

The plaque closely resembles a sister piece, measuring 15.4 by 17.2 centimeters,

in the Groninger Museum, Groningen (inv. no. 1988-309; Fig. 4).
17 The existence

of two similar pieces suggests that these items were produced in sets of multiple

copies. Moreover, the depiction of the sacred area of Mecca following European

pictorial conventions but using the medium of Japanese lacquer raises a multitude

of interesting questions, several ofwhich are addressed here.

On Lacquer and Makie Technique

East Asian lacquer ( urushi fH) is a very peculiar material.
18

It is made from the sap

of the lacquer tree (commonly identified as Rhus verniciflua),
19 belonging to the

family of sumach plants ( Anacardiacaea). The raw material is gathered by special-

ized workers in a process similar to the cultivation of natural rubber. During the

harvesting period lasting from mid-June to late September the bark of trees at least

ten years old is incised, and a tiny cup affixed to the trunk to collect the leaking sap.

As the trees flourish only in mixed cultivation amidst hill forests, the process of

collecting is very time-consuming. Even a skilled collector is only able to harvest

about 20 milliliters during a 14-hour work day.
20 The harvested sap is subjected to a

series of refining steps, including filtration, reduction of the natural water content,

and oxidation by agitation in the air. The resulting raw lacquer is subsequently pig-

mented, if desired, and seasoned for several years in sealed containers.

Whereas it will never completely harden in an absolutely dry atmosphere, due

to its particular molecular structure lacquer hardens within hours or days when

exposed to a high relative humidity. To achieve the best results, Japanese lacquer

specialists preferably apply lacquer in thin layers and then place the object in a

room {mow or muw JÜ) especially built and intentionally humidified for

that purpose. Once hardened, a resilient coating can be produced, resistant to
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Plaque depicting the Kaaba in Mecca.

Japan, 1780-1800. Black lacquer with

gold makie on copper, 15.4x17.2

cm. Groninger Museum, Groningen,

1988-309. Photograph courtesy of

the Collection Groninger Museum -

photograph by John Stoel

water, solvents, and in some degree to heat. Only some acids, ultraviolet light, and

brute force are liable to harm the material. Because of its high cohesiveness, since

early times lacquer was used as an adhesive and binding agent.

In contrast to the practice common in the manufacture of Japanese lacquers for

the domestic market, apparently no textile or paper cladding was attached to the

Jerusalem plaques copper support. Instead the priming
(
ji JÉ) was applied directly.

This was a mixture of fired and powdered clay
(
jinoko rice paste (kome no

nori and raw lacquer (ki urushi which was carefully burnished after

drying. 21 The rear of the plaque was similarly prepared and a raised rim built up

using the same priming matter. Next, the actual lacquer was applied, probably in no

more than two steps, an undercoating ( shita nuri F Ü5) and a top coating (uwa nuri

_tÜt). Tire copper core may have been heated after applying each one of these.
22

The lacquer used was pigmented black with lamp soot or iron filings. After each

layer had completely hardened it was thoroughly burnished with water and char-

coal, and minor scratches were eliminated. Tire resulting surface was then coated

again with a minimal amount of a specially refined variety of lacquer, and after a

very short period of hardening polished with oil and some extremely fine abrasive

like powdered buckhorn. The final streaks were eliminated with soft deerskin or the

ball of the hand.

Once a plain black surface of the desired perfection had been acquired the

execution of the design itself began, using the well-known technique of makie

(ïlflê, “sprinkled picture”). One section at a time was painted, using yet another

variety of lacquer particularly refined for this task (so-called e urushi ücïfj). Tire

utmost cleanliness had to be maintained at work to prevent dust from adhering to

the freshly painted design, and extreme caution was employed to avoid any lacquer

stains on the areas intended to remain black. Gold powder was then sprinkled over

the still wet design, to adhere only to the just-painted areas. By using lacquer oftwo

distinct colors for this manufacturing step, red and black, a subtle difference in the

resulting gold hue was achieved.
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The Mecca plaque from the L. A. Mayer Museum was executed—like the vast

majority of export lacquers—in the most basic type of makie technique, hira makie

“flat sprinkled picture”), used since the late twelfth century. This leaves

the golden designs on the finished piece standing slightly raised above the black

backdrop. The relatively simple technique was nevertheless employed skillfully to

indicate three-dimensionality through a detailed linear rendition of the Haram

site. In many areas, for example, on the row of cupolas surmounting the enclosing

arcades, on the central Kaaba shrine, and on the pavilion buildings to the lower left,

the technique was executed in several distinct steps. First a plain expanse in the sil-

houette of the intended design was applied in lacquer and then sprinkled with gold.

Then, after hardening, the hatching was painted on top and again sprinkled with

gold powder, resulting in a minutely raised grid in relief, gold on gold (tsukegaki ft

liS). To translate the pictorial language of his source image (see below), the makie

specialist also used lacquer of two different colors to paint the design, resulting in

two distinct hues of gold: contrasting with the red lacquer applied for the general

design, black lacquer was most probably used for the dimmer areas of the architec-

ture shaded from the sun.23

On the better-quality objects intended for domestic consumption the priming

was applied in multiple steps and repeated with finer varieties ofpowdered clay, the

so-called sabi (ijf ). The lacquer coating would have comprised several additional

layers and possibly an even more painstakingly executed burnishing. In addition,

more elaborate types ofmakie would have been employed to achieve a design either

perfectly embedded in the backdrop ( togidashi makie or distinctly

raised in relief ( taka makie iUi $§$£).

The brass ring soldered in the middle of the upper edge of the plaque, permit-

ting the finished object to be hung up on a wall, was probably added at the very end

of the process.

Migrating Images: The Historical and Visual Context

The visual source from which the depiction of Mecca on the plaque was copied is

an illustration of the Great Mosque of Mecca from De Religione Mohammedica by

Hadrianus Relandus (Adriaan Reelant, 1676-1718), first published at Utrecht in

1705 (Fig. 5).
24 The copper engravings in this book were executed by Jan Goeree

(1670-1731). To the best of our knowledge, his depiction of the Haram in Mecca,

which appeared in the second edition of De Religione Mohammedica (1717) is

one of the earliest, if not the first, European images of the site. (The other famous

early European depiction of the Haram was made by Johann Bernhard Fischer von

Erlach (1656-1723) and published in 1721 in his book Entwurffeiner historischen

Architektur in Abbildung unterschiedener berühmten Gebäude des Alterthums und
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5

Jan Goeree, Detail, Templum

Meccanum (Sanctuary ofMecca).

Engraving. From Hadrianus

Relandus (Adriaan Reelant), De

religione Mohammedica, libri duo

,

1717. Utrecht: Trajecti ad Rhenurn.

Photograph courtesy of St Johns

College Library, Cambridge

fremder Völker.)
25 The heading reads “templum meccanum” (Sanctuary ofMecca)

and is followed by a subheading: “Sanctissimum apud Mohammedanos, et vetustis-

sima religione consécration” (most holy to the Mohammedans and sacred by oldest

religion).
26 Numerous captions assigned to letters marked throughout the picture

appear below it. Relandus, who was a professor of oriental languages at the Univer-

sity of Utrecht and who also made his name as a cartographer, was one of the lead-

ing Enlightenment scholars and Orientalists of the early eighteenth century. The

accuracy and penchant for detail in his image of the Haram emphasize Relandus’s

attempt to illustrate the religion of the “Great Other” in a relatively “objective” way.

The systematic approach sensed in this image should be understood in the con-

text of the scholarly—in several cases also Protestant—tendencies ofthe eighteenth

century toward dispelling popular misconceptions and prejudices about Islam.

The L. A. Mayer plaque belongs to a limited group of Japanese export lacquer

wares usually dated between 1780 and 1800. 27
In contrast to earlier export lacquer

wares of the eighteenth century, which generally used Japanese decorative ele-

ments applied to European or Japanese objects, around 1780 a new style appeared

that rejected every reference to traditional Japanese designs in favour of European

compositions and subjects. The best-lcnown group is probably that consisting of

numerous oval or rectangular portrait medallions depicting contemporary and

historical European celebrities, including European rulers and statesmen (Fig. 6),

scholars, poets, and artists, from the Middle Ages to the eighteenth century.28 The

direct models for the portraits were predominantly taken from a small number of

European books, which were obviously given to the lacquerers for reproduction.

The six-volume L’Europe Illustré by Jean-François Dreux du Radier (1714-80),

which had been published in Paris between 1755 and 1765 with a total of 593 por-

traits, was the most often used among these European sources. 29 Other medallions

were obviously based on an unidentified numismatic publication featuring coins

with the likenesses ofRoman emperors. Without exception the lacquer medallions
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Medallion with a portrait of

Frederick II of Prussia. Japan,

1775-1800. Black lacquer with gold

makie on copper, 11.5x8.8 cm.

Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, NG-

NM-6288. Photograph courtesy of

the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam

were originally fitted with metal rings to be hung on a wall.
30 In the vast majority of

the existing examples a nuanced rendering of the person portrayed in gold makie

was set against a plain black ground, but a small number were executed in variously

colored lacquer, or in highly iridescent mother-of-pearl inlay, creating an accentu-

ated polychrome effect.
31

Besides the portrait medallions, prominent among the late eighteenth-cen-

tury export lacquer plaques is a group depicting scenery.32 Most characteristic are

cityscapes or interior views of grand buildings, animated with figures and in some

instances bustling with life, modeled after the popular eighteenth-century genre

of the veduta. Sights from contemporary Rome are especially numerous and com-

prise the Fontana di Trevi (Fig. 7),
33 the Scala di Spagna, the churches of S. Pietro,

S. Eustachio,34
S. Giovanni in Laterano, and S. Costanza, and the Palazzo dei Con-

servatory Palazzo Doria Pamphili, and Palazzo Corsini. 35 Other European cities,

such as St. Petersburg, 36 Amsterdam,37 and the small Dutch town of Amersfoort38

were also depicted. Two further representations of ancient Rome—a street scene

and a fantastic panorama of the palace of Emperor Nero—are remarkable because

of their purely imaginative re-creation of Classical antiquity.
39 Though slightly later

in date (most probably from the beginning of the nineteenth century), another

group of lacquer wares on which different battles at sea (Dogger Bank, 1781; Cape

St. Marie, 1780) and on land (Hohenlinden, 1800) are depicted might also be asso-

ciated with the abovementioned works.40

The new style of design and the changing interest in lacquer objects toward the

end of the eighteenth century are often connected with the individual initiatives

of some of the employees at the Dutch trading station at Dejima on the southern
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Plaque depicting the Fontana di Trevi

in Rome. Japan, 1780-1800. Black

lacquer with gold rnakie on copper, 37

x 53.5 cm. Tokyo National Museum,

Tokyo, TNM000698. Photograph

courtesy ofTNM Image Archives

Japanese island of Kyushu. During the greater part of the Tokugawa period ( 1615—

1868) 41 the Dutch East India Company (Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie or

VOC) was the only European institution permitted to trade directly with Japan.

The VOC was a private joint-stock corporation that had been created in 1 602 by the

fusion of six formerly independent trading companies.42
First operating at Hirado,

the Dutch were soon transferred to Nagasaki in the course of a comprehensive

effort by the Tokugawa government to contain foreign influence on internal policy.

In 1641 they were forced to move to Dejima, a tiny artificial island in the harbour

of Nagasaki, which had originally been constructed for the Portuguese a few years

before. 43 Most of the Dutch merchants, rarely more than two dozen permanent

residents, never left the island. Only a small number of high-ranking representa-

tives ofthe company were allowed to make the regularly prescribed journey to Edo,

where the chief of the Dejima station (the opperhoofd) offered a ritualized affirma-

tion of the company’s loyalty to the shogun. Trade was only allowed with approved

items, and any imported merchandise related to the Christian religion was inter-

dicted. As far as export was concerned, objects of military use and potential strate-

gic significance were also prohibited. In fact, until the coercive re-opening of Japan

by a US flotilla in 1853, European nations had to confine themselves to purchasing

Japanese trade goods from the Dutch, or from the Chinese; the Chinese maintained

a trading post nearby in Nagasaki harbour and kept up a substantial trade with the

West through the South Chinese ports. Since most of the Dutch did not attempt to

study the Japanese language, communication lay in the hands of native interpret-

ers, whose accredited profession was hereditary in a limited number of families.

Despite these basically unfavourable conditions the profit margins in most cate-
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gories of trade were extremely high during the seventeenth century Toward the

middle of the eighteenth century the advantage of this near-monopoly waned, and

Dutch profits and the volume ofcargo decreased.44 Nevertheless, after the VOC was

formally abolished during the Napoleonic wars in 1798, Dutch ships continued to

come to Dejima.45

Besides the official trade, private trade by the employees of the VOC was tol-

erated within limits.
46 However, as C. A. lörg pointed out, with the exception of

some seventeenth-century lacquer items featuring European inscriptions and vari-

ous coats of arms, the commissioning by the Dutch of lacquer wares with pictorial

motifs taken from European models is a surprisingly late phenomenon.47 During

the late eighteenth century, several leading VOC employees were interested in Japa-

nese crafts. The Swedish doctor Johan Arnold Stutzer (physician at Dejima 1787-

8), the chief of the Dejima station Isaac Titsingh (in Dejima 1779-80, 1781-3, and

again in 1784), and his colleague Johan Frederik Baron van Reede tot de Parkeier

(in Dejima 1785-6, 1787-8, and 1789) are known to have ordered lacquers.48 In an

entry in his diary, Stutzer recorded having given European engravings depicting

the city of St. Petersburg and a portrait of “Rudolph XV” to Japanese craftsmen,

being probably the first European to do so.
49 In 1795 he presented a lacquer plaque

depicting St. Petersburg (probably the result of the recorded commmission) to his

then employer, Catherine II of Russia. 50
It is quite obvious that the scenery plaques

and portrait medallions were produced on commission for residents of the trading

post ofDejima in Nagasaki.

It seems certain that some kind ofbusiness relationship between designated lac-

quer workshops and European traders was established, and not only in Nagasaki.

It is likely that most of the older export lacquers had been produced in Kyoto but

on some of the scenery plaques, the name “Sasaya” was applied, as for example in

the signature “verlakt bij Sasaya [lacquered by Sasaya] in Japan Ao 1 792
” 51 which

probably refers to a specific Nagasaki lacquerer or a lacquer workshop carrying this

name. Indeed, several craftsmen by the name of Sasaya appear in documents from

Nagasaki from the last decade of the eighteenth and the first half of the nineteenth

century. 52 On the other hand, some evidence hints that export lacquers were still

produced in Kyoto. Lacking any certain evidence at the moment, we can only nar-

row down the location ofworkshop(s) producing these particular exported lacquer

objects to either Nagasaki or Kyoto.

The vedute on lacquer plaques were executed by the Japanese makie special-

ists based on copper engravings, which were given to the craftsmen as models by

the commissioner. In many instances it can be seen that so-called “optical prints”

rather than original engravings were used. These vues d’optique were manufactured

for use in a particular device called an optique or “diagonal viewing machine.” 53
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The print was placed under the machine and looked at through a subtly magnify-

ing and slightly distorting lens, creating an effect of three-dimensionality. These

special prints were reversed and without much accompanying text or keys.
54 A hint

of their intended use in an optique is often given by the appearance in the caption

of the word “vue” which is rarely used in original engravings. 55 Optical prints and

viewing-devices were disseminated in Japan during the second half of the eigh-

teenth century and played an important role in spreading interest in Western sci-

ence (termed “Holland studies,” rangaku W^) and especially in the techniques of

visual representation. 56

The L. A. Mayer Museum plaque is thought to have been modeled after an opti-

cal print rather than after the actual engraving by Goeree (see above). For example,

in contrast to the original print, there is no heading or subheading on the lacquer

plaque, and the captions and ciphers are omitted too. The design displays only

the central part of the Kaaba complex, while the areas to the far right and left of

Goerees scene are ignored. Also the number and positioning ofsome of the human

figures varies between the engraving and the plaque. Most importantly, the gold

inscription on the back of the plaque, “vue du temple de la mecque” uses the

word vue, which, as mentioned above, was customarily assigned to optical prints.
57

Of the late eighteenth-century export lacquers with scenery motifs that have

come to our knowledge most are approximately 53 by 37 centimeters, clearly larger

than the piece from the L.A. Mayer collection.
58 As far as we know, there are only

two other plaques ofcomparably small size. The first is the abovementioned plaque

in the Groninger Museum (measuring 15.4 x 17.2 cm). However, in comparison to

the Jerusalem plaque it makes less use of gold overall and shadows are more subtly

rendered in a faint gold hue. The second plaque (measuring 15.2 x 17.3 cm) shows

La Maison & lafamemse [sic] Tour de Mecéne, d’où on pouvoit voir toute la ville de

Rome (House and famous Tower of Maecenas, from where one could see the whole

city of Rome). It belonged until recently to the Mike Dean Collection and is today

in different private hands (Fig. 8).
59 This plaque is particularly notable because at

the time of its acquisition by the Dean Collection a label was attached to the back,

obviously closely resembling the extant label on the L. A. Mayer plaque. It likewise

claimed that the plaque had formerly belonged to the collection ofBaron van Reede

tot de Parkeier and stated that the object was given to him as a present “by the Sul-

tan of Djokjakarta, who had [it] made from European copper engraving[s].”60

The genealogy given on both labels is quite confusing, if not fabricated. Espe-

cially puzzling is the information telling us that the lacquer plaque was presented to

van Reede by the Muslim sultan of Yogyakarta. 61 The only European trading com-

pany to have official access to Japanese lacquers in the eighteenth century was the

VOC, and van Reede acted as the chief representative of this company. He is known
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Plaque depicting the Tower of

Maecenas in ancient Rome. Japan,

1780-1800. Black lacquer with

gold makie on copper, 15.2 x 17.3

cm. Private collection. Photograph

courtesy of Christies Images Ltd.

to have been stationed at Batavia on the island of Java prior to and after his service

in Dejima. ft is therefore tempting to suggest that van Reede acquired this plaque,

perhaps as a diplomatic present. One may even argue that the “archaic” flavor of the

rendering on the Mecca plaques clearly differs from the more progressive presenta-

tion ofpanoramic and scenic views ofthe other cities depicted on this type of object

and that for this reason the plaques might have been designed for a Muslim audi-

ence. On the other hand, the difference in representation probably derives from the

sole visual source depicting Mecca that was available to the lacquer artists and the

particular context in which the image originally functioned.

Of course, it is possible that the piece from the L. A. Mayer Museum came into

the possession of the sultan of Yogyakarta after a complicated peregrination and

was then given by him to Baron van Reede for specific reasons. This purely specu-

lative scenario would open a most intriguing direction for further research. Con-

sidering the fact that the label is typewritten and self-adhesive and therefore does

not precede the twentieth century, the reliability of the information it contains

remains questionable. Nonetheless, the similarities of the lacquer plaques formerly

in the Mike Dean Collection and from Groningen in technique (gold makie with

tsukegaki), style (drawn after a European model), subject matter (bird’s-eye views

of architecture), and dimensions, and the existence of the labels both claiming a

connection to Baron van Reede and the Sultan of Yogyakarta, probably hint at a

common provenance before the twentieth century.
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Fascination and Layers ofMeaning

The use ofWestern engravings as models for makie designs marks a distinct change

in the appreciation of East Asian lacquers in Europe during the last third of the

eighteenth century. It is, however, crucial to note that by the eighteenth century lac-

quer as a material had acquired a distinct set of associations in the European mind,

and that European interest in black lacquered objects with gold designs already

had a history of about two hundred years. After an initial period of uncertainty

about the true nature of Japanese lacquer, during which objects were alternately

identified as leather, stone, polished iron, or ceramic, the uniqueness of the mate-

rial was recognized. The Jesuit missionaries who undertook to proselytize in Japan

from the second half of the sixteenth to the first decades of the seventeenth century

established a solid understanding of this material.
62 In 1570 the Jesuit and thorough

observer of Japanese culture Joâo Rodrigues ( 1 558/62?— 1 633/4?) identified the

technique of makie as a distinctive feature of Japanese lacquer craft. He related that,

“It has a certain affinity to the art of painting because among these craftsmen there

are some who gild in a special way the finest examples of this kind in the whole

world. Using pure gold powder they paint various objects [...] There is nothing

more splendid than such things but they are so costly that only lords and wealthy

people can afford them.”63

Besides the unattainability of the material and the consummate workmanship

involved in its production, the color scheme of black and gold reminded Europe-

ans of well-established materials of high prestige, such as ebony, marble, and inlaid

gems. References to the similarity oflacquer with polished stone are frequent in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. A source from 1587 states: “The [Japanese]

nobility have scabbards, that are exquisitely skillfully and beautifully made from

a fine, black, and glossy mixture: mother-of-pearl and other colors are [blended]

so artfully and well as if it was a stone, homogeneously grown by nature in this

[shape] ,”64

Brilliant gloss is a recurring feature both in accounts of Japan and China and

in descriptions of their lacquers. In the widely read work Histoire de l’expédition

chrétienne au royaume de la Chine 1582-1610 (History of the Christian Expedi-

tion to the Empire of China) by the pioneering missionary to China, Matteo Ricci

(1552-1610), edited by Nicolas Trigault (1577-1628), the visual impact of lac-

quered furniture is stressed: “Everything shines by the glossy bitumen [sic] of dif-

ferent colors, that the Portuguese call ciara; and where engravings are executed,

they are properly gilt, and entertain the eyes, similar to [the way] perfumes and

fragrant mixtures entertain the nostrils.”
65 This focus on high gloss is repeated in

a huge number of later texts spanning the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

Typical is the following passage by Simon de Vries (1624?- 1708): “[With this lac-
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quer] the Chinese coat their palanquins and furniture, and even whole houses and

ships, so that they obtain a gloss like a mirror, for the great pleasure of the eyes.

[This lacquering] causes the dwellings ofthe Chinese and the Japanese to sparkle so

intensively, that they seem to smile at the beholders.”66

Idealizations like these are in line with a common view, prevailing since the

Middle Ages, that saw East Asia in general, and Japan in particular, as a world

region of natural riches and incredible material wealth, and inhabited by an ami-

cable populace.67 The famous hearsay account of the medieval traveler Marco Polo

was widely circulating during the sixteenth century. On Japan he wrote: “There

they have gold in the utmost abundance [...] There is a palace, that is completely

covered with golden tiles, as we cover our houses or, truly, our churches with lead.

The ceilings of the halls and of many rooms consist of very thick panels of pure

gold, and the windows are decorated in the same way with gold. This palace is

rich to such extent that no one could express its value.”68 Despite growing factual

knowledge on East Asia such legendary and markedly euphoric descriptions con-

tinued. In their influential manual A Treatise ofJapanning (1688), George Parker

and John Stalker pictured Japan outstripping ancient Rome as well as contempo-

rary Rome (the Vatican) in terms of magnificence and richness: “Japan can please

you with a more noble prospect, not only whole Towns, but Cities too are there

adorned with as rich a Covering; so bright and radiant are their Buildings, that

when the Sun darts forth his lustre upon their Golden roofs, they enjoy a double

day by the reflection of his beams....”69 In the early German encyclopedia by

Johann Heinrich Zedler from the 1730s the entry “Lacciren” (to lacquer) informs

us: “[To lacquer] means to skillfully paint wooden containers and furniture, that

is tables, chairs, guéridons, writing tables, closets, bowls, and boxes, with colors

and then to cover them with a pure varnish in that way, that one could take it for

marble or East Indian work, or if it had been coated with glass.”
70 And, during

the last decades of the eighteenth century, good lacquer had to possess— it was

said
—

“a shining gloss, and to reflect and refract the sunbeams similar to a piece

of crystal.”
71

In the late eighteenth century the origin of East Asian lacquer was no longer a

mystery to most Europeans. One publication responsible for the spread in Europe

of knowledge about its production was the treatise on East Asian lacquer by Père

dTncarville, which circulated widely as an appendix to manuals instructing Euro-

pean craftsmen how to imitate it. Here he stated, “It is today a known thing in

Europe that the Chinese varnish is not a mixture of different materials but a gum or

resin that sweats out of a particular tree, that the Chinese call Tsi-chu, the varnish

tree.”
72 But the charm that Asian lacquer exerted on eighteenth-century Europeans

mainly rested on the visual characteristics that were still hard to imitate. Despite
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these difficulties, a sizeable industry had developed that specialized in imitations of

extremely expensive Japanese originals.

In contrast to the undiminished admiration for lacquer as a material and the

superior quality of Japanese craftsmanship in the technique of makie, criticism of

the artistic qualities of Japanese designs was mounting during the course of the

eighteenth century. Western criticisms usually centered on compositions being

unbalanced, the rendering of human figures being undeveloped, and architecture

lacking in convincing spatial disposition. The French author and purveyor of art-

ist’s pigments Jean-Felix Watin exclaimed: “I still do not give up the hope that over

the years one will discover a varnish in France, to overlay the Chinese lacquer with.

Then we would be able to compete with the Japanese, or even surpass them, because

our [way of] drawing is way more refined and correct than the Japanese one .”73

Parker also remarks, “Perhaps we have helpt them a little in their proportions,

where they were lame or defective, and made them more pleasant .” 74

The late eighteenth-century commission of lacquer plaques based on European

engravings departed from the previously established taste for chinoiserie in several

respects. No longer were the subjects bizarre landscapes populated by exotic birds

and mysteriously smiling natives. The topographical detail and the figures pros-

trating themselves in front of the Kaaba on the Jerusalem plaque were represented

in an ostensibly realistic and objective way. The linear style of the original depic-

tion and its medium, copper engraving, conveyed a new, “scientific” attititude. Yet

it is important to note that the plaque’s medium ( makie lacquer) and color scheme

(black and gold) still conformed with the traditional visual standards of Japanese

lacquer. The plaque could be interpreted as an attempt to unite the best of two

worlds—consciously combining authentic black-and-gold lacquer that was highly

charged with associations of refined technique, high price, and abundant luxury,

with the fashionable European genre of the veduta characterized by a detailed and

narrative attitude towards landscape scenes. The Mecca plaques most significant

departure from traditional Japanese lacquer objects consists in its format and

intended use. In Europe, the tableau (panel painting) was traditionally the highest-

ranked format, while in East Asia there was a variety of other formats, including

folding screens, hanging scrolls, hand scrolls, and three-dimensional objects. Like

European paintings of the tableau type, the lacquer plaque was also intended to

be permanently hung up on a wall .

75 The beholders eye was therefore fixed to the

specific point of display, and usually granted only a single frontal view. In Japan,

by contrast, lacquer had been commonly applied to furniture or objects, and, with

some exceptions, its designs usually “wrap” around a three-dimensional form.

Many of the subtle nuances of the materials and techniques employed unfold their

intended effect as soon as the object is slightly moved under a source of light, while
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the haptic qualities ofthe object further augment the complete aesthetic experience

for the Japanese audience. Thus, the idea of transferring a European copper engrav-

ing to a small tableau in gold makie seems to be about adjusting a type of Japanese

artifact to Western visual conventions. Moreover, the microadjustment ofthe scene

gave the European beholder the impression of controlling the space and the ability

to grasp its unfamiliar characters and features. This commanding view of Mecca

produced the feeling of hovering over the city and its holy sanctuary, and of hav-

ing a hold over it. The alien and foreign elements that might have confronted the

beholder when face-to-face with the Other were reduced to minute, and thus less

fearsome, factors. More importantly, the borders of the foreign space could also be

seen and defined.

At the same time the miniaturization and the fixed viewing position endow the

aesthetic experience with intensity and the sense of scientific accuracy, as if a men-

tal focus is achieved by observation. This particular aesthetic recalls Lévi-Strauss’s

remarks on small-scale artifacts:

What is the virtue of reduction either of scale or in the number of proper-

ties? To understand a real object in its totality we always tend to work from

its parts. The resistance it offers us is overcome by dividing it. Reduction in

scale reverses this situation. Being smaller, the object as a whole seems less

formidable. By being quantitatively diminished, it seems to us qualitatively

simplified. More exactly, this quantitative transposition extends and diversi-

fies our power over a homologue of the thing, and by means of it the latter

can be grasped, assessed and apprehended at a glance. ... In the case ofmin-

iatures, in contrast to what happens when we try to understand an object or

living creature of real dimensions, knowledge of the whole precedes knowl-

edge of the parts. And even if this is an illusion, the point of the procedure is

to create or sustain the illusion, which gratifies the intelligence and gives rise

to a sense of pleasure which can already be called aesthetic on these grounds

alone.... In other words, the intrinsic value of a small scale model is that it

compensates for the renunciation of sensible dimensions by the acquisition

of intelligible dimensions .

76

The lacquer plaque from the L.A. Mayer Museum in Jerusalem is a fascinat-

ing visual document, which illustrates ways of translating visual phenomena in an

intercultural context. It embodies the translation of a fashionable contemporary

European print technique into the prestigious Japanese makie craft. But, besides the

formalist aspects involved in the process oftranslation, let alone the upgrading ofan

item of mass consumption to a luxury item, the plaque is a visual document of the
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semi-objective and scholarly reception of Islam at the very beginning of the eigh-

teenth century in Europe and its introduction in Japan. The city of Mecca is inte-

grated into a series ofpanoramic views of important and famous cities of the world

alongside Rome, St. Petersburg, or Amsterdam. And yet, the emphasis given to the

manifold activities of the pious Muslims in the Haram suggests that this artifact

still reflects European curiosity mingled with hunger for exotismus, which was and

is the characteristic ofEuropean intersection with the cities ofMecca and Medina.
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CHANCHAL DADLANI

THE “PALAIS INDIENS” COLLECTION OF 1/74

RepresentingMughal Architecture in Late Eighteenth-Century India

Abstract

Among the works acquired by the French military officer Jean-Baptiste Gentil

(1726-99) during his tenure in India was a group of architectural studies known

today as the Palais Indiens (1774). Painted on hand-fabricated graph paper, these

large-format plans and elevations depict monuments from Delhi, Agra, and Faiz-

abad, and are some of the first European-commissioned representations of Indian

architecture. This essay argues that in the Palais Indiens , architecture functions as a

category ofhistorical inquiry and is used to forge connections between the Mughal

past and the changing sociopolitical landscape of eighteenth-century India. It also

demonstrates that the creators of the collection developed a new, heterogeneous

visual language for the description of architecture, drawing on French and Indian

representational conventions. The essay concludes by situating the Palais Indiens

and Gentil in relation to later traditions of architectural representation in India, as

well as to later collecting trends in Awadh.

IN 1778 THE FRENCH ARMY OFFICER and political operative Jean-Baptiste

Gentil ( 1726-99) appeared at the court of Louis XVI at Versailles. Recently returned

from India, where he had served the French East India Company (Compagnie des

Indes Orientales, or CDIO) for twenty-six years, Gentil presented the court with

a sizable collection of paintings, albums, and manuscripts, all amassed during his

tenure on the subcontinent. Among these was the Palais Indiens, a group of archi-

tectural plans and elevations representing palaces, forts, mosques, and mausolea in

Delhi, Agra, and Faizabad. The collection highlights a noteworthy period of French

scholarly and cultural activity in India, which has been eclipsed by the later British

dominance of the subcontinent. 1 Considering the French presence complicates the

narrative of cross-cultural encounter in India, which has focused on British art-

ists, intellectuals, and patrons. In the decades following the Palais Indiens commis-

sion, interest in depicting Indian architecture would intensify under the patronage

of the British, seen for instance in the landscapes of William Hodges and Thomas

and William Daniell in the 1780s and 1790s, and the Company School paintings of

the early 1800s. 2 One of the earliest European-commissioned depictions of Indian

architecture, the Palais Indiens collection was distinct from these later and better-

known works in conception, execution, and audience.

Commissioned by a Frenchman, executed by an Indian artist or artists, and

taking as its subject architectural monuments from north India, the Palais Indi-

ens exemplifies the rich complexities surrounding global image circulation in the

late eighteenth century. The present article aims to explore two interrelated points

concerning these architectural studies. First, the Palais Indiens posits the architec-

ts



tural monument as an object of historical inquiry; this is especially evident when

the commission is analyzed in conjunction with the rest of Gentils rich and wide-

ranging collection, with its emphasis on historical works. The visually distinc-

tive, unified representational system developed in the studies serves to canonize

the Mughal architectural past, and is manipulated to suggest continuities between

historical icons of Mughal architecture and the buildings of Awadh, the region of

northeastern India that grew from a dependency ofthe Mughal empire into a semi-

autonomous state over the course of the eighteenth century. During this period the

Mughal dynasty, which controlled most of north India in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, began to cede political, economic, and military power to regional

states and European trading companies, particularly the French and English East

India companies. At the same time, symbols ofMughal authority retained currency

and occupied a central role as Indian and European powers alike vied for domi-

nance in India. 3 In connecting the monuments of the Mughal emperors and the

Awadhi nawabs, the Palais Indiens collection embodies the contestations over the

Mughals’ legacy that defined the political and social landscape of the time. Con-

sidering the paintings in conjunction with Gentils broader collection allows us to

examine the ways in which he was personally subject to these cultural currents, and

how they affected his self-representation.

The second point concerns the visual language resulting from the encounter

between Gentil and the artists in his employ. Drawing on Indian and French repre-

sentational systems, the artists of these paintings developed a new, heterogeneous

visual language for the description of architecture. Gentils role as patron was partly

responsible for this fusing of Indian and European visual idioms, as he likely pro-

vided some of the models for these works in the form of plans and elevations exe-

cuted by military engineers working for the CDIO. At the same time, the artists

incorporated conventions of architectural representation then prevalent in north

India. Suggesting an openness to the integration of these myriad techniques, the

encounter evident in the Palais Indiens thus involved not only the adoption but also

the transformation of multiple visual languages.

Representing Architecture, Writing History

The Palais Indiens consists of plans and elevations of palaces, forts, mosques, mau-

solea, and garden complexes in Delhi, Agra, and Faizabad. Tire majority of this

collection (twenty-four folios) is housed in the Bibliothèque nationale de France,

Paris. In addition, three folios in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, were

most likely part of the original group. 4 A substantial portion of the group focuses

on major monuments in Delhi: three studies are dedicated to the city’s Jami‘ Masjid,

three to its Red Fort, and one to the mausoleum ofSafdar Jang (r. 1737-53, d. 1754),
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Riversidefacade ofthe Red Fort of

Delhi, India, ca. 1774. Watercolor,

ink, and gold on paper. Bibliothèque

nationale de France, Paris, Od. 63,

fol. 3. Photograph BnF

who had served as prime vizier ofthe Mughal empire as well as the nawab ofAwadh.

In addition, the collection contains seven renderings ot Delhi palaces and one ofthe

city’s Tripolia Gate. Beside the Delhi paintings, the Palais Indiens includes repre-

sentations of the mansions and gardens ofthe Mughal prince Dara Shikoh (d. 1659)

in Agra. Finally, the collection also depicts four structures in the Awadhi capital ot

Faizabad, including the palace ofShuja
1

al-Daula (r. 1753-75), who was the reigning

nawab during Gentils residence in Awadh, and the son of and successor to Safdar

Jang. The Palais Indiens thus crosses temporal and geographical boundaries to con-

nect Mughal historical icons with the architecture of Awadh. The inclusion of Saf-

dar Jang’s tomb is particularly telling, as it highlights a major Awadhi contribution

to the canon ofMughal architecture in the Mughal capital city of Delhi.

Although the Palais Indiens has been briefly discussed by other scholars, it has

not been the subject of sustained analysis.
5 As a result, basic yet critical questions

regarding the scope of the collection have not adequately been addressed. Nor have

prior analyses properly accounted for the unique format and monumental scale

of these studies, and more importantly, the implications of the size and format for

viewing the works. Most of the paintings range from approximately half a meter to

one meter in width and roughly two meters in length. Though the Palais Indiens is

always referred to and catalogued as an album, the original paintings were executed

as individual large-scale scrolls, requiring a viewer to unroll each of them individ-

ually. (They were bound in the early nineteenth century, and then subsequently

unbound for conservation purposes.) 6 Thus the viewer experienced the architec-

tural studies on a monumental scale. Such a format suggests a limited audience for

these paintings, in contrast, for instance, to the aquatints that would later be pro-

duced by the Daniells in the late 1790s and early 1 800s.

Executed on hand-fabricated graph paper, the paintings follow a consistent for-

mat, with a large-scale elevation or plan accompanied by an inscription provid-

ing information such as the building’s owner, location, and construction materials

(Fig. 1). A standardized color palette further unifies the paintings: in all but one

instance, the elevations use red for the main structure, with accents in gold, green,

yellow, and black, while the plans are articulated in a similar palette of red and

green. Buildings are never shown in use, and the paintings feature no people at all.

Moreover, landscape is also absent in most of the images, and when it does appear,

is kept to a bare minimum: simple strips of blue, grey, green, and yellow signify sky,

water, and riverbeds, stylized swirls indicate clouds, and abstract plant forms rep-
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2

JamïMasjid ofDelhi, India, ca.

1774. Watercolor and ink on paper.

Bibliothèque nationale de France,

Paris, Od. 63, fol. 1 2. Photograph BnF

3

Gateway ofthe Red Fort ofDelhi,

India, ca. 1774. Watercolor and ink

on paper. Bibliothèque nationale

de France, Paris, Od. 63, fol. 14.

Photograph BnF

4

Mausoleum ofSafdar Jang, India,

ca. 1774. Watercolor and ink on

paper. Victoria and Albert Museum,

London, AL 3858. Courtesy Victoria

and Albert Museum, London, 2010 -

photograph by the author

5

Facade ofa Delhi Palace, India,

ca. 1774. Watercolor and ink on paper.

Bibliothèque nationale de France,

Paris, Od. 63, fol. 13. Photograph BnF

6

Plan ofthe Jami'Masjid ofDelhi,

India, ca. 1774. Large-format plan

divided into two folios. Watercolor

and ink on paper. Bibliothèque

nationale de France, Paris, Od. 63,

fols. 8-9. Photograph BnF

resent vegetation or garden plots. A sense of flatness pervades the elevations, and

the few plans included in the collection are relatively spare. It is not known if Gentil

or the collections artists were responsible for the inscriptions, but stylistically these

appear to have been included when the images were first painted. The inclusion of

explanatory labels and texts was also characteristic of the illustrated works com-

missioned by Gentil (seep. 183).

In developing the pictorial vocabulary of the Palais Indiens, the artists drew on

and manipulated elements of Mughal architecture to produce images that emerge

as variations on a type, rather than as singular, individualized depictions. For

instance, the trademark Mughal building materials of red sandstone, white mar-

ble, and gold and copper sheathing inform the red, white, and gold palette of the

paintings, while the architectonic and ornamental elements of the compositions

are characteristic of Mughal architecture: cusped arches, baluster columns, bul-

bous domes, bangla roofs and cornices, shallow chhatri domes, jali screens, pishtaq

entranceways, muqarnas vaulting, and pietre dure mosaic work. Having developed

this fixed set of formal features, the artists reproduce them in varying patterns to

produce the different elevations. The domes of the Jami
1

Masjid in Delhi (built

1650-56; Fig. 2), for example, are seen in miniature in the chhatris of the gateway

of the Delhi Red Fort (built 1 639-48; Fig. 3); the floral frieze of the gateway, in turn,

is repeated in the mausoleum of Safdar Jang (built ca. 1753-4; Fig. 4), also in Delhi;

and the domes and chhatri-topped minarets ofthe Jami
1

Masjid and mausoleum of

Safdar Jang are one and the same. A shared visual vocabulary can be seen particu-

larly in the multiple palace elevations for which the collective group is named. All

of these paintings are long, horizontally oriented panoramas of riverside facades,

composed of different combinations ofthe elements identified above.

The paintings’ repeated and modular architectural morphology is underscored

by their articulation on graph paper. In the elevations, architectonic elements such

as walls, columns, towers, stringcourses, and cornices correspond to the rows and

columns marked on the paper. In the Facade ofa Delhi Palace , for example, rows of

squares are filled in with alternating colors and patterns to render elements such

as a plinth, a foundation wall, intermediate stringcourses, friezes, eaves, and a cor-

nice (Fig. 5). The areas between are filled in with single- and double-storey arcades,

repeated in regularly alternating patterns to create a unified facade.
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Like the elevations, the plans rely on units of graph paper to articulate informa-

tion about the monuments. A set of conventions, including red lines to indicate

walls and single green squares for columns, articulate structural units. These ele-

ments are then integrated in order to illustrate the overall organization of a build-

ing. The plan of the Jami‘ Masjid in Delhi, for example, employs these conventions

to graphically represent a series of monumental gateways and rooms surrounding

a central courtyard (Fig. 6). Although this plan is spare, it conveys the defining

aspects of the building, such as symmetry and regularity.

This methodical compositional system suggests that the monuments in ques-

tion have been carefully surveyed and systematically reproduced, rather than

invented or imagined. In addition, textual glosses imply that the paintings are

based on on-the-spot observation. An inscription along the lower edge of one of

the paintings, for instance, states that the structure is built of red stone, inlaid with

white and black marble and under domes of white marble (“pierre rouge incrustée

en marbre blanc et noir: la dessus des Dômes en marbre blanc”). Moreover, the

legibility afforded by the paintings’ monumental scale means that the viewer can

easily comprehend how the paintings are composed and, by extension, how the

structures are built.

While such pictorial strategies imply fidelity to an original, closer analysis

reveals the ways in which the artists take representational license, not only by reus-

ing standardized architectural elements but also, and most notably, with respect to

the depiction of ornament. The artists imbue the buildings with a lavish decorative

sensibility. In the painting of the monumental marble and sandstone gateway of
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Gateway of the Red Fort of Delhi, ca.

1 638-47. Photograph by the author

the Red Fort, inscribed Porte du Fort où est le Palais de l’Empéreur (see Fig. 3), an

exquisite ornamental program is rendered with a wealth of detail, including a rich

chevron pattern on the engaged minarets, intricate muqarnas netting in the central

vault, extensive incised reliefon the metal door, a jewel-toned floral frieze running

across the pishtaq, carved cartouches running the length of the side towers, and,

at the capital and base of these towers, floral motifs and vegetal scrolls that virtu-

ally curl off the page. While striking, the sensuous decoration is curious given that

many ot these ornamental features are absent from the actual gateway, a relatively

austere building featuring a continuous sandstone facade with limited panels of

ornamental relief (Fig. 7).

In fact, elements from at least two other Mughal-era monuments—the gateway

of the Taj Mahal (Agra, built ca. 1647; Fig. 8) and the tomb of Safdar Jang (Fig.

9)—appear in the painting. The profile and proportions of the painted building, as

well as the inclusion of ornamental motifs such as floral pietre dure, strongly recall

the Taj Mahal gateway without precisely replicating the full architectural and orna-

mental program of that building. For instance, the elaborate pietre dure work is not

reproduced in the spandrels of the central arch, but rather in horizontal friezes.

The building’s inscription and the stacked, pointed side arches of its facade do not

appear in the painting at all. Close examination of the side towers in the painting

reveals that, while they are visually distinct from those of the Taj Mahal gateway,

they closely resemble the side towers ofthe tomb ofSafdar Jang, with their alternat-

ing panels of quatrefoils and cartouches (Fig. 10). The amalgamation ofthese forms

exemplifies the inventiveness and license that marks the Palais Indiens, as well as

demonstrating its interest in the depiction of ornament.

This use of lavish ornament as a key descriptive feature is significant. The archi-

tectural idiom expressed in the Palais Indiens is exemplified in the mausoleum of

Safdar Jang, which was based on Mughal sepulchral prototypes but featured the

ornamental aesthetic that would come to define the architecture of Awadh in the

late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Its surfaces are replete with lavish floral

and geometric designs that are recalled in the ornate compositions in the Palais

Indiens (Fig. 1 1 and Fig. 12). A key example of later Awadhi architecture that fea-

tures a similar sensibility is the Bara Imambara complex of Asaf al-Daula (built ca.

1784-91), the monumental congregational space used by Shi’is particularly during
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Gateway of the Taj Mahal, Agra, ca.

1 647. Photograph by the author

9

Mausoleum of Safdar Jang, Delhi, ca.

1753-4. Photograph by the author

10

Side tower, Mausoleum of Safdar

Jang, Delhi, ca. 1753-4. Photograph

by the author

the month ofMuharram, and sponsored by Shuja al-Daulas son and successor. The

deployment of an ornate ornamental program in this structure represents the per-

sistence and further development ofthe idiom (Fig. 13). In the buildings ofthe Bara

Imambara complex, interior and exterior spaces are richly animated with an array

of curvilinear shapes, floral motifs, and complex geometric patterns, demonstrat-

ing how the ornamental forms articulated in the Palais Indiens were integral to the

ongoing development and expression of an Awadhi architectural identity.

Besides exhibiting an ornamental aesthetic associated with Awadh, the Palais

Indiens represents Mughal and Awadhi architectural monuments alongside each

other. In describing them, the artists concentrate on developing a consistent visual

vocabulary and systematic method for the representation of architecture. What

emerges is a coherent canon of built forms, unified in style and palette. But the

Palais Indiens paintings “effect,” rather than “reflect” reality, curiously implying

methodical, on-the-spot observation ofbuildings while actually offering subjective

portrayals that draw on a heavily ornamental aesthetic. Whether or not this bal-

ance between the observed and the imagined is maintained consciously, the visual

continuities developed in the collection ultimately suggest historical continuities.

The Mughal architectural icons function as the symbolic foundation of an image of

Awadhi sovereignty.

The inclination to connect a chronologically, geographically, and stylistically

disparate group of architectural monuments encapsulates the cultural and power

dynamics ot late eighteenth-century Mughal India. The contestation over the

appropriation ofMughal architectural codes and symbolic practices was keenly felt

during this period, as regional successor states and early European colonial powers

sought to solidify their legitimacy and authority in the subcontinent. The histo-

ricization of architecture evident in the Palais Indiens is all the more meaningful

given these shifts in the balance of power. The Palais Indiens demonstrates how

architecture occupied a central position in these negotiations and allowed various

parties to connect to the historical legacy represented by certain Mughal build-

ings. The collection of images in Gentils album suggests that the historical legacy

of Mughal Delhi, and in particular its architectural signs of political and cultural

power, remained relevant in the Awadhi historical imagination. At the same time,

a contemporary, newly developing Awadhi aesthetic is imposed on the icons of the
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Mughal past, visually eliding past and present. For Awadh, associating with such

a strong cultural history was meaningful for political reasons. For Gentil, as I will

discuss below, the commission was one example amongst many which demon-

strated his professional and personal investment in contemporary Awadhi politics

and the production of north Indian historical narratives.

Collecting Authority

Gentils patronage and collecting activities evidenced connections to other Euro-

peans working in India in the eighteenth century. He was an associate ofAbraham-

Hyacinthe Anquetil-Duperron (1731-1805), the famed French scholar who had

lived and worked in India from 1754 until 1762 and was renowned for his transla-

tion of the Zoroastrian Zend Avesta. After Anquetil-Duperron’s return to France,

when he began publishing his histories and translations of Persian and Sanskrit

texts, Gentil regularly corresponded with and sourced manuscripts for him. 8

Anquetil-Duperron represents not only Gentils connection to a broader commu-

nity of French scholars and collectors, but also to contemporary and later British

epistemological endeavors. Anquetil-Duperron was a correspondent and colleague

of the English philologist William Jones, who founded the Asiatic Society in Cal-

cutta in 1784 and is credited with the discovery of linkages between Indo-Euro-

pean languages. One of Jones’s most prominent supporters was Warren Hastings,

the governor-general of British territories in India from 1774 to 1785 and an active

patron of British artists and intellectuals in India.

Gentils commissions and his own writing stand out not only for their relatively

early date, but also because they demonstrate how personally involved he was in

the production of historical narratives. Documenting and connecting to a Mughal

historical legacy became a matter of urgency and fell into the purview of both his

personal writings and commissioned works, including the Palais Indiens. These

contributed to Gentils broader endeavor of acquiring authority on and over India.

Despite the Treaty of Paris in 1763, the French still maintained an interest in India

and were concerned with thwarting British expansion. The British insistence on the

expulsion of all French citizens from Awadh in 1775, and their ongoing suspicion

of Gentil, also testified to a British concern with alliances between regional rulers

and French governmental representatives.

11

Detail of vault, Mausoleum of Safdar

lang, Delhi, ca. 1753-4. Photograph

by the author

12

Detail of Fig. 4.
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Detail of the Bara Imambara ofAsaf

al-Daula, Lucknow, ca. 1784-91.

Photograph by the author

It was only by embedding himself in Awadhi society that Gentil could gain

access to privileged information necessary for his work as a French political oper-

ative. In a dispatch to his superiors, written in Faizabad in January 1773, Gentil

asserts his ability to provide reliable and thorough intelligence about India. Fie

insists that the position in which he finds himself could be useful in allowing him

to report on current events in India, and provides a lengthy and detailed account

of the political situation on the ground. 9 Hie repeated use of the word témoignages,

which invokes observation, testimony, evidence, and accounting, emphasizes how

important it was for Gentil to establish himself as a credible reporter, firmly in a

position to relay accurate information.

Although the Gentil collection comprised texts on law, religion, lexicography,

poetry, calligraphy, and numismatics, and included Sanskrit, Persian, and Arabic

manuscripts, the majority of Gentils own writing related to Mughal and Awadhi

history.
10 This interest is best exemplified by his illustrated works, which included

an atlas of the Mughal empire (Empire Mogol divisé en 21 soubahs ou gouverne-

ments tiré de différens écrivains du pais en Faisabad en MDCCLXX, 1770); a his-

tory of the Mughal emperors (Abrégé historique des Souverains de l’Indoustan ou

Empire Mogol, 1772); and the so-called Gentil Album, a multi-part album illustrat-

ing events and figures from the Mughal and Awadhi courts and featuring proto-

ethnographic views of Hindu and Muslim religious festivals and figures ( Recueil

de toutes sortes de dessins sur les Usages et coutumes des Peuples de l’Indoustan ou

Empire Mogol, 1774).
11

Rather than merely recounting Indian history as a series of distantly observed

events, Gentil uses visual and textual narratives to present it as an ongoing pro-

cess in which he actively participates. In 1764 Shuja al-Daula entrusted Gentil with

the task of brokering a peace settlement with the English after the defeat of allied

Mughal and Awadhi forces at Baksar. 12 The meeting during which the treaty was
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ratified is depicted in the “Gentil Album,” complete with an illustration of Gentil

himself. In addition, Gentil boasts of the praise and recognition Shuja
1

al-Daula

bestowed upon him after he procured agreeable terms for negotiation:

This prince, pleased with the opening of this negotiation and wanting

to place me in the position of negotiating as an equal with the two Indian

lords, who were at the head of the English, bestowed upon me all the titles

that an Indian grandee can possess, calling me Rafioudoulah, Nazemdjenk,

Bahadour, Tadbir-oul-Moulouk .

13

Here Gentil emphasizes that the crucial role he played in these negotiations

earned him the Persian titles “Uplifter of the State,” “Leader in War,” “the Valiant,”

and “Counsel of Kings.” His ability to act as a broker with the English translated into

a capacity to earn the respect usually accorded to “Indian lords” (seigneurs Indiens).

That Gentil adopted his Persianate titles fully is indicated by the seal bearing them

found on many of his manuscripts. He also bestowed lavish praise on the nawab in

his memoirs, describing him as “a prince gifted with a superior genius” (prince doué

d’un génie supérieur) and the “best friend of the French in these distant lands” (le

meilleur ami des Français dans ces contrées lointaines).
14 These statements invoke his

intimate acquaintance with Shuja‘ al-Daula and in so doing remind the reader how

deeply Gentil was involved in affairs of state.

Gentil claimed another connection to Indian history through his marriage to

Thérèse Velho, an Indo-Portuguese woman with ties to the Mughal court. In one

of his historical accounts Gentil asserts that Velho’s grandmother Juliana, a native

of Goa, had been entrusted with the education of the Mughal prince Shah Alam I

(later the emperor Bahadur Shah I, r. 1707-12) and later provided him with polit-

ical counsel, thus occupying a prominent position in Mughal government. 15 So

valuable was her advice, Gentil reports, that Bahadur Shah I awarded Juliana gifts

equal to 900,000 rupees, four villages producing 50,000 rupees in annual revenue,

and the Palace of Dara Shikoh. 16 This extraordinary account of Juliana’s role in

Mughal history concludes by quoting Bahadur Shah I as saying, “if this woman

were a man, I would make her vizier” (si cettefemme étois homme, je laferois Vizir).

(Gentil goes on to recount that Juliana’s descendants fled Delhi during an attack

by Ahmad Shah Abdali, seeking refuge at the court of Shuja al-Daula in Faizabad,

where they were welcomed and offered a pension. Subsequently, Gentil met and

married Thérèse Velho in Faizabad.) Gentil also emphasizes Juliana in his mem-

oirs, which contain a chapter devoted to “Renowned Women of India”: alongside

sovereigns and leaders such as Razia, Nur Jahan, Jahanara, and Begum Sumru,

Gentil tells the tale of Juliana.
17 By including narratives of Juliana in his historical
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Street plan of Chandni Chowk in

Delhi (detail), mid- to late 18th

century. Watercolor and ink on

paper. Victoria and Albert Museum,

London, AL 1762. Photograph ©

V&A Images/Victoria and Albert

Museum, London

works, Gentil consciously integrates his wife, through her lineage, into Mughal

history, and by extension, inserts himself into that history. This personal connec-

tion might also account for the plans and elevations of Dara Shikoh’s Agra palace

and the palace of Safdar Jang in Delhi, formerly Dara Shikoh’s Delhi residence, in

the Palais Indiens.

In considering Gentils Palais Indiens commission, it is tempting to cast him

as an outsider attempting to capture the unfamiliar. As demonstrated above, how-

ever, the space that Gentil occupied at the Awadhi court was complex and layered.

Through his commissions, he attempted to offer French audiences the mechanisms

to encounter Indian history, architecture, and cultural practices, assigning him-

self the role of mediator between France and India. That Gentil actually translated

many historical works (with the help of munshis, or “scholar-scribes”) and pro-

vided first-person accounts of historical events in his memoirs and other writings

makes clear the active part he played in the conceptualization and execution of his

commissions, and how integral they were to his self-representation.

The importance accorded to architectural representation in this project of

mediation is evident not only in the Palais Indiens, but also in a series of city plans

of Shahjahanabad (Mughal Delhi) now in the V&A. 18 A group of large, minutely

detailed, extensively labeled watercolors combine to form a monumental plan of

the Red Fort and the two main avenues leading away from it, Chandni Chowk and

Faiz Bazaar (Fig. 14). Multilingual textual glosses, in Persian and French, provide

the names of mosques, bathhouses, squares, and mansions (havelis); the plans also

contain survey information in Latin.
19 Evidence suggests that at the very least Gen-

til acquired, ifhe did not commission, the plans and was responsible for their trans-

fer to Europe: included in the eighteenth-century catalogue of works acquired by

Gentil and cited above (see note 4) is an entry recording 2 rues de Dely (Two streets

of Delhi). The entry is listed alongside other paintings that eventually entered the

V&A collection, such as the Tombeau de saflardjangue, and is labeled as entry num-

ber ten. Paper analysis I conducted on the street plans reveals that they bear labels

with the number ten, which were subsequently covered during mounting. 20 Thus

the two Delhi street views referred to in the catalogue are almost certainly the plans

of Chandni Chowk and Faiz Bazaar kept in the V&A today. 21 Like the Palais Indi-

ens, these renderings concentrate on architecture as a primary focus of representa-

tion and object of historical interest.
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Murar, The Siege ofDaulatabad , from

the Pädshähnäma , ca. 1635. Opaque

pigment and gold on paper. The Royal

Collection, RCIN 1005025, fol. 144r.

Photograph The Royal Collection ©

2009, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II

Visual Heterogeneity in the Palais Indiens

While the Palais Indiens evidences important conceptual connections to Gentils

other commissions, it also echoes eighteenth-century French architectural studies

documenting buildings in India that were produced by CDIO military engineers.

The practice of producing archival copies of architectural studies and maps was

formalized by Louis XVI in 1 776, when he ordered visual records of the French

colonies to be deposited at Versailles.
22 The Palais Indiens, too, was deposited at

Versailles by Gentil after his return to France in 1778, pointing to its shared func-

tion with the French military plans, both serving as records of French expansion

and interest in India. In the case of the Palais Indiens, however, artists working in

Faizabad drew on both Indian and French representational conventions to produce

their architectural renderings, suggesting collaboration between Gentil and those

in his employ.

Prior to the Palais Indiens, architecture seldom served as the primary subject

matter in Mughal and Rajput painting (the styles most current in north India in

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries).23 Architectural representation did not

emerge as a distinct genre in the classical Mughal painting canon of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, as did portraiture and studies offlora and fauna.
24When

architecture appeared in manuscript and single-page painting, it often functioned

as pictorial background, providing a generic setting for courtly scenes or lending
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Map of Agra, after 1722. Pigment on

cloth. Jaipur City Palace Museum,

Jaipur. Photograph courtesy

Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II

Museum Trust, The City Palace,

Jaipur

17

Plan of the funerary complex of

‘Itimad al-Daula, 18th century.

Watercolor and ink on paper.

Jaipur City Palace Museum, Jaipur.

Photograph courtesy Maharaja Sawai

Man Singh II Museum Trust, The

City Palace, Jaipur

geographical specificity to historical ones. A 1633 painting from the Pädshähnäma,

the imperial chronicle of the Mughal emperor Shah Jahan (r. 1627-58),25 features

a sizable rendering of the Daulatabad fortress, in south India, during a siege (Fig.

15),
26 but the architectural monument is not the sole focus of the painting. More-

over, architectural representation is linked to textual narrative. In the seventeenth-

century Mughal context, architectural rendering did not function on its own, but

instead required an accompanying textual description for full elucidation.

There are, however, more examples of architectural representations in city

plans and topographical paintings from the eighteenth century. In a map of Agra

from after 1722, now in the Jaipur City Palace Museum, a series of garden plots

along the Yamuna River are represented in plan, while individual buildings within

these zones are rendered in elevation (Fig. 16). Emphasizing structures in the city

that required repair, and containing extensive notes on building and area mea-

surements, the map serves as a renovation and construction aid.
27 An eighteenth-

century plan of the tomb and garden of 'Itimad al-Daula in Agra from the same

collection, also conceived as a multiperspectival painting, contains elevations of

the complex’s central structure (Fig. 17).
28 These images suggest possible conven-

tions for representing elevations being developed through topographical paintings

and site plans.

If illustrations of architecture per se are not found in seventeenth-century

Mughal and Rajput visual culture, there is evidence of a tradition of gridded plans

for practical use, a tradition which the Palais Indiens adopts and transforms. Such

plans were widespread in the post-Timurid eastern Islamic world, with Ottoman,

Iranian, and Central Asian examples dating from the sixteenth to eighteenth centu-

ries extant today. 29 Although there are no surviving Mughal plans, there is pictorial
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Scene of a garden being constructed,

with a supervisor holding a gridded

plan, from a Baburnäma , ca. 1580.

Opaque pigment on paper. Victoria

and Albert Museum, London, IM

1913-276. Photograph © Victoria and

Albert Museum, London

and textual evidence for a history of drawn architectural plans in Mughal India,

where standardized modular planning governed architectural design. 30 Indeed, the

use of gridded plans had become a well-established aspect of architectural practice

in Mughal India by the time the Palais Indiens was painted, and cannot necessarily

be explained by the influence of Europeans as has sometimes been assumed. 31 A
well-known manuscript painting from the Baburnäma (ca. 1580), showing a gar-

den being laid out while an overseer holds a gridded plan, attests to this tradition.

In the painting, a gardener holding a string across the axis of the garden conveys

the correspondence between garden and plan (Fig. 18).
32 In addition, Mughal tex-

tual sources reference architectural plans ( tarh , tarah, and naqshä) in various con-

texts. The Pädshähnäma and ‘Amal-i Sälih , chronicles of the reign of the Mughal

emperor Shah Jahan, report that the emperor ordered plans of buildings he liked,

and also approved plans before construction was to begin on his major building

projects.
33 On multiple occasions, Shah Jahan’s successor Aurangzeb ordered plans

of noblemens houses, and the Kalimät-i Täiyabät, a collection of imperial decrees,

describes Aurangzeb’s consultation of a plan as he prepared to attack a fort in the

Deccan.34 Over the course of the seventeenth century, drawing architectural plans

grew into a specialized task assigned to chief or master architects ( ustäd me’mär),

who were differentiated in rank, responsibility, and pay from engineers and techni-

cal supervisors (muhandis ) and masons (bannä ).
35
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Plan ofAmber fort, late 17th or early

1 8th century. Watercolor and ink on

paper. Jaigarh Fort Museum, Jaipur.

Photograph courtesy Maharaja Sawai

Man Singh II Museum Trust, The

City Palace, Jaipur

A select group of eighteenth-century building plans from Jaipur collections

exhibit striking visual similarity to the Palais Indiens plans.
36 They are painted on

hand-fabricated graph paper, with walls and supports articulated in simple lines of

red and green. Despite the stylistic echoes between these two groups of plans, how-

ever, they serve dramatically différent functions. A plan of the palace at Amber, just

outside Jaipur, encapsulates the characteristics of the Rajput plans, which all bear

concrete relationships to processes of building construction or renovation (Fig.

19).
37 While the Palais Indiens plans are economical with detail, the Amber plan

contains extensive pictorial and textual information. Individual building features

are far more clearly articulated; the layouts of gardens, for example, are rendered

as detailed patterns, rather than as stylized green squares. In addition, each of the

rooms is labeled either with the name of its occupant or its function, and building

renovations are also recorded on the plan. Related examples from Jaipur demon-

strate the same detailed and process-oriented approach, serving as progress reports

on completed and proposed renovations on the fort of Jaigarh and Man Mandir in

Benares. The Palais Indiens plans, by contrast, serve as idealized records of built

structures. The Palais Indiens , then, draws on techniques of architectural represen-

tation firmly established in India since at least the seventeenth century, but also

signifies a divergence from the earlier tradition, serving a commemorative rather

than technical function.

As mentioned above, the Palais Indiens paintings also exhibit modes of repre-

sentation seen in architectural studies prepared by French military engineers work-

ing in the subcontinent. Given Gentils background as a French military officer and

governmental representative, it is probable that he had access to such documents

or was familiar with their conventions. Surviving pictorial evidence of the CDIOs

documentary and mapping activities includes maps, plans, and views of European

and Indian cities from the eighteenth century, including the French -founded towns

of Pondicherry, Mahé, and Chandernagore; the growing British colonial centers in

Calcutta and Madras; the Dutch outposts at Negapatnam, Cochin, and Colombo;

and regional Indian capitals and strongholds, such as Tanjore. The largest collec-

tion of these is housed in the Archives nationales d’outre-mer, Archives de France,

Aix-en-Provence.38 In addition to maps and plans of entire cities, there are also
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Draftsmen at work , from the Boileau

Album, Madras, 1785. Watercolor

and ink on paper. Victoria and Albert

Museum, London, IS 75-1954 [5],

Photograph © Victoria and Albert

Museum, London
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Plan of Fort William, Calcutta, ca.

1779. Watercolor and ink on paper.

Archives nationales d’outre-mer,

Aix-en-Provence, 25 DFC 361 A.

Photograph FR.ANOM

architectural studies of major French governmental, commercial, and military

buildings: the Governors Palace and blanchisserie in Pondicherry (see Fig. 22), the

French magazine at Mahé, and the Loge at Chandernagore. A significant portion of

the material is dedicated to documenting the architecture of other European colo-

nial powers, such as the British-built Fort William in Calcutta (see below), and the

Indian forts at Daulatabad and Arcot.

This body of material represents a rich deposit of drafting techniques that cir-

culated throughout the Indian subcontinent in the late eighteenth century. That

Indian artists were well aware of such techniques is shown in a 1785 painting in

the V&A that depicts an Indian draftsman working on a watercolor ground plan

of a trace italienne , the iconic star-shaped fortification that grew popular in Europe

Irom the sixteenth to the eighteenth century (Fig. 20). In the Indian context, the

plan most immediately recalls plans of Fort William included in the CDIO studies

(Fig. 21).

A comparison between a pair of paintings from the Palais Indiens and a 1755

study of the Governor’s Palace in Pondicherry (Fig. 22) is particularly suggestive

of such an assimilation of French drafting conventions. Inscribed Plan et Eleva-

tion du Gouvernement de Pondichéry, the French study features a front elevation

and ground-floor plan. It is rendered on unlined paper, in contrast to the graph

paper used in the Palais Indiens. Significant here is the correspondence between

plan and elevation. Features such as the projecting central facade and receding,

niched wings of the building are clearly delineated in the plan. Similarly, a plan

and an elevation of the palace of the Mughal prince Dara Shikoh from the Palais

Indiens are drawn in correlation to each other (Fig. 23 and Fig. 24). In the elevation,

three large, octagonal towers frame two prominent bangla pavilions, with smaller,
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Plan and elevation of the Governor’s

Palace in Pondicherry, 1755.

Watercolor and ink on paper.

Archives nationales d’outre-mer,

Aix-en-Provence, 26 DFC 81 A.

Photograph FR.ANOM

subsidiary pavilions and chambers interspersed. The plan includes not only the

building’s major features, such as the three towers, but also every column, door-

way, and window of the facade. The pillared towers are indicated by red octagons

surrounded by squares, while the columns of the bangla and subsidiary pavilions

are articulated as series of green squares. Red-filled squares signify the walls of the

intervening rooms. Despite Indian traditions of drawn plans, there are no known

examples of correlated plans and elevations earlier than this. Thus, although the

Palais Indiens plans evidence north Indian representational conventions, and the

elevations a level of detailed execution associated with Mughal and Rajput paint-

ing, the overall format of a coordinated plan and elevation reflects the conventions

of French architectural studies.

Tire visual heterogeneity of the Palais Indiens also raises questions about artis-

tic agency. Although very little is known about the artists involved in the Palais

Indiens commission, evidence suggests that at least one artist based in Faizabad

executed some of the paintings. Firstly, the studies include an inscription alluding

to an architect working for Shuja al-Daula. It is also known that Gentil employed

manuscript painters based in Faizabad for his numerous commissions, and three

artists in particular are mentioned in his writings—Mahan Singh, Mihr Chand,

and Nevasilal.
39 The mastery of Mughal and Rajput painting techniques evident

in these studies suggests the hand of an experienced and well-established artist.

An amalgamation of Mughal, Rajput, and French painting and drafting techniques

would have been well within the practice of artists working at Faizabad, and a col-

laboration between Gentil and his artists on this commission would have followed

the patterns ofother examples from his collection, in which Gentil wrote texts illus-

trated by artists working with him in Faizabad (see p. 1 83 above).

Conclusions

The Palais Indiens was commissioned and executed at a time when Mughal archi-

tecture began to be drawn explicitly into historical discourse. Rather than reflect-

ing Gentils personal taste for the depiction of architecture, the collection points to
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Facade of the palace of Dara Shikoh

in Agra, ca. 1774. Watercolor, ink,

and gold on paper. Victoria and

Albert Museum, London, AL 1761.

Photograph © Victoria and Albert

Museum, London

24

Plan of the palace and garden of Dara

Shikoh in Agra, ca. 1774. Watercolor

and ink on paper. Bibliothèque

nationale de France, Paris, Od. 63,

fols. 17-18. Photograph BnF

a growing historical consciousness about the Mughal cultural legacy and its articu-

lation in the reception and representation of monuments. This preoccupation with

representing Indian architecture would intensify in the nineteenth century, partic-

ularly as British trade and colonial ambitions increased. Certainly, the Gentil mate-

rial did not have a direct influence on these subsequent practices; nor did the later

traditions constitute a unified category of representation. In landscape paintings by

William Hodges and Thomas and William Daniell, architecture was but one com-

positional component. Their body of paintings exhibited connections with notions

of the picturesque developed in Europe, drawing less on Indian representational

conventions .

40 Later Company School paintings, in which architecture grew into a

distinct genre of representation, more compellingly echo Gentils commissions in

conception, but are distinctive in execution .

41 The historical contexts and pictorial

conventions that came to bear on the Palais Indiens represent a specific moment in

the history ofEuropean depictions of Indian architecture.

Similarly, Gentils experiences in Awadh anticipated but were distinct from

the multicultural collecting community that would grow there over the next sev-
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eral decades, particularly in Asaf al-Daula’s Lucknow of the late 1770s and 1780s.

After the new nawab moved the capital ofAwadh to Lucknow in 1775, when British

dominion had been established over much of eastern India, a number of English

East India Company affiliates settled in Lucknow and contributed to the artistic

life of the province. Among these were Antoine Polier, Claude Martin, and Rich-

ard Johnson. Franco-Swiss in origin, Polier rose through the ranks ol the Com-

pany military units until 1766, after which, because of regulations prohibiting

foreign officers from ascending beyond the rank of major, he sought employment

at the court of Shuja' al-Daula, whose service he entered in 1773 as an engineer

and field officer.
42

Polier was a collector of Indian manuscripts and paintings and

his Persian letters reveal sustained correspondence with the artists in his employ. 43

Claude Martin, an English East India Company officer who came to Awadh in 1 776

as superintendent of the nawabi arsenal, owned a sizable and eclectic collection,

including weapons, paintings, manuscripts, and decorative objects from India and

Europe.44 Richard Johnson, a Company administrator and merchant based in Luc-

know between 1780 and 1782, accumulated an extensive collection of paintings,

which was sold to the East India Company Library in 1807; it serves as the core of

the Indian Miniatures section of the current Asian and African Collections, Brit-

ish Library, London.45 These developments both echo and depart from the period

of cultural activity in Faizabad largely defined by Gentil, with his French affiliation

and his unparalleled intimacy with Shuja al-Daula and integration into Awadhi

court and political life.

The Palais Indiens and its related commissions evoke the circulation of images

that affected late eighteenth-century India and beyond. Indian and French repre-

sentational traditions intersect in the album, pointing to the international artistic

milieu of Faizabad in the 1770s, and the cultural variety of art objects accessible to

artists and patrons. While the paintings ostensibly fulfill a strictly documentary

objective, they also embody the historical perceptions and political aspirations of

the time and place where they were produced. Even as European colonial powers

gained political and economic strength during this period, Mughal cultural author-

ity remained a persistent force, its legacy contested and claimed in artistic projects

such as the Palais Indiens.
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ELISABETH A. FRASER

“DRESSING TURKS IN THE FRENCH MANNER”

Mouradgea d’Ohssons Panorama of the Ottoman Empire

i (facing)

A. Girardet, anon., Giraud, Langlois,

engravings after J. B. Hilair,

Mahométanes voilées, Egyptienne

voilée, Européenne couverte d’un

schall, Européenne couverte d’un

Mahhrama. Plates 79-82 from

Ohsson, Tableau général de l’Empire

Othoman, vol. 2, 1790. Paris:

Imprimerie de Monsieur. Photograph

courtesy ofUNC library

Abstract

An Ottoman Armenian dragoman (interpreter) active in Constantinople, Mou-

radgea d’Ohsson (1740-1807) traveled to Paris in 1784 to publish a historical

overview of the Ottoman Empire. Writing in a fraught political context following

the Russian defeat of the Ottomans, Ohsson forthrightly cast his publication as a

defense of Islam and the Ottoman Empire. More than a textual apology, his illus-

trated book embodies a supreme act of cultural crossing. Written by an Ottoman,

the book continues an Ottoman tradition of illustrated historiography, but it was

published in French and produced by a large French team of artists and artisans

of the book trade, who interpreted and transformed its Ottoman elements, creat-

ing a heterogeneous object. Ohssons book bridges and blurs French and Ottoman

cultures, suggesting their contingency and entanglement. Moreover, the process of

making this book was itself a cultural encounter for those who were involved, an

encounter whose traces remain visible in the final product for the viewer-reader to

experience. The cumulative effect of these crossings is to see Ottoman and French

forms as connected across a continuum of visual possibilities; the heterogeneity of

Ohssons book served as an allegory of entanglement, interrelation, and alliance in

the very moment when they were politically contested.

THERE IS NOTHING IN ISLAM, nothing in the law and authority of the sultans

of the Ottoman Empire that is contrary to reasoned governance and the enlight-

ened cultivation of the arts and sciences; only popular prejudice, borne of caprice

and passion and contrary to the spirit of the Koran, afflicts the Empire. With these

arguments Ignatius Mouradgea d’Ohsson begins his extraordinary Tableau général

de l’Empire Othoman (Panorama ofthe Ottoman Empire), published in 1 787.' Ohs-

son, an Ottoman Armenian dragoman (interpreter) in the service of the Swedish

consul in Constantinople, left for Paris in 1784 to publish his magnificent and sin-

gular work. 2 Ohsson wrote in the political wake of the Russian defeat of the Otto-

mans in 1774; with the renewal of hostilities imminent, a dramatic upheaval in

alliances threatened and the sultan now reversed his unilateral politics, seeking

coalitions with European powers (Prussia, France, Sweden, and England). In this

fraught context, Ohsson forthrightly cast his book as a defense of Islam and the

Ottoman Empire. 3 But more than a textual apology, his illustrated book embodies a

supreme act of cultural crossing. Written by an Ottoman, the book draws on Otto-

man historiography and art, but it was published in French and was produced by

a large French team of artists and artisans of the book trade, who interpreted and

transformed its Ottoman elements, creating a tangibly heterogeneous object. This

heterogeneity is the essence ofOhssons defense of Ottoman culture.
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The Tableau général is well known to historians of the Ottoman Empire. 4 Long

exploited as important sources of historical information, Ohsson’s text and images

tend to be evaluated in terms of their accuracy. One of the most interesting aspects

ot this book, however, is not so much its accurate representation of one culture or

another, or even the information it provides about the Ottoman Empire in the late

eighteenth century, but the way that it bridges and blurs French and Ottoman cul-

tures, suggesting their contingency and entanglement. Moreover, the process of

making this book was itself a cultural encounter for those who were involved, an

encounter whose traces remain visible in the final product for the viewer-reader to

experience.

Studies ofEuropean and Ottoman interactions are not new; however, they have

long been written under the sway of an outdated, retrospective view that sees the

Ottoman Empire as entering a state of progressive decline from about 1600, and

looking increasingly to Europe. 5 Consequently, concern with this interaction has

been slanted toward the study of “Western” influences on Ottoman culture. But

new Ottoman history rejects this so-called decline paradigm, an overtly Orientalist

construction, whereby cultural innovation and vitality were widely equated with

Europeanization.6 As ways of interpreting Ottoman and European histories have

shifted, so too must relations between Ottoman and European culture be reconsid-

ered.
7

Ohsson’s book, with its adoption ofthe language ofreform, has been interpreted

by diplomatic historians in terms ofEuropean meaning-making, as part of a West-

ernizing embrace of the politics of the European Enlightenment. 8 But this would

be to miss a subtle countercurrent in his volumes. His Tableau général, with its

self-conscious, autoethnographic defense of the Ottomans, offers a precious per-

spective onto a meeting of French and Ottoman cultural actors, extending from a

history ofcrossings back and forth that is only beginning to be fully acknowledged. 9

As Suraiya Faroqhi has recently concluded, “Before the last quarter of the eigh-

teenth century [...], the Ottomans and their European neighbours still inhabited a

common world.” 10 Ohsson’s work, then, insinuates and strategically relies on like-

nesses between French and Ottoman imperial culture precisely at a moment when

this commonality would be politically contested. Within these entangled histories,

Ohsson’s project is unique in bringing together both Ottoman and French artists,

artisans, and writers in the creation ofa single object, which fostered a mutual study

of forms and technologies at a pivotal historical moment, in a period when the

Ottomans were increasingly concerned with the necessity of building diplomatic

alliances. In what follows, I look at the Tableau général as a product of active agents

consciously adopting cross-cultural modes, implicitly negotiating issues of legibil-

ity, significance, and acceptability into the bargain.
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F. Née, engraving after C. N. Cochin,

Célébration de lafête du Mewloud,

dans la Mosquée de Sultan-Ahmed.

Plate 25 from Ohsson, Tableau

général de l’Empire Othoman, vol. 1,

1787. Paris: Imprimerie de Monsieur.

Photograph BnF

Remaking the French Illustrated Travel Book

Ohsson chose France, with its luxury book trade, as the place to produce his work.

France was the Ottoman Empire’s oldest European ally and had good relations

with the Swedish court, to which Ohsson was connected as interpreter to Sweden’s

representatives in Istanbul, Gustaf and Ulric Celsing. 11 His diplomatic services on

behalf of Sweden, which went far beyond his duties as translator, were so appreci-

ated that King Gustav III ennobled him in 1780. 12 Ohsson gratefully dedicated his

book to the Swedish monarch.

Ohsson’s Tableau général was an ambitious enterprise, printed by the famous

French typographer Pierre-François Didot, and illustrated by some of the most

sought-after French artists and print makers ofthe time. Initially planning as many

as eight volumes with hundreds of prints, 13 Ohsson ultimately published two thick

volumes in 1787 and 1790, both well over three hundred pages; a third, nearly five

hundred pages in length, was completed by his son in 1820 after his death. Accord-

ing to his published book prospectus, he intended to cover the dauntingly immense

topics of “the customs, mores, religion, and laws of the Ottomans” but only the sec-

tions on Islamic, civic and military law were completed, while many of the other

topics are dealt with in abundant digressions. 14 His three massive, large-folio tomes

together contain a total of 233 plates, many of which are double-page or larger. At

least twenty-eight artists (painters, designers, and engravers) were involved in the

production of the book, whose artistic direction was initially assumed by Charles-

Nicolas Cochin, a major figure in the eighteenth-century French art world and well
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J.B. Simonet, engraving after J. M. Moreau

le Jeune. Frontispiece from Ohsson,

Tableau général de l’Empire Othoman , vol.

1, 1787. Paris: Imprimerie de Monsieur.

Photograph BnF

4

C.N. Varin, engraving after f. M. Moreau

le Jeune. Frontispiece from Choiseul-

Gouffter, Voyage pittoresque de la Grèce

,

vol. 1, 1782. Paris: s.n. Photograph BnF

experienced in book illustration.
15 The number and quality of these fine prints,

along with the attention paid to typography and paper, place Ohsson’s publication

clearly within the bibliophile book trade of the period. The production of high-

quality illustrated books reached a peak in France during the last several decades of

the eighteenth century and bibliophile collectors were willing to pay high prices for

finely produced works. 16 Ohsson’s enterprise, then, was as much commercial as it

was political and pedagogical, involving large sums ofmoney.

Illustrated travel books were becoming a cultural phenomenon in France in this

period. 17 Many travel books included costume plates, particularly publications on

the Ottoman Empire because of the great diversity of Ottoman ethnic, religious,

regional, professional, and political identities that were articulated through dress.
18

Ohsson’s book has over 150 costume plates, illustrating court and military hier-

archies and social types (Fig. 1). In other ways, the Tableau général can be seen as

related to types known in French travel literature: many of his subjects were com-

mon to books on the Ottoman Empire, including scenes from the imperial court

and harem, ambassadorial receptions, the Bayram festival, Eyüp cemetery, women

at the tandir , the hammam, and views of the most famous mosques (Fig. 2).

A reader of Ohsson’s volume in 1787 would have been particularly struck by

similarities between it and the famous Voyage pittoresque de la Grèce, published

in 1782 by Count Marie-Gabriel de Choiseul-Gouffier, who was subsequently

appointed French ambassador to Constantinople in 1784, the year Ohsson left that

city for Paris.
19 A highly publicized and well-received work, Choiseul’s Voyage cre-

ated a prototype followed by artists and authors who published travel books after

him: richly illustrated volumes made for the bibliophile market, sharing many of

the same artists and engravers, size (grand-folio) and format (interleaving text and

plates), typography, type of decoration
(fleurons , vignettes, culs-de-lampe), and

mode of distribution (through subscription) and production (collective).
20
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De Longueil, engraving after J. B.

Hilair, La Roméca, dame desfemmes

grecques. Plate 93 from Ohsson,

Tableau général de l’Empire Othoman,

vol. 2, 1790. Paris: Imprimerie de

Monsieur. Photograph courtesy of

UNC library

Like Choiseul, Ohsson launched his publication with a handsome prospectus

and subscription campaign and announcements in learned journals. In determin-

ing his format and price, a grand 150 livres per volume with a subscription and 180

without, Ohsson was advised to use Choiseuls as a standard. 21 Ohsson’s title page

(Fig. 3), with a fine vignette by Jean-Michel Moreau, mimics the page composi-

tion of Choiseuls (Fig. 4), which was also designed and engraved by Moreau. The

engraver Jean-Baptiste Tilliard and artist Jean-Baptiste Hilair, who were respon-

sible for almost all of Choiseuls images, also produced many of Ohsson’s. (Indeed,

Cochin had counseled Ohsson to hire Tilliard specifically because of his success

with Choiseuls work.)22 Like the Voyage pittoresque, the Armenian’s publication

included landscapes and costume plates, along with court scenes and rituals.

Some of his specific subjects were the same as Choiseul s (and those of other travel

accounts): the traditional Greek dance called the Romeca (Fig. 5), the cirid (javelin)

game, and official reception scenes. The late nineteenth-century cataloguer of the

great eighteenth-century book tradition, Jacques-Charles Brunet, who considered

Choiseuls book one of the best of the period, also praised the “especially fine execu-

tion” of Ohsson’s work. 23

Ohsson’s references are multiple and complicated and do not point exclusively

to Choiseuls publication.24 Nonetheless, a comparison of the two does illuminate

the Tableaus specific qualities and helps us see the balancing act between two cul-

tures in which Ohsson and his artists were engaged. Selective borrowings are part

of Ohsson’s fascinating process of translation, where he appropriates certain forms

in order to make his views and concepts legible to his French audience, a delicate act

of mediation which Ohsson’s correspondent Ulric Celsing referred to as “dressing

up Turks in the French manner.”Likewise, I understand the word “translation” not

as a transparent transference ofmeaning from one medium or language to another.
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B. L. Henriquez and A. Girardet,

engravings after J. J. Le Barbier l’ainé

and anon., Tschenky ou Danseur

public , Danseuse publique. Plates 89-

92 from Ohsson, Tableau général de

l’Empire Othoman , vol. 2, 1790. Paris:

Imprimerie de Monsieur. Photograph

courtesy ofUNC library

but as an act of cultural mediation—suggested by Celsing’s sartorial metaphor—in

which process, naturally, meanings and forms are disturbed; the “original” is inevi-

tably transformed .

25

Choiseul s book provided Ohsson with a structure and an external shape, help-

ful in lending his enterprise commercial and intellectual legitimacy: recognized by

his audience, the format of Choiseuls large-folio illustrated volume gave Ohsson’s

approach and subject (Muslim doctrine) familiar form. But the Frenchman’s work

also provided a kind of negative framework: while conforming to some of its exter-

nal appearances, Ohsson shifted the content to encompass a différent perspective,

countering the Orientalist tropes lacing the French aristocrats account of his voy-

age through the Ottoman Empire. We might say that he used the conventions of

travel literature in order to subvert them.

Although Choiseuls book covers the Ottoman regions Romelia and Anato-

lia, it skirts the Ottoman Empire as a political and cultural entity, whereas Ohs-

son’s—despite its nominal focus on religious doctrine—features extensive coverage

of Ottoman history and contemporary life, including such topics as social prac-
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tices, dress, architecture, and cooking, among many other sub-themes. Choiseuls

primary focus on antiquity, common in early modern European travel literature,

is suggested in the classical geographic terms he uses (Greece, Asia Minor) rather

than the geopolitical one preferred by Ohsson (the Ottoman Empire).26 Choiseul

pays little attention to the administrative structure of the Ottoman Empire, con-

temporary Ottoman culture, or Islam; where these subjects do appear in his work, it

is usually in negative or generalized terms. His itinerary places him in the provinces

of the Ottoman Empire where he only occasionally encounters provincial pashas.

By contrast, Ohsson’s work focuses on the elite culture of the Ottoman capital and

especially on the court and military hierarchy.

Hie Tableau général is itself a travel book in an important sense: it is a product of

Ohsson looking back at the Ottoman Empire from his perch in Paris; he, like other

travelers, is also looking as a cross-cultural figure. The book is informed in many

ways by the place in which he produced it. Ever the translator, the dragoman fre-

quently compares Ottoman and European custom, a common convention in travel

literature, but Ohsson usually avoids suggesting a preference for one or the other.

Muslim women of the Ottoman Empire, he says, lack the grace and elegance of

European women, but they have instead a nobility ofdress and the charms of a sim-

pler nature (see Fig. 1 ).
27 Europeans stand up to greet a newcomer to a room; Otto-

mans do not, as it is not their custom to move freely about a room once installed

in it. Only the sultan or members of the Divan sit “à l’Européenne” (on a chair) on

specific ceremonial occasions. Never does an Ottoman sit cross-legged or stretch

out a foot while seated unless he is in the presence of intimate friends or inferiors.
28

These comparisons contextualize and clarify customs but do not, for the most part,

provide a scale of values. Moreover, the bringing into a comparative relationship of

French and Ottoman culture undercuts exoticist approaches to the latter: Ohsson

places cultural similarities and differences within a common frame of reference.

In one fascinating passage juxtaposing European and Ottoman social practices,

Ohsson explains that Muslims never go to European parties in the capital (although

sometimes Greeks do). A young seigneur of the court might occasionally permit

himself to attend but he would take precautions, sitting withdrawn on a corner sofa.

Here, in a mise en abîme, Ohsson imagines the Ottoman prince watching Europe-

ans at leisure and what would surprise or shock him, a device whereby Ohssons

European readers, the observers of Ottomans as the consumers of this text, sud-

denly become the watched. 29

Over and over again, Ohsson portrays Ottoman culture and Muslim practices

as sober, serious, dignified, and designed to inculcate moral behavior, countering

Choiseuls generalizations. Writing about a festivity he has happened upon, Choi-

seul describes “Turks” as fanatical, driven by a kind of grotesque drunkenness and
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vice; the dancers are obscene. By contrast, Ohsson’s discussions ofmusic and dance

are specific, not generalized: he describes who practices what and under what con-

ditions. Although music is in theory prohibited by religious doctrine, it is practiced

in specific places, claims Ohsson: in Constantinople and other big Ottoman cities,

some do enjoy music passionately; the sultan himself listens to music performed

by pages and slave girls. No music is performed in a mosque, however. According

to Ohsson, the Muslim interdiction against dance is taken far more seriously in

the Ottoman Empire: Christian Greeks do dance (see Fig. 5), especially at Easter

when they have a special dispensation (firman) to do so; Muslims for the most part

do not dance, unless they are part of the public troupes of dancers (which rarely in

fact include Muslims) or slave girls (Fig. 6). In another example, Choiseuls images

of resting “orientals” (see Fig. 1 1 ) conjure up the stereotype of the indolent Turk, a

theme the author develops in a passage on the Ottomans’ discouragement ofindus-

try.
30 The maxims of Islam are designed to instill a work ethic, Ohsson flatly declares

by contrast.
31

In his descriptions, even the pleasures of court life are occasional and

limited: a day’s outing to Be§ikta§ along the Bosphorus (depicted in Ohsson, plate

169), the spectacle of javelin-throwing ( cirid )
performed by the palace pages (Ohs-

son, plate 171 ), and a return at day’s end to the administrative work ofNew Palace

(now Topkapi). In this way, filling in gaps left by Choiseuls book, providing some

new terms and omitting others, opening new perspectives, Ohsson departs from

this prototype and transforms it.

Ohsson’s work also tellingly omits maps and plans, important components of

contemporary travel books of all kinds: with their obvious strategic value, maps

were one of the main reasons the French government was so interested in funding

travel books. (In a note buried in the archives, Napoleon’s minister ofwar writes to

Choiseul in 1802 asking for maps in his possession used for his publication.) 32 Cho-

iseul’s book is studded with maps, but Ohsson was clearly not interested in the sur-

veying of Ottoman space, the making visible and accessible ofOttoman territory.

Promoting the Ottoman Culture of Letters

If Ohsson’s Tableau général harnesses the prestige of the French book to his defense

of Ottoman society, using the power of the book and the trappings of the French

book trade to new ends, its author also makes it clear that bibliophilia is not the

exclusive domain of the French. 33 An Ottoman might learn from France’s book

culture, but Ohsson’s French readers can also learn from his: Ohsson’s publication

is a two-way proposition, as he makes clear in a lengthy discussion of Ottoman

books and manuscripts. The author tells us, in his usual top-down approach, that

Ottoman princes greatly favor the “culture of letters” in their states and that most

imperial mosques have public libraries (called “Kitab-Khanes”), “built with taste
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C. L. Lingée, engraving after C. N.

Cochin, Bibliothèque publique du

Grand-Vézir Raghib Pascha. Plate

33 from Ohsson, Tableau général

de l’Empire Othoman, vol. 1, 1787.

Paris: Imprimerie de Monsieur.

Photograph BnF

and elegance,” with thirty-five in Constantinople alone. 34 Those who own books

(manuscripts and printed books) will them to public libraries. Always mindful of

the court hierarchy, he does not fail to mention the sultan’s private collection of

manuscript books, as well as two large libraries in the imperial palace: the Ahmed

III and Mustafa III foundations. After a plate illustrating Arabic characters, two

particularly fine prints overseen by Cochin depict two public libraries: one (Fig.

7) represents the library founded by Grand Vizier Raghib Pasha, an interior view

attentive to the architectural details and elegance of the vast space and conveying

a sense of its hushed solemnity. A third image by Hilair presents “livres turcs” to

show the format ofOttoman books and their famous leather bindings. (Book bind-

ings were also much admired in late eighteenth-century France.) A detailed his-

tory of the famous Istanbul printing press established by Ibrahim Müteferrikâ in

1729 follows. 35 According to Ohsson, Ottoman rulers had long been reluctant to

allow the establishment of a printing press because of its possible negative effects on

the important commerce of manuscript production within the Ottoman Empire.

Ahmed III finally allowed a press to be set up to print works on philosophy, medi-

cine, astronomy, geography, history, and science. So important is this printing

press to the image Ohsson seeks to convey that he provides a complete list of the

books printed by Müteferrikâ, including histories of the “grands hommes” of the

Orient, the Ottomans’ maritime expeditions, and Egypt and its conquest by Selim

I. Another publication is a deliberation on different forms of government, good

administration, and the military arts. (How close these subjects sound to the kinds

of topics addressed by eighteenth-century French authors!)

But it is not merely in describing and picturing aspects ofOttoman book culture

that Ohsson valorizes it. His book embodies this culture, alluding to and drawing

upon Ottoman traditions. History-writing, an important feature of the Ottoman

manuscript tradition, spawned a rich visual culture of illustrated books in which

text and miniatures formed a composite whole. 36 These court-sponsored works

combining word and image, produced from the fifteenth century following the
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Ottoman conquest of Istanbul, were executed by teams of artists, scribes, and book-

binders overseen by a court historiographer and master illustrator.
37 Ohsson, who

had gathered a team in Paris to create his own illustrated Ottoman history, might

well have seen himself as the heir to this imperial tradition.

Imperial illuminated histories were produced into the early eighteenth century,

with the Surname manuscript written by the poet Vehbi and illuminated by the

artist Abdülcelil Çelebi, known as Levni, and his school circa 1721. 38 Ohsson sug-

gests that Müteferrikâ, whose founding of the eighteenth-century Istanbul print-

ing press he has just discussed, also carried on the tradition of illustrating history,

imitating “Persian” manuscripts in books produced by his press. Citing the suc-

cess of Miiteferrikas illustrated History of the West Indies (Tarihul-Hindi’l-Garbi

el-MUsemma bi Hadis-i Nev), supported by “enlightened ministers,” Ohsson

applauds the “novelty of a project so contrary to the prejudices of the multitude.”

His praise for the printer’s work comes at the end of a discussion of Muslim prohi-

bition against images: he promotes Müteferrikâ’s government-supported work as

an example of how easily prominent statesmen could encourage representational

arts in Ottoman society, an encouragement that he regards primarily as a question

of the courage to go against the tide of popular opinion.39 (Only sultans who com-

missioned portraits have previously had this courage, he asserts.) With its revival

by Sultan Abdülhamid in 1 784 under the direction of the imperial historiographer,

the Istanbul printing press was now at work, Ohsson tells us, on a suite of Ottoman

history.
40

Tellingly, Ohsson ends this discussion of the printing press, illustrated

histories, and religious views about images with a lengthy exposé of his efforts in

obtaining images for his own work, implicitly linking his own enterprise with the

“courageous” publishing innovations of the Istanbul press. (Indeed, Ohsson claims

it was on reading a work produced by that press that he conceived the idea for his

own book. 41
) In that context, Ohsson’s own Tableau général, as an illustrated history

book produced in large part thanks to his connections within the court hierarchy,

intervenes in this debate about Islam and images in Ottoman practice.
42 Ohsson

presents his work, like Miiteferrikas illustrated history, as an initiative from above

to turn the tide of popular opinion, placing it, moreover, within a historiographic

lineage. Ohsson implicitly styled his Tableau general as a continuation of Miitefer-

rikas publishing activity, bringing Ottoman print culture to France. The effect is not

to emphasize Ottoman adoption of a European technology, but the reverse: to con-

nect print culture to a specifically Ottoman book tradition and, hence, to remind

his readers of the longevity of the Ottoman Empire. Even as he appropriated the

trappings ofFrench book production and travel literature, then, Ohsson positioned

his book within Ottoman historiography.
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J. B. Tilliard, engraving after J. B.

Hilair, Musulmanfaisant la prière,

Namaz. Plate 14 from Ohsson,

Tableau général de l'Empire Othoman,

vol. 1, 1787. Paris: Imprimerie de

Monsieur. Photograph BnF

Authentically Ottoman

Throughout his text, Ohsson returns to his great efforts in gathering primary mate-

rial for his publication. His court connections gave him access to official annals, “my

titles of authenticity for all that I put forward, because the most scrupulous truth

and exactitude are in my eyes the primary merit of this work.” 43 Assuring his French

audience of his book’s “authenticity,” this use of Ottoman sources also legitimizes

it as a novel contribution to writing about the Ottoman Empire in France. Ohs-

son presents his credentials, his direct experience, and his connections to the inner

circles of the court hierarchy: “Born in Constantinople, raised in that country, and

attached all my life to the service of a court allied with the Porte through intimate

relations,” Ohsson vaunts his special qualifications for his task. They derive not

only from his service with the Swedish consulate, but also from “particular charges

in the direct service of the Porte.” Seeing “ministers and the principal officers of

diverse departments almost every day,” Ohsson “came to know profoundly . . . all

the objects that concern this nation.” The heads of departments of state themselves

had such confidence in the dragoman and his historical project, he claims, that they

eagerly offered him excerpts from their own ledgers .

44

Of particular importance to Ohsson are the images that make up such a sig-

nificant portion of his book. In the book itself, he goes into some detail about his

great pains to obtain them, dramatizing his difficulties by emphasizing and per-

haps exaggerating the dangers involved, and returning to the subject in several pas-

sages .

45 These discussions of images ring with words like “fidelity,” “faithfulness,”

“truth,” “exactness,” and “scrupulousness,” signaling the authors particular concern

to make the reader aware of the images’ authenticity. Ohsson is adamant that all

of his prints are derived from paintings made in Istanbul: in addition to copies of

a special album of sultans’ portraits (never used), “all the other prints that adorn

this work are part of a collection of paintings executed locally [dans le pays], [...]

Their composition, the work ofmany years, was directed with the greatest care. The

most scrupulous truth and exactitude are their greatest merit. All these paintings

are now being engraved in Paris .”46
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N. LeMire, engraving after J. B. Hilair,

Habitans de la Carie. Plate 93 from

Choiseul-Gouffier, Voyage pittoresque

de la Grèce, vol. 1, 1782. Paris: s.n.

Photograph BnF
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L. Petit, L. Croutelle, anon., Hubert,

engravings after f. B. Hilair and

anon., Othoman avec sa barbe. Jeune

Othoman, Arabe, Tatars. Plates 63-6

from Ohsson, Tableau général de

l'Empire Othoman, vol. 2, 1790. Paris:

Imprimerie de Monsieur. Photograph

courtesy ofUNC library

Returning to this theme later in his work, he again is emphatic about his great

efforts to obtain images made in situ within the Ottoman Empire. "Elie difficulty in

obtaining images is twofold in Ohsson’s exposé. First, he has to contend, he claims,

with a Muslim reluctance to deal with images, particularly figurai ones, obliging

artists to take “infinite precautions,” and to “work in their homes or mine, in silence

and secrecy.” Second, he needed official protection and to get it, he had to overcome

officials’ fear ofbeing compromised. It was through official connections, he asserts,

that he was able to get drawings of the interiors of mosques, burial chapels, librar-

ies, and the rooms of the Divan. According to Ohsson, artists who had worked in

the imperial palace were able to make images of the sultan’s apartments, the harem,

and imperial kiosks, but images ofburial chapels proved most difficult to get because

no Christian was allowed to enter; he had to convince Muslim painters to overcome

“their superstitious prejudices .”47 He concludes: “With this exposé of the means I

have employed for more than ten years to form the collection ofpaintings and draw-

ings relative to Ottoman history, one can glean the trouble and expense this aspect

ofmywork occasioned me and the research I did on all that pertained to civil society

and political administration .”48 He leaves no doubt in the reader’s mind that these

images are particularly estimable, as they were difficult to come by and were pro-

duced within the Ottoman Empire itself by people who were knowledgeable about

Ottoman culture—unlike, one is given to infer, the images in French travel literature.
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J. Dambrun, engraving after

J. B. Hilair, Vue d'un théâtre de

Telmissus. Plate 71 from Choiseul-

Gouffier, Voyage pittoresque de

la Grèce, vol. 1, 1782. Paris: s.n.

Photograph BnF
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A. Delattre, engraving after

J. B. Hilair, Chapelle sépulchrale de

Moustapha III. Plate 31 from Ohsson,

Tableau général de l’Empire Othoman,

vol. 1, 1787. Paris: Imprimerie de

Monsieur. Paris: s.n. Photograph BnF

By comparison with Choiseuls plates, many of Ohsson’s prints themselves are

stark and sober, standing for the simple dignity he identifies as the core of Muslim

practice. The illustrative clarity of the images underscores Ohsson’s spare, direct

language: akin to a how-to guide to Muslim practices, two images, for instance,

demonstrate the various stages of daily prayer (namaz) formen (Fig. 8) and women.

The difference between Choiseuls and Ohsson’s images holds true even when the

images were made by the very same artist. With his light touch, Hilair infuses his

images in the Voyage pittoresque with optimism and serenity and fills them abun-

dantly; in the Tableau général his images are stripped down, plain, and simplified.

Using the same serialized format of four plates appearing on one sheet, Hilair’s

inhabitants of Caria (Fig. 9) for Choiseul and his Ottomans, Arab, and Tatars for

Ohsson (Fig. 10) share the usual conventions for costume plates: the figures appear

isolated in a loosely defined landscape with a low horizon line that sets them off.

They pose, gesture, tilt their heads, and turn in different directions in a way that is
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C. N. Varin, engraving after J. B. Huet?,

Cul-de-lampe. From Choiseul-Gouffier,

Voyage pittoresque de la Grèce, vol. 1, 1782,

166. Paris: s.n. Photograph BnF

meant to undercut the potential monotony of serialization. But the plates for the

Voyage pittoresque are noticeably richer: full, deep shadows define the figures, the

landscape settings are more elaborate, and the figures hold attributes and props.

Even the terrain on which they stand is enlivened by greater detail in the vegeta-

tion, rock, slope, and fall in the earth, and vast cloud formations animate the skies

behind. Similarly, ifwe compare an architectural image after Hilair from each work,

the ruins of a theatre at Telmessus (Fig. 11) in Choiseuls book and Mustafa Ill’s

burial chapel (Fig. 12) in Ohsson’s, the view of the latter is emptier, more basic, and

far less whimsical, dominated by hard lines and clear structures, which vegetation

does little to soften. This contrast suggests the distinct purposes of the two works,

but it also points to differing origins and visual traditions.

The austerity of many of the images is underscored by the absence of decora-

tive motifs typical of illustrated books in the period, the fleurons, vignettes, ban-

deaux, and elegant culs-de-lampe (Fig. 13) which grace Choiseuls book with such

abundance. These elements, mostly commissioned pieces, added to the duration

and expense of book production, so it is possible that they were omitted from the

Tableau for financial reasons. Nonetheless, their absence contributes to the over-

all effect of the book’s sobriety and seriousness. When compared with Choiseuls

book, these differences connote directness and frankness—the bare, unvarnished

truth—which commentators interpreted as signs of the work’s authenticity. The

royal censor who evaluated the manuscript, for example, praised its “character of

truth, authenticity, and most profound erudition.”
49 Cochin wrote, condescend-

ingly, of its “naive truth,” a view I discuss further below. The sober appearance of

Ohsson’s book, seen as a kind of “reality effect” by contemporaries, countered the

picturesque appearance of Choiseuls, lending it greater authority.

Making Ottoman Images French (Or Not)

As is already apparent, the story of the images in the Tableau général, their origins

and their transformation into prints, is complex. (The subject has been dealt with

in detail by art historians Günsel Renda and Christian Michel.) 50 Gathered from a

diverse range of sources, the images Ohsson had made in Istanbul were either cop-

ies ofearlier works (imperial portraits, illuminated manuscripts), or original works.

Discerning exactly who executed these paintings is difficult, above all because

the artists are unnamed in the final work, Ohsson dramatically invoking his vow

to preserve the anonymity of those who were involved in the different parts of his

enterprise to protect them from potential ridicule.
51 References to authorship ofthe

original works are general and contradictory: in his prospectus and “Discours pré-

liminaire,” Ohsson refers broadly to “Greek and European painters” but later men-

tions Muslim painters as well; Cochin refers vaguely to “Greek or Italian artists.”"’
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Berthault, engraving after L. N. de

Lespinasse, Vue de la Mecque. Plate

45 from Ohsson, Tableau général de

l’Empire Othoman, vol. 2, 1790. Paris:

Imprimerie de Monsieur. Photograph

courtesy ofUNC library

Yet Cochin clearly regarded the paintings from Istanbul as foreign, and, for him,

strange. Although both Ohsson and Cochin mention European artists, Cochin’s

lengthy discussion of the production of engravings makes it evident that these

images had to be transformed, translated into what would be for him a recognizable

and acceptable idiom. Complaining that “all the figures are too short, their heads

too big,” the artist says the paintings are “ofa great exactness, but without taste, with-

out effect, and with a disagreeable perspective.” 53 His negative assessment aside, his

list describes well features that distinguish Ottoman from French art, even in the

later eighteenth century: the different proportions of figures; the use of exact, strong

contours; an absence ofatmospheric effects; and high perspectives. It is the different

cultural origin of Ohsson’s images, in part, that gives many of the prints a palpably

different appearance from those ofother illustrated French books of this period.

Ohssons description of how he came by the images of Mecca (Fig. 14) and

Medina is particularly elaborate. After seeing paintings made by a “Muslim painter”

who accompanied a court official on a pilgrimage in 1778, Ohsson obtained per-

mission for copies to be made by “one of the best painters from Istanbul,” to which

figures were added to show the pilgrims’ movement around the Kaaba for the

first day of Bayram. 54 Images of Mecca were not scarce in Ottoman culture, but

this one, an enormous tableau- like, double-sized plate, one of the most remarkable

of Ohsson’s prints, might well be based on direct observation. Günsel Renda con-

vincingly presents a gouache painting of the Holy Cities by court painter Kostantin
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J. B. Simonet, engraving after J. M.

Moreau le Jeune, Alaïh ou Marche du

Surré-Eminy avec les Chameaux sacrés

et le Trésorpour la Mecque. Plate 47

from Ohsson, Tableau général de

l’Empire Othoman, vol. 2, 1790. Paris:

Imprimerie de Monsieur. Photograph

courtesy ofUNC library

Kapidagli, executed for Sultan Selim III, as a version of the painting he most likely

made tor Ohssons work .

55
Its skewed perspective, reduced color range, and simpli-

fication of form are not conventional in French art and have been softened by the

French designer and engraver, who have also added lush nuance and texture to the

scene, visible in the final engraving. With its large-scale, panoramic perspective,

and high horizon line, the print shows Mecca spread out before the viewer. The

city is embraced by mighty mountains, rendered in stunning engraving and echoed

in form by the snaking line of pilgrims, whose infinite (or at least uncountable)

number is suggested by the infinite reach of the vast landscape. Figures, box-like

buildings, and mountains multiply serially throughout the image, which strikingly

encompasses both small detail and vast scale in one. It is a particularly felicitous

marriage ofOttoman art and French print making.

Because of a legal wrangle between Cochin, François Denis Née, Cochins

principal partner in carrying out the engravings, and Ohsson over payments and

costs, we know more than usual about the making of this book. In addition to his

correspondence, where he mentions this demanding project, Cochin also wrote a

lengthy memorandum describing it, to be used as part of his legal defense. (In the

end, the three men came to a settlement arbitrated by a notary, and Cochin and Née

ceased work on the publication .)
56 As the supervisor of the image-making process

for at least the first and part of the second volumes, Cochin was responsible for

having the Ottoman paintings commissioned by Ohsson drawn (or redrawn) by an
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intermediary draftsman as preparation for the engraving. (It was a standard part of

the complicated process ofcreating copper engravings in the eighteenth century for

a designer to prepare a highly finished drawing for the engraver, usually in reverse,

to the exact size determined for the print.)
57 His description of this process pro-

vides a rare glimpse into the mechanisms of a cultural encounter, making Cochin’s

account especially valuable. After all, processes of European transculturation, as

Mary Louise Pratt has argued, are often only visible as subterranean traces and are

frequently repressed or ignored by those who publish travel accounts. 58

Although Cochin criticized the Ottoman images, he valued their “great exac-

titude” and “naive truth,” a phrase mixing praise with condescension. “I had to

correct everything, and I redid almost all of it,” but “I was taken with the idea of

conserving the naively true effect [these works] have; I only want to perfect them

without abandoning their true system of nature.” 59 Ohsson himself seems to have

vacillated between leaving the Ottoman images as they were and having French

artists completely repaint them, as was apparently done for a few images before

the draftsman made the drawing for the engraver to work from. Moreau, initially

engaged as draftsman for the project, urged that all the works be redrawn com-

pletely.
60 This was counter to Cochins view, as he admired the way the Ottoman

images bore “a character of truth that, possibly, none of our sophisticated artists

would be able to capture to the same degree. I am obliged, since I want to conserve

this truth whose importance I so value, to redraw all the figures that are too small

and whose heads are too big, taking care not to ‘frenchify’ [franciser] them, some-

thing that our best draftsmen would no doubt accomplish.” 61
Since, in addition to

obliterating elements of the originals, the process of repainting was time-consum-

ing and expensive, Cochin developed a technique of contour drawing that adjusted

the Ottoman images minimally.

Differences in attitude and approach to the images brought by Ohsson from

Istanbul help to explain why the final prints in his book present clearly differing pic-

torial idioms.62 The “Frenchness” Cochin sought to avoid is evident in some of the

images, obviously made by artists who did not share Cochin’s qualified appreciation

for the Ottoman works. For instance, Moreau’s masterful double-page print of the

procession of the Siirre Emini (Fig. 15) resulted from a work redone most likely by

Moreau himself. Its perspective, with a lower horizon line and a softer integration

of detail into the whole (with Moreau’s characteristic extreme fineness), reads very

differently from the Mecca image, which is more clearly the product of an aesthetic

merging.63 The element ofwhat Cochin saw as “naive truthfulness” is gone.

Overall the whole process of image-production for this work was tremendously

complicated (and expensive), involving three or four maker-translators: the Otto-

man artist who rendered the first image, the French painter who repainted the
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image in some cases, the French designer who made the engravers drawing, and

the French engraver. What emerges from Cochin’s description is a conception of

the image-making process where French artists functioned less as translators

—

making Ottoman images French—than as performers of Ottoman-ness—French

artists making Ottoman images. This process necessarily entailed a confrontation

with and even a kind of study of Ottoman art. And because of the diversity of

visual interpretations—the degrees to which Ottoman or French traditions are

made visible—the reader of Ohsson’s book becomes aware of this aspect of it: it is

not submerged or hidden. (Ohsson’s reiterated explanations of how he obtained

his images further heighten his reader’s awareness of this aspect of the book’s

production.) The process of translation is made visible and the reader-viewer is

enjoined to participate in a cultural encounter—or at least to observe it unfolding

in the book.

Several of the images in the Tableau général are derived from Ottoman manu-

scripts, adding yet another layer to the process of image-making and translation.

(Ohsson calls them “Persian,” presumably a translator’s shorthand.) In introduc-

ing his first plates, Ohsson claims they are “copies fidèles” of these manuscripts,

but their attempt at fidelity—their performance of Ottoman-ness—varies consid-

erably. Some are derived from court historiographer Seyyid Lokman’s 1583 illus-

trated manuscript, a world history entitled Zübdetut Tevarih (Quintessence of

Histories) that linked the Ottoman sultans to the prophets and past Islamic rulers.
64

These images were most likely transmitted to the French artists via copies made by

a contemporary Ottoman artist. Each visual correspondence to or divergence from

the Ottoman originals reveals the artistic decision-making entailed in the creation

of these images.

Adam (the first prophet) and Eve, appearing in the first plate in Ohsson’s book

(Fig. 16), are shown, in the author’s words, in “oriental costume” in earthly para-

dise, next to the tree of life and death. In the original illumination (Fig. 17) their

children, represented in differing scales, surround them and angels fly overhead,

but all these figures are eliminated in Tilliard’s print, probably done after a draw-

ing (or gouache) by Hilair. The engraved representation of Adam and Eve, who

stand alone on either side of the tree, more closely resembles European than Otto-

man iconography. The flames above their heads remain—Ohsson explains that

Adam is suspended between fire and water, body and spirit—though they are

made more ethereal. Only these flames and the tree (lacking the apples and snake

conventional to European images) with a river flowing from its base adhere to the

original iconography of the Ottoman miniature. The appearance of Adam and

Eve, too, has been considerably modified: the figures are stouter and more volu-

metric, their faces rounder and more detailed, and they stand in a field of light-
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J. B. Tilliard, engraving after J. B.

Hilair?, Adam et Eve. Plate 1 from

Ohsson, Tableau général de l'Empire

Othoman, vol. 1, 1787. Paris:

Imprimerie de Monsieur. Photograph

BnF.

17

Adam and Hawwa (Eve), from

Ziïbdetü't Tevarih (The Quintessence

of Histories), Istanbul, late 16th

century. 39.5 x 25cm. Chester Beatty

Library, Dublin, T414, fol. 53a.

Photograph © The Trustees of the

Chester Beatty Library, Dublin

ened space rather than on or against a flat ground, casting shadows on the earth

that recedes behind them. Delicate modeling replaces monochromatic and pat-

terned surfaces. That the image is reversed right to left probably indicates that the

intermediary drawing made for the engraver was not itself done in reverse, as was

the usual practice in fine French book illustration, possibly suggesting a disregard

for the original. 65 The image ofAdam and Eve has become a French representation

of “oriental” figures.

Tire depiction of the Miraj, Muhammad’s night journey from Mecca (Fig. 18),

is closer to its sixteenth-century Ottoman source (Fig. 19) than the engraving of

Adam and Eve, perhaps because there is no corresponding European visual tra-

dition to represent the subject. In this image, Muhammad rides Buraq, a human-

headed beast, led by Gabriel and other angels, from the shrine of the Kaaba in

Mecca. 66 Although the image is once again reversed, the French draftsman retained

the multiple perspectives given in the original: the Kaaba is seen frontally within

the courtyard of the Grand Mosque against a checkered floor viewed from above;

the nearest and furthest walls are also seen frontally, with two nominally vertical

minarets positioned at left and right lying across the aerial view of the side arcades

(hence compressing two views into one plane). In Ohssons plate, engraved by

Tilliard, the architecture is given greater density, depth, and some shading, all of
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J. B. TÜliard, engraving after anon.,

Assomption de Mohammed. Plate

2 from Ohsson, Tableau général de

l’Empire Othoman , vol. 1, 1787. Paris:

Imprimerie de Monsieur. Photograph

BnF

19

Miraj, Muhammads Night Journey,

from Zübdetut Tevarih (The

Quintessence of Histories), Istanbul,

late 16th century. 39.5 x 25cm.

Chester Beatty Library, Dublin,

T414, fol. 121. Photograph © The

Trustees of the Chester Beatty

Library, Dublin

which works to make the construction easier to read as a three-dimensional space

according to post- Renaissance perspectival rules. But the convention whereby the

Prophet’s face is obscured is adhered to: in the print we see only his foot in a stirrup

and his turban, a flaming halo blocking the rest from view. In the upper quadrant

of this plate, the arrangement of figures, their actions and attributes closely resem-

ble those in the Ottoman original, but again everything is rounder, more modeled,

with a greater sense of depth. The clouds, flatly incised, curled shapes in the Lok-

man manuscript, become softer, less tangible forms that recede behind the figures,

subtly opening up space. But the iconography is wholly Ottoman.

This becomes clearer still when compared with the opening title page (see Fig.

3), a very fine fleuron engraved by Jean-Baptiste Simonet after Moreau, which

places Muhammad in the flesh in the center foreground, entirely visible from head

to foot, in a dramatic pose, his emotive visage raised heavenward as his left hand

holds up the Koran. His right hand aggressively brandishes an unsheathed saber.

Ohsson describes the scene, which represents

the Kaaba in Mecca with its idols, which Muhammad overturns to establish

the cult of a single god, on the ruins of paganism. In one hand his saber, in

the other the leaves of the Koran, instruments for subjugating minds and
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J. B. Simonet, engraving after J. B.

Hilair, L’Imam Schafiy, L’Imam Azam

Ebu-Hanifé, L’Imam Hannbel , L’Imam

Malik. Plates 8-11 from Ohsson,

Tableau général de l’Empire Othoman,

vol. 1, 1787. Paris: Imprimerie de

Monsieur. Photograph BnF
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Heads ofLegal Schools , from

Zübdetü’t Tevarih (The Quintessence

of Histories), Istanbul, late 16th

century. 39.5 x 25cm. Chester Beatty

Library, Dublin, T 414, fol. 130a.

Photograph © The Trustees of the

Chester Beatty Library, Dublin

propagating his doctrine. On the right side we see the first four Caliphs, and

on the left side, the four Imams who were the authors of religious legislation

and founders of the four orthodox rites. Tire Caliphs are armed with a saber,

the Imams with the Koran, [...both groups...] spreading the doctrine and

power ofMuhammad with different means .

67

A deep space defined by the conventions of European landscape painting, the

image is framed heraldically by vertically thrusting trees; with their dense, inky

texture, the trees function as repoussoir devices. A series of rises and dips in the

terrain beyond shapes compositional space, in which are clustered the Caliphs and

Imams. The composition recedes atmospherically into the deep background where

the horizon is edged by soft mountain forms and the sky is activated with darkened,

billowing storm clouds. The terrain opens into the foreground, giving Muhammad
a stable plinth, with rocks and vegetation forming its edges. Nothing about this

image suggests an Ottoman convention. If this image was adapted from an Otto-

man work—and this appears highly unlikely— the original has been completely

cancelled out.

Among the images in which we see French artists meeting and matching picto-

rial effects, trying to adopt a pictorial idiom different from their own, the results
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vary. This is clearest in cases where the imagery can be likened to conventional

European subjects. In Hilair’s depiction of the four Imams who were founders of

the Sunni rite (Fig. 20), all are seated, turbaned figures, shown in pairs, gesturing

simply to each other and holding the Koran. They are drawn from the same Lok-

man manuscript of 1583 (Fig. 21) as the images of Adam and Eve and the Miraj.

Eliminating the patterned backgrounds and floors (which have become rich

carpets), and adding modeling and mass to the hgures, Hilair and the engravers

François- Robert Ingouf and Simonet have pulled them towards French modes of

representation. Yet if we compare these images to others by Hilair, for instance,

his drawing of seated Albanian soldiers for Choiseul (Fig. 22), we notice a more

static quality in the image done for Ohsson. There is a subtle disjuncture between

the Imams' heads and bodies; their heads are slightly, disproportionately large; and

the faces are expressionless and the eyes unseeing. The rendering in the Ohsson

print lies somewhere between the more stylized, iconic treatment of the sixteenth-

century miniature, with its serial repetition of four hgures in nearly identical poses

and dress situated symmetrically on the page, and the lively scene-setting of Hilair’s

usual hgural compositions. To strike this balance, Hilair must have closely studied

the Ottoman work he was given.

This case is very different from the representation of Mehhdy (Fig. 23) by De

Fongueil after Te Barbier, also based on a “Persian” manuscript according to Ohs-

son, although no original has been identified. In a sumptuous engraving display-

ing a virtuoso range of textures and contrasts of light and dark, the seated figure

of Mehhdy appears in his cave, with a gesture close to that of the Imams, but the

handling of his form and of the space is unlike those in either Hilair’s work or the

miniatures. (It is also the only print in which the French artists’ royal and academic

credentials are boldly asserted along with their names in the lower margin.) What-

ever image Le Barbier worked from, he was not interested, it would appear, in con-

veying some specifically Ottoman quality.

Finally, some transformation appears to result also from the French artists’ con-

fusion. Le Barbiers view of a women’s public bath ( Tableau général, vol. 1, pi. 13) is

a good example of this: the recognizably Ottoman architecture ultimately does not

make spatial sense: the middle area of the ceiling collapses in on itself, failing to

suggest recessive space. A neoclassical painter, Le Barbier knew well how to render

deep space and architectural settings, but his work records his confusion in reading

his Ottoman source image.

The cumulative effect of all these visual crossings is to blur the boundaries

between French and Ottoman forms, to see them as connected across a continuum

of visual possibilities. To see before one the means by which cultural translation

might happen was to envision a world—to adapt Suraiya Faroqhi’s phrase—that
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J. B. Hilair, Soldats albanais , drawing

for Plate 2 from Choiseul-Gouffier,

Voyage pittoresque de la Grèce, vol. 1,

1782. Private collection, work of art

in public domain. Photograph by the

author

Europeans and Ottomans still shared. The heterogeneous object that Ohsson the

dragoman created can be read as a model of desired political behavior, an allegory

ofentanglement, interrelation, alliance, with the understandings and also miscom-

prehensions they entail.

As Ohsson’s first volume was going to press, Constantin -François Volney was

penning his seditious ruminations on why France should abandon its alliance with

the Ottomans, in the aftermath of their defeat by the Russians in 1774 and with the

present renewal of hostilities. “One must henceforth acknowledge that their empire

offers all the symptoms of decadence,” he wrote, continuing further on, “All Europe

has felt that the Turkish empire is now but a useless phantom, and that this colos-

sus dissolved of all its ties, awaits only a shock to fall into ruin.”
68 Ohsson’s book

could be seen as an attempt to forestall this conclusion, a demonstration against the

diplomacy of separation and dissolution.

Ohsson’s Panorama of the Ottoman Empire is the kind of object that needs to be

uncovered if we are to decenter European empires as the inevitable apotheosis of

modern history. John Darwin, in his recent global history, After Tamerlane , calls for

placing European imperialism in a much larger context: amid the empire-, state-

and culture-building projects of Eurasia.69 In writing today of the eighteenth-cen-

tury decline of the Ottomans, historians echo Volney, problematically anticipating

the fall of the Ottoman Empire almost 150 years in advance of its actual demise.

This anticipatory conquest underwrites a history of empire that culminates in the

grand narrative of the “Rise of the West.” Rather than perpetuate this triumphalist

position, I prefer, in the words ofOttomanist Virginia Aksan, to “bury the Ottoman

sick man” and develop “models of reform in early modern empires” that explain the

survival and rebirth of the Ottoman Empire and consequently, I would add, cre-

ate more complicated pictures of Ottoman-European cultural interaction.
70

1 see

Ohsson’s book as an example of this kind of representational strategy that explains,

rather than dismisses, Ottoman longevity.
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De Longueil, engraving after J. J.

Le Barbier l’aîné, Mehhdy. Plate 7

from Ohsson, Tableau général de

l’Empire Othoman ,
vol. 1, 1787. Paris:

Imprimerie de Monsieur. Photograph

courtesy ofUNC library

The Dragoman’s Art

That a traveler from Constantinople could oversee the making of this most unusual

object is testimony to Ottoman cosmopolitanism, long eclipsed by one-sided

accounts of European travel writing. As dragoman, Ohsson’s role had already been

to translate between cultures, he already was a go-between (as had been his father,

a dragoman in Izmir (Smyrna), before him). His book, too, was an instrument of

intercultural connection, drawing together the three cultural elites to which he was

most closely affiliated: Swedish, French, and Ottoman. But it would be wrong to see

Ohsson exclusively as a representative of official interests or a pawn of diplomatic

negotiations.

Ohsson, Ottoman native, Franco-Armenian Catholic, Swedish subject, drago-

man, diplomat, and learned scholar, produced not only a defense of the Ottoman

Empire but also a self-defense as well. The Tableau général with its many layers

of mediation, is a celebration of the art of translation. Styling himself in his Otto-

man dress in Paris, appearing before the Ottoman ambassador after leaving Paris

sporting a (European) wig, Ignatius Mouradgea, ennobled as Chevalier d’Ohsson,

clearly knew how to perform his status as cultural mediator.

71
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Just as many European travelers to the Ottoman Empire (and elsewhere) forged

their social and professional standing through their travel publications and images,

Ohsson formed his reputation with this book. Choiseul’s Voyage pittoresque had

brought its author membership of no less than three prestigious French academies

and his nomination as ambassador in Constantinople, where he served until his

exile to Russia in 1792. Likewise, Ohsson’s book can be seen as a successful act of

self-making and self-promotion with multiple ends: acceptance into European

society, advancement as a diplomat, the gaining of the sultan’s favor. When Ohs-

son returned to Istanbul in 1792 he presented his two volumes to Selim III and was

rewarded with 2000 gold pieces. Ohsson’s diplomatic career took off and he was

charged with high-level negotiations by both the Ottomans and the Swedes. 72

In many ways Ohsson positions himself in the text, despite the seemingly neu-

tral tone he takes. He represents himself and his own point of view in his periodic

criticisms of the Ottoman Empire (among them the way it treated Catholics). His

clear preference for the culture of the elite betrays his identification with court cir-

cles and officialdom, repeatedly manifest in his negative view of popular opinion,

which he depicts as fanatical. In the very idiosyncratic form of the text, he presents

a kind of subjective interpolation that interrupts the systematic quality and dis-

tant tone taken throughout. In sections labeled “observation,” “variant,” and “com-

mentary” that can digress for many pages from the main subject at hand, Ohsson

seems to most clearly represent his own experience; these sections are among the

most valuable and interesting in the book. Historian Carter Findley humorously

observes, “As one plunges into reading the book”—where “lengthy ‘observations’

on Turkish cooking, Sufi orders, or Greek dances [are inserted] into a discussion

of Islamic law”
—

“the schematic clarity of the table of contents becomes difficult to

keep in mind.”73

But above all Ohsson positions himself as author and progenitor of this monu-

mental enterprise, despite the collectivity behind its construction. Taking advan-

tage of the new regulation in favor of authors, Ohsson obtained a privilège général

(a form of copyright) in 1787, securing his exclusive right to publish and enjoy the

profits from his Tableau général in perpetuity. Only recently instituted in 1777, this

regulation marked a major shift in the book trade; previously authors had essen-

tially ceded their rights to the publishers, with no copyright or royalty in the trans-

action.
74 But in the case of the Tableau général

, the great Didot was a mere printer;

it was Ohsson who was author and publisher.
75 The certificate of privilège, appear-

ing at the end of volume one, bears the censor’s report praising Ohsson’s knowl-

edge. As an act of authorship and a display of erudition, Ohsson’s self-defense was

also simultaneously a demonstration of the Ottoman culture of learning. In 1788,

a year after Ohsson’s first volume appeared, another censor, writing a report for
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the Bureau de la Librairie on a manuscript about Ottoman literature, sheepishly

admitted that until recently the French had assumed no literature could thrive in

this Muslim culture. His words echo those Ohsson used in the opening to his book:

We have to admit that we did not believe Turks at all capable ofgiving them-

selves to Study and to Letters: we saw them even as condemned by the Law

of their Prophet to a kind of ignorance, from which they could not extract

themselves. Now, when in France Literature and Philosophy, having made

greater progress, have accustomed us to seeing things from a more truthful

point of view, we are beginning to blush at this prejudice; they have con-

vinced us that the Turks, just as the European Nations, are capable of culti-

vating with success Sciences and Letters.
76

Perhaps Ohsson’s book, with its celebration, even demonstration of Ottoman

culture and of the art of translation itself, had made its mark.
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A note on usage: Ohsson was called by a

variety of names, with differing spellings,

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries:

Mouradja, Mouradjah, Mouradgea d’Ohsson,

d’Ohsson, and so on. I have chosen the sim-

plest modern usage, defined by the Chicago

Manual ofStyle.

1 Ignatius Mouradgea d’Ohsson, Tableau

général de l’Empire Othoman , 3 vols.

(Paris: Imprimerie de Monsieur, 1787,

1790, 1820). Ohsson concludes his

“Discours préliminaire” with this defense,

p. IX: Although the Ottomans are isolated,

“tous les maux publics et particuliers qui

affligent les Othomans, n’ont pour

principe ni la religion ni la loi; [...] ils

dérivent des préjugés populaires, de

fausses opinions et de règlemens

arbitraires dictés par le caprice, la passion,

l’intérêt du moment, tous également

contraires à l’esprit du Cour’ann et au

dispositif de la loi canonique.” In a plea for

reform in the Ottoman Empire, Ohsson

calls for a sage, enlightened, enterprising

sultan, whose task would be made simpler

by his absolute authority over his subjects,

and who would cultivate more intimate

relations with Europeans.

2 According to Ohsson, he had been gather-

ing materials in Constantinople for many

years, and most likely did some of the

writing there. He also wrote in France,

apparently with the aid of at least one

other person. On the genesis of Ohsson’s

book, see Carter Findley, “Writer and

Subject, Self and Other: Mouradgea

d’Ohsson and his Tableau général de

l’Empire Othoman ,” in Sture Theolin et al.,

The Torch ofthe Empire: Ignatius

Mouradgea d’Ohsson and the Tableau

Général ofthe Ottoman Empire in the

Eighteenth Century (Istanbul: YapPKredi

Kültür, 2002), 27-8.

3 See Christoph Neumann, “Political and

Diplomatic Developments,” in Cambridge

History ofTurkey. Vol. 3, The Later

Ottoman Empire, 1603-1839, ed. Suraiya

Faroqhi (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 2006), 57-62.

4 Ohsson’s work is less well known among

European historians: it is not mentioned

in Thomas Kaiser, “The Evil Empire? The

Debate on Turkish Despotism in

Eighteenth-Century French Political

Culture,” Journal ofModern History 72,

no. 1 (March 2000): 6-34; nor in Dorinda

Outram’s discussion of religious tolerance

in the Enlightenment, which in fact

makes no reference to the eighteenth-

century literature on Islam. See Outram,

“The Rise ofModern Paganism? Religion

and the Enlightenment,” The Enlighten-

ment, rev. ed. (Cambridge and New York:

Cambridge University Press, 2005),

109-25.

5 See Virginia Aksan, “The Long Ottoman

Road,” review of Caroline Finkel, Osman’s

Dream: The Story of the Ottoman Empire,

1300-1923, H-Turk, H-Net Reviews (July

2007), http://www.h-net.org/reviews/.

6 Faroqhi’s edited volume, The Later

Ottoman Empire 1603-1839, exemplifies

this revisionist approach to early modern

Ottoman history, as does her The

Ottoman Empire and the World around It

(London: I.B. Tauris, 2004). For a

discussion of this issue in the context of

eighteenth-century Istanbul architecture,

see Shirine Hamadeh, “Westernization,

Decadence, and the Turkish Baroque:
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Modern Constructions of the Eighteenth

Century,” Muqarnas 24 (2007): 185-97.

Hanradeh counters the notion of

“Westernization” as a force imposed on a

compliant Turkish audience to reveal the

internationalism of Ottoman culture,

including Mughal and Persian as well as

European elements. Ussama Makdisi

makes it clear that this Orientalist

perspective was not simply a European

construction, but was also strategically

adopted by some Ottomans in the

nineteenth century: see his “Ottoman

Orientalism,” The American Historical

Review 107, no. 3 (2002), pp. 768-96.

1

refer to “Orientalism” as defined by

Edward Said in his classic Orientalism

(New York: Random House, 1978).

7

For a recent survey, see Günsel Renda,

“Europe and the Ottomans: Interactions

in Art,” in Ottoman Civilization , vol. 2, ed.

H. Inalcik and G. Renda (Ankara:

Republic ofTurkey, Ministry of Culture

and Tourism, 2004), 1090- 1 122. See also

Mary Roberts and Jocelyn Hackforth-

Jones, eds., Edges ofEmpire: Orientalism

and Visual Culture (Oxford: Blackwell,

2005); Mary Roberts, Intimate Outsiders:

The Harem in Nineteenth-Century

Ottoman and Orientalist Art and Travel

Literature (Durham, N.C.: Duke

University Press, 2007); Zeynep Çelik,

Empire, Architecture, and the City:

French-Ottoman Encounters, 1830-1914

(Seattle: University ofWashington Press,

2008); and Nebahat Avcioglu, Turquerie

and the Politics ofRepresentation,

1728-1876 (Ashgate, forthcoming). On

the importance ofOttoman scholarship,

even in accounts ofEuropean representa-

tions of the Middle East, see Zeynep

Çelik’s trenchant critique, “Review of

Orientalism and Visual Culture: Imagining

Mesopotamia in Nineteenth-Century

Europe-, and Francis Frith in Egypt and

Palestine: A Victorian Photographer

Abroad’,’ Art Bulletin 88, no. 1 (March

2006): 191-4.

8 See Philip Mansel’s essay, “The Tableau

général de l’Empire Othoman as Symbol of

the Franco-Ottoman, Franco-Swedish

and Swedish-Ottoman Alliances,” in

Theolin et al„ Torch ofthe Empire, 77-83.

9 I borrow here from Mary Louise Pratt s

use of the term “autoethnography.” It is

her interpretive emphasis on contact and

exchange in selective processes of

“transculturation” that informs my own
approach: “how subordinated or marginal

groups select and invent from materials

transmitted to them by a dominant or

metropolitan culture.” I adapt the term to

Ohsson’s circumstances; Ohsson was

hardly a subordinate, but he was an

outsider appropriating French forms to

address, in part, a European audience. See

Pratt , Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and

Transculturation (London and New York:

Routledge, 1992), pp. 7-9.

10 See Faroqhi, The Ottoman Empire and the

World Around It, 211.

1 1 On the Swedish-French-Ottoman alliance

against Russian expansionism, see

Mansel, “The Tableau général de l’Empire

Othoman as Symbol.” For the diplomatic

complications of France’s position, see

also Kaiser, “Evil Empire?”

1 2 On Ohsson’s background, see Findley,

“Writer and Subject,” 24-6.

1 3 The “addition au prospectus” mounted on

the prospectus bound into a copy at the

Bibliothèque nationale de France

(hereafter BnF) mentions six or seven

volumes, but Cochin writes in a letter of

1786 that there are to be 700 to 800 prints

in at least eight volumes. See Christian

Michel, ed., “Lettres adressées par

Charles-Nicolas Cochin fils à Jean-Bap-

tiste Descampes, 1757-1790: Correspon-

dances d’artistes des XVIII e
et XIXe

siècles,” Archives de l’Artfrançais 28

(1986): 77.

1 4 “Les usages, les moeurs, le culte, et les lois

des Othomans,” Prospectus, 2.

1 5 On Cochin, see Christian Michel, “Une

entreprise de gravure à la veille de la

Révolution: Le Tableau général de l’empire

othoman’,’ Nouvelles de l’estampe 84

(1985): 6-25.

16 This is the subject ofAntony Griffiths’s

engrossing and informative Printsfor

Books: Book Illustration in France,

1760-1800 (London: British Library,

2004); see also Anne Schroder, “Illustra-

tors and Illustrations,” in Encyclopedia of

the Enlightenment, ed. A. Kors (Oxford:

Oxford University Press, 2003), 251-7.

17 On the rise of travel literature, see Daniel

Roche, “Les livres de voyage à l’époque

moderne, XVI e-XVIIIe
siècle,” Biblio-

thèque nationale de France 22 (2006),

5-13. On the genre of the illustrated travel

book, see Elisabeth Fraser, “Books, Prints,

and Travel: Reading in the Gaps of the

Orientalist Archive,” Art History 3 1 , no. 3

(June 2008): 342-67.

1 8 This tradition is exemplified by the

famous Ferriol compendium of Levantine

costumes of 1 7 1 4, an embassy production

that must have been well known in

diplomatic circles: Recueil de cent

estampes représentant différentes Nations

du Levant, tirées sur les Tableaux peints

d’après Nature en 1 707 et 1 708 par les

Ordres de M. de Ferriol, ambassadeur du

Roi à la Porte, et gravées en 1712 et 1713

par les soins de Mr Le Hay, Paris, 1 7 1 4. A
tradition ofcostume albums also existed

within the Ottoman Empire itself,

flourishing particularly at the end of the

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,

when they were made for Ottoman

consumption as well as for European mar-

kets. See Nurhan Atasoy, et al., “The Birth

ofCostume Books and the Fenerci

Mehmed Album,” in Ottoman Costume

Book: Fenerci Mehmed (Istanbul: Vehbi

Koc Vakfi, 1 986), 22-30; Leslie Meral
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Schick, “The Place of Dress in Pre-mod-

ern Costume Albums,” in Ottoman

Costumes: From Textile to Identity, ed. S.

Faroqhi and C. Neumann (Istanbul:

EREN, 2004), 93-101; and Günsel Renda,

“Ottoman Painting and Sculpture,” in

Inalcik and Renda, eds., Ottoman

Civilization, 934-5.

19 The continuation of Choiseul-Gouffier’s

book was interrupted by his exile to

Russia during the French Revolution;

only in 1 809 did a second volume appear

and a third was published posthumously

in 1822. For the most part, then, Ohsson’s

book would have been responding to

Choiseul’s first volume only, published in

installments between 1778 and 1782, and

it is to this volume that I refer throughout.

For a more detailed discussion of

Choiseul’s publication, see Fraser, “Books,

Prints, and Travel,” and Frédéric Barbier,

“Le comte de Choiseul comme guide:

voyage pittoresque en Grèce en compag-

nie d’un noble français du XVIIT siècle,”

Gryphe. Revue de la Bibliothèque de Lyon 4

(2002): 3-12. (A note on usage: Choiseul

acquired his hyphenated last name,

Choiseul-Gouffier, through marriage; in

eighteenth-century and present-day

usage, “Gouffier” is commonly dropped.)

20 Two prominent examples are Louis-Fran-

çois Cassas’s Voyage pittoresque de la Syrie

et de l’Egypte (Paris: Imprimerie de la

République, 1799) and Antoine-Ignace

Melling’s Voyage pittoresque de Constanti-

nople, 2 vols. (Paris: P. Didot l’aîné,

Treuttel andWürtz, 1819).

21 See Ohsson’s correspondence, cited in

Findley, “Writer and Subject,” 31. Prices

are taken from the prospectus.

22 Michel, “Une entreprise de gravure,” 9.

23 Jacques-Charles Brunet, Manuel du

libraire et de l’amateur de livres, 5th ed.

(Paris: Didot, 1860-80): on Choiseul-

Gouffier, vol. 1, columns 1847-8; on

Ohsson, vol. 3, column 1932. Ohsson’s

prospectus confirms his work’s appeal to

the luxury book trade and bibliophile

collectors: “On n’a rien négligé, ni pour le

choix du papier, ni pour la partie

typographique. Ils s’impriment chez M.

Didot le jeune, dont tout le monde

connoit les beaux caractères.” A cheaper

octavo version of Ohsson’s book, with

only a few plates, was published begin-

ning in 1788.

24 I do not believe that Ohsson saw his work

as a “counter-blast” to Choiseul’s book

specifically, as has been suggested by

Mansel in “The Tableau général de

l’Empire Othoman as Symbol,” 80. Instead,

Ohsson seems to respond to a whole

category ofwriting, ot which Choiseul’s

book is a leading example.

25 Ohsson’s phrase is quoted by Findley,

“Writer and Subject,” 28. On translation

and transculturation, see Madeleine

Dobie’s excellent essay, “Translation in the

Contact Zone: Antoine Galland’s Mille et

une nuits: contes arabes’,' in The Arabian

Nights in Historical Context: Between East

and West, ed. S. Makdisi and F. Nussbaum

(Oxford and New York: Oxford University

Press, 2008), 25-49. For a good basic

discussion of the necessarily active

interpreting the artist undertakes in

looking to prior art, see Michael

Baxandall, Patterns ofIntention: On the

Historical Explanation ofPictures (New

Haven: Yale University Press, 1985).

26 Favoring the past over the present and

denying contemporaries geopolitical

agency are, of course, two fundamental

modes of Orientalism as defined by Said.

27 Ohsson, Tableau général, 2: 145.

28 Ibid., 214.

29 Ibid., 235.

30 See Choiseul-Gouffier, Voyage pittor-

esque, 164-65. The Turkish administra-

tion does not support happiness and

prosperity in commerce: “... une constitu-

tion absurde et cruelle étouffe l’industrie,

et arrête tous les moyens que l’intérêt

personnel pourrait inventer et dévelop-

per.” Commerce can only be found in big

cities; despotism and a continual state of

war kill it in the provinces. “Cet empire

immense, maître des pays auxquels la

nature a tout accordé, ne peut jouir de ses

bienfaits, et languit inanimé.”

3 1 According to Ohsson, Tableau général,

2:162, all Muslims must work as a

religious obligation. “Les moeurs actuelles

des Mahométans ne sont que le résultat de

ces maximes dont le but est d’encourager

l’industrie, de rendre l’homme laborieux,

humain, charitable; de lui inspirer l’amour

de la vertu, le goût de la médiocrité

[moderation] , et l’horreur du vice; de lui

donner de l’aversion pour le luxe et l’abus

des richesses; d’ennoblir enfin toutes les

professions de la vie civile, mais sur-tout

le métier des armes.”

32 Archives nationales, T/ 1 53/ 1 60, Letter of

1802 from the Minister ofWar to

Choiseul-Gouffier.

33 The French may have been particularly

receptive to this message, as “oriental”

illuminated manuscripts and printed

books were already being collected in

France. The current collection of Oriental

manuscripts in the BnF, in which

Ottoman books are a major component,

was initiated by Colbert under the reign

of Louis XIV; it includes acquisitions

made through the travels of state

emissaries, with the express purpose of

manuscript collection, and through the

purchase of private collections. On the

BnF collection of printed Ottoman books,

see Mileva Bozic, “Le fonds imprimé turc

de la Bibliothèque Nationale: Les débuts

de l’imprimerie ottomane,” Revue de la

Bibliothèque Nationale 1, nos. 1; 2 (Sept.,

Dec. 1981): 8-16; 70-79.

34 Ohsson, Tableau général, 1:296.

35 On Müteferrikâ and the history of

printing in the late Ottoman Empire, see
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Christoph K. Neumann, “Buch- und

Zeitungsdruck aufTürkisch, 18. bis 20.

Jahrhundert,” in Sprachen des Nahen

Ostens und die Druckrevolution; Eine

interkulturelle Begegnung, ed. Eva

Hanebutt-Benz, Dagmar Glass, and

Geoffrey Roper (Westhofen: WVA-Verlag

Skulima, 2002), 227-48.

36 On the importance of history-writing in

the Ottoman manuscript tradition, see

Nurhan Atasoy, “Tire Birth ofCostume

Books,” 23; and Filiz Çagman’s overview,

“Ottoman Miniature Painting,” in Inalcik

and Renda, Ottoman Civilization,

892-93 1
.
Çagman sees the sixteenth-

century works produced under historian

Lokman as the high point of this

tradition, in particular his Zübdetü’t-

Tevarih (1583), from which Ohsson had

copies made for his Tableau. Findley notes

that Ohsson used only Ottoman sources

and cites no European authors, “Writer

and Subject,” 39.

37 According to Zeren Tamndi, the master

illustrator and historian collaborated, as

did Ohsson and Cochin. See Tamndi,

“Illustrated Historical Texts in Islamic

Manuscripts,” in Islamic Art: Common

Principles, Forms and Themes, ed. A. Issa

and J. Tahaoglu (Damascus: Dar-Al-Fikr,

1989), 250-60. Both French illustrated

books and Ottoman illustrated histories

involved large collectivities: Emine

Fetvaci emphasizes the large numbers of

people behind manuscript production in

“Viziers to Eunuchs: Transitions in

Ottoman Manuscript Patronage,

1566-1617” (Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard

University, 2005).

38 See Günsel Renda, “Turkish Miniature

Painting: The Ottoman Period,” in A

History ofTurkish Painting, ed. S. Pinar

(Seattle, London: University ofWashing-

ton Press, 1988), 58.

39 This passage is found in Ohsson, Tableau

général, 2:239-40. The book on the West

Indies was illustrated, Ohsson says, with

“twelve little prints” and was successful

“despite the imperfection of the planches.”

Is Ohsson seeking to improve on

Müteferrikà’s prior example with his

lavish and highly accomplished prints?

40 Ohsson, Tableau général, 1:301-2. Ohsson

does not mention whether this Ottoman

history was to be illustrated.

41 Ibid., 301.

42 The entire section on Islam and images is

in Ohsson, Tableau général, 2:239-50.

Ohsson highlights official support for his

research and publication in his prospectus

and again in his “Discours préliminaire.”

43 “mes titres sur l’authenticité de tout ce que

j’avance; car la vérité et l’exactitude la plus

scrupuleuse sont à mes yeux le premier

mérite de cet ouvrage,” Tableau général,

vol. 1 , ii-iii, adding that his sources are the

chronicles of the monarchy, written in a

pompous style by the highest persons of

state, “Muftis, Pashas, Reis Efendys,” etc.

On Ohsson’s textual sources, see Findley,

“Writer and Subject,” 39.

44 “Né a Constantinople, élevé dans le pays

même, et attaché toute ma vie au service

d’une Cour liée avec la Porte par des

relations intimes,” Prospectus, 2. “Des

commissions particulières relatives au

service directe de la Porte, de voir presque

tous les jours et les ministres, et les

principaux officiers des divers départe-

mens, je suis parvenu à connoitre et

approfondir, du moins autant qu’il étoit

possible, tous les objets qui concernent

cette nation.” Ibid., 3.

45 Passages in the book that discuss the

gathering of images and their sources

include Prospectus, 24-5, 26 (repeated in

the “Discours préliminaire”); 1 :67, 88,

141, 301; 2:241-5.

46 The full quotation is “toutes les autres

estampes destinées à orner l’ouvrage, font

partie d’une collection de tableaux

exécutés dans le pays par des peintres

Grecs et Européens. Ils sont relatifs à des

fêtes civiles et religieuses, et à tout ce que

le culte extérieur, les cérémonies de la

cour, et les etiquettes du Sérail offrent de

plus curieux et de plus intéressant. Leur

composition, travail de plusieurs années,

a été dirigé avec le plus grand soins. La

vérité et l’exactitude la plus scrupuleuse en

font le premier mérite. Tous ces tableaux

se gravent maintenant à Paris.” Prospec-

tus, 25 (repeated in “Discours prélimi-

naire”). On the documentation concern-

ing images made in Istanbul, see Günsel

Renda, “Illustrating the Tableau général de

l'Empire Othoman in Theolin, et ah. Tire

Torch ofEmpire, 60 and 65.

47 These passages are from Ohsson, Tableau

général, 2:244.

48 “Par cet exposé des moyens que nous

avons employés pendant plus de dix ans

pour former la collection des tableaux et

des dessins relatifs à l’histoire Othomane

on peut se former une idée de ce qu’ont dû

nous occasionner de peine et de dépenses

cet objet de notre travail et les recherches

que nous avons faites sur tout ce qui a

rapport à l’état civil et à l’administration

politique”: ibid., 245.

49 The royal approbation (privilège ) citing

the censor’s report appears at the back of

volume one. For Cochin’s comments, see

Michel, “Lettres adressées par Charles-

Nicolas Cochin,” 78 and 83.

50 See Michel, “Une entreprise de gravure”;

and Renda, “Illustrating the Tableau

général'.'

51 On the necessity of anonymity, see

Ohsson, Tableau général, 2:245. The

works Ohsson had made in Istanbul have

apparently disappeared. Various drawings

and watercolors by French artists have

been found, for instance those repro-

duced in Theolin, et ah, Torch ofthe

Empire, but these are most likely images

made in the process of preparing the

engravings, as described above.
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52 The mention of Greek artists corroborates

Renda’s assertion that many ofthe

Istanbul images were by Kostantin

Kapidagh, an Ottoman Greek court

painter. The term “European” in this

context is confusing: for instance, in his

section on art practices in the Ottoman

Empire, Ohsson mentions in passing

Ottoman Armenian painter Refail, who

had training in Italy; Kostantin, too, along

with most eighteenth-century artists, was

obviously exposed to European artistic

spatial conventions. Late eighteenth-

century Ottoman and European art

should not be understood as wholly

divided visual cultures, but instead as

mutually informed through specific

points of contact, as Renda asserts.

Ohsson and his Istanbul artists would

have been aware of this proximity

between idioms; it was Cochin who

reimposed cultural difference on these

works. See Renda, “Illustrating the

Tableau général” 65-72.

53 “touttes les figures [...] sont trop courtes,

[...] les têtes sont trop grosses,” “d’une

grande exactitude, mais sans aucun goût,

sans effet et d’un perspective désagréable”:

Michel, “Lettres adressées par Charles-

Nicolas Cochin”, 78, 83.

54 On this episode, see Renda, “Illustrating

the Tableau général" 69-70. In a letter,

Ohsson identified the official who

commissioned the paintings as Yazici

Efendi, who had held the office of Siirre

Emini, the official in charge ofcarrying the

treasures sent to the Holy Cities for the

pilgrimages. Ohsson discusses the making

ofthe original images first in his Prospec-

tus, 26 (repeated in “Discours prélimi-

naire”) and again at greater length in 2:245.

55 See Renda, “Illustrating the Tableau

général” 70, where Kostantin’s painting is

also reproduced.

56 Christian Michel makes extensive use of

the correspondence and mémoire in “Une

entreprise de gravure.” For the settlement,

see Archives nationales, ET/LXXXII/63 1

.

57 See Griffiths on the making of images for

illustrated books, Printsfor Books, 10-11.

58 See Pratt, Imperial Eyes, especially 1 36.

Related issues involving the transmission

of images from paintings to prints are

dealt with in Finbarr Barry Flood,

“Correct Delineations and Promiscuous

Outlines: Envisioning India at the Trial of

Warren Hastings,” Art History 29, no. 1

(Feb. 2006): 47-78.

59 “qu’il a fallû rectifier, il s’ensuit que j’ay

presque tout refait [...] je me suis piqué d’y

conserver l’effet naïvement vray qu’ils y

ont donné; je ne veux que le perfectionner

sans sortir du vray système de la nature; ce

à quoy peu d’artistes s’asservissent.”

Cochin, in Michel, “Lettres,” 83.

60 See Michel, “Une entreprise de gravure,” 9.

6 1 The full passage reads: “Imaginez des

tableaux faits en Turquie par des artistes

grecs ou italiens qui sont sans goût, sans

art, mais qui portent un caractère de vérité

que, peut-être, aucun de nos habiles

artistes n’auroit pu saisir au meme degré

de vérité. Je suis obligé, voulant conserver

ce vray dont je fais si grand câs, de

redessiner touttes les figures qui sont trop

courtes, dont les têtes sont trop grosses, et

tout cela avec l’esprit occupé du soin de ne

les pas franciser, ce que ne manqueroient

pas nos meilleurs Dessinateurs.” Cochin,

in Michel, “Lettres,” 78.

62 Christian Michel discusses this diversity

closely in his account of the print-making

process; see in particular his comparison

oftwo images of dervish lodges, where he

identifies the difference between Cochin’s

preservationist approach, with some

rectification of the Ottoman work, and an

image done after Cochin resigned from

the project. Michel, “Une entreprise de

gravure,” 22-3.

63 Cochin said that Moreau repainted the

original, which may have been painted by

Kostantin Kapidagh. See Günsel Renda

and Carter Findley, “Comments on

Engravings in d’Ohsson, Tableau général

de l'Empire Othoman ,” in Theolin, et ah,

Torch ofthe Empire, 211.

64 According to Renda, who identified this

source, three copies were made; one, for

the Chief Black Eunuch Darüssade Agasi

Mehmed Aga, now in the Chester Beatty

Library, Dublin, T 414, is likely the

version used for the Tableau. See Renda,

“Illustrating the Tableau général" 68. 1 am

grateful to Elaine Wright, curator at the

Chester Beatty Library, for her help with

images.

65 On the practice of reversal and on the

preparation in general ofbook illustra-

tions, see Griffiths, Prints for Books,

10- 11 .

66 See the commentary on this image and its

divergence from other Islamic sources in

Renda and Findley, “Comments on

Engravings in d’Ohsson,” 205.

67 See Ohsson, “Explication du frontispice.”

68 “Considérations sur la Guerre des Turks,

en 1788,” in Voyage en Syrie et en Egypte

(3
e edition, 1799), rpt. (Paris: Fayard,

1998), 645, 646. Volney began his famous

essay in 1787; it was published without

censor’s approval in 1788, hence London

was (falsely) given as the place of

publication.

69 John Darwin, After Tamerlane: Tire Global

History ofEmpire since 1405 (London:

Allen Lane, Penguin Press, 2007).

70 Virginia Aksan, “Breaking the Spell of the

Baron de Tott: Reframing the Question of

Military Reform in the Ottoman Empire,

1760-1830,” International History Review

24, no. 2 (June 2002): 277.

71 See Findley, “Writer and Subject,” 27 and

32. On the dragoman as cosmopolitan,

see Maya Jasanoff, “Cosmopolitan: A Tale

of Identity from Ottoman Alexandria,”

Common Knowledge 1 1, no. 3 (2005):

393-409. See also Antoine Gautier, “Les
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Drogmans des consulats,” in La fonction

consulaire à lepoque moderne, ed. J. Ulbert

and G. Le Bouëdec (Rennes: Presses

Universitaires de Rennes, 2006), 85-104;

and Natalie Rothman, “Interpreting

Dragomans: Boundaries and Crossings in

the Early Modern Mediterranean,”

Comparative Studies in Society and

History 51, no. 4 (October 2009):

771-800.

72 See Findley, “Writer and Subject,” 32.

73 Ibid., 36 and 37.

74 On the system ofprivilèges, see Raymond

Birn, “The Profits of Ideas: Privilèges en

librairie in Eighteenth-Century France,”

Eighteenth-Century Studies 4, no. 2

(Winter 1971): 131-68; idem, La Censure

royale des livres dans la France des

Lumières (Paris: Odile Jacob, 2007); and

Antony Griffiths, “An Agreement for

Dorat’s Fables 1773,” The Book Collector

57, no. 2 (summer 2008): 263-77. See also

Marie-Claude Feltons work on self-pub-

lished authors, “When Authors Made

Books: A First Look at the Content and

Form of Self- Published Works in Paris

( 1750-1791 ),” European Review of History

17, no. 2 (April 2010): 241-63.

75 Mansel mistakenly assumes that Ohsson’s

privilège and Didot’s title of“imprimeur

de Monsieur,” are indications that

Ohsson’s book was published with the

patronage of the French court. See

Mansel, “The Tableau général de l’Empire

Othoman as Symbol,” 79, 80-81. On
Didot’s acquisition of this title, see

Griffiths, Printsfor Books, 127.

76 “il le faut avouer, nous n’avions guère cru

les Turcs capables de s’adonner à l’Etude et

aux Lettres: nous les avions même

toujours regardés comme condamnés par

la Loi de leur Prophète à un genre

d’ignorance, dont ils n’auraient pas voulu

se tirer. Aujourdhui que chez nous mêmes

les Lettres et la Philosophie ayant fait plus

de progrès, nous ont accoutumés à voir les

choses sous un point de vue plus vrai,

nous commençons à rougir de ce préjugé,

et à nous convaincre que les Turcs, ainsi

que les autres Nations Européennes sont

en état de cultiver avec succès les Sciences

et les Lettres.” BnF, Manuscrit français

22,015: Bureau de la Librairie, Censor’s

report ofSeptember 8, 1788, register no.

1704.
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MERCEDES VOLAIT

HISTORY OR THEORY?

French Antiquarianism, Cairene Architecture and Enlightenment Thinking

Abstract

The paper highlights the larger historical and cultural context in which French

representations of Cairene architecture developed from the eighteenth century

onward. It considers, on one hand, the general philosophies underlying the collec-

tions assembled by artist-travelers such as Louis-François Cassas or by Napoléons

scientists in charge of the Description de l’Égypte at the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury and, on the other, the later theoretical frameworks developed by Gustave Le

Bon and Jules Bourgoin in the 1870s-80s. It discusses the endurance, well into the

nineteenth century, of Enlightenment ways of looking at monuments in Cairo. The

hypothesized persistence of Enlightenment thinking in the approaches to Cairene

monuments developed by French antiquarians is examined in particular through

three key aspects: sensitivity to political conditions, the tension between history

and theory, and the lure of rational analysis.

RECENT SCHOLARSFIIP has uncovered a dominant topos across much of

French nineteenth-century antiquarian literature on Cairene monuments: the

tripartite periodization of their artistic history into the sequences of “growth,

maturity and decadence.” 1 This organic view of history was meant to emphasize

the “Arab genius” of medieval times and to point out its extinction under Turkish

rule. I will argue here that besides this marked common prejudice against Turks,

other recurrent cognitive schemes can be identified within the French approach

to Cairo’s Islamic architecture from the late eighteenth century, in close connec-

tion with Enlightenment discussions and concerns. In concrete terms, this paper

aims to bring to light the endurance, well into the nineteenth century, of patterns

of thought and of ways of looking at architecture typical of what is known as the

“Grand Siècle.” It will do so by considering in particular three key aspects ofFrench

Enlightenment culture and tracing their echoes in the surveys undertaken by anti

quarians in Egypt. These features can be best summarized as: significant engage-

ment with political criticism; lasting tension between grand theory and erudition;

and finally, reliance on science. 2
Critical political thought is perceptible in many

accounts and my assumption is that it colored the ways French antiquarians looked

at the time at Middle Eastern architecture. This attitude followed an intellectual tra-

dition established in the mid-eighteenth century that assessed historical architec-

ture according to its political context, as we will see. The primacy of philosophy in

French culture was another influential factor. Rather than being studied for them-

selves, Cairene monuments were enrolled by French architects, artists, and ama-

teurs in a number of theoretical projects and broad generalizations. In the process,

specific modes of visualization were used. Finally, the belief, equally strong in pre-
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revolutionary France, that the entire universe was susceptible to rational analysis,

most precisely in the language of mathematics, can be seen at work in some of the

discourses produced. The combination of these factors may explain the ahistorical

approach, and in many instances the limited documentary value, that characterizes

many of the textual and visual narratives produced. It offers clues to elucidate why

details (Fig. 1 ) outnumber by far complete views ofthe monuments or why captions

to the plates published should lack precise references to space and time (Fig. 2 and

Fig. 3). It helps understand the process by which the (concrete) forms surveyed

led eventually to the development of (abstract) “figures.” It is the task of this article

to point out this striking feature of French imagery of Cairene monuments and to

highlight its endurance. The focus placed on continuities between the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries is not meant to obliterate ruptures, however; some signifi-

cant shifts did indeed occur and will be mentioned when appropriate.

The body of literature and imagery considered here includes the classical sur-

veys of Cairene architecture, together with works by authors oflesser repute. The

first group encompasses the grand folios and accompanying texts resulting from

the Napoleonic expedition that were partly published in the État moderne section

of the Description de l’Égypte from 1809 onward, as well as those by successive

generations of amateurs: architect Pascal-Xavier Coste (1787-1879), archaeolo-

gist Émile Prisse d’Avennes (1807-1879), and scholar Jules Bourgoin (1838-1908).

The second includes items such as the collection of drawings and models by artist

Louis-François Cassas (1756-1827) or the essay produced by the social theorist
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Gustave Le Bon (1841-1931). It is neither the purpose of this paper to scrutinize

these ensembles one by one in order to assess their contribution to specialized

knowledge, nor to examine them in isolation, as textual or visual evidence per se.

Rather it looks at both the picturesque views, the technical drawings, and the dis-

courses produced as a collection in context, as a construction shaped by wider

forces and philosophies, beyond the encounters of individuals with specihc ele-

ments of material culture in Egypt. In particular, it attempts to place the images

and texts authored in relation to the ways both Middle Eastern cultures and histor-

ical architecture were envisioned in France at the time. Central to the point of view

adopted is indeed the desire to delve into the intellectual processes that fashioned

the conceptions of Cairo’s monumental heritage put forward by these connois-

seurs. In short, the written and visual material available is taken as “fragments,”

rather than as “texts”— that is, as intellectual items inscribed into a wider frame—

and a frame that evolved over time. 3 In other words, it is not so much the content,

nor the intertextuality (however momentous), of the writings and of the images

that is at stake here, but rather their lasting ties to cultural and political issues

that were raised during the so-called Age of Reason and that persisted during the

following century. Among these, debates on tyranny and historical progress, dis-

courses on human diversity, and attempts at “scientificizing” knowledge loomed

large, as we shall see. Historicizing the way Cairene monuments were looked at

and interpreted by French artists and antiquarians not only helps to identify lasting

cognitive patterns among the narratives produced. Contextualizing their intellec-

tual climate provides keys to texts that are more often than not ambiguous, mis-

leading, and consequently hardly comprehensible to the present-day reader, as is

the case, for instance, with the cryptic late writings of Jules Bourgoin.
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The Spectre of Despotism

A fundamental facet of French intellectual life and ethos during the Enlighten-

ment had been the rejection of absolutism and the defense of political liberalism.

Intertwined with it was the challenge to account for human diversity. The entan-

gled issues led essayists to popularize the notion of “Oriental despotism” in French

political culture. According to the stereotype (forged in Britain in the 1660s),4 the

Ottoman sultan in particular embodied a form of power that was considered to

rest mainly on fear and arbitrariness. 5 A disguised critique of French monarchy,

the standard construction of an abusive Ottoman regime was largely tinted by

strictly European concerns. 6
It was equally embedded in negative assessments of

religion. At mid-century, environmental factors were brought to the forefront by

Montesquieu in his influential De l’esprit des lois (1748) to explain political differ-

ences among nations, and to argue for an Eastern predisposition to despotism. 7

The so-called theory of climates—a quite ancient scheme—ascribed qualities of

“vitality” or “indolence” to populations according to the climatic conditions they

lived in. The former was to be found in cold environments (i.e., European set-

tings), the latter in torrid milieus (i.e., Asian lands). Varied reactions to despo-

tism were seen as resulting consequently: resistance on one side, acceptance on

the other. This geographical determinism was overtly refuted by Count Volney

in his account of travels to Egypt and Syria written a few years before the French

Revolution. 8 A philosopher who would later join the Idéologues group,9 Volney

believed deeply in human agency. Equipped with medical knowledge as well as

proficiency in Arabic, he produced from his extended sojourn in the Middle East

(from 1783 to 1785) a matter-of-fact depiction of the harsh social conditions

prevailing in the region. The text voiced, in stark terms, the misery he observed

during the journey. It presented Egypt as a country devastated by starvation and

disease, not because of climatic causes, but because of political conditions: “All that

is seen and heard, announces that one is in the country of slavery and tyranny.” 10

As a religion associated with fatalism, Islam was seen as sustaining by default the

absolutism of the Sublime Porte (the Ottoman court). Scholarship has shown that

knowledge acquired through travel, in the case of Volney and his contemporaries,

was not solely intended to propose new facts and speculations, but was also driven

by engagement with the future.
11

It supported, in the writings of Volney, implicit

demands for political freedom in order to counter the threat of despotism. Dis-

courses on the necessary “emancipation” and “regeneration” of Middle Eastern

societies multiplied during the first part of the nineteenth century in France. As

has been well established, Volney’s essay proved to be a source of inspiration for the

Napoleonic expedition to Egypt (1798-1801) and served to legitimate it.
12 Accord-

ing to Enlightenment and Revolutionary ideologies, France was destined to rescue
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Egypt from what was considered the tyranny ofMamluk rule and to improve social

conditions in the country. 13

Volney’s concern regarding the contemporary desolation of Egypt and the call

for political “regeneration” had persistent echoes in the approach and prose of

antiquarians themselves. A case in point is the work of Émile Prisse d’Avennes.

An engineer by training, driven to the Middle East in the 1820s by his philhel-

lenism, Prisse dAvennes is among the very few Egyptologists who devoted atten-

tion not only to ancient, but also to medieval as well as modern, Egypt. His early

interest was in the monuments of Upper Egypt, where he dug several sites from

1836 to 1844, bringing back to France the famous “Table of kings,” as well as the

papyrus to which his name is attached—the oldest (4,600 years) known manu-

script in the world. He proceeded afterwards to survey medieval architecture in

Cairo. Most of the drawings and squeezes required by the enterprise were exe-

cuted during the years 1858-60, with the help of a few assistants. They resulted in

a splendid album published a couple of years before his death in 1879, 14 although

his intention had been to release it for the Paris Exposition Universelle of 1867.

The documentation assembled for the book was ample, as what has survived from

his private papers demonstrates: it included not only his own sketches (some

three hundred), but also squeezes, photographs (about 150), drawings by other

artists, a series of press cuttings, and notes taken from many authors, llie material

gathered illustrates numerous aspects of Egyptian life and history, from ancient

dynasties to Mamluk beys, from political organization to social institutions, from

the objects of daily life to the condition of the monuments in the country. 15 Aside

from his archaeological work, Emile Prisse dAvennes authored several pieces on

current social conditions in the Nile Valley, based on first-hand observation. A

good example, among others, is his remarkable 1847 ethnographic series on the

harsh life and shanty housing of Fellahin,
16 the wording is openly critical of the

dynasty in power, while showing much empathy with Egyptian peasantry. Prisse

dAvennes is known to have been in sympathy with Saint-Simonian ideology (an

elitist utopianism that advocated the fusion of East and West in order to regener-

ate both worlds, recruiting followers particularly among the technical professions

and well represented among French engineers employed in Egypt); he held in his

library a typical pamphlet of the time, which called for an “absolute, and com-

plete, social revolution” in the Middle East in order to help the political eman-

cipation of its peoples, 17
as well as a copy of Volney’s essay on Egypt and Syria.

18

One cannot help but think that Prisse d’Avennes’s political sensitivity may well

have been what took him to study and reveal the architecture and artifacts, not

only of the Pharaonic (and dead) past of the country, but of the living civilization

of the “Modern Egyptians” as well.
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Prisse d’Avennes’s political and social concern was not an isolated case. Further

evidence that long-time European residents in Egypt, who had lived there many

years, had trouble accepting the human distress encountered locally exists in dia-

ries and letters. Jean-François Champollion (1790-1832), the famous Egyptolo-

gist, recalls that after a decade in Egypt supervising huge civil works in the Delta

implemented by way of forced labor, the architect Pascal-Xavier Coste, who him-

self published a masterpiece on Cairene monuments, abruptly fled the country in

1827 because he could no longer bear the treatment inflicted on his workers, who

were dying by thousands on site because of starvation and disease.
19 Whether the

story is fact or fiction makes little difference; it does reveal, in any event, common

French perceptions of social conditions in Egypt and what may have been the deci-

sive drive behind the antiquarian study of medieval and contemporary Egypt

—

political commitment.

Tire catalogue of the Egyptian exhibition at the 1867 Paris Exposition Univer-

selle offers another instance of this phenomenon, a further expression ofthe theory

of the Arab genius silenced by Turkish tyranny. It was written by Charles-Edmond

Chojecki (1822-99) (under the pseudonym of Charles Edmond),20
a Polish politi-

cal refugee who had personally experienced Russian absolutism, as he recounted in

an autobiographical novel.
21 There can be little doubt that direct knowledge ofabso-

lute power, in Egypt or elsewhere, made one sensitive to the matter, and affected

representations of society in corresponding countries. When discovering Istanbul

for the first time, Chojecki’s hero expressed mixed feelings: the urban scenery made

a vibrant impression when seen from afar, but caused tremendous disappointment

on a closer look that revealed so much misery in the streets.
22 Such experience may

well have been archetypical.

The concern for political causalities and impacts, perceived explicitly or implic-

itly in antiquarian literature related to Cairo, was not specific to surveys ofEgyptian

or Middle Eastern architecture. The idea that political contexts influenced the pro-

duction of architectural forms had been originally expressed about Ancient Greek

architecture. An early exponent of such a theory was Julien-David Leroy (1724-

1803), the noted architect and member ofthe Académie des Beaux-Arts commonly

known as David Le Roy. In his influential analysis of Greek monuments (1758),
23

Le Roy proposed to differentiate “between the buildings elevated by a free people,

who by their power and their enlightenment gave laws to other peoples, and those

buildings which they executed when, under the yoke of Romans, they had lost a

part of the pride and the genius which had animated them.”24 Thus he associated

architectural perfection with political independence, and its decline with subjuga-

tion under despotic power. In his view, early Greek monuments (the architecture

of liberty) were aesthetically superior to late Roman architecture in Greece (the
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architecture of tyranny), mainly because of this political context.25
It was not a mat-

ter of forms and shapes; it was a matter of ideology. Looking at historical monu-

ments through political lenses was not reserved to architecture in Egypt and was to

become a trope of French architectural theory throughout the nineteenth century.

Eventually, the racialist theories developed under the auspices of the nascent

discipline of anthropology at the end of the nineteenth century were to chase away

political determinism in the assessment of culture in the Middle East, or at least

to produce alternate narratives. Tire shift is well illustrated in the lavish album

depicting the (lost) Civilisation des Arabes published in 1884 by Gustave Le Bon,

the notorious essayist and future controversial theorist of crowd psychology. His

book expressed a fervent admiration for “Arab” artistic achievements; it was in fact

intended initially as a volume on Arab arts.
26 In Le Bons view, art represented the

most accurate document that historians could possibly use: “in their tangible form,

art works speak clearly to the mind . . . They tell us with certitude what was the

epoch which created them.”- The chromolithographie plates accompanying the

text give in turn an idea of the Islamic artifacts that most impressed Le Bon. Plate 2

reproduces a watercolor, by Le Bon after his own photograph,28 ofone ofthe earliest

objects transferred to the newly created museum of Arab art in Cairo: a celebrated

Koran table, dated 1327-8, that had been found in the Hospital of Sultan Qalawun.

Of copper alloy inlaid with silver, the object shows exquisite workmanship.29 Plate

10 reveals the bright tones of three enameled mosque lamps with Mamluk blazons

(Fig. 4). Together with delicate craftsmanship, color was a feature of Islamic art

praised by Le Bon and contemporary amateurs. In his own words, “the true mark
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of Arab art was the imagination, the brightness, the luster, the exuberance of the

ornamentation, the fantasy in every possible detail. A race ofpoets—and what poet

is not indeed an artist—affluent enough to make all its dreams come true, was to

give birth to such fabulous palaces, resembling laces ofmarble, inlaid with gold and

precious stones. No people had possessed such marvels; no one ever will again.”30

Among the photographs taken in Cairo by Le Bon are pictures ofweapons from the

collection of French architect and collector Ambroise Baudry (Fig. 5) that hint at an

interest in the warrior culture of the Arabs. 31

In contrast with former discourses, the essayist considered art an expression of

race (and furthermore “heredity”), moment, place, and religion, rather than the

result of political and social organization, whatever his admiration may have been

for the institutions disseminated by the Arab Conquest over a large empire. He con-

sidered slavery positively, as well as legal polygamy. He declared in his book that

“the situation of slaves in the East is superior to that of servants in Europe”; Muslim

polygamy appeared to him more respectful to women than the “hypocrite polyg-

amy” prevailing in Europe. 32 Assumptions of this sort were neither completely new

nor exceptional. Cautiousness toward judging Egyptian slavery can be found in the

pages of the Description de l’Égypte. In the very words of one of Napoléons engi-

neers, the young Gilbert de Chabrol, author of the chapter on the manners ofmod-

ern Egyptians: “The peoples ofthe East have kept the ancient custom ofusing slaves

for their service. We will refrain from any painful reflection in this respect: however

legitimate, our reproaches may fall on Europe and each of them would be a bitter

criticism of the shameful trade that it has tolerated so far: the colonies of the New

World and the islands of the African sea, as scenes of the barbarity of the civilized

peoples, offer the spectacle of a most odious slavery, [ . .
. ]
the fate of slaves in Egypt,
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as in other countries of the Levant, is much less to be pitied than that of the slaves

in America.”33 Similarly, the idea that a “practical polygamy” existed in Europe had

already been expressed by the Scottish diplomat David Urquhart in his Spirit of the

East ( 1838).
34 What was new in Le Bons text was the emphasis on biological deter-

minism. This posture echoed directly the philosophy of art instituted by Johann

Joachim Winckelmann and developed particularly in France by the scholar Hip-

polyte Taine around the trilogy of “race, moment and milieu,” a doctrine that had

acquired a considerable audience in French artistic and architectural circles by the

1870s. 35 Furthermore, Le Bon departed from earlier commentators by not believ-

ing in universal axioms. According to him, “Iffreedom is excellent for certain races,

the harsh law of a master is preferable for others.”
36 His relativism prompted him

to dehne the political regime of the Arabs as “in fact a democratic regime under

an absolute master.” In any case, he acknowledged Arab advancement in all fields

of art and science during the Middle Ages thanks to an openness to innovation

(rather than the reproduction of established patterns) and the strength of warrior

culture (perhaps echoing his interest in weapons). These qualities were manifest in

the magnificence of their artifacts and architecture. He considered that such traits

were gone long since, however, and affirmed that “at about the time of the Renais-

sance, the Arabs [had] disappeared from history.”
37

Tire ode to Arab civilization

was one to a culture that had ceased to exist long ago in Le Bons view, due to the

Ottoman conquest; however, the blame was now placed on the “biological hybrid-

ization” that resulted from it, rather than on political despotism. In the conclusion

of his book, Le Bon harshly writes: “It has been claimed that the future belongs to

cross-breds. It may well be. For people who intend to keep their rank in the world,

it is undesirable.” 38

History or Theory?

Equally decisive and enduring was the persistent tension between speculative think-

ing and detailed surveying at work in much French writing on Cairo’s monuments.

More often than not, authors seemed to be oscillating between grand theory and

minute erudition. Since the early modern period, generalization had been at the

very core ofscientific activity and knowledge in France, in all branches of study. The

ultimate goal ofthe observation ofthe world was to reach universal axioms; locality

and particularity had to be skipped in order to do so. In Enlightenment antiquarian

literature, the tension between describing particular facts and establishing general

rules led scholars to develop a dual approach to the study of ancient architecture.

David Le Roy’s work on Greek ruins again provides a convenient example. 39 His

double approach included history and theory. The “historical” considered architec-

ture as a human product, the “theoretical” envisioned buildings as material artifacts
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governed by abstract universal principles. While “history” could help understand

how mankind interacted with a specific context to produce specific forms, “theory”

could question the interaction ofmankind with universal laws and its formal results

regardless of specific context. Both approaches encompassed distinct representa-

tional modes, the tonner primarily textual discourse, the latter graphical expres-

sion, for example, juxtaposing plans ofsimilar buildings ofdifferent times and places

in order to give a sense of progression (Fig. 6). The full title of Le Roy’s publication

suggests the theoretical agenda of his study of Greek monuments: “the progress of

architecture.”40 A climax in the development of all-embracing theories would even-

tually be reached with Eugène Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc s systematic rationalizing

of the art of building in the 1860s and his attempt to write a world history of archi-

tecture. Obsessed with race (particularly the “Aryan race”), Viollet-le-Duc sought

to explain any development of the human dwelling through ethnic causalities in

one of his later works, L’Histoire de l’habitation humaine (1875).
41 The project led

him to elaborate what has been termed as a “delirious system,” that is, a rigid theory

(based on race) that had to be sustained at all costs, against all opposition. 42

In view of this established epistemological background, the impressive amount

of visual and textual data collected by Napoléons artists and scientists during the

brief occupation of Egypt at the very end of the eighteenth century is in fact quite

paradoxical, as has been convincingly argued elsewhere. 43 To be sure, this monu-

mental work, by its encyclopedic nature, is perfectly in line with the vogue for sur-

veys in pre-revolutionary France, but the knowledge gathered is at the same time

a true anticipation of much later developments in the field of what would come to

be known as “area studies.” It predates by almost three decades forms of special-

ized knowledge and fieldwork that would gain momentum from the Romantic Age

onward. Rather than offering room for broad generalizations, as an Enlightened

and somehow Gallic “esprit de système” would have done, the État moderne sec-

tion of the Description de l’Égypte sticks to recording facts, names, measurements.

It supplies city plans, painstakingly surveyed at a scale of about 1:2000, with exten-

sive numbering of buildings. More than 1,200 structures are numbered on the map

of Cairo; in the map key they are arranged as forty-four architectural types, from

qasr (palace) to manzal (house), gâmi’ (mosque) to madfan (tomb), masna’ (fac-

tory) to khammâra (cabaret); 1,300 toponyms in Arabic, with their transliteration

in Latin script, are listed. Minutely detailed drawings of mosques (Fig. 7), houses,

baths, and caravanserais are provided. The factual material abounds, in an attempt

to produce an accurate and comprehensive picture of the architectural heritage of

medieval Cairo, a city, we are told, that featured “203 mosques, 1 58 smaller sanctu-

aries, 45 hammams,” and many mansions “combining all the types of pleasure and

luxury that the Egyptian climate can admit”—a rare qualitative observation in an
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otherwise rather dry narrative .

44 This innovative and impressive source ot knowl-

edge on contemporary Cairo was the direct outcome of military occupation; ironi-

cally enough, it remained underused, due in particular to a long delay in its public

release. It stands now as a true statistical oddity within the overall production of

knowledge on Cairo and its architecture, although it obviously influenced later

surveys .

45
Prisse d’Avennes’s studies share, to a large extent, a similar approach to

architecture in Egypt, concerned as they are with accuracy and context. His depic-

tion ofmonuments shows immense erudition on all aspects of the history and eth-

nography of the country. He was equally at ease with the gods and goddesses of

the Egyptian pantheon, the succession of Mamluk rulers in medieval times and

their blazons, or the organization of space in Cairene domestic architecture. For

Prisse d’Avennes, as well as for Napoléons scientists, the interest in Cairene monu-

ments was driven by a curiosity about anything Egyptian. This was not the case of

all scholars or connoisseurs who surveyed Cairene architecture. The geographical

scope of the surveys, combined with their final goal (fundamental versus applied

knowledge, for instance) and the corresponding way of looking (archeological,

architectural, artistic, etc.), in fact dehne significant divisions among the views

developed on Cairene architecture. While some antiquarians studied the monu-

ments of the Egyptian capital for the sake of producing empirical knowledge on

Egypt, others had larger enterprises in mind, be they devoted to conceptualizing
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Near Eastern architecture, the architecture of the Islamic world at large, or even

world architecture.

The work of Louis-François Cassas falls in this last category. The artist toured

the Near East in 1784-5 at the expense of the Count de Choiseul-Gouffier, a French

diplomat and antiquarian interested in promoting the architectural heritage of

ancient Greece. Although travelling in the region proved an adventure (he had to

survive a Bedouin attack and a robbery to reach Palmyra),46 Cassas managed to visit

a number of archaeological sites and to bring back hundreds of drawings. In Egypt,

where he spent a couple of weeks on his way to Palestine in March 1785 and at the

end ot his journey in November of the same year, he mainly sketched (besides the

pyramids) monuments and street scenes in Alexandria and Cairo, devoting atten-

tion to Islamic architecture.47 Many of the drawings were never published. Thir-

teen watercolors ofAlexandria, together with an album devoted to Egypt, are listed

among the large collection of Cassas’s drawings and etchings that was auctioned in

Paris in 1 878.48 Although the artist worked at his Voyage pittoresque de la Syrie, de la

Phœnicie, de la Palœstine et de la Basse-Ægypte (sic) for about ten years, it was never

completed. Only two thirds ofthe plates were engraved and the historical introduc-

tion by Volney, whom Cassas had met and befriended in Jaffa, was never written.

In its unfinished form, the portfolio stands as a collection of loose material, where

picturesque views coexist with architectonic reconstructions. Initially trained as

a technical draftsman and known as a “painter-architect,” Cassas drew architec-

ture with ease. His concern with tangible culture drove him not only to portray

the monuments and landscapes discovered in Egypt, but also to create imaginative

reconstructions, as his Restauration d’une Piramide avec ses avenues, engraved in

1795, amply demonstrates. An archaeological exercise in the manner that would

later be strictly codified by the Parisian École des Beaux-Arts, and was then labeled

an “idée,” the plate features an invented pyramid with two lateral obelisks, preceded
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by a temple and an alley ofsphinxes.49 The fantasy scenery belongs to utopian imag-

ery, as well as to the iconography of freemasonry; Cassas is known to have been a

Mason during his long stay in Rome, while working at his book.

It is telling that the project that Cassas did bring to fruition out ot his travels in

the Near East was a “Museum of Architecture.” Located in a gallery the artist had

acquired in Paris, in the rue de Seine, on the Left Bank, this display of models exe-

cuted partly in cork at a scale of about 1 :30 was intended to present a world history

of ancient architecture; it consisted of seventy-six monuments from Greece, Italy,

Egypt, India, Iran, and Palestine, among others (Fig. 8). Needless to say, the mod-

els represented “restorations” of the sort just mentioned, that is, reconstructions of

what the monuments should have looked like when built; the present state of the

buildings was presented by etchings hanging behind the models. The project of a

museum had been contemplated by Cassas from as early as 1786, it seems, 50 which

would make him an absolute pioneer in the field (the first gallery of architectural

models is considered to be the one created by Le Roy in the Louvre in 1 794-5). 51

Further insights on the enterprise can be gained from the catalogue of the collec-

tion published in 1806. 52 The promotion of architecture was its primary goal, as

can be inferred from the opening paragraph of the book: “Architecture, so hon-

ored in ancient times, [...], still considered today in Italy, is not properly valued

in France.” 53 Cassas’s stated agenda was educational: to instruct cultured people

in the art of architecture of all nations. It was also, to be sure, commercial: a fee

was charged to visit the gallery, which was eventually bought by the State in 1813

and exhibited for some time at the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris. The collection,

now lost, was organized by genre, along an historic progression: Egyptian, Indian,

Persian, Greek, Etruscan, Cyclopean, Celtic, Roman, and Late Empire. Chinese

architecture was considered too well known to be included. Rather than properly

encyclopedic, the collection was a selection of examples of ancient architecture,

chosen deliberately from among the lesser-known productions of antiquity rather

than from among its icons. What mattered to Cassas was to make perceptible to the

public formal similarities across countries and cultures. Indian mausoleums, for

instance, reminded him somehow of Cairene mosques; he is said to have intended

to develop through new models the connections between “Indian”, “Persian,” and

“Arab” architecture. He also analyzed “late empire” (i.e., medieval) architecture as a

mix of “Arab”, “Moorish,” “Saracenic,” and Norman art.
54

Affinities and correspon-

dences, dissemination and exchange, were his central concerns, more than specific

locales. These broader views on world architecture clearly differentiate Cassas’s

project from the scholarly and focused endeavor ofNapoléons scientists.

A further distinction between the two surveys is provided by the issue of archi-

tectural style. The presentation of Cassas’s museum explicitly stated that the pur-
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pose ofthe collection was to display “the most noble, or the less-known forms, that

could be happily applied to our monuments.” 55 The clear intention was to renew the

range ofhistorical models made available to designers. As if in counter-argument to

such a declaration, an author of the Napoleonic survey, while insisting on the need

to study the ancient “architecture ofthe Arabs,” claimed not to be recommending its

imitation but instead to be adding a chapter to the history of architecture.56 Bluntly

put, his ultimate goal was the progress of knowledge, not architectural innovation

or design.

Pascal-Xavier Coste’s enquiry shares some features with Cassas’s approach,

although his grand album, Architecture arabe ou monuments du Caire (1847-9),

clearly referred to a particular geography. But his too was a project oflarger scope: to

record all forms ofEgyptian architecture, from ancient to modern, from monumen-

tal to vernacular, besides ethnographic types, costumes, and so on, as is testified by

the 1,076 drawings he brought back from the years spent in Egypt in the late 1810s

and early 1820s (Fig. 9).
57 Coste had been commissioned to build two mosques by

the Egyptian ruler Muhammad Ali in 1 822 and argued that he needed to study care-

fully mosque architecture in the country in order to produce proper designs. The

idea of applied knowledge was present here, too, and it was more than mere rheto-

ric. Stylistic exchanges were another significant concern ofCoste’s study. The “theo-

retical” question envisioned in this instance was the relationship between Gothic

and Middle Eastern architecture. The conclusion of the historical introduction to

the plates clearly posited that “Gothic architecture originated from Arab architec-

ture.” It was indeed this aspect that the publisher chose to underline when advertis-

ing the volume: “The influence exerted by these beautiful buildings of Egypt under

the Caliphates had been very important on medieval architecture in Spain, France,

England and Germany, which is known as Gothic, although it is rather an imita-

tion of Arab [architecture]. The present volume sheds light on many important

points in art history.”
58 In other words, distinctive conceptual frameworks differen-

tiate one survey from another: while some were driven by the objective ofpursuing

fundamental knowledge, others were oriented by design concerns and/or by the

desire to develop some theory about architecture or artistic interactions.

“The Mathématisation of Knowledge”

Three decades later, ironically, Coste’s questioning had become barely noticeable.

Not because the quarrel over the origins of the Gothic style had been resolved, in

favor of the French origin of Gothic, 59 but because the conceptual framework of

Coste’s survey was no longer perceptible to the contemporary reader or indeed

was deemed insufficiently “scientific.” In a review of French works on “oriental

art” written in 1868, Viollet-le-Duc praised the talent of the draftsman but typi-
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moucharabia n° 4, Ville du Caire,

22 septembre 1822. Bibliothèque de

l’Alcazar, Marseille, Fonds Pascal

Coste, Ms 1 3 1 1 , fol. 39b. Photograph

Bibliothèque de l’Alcazar

cally considered Costes approach as too little “critical.” In the view of the renowned

leader of the rationalist school, an artist with ambition would have launched some

theories on art, paid attention to causes and consequences, elaborated deductions

from the material gathered, provoked discussions on the matter of his survey,

instead of solely offering drawings with short historical descriptions, as Coste, and

others before him, had. In brief, architectural literature needed to adopt “scientific

criticism,” with the capacity to deduce “vast consequences” from the most modest

observation. 60

This much sought-after critical approach is exactly what Jules Bourgoin’s work

could provide, according to Viollet-le-Duc in the same review of 1868. The young

architect had just released the first plates of his book Les arts arabes. The lavish

chromolithograph images recorded architectural details (woodwork, marble pave-

ments, decorated ceilings, colored windows, etc.) surveyed during a three-year stay

in the Middle East, and mainly taken from buildings in Cairo, besides a few exam-

ples from Jerusalem and Damascus. In 1 863, after studying architecture at the École

des Beaux-Arts in Paris, Bourgoin had been offered the opportunity to supervise

architectural works at the French consulate in Alexandria. The sojourn proved cru-

cial at two levels. It allowed Bourgoin to become deeply acquainted with an “art so
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Jules Bourgoin, Untitled (ornamental

leaves). École nationale supérieure

des Beaux-Arts, Paris, EBA 7901 -

0041. Photograph École nationale

supérieure des Beaux-Arts

different from ours, and even from all others” and to observe at length its historical

expressions as well as the techniques still commonly employed by contemporary

craftsmanship. Such experience also allowed him to retrieve the “Arab methods of

designing,” and in particular the geometrical rules ordering the decorative patterns

used in Islamic architecture. Hence the positive appraisal from Viollet-le-Duc.

Bourgoin’s first encounter with Arab art was so intense that it led him to aban-

don his profession in order to devote himself entirely to an “irresistible vocation”:

the “scientific study of ornament and the applied arts” in comparative perspec-

tive, as he was to recall in 1891 in a long letter attempting to explain the course

of his intellectual endeavor. His intention had been to apply the “methods of the

modern scientific spirit” to his pursuit, emulating what had been done previously

with success in the fields of natural and historical sciences. He claimed to be able

to do so thanks to his taste for, and knowledge of, mathematics.61 His initial pur-

pose was to trace differences according to “races” and “societies” (occasionally and

interchangeably labeled “civilizations” in his writings), and in order to do so, he

spent further time in the Middle East, in 1874-5 (mainly in Damascus) and again

in 1881-4 (mainly in Cairo and in Upper Egypt). With time, his aim shifted drasti-

cally. Exploring the autonomous and universal language of ornament became his

central goal. 62 Bourgoin later acknowledged as instrumental in this his discovery,

at an early stage, of the writings of the philosopher and mathematician Augustin

Cournot (1801-77), a major intellectual figure of his time. Cournot’s reflections on

language, script, and forms of abstraction induced him to sense that architecture,

ornament, and the applied arts contained “an internal principle of coordination,
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a supreme reason that justified their specific, special and autonomous constitu-

tion.”
63 In short, forms originated in a “sphere ofabstractions” superior to geometry

and arithmetic. They were part of a “language and science of figures,” and could be

studied as “figurative notes,” regardless of context. For the following decade, Bour-

goin was engaged in establishing a new science, namely the “Graphique” or “science

of the figurative script.” A plate from his Précis de l’art arabe (1892) encapsulates

his new concern. The illustration, entitled “Scriptures” (Fig. 10), depicts a stucco

inscription in the mosque of the Mamluk emir Sanjar al-Jawli (built 1303/4), with

a deconstruction of the decorative floral pattern into a number of isolated “signs.”

His papers contain numerous folios of serial, isolated motifs (Fig. 1 1), that were

most probably meant to help him build and support his theory about the language

of graphics. The ultimate result of his lifetime quest was three arid volumes ofthou-

sands of basic geometrical forms, which in combination could be used to construct

any kind of figure; they were introduced by a rather obscure text filled with neolo-

gisms and mathematical equations. 64

The approach to (Islamic) ornament developed by Jules Bourgoin thus defini-

tively departed from the anthropological theories that had stimulated many French

architects and art historians from the mid-nineteenth century, following Taine’s

theories on race, milieu and moment. A quotation from an unidentified author

copied in one of Bourgoin’s notebooks explicitly illustrates the shift: “The strong

influence which acts on the succession of forms, in music as elsewhere, is neither

that of ‘Race,’ nor that of ‘Milieu’ or of ‘Moment,’ it is the influence of the works on

other works.”65 Art had taken precedence over society and culture in the essentialist

theory worked out by Bourgoin.

The nature of his quest was typical of what has been termed as the “mathéma-

tisation of knowledge”66 or “esprit de géométrie”67 to describe a decisive aspect of

Enlightenment thought: the belief that most realities could be reduced to numbers

and mathematical axioms, in order to produce a renovated knowledge of univer-

sal significance. Specialist scholars of eighteenth-century thought have stressed

that “Mathematical procedure became, so to speak, the ritual of Enlightenment

thinking.”68 Bourgoin’s mathematical speculations on Islamic patterns in the 1890s

provide an instance of the endurance of this kind of thinking in the domain of art

and architecture well beyond the eighteenth century. His scholarship is, moreover,

an eloquent example of the fascination exerted by the “linguistic model” in the

field of arts and humanities from 1850 onward. In art, many pioneers of abstrac-

tion explicitly compared what they were looking for to a language, and embarked

upon establishing grammars—consisting of an “alphabet,” a “syntax,” and at times

a “semantic”—of artistic elements, be they “color,” “drawing,” or “decorative arts.”

The Grammar of Ornament (1856) by Owen Jones stands out as the most famous
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example in English and was even made available to a French audience through a

translation published in London in 1865, but apparently little known in the Con-

tinent. In any event, Bourgoin has been recognized in this context as one of those

who exploited in the most complete manner the model of verbal language, using

a scientific analytical method that was aimed explicitly at producing abstractions,

based on a distinction between (abstract) figure and (concrete) shape. Together

with symbolism, Bourgoin’s work is known to have nurtured Kandinsky’s manifesto

of abstraction written in 19 10.
69 Interestingly enough, his principal and enduring

audience was within circles that had no connection with, nor interest in, the Middle

East, as references to his theories in the writings of architects Gustave Umbden-

stock (1866-1940) or André Lurçat (1894-1970), both architecture teachers at the

École des Beaux-Arts in Paris, suggest.
70 Bourgoin was both the heir of Enlight-

enment reasoning, and a precursor of abstraction—but definitely not a scholar of

Islamic architecture in the current sense of the word, despite the many years he

spent observing and surveying monuments in Egypt and in Syria.

An Offspring of the Philosophical Tradition?

Most French encounters with Egyptian “Arab art” (as it was termed at the time) from

the end ofthe eighteenth century were driven by agendas and concerns—from polit-

ical criticism to applied knowledge—that led the resulting accounts far away from

the mere historical study of Cairo’s architectural heritage. Taking as their point of

departure Cairene monuments, many studies reached maturation in distant lands,

from a “Museum ofWorld Architecture” (in the case ofCassas) to the establishing of

a new science ofsigns (as with Bourgoin). Thephenomenon is still alive today.
71 In the
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process, the graphical evidence presented in the albums tended to be detached from

its historical and geographical context. Details taken from the monuments tended to

outnumber full views of the buildings, as can be observed in most published plates,

as well as in unpublished material, and in many instances, the name and location of

the specific building to which they belong are even missing. There are parallels in

late eighteenth-century British antiquarianism: Thomas Hopes sketchbooks of his

1 796-7 journey to the Middle East do include sheets with architectural details and

very vague locations,
72 but the practice seems more enduring in France. Captions

in French works were rarely archaeology- friendly; they depicted types and genres

(“stalactites,” “arcatures,” “capitals,” “private houses,” etc.), and moreover series of

them, rather than contextualized objects (the gate or palace of so and so). Formal

comparisons across a range of monuments seemed to matter more than particular

details about their historical and geographical settings. Coste, Prisse d’Avennes, and

Bourgoin all produced plates of “Parallèles” (Fig. 12 and Fig. 13), placing elements

drawn to the same scale on a single plate in order to sense formal progressions; the

method represented another enduring legacy ofthe eighteenth century. Invented by

David Le Roy, it was systematized by Jean -Baptiste Seroux d’Agincourt in his monu-

mental Histoire de l’artpar les monumens ( 1 8 10-23),73 and remained a common tool

to analyze architecture throughout the nineteenth century. In such an approach, the

emphasis was placed on morphological progression across the centuries rather than

on individual monuments. Finally, Islamic art amateurs more often than not saw

“pure ornament” in the monuments they visited and delineated, rather than the

material culture of a given society, a point made in a recent exhibition. 74 No won-

der that the illustrated surveys that they produced became source- books for the
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applied arts back home,75 rather than milestones in the genesis and growth of the

historiography of Islamic art and archaeology.

To some extent, the “abstracting” process applied to Cairene architecture can be

viewed as deeply embedded in French culture: after all, Cartesianism, as opposed

to the tradition of empiricism, was a major legacy of the Enlightenment in France

and philosophy at large long maintained an eminent position in the hierarchy of

disciplines. Eighteenth-century Paris has been termed the “capital of philosophy.” 76

This episteme decisively impacted the writing of history. While historical science

developed in Germany on the basis of erudition, “speculation” represented a strong

characteristic of the French historiographical school from the eighteenth century

onward. In pre-revolutionary France, it was common to speak of “philosophical

history,” that is, history with a philosophical twist or target. Volney’s second book

resulting from his grand tour in the Middle East can best illustrate it. Set in the

ruins of Palmyra, the historical narrative considers archaeological remains first in

the concrete sense of derelict monuments, then in a figurative sense in order to

speculate on the decline of civilizations, and finally in an abstract sense, as a phe-

nomenon relevant to any human being or situation.
7.

In any case, the “abstract-

ing mind” of French antiquarians was to find in the profusion of geometrical and

non-figurative ornamentalism offered by Cairene architecture, and by that ofother

Middle Eastern locales, the most fertile grounds for their intellectual ventures. And

it may well be that it was in fact the combination of both realities, the philosophical

tradition encountering the realm of abstract ornament, that ultimately shaped the

French theories and conceptualizations developed from Cairene monuments. As

with any relationship, the dialectal dimension, if difficult to reconstruct and assess,

is worth bearing in mind.
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